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INTRODUCTION

The *Accountants’ Index* is a standard reference work published as a service to the accounting profession.

This twenty-fifth supplement to the *Accountants’ Index* is a continuation of the preceding twenty-four supplements to the original 1920 volume. The original Index, published in 1921, covered the “known English literature on the subject of accounting in print in 1912 and published since that year to and including December 31, 1920.” This volume covers materials indexed from January 1976 through early December 1976.

Naomi Werblowsky and Helen Younger assisted with the indexing for this twenty-fifth supplement and their contribution is gratefully acknowledged.

KAREN HEGGE SIMMONS
Librarian

*New York, New York*  
*May 11, 1977*
HOW TO USE THE ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX

Since the Accountants’ Index is the index to the AICPA Library, all references listed in the Accountants’ Index are retained in the AICPA Library and are available for loan to members of the AICPA and to special libraries. This 25th supplement covers the titles added to the Library’s collection during 1976.

A subject/author index to English language periodicals, the Accountants’ Index also lists books, pamphlets and government documents by author, title and subject. The Library collects books and indexes journals in the fields of accounting, auditing, data processing, financial reporting, financial management, investments and securities, management and taxation. Special businesses and industries are also covered.

The Index is arranged in dictionary format and full citations are given with each entry. For the convenience of AICPA Library users and our reference librarians, the Library classification numbers assigned to books and pamphlets appear in square brackets. Journal titles are italicized.

Users are referred to the directories in the beginning of this volume for addresses of publishers. This supplement also contains cross references which are not yet included in the quarterly issues. If a “blind reference” is encountered, the user should check previous supplements for the heading given.
Journal Publishers

Accountancy Ireland, Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland, 7 Fitzwilliam Place, Dublin 2, Ireland.
Accountants' Journal, New Zealand Society of Accountants, Woodward House, 99 The Terrace, Wellington 1, N.Z.
Accountant's Magazine, Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, Accountants' Publishing Co., Ltd., 27 Queen St., Edinburgh EH2 1LA, Scotland.
Accounting Forum, Bernard M. Baruch College, 17 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10010.
Accounting Historian, Academy of Accounting Historians, Box 6999, Graduate School of Business, University, Ala. 35486.
Across the Board (formerly Conference Board Record), 845 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.
Administrative Science Quarterly, Graduate School of Business and Public Administration, Malott Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14853.
American Bar Association Journal, 1155 E. 60th St., Chicago, Ill. 60637.
American Business Law Journal, John D. Donnell, Editor-in-chief, Graduate School of Business, Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind. 47401.
Appraisal Journal, American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers of the National Association of Realtors, 155 E. Superior St., Chicago, Ill. 60611.
Armed Forces Comptroller, American Society of Military Comptrollers, 206 James Thurber Ct., Falls Church, Va. 22046.
Arthur Andersen Chronicle, 69 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill. 60602.
Asset, Missouri Society of Certified Public Accountants, Editor, 1925 Railway Exchange Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 63101.
Association Management, American Society of Association Executives, 1101 16th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.
Australian Accountant, Australian Society of Accountants, 49 Exhibition St., Melbourne, Victoria 3000, Australia.
Automation, Penton Plaza, 1111 Chester Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44114.
Bankers Monthly, 601 Skokie Blvd., Northbrook, Ill. 60062.
Banking, Simmons-Boardman Publishing Corp., P.O. Box 530, Bristol, Conn. 06010.
Baylor Law Review, Baylor University Station, Box 6262, Waco, Tex. 76706.
Best's Review (Property/casualty insurance edition), A.M. Best Co., Columbia Turnpike, Box 232, Rensselaer, N.Y. 12144.
Journal Publishers

Burroughs Clearing House, Box 418, Detroit, Michigan 48232.
Business Horizons, School of Business, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47401.
Business Lawyer, Publications Dept., American Bar Association, 1155 E. 60th Street, Chicago, Ill. 60637.
CA Magazine (formerly Canadian Chartered Accountant), Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 250 Bloor St. East, Toronto, Canada M4W 1G5.
California CPA Quarterly, California Society of CPAs, 1000 Welch Road, Palo Alto, Calif. 94304.
Camping Magazine, American Camping Association, Bradford Woods, Martinsville, Ind. 46151.
Canadian Tax Journal, Canadian Tax Foundation, 100 University Ave., Toronto, Canada M5J 1V6.
Certified Accountant, 22 Bedford Square, London WC1B 3HS, England.
CGA, Certified General Accountants' Association of Canada, 800 - 535 Thurlow St., Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6E 3L2.
Chartered Accountant, Institute of Chartered Accountants of India, Indraprastha Marg, Post Box 268, New Delhi - 110 001, India.
Chartered Accountant in Australia, 333 George St., Sydney, N.S.W. 2000, Australia.
Club Management, 408 Olive St., St. Louis, Missouri 63102.
Commercial Fish Farmer, 620 E. Sixth, Little Rock, Ark. 72202.
Community Property Journal, 232 N. Canon Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90210.
Conference Board Record, 845 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022.
Connecticut CPA, Education and Research Foundation of the Connecticut Society of CPAs, 179 Allyn St., Hartford, Conn. 06103.
Cooperative Accountant, Martin L. Black, Jr., ed., P.O. Box 4765, Duke Station, Durham, N.C. 27706.
Cornell Hotel and Restaurant Administration Quarterly, Statler Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14853.
Cost & Management, Box 176, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada L8N 3C3.
CPA Journal, New York State Society of CPAs, 600 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.
Datamation, 35 Mason Street, Greenwich, Conn. 06830.
Decision Sciences, National Office, American Institute for Decision Sciences, University Plaza, Atlanta, Ga. 30303.
EDP Auditor, EDP Auditors Association, Inc., Administrative Office, 7024 Edgebrook Lane, Hanover Park, Ill. 60133.
Emory Law Journal, Emory University School of Law, 1722 N. Decatur Rd., Atlanta, Ga. 30322.
Engineering Economist, University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, Tex. 75080.
Estate Planning, Estate Planning Research Group, Ltd., 512 North Florida Ave., Tampa, Fla. 33602.
Federal Accountant, Federal Government Accountants Association, 727 S. 23rd St., Arlington,
Journal Publishers

Va. 22202.
Financial Management, University of Wisconsin Press, Journals Dept., P.O. Box 1379, Madison, Wis. 53701.
Folio, P.O. Box 697, 125 Elm St., New Canaan, Conn. 06840.
Forbes, 60 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10011.
Fortune, 541 North Fairbanks Court, Chicago, Ill. 60611.
Georgia CPA, Georgia Society of CPAs, 1504 William-Oliver Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 30303.
Governmental Finance, 1313 East 60th Street, Chicago, Ill. 60637.
H & S Reports, Haskins & Sells, 1114 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036.
Harvard Business Review, Subscription Service Dept., P.O. Box 9730, Greenwich, Conn. 06830.
HKK Panorama, Harris, Kerr, Forster & Co., 626 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90017.
Hospital Administration, American College of Hospital Administrators, 840 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60611.
Hospital & Health Services Administration (formerly Hospital Administration), American College of Hospital Administrators, 840 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60611.
Hospital Financial Management, Hospital Financial Management Association, Rm. 245, 666 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60611.
Hospitals, American Hospital Association, 840 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60611.
Indiana Law Journal, Indiana University School of Law, Bloomington, Ind. 47401.
Industrial Accountant, Pakistan Institute of Industrial Accountants, Soldier Bazar, P.O. Box 7284, Karachi – 3, Pakistan.
Industrial Marketing, Crain Communications Inc., 740 Rush St., Chicago, Ill. 60611.
Information & Records Management, 250 Fulton Ave., Hempstead, N.Y. 11550.
Hospitality (Food & Lodging), 614 Superior Ave., West, Cleveland, Ohio 44113.
Internal Auditor, Institute of Internal Auditors, Inc., 5500 Diplomat Circle, Orlando, Fla. 32810.
International Accountant, P.O. Box 38, Link House, Billericay, Essex, England.
Iowa Law Review, University of Iowa College of Law, Iowa City, Iowa 52242.
Journal of Accountancy, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036.
Journal of Accounting Research, Graduate School of Business, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 60637.
Journal of College Placement, College Placement Council, Inc., P.O. Box 2263, Bethlehem, Pa. 18015.
Journal of Finance, 100 Trinity Place, New York, N.Y. 10006.
Journal of Financial & Quantitative Analysis, Graduate School of Business Administration, University of Washington, Seattle, Wash. 98195.
Journal Publishers

60606.
Journal of Marketing Research, American Marketing Association, 222 S. Riverside Plaza, Chicago, Ill. 60606.
Journal of Property Management, Institute of Real Estate Management, 155 East Superior St., Chicago, Ill. 60611.
Journal of Systems Management, 24587 Bagley Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44138.
Journal of Taxation, Tax Research Group, Ltd., 512 North Florida Ave., Tampa, Florida 33602.
Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, School of Business, C.W. Post Center, Long Island University, Greenvale, N.Y. 11548.
Journal UEC, IdW-Verlag GmbH, D4 Dusseldorf, Postfach 32 0580, Germany.
Kentucky Law Journal, University of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky. 40506.
Land Economics, Journals Dept. 129, The University of Wisconsin Press, Box 1379, Madison, Wis. 53701.
Law & Contemporary Problems, Duke University School of Law, Duke Station, Durham, N.C. 27706.
Lester Witte Report, Lester Witte & Co., 150 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60606.
Louisiana Certified Public Accountant, Society of Louisiana Certified Public Accountants, 4051 Veterans Blvd., Suite 408, Metairie, La. 70002.
Magazine of Bank Administration, 303 S. Northwest Highway, Park Ridge, Ill. 60068.
Management, Irish Management Institute, 186 Orwell Road, Dublin 14, Ireland.
Management Accountant, Institute of Cost and Works Accountants of India, 12 Sudder St., Calcutta 16, India.
Management Accounting, 63 Portland Place, London W1N 4AB, England.
Management Accounting, National Association of Accountants, 919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022.
Managerial Planning, Planning Executives Institute, P.O. Box 70, Oxford, Ohio 45056.
Massachusetts CPA Review, Massachusetts Society of Certified Public Accountants, Inc., Three Center Plaza, Boston, Mass. 02108.
Medical Economics, Oradell, N.J. 07649.
Mini-Micro Systems (formerly Modern Data), Modern Data Services, Inc., 5 Kane Industrial Dr., Hudson, Mass. 01749.
Missouri Law Review, Lee H. Tate Hall, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. 65201.
Modern Data, 5 Kane Industrial Dr., P.O. Box 369, Hudson, Mass. 01749.
Modern Healthcare, 230 W. Monroe St., Chicago, Ill. 60606.
Money, Time-Life Building, 541 N. Fairbanks Ct., Chicago, Ill. 60611.
Mortgage Banker, 1125 Fifteenth St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.
National Tax Journal, Stanley J. Bowers, Executive Director, National Tax Association - Tax Institute of America, 21 East State St., Columbus, Ohio 43215.
Nation's Business, Chamber of Commerce of the United States, 1615 H St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20062.
Nebraska C.P.A., Nebraska Society of Certified Public Accountants, 1039 Stuart Bldg., Lincoln, Neb. 68508.
Nebraska Law Review, College of Law, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb. 68503.
Newspaper Controller, P.O. Box 68, Fairhaven, N.J. 07701.
Journal Publishers

Unauthorized Practice News, American Bar Association, 1155 East 60th St., Chicago, Ill. 60637.
University of Miami Law Review, University of Miami, Coral Gables, Fla. 33124.
University of Michigan Business Review (formerly Michigan Business Review), Graduate School of Business Administration, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109.
Vanderbilt Law Review, Executive Secretary, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. 37240.
Veterinary Economics, 2728 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44115.
Viewpoint, Main LaFrentz & Co., 280 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.
Villanova Law Review, School of Law, Villanova University, Villanova, Pa. 19085.
Virginia Accountant, Virginia Society of Certified Public Accountants, Suite 1010, 700 East Main Building, Richmond, Va. 23219.
Wisconsin CPA, Wisconsin Society of Certified Public Accountants, Room 400, 600 E. Mason St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53202.
Woman CPA, American Society of Women Accountants, 35 E. Wacker Dr., Suite 1036, Chicago, Ill. 60601.
Yale Law Journal, 401A Yale Station, New Haven, Conn. 06520.
Book Publishers

Abingdon Press, 201 Eighth Ave., South, Nashville, Tenn. 37202.
Academy of Accounting Historians, Box 6999, University, Ala. 35486.
Accountancy Research Foundation, 49 Exhibition St., Melbourne, Victoria 3000, Australia.
Adams Press, 30 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill. 60602.
Alexander Grant Tansley Witt, 1185 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036.
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 470 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 02110.
AMACOM, 135 W. 50th St., New York, N.Y. 10020.
American Accounting Association, 653 S. Orange Ave., Sarasota, Fla. 33577.
American Booksellers Association, 800 Second Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.
American Cancer Society, 219 E. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017.
American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research, 1150 Seventeenth St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.
American Hospital Association, 840 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60611.
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
N.Y. 10036.
American Law Institute - American Bar Association Committee on Continuing Professional
American Management Associations, 135 W. 50th St., New York, N.Y. 10020.
American Public Works Association, 1313 E. 60th St., Chicago, Ill. 60637.
American Society of Association Executives, 1101 16th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
American Society of Civil Engineers, 345 E. 47th St., New York, N.Y. 10017.
Arthur Andersen & Co., 69 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill. 60602.
Associated Business Programmes Ltd., 17 Buckingham Gate, London SW1E 6LN, England.
Associated Council of the Arts, 1564 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.
Associated Equipment Distributors, 615 W. 22nd St., Oak Brook, Ill. 60521.
Associated Regional Accounting Firms, 1006 Cain Tower, Peachtree Center, Atlanta, Ga. 30303.
Association for Systems Management, 24587 Bagley Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44138.
10017.
Austin Press, Educational Division of Lone Star Publishers, Inc., 1912 W. Anderson Lane,
Austin, Tex. 78757.
Australian Accounting Research Foundation, 49 Exhibition St., Melbourne, Victoria 3000,
Australia.
Australian Society of Accountants, 49 Exhibition St., Melbourne, Victoria 3000, Australia.
Bank Administration Institute, 303 S. Northwest Highway, Park Ridge, Ill. 60068.
Bank of America, Dept. 3120, P.O. Box 37000, San Francisco, Cal. 94137.
Bankers' Association for Foreign Trade, 1101 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
Branden Press, Inc., 221 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 02116.
Brigham Young University Press, 205 University Press Bldg., Provo, Utah 84602.
Brown (Wm.C.) Co., 135 S. Locust, Dubuque, Iowa 52001.
60604.
Bulawayo Society of Chartered Accountants (Rhodesia), Montclair Hotel, Juliasdale, Rhodesia.
Cahners Books, Division of Cahners Publishing Co., 89 Franklin St., Boston, Mass. 02110.
California Law Review, School of Law, University of California, Berkeley, Calif. 94720.
Canada. Dept. of Consumer & Corporate Affairs, Corporations Branch, Place du Portage,
Ottawa/Hull, Canada K1A 0C9.
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 250 Bloor St. East, Toronto, Ont., Canada M4W 1G5.
Canadian Tax Foundation, 100 University Ave., Toronto, Ont., Canada M5J 1V6.
Book Publishers

Capital Publishing Co., 10 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill. 60603.
Catalyst, 14 E. 60th St., New York, N.Y. 10022.
CCH Canadian Limited, 6 Garamond Ct., Don Mills, Ont., Canada M3C 1Z5.
Center for International Education and Research in Accounting, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 320 Commerce Building (West), Dept. of Accountancy, Urbana, Ill. 61801.
Center for Labor Research and Education, Institute of Industrial Relations, University of California, 2521 Channing Way, Berkeley, Calif. 94720.
Chamber of Commerce of the United States, 1615 H St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20062.
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1300 Alum Creek Dr., Columbus, Ohio 43216.
College Placement Council, P.O. Box 2263, Bethlehem, Pa. 18010.
Commerce Clearing House, 4025 W. Peterson Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60646.
Commerce Publishing Co., 408 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. 63102.
Connecticut Society of Certified Public Accountants, 179 Allyn St., Hartford, Conn. 06103.
Cooperative Extension Service, Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences, University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla. 32601.
Coopers & Lybrand, 1251 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020.
Cornell University, New York State College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850.
Council of State Governments, Ironworks Pike, Lexington, Ky. 40511.
Counting House Publishing Co., Thiensville, Wis. 53092.
CPA Journal, New York State Society of CPAs, 600 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.
Crowell, Thomas Y., Co., 666 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019.
De Boo, Richard, Limited, 70 Richmond St. East, Toronto, Canada M5C 2M8.
Denkitsushin University, Chofushi, Japan 182.
Directors' Press, 260 Little John Ct., Bartlett, Ill. 60013.
Dow Jones-Irwin, 1818 Ridge Rd., Homewood, Ill. 60430.
Drexel Burnham & Co., 60 Broad St., New York, N.Y. 10004.
Dryden Press, Division of Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 901 N. Elm St., Hinsdale, Ill. 60521.
Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., 99 Church St., New York, N.Y. 10007.
Edison Electric Institute, 90 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.
Electrical Manufacturers Credit Bureau, Inc., Cary, Ill. 60013.
Eli Lilly and Company, P.O. Box 618, Indianapolis, Ind. 46206.
Ernst & Ernst, 140 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10005.
Family Camping Federation of America, Bradford Woods, Martinsville, Ind. 46151.
Florida Agricultural Extension Service, Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences, University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla. 32601.
Florida State Board of Accountancy, P.O. Box 13475, Gainesville, Fla. 32604.
Foundation for Accounting Education, Inc, P.O. Box 4312, Church St. Sta., New York, N.Y. 10049.
General Motors Corp., Detroit, Mich. 48202.
Book Publishers

Gower Press Ltd., Epping, Essex, England CM16 4BU.
Greenwood Press, 51 Riverside Ave., Westport, Conn. 06880.
Health Insurance Institute, 277 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.
Heath (D.C.) & Co., 125 Spring St., Lexington, Mass. 02173.
Henry Regnery Co., 114 W. Illinois St., Chicago, Ill. 60610.
Hospital Financial Management Association, 666 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60611.
Howard University, School of Business and Public Administration, Institute for Minority Business Education, 2400 Sixth St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20001.
Idaho State University, Pocatello, Idaho 83201.
Indian Investment Centre, 708 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.
Institute of Certified Public Accountants in Israel, P.O.B. 29281, Tel-Aviv, Israel.
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, Moorgate Place, London EC2R 6EQ.
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, 27 Queen St., Edinburgh EH2 1LA, Scotland.
Institute of Cost and Works Accountants of India, 12 Sudder St., Calcutta-16, India.
Institute of Internal Auditors, 5500 Diplomat Circle, Orlando, Fla. 32810.
Institute of Life Insurance, 277 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.
Institute of Real Estate Management of the National Association of Realtors, 155 E. Superior St., Chicago, Ill. 60611.
International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, Muiderpoort, Sarphatistraat 124, Amsterdam (c), Netherlands.
International Business Machines Corporation, Data Processing Division, 1133 Westchester Ave., White Plains, N.Y. 10604.
International Centre for Research in Accounting, Furness College, Bailrigg, Lancaster, England.
Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, Md. 21218.
Joint Committee on Continuing Legal Education of the American Law Institute and the American Bar Association, 4025 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19104.
Laventhal & Horwath, 1845 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103.
Life Office Management Association, 100 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.
Lilly, Eli and Co., Pharmaceutical Division, General Offices and Principal Laboratories, Indianapolis, Ind. 46206.
Linen Supply Association of America, 975 Arthur Godfrey Rd., Miami Beach, Fla. 33140.
Louisiana Department of Revenue, Tax Information, P.O. Box 201, Baton Rouge, La. 70821.
MacDonald & Evans Ltd., 8 John St., London WC1N 2HY, England.
Machinery and Allied Products Institute, 1200 18th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
Book Publishers

Mechanical Contractors Association of America, 5530 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Suite 750,
Washington, D.C. 20015.
Medical College of Virginia, School of Medicine, Richmond, Va. 23298.
Medical Economics Company, Oradell, N.J. 07649.
Merrill, Charles E., Publishing Co., 1500 Alum Creek Dr., Columbus, Ohio 43216.
Methuen Pubns., 2350 Midland Ave., Agincourt, Ontario, Canada.
Mgt., Inc., 1795 W. Market St., Suite 224, Akron, Ohio 44313.
Minnesota Society of Certified Public Accountants, Northwestern Financial Center, Suite 718,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55431.
Minnesota State Board of Accountancy, Metro Square Bldg., 5th Fl., St. Paul, Minn. 55101.
Mobile Homes Manufacturers Association, P.O. Box 201, 14650 Lee Rd., Chantilly, Va. 22021.
Mortgage Bankers Association of America, 1125 Fifteenth St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.
Municipal Finance Officers Association of the United States and Canada, 1318 E. 60th St.,
Chicago, Ill. 60637.
National Association of Real Estate Brokers, 1025 Vermont Ave., N.W., Ste. 111, Washington,
D.C. 20005.
National Association of Realtors, 155 E. Superior St., Chicago, Ill. 60611.
National Association of Retail Grocers of the United States, Suite 620, 2000 Spring Rd., Oak
Brook, Ill. 60521.
National Association of State Boards of Accountancy, 1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
N.Y. 10036.
National Carwash Council, 7 S. Dearborn St. Chicago, Ill. 60603.
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems at Western Interstate Commission 
National Council of Chartered Accountants (S.A.); Sixth Floor, Harland House, 17 Loveday St.,
Johannesburg 2001, South Africa.
National Electronic Distributors Association, 3525 W. Peterson Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60659.
National Funeral Directors Association, 135 W. Wells St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53203.
National Retail Hardware Association, 964 N. Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46204.
National Retail Merchants Association, 100 West 31st St., New York, N.Y. 10001.
National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance Corp., 1115 50th St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20007.
National Society of Controllers and Financial Officers of Savings Associations (formerly Society 
of Savings and Loan Controllers), 111 E. Waacker Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60601.
National Soft Drink Association, 1101 16th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
National Tax Association, 21 E. State St., Columbus, Ohio 43215.
National Underwriter Co., 420 E. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45202.
Nebraska State Board of Public Accountancy, Room 2301, State Capitol, Lincoln, Neb. 68509.
New Jersey Dept. of Community Affairs, 363 W. State St., P.O. Box 2768, Trenton, N.J. 08625.
New Zealand Society of Accountants, Post Office Box 10046, 99 The Terrace, Wellington, New 
Zealand.
Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. 60201.
Oceana Publications, Dobbs Ferry, N.Y. 10522.
OECD Publications, 2, Rue Andre-Pascal, 75775 Paris, France.
Ohio State University, College of Administrative Science, 190 N. Oval Dr., Columbus, Ohio 
43210.
Oregon State University, School of Business, Corvallis, Ore. 97331.
Parker Publishing Co., Inc., West Nyack, N.Y. 10994.
Book Publishers

Pennsylvania Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1100 Lewis Tower Bldg., 225 S. 15th St.,
Planning Executives Institute, 5500 College Corner Corner Pike, Oxford, Ohio 45056.
Practising Law Institute, 810 Seventh Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019.
Printing Industries of America, Graphic Communications Center, 1730 N. Lynn St., Arlington,
Va. 22209.
Profit Sharing Council of America (formerly Council of Profit Sharing Industries), 20 N. Wacker
Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60606.
Purdue University, Krannert Graduate School of Industrial Administration, West Lafayette,
Ind. 47906.
Recruitment Leadership and Training Institute, Administrative Services Building, Temple
University, Philadelphia, Pa. 19122.
Regnery Publishing Co., 114 W. Illinois St., Chicago, Ill. 60610.
Regular Common Carrier Conference, American Trucking Associations, 1616 P St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.
Research Institute of America, 559 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.
Reston Publishing Co., Inc., P.O. Box 547, Reston, Va. 22090.
Richard D. Irwin, 1818 Ridge Rd., Homewood, Ill. 60430.
Richard De Boo Limited, 70 Richmond St. East, Toronto, Canada M5C 2M8.
Rockford College, 5050 E. State St., Rockford, Ill. 61101.
Scholars Book Co., P.O. Box 3344, Lawrence, Kan. 66044.
SMU Press, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Tex. 75222.
South-Western Publishing Co., 5101 Madison Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio 45227.
Sree Saraswaty Press Ltd., Calcutta 700009, India.
Standard Research Consultants, Standard & Poor's Bldg., 345 Hudson St., New York, N.Y.
10014.
Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, Calif. 94025.
Stipes Publishing Co., 10-12 Chester St., Champaign, Ill. 61820.
Super Market Institute, Inc., 303 E. Ohio St., Chicago, Ill. 60611.
Tax Institute of America, 21 E. State St., Columbus, Ohio 43215.
Tax Publications, Inc., 800 Main St., Stroudsburg, Pa. 18360.
Thomas Y. Crowell, 666 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019.
Triad Financial Reports, 2010 N.E. 44th, Portland, Ore. 97213.
Administration, 5600 Fishers La., Rockville, Md. 20852.
U.S. General Services Administration, General Services Bldg., 18th and F Sts., N.W.,
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ACCOUNTANCY LAW AND LEGISLATION


Baumert, Dennis R. State boards nationwide. (From the state board) Nebraska CPA, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 5, 26.


Colorado


Florida


Italy


Michigan


Minnesota


Nebraska


New York


ACCOUNTANCY law and rules relating to the practice of public accounting.


ACCOUNTANCY PROFESION See Also Accountancy Law And Legislation

Accountants

Accountants' Office

Accountants' Societies

Auditing

Education

Professional Ethics


Collins, Mike. Accounting classics from the classroom. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 10, April 1976, p. 38-9.


Defièse, Phillip L. Challenge of the present. Inaugural address, 1974. New York, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, (1975?). 8 typewritten pages. [*100 D]


Lickiss, Michael G. Extend your involvement - or else... Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, Jan. 1976, p. 48-50.
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Canada
Desmond-Follie, T. Time to face up to the comprehensive disasters. (Education) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 57-9.
Muse, A. Training. (Firmly stated) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, April 1976, p. 25.
Sayers, John G. Getting the most out of RPD. CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 39-42.
Trunkfield, Chris. Are all CGAs professional accountants? (National report) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 9, Dec. 1975, p. 15.

Denmark

Ethiopia
Entevhon, Adolf J. H. Evaluation of accountancy systems, developments and requirements in Africa. Chapel Hill, N.C., Graduate School of Business Administration, University of North Carolina, 1975. 119 p. (Ford Foundation sponsored study project appraisal report.) [*117 A]

Europe

France

Germany

Ghana
Entevhon, Adolf J. H. Evaluation of accountancy systems, developments and requirements in Africa. Chapel Hill, N.C., Graduate School of Business Administration, University of North Carolina, 1975. 119 p. (Ford Foundation sponsored study project appraisal report.) [*117 A]

Great Britain
Peanell, K. V. Graduate profession - yes Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 118.
So how can we advise the small practitioner? By E.E. Ray and others. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, March 1976, p. 24-6.
(Excerpt from Accountancy age (Eng.), Jan. 23, 1976.)

History


---

Greece

Indonesia

International


Ireland


Italy


Japan

Kenya
Enthoven, Adolf J. H. Evaluation of accounting systems, developments and requirements in Africa. Chapel Hill, N.C., Graduate School of Business Administration, University of North Carolina, 1975. 119 p. (Ford Foundation sponsored study project appraisal report.) [*117 A]

Luxembourg
ACCOUNTANCY PROFESSION—Malaysia

Malaysia

Missouri

Netherlands


Nigeria
Entenhoven, Adolf J. H. Evaluation of accountancy systems, developments and requirements in Africa. Chapel Hill, N.C., Graduate School of Business Administration, University of North Carolina, 1975. 119 p. (Ford Foundation sponsored study project appraisal report) [*117 A]


Oregon

Philippines

American relations


Public Service
See Also Accountancy Profession - Relation To Government

Military And Government Service
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Relation To Bankers And Credit People
See Bankers And Credit People - Cooperation With

Relation To Business And Management
See Also Accountants' Office - Services


Relation to educators

Relation To Government
See Also Accountancy Profession - Public Service
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Metcalf, committee submits questions to accounting bod-

Murphy, Thomas A. New regulations, new methods of
financial reporting, are they ill-considered proposals? Fi-

Regional Council meets alert membership to Washington

Simons, Gilbert. National political action program for the
accounting profession. (Guest editorial) CPA journal, v. 46,

Special AICPA committee to deal with urgent Washington

Staats, Elmer B. Governmental auditing - yesterday, today, and

Throckmorton, Jerry J. Are congressionally-regulated ac-
counting principles desirable? By Jerry J. Throckmorton
and Russell H. Hereth. (Auditing and reporting) CPA

Wells, Joseph T. Accountant’s role in the FBI. International
accountant (Eng.), v. 46, no. 1-1976, p. 21-2. (Reprinted from
Management Accounting.)

Werner, Robert H. CPA opportunities in federally assisted
programs. (Focus on accounting & auditing) Michigan CPA,
v. 28, Sept.-Oct. 1976, p. 21-6. (Reprinted from CPA journal,
July 1976.)

Williams, Wade. Congressional update: half-time review.
1976, p. 76-8.

Williams, Wade. Washington update: highlights of current
developments. (Washington report) Journal of accounting,

Relation To Internal Auditors

See Internal Auditors - Relation To Certified Public
Accountants.

Relation To Investors

Questions stockholders are now asking accountants at annual
55-7.

Winston, Walter B. Opinion: accounting to whom for what?

Relation To Lawyers

See Lawyers And Accountants.

Relation To Other Professions

Bedingfield, James P. How economists view accounting, by
James P. Bedingfield and Steven R. Holmberg. (News &

Morley, Michael F. Scotland: multidiscipline practices. (In-
ternational) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, April 1976, p. 22.

Speaksman, William H. Common cause: at-
torneys...auditors...actuaries... and asset managers. ERISA
has mandated teamwork for these professionals. Pension
world, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 16-18, 69.

Relation To Regulatory Agencies

State audit bodies and internal auditors. International journal

Throckmorton, Jerry J. Are congressionally-regulated ac-
counting principles desirable? By Jerry J. Throckmorton
and Russell H. Hereth. (Auditing and reporting) CPA

Relation To Securities And Exchange Commission

See Also Reports - To Securities And Exchange
Commission

United States - Securities And Exchange
Commission

ACCOUNTANCY PROFESSION - Relation To Government

Accounting: a crisis over fuller disclosure. (In McCullers, Levis D. Contemporary business environment. Los Angeles,
c1975. p. 256-69.) [110 M]

Accounting in the next ten years, by Richard T. Baker
and others. (In Burns, Thomas J. Accounting in transition.

American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Com-
ments ... concerning the proposal to amend Rule 2(e)(7)
York, 1974, 27 typewritten pages. [*72 A]

American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. State-
mint by Wallace E. Olson, President of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, in public pro-
cedings in the matter of quarterly financial statement data
and review thereof by independent public accountants,

Armstrong, Marshall S. Standards for financial reporting: will
Washington listen to the private sector? Address before the
Economic Club of Detroit, Jan. 21, 1976. Stamford, Conn.,
Financial Accounting Standards Board, 1974. 17 type-
written pages. [*111 A]

Arthur Andersen & Co. SEC case re Effect of treasury
transactions on accounting for business combinations (ASR
practice.)[*124 B]

Bach, Ronald J. How to handle initial filings with the SEC.

Basi, Bart A. CPA’s liability for forecasts. CPA journal, v. 46,

Blough, Carmen G. Past is a prologue. (In Conference Of
Accountants, 28th, Detroit, Michigan, 1974. Accounting
papers. Tulsa, Okla., 1974. p. 5-14.) [*102 C]

Burns, Thomas J. Accounting attitudes: a critique. (In Ster-
ning, Robert R. Institutional issues in public accounting.
Lawrence, Kan., c1974, p. 328-33.) [*111 S]

Burton, John C. SEC and the accounting profession: respon-
sibility, authority, and progress. (In Sterling, Robert R.
Institutional issues in public accounting. Lawrence, Kan.,
c1974. p. 265-75.) [*111 S]

Corsini, Louis S. Some thoughts on the SEC. (Auditing
theory and practice) Massachusetts CPA review, v. 50, July/

Edens, Delford W. Rule 2(e) proceedings - an accountant’s
viewpoint. Massachusetts CPA review, v. 50, July/Aug. 1976,
p. 18-20.

Griffin, Carleton H. Beleaguered accountants: a defendant’s
viewpoint. American Bar Association journal, v. 62, June

Griffin, Carleton H. Beleaguered accountants: an American
defendant’s viewpoint. Accountant (Eng.), v. 74, June

Hills, Roderick M. SEC and the CPA profession. California CPA
quarterly, v. 43, March 1976, p. 19-23. (Remarks made
on Jan. 14, 1976 by the Chairman of the SEC before the
Subcommittee on Priorities and Economy in Government
of the Joint Economic Committee, Congress.)

Impact of SEC’s new disclosure rules. (In McCullers, Levis
D. Contemporary business environment. Los Angeles, c1975.
p. 270-6.) [*110 M]

Kent, Ralph E. Auditor’s responsibilities. (Statements in
(Adapted from a talk at Arthur Young Professors’ Round-
table, University of Illinois, Urbana, March 30, 1976.)

Lamden, Charles W. Comments on the SEC and the ac-
counting profession: responsibility, authority,and progress.
(In Sterling, Robert R. Institutional issues in public account-
ing. Lawrence, Kan., c1974, p. 276-80.) [*111 S]

Leliwe, Cla H. Interim statements - the auditor’s in-
volvelement. (Financial statements) Woman CPA, v. 38, July

Metcalf, committee submits questions to accounting bod-
p. 9-10.

Murray, Gordon L. Discussant’s response to Controlling
audit quality: a responsibility of the profession? (In Arthur
Andersen/University of Kansas Symposium on Auditing
ACCOUNTANCY PROFESSION—Relation To Securities And Exchange Commission—(Continued)


Why the SEC's enforcer is in over his head. (Government) Business week, Oct. 11, 1976, p. 70, 73, 75-6.

Relation to tax administration


Copeland, Charles H. Working with IRS service centers. CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 82-4.


IRS training courses are good way to keep current. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 382-3.
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Practitioner's conferences provide insights into IRS. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 256-7.

Protests to IRS on disputed cases should be as complete as possible. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 382.

Relations of practitioners and their clients with IRS. (Administration of accountants practice) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 79-82.

Spies in green eyeshades? (Numbers game) Forbes, v. 117, June 1, 1976, p. 42.


Weinstein, George. Taxpayers' records and accountants' workpapers now more vulnerable to IRS summons. Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 4-7.


Relation to the disadvantaged


Scotland


Selection Of Personnel

See Also Accountants - Employment

Accountants - Selection

Accountants' Office - Personnel

Accounting Testing Program

Auditors - Selection

Recruitment

Referrals


Singapore


Social responsibility


South Africa
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Surveys
Flory, Steven M. Equity Funding: the profession reacts, by Steven M. Flory and Kerry Cooper. Woman CPA, v. 38, July 1976, p. 11-12, 18.


Tanzania
Enthoven, Adolf J. H. Evaluation of accountancy systems, developments and requirements in Africa. Chapel Hill, N.C., Graduate School of Business Administration, University of North Carolina, 1975. 119 p. (Ford Foundation sponsored study project appraisal report.) [*117 A]

Thailand

Uganda
Enthoven, Adolf J. H. Evaluation of accountancy systems, developments and requirements in Africa. Chapel Hill, N.C., Graduate School of Business Administration, University of North Carolina, 1975. 119 p. (Ford Foundation sponsored study project appraisal report.) [*117 A]

Wisconsin

Zambia
Enthoven, Adolf J. H. Evaluation of accountancy systems, developments and requirements in Africa. Chapel Hill, N.C., Graduate School of Business Administration, University of North Carolina, 1975. 119 p. (Ford Foundation sponsored study project appraisal report.) [*117 A]

ACCOUNTANCY RESEARCH FOUNDATION.

ACCOUNTANT-CLIENT PRIVILEGE
See Privileged Communications
Professional Ethics - Confidential Communications
Taxation, United States - Privileged Communications

ACCOUNTANCY PROFESSION--South Africa

ACCOUNTANT IN our history: a bicentennial overview.

ACCOUNTANTS
See Also Auditors
Controllers
Fenn, Harry. Growing number - CPAs that are also attorneys. Georgia CPA, v. 17, Spring 1975-76, p. 16-19.

As Business Consultants
See Accountancy Profession - Relation To Business And Management
Accountants' Office - Services

As Expert Witnesses
See Evidence

Canada

Chartered

Cost and Industrial
ACCOUNTANTS—Cost and Industrial—(Continued)


Duties And Responsibilities

See Also Accountants—Liability
Accountants—Social Responsibility
Accountants' Office—Personnel


Association of CPAs with unaudited financial statements. (Auditing and reporting) CPA journal, v. 46, Aug. 1976, p. 55-6. (Excerpt from Footnote (Missoula Society of CPAs), April 1976.)
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Briloff, Abraham J. GAAP + GAAS = CRAP. Address, before the Nevada Society of CPAs, Lake Tahoe, June 20, 1975. New York, 1975. 20 typewritten pages. [*100 B]

Briloff, Abraham J. Myopia ... as to public responsibility. Address before the Graduate Division, Baruch College, City University of New York, May 6, 1975. New York, 1975. 27 typewritten pages. [*100 B]


Carmichael, Douglas Roy. Litigation and the auditor's responsibility. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accounting, v. 142, July 1976, p. 75-6. (Adapted from a speech given at Univ. of Houston Beta Alpha Psi annual dinner, April 9, 1976.)


Commission on auditors' responsibilities lists areas of concern. SEC accounting report, v. 1, May 1975, p. 3.


Detection of errors or irregularities: (Auditing and reporting) CPA journal, v. 46, Aug. 1976, p. 54-5.


Fawer, Michael S. Accountant and the criminal tax fraud investigation. Louisiana CPA, v. 34, Fall 1975, p. 28-49.


Hanson, Walter E. Auditors' responsibility for reporting illegal payments. (Guest editorial) CPA journal, v. 46, May 1976, p. 5-9.

Hanson, Walter E. Focus on peer review, illegal payments and lawyers' letters. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 141, May 1976, p. 90-3. (Adapted from an address before the Missouri Society of CPAs and the National Association of Accountants, Jan. 20, 1976, St. Louis, Mo.,)*


Illegal acts. (Auditing and reporting) CPA journal, v. 46, Aug. 1976, p. 54. (Excerpt from Week in review (Haskins & Sells, May 14, 1976.)


(Reprint file, *A)


Olson, Wallace E. Let's blame the auditors. Address, before the joint meeting of the Massachusetts Society of CPA's and the New England Chapter of Robert Morris Associates, Nov. 21, 1972, Boston. (n.p.), n.d. 14 typewritten pages. [*97.5 Q]


Peattie, Cliff. EDP auditors - specialists in controls. EDP auditor, Fall 1974, p. 6-8, 19.


Siegel, Joel. Responsibility of the auditor in the attest function. International accountant (Eng.), v. 45, no. 4-1975, p. 4-6.


ACCOUNTANTS—Duties and responsibilities (Continued)


Weiner, Alan E. How to handle the accounting for an estate. Practical accountant, v. 9, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 51-64. (Special case study on estate accounting.)

When accountants fail to spot fraud. (Legal affairs) Business week, March 15, 1976, p. 74.


_Australia_

Kent, Peter L. Auditor's duty to report to the Corporate Affairs Commission. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 46, March 1976, p. 6-10.

_Canada_


Dickerson, Robert W. V. To deny or not to deny. (Legal cases) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Dec. 1975-Jan. 1976, p. 70-1.


_Great Britain_


Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. Group accounts - reliance on other auditors. Accountant (Eng.), v. 174, April 1976, p. 445-56. (Statement on auditing issued by the Councils of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Scotland, the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland, and the Association of Certified Accountants.)
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Simmons, Richard J. Lowson - can we learn the lessons in time? Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 34-6, 38, 40.


Woolf, Emilie. Auditing the stocks - part I. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 106.

_New Zealand_

Dickerson, Robert W. V. No liability without a special relationship. (Legal cases) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, April 1976, p. 65-7.

Employment

See Also Accountancy Profession - Selection Of Person

Accountants' Office - Personnel

Recruitment

Referrals


_Government_


_Canada_


_Hours Of Labor_

See Hours Of Labor - Accountants

_Independence_

See Also Conflict Of Interest

Professional Ethics - Financial Interest
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Great Britain


Industrial

See Accountants - Cost And Industrial Controllers

Japan


Job satisfaction


Liability

See Also Accountants - Duties And Responsibilities

Commercial Crime

Defalcations

Fraud

Insurance, Accountants' Liability

Misfeasance

Negligence


Baxt, R. Liability of auditor in capacity as valu. (Company law & secretarial section) Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 46, April 1976, p. 64-5.

Carmichael, Douglas Roy. Litigation and the auditor's responsibility. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 142, July 1975, p. 75-6. (Adapted from a speech given at Univ. of Houston Beta Alpha Psi annual dinner, April 9, 1976.)


Dickerson, Robert W. Once a decision is not always a decision. CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, Feb. 1976, p. 64-6.

Australia

Kent, Peter L. Auditor's duty to report to the Corporate Affairs Commission. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 46, March 1976, p. 6-10.
ACCOUNTANTS—Liability—(Continued)


Green, Waynes E. Bid hold lawyers accountable to public stuns, angry firms. (In McCullers, Levis D. Contemporary business environment. Los Angeles, c1975. p. 34-9.) [110 M]


Hanson, Walter E. Focus on peer review, illegal payments and lawyers' letters. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accoun
tancy, v. 141, May 1976, p. 90-3. (Adapted from an address before the Missouri Society of CPAs and the National Association of Accountants, Jan. 20, 1976, St. Louis, Mo.)


Kircher, Philip G. Securities regulation - breach of statutory duty of inquiry imposed by Section 17(a) of Securities and exchange act subjects accountant to liability as aider-abettor of securities broker's Rule 10b-5 violation: Hochfelder v. Ernst & Ernst. (Recent developments) Villanova law review, v. 20, June 1975, p. 1081-95.
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Levine, Arnold I. Accountants' liability insurance - perils and pitfalls, by Arnold I. Levine and E. Stanley Marks. Journal of accoun


Liles, Margaret R. Auditors' liability to investors for clients' inadequate disclosure or the auditor as police dog. (Legal developments) Woman CPA, v. 38, April 1976, p. 22-4.

Liles, Margaret R. Auditors' liability to investors for clients' inadequate disclosure, or the auditor as police dog (part 2). (Legal developments) Woman CPA, v. 38, July 1976, p. 27-9, back cover.

sion news) [*150 L]

Mailroom revisited: Supreme Court says negligence is not fraud. SEC accounting report, v. 2, May 1976, p. 3.


Nerheim, Lawrence E. Through a glass darkly - some observations on professional responsibility. Address before Minnesota Society of Certified Public Accountants, Min
change Commission, 1974. 23 p. [*103.1 N]

Olson, Wallace E. Let's blame the auditors. Address, before the joint meeting of the Massachusetts Society of CPA's and the New England Chapter of Robert Morris Associ
cates, Nov. 21, 1972, Boston. (n.p.), n.d. 14 typewritten pages. [*170 Q]

Professional negligence affecting accountants. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 8, 1976, p. 50-1.


Siegel, Joel. Forecasted financial statements: asset to inves

Solomon, Kenneth I. Who judges the auditor, and how? By Kenneth I. Solomon, Charles Chazen and Barry S. Au


When accountants fail to spot fraud. (Legal affairs) Business week, March 15, 1976, p. 74.
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— Great Britain

— Ireland

— New Zealand
Dickerson, Robert W. V. No liability without a special relationship. (Legal cases) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, April 1976, p. 65-7.

Minorities

Nebraska

Opportunities
See Also Accountancy Profession - As A Career
Rowes, Barbara. Have you considered accounting? New York, Catalyst, c1975. 32 p. (Career options series for undergraduate women.) [*100.1 R ]

Qualifications
See Also Accountancy Profession - Selection Of Personnel
Accountants' Office - Personnel
Accounting Testing Program Education

ACCOUNTANTS—Liability


— Great Britain
Gemmell, Jim. Training tomorrow’s accountants - 2; work experience. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 1, 1976, p. 5-6.

— Ireland

Relation To Bankers And Credit Men
See Bankers And Credit Men - Cooperation With

Relation To Business
See Accountancy Profession - Relation To Business And Management Management Accounting Management Control

Relation To Credit Men
See Bankers And Credit Men - Cooperation With

Relation To Internal Auditors
See Internal Auditors - Relation To Certified Public Accountants

Relation To Labor
See Accountancy Profession - Relation To Labor

Relation To Management
See Accountancy Profession - Relation To Business And Management Management Accounting Management Control

Relation To Tax Administration
See Accountancy Profession - Relation To Tax Administration Taxation, Administration, Under Name Of Country

Requirements
See Accountants - Qualifications
ACCOUNTANTS—Rotation

Rotation


Company/auditor disagreements since 1971 summarized. CPA letter (AICPA), v. 56, Nov. 22, 1976, p. 4. [*106.3 A]


Selection

See Also Accountancy Profession - Selection Of Personnel Accountants' Office - Personnel Accounting Testing Program Auditors - Selection Recruitment Referrals


Social responsibility


Blough, Raymond S. Past is a prologue. (In Conference Of Accountants, 28th, University of Tulsa, 1974. Accounting papers. Tulsa, Okla., 1974. p. 5-14.) [*102 C]


Stevens, Wilbur H. Future promise of social accountability. Remarks, before the 8th annual New Mexico Accounting and Management Seminar, Albuquerque, New Mexico, November 17, 1972. (n.p.), n.d. 35 typewritten pages, [*110.6 S]


Japan


South Africa


Statistics


Students


Berry, Maureen H. Effectiveness of active student participation in meeting the cognitive and affective objectives of an elementary accounting course. (In Edwards, James Don. Accounting education. Sarasota, Fla., 1974. p. 574-93.) [*107 E]


Davey, Merrilee. CGA association - June 1975 examinations; number of undergraduates writing, average course mark, and percentage passed. (National facts & figures) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 9, Dec. 1975, p. 11.

Desmond-folloitiott, Jim. Time to face up to the comprehensive disasters. (Education) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 57-9.


Gemmell, Jim. Training for the smaller firm. (In practice) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 82, 84.
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Gemmell, Jim. Training tomorrow's accountants - 2: work experience. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 1, 1976, p. 5-6.


Muse, A. Training. (Firmly stated) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, April 1976, p. 25.


Pot, Andy. Training - small can be beautiful too (Students' forum) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, March 1976, p. 14.


Woolf, Emile. Candidate, know thyself. (Students' section) Accountancy Ireland, v. 8, April 1976, p. 37-9. (Reprinted from Accountancy (Eng.))


Surveys


ACCOUNTANTS—Students


ACCOUNTANTS and treasurer's complete guide to the accumulated earnings tax. Holzman, Robert S. Accountant's and treasurer's complete guide to the accumulated earnings tax. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, c1974 251 p. (Includes as Appendix II a taxpayer reply to proposed accumulated earnings tax deficiency.) [754.2 H]


ACCOUNTANTS' OFFICE

See Also Accounting Firms

Farrow, William G. Is it we or you vs. me? (Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 141, June 1976, p. 97.


Billing


Luton, James F. Accountants' fees, how to improve your collections. Practical accountant, v. 8, Nov./Dec. 1975, p. 31-5.

Women

See Women In Accountancy
ACCOUNTANTS’ OFFICE—Billing—(Continued)


Budgeting

See Also Accountants’ Office - Time Budgets

Building A Practice

See Accountants’ Office - Organization And Procedure

Canada


Clients


Buttfield, J. Now you have it, now you don’t (or a case of the elusive professional costs), by J. Buttfield and D.J. Taylor. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 46, April 1976, p. 37-9.

Company/auditor disagreements since 1971 summarized. CPA letter (AICPA), v. 56, Nov. 22, 1976, p. 4. *(1063 A)*


Cotle, David W. How to handle the special problems in auditing a small client. Practical accountant, v. 9, Jan./Feb. 1976, p. 42-7.


Lickiss, Michael G. Extend your involvement - or else... Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, Jan. 1976, p. 48-50.
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Great Britain

Kobrin, David. Little new light on lien rights. (Law and the accountant) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 106.

Clients’ records

Buttfield, J. Now you have it, now you don’t (or a case of the elusive professional costs), by J. Buttfield and D.J. Taylor. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 46, April 1976, p. 37-9.


Communication


Continuing a practice


Data Processing

See Also Computers - Effect On Accountants
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Haidinger, Timothy P. Manager's guide to computer timesharing, by Timothy P. Haidinger and Dana R. Richardson. New York, John Wiley & Sons, c1975. 182 p. [203.9 H1]

Dietation equipment

Emergency Assistance
See Accountants' Office - Continuing A Practice

Employment
See Accountancy Profession - Selection Of Personnel
Accountants - Employment
Accountants' Office - Personnel
Recruitment

Engagements
Arthur Andersen & Co. Assuring the quality of our professional practice. Chicago, 1975. 46 p. [250 Acc]

ACCOUNTANTS' OFFICE—Data Processing


Fees
See Wages, Fees, Salaries - Accountants' Fees

Filing and Indexing

Forms
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. Bank reports for audit purposes. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, Sept. 9, 1976, p. 291-3. (Statement on auditing issued by the Councils of the English and Scottish Institutes and of the Association of Certified Accountants.)

Goodwill
See Accountants' Office - Valuation And Goodwill

Great Britain
Bell, John. Communications - the key to an effective practice, by John Bell and Christopher Robinson. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 92, 94, 96.
Stratton, Ian. Avoid salaried partnerships Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 64.

Hours Of Labor
See Hours Of Labor - Accountants

Incentives
See Also Pensions - Accountants
Profit Sharing - Accountants

Insurance
See Also Insurance, Accountants' Group
Insurance, Accountants' Liability

Interfirm comparisons
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Internship

See Also Accountants’ Office - Staff Training


Large firms


Layout


Letter writing


Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. Bank reports for audit purposes. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, Sept. 9, 1976, p. 291-3. (Statement on auditing issued by the Councils of the English and Scottish Institutes and of the Association of Certified Accountants.)


Libraries

See Libraries
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Management


Bell, John. Communications - the key to an effective practice, by John Bell and Christopher Robinson. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 92, 94, 96.


Five things you should know about leaving office space. (Managing your practice) Practical accountant, v. 9, Jan./Feb. 1976, p. 54-5.


Jenkins, Donald J. Improving management of partner time. (Administration of accountants practice) CPA journal, v. 46, Jan. 1976, p. 57-9. (From a management seminar conducted by Donald J. Jenkins of Jenkins Krogh Associates International.)


Ward, Geoffrey H. One way to manage an accounting firm. (Practitioners forum) Journal of accounting, v. 141, Feb. 1976, p. 82-6. (Abridged version of this article appeared in CA magazine.)


Great Britain


Manuals


Mergers


Motivation

See Accountants’ Office - Incentives

On-The-Job Training

See Education - On-The-Job Training
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Organization and procedure

Arthur Andersen & Co. Assuring the quality of our professional practice. Chicago, 1975. 46 p. [250 Aec]


Partnerships


Straton, Ian. Avoid salaried partnerships Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 64.


Pensions

See Pensions-Accountants
Pensions - Self-Employed

Personnel

See Also Accountancy Profession - Selection Of Personnel

Accountants - Employment
Accountants - Selection
Accounting Testing Program
Auditors - Selection
Recruitment
Referrals

ACCOUNTANTS' OFFICE—Organization and procedure


Professional Corporations

See Also Professional Corporations And Associations


Profit Sharing

See Profit Sharing - Accountants

Purchase And Sale

See Accountants' Office - Valuation And Goodwill
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Rating staff


Record retention


Referrals
See See Referrals

Reports And Statements
See See Also Reports, Accountants’ - Writing And Preparation


Salaries
See See Wages, Fees, Salaries - Accountants’ Salaries

Security

Services
See See Also Professional Ethics - Management Services

Bibliographies


ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1976

Tax practice. - v. 2. Ethics. Bylaws. - v. 3. Accounting - current text.) [*111.1 A]


Bradshaw, William A. Firm approach to specialization. (Administration of accountants practice) *CA journal*, v. 46, June 1976, p. 77-80. (Excerpt from *CA magazine* (Can.), March 1976, p. 29-32.)


Lickiss, Michael G. Extend your involvement - or else... (Accountancy, Eng.), v. 87, Jan. 1976, p. 48-50.
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Stringer, R. H. Accountants can initiate fire protection. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 22, 1976, p. 93-4.


Scotland


Small practitioners


Ingram, Glenn. Representation of the smaller practice units. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 141, March 1976, p. 57. (Adapted from comments made before the AICPA-sponsored state society conference, Cincinnati, Nov. 18, 1975.)


ACCOUNTANTS’ OFFICE—Services


Pott, Andy. Training - small can be beautiful too (Students’ forum) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, March 1976, p. 14.

So how can we advise the small practitioner? By E.E. Ray and others. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, March 1976, p. 24-6.


Specialization

See Specialization

Staff Rating

See Accountants’ Office - Rating Staff

Staff Training

See Also Accountants’ Office - Internship


Gemmell, Jim. Training for the smaller firm. (In practice) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 82, 84.


Muse, A. Training. (Firmly stated) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, April 1976, p. 25.


Pott, Andy. Training - small can be beautiful too (Students’ forum) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, March 1976, p. 14.


Staff utilization


Starting A Practice

See Accountants’ Office - Organization And Procedure

Statistics

ACCOUNTANTS’ OFFICE—Supervision and review

Supervision and review


Arthur Andersen & Co. Assuring the quality of our professional practice. Chicago, 1975. 46 p. [*250 Acc]


Hanson, Walter E. Focus on peer review, illegal payments and lawyers’ letters. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 141, May 1976, p. 90-3. (Adapted from an address before the Missouri Society of CPAs and the National Association of Accountants, Jan. 20, 1976, St. Louis, Mo.)

How the AICPA voluntary peer-review program will work. SEC accounting report, v. 2, July 1976, p. 4-5.


Muse, A. Quality control. (Firmly stated) CA magazine (Can.), v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 21.


Surveys


Tax Departments

See Tax Departments - Accountants’ Office

Tax Problems

See Taxation, United States - Accountants’ Office

Time Budgets

See Also Accountants’ Office - Budgeting

Timekeeping

See Accountants’ Office - Accounting And Timekeeping

Valuation And Goodwill

See Also Goodwill

Valuation
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ACCOUNTANTS' role in the new world order.


ACCOUNTANTS' SALARIES

See Wages, Fees, Salaries - Accountants' Salaries

ACCOUNTANTS' SOCIETIES

See Also Under Name Of Individual Society

American Accounting Association. Committee reports. Sarasota, Fla., 1975. 95 p. (Supplement to Accounting review, v. 30.) [*106.3 A]


American Accounting Association annual report. Accounting education news (AAA), v. 2, June 1975, p. 4-5. [*106.3 A]


Australia


Canada


Europe


Great Britain


ACCOUNTANTS' role in the new world order.


Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England and Wales. Annual report. Accountant (Eng.), v. 174, May 20, 1976, p. 601-4. (Extracts from the annual report to the Council, to be presented June 8, 1976.)


International


Ireland


Reports and statements


South Africa


Rhodesia


South Africa


ACCOUNTANTS' SOCIETIES, C.P.A.

ACCOUNTANTS' SOCIETIES, C.P.A.

See Also Under Name Of Individual State Society


ACCOUNTANTS' TESTIMONY

See Evidence


ACCOUNTING

See Also Accountants

Bookkeeping
Cost Accounting
Management Accounting
Profitability Accounting
Social Accounting
Subheading, Accounting, Under Specific Business, Industry Or Trade
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Africa
Enthoven, Adolf J. H. Evaluation of accountancy systems, developments and requirements in Africa. Chapel Hill, N.C., Graduate School of Business Administration, University of North Carolina, 1975. 119 p. (Ford Foundation sponsored study project appraisal report.) [*117 A]

Argentina

Bahamas

Bases
See Accounting Methods

Bermuda

Brazil

Canada

Chile

Concepts

Data processing


Dominican Republic

Encyclopedias and dictionaries

Tax Management Inc. English-Spanish glossary of tax and financial terms. Washington, c1975. 30 p. (Special supplement to Tax management international journal.) [*200 T]


Ethiopia
Enthoven, Adolf J. H. Evaluation of accountancy systems, developments and requirements in Africa. Chapel Hill, N.C., Graduate School of Business Administration, University of North Carolina, 1975. 119 p. (Ford Foundation sponsored study project appraisal report.) [*117 A]

European Economic Community


For Non-Accountants
See Also Accounting - For Economists
Accounting - For Engineers
Accounting - For Lawyers

France


Germany

Knoll, Mordechay. Information value of the annual financial statements of public companies in Germany and in Israel; a comparative empirical study. Tel-Aviv, Israel, Institute of
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Impact of SEC's new disclosure rules. (In McCullers, Levis D. Contemporary business environment. Los Angeles, c1975, p. 256-60.) [**110 M**]


Impact of SEC's new disclosure rules. (In McCullers, Levis D. Contemporary business environment. Los Angeles, c1975, p. 270-6.) [**110 M**]


---Canada---


---Great Britain---


---Japan---

Great Britain


History
See Also Accountancy Profession-History Auditing-History Cost Accounting-History


Johnson, Hans V. Evidential matter pertaining to the historical development of the concepts of disclosure and its uses as a teaching aid. University, Ala., Academy of Accounting Historians, n.d. 17 p. [*150 J]


Japan

Scotland

India


International


International accounting standards. International accountant (Eng.), v. 45, no. 4-1975, p. 8-11. (Exposure draft no. 4 and Exposure draft no. 5)
ACCOUNTING—International—(Continued)

International Accounting Standards Committee. Accounting

Kubin, Konrad W. Bibliography of international accounting, by Konrad W. Kubin and Gerhard G. Mueller. 3rd ed. (Seattle), University of Washington Graduate School of Business Administration, 1973. 144 p. [*115.1 K]

Most, Kenneth S. Survey of the 1973 annual reports of eight

Mueller, Gerhard G. Dual system for transnational financial

Reyes, Eugenio R. Development of an International Federa-

Valuation and presentation of inventories in the context of
the historical cost system, preface to International accounting

Israel

Knoll, Mordechay. Information value of the annual financial
statements of public companies in Germany and in Israel; a
comparative empirical study. Tel-Aviv, Israel, Institute of
Certified Public Accountants in Israel, c1975. 195 p. [*117 I]

Japan

Preston, J. A. Company accounts in Japan. *Accountants'

Kenya

Enthoven, Adolf J. H. Evaluation of accounting systems,
developments and requirements in Africa. Chapel Hill,
N.C., Graduate School of Business Administration, Un-
iversity of North Carolina, 1975. 119 p. (Ford Foundation
sponsored study project appraisal report.) [*117 A]

Kuwait

Price Waterhouse & Co. Information guide for doing busi-
ness in Kuwait. New York, c1975. 52 p. [*759.1 K]

Law

See *Accountancy Law And Legislation
Accounting-Government Regulation
Law And Accounting

Luxembourg

Price Waterhouse & Co. Information guide for doing busi-
69 p. [*759.1 L]

Mexico

Price Waterhouse & Co. Information guide for doing busi-
ness in Mexico. New York, c1975. 118 p. (Supersedes the
guide dated March 1974.) [*759.1 M]

Netherlands

Netherlands: a second survey of published accounts. (Inter-
national) *CA magazine* (Can.), v. 108, April 1976, p. 22.

New Zealand

Wheeler, R. B. Advanced accounting in New Zealand, by
R.B. Wheeler and R.H. Boyan. Christchurch, New Zealand,
Whitcombe and Tombs, c1973. 525 p. [*117 N]

Nigeria

Enthoven, Adolf J. H. Evaluation of accounting systems,
developments and requirements in Africa. Chapel Hill,
N.C., Graduate School of Business Administration, Un-
iversity of North Carolina, 1975. 119 p. (Ford Foundation
sponsored study project appraisal report.) [*117 A]

Ezejue, A. C. Developing profession in Nigeria. *Accountant*
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Price Waterhouse & Co. Information guide for doing busi-
ness in Nigeria. New York, c1974. 59 p. (Supersedes the
guide dated May 1963.) [*759.1 N]

Other procedures

Kratchman, Stanley H. Alternative income concepts and
relative performance evaluations: a reply, by Stanley H.
Kratchman, Robert E. Malcom and Richard D. Twark.
(Correspondence) *Accounting review* v. 51, April 1976, p. 421-6.

Picur, Ronald D. Alternative income concepts and relative
performance evaluations: a comment and extension, by
Ronald D. Picur and J. C. McKewon. (Correspon-

Pamana

Price Waterhouse & Co. Information guide for doing busi-
ness in Panama. New York, c1975. 36 p. (Supersedes the
guide dated Sept. 1972.) [*759.1 P]

Philippines

Villamayor, Romulfo. Financial accounting and reporting by
BOI-registered enterprises. *Accountant's journal (P.I.*)*, v. 26,

Principles And Standards

See Also Accounting Principles Board Opinions
Accounting Principles Board Statements
Accounting Research Bulletins
Accounting Series Releases
Accounting - Uniform Methods
Auditing-Principles And Standards
Cost Accounting-Principles And Standards
Statements Of Financial Accounting
Standards
Statements Of Standard Accounting Pract-
ice
Statements On Auditing Procedure
Statements On Auditing Standards

Accounting: a crisis over fuller disclosure. (In McCullers,
Levis D. *Contemporary business environment*. Los Angeles,
c1975. p. 256-69.) [*110 M]

Accounting in the next ten years, by Richard T. Baker and
others. (In Burns, Thomas J. *Accounting in transition.
Columbus, Ohio, 1974. p. 211-39.) [*109 B]

Accounting principles for extractive industries on FASB

Accounting Standards Steering Committee. Inflation ac-
tion - the interim period. *Accountancy* (Eng.), v. 87,

AICPA, NCGA join in information exchange. (News report)

American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Illustra-
tions of the summary of operations and related manage-
ment discussion and analysis: a survey of the application
of Rules 14a-3 and 14c-3 of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934..., by Hortense Goodman and Leonard Lorenens.
New York, 1975. 315 p. (Financial report survey, no. 6.)
[*111.1 A]

American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Profes-
sional standards...as of Sept. 1, 1975. Chicago, Commerce
Clearing House for the American Institute, 1975. 3 v.
(Contents. - v. 1. Auditing. Management advisory services.
Tax practice. - v. 2. Ethics. Bylaws. - v. 3. Accounting -
current text.) [*111.1 A]

American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Profes-
sional standards...as of July 1, 1976. Chicago, Commerce
Clearing House for the American Institute, 1976. 3 v.
(Contents. - v. 1. Auditing. Management advisory services.
Tax practice. - v. 2. Ethics. Bylaws. - v. 3. Accounting -
current text.) [*111.1 A]

American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Account-
ing Standards Division. Accrual of revenues and expendi-
tures by state and local governmental units: proposal to
(F.A.S.B.)...to amend AICPA industry audit guide... New
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York, 1975. 8 p. (Statement of position, 75-3, July 31, 1975.) [*111.1 A]

American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accounting Standards Division. AcSEC pronouncement policies. New York, 1974. 5 p. [*106.1 A]


Andreje, Steven S. Feet to the fire: SEC's Burton urges higher standards, self-regulation. Barron's, v. 55, Sept. 22, 1975, p. 3, 20, 22. (Second of two-part interview.) (Reprint file "B")


Briloff, Abraam J. GAAP = GAAS = CRAP. Address, before the Nevada Society of CPAs, Lake Tahoe, June 20, 1975. New York, 1975. 20 typewritten pages. [*100 B]


Company/auditor disagreements since 1971 summarized. CPA letter (AICPA), v. 56, Nov. 22, 1976, p. 4. (*106.3 A)


Establishing accounting principles. (News & views) CPA journal, v. 46, Nov. 1976, p. 10. (Excerpt from Week in review (Burton & Sells), Sept. 3, 1976.)


Financial Accounting Standards Board. Accounting for income taxes - oil and gas producing companies: an amendment of APB opinions no. 11 and 23. Stamford,
ACCOUNTANTS—Principles and Standards (Continued)

Conn., 1975. 20 p. (Statement of financial accounting standards, no. 9, Oct. 1975) [111.1 F]


Financial Accounting Standards Board. FASB Interpretation no. 9—applying APB Opinions no. 16 and 17 when a savings and loan association or a similar institution is acquired in a business combination accounted for by the purchase method. (Official release) Journal of accounting, v. 141, April 1976, p. 65-6.


Kessler, Louis M. Remarks, before the 82nd annual meeting, Oct. 6, 1975, pp. 12-13. [106.1 A]


Moonitz, Maurice. Accounting principles—how they are developed. (In Sterling, Robert R. Institutional issues in public accounting. Lawrence, Kan., c1974. p. 143-71.) [111.1 S]
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Statements to make accountants see red. (Books) Business week, March 8, 1976, p. 12, 15.


Villamayor, Romulo. Price level accounting as proposed by the FASB. SGV group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 44-9.


ACCOUNTING—Principles And Standards

Zeff, Stephen A. Comments on Accounting principles - how they are developed. (In Sterling, Robert R. Institutional issues in public accounting. Lawrence, Kan., c1974. p. 172-8.) [111.5 S]

--- Australia


--- Canada


--- Ecuador


--- Europe


ACCOUNTING—Principles and standards—Europe—(Continued)


Germany

Germany, Federal Republic of
Knoll, Mordechai. Information value of the annual financial statements of public companies in Germany and in Israel; a comparative empirical study. Tel Aviv, Israel, Institute of Certified Public Accountants in Israel, c1975. 195 p. [*117 I]

Great Britain
Accounting Standards Committee. Accounting for research and development (revised). Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, April 1976, p. 128-30. (Exposure draft 17)
Accounting Standards Steering Committee. Treatment of taxation under the imputation system in the accounts of companies. London, Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, 1974. 7 p. (Statement of standard accounting practice, no. 8.) [*111.1 A]
Nos outrageous, but perhaps a little too much. (Professional news) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, March 1976, p. 4.
Perrin, John R. Why CPP is not the answer. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 56, 58, 60.

India

International
Cummings, Joseph P. Bringing the world together at IASC. World (PMM & Co.), v. 10, Winter 1976, p. 6-8.
International Accounting Standards Committee. Valuation and presentation of inventories in the context of the historical cost system. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 46, Nov. 1975, p. 5-7. (Statement 2)
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Ireland


Israel

Knoll, Mordechay. Information value of the annual financial statements of public companies in Germany and in Israel; a comparative empirical study. Tel-Aviv, Israel, Institute of Certified Public Accountants in Israel, c1975. 195 p. [*117 I]

Knoll, Mordechay. Information value of the annual financial statements of public companies in Germany and in Israel; a comparative empirical study. Tel-Aviv, Israel, Institute of Certified Public Accountants in Israel, c1975. 195 p. [*117 I]

New Zealand


Rhodesia


South Africa


Southeast Asia


ACCOUNTING—Principles and standards—International

Relation To Business And Management

See Also Management Accounting—Management Control

Relation to finance


Relation to investors


Relation To Labor

See Accountancy Profession—Relation To Labor

Rhodesia


Saud Arabia


Singapore


Social

See Social Accounting

Solomon Islands


South Africa


Southeast Asia


Spain


Statistical Methods

See Testing And Sampling

Sweden


System Design And Installation

See Also Cost Accounting—System Design And Installation

Subheading, Accctg, Under Special Business, Industry, Or Trade


Tasmania

Enthoven, Adolf J. H. Evaluation of accountancy systems, developments and requirements in Africa. Chapel Hill, N.C., Graduate School of Business Administration, University of North Carolina, 1975. 119 p. (Ford Foundation sponsored study project appraisal report.) [*117 A]

Teaching

See Also Accounting Courses Education

Visual Aids


Balle, Thomas E. Analysis of APB opinion coverage in the CPA examination, by Thomas E. Balle and John K. Harris (Education research) Accounting review, v. 51, April 1976, p. 370-5.


Berry, Maureen H. Effectiveness of active student participation in meeting the cognitive and affective objectives of an elementary accounting course. (In Edwards, James Don. Accounting education. Sarasota, Fla., 1974, p. 574-93.) [107 E]


Johnson, Hans V. Evidential matter pertaining to the historical development of the concepts of disclosure and its uses as a teaching aid. University, Ala., Academy of Accounting Historians, n.d. 17 p. [*150 J]


Klein, Donald J. Alternative model for teaching auditing. Collegiate news and views, v. 29, Spring 1976, p. 3-4.


McInnes, William M. Behavioural science - can we meet the challenge? Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 52-4.

ACCOUNTING—Uganda

Uganda
Entchoven, Adolf J. H. Evaluation of accountancy systems, developments and requirements in Africa. Chapel Hill, N.C., Graduate School of Business Administration, University of North Carolina, 1975. 119 p. (Ford Foundation sponsored study project appraisal report.) [*117 A]

Uniform Methods
See Also Cost Accounting—Uniform Methods
Interfirm Comparisons
Subheading, Accounting,
Under Special Business, Industry Or Trade International

Venezuela

Zambia
Entchoven, Adolf J. H. Evaluation of accountancy systems, developments and requirements in Africa. Chapel Hill, N.C., Graduate School of Business Administration, University of North Carolina, 1975. 119 p. (Ford Foundation sponsored study project appraisal report.) [*117 A]


ACCOUNTING ADVISORY COMMITTEE.

ACCOUNTING: an introduction.

ACCOUNTING and control for real estate joint ventures.

ACCOUNTING AND ECONOMICS
See Economics And Accounting

ACCOUNTING and financial management in the forest products industries: a guide to the published literature.
Shirley, Robert E. Accounting and financial management in the forest products industries: a guide to the published literature, by Robert E. Shirley and Steven D. Nielson. Corvallis, Or., School of Business, Oregon State University, 1975. 15 p. (Studies in management and accounting for the forest products industries monograph) [*250 For 2]
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ACCOUNTING AND LAW
See Law And Accounting

ACCOUNTING and office manual for labor unions.
Fischer, Harry C. Accounting and office manual for labor unions. rev. ed. Berkeley, Calif, Center for Labor Research and Education, Institute of Industrial Relations, Univ. of California, c1975. 147 p. [*250 Tra]

ACCOUNTING and tax treatment of industrial development bonds.

ACCOUNTING AS A CAREER
See Accountancy Profession - As A Career

Accountants - Opportunities

ACCOUNTING CHANGES
Seidler, Lee J. Storm over preferable. Accounting issues (Bear, Sears & Co.), July 27, 1976, p. 3-4. (Reprint file, *A)

ACCOUNTING COLLOQUIUM III, University of Kansas, 1973.

ACCOUNTING CONFERENCES
See Also Accountants’ Societies
International Congress Of Accountants
Tax Conferences And Institutes

Arthur Andersen/University Of Kansas Symposium On Auditing Problems, 1974. Contemporary auditing problems; proceedings, ed. by Howard F. Stettler. Lawrence, Kan., School of Business, University of Kansas, 1974. 121 p. [*102 A]
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Association Of Government Accountants. White House confer-
35-55.

74, 76, 78, 80.

Bizzell, Allen H. Schools of accounting: a look at the issues,
edited by Allen H. Bizzell and Kermit D. Larson. New York,
(Proceeding of a symposium held March 1, 1974, sponsored by
the Dept. of Accounting, University of Texas at Austin.) [*107.9 B]

Bulawayo Society Of Chartered Accountants (Rhodesia).
Record of proceedings, Winter School, 1974. Juliasdale,
Rhodesia, 1974. 80 p. [*102 B]

Conference Of Accountants, 28th, University of Tulsa, 1974.
Accounting papers of the twenty-eighth annual conference
of accountants, sponsored by the Oklahoma Society of
Certified Public Accountants (and others). Tulsa, Okla.,
1974. 66 p. [*102 C]

Conference On Empirical Research In Accounting. 8th,
University of Chicago, 1973. Empirical research in accounting:
selected studies 1973. Chicago, Institute of Professional
Accounting, Graduate School of Business, University of
Chicago, c1975. 278 p. (Supplement to Journal of accounting
research, v. 11, 1973.) [*102 C]

Conference speakers will view accounting at crossroads.
Management accounting (NAA), v. 57, May 1976, p. 61, 66.

Felix, Ted. Special report - industry and government mem-
ers hold first national conference. (News report) Journal of

Forrester, D. A. R. Broadening the profession's future:
American Accounting Association's conference. Accountant
(Eng.), v. 175, Sept. 9, 1976, p. 285-6.

Garbutt, Douglas. Inflation quo vadis? - South African
national cost conference. Accountant (Eng.), v. 173, Dec. 18/
25, 1975, p. 710-12.

Herbert, Leo. Schools of accounting - pros and cons. Hous-
Southwestern Business Administration Association, March
5, 1975.) [*107.9 H]

International Congress Of Accountants, 10th, Sydney, 1972.
Review of study group activities. Melbourne, Australia,
Accountancy Research Foundation, n.d. 50 p. [*106.8 E]

Keller, Thomas F. Schools of professional accounting: why.
Southwestern Business Administration Association,
March 5, 1975.) [*107.9 K]

Kramer, Dan G. Report on 1976 accounting show and
conference. (News & views) CPA journal, v. 46, Sept. 1976,
p. 13-14.

Papers and responses from Accounting Colloquium III,
cosponsored by the University of Kansas School of Busi-
ness and the Arthur Young Foundation. Edited by Robert
R. Sterling. Lawrence, Kan., Scholars Book Co., c1974. 425
p. [111.1 S]

Switkes, Joe. NAAPI revisited, by Joe Switkes and Morton
Lcvy. (Practitioners forum) Journal of accounting, v. 141,
May 1976, p. 94-6.

Trump, Guy W. Schools of professional accounting. Houston,
Tex., 1975. 11 typewritten pages. (Paper presented at
Southwestern Business Administration Association, March
5, 1975.) [*107.9 T]

ACCOUNTING COURSES

See Also Accounting - Teaching
Doctoral Programs In Accounting
Education
Education - Non-Accounting Majors Pro-
gram
Master Of Accountancy Programs
Schools And Colleges

Accreditation of programs and schools of professional ac-
61.

Anthony, Robert N. Case method in accounting. (In Ed-
wards, James Don. Accounting education. Sarasota, Fla.,

Balke, Thomas E. Analysis of APB opinion coverage in the
CPA examination, by Thomas E. Balke and John K. Harris
(Education research) Accounting review, v. 51, April 1976, p.
70-5.

Bedford, Norton M. Instructional innovations: an overview.
(In Edwards, James Don. Accounting education. Sarasota,

Benjamin, James J. Financial statement content and use: a
classroom simulation, by James J. Benjamin and Robert H.

Berry, Maureen H. Effectiveness of active student participa-
tion in meeting the cognitive and affective objectives of an
elementary accounting course. (In Edwards, James Don.

Blocher, Edward. Bayesian sampling procedures for auditors:
computer-assisted instruction, by Edward Blocher and Jack
C. Robertson. (Education research) Accounting review, v.,
51, April 1976, p. 359-63.

Buchmann, David M. Student attitudes toward management
accounting and the influence of the management account-
ing course. (In Edwards, James Don. Accounting education.

Burton, John C. Need for professional accounting education,
with comments by James Don Edwards and Larry A. Jobe.
(In Bizzell, Allen H. Schools of accounting. New York,
1975. p.3-10.) [*107.9 B]

Bussman, John F. Vocabulary: an integrative learning aid
for students in intermediate accounting. (Education research

Carlson, Marvin L. Games approach to introducing account-
ing, by Marvin L. Carlson and J. Warren Higgins. (In
Edwards, James Don. Accounting education. Sarasota, Fla.,
1974. p. 365-9.) [107 E]

Carlson, Marvin L. Toward a new design for the intermedi-
ate accounting course. (Education research) Accounting

Case study of comprehensive educational innovation, by
James D. Newton and others. (In Edwards, James Don.

Casler, Darwin J. Bridging the gap between academia and
practice, by Darwin J. Casler and Philip E. Fess. (Educa-

Cattanach, Richard L. Integration of the computer into
systems and auditing: a team approach, by Richard L.
Cattanach and Glyn W. Hanbery. (In Edwards, James Don.
[107 E]

Coffman, Edward N. Professional schools of accounting: a
look at the present future. Virginia accountant, v. 29, March

Fertakis, John P. Toward a revitalized Accounting I. (In
Edwards, James Don. Accounting education. Sarasota, Fla.,
1974. p. 30-8.) [107 E]

Kinard, C. Rigidity or systemic flexibility? By J.C. Kinard

Koehler, Robert W. Television related instruction. (In
Edwards, James Don. Accounting education. Sarasota, Fla.,

Krysztofik, Anthony T. Team-teaching approach to auditing

Langenderfer, Harold Q. Society, professions and accounting
curricula. (In Edwards, James Don. Accounting education.

Laughlin, Eugene J. Comparison of alternative forms of
teaching fundamentals of accounting, by Eugene J. Laugh-
lin, James W. Gentry and Carolyn A. May. (Education
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Canada


Sayers, John G. Getting the most out of RPD. CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 39-42.

Great Britain

Gemmell, Jim. Training for the smaller firm. (In practice) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 82, 84.

South Africa


ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENTS
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Germany

Great Britain

International


ACCOUNTING firms & practitioners 1975.

ACCOUNTING for bank capital.

ACCOUNTING for bank premises and equipment.

ACCOUNTING for certain marketable securities.

ACCOUNTING for certain marketable securities.

ACCOUNTING for condominium sales.
Price Waterhouse & Co. Accounting for condominium sales. New York, c1975. 56 p. [*250 Con 9]

ACCOUNTING for contingencies - transition method.

ACCOUNTING for contingencies - transition method.

ACCOUNTING for deprecation.

ACCOUNTING for farm estates.

ACCOUNTING for income taxes.

ACCOUNTING for income taxes - oil and gas producing companies.

ACCOUNTING for inflation: exposure draft.
Chambers, R. J. Accounting for inflation: exposure draft. Sydney, Australia, University of Sydney, 1975. 35 p. [*715 C]

ACCOUNTING for leases.

ACCOUNTING for loan losses.

ACCOUNTING for price and price level changes.
Australian Society Of Accountants. Accounting for price and price level changes (a symposium), with foreword by B. Feller. Melbourne, Australia, c1974. 72 p. (Bulletin no. 15, March 1974) [*715 A]

ACCOUNTING for research and development.

ACCOUNTING for securities.

ACCOUNTING FIRMS
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ACCOUNTING METHODS
See Also Taxation, United States - Accounting Methods


Pendrill, David Why ED 3 should be withdrawn. Accounting (Eng.), v. 86, Dec. 1975, p. 40, 42, 44.


Great Britain


ACCOUNTING MODELS

See Also Decision Models
Financial Models
Mathematical Models
Stochastic Models


Hughes, John S. Optimal audit planning - part I. West Lafayette, Ind., Krannert Graduate School of Industrial Administration, Purdue University, 1974. 49 p. [*175 H]


Meyers, John H. Full cost vs. successful efforts in petroleum accounting: an empirical approach. (n.p.), Ad Hoc Committee (Petroleum Companies) on Full Cost Accounting, 1974. 109 p. plus separately bound appendix. [250 Oil 2]


ACCOUNTING METHODS

ACCOUNTING papers of the twenty-eighth annual conference of accountants.

ACCOUNTING PERIOD

See Also Taxation, United States - Accounting Period


Preston, J. A. Company accounts in Japan. Accountants'

ACCOUNTING PRACTICE

See Accountants' Office

ACCOUNTING practices in the broadcasting industry.

American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accounting

ACCOUNTING PERSONNEL

See Accountancy Profession - Selection Of Personnel

ACCOUNTING Principles

See Accounting-Principles And Standards

ACCOUNTING principles.


ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES BOARD OPINIONS

Balke, Thomas E. Analysis of APB opinion coverage in the CPA examination, by Thomas E. Balke and John K. Harris (Education research) Accounting review, v. 51, April 1976, p. 370-5.


Financial Accounting Standards Board. Financial accounting standards; original pronouncements as of September 1, 1975, by the Financial Accounting Standards Board, Accounting Principles Board and Committee on Accounting Procedure. Stamford, Conn., c1975. 800 p. [*111.1 F]


Opinion 2

Opinion 5

Opinion 7

Opinion 8

Opinion 9
SEC Staff bulletin opposes recording litigation settlements in prior period- other important areas also covered. SEC accounting report, v. 2, Aug. 1976, p. 3-4.

Opinion 11
SEC Staff bulletin opposes recording litigation settlements in prior period- other important areas also covered. SEC accounting report, v. 2, Aug. 1976, p. 3-4.

Opinion 15

Opinion 16
Financial Accounting Standards Board. FASB Interpretation no. 9 - applying APB Opinions No. 16 and 17 when a savings and loan association or a similar institution is acquired in a business combination accounted for by the purchase method. (Official releases) Journal of accountancy, v. 141, April 1976, p. 65-6.

Opinion 17
Financial Accounting Standards Board. FASB Interpretation no. 9 - applying APB Opinions No. 16 and 17 when a savings and loan association or a similar institution is acquired in a business combination accounted for by the purchase method. (Official releases) Journal of accountancy, v. 141, April 1976, p. 65-6.

Opinion 18
Opinion 19
Beams, Floyd A. Reporting preferences for the statement of changes in financial position, by Floyd A. Beams and Robert H. Strawser. Louisiana CPA, v. 34, Fall 1975, p. 51-60.


Opinion 20


Opinion 21


Opinion 22

Opinion 23


Opinion 26

Opinion 27
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Statement 3

Statement 4


ACCOUNTING principles for management.
Seiler, Robert E. Accounting principles for management. 2nd ed. Columbus, Ohio, Charles E. Merrill Pub. Co., c1975. 613 p. [110 S]

ACCOUNTING profession.


ACCOUNTING RESEARCH
See Also Accounting-Principles and Standards
Accounting Principles Board Opinions
Auditing-Principles and Standards
Cost Accounting - Principles and Standards
Financial Accounting Standards
Statements Of Standard Accounting Practice
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Statements On Auditing Procedure
Statements On Auditing Standards
Statements On Management Accounting Practices

American Accounting Association. Committee reports. Sarasota, Fla., 1975. 95 p. (Supplement to Accounting review, v. 50.) [*106.3 A]
Hicks, Ernest L. Research and the APB: three excerpts, by Ernest L. Hicks, John H. Myers and Arthur R. Wyatt. (In Burns, Thomas J. Accounting in transition. Columbus, Ohio, 1974. p. 113-35.) [*109 B]
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ACCOUNTING RESEARCH


Canada


ACCOUNTING RESEARCH BULLETINS


Bulletin 43


Bulletin 45


Bulletin 51


ACCOUNTING RESEARCH STUDIES

Hicks, Ernest L. Research and the APB: three excerpts, by Ernest L. Hicks, John H. Myers and Arthur R. Wyatt. (In Burns, Thomas J. Accounting in transition. Columbus, Ohio, 1974, p. 113-35.) [109 B]

ACCOUNTING rules. (In business this week) Business week, Jan. 12, 1976, p. 36.

ACCOUNTING SERIES RELEASES


Establishing accounting principles. (News & views) CPA journal, v. 46, Nov. 1976, p. 10. (Excerpt from Week in review (Haskins & Sells), Sept. 3, 1976.)
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ACCOUNTING STANDARDS COMMITTEE.

Accounting for research and development (revised). Accountant's magazine (Scott.), v. 80, April 1976, p. 128-30. (Exposure draft 17)

Accounting for research and development (revised), exposure draft: ED 17 Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 92-96.


ACCOUNTING STANDARDS STEERING COMMITTEE.

Accounting for changes in the purchasing power of money. Edinburgh, Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, c1974. 12 p. (Provisional statement of standard accounting practice, no. 1 (Eng.).) [*111.1 A]


Comments on the Corporate report. (News & views) CPA journal, v. 46, July 1976, p. 5. (Except from Spotlights (Spicer and Peggler), Spring 1976, p. 5.)


Extraordinary items and prior year adjustments. Accountant's journal (N.Z.), v. 54, Nov. 1975, p. 368-70. (Exposure draft, 12.)


Great Britain. Dept. of Trade. Aims and scope of company reports. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 1, 1976, p. 12-14.
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Laws, M. L. Earnings per share. (In Bulawayo Society Of Chartered Accountants (Rhodesia). 14 p.) [*102 B]


Treatment of taxation under the imputation system in the accounts of companies. London, Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, 1974. 7 p. (Statement of standard accounting practice, no. 8.) [*111.1 A]


Varied views on corporate reports. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 22, 1976, p. 85-6.


ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

See Accounting - Data Processing

Accounting - System Design And Installation

ACCOUNTING TECHNICIANS

See Also Education - Accounting Technicians

ACCOUNTING TERMINOLOGY

See Taxation, United States - Terminology

Terminology

ACCOUNTING TESTING PROGRAM

See Also Accountancy Profession - Selection Of Personnel

Accountants - Selection

Accountants' Office - Personnel

Auditors - Selection

Recruitment

Referrals


ACCOUNTING STANDARDS STEERING COMMITTEE.

ACCOUNTING TEXTBOOKS


ACCOUNTING THEORY

See Accounting - Theory

ACCOUNTING theory and researchers' social accountability - a century in Japan.


ACCOUNTING trends and techniques.


ACCOUNTS PAYABLE


ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

See Also Collection Of Accounts

Factoring Receivables


Auditing


Data processing


Financing

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE—Financing (Continued)


Management


ACCREDITATION

See Also Accounting Firms - Accreditation

ACCREDITATION


ACCRETION CONCEPT OF INCOME

See Income - Accretion Concept

ACCRUAL BASIS ACCOUNTING

See Accounting Methods

Taxation, United States-Accrual Basis

ACCRUAL of revenues and expenditures by state and local governmental units...

American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accounting Standards Division. Accrual of revenues and expenditures by state and local governmental units: proposal to (F.A.S.B.) ... to amend AICPA industry audit guide... New York, 1975. 8 p. (Statement of position, 75-3, July 31, 1975.) [*111.1 A]

ACCUMULATION OF EARNINGS OR PROFITS

See Taxation, United States-Undistributed Profits

ACLAND, DEREK.


ACQUIRING publicly held securities: going private and tender offers.


ACQUISITIONS

See Also Buying And Selling A Business

Combinations

Consolidations And Mergers

Taxation, United States - Acquisitions

Taxation, United States - Consolidations

And Mergers

Taxation, United States - Purchases And Sales


Frazier, L. E. Project Eager Beaver: I. Methods of acquisition by Eager and contracts and conveyances involved. (In Institute On Oil And Gas Law And Taxation, 26th,


Accounting


Financial Accounting Standards Board. FASB Interpretation no. 9 - applying APB Opinions No. 16 and 17 when a savings and loan association or a similar institution is acquired in a business combination accounted for by the purchase method. (Official releases) Journal of accounting, v. 141, April 1976, p. 65-6.


-- Canada


Government regulation


Valuation
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ACTION program to reduce inflation and restore economic growth.

ACTIVITY ACCOUNTING
See Also Projects - Accounting

ACTORS AND ENTERTAINERS


ACTUARIAL METHODS
How pension funds have changed their actuarial assumptions. (Pensionforum) Institutional investor, v. 10, July 1976, p. 63.

How to understand an actuary in four easy lessons. CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Oct. 1975, p. 45-8.

ACTUARIES


How to understand an actuary in four easy lessons. CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Oct. 1975, p. 45-8.


AD agencies: what ad agencies' billings mean (or do not mean) to a client. Industrial marketing v. 60, Nov. 1975, p. 54-5.

AcSEC draft plan for ESOPs labels debt as a liability.

AD HOC COMMITTEE (PETROLEUM COMPANIES) ON FULL COST ACCOUNTING.

ADAMS, DONALD L.


ADAMS, JOE.

ADAMS, JOHN P.

ADAMS, ROBERT M.

ADAMS, WALTER.


ADAMS, ABIGAIL K.

ADDED VALUE
See Value Added


ADDLEMAN, ROBERT B.

ADELBERT, ARTHUR.
Poliemeni, Ralph S. Effects of inflation - variance analysis, by Ralph S. Polimeni and Arthur Adelberg. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, July 1976, p. 64-5.

ADEN, GARY.
Cost containment is principal purpose of rate review. (Regulation) Hospitals, v. 50, July 16, 1976, p. 69-72.

ADIZES, ICHAK.
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ADVANCED accounting.

ADVANCED accounting in New Zealand.

ADVANCED cost accountancy.

ADVERTISING
See Also Direct Mail Advertising
Professional Ethics - Advertising
Taxation, United States - Advertising Revenue
Ad agencies: what ad agencies’ billings mean (or do not mean) to a client. Industrial marketing v. 60, Nov. 1975, p. 54-5.
Advertising by objectives. (Management advisory services CPA journal, v. 46, July 1976, p. 61-2. (Excerpt from Management advisory services newsletter (J.K. Lasser & Company), Spring 1976.)
Arrigo, Karalee. Good industrial ad program is a sound investment, not a dubious expense. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Sept. 1976, p. 140-1.
Gestig, Blair R. Some basic lessons for the U.S. adman whose company is going multinational. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Nov. 1976, p. 70-2.
Hopper, L. C. How advertising and sales promotion can make or break your new product. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Sept. 1976, p. 132, 134, 139


Swan, Christopher. Growth of industrial advertising - from 1916 to the present. Industrial marketing, v. 61, March 1976, p. 74-5, 78-80, 82.

Wagner, Jack W. What does the chief executive really think about advertising? Industrial marketing, v. 61, June 1976, p. 78, 84.

Williamson, John H. Think co-op on ad, promotion pieces - then merchandise. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Sept. 1976, p. 142, 144-5.

Wright, J. William D. Some inside tips on setting up good sales meetings when you're overseas, by J. William D. Wright and Raymond G. Hanobik. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Oct. 1976, p. 94-6, 98, 100.

Budgeting


Costs
Ad agencies: what ad agencies' billings mean (or do not mean) to a client. Industrial marketing, v. 60, Nov. 1975, p. 54-5.


Christensen, Donald G. Flexibility: key to changing ad rates and rate structures. Newspaper controller, v. 29, May 1976, p. 4-5, 10.


Government regulation


Management

Sawyer, Howard G. Role and responsibilities for those born to be ad managers. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Sept. 1976, p. 106, 108.

ADVERTISING AGENCIES
Ad agencies: what ad agencies' billings mean (or do not mean) to a client. Industrial marketing, v. 60, Nov. 1975, p. 54-5.


Cedkowski, Arthur F. What your ad agency should be doing (so you won't have to fire them). Industrial marketing, v. 61, Nov. 1976, p. 58-9.


Auditing
Heckenbach, Roy A. You can - and should - audit how well your agency performs as your agent. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Nov. 1976, p. 64, 66, 68.

Management

ADVERTISING by objectives. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, July 1976, p. 61-2. (Excerpt from Management advisory services newsletter (J.K. Lasser & Company), Spring 1976.)

ADVISORY COMMITTEES
See Committees, Advisory

AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
See Also Defense Industry

AFFILIATES, TRUSTEED
See Trusteed Affiliates

AFTER the abacus: a manager's guide to accounting control and finance.

AGARWAL, N. P.
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ACCOUNTING

Auditing

Financial management
Minnesota cases statutory reserve requirements. edited by Robert C. Estes and others. (Taxfax) Cooperative accountant, v. 28, Winter 1976, p. 79.

Financial planning

Management

Taxation
See Taxation, United States - Agricultural Cooperatives

AGRICULTURE

See Also Agricultural Cooperatives
Creameries
Dairy Farms
Livestock
Poultry Farms
Ranches


Accounting


**Management**


**Reports and statements**


**Taxation**

See Taxation, Farmers, Under Name Of Country Or State

**Valuation**


**AHBLANDT, ROGER S.**

Credit allocation legislation no answer to redlining controversy. *Mortgage banker*, v. 36, March 1976, p. 6, 10, 12, 14, 16-17.

**AHLERS, DAVID M.**


**AHLUWALIA, MONTEK S.**


**AHMAD, IMTIAZ.**


**AHRENHOLZ, ROBERT J.**


AICPA board approves revised quality review plan.


AINSWORTH, KENNETH G.


AIR CARRIERS

See Aircraft
Airlines
Company Planes

AIR FORCE

Auditing


Costs


AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

See Pollution, Air

AIR TRANSPORTATION

See Airlines

AIRCRAFT


AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURERS

See Aerospace Industry
Airplane Parts And Accessories Manufacturers

AIRCRAFT RETAILERS

Piper Aircraft Corp. Piper accounting system summary chart of accounts. (n.p.), n.d. 43 p. [*250 Air 2]

AIRCRAFT

See Also Airports

AIRCRAFT


Auditing


Government regulation
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AIRPLANE INDUSTRY

See Aerospace Industry
Airplane Parts And Accessories Manufacturers

AIRPORTS


Finance


AITKEN, THOMAS D.


BAKERLOF, GEORGE A.


ALASKA


ALBACH, HORST.


ALBEMARLE Paper Co. v. Moody.


ALBERS, CARL H.


ALBERT, ANTHONY B. M.


ALCHIAN, A.


ALCORN, JOHN M.


ALDAG, RAMON J.


ALDEN, RAYMOND M.


ALESSANDRA, ANTHONY J.


ALESSANDRONI, VENAN J.


ALEXANDER, DONALD C.


ALEXANDER, FRED.


ALEXANDER, MICHAEL O.


ALEXANDER, ROBERT C.

Braun, Peter C. M. Improving loan profits through mortgage swaps, by Peter C.M.S. Braun and Robert C. Alexander. Real estate review, v. 6, Spring 1976, p. 44-8.

ALEXANDER, WILLIAM J.


ALEXANDER, WILLIS W.


ALEXANDER GRANT & CO.

Checklist - hospital trustee responsibilities. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, June 1976, p. 59-60. (Excerpt from the booklet, New hospital trustee, c1976.)

Year-end tax planning techniques for individuals, 1975. Chicago, c1975. 21 p. [*753 A]

ALEXANDER GRANT TANSLEY WITT.
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ALGEO, DAVID.

ALGORITHMS


ALHADEFF, DAVID A.

ALL, MUKHTAR M.

ALK, ABE A.


ALL legal expenses to set tax due may be deductible. Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 73-4.

ALLAN, JAMES.
Computer cost - save it Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 80, May 1976, p. 169-70.

ALLEN, ARNON R.

ALLEN, D. G. MacDONALD.

ALLEN, EVERETT T.

ALLEN, FRANCIS A.

ALLEN, LAURENCE G.

ALLEN, RICHARD B.


ALLEN, WAYNE C.

ALLISON, JOHN R.

ALLISTON, PAUL F.

ALLOCATION


ALLOCATION, INTRAPERIOD
See Statements, Financial - Interim


ALLOCATION OF TAXES
See Taxes - Accounting
ALLOCATION of trust expenses to nontaxable income - the capital gain controversy.


ALLOCATION problem: part two.


ALLPORT, N. J.


ALLVINE, FRED C.


ALMANAC of business and industrial financial ratios.


ALMON, CLOPPER.


ALPERN, ANITA F.


ALPERT, HERBERT H.


ALSTON, CLIFFORD.


ALT, SUSAN.


ALTER, STEVEN L.


ALLOCATION of trust expenses to nontaxable income - the capital gain controversy.

ALTMAN, EDWARD L.

Capitalization of leases and the predictability of financial ratios: a comment. (Correspondence) Accounting review, v. 51, April 1976, p. 408-12.

ALTMAN, MARY ANN.


ALVARES, KENNETH M.


ALVIN, GERALD.


Comment on Gains and losses on early extinguishment of debt, by Gerald Alvin, Martin Benis and Robert T. Johnson. (Letters to the editor) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 6-8. (Comments and response to Gains and losses on early extinguishment of debt, by Professors Benis and Johnson, CPA journal, Nov. 1975.)

ALY, HAMDI F.


AMADOR, ANTONIO A.


AMARA, ROY.


AMARAL, LUCIANO P.


AMBALAVANER, S.


AMBLER, P. J. W.


AMERICAN ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION.


American Accounting Association annual report. Accounting education news (AAA), v. 2, June 1975, p. 4-5. (*106.3 A)

Barefield, Russell M. Impact of audit frequency on the quality of internal control. Sarasota, Fla., American Accounting Association, 1975. 86 p. (Studies in accounting research, no. 11.) [*175 B]

Committee reports. Sarasota, Fla., 1975. 95 p. (Supplement to Accounting review, v. 50.) [*106.3 A]


Committee on Concepts and Standards for External Financial Reports.


Committee on International Accounting.

Report. Accounting review, v. 50, Suppl. 1975, p. 91-5. (*106.3 A)

Committee on Multi-media Instruction in Accounting.


Committee on Nonprofit Organizations.


Committee on Social Costs.

Report. Accounting review, v. 50, Suppl. 1975, p. 51-89. (*106.3 A)

AMERICAN Accounting Association annual report. Accounting education news (AAA), v. 2, June 1975, p. 4-5. (*106.3 A)


AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ATTORNEY-CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.

Fenn, Harry. Growing number - CPAs that are also attorneys. Georgia CPA, v. 17, Spring 1975-76, p. 16-19.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF HOSPITAL ACCOUNTANTS.


AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF NURSERYMEN.


AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION.


Trust Division.


AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION.


Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust Law. Committee on Investments by Fiduciaries. Investments by fiduciaries in common trust funds. Real property, probate and trust journal, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 28-44.
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Illustrations of the disclosure of related party transactions, by Hortense Goodman and Leonard Lorenzen. New York, c1975. 62 p. (Financial report survey, no. 8) [*111.1 A]

Illustrations of the disclosure of subsequent events: a survey of the application of section 560 of Statement on auditing standards no. 1, by Hortense Goodman and Leonard Lorenzen. New York, c1976. 78 p. (Financial report survey, no. 9.) [*111.1 A]


Kessler, Louis M. Remarks, before the 82nd annual meeting, Oct. 6, 1969, Los Angeles, Calif. (n.p.), n.d. 12 p. [*106.1 A]

Moonitz, Maurice. Accounting principles - how they are developed. (In Sterling, Robert R. Institutional issues in public accounting. Lawrence, Kan., c1974, p. 143-71.) [*111.1 S]


Hicks, Ernest L. Research and the APB: three excerpts, by Ernest L. Hicks, John H. Myers and Arthur R. Wyatt. (In Burns, Thomas J. Accounting in transition. Columbus, Ohio, 1974. p. 113-35.) [109 B]


Moonitz, Maurice. Accounting principles - how they are developed. (In Sterling, Robert R. Institutional issues in public accounting. Lawrence, Kan., c1974. p. 143-71.) [111.1 S]

Accounting Standards Division. Accounting practices in the broadcasting industry. New York, 1975. 15 p. (Statement of position, 75-5, Dec. 29, 1975.) [*111.1 A]

Accrual of revenues and expenditures by state and local governmental units; proposal to amend FASB's... to amend AICPA industry audit guide... New York, 1975. 8 p. (Statement of position, 75-3, July 31, 1975.) [*111.1 A]

AICSEC pronouncement policies. New York, 1974. 5 p. [*106.1 A]
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Auditng Standards Division.


Auditing Standards Division. Insurance Auditing Task Force.


Auditing Standards Executive Committee.


Association of CPAs with unaudited financial statements. (Auditing and reporting) CPA journal, v. 46, Aug. 1976, p. 55-6. (Excerpt from Footnote (Minnesota Society of CPAs), April 1976.)


Effect of an internal audit function on the scope of the independent auditor's examination. New York, c1976. 5 p. (Statement on auditing standards, no.9, Dec. 1975.) [*170 A]
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Illegal acts. (Auditing and reporting) CPA journal, v. 46, Aug. 1976, p. 34. (Excerpt from Week in review (Haskins & Sells), May 14, 1976.)


Meaning of present fairly in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles in the independent auditor's report. New York, 1975. 5 p. (Statement on auditing standards, no. 5, July 1975.) [*170 A]


Other information in documents containing audited financial statements. New York, c1976. 4 p. (Statement on auditing standards, no. 8, Dec. 1975.) [*170 A]

Related party transactions. New York, 1975. 11 p. (Statement on auditing standards, no. 6, July 1975.) [*170 A]


Using the work of a specialist. New York, c1976. 5 p. (Statement on auditing standards, no. 11, Dec. 1975.) [*170 A]


Board of Directors.


Board of Examiners.


Commission on Auditors' Responsibilities.


Commission on auditors' responsibilities lists areas of concern. SEC accounting report, v. 1, May 1975, p. 3.

Improving auditing methods and techniques. (Auditing and reporting) CPA journal, v. 46, July 1976, p. 70-1. (Excerpt from Statement of issues: scope and organization of the study of auditors' responsibilities, c1975, p. 21-2.)

Chairman's report to Council, April 6, 1975. New York, 1975. 11 typewritten pages. [*103.1 A]


Value-added tax. New York, c1975. 58 p. (Statement of tax policy, no. 2.) [*751 A]

Financial Management Committee.
Professional needs of members in industry, finance and government: address by John R. Meiner before AICPA Council meeting, May 12-14, 1975. New York, 1975. 3 typewritten pages. [*106.1 A]

Generally Accepted Accounting Principles for Smaller and/or Close ly Held Businesses Committee.

Governmental Accounting and Auditing Committee.


Industry and Government Advisory Committee.

Management Advisory Services Division.


Management Advisory Services Division. Technical Standards Subcommittee.

Management Advisory Services Executive Committee.

Management of an Accounting Practice Committee.
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Minority Recruitment and Equal Opportunity Committee.

Pension Funds Task Force.

Practice Group A Advisory Committee.

Ingram, Glenn. Representation of the smaller practice units. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 141, March 1976, p. 57. (Adapted from comments made before the AICPA-sponsored state society conference, Cincinnati, Nov. 18, 1975.)

Professional Education Division. Standards Subcommittee.

Professional Ethics Division.


Professional Ethics Executive Committee.


Quality Review Committee.


Relations with the General Accounting Office Committee.

Responsibilities in Tax Practice Committee.

Scope and Structure Committee.
Final report. New York, c1974, 1975. 30 p. [*100.4 A]
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SEC Regulations Committee.

Self-regulation Committee.

Standards for Programs and Schools of Professional Accounting Board.

State Legislation Committee.

Study on Establishment of Accounting Principles.

Study Quality Review for Multi-office Firms Special Committee.

Technical Research Division.

Washington Activities Special Committee.

AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS—SEC Regulations Committee.

AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION.
Holzman, Robert S. Corporate taxes and the non-tax executive. New York, AMACOM, c1975. 28 p. (AMA Management briefing.) [*754.2 H]
Jacks, Herman S. Executive productivity: an AMA survey report, by Herman S. Jacobs with Katherine Jilsson. New York, American Management Associations, c1974. 28 p. [*223.7 J]
Managerial values for working, by Vincent S. Flowers and others. New York, Amacom, c1975. 50 p. (An American Management Association survey report.) [*223.7 M]

AMERICAN MEAT INSTITUTE.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE.

AMERICAN PUBLIC WORKS ASSOCIATION.
Financing and charges for wastewater systems, a joint committee report of the American Public Works Association, American Society of Civil Engineers and Water Pollution Control Federation. n.p., c1973. 69 p. [*220 Sew]

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVES.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE.
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AMOS, JERRY W.

AMPULA, ROBERT F.

AMRINE, HARRY T.

ANALYSIS of business income concepts.
Barton, Allan D. Analysis of business income concepts. Lancaster, Eng., International Centre for Research in Accounting, 1975. 65 p. (ICRA occasional paper, no. 7.) [*205.3 B]

ANALYSIS of issues related to criteria for determining materiality.


ANALYZING financial statements: some new help for an old tool. (Focus on finance) Hospitals, v. 30, Jan. 1, 1976, p. 28.

ANAND, VALERIE.
Automatic girl Friday? Accounting (Eng.), v. 86, Dec. 1975, p. 84.


ANDean COMMON MARKET

ANDERSEN, LEONALL C.

ANDERSON, CHARLES B.
ANDERSON, DAN R.


ANDERSON, HERSHEL M.


ANDERSON, J. V. R.

True and fair in the EEC. (Student roundabout) *Accountant (Eng.*)*, v. 174, March 4, 1976, p. 284.

ANDERSON, JOEL C.


ANDERSON, JOHN C.


ANDERSON, JOHN J.


ANDERSON, JOHN W.


ANDERSON, LEE G.


ANDERSON, M. HELEN.


ANDERSON, PAUL E.

Father, why did you make me pay the tax on your gain? (In Institute On Estate Planning, 9th, University of Miami Law Center, 1975. *Proceedings.* New York, cil1975. Chapter 12.) [750.2 I]


ANDERSON, R. J.


ANDERSON, ROBERT L.


ANDERSON, ROBERT W.


ANDERSON, RONALD A.


ANDERSON, W. THOMAS.


ANDERSON, WILLIAM S.


ANDREDER, STEVEN S.

Advise and consent: how the SEC Chief Accountant sees his job. Barron’s, v. 55, Sept. 15, 1975, p. 3, 14-15. (First of two-part interview.) (Reprint file *B*)


ANDREWS, FREDERICK.


ANDREWS, WESLEY T.


ANDRUS, ROMAN R.


ANG, JAMES S.


ANGELL, ROBERT J.


ANGEN, LAWRENCE M.


ANNAS, JOHN W.


ANNUAL costs of doing business survey, 23rd.
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Mangum, Robert B. Pot at the end of the rainbow may be empty, by Robert B. Mangum, Robert E. Shelton and Jennie S. Stathis. GAO review, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 46-54.


ANSONF, H. IGOR.

ANTHEIL, WILLIAM L.

ANTHONY, ROBERT N.
Accounting for the cost of interest. Lexington, Mass., Lexington Books, c1975. 133 p. [149.61 A]


ANTHONY, TED F.

ANTI-POVERTY PROGRAMS
See Poverty Programs


ANTIQUES
See Also Collectors

ANTITRUST
See Also Clayton Act

Combinations
Monopolies
Sherman Act
Trusts - Industrial. In Previous Indexes
Tying Arrangements


ANNUAL general meeting.


ANNUAL meetings: questions from shareholders.
Coopers & Lybrand. Annual meetings: questions from shareholders. New York, c1975. 24 p. [*223.4 C]

ANNUAL REPORTS
See Reports-To Stockholders

ANNUAL reports that fail. (Accounting) Business week, Oct. 18, 1976, p. 73.

ANNUAL statement studies.


ANNUITIES
See Also Taxation, United States - Annuities


Irish, Leon E. H.R. 10, Subchapter C and Section 403(b) plans. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 139-55.) [208.9 G]


**European Economic Community**

Delaunay, J. C. For business, the true EEC is taking shape. *Harvard business review*, v. 54, March-April 1976, p. 6-8.


**Taxation**

*See Taxation, United States - Antitrust Proceedings*


**ANTON, CHRIS J.**


**ANTON, HECTOR R.**


**ANTONIO, EMILIO T.**


**ANUNDSEN, KRISTIN.**


**APARTMENT HOUSES**

*See Also Housing*

**Real Estate Management**
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**Financial management**


**Fires and fire protection**


**Management**


**Valuation**


**APARTMENT HOUSES, COOPERATIVE**


**Taxation**

*See Taxation, United States - Cooperative Apartments*

**APGAR, MAHLON.**


**APLIN, JOHN C.**


**APOSTOLIDIS, PAN.**

Do young professionals really care about their careers? (Administration of accountants practice) *CPA journal*, v. 46, June 1976, p. 77. (Excerpt from an article in *Journal of business* (School of Business of Manhattan College), March 1976, p. 13.)
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APPEL, ALAN.

APPEL, MARTIN S.

APPELBAUM, ALAN L.

APPELBAUM, STEVEN H.

APPLEMAN, FRANK B.

APPLEMAN, GORDON.

APPLEMAN, JOHN ALAN.

APPLIANCE RETAILERS
See Electric Equipment Retailers

APPLICABILITY of Bayesian statistical techniques in auditing.

APPLICATION OF FUNDS STATEMENT
See Statements, Financial-Funds

APPLYING FASB Statement no. 7 in financial statements of established operating enterprises.

APPLYING world processing in accounting practice.

APPRAISAL REPORTS
See Reports - For Appraisal Purposes

APPRAISALS
See Valuation

APPTITUDE TESTS
See Also Accounting Testing Program

ARANDA, LUIS.

ARBEIT, STEPHEN P.

ARBITRATION AND AWARD
See Also Accountancy Profession - Relation To Arbitration
Contracts, Labor

Heintz, Duane H. Study points to the potential of arbitrating malpractice claims. Hospitals, v. 50, April 16, 1976, p. 53-6.
Staudohar, Paul D. Results of final-offer arbitration of bargaining disputes. California management review, v. 18, Fall 1975, p. 57-61.

ARCADE, MARCIA B.

ARCHER, SIMON.

ARCHER, STEPHEN H.

ARCHBALD, JOHN G.

ARCHBALD, T. ROSS.

ARCHITECTS

Corporate Practice
See Professional Corporations And Associations

ARCHIVES
See Records

ARE political campaign expenses deductible? (How would you rule?) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 345.
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ARE your services profitable?

ARE your services profitable? Savings & loan news, v. 97, March 1976, p. 60-5.

AREEDA, PHILLIP.


ARENBERG, STANLEY I.

ARENS, ALVIN A.


ARGENTI, JOHN.


Planning, inflation and risk. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 70, 72, 74-5.

ARGENTINA.

ARGUE, DOUGLAS W.

ARGYRIS, CHRIS.


ARENK, HERBERT.


ARMED SERVICES
See Also National Defense

Auditing
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Budgeting

Costs

Data processing
Army word processing program. Law office economics and management, v. 16, Fall 1975, p. 399-422.

Kronover, Thomas D. EFTS - alive and well at the USAF Accounting & Finance Center. Armed forces comptroller, v. 21, April 1976, p. 6-7.

Financial management

Kronover, Thomas D. EFTS - alive and well at the USAF Accounting & Finance Center. Armed forces comptroller, v. 21, April 1976, p. 6-7.


Management

ARMED SERVICES PROCUREMENT REGULATIONS
See Also Federal Procurement Regulations

ARMER, PAUL.

ARMON, EDMUND J.

ARMSTRONG, MARSHALL S.
Auditor for the seventies. GAO review, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 65-70.
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ARMY word processing program. Law office economics and management, v. 16, Fall 1975, p. 399-422.

ARNOLD, BRIAN.

ARNOLD, DONALD F.

ARNOLD, ROBERT.

ARNOLD, WALTER G.

ARNTSON, PETER A.

ARONSON, ALAN A.

ARONSON, HOWARD P.

ARONSON, ROBERT H.

ARPAN, JEFFREY S.

ARRIGO, KARALEE.
Good industrial ad program is a sound investment, not a dubious expense. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Sept. 1976, p. 140-1.

ARROW, ALLEN H.

ART


ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.
Assuring the quality of our professional practice. Chicago, 1975. 46 p. [*250 Acc]
Financial management system for political campaigns. Chicago, 1972. 191 p. [*250 Pol]
Pocket guide to European corporate taxes. 3rd ed. Chicago, 1975. 92 p. [*759.1 E]
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Interim financial information: a statement of views about recent proposals. New York, c1975. 36 p. (Statement and comments presented to the Securities and Exchange Commission and the AICPA Auditing Standards Executive Committee.) [*150.2 A]
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ARTISTS

See Also Taxation, United States - Artists


ASBELL, BERNARD.


ASBILL, MAC.


ASCHENBRENNER, RICHARD A.


ASH, LEE.

ASHABRANNER, G. D.

ASHBY, ROBERT S.

ASHER, HOWARD.

ASHER, JOE.

ASHMAN, ALLAN.

ASIADOLLARS

ASIMOW, MICHAEL.

ASKARI, HOSEIN.

ASKEW, JAMES A.


ASSESSMENT
See Real Estate - Valuation
Taxation, Property, Under Name Of Country Or State

ASSET must have one useful life for all purposes. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 268-9.

ASSET REPLACEMENTS
See Replacements

ASSETS
See Also Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence
Emergency Facilities
Property
Valuation


Accounting
Financial Accounting Standards Board. FASB Interpretation no. 9 - applying APB Opinions No. 16 and 17 when a savings and loan association or a similar institution is acquired in a business combination accounted for by the purchase method. (Official releases) Journal of accountancy, v. 141, April 1976, p. 65-6.
Perrin, John R. Why CPP is not the answer. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 56, 58, 60.

Valuation
ASSETS—Valuation (Continued)


Chambers, R. J. Whatever happened to CCE? (Correspondence) Accounting review, v. 51, April 1976, p. 385-90.


Friedman, Laurence A. Theory and the format of an income statement to accompany exit-price financial statements. Lawrence, Kan., 1975, 183 p. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of Kansas.) [158 F]


Mangoba, Gloria B. Accounting for the cost of inflation. SGV group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 40-3.


Villamayor, Romulillo. Price level accounting as proposed by the FASB. SGV group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 44-9.

ASSETS, CURRENT

Accounting


ASSETS, FIXED


Accounting


Valuation

Base stock as a fixed asset. Accountants review (Eng.), v. 26, March 1975, p. 50-4.


Mangoba, Gloria B. Accounting for the cost of inflation. SGV group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 40-3.


ASSETS, INTANGIBLE

See Also Goodwill

Patents And Copyrights

Royalties

Trade Marks And Trade Names

Accounting


Financial Accounting Standards Board. FASB Interpretation no. 9 - applying APB Opinions No. 16 and 17 when a savings and loan association or a similar institution is acquired in a business combination accounted for by the purchase method. (Official releases) Journal of accounting, v. 141, April 1976, p. 65-6.


Taxation

See Taxation, United States - Assets, Intangible

Valuation


Financial Accounting Standards Board. FASB Interpretation no. 9 - applying APB Opinions No. 16 and 17 when a savings and loan association or a similar institution is acquired in a business combination accounted for by the
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ASSETS, RENTED

ASSETS traced to co-grantor excluded from value of trust. Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 27.

ASSIGNMENT of group-term life insurance. (Administration of actuaries' practice) CPA journal, v. 46, Nov. 1976, p. 66. (Excerpt from Newsletter (Coopers & Lybrand), July-Aug. 1976.)

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
Accounting

Auditing

ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTORS.

ASSOCIATED REGIONAL ACCOUNTING FIRMS.
Directory of members. Atlanta, 1975. 7 p. [992 A]
This is ARAF. Atlanta, 1975. 11 p. [992 A]


ASSOCIATION FOR SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT.
Willoughby, Theodore C. Business systems, by Theodore C. Willoughby and James Senn. Cleveland, Ohio, Association for Systems Management, c1975. 656 p. (Previous editions by Association for Systems Management.) [201.8 W]

ASSOCIATION membership benefit directory.

ASSOCIATION OF CERTIFIED ACCOUNTANTS.


ASSETS, INTANGIBLE--Valuation

Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. Bank reports for audit purposes. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, Sept. 9, 1976, p. 291-3. (Statement on auditing issued by the Councils of the English and Scottish Institutes and of the Association of Certified Accountants.)


ASOCIATION OF CONSULTING MANAGEMENT ENGINEERS.

ASOCIATION of CPAs with unaudited financial statements. (Auditing and reporting) CPA journal, v. 46, Aug. 1976, p. 55-6. (Excerpt from Footnote (Minnesota Society of CPAs), April 1976.)

ASOCIATION OF DATA PROCESSING SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS.

ASOCIATION OF GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTANTS.

ASOCIATION OF INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTANTS.

ASOCIATION OF LECTURERS IN ACCOUNTANCY.

ASSOCIATIONS
See Chambers Of Commerce
Clubs
Societies And Associations
Trade Associations


ASSURING the quality of our professional practice.
Arthur Andersen & Co. Assuring the quality of our professional practice. Chicago, 1975. 46 p. [250 Acc]

ASTOLFI, ADRIENNE A.

ATCHABAHIAN, ADOLFO.
Argentina - value added tax. Tax management international journal, April 1976, p. 3-4.

ATHLETICS

Okner, Benjamin A. Taxation and sports enterprises. [In Noll, Roger G. Government and the sports business. Washington, c1974, p. 159-83] [250 Sp2]


ATHLETICS-(Continued)

ATKIN, BRYAN.


ATKINSON, ROBERT.


ATLANTIC PROPERTIES, INC.


ATLAS CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC.


ATOMIC ENERGY


Edison Electric Institute, 43rd Convention, Denver, Colorado, June 2-4, 1975. What they said... New York, 1975. 31 p. (EEI publication, no. 75-1A) [*530 E]


Government regulation

Edison Electric Institute, 43rd Convention, Denver, Colorado, June 2-4, 1975. What they said... New York, 1975. 31 p. (EEI publication, no. 75-1A) [*530 E]

ATTWOOD, JAMES A.

ABC's of responsibility. Business and society review, no. 18, Summer 1976, p. 75-6.

ATWATER, PIERCE.


ATWELL, DONALD L.


AUDAS, WILLIAM R.


AUDUX

See Audit Extract System

AUDIN, GARY.


AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS

See Also Visual Aids


AUDIT and control of computer systems.


AUDIT case - illustrative audit papers.


AUDIT COMMITTEES


AUDIT EVIDENCE

See Evidence

AUDIT guide.


AUDIT GUIDES

See Industry Audit Guides

AUDIT of bankrupt's return can be accelerated by IRS. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Sept. 1976, p. 191.

AUDIT of current purchasing power statements, issued by the Council of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales and others. International accountant (Eng.), v. 45, no. 4-1975, p. 19-20.

AUDIT of REA borrowers' accounting records.


AUDIT of solicitors trust accounts.


AUDIT COMMITTEES

AUDIT PROGRAM

See Auditing - Audit Program
Internal Auditing - Audit Program

AUDIT program.


AUDIT REPORTS

See Certificate Or Opinion
Reports, Accountants'

AUDIT technique handbook for estate tax examiners.


AUDIT technique handbook for estate tax examiners.


AUDIT technique handbook for Internal Revenue agents.


AUDIT technique handbook for Internal Revenue agents.


AUDITABILITY.


AUDITABILITY; information catalog ... audit and control aids. International Business Machines Corporation. Auditability; information catalog ... audit and control aids. White Plains, N.Y. 1975. 99 p. [*175 I]

AUDITAPE SYSTEM


AUDITING

See Also Subheading, Auditing, Under Special Business, Industry Or Trade


AUDITING (Continued)

Barkman, Arnold Ira. Critical evaluation and extension of the application of quantitative techniques to the field of auditing. Houston, 1974. 164 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - U. of Houston.) [170 B]


Muse, A. Audit fees. (Firmly stated) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, June 1976, p. 20-1.


Robertson, Jack C. Discussant's response to the New AICPA audit commission - will the real questions please stand up? (In Arthur Andersen/University of Kansas Symposium on Auditing Problems, 1974. Contemporary auditing problems. Lawrence, Kan., 1974. p. 28-31.) [*]102 A


Audit program
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Cottle, David W. How to handle the special problems in auditing a small client. Practical accountant, v. 9, Jan./Feb. 1976, p. 42-7.


International Business Machines Corporation. Auditability; information catalog ... audit and control aids. White Plains, N.Y. 1975. 99 p. [175 I]


Canada


Compliance audits


Correspondent audits

Costs
How to use internal staffs to reduce annual audit costs. SEC accounting report, v. 1, May 1975, p. 5-7.


Data processing


Internal control review - impact of SAS no. 3. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, Sept. 1976, p. 87-8. (Excerpt from Footnote (Minnesota Society of CPAs), March 1976.)

International Business Machines Corporation. Auditability; information catalog ... audit and control aids. White Plains, N.Y. 1975. 99 p. [175 I]


McCosh, Andrew M. Audit of computer programs, by Andrew M. McCosh and Michael J. Earl. Accountants' magazine (Scott.), v. 80, July 1976, p. 253-8.


Perkins, Cliff. EDP auditors - specialists in controls. EDP auditor, Fall 1974, p. 6-8, 19.


AUDITING—Data processing—(Continued)


Germany

German profession of Wirtschaftspruefer. International accountant (Eng.), v. 45, no. 4-1975, p. 20.

Government regulation


Great Britain


Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. Group accounts - reliance on other auditors. Accountant (Eng.), v. 174, April 15, 1976, p. 448-50. (Statement on auditing issued by the Councils of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland, and the Association of Certified Accountants.)

Simmons, Richard J. Lowson - can we learn the lessons in time? Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 34-6, 38, 40.

History

See Also Accounting - History

India


Interim audits


Commission on auditors' responsibilities lists areas of concern. SEC accounting report, v. 1, May 1975, p. 3.

International
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Union Europeenne Des Experts Comptables Economiques Et Financiers (UEC). Audit considerations regarding the going concern basis. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 15, 1976, p. 65-6. (Exposure draft.)

Union Europeenne Des Experts Comptables Economiques Et Financiers (UEC). Audit considerations regarding the going concern basis. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, July 1976, p. 263-4. (UEC draft statement.)

Italy

Italian klendike. (International - Italy) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Oct. 1975, p. 16.

LaFerry, Michael. Italy revises audit requirements. Accountant (Eng.), v. 173, Nov. 13, 1975, p. 552-3.

Japan


Joint Audits

See Auditing - Correspondent Audits

Legal Audits

See Legal Audits

Principles And Standards

See Also Accounting - Principles And Standards

Accounting Research

Accounting Series Releases

Statements On Auditing Procedure

International
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Burrow, Arnett E. Acceptance sampling to reduce audit work. GAO review, v. 11, Winter 1976, p. 8-10.


Company/auditor disagreements since 1971 summarized. CPA letter (AICPA), v. 56, Nov. 22, 1976, p. 4. (*106.3 A)


Internal control review - impact of SAS no. 3. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, Sept. 1976, p. 87-8. (Excerpt from Footnote (Minnesota Society of CPAs), March 1976.)


Olson, Wallace E. Let’s blame the auditors. Address, before the joint meeting of the Massachusetts Society of CPA’s and the New England Chapter of Robert Morris Associates, Nov. 21, 1972, Boston. (n.p.), n.d. 14 typewritten pages. [*170 O]

Scantlebury, Donald L. Lessons we can learn from the Equity Funding scandal, by D.L. Scantlebury and John R. Schultz. GAO review, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 35-45.


Canada
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AUDITING: a practical manual for auditors.

AUDITING concepts and methods,

AUDITING corporate returns and the illegal payments area - a view from within the Service.

AUDITING COSTS
See Auditing - Costs

AUDITING COURSES
See Accounting Courses


AUDITORS
See Also Accountants

Internal Auditors
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Carmichael, Douglas Roy. Litigation and the auditor’s responsibility. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 142, July 1976, p. 75-6. (Adapted from a speech given at Univ. of Houston Beta Alpha Psi annual dinner, April 9, 1976.)


Commission on auditors’ responsibilities. Lists areas of concern. SEC accounting report, v. 1, May 1975, p. 3.


Company/auditor disagreements since 1971 summarized. CPA letter (AICPA), v. 56, Nov. 22, 1976, p. 4. (*106.3 A)


Olson, Wallace E. Let’s blame the auditors. Address, before the joint meeting of the Massachusetts Society of CPA’s and the New England Chapter of Robert Morris Associates, Nov. 21, 1972, Boston. (n.p.), n.d. 14 typewritten pages. [*170 Q]

Perkins, Cliff. EDP auditors - specialists in controls. EDP auditor, Fall 1974, p. 6-8, 19.


Siegel, Joel. Responsibility of the auditor in the attest function. International accountant (Eng.), v. 45, no. 4-1975, p. 4-6.


Spies in green eyeshades? (Numbers game) Forbes, v. 117, June 1, 1976, p. 42.


Appointment

See Auditors - Selection

As Directors

See Accountants - As Directors
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AUGUSTINE, DON.

Liability of limited partners having certain statutory voting rights affecting the basic structure of the partnership, by Don Augustine and others. Business lawyer, v. 31, July 1976, p. 2087-2107.


AULT, DAVID.


AUBACH, PHIL.


AURELIO, JEANNE M.


AUSTIN, DOUGLAS V.


AUSTIN, JERRY S.

New proof machine lowers costs, offers better audit trail procedure. (Special report: operations/automation) Banking, v. 68, June 1976, p. 36.

AUSTIN, JOHN P.


AUSTRALIA.


AUSTRALIA - characteristics of business entities.


AUSTRALIAN ACCOUNTING RESEARCH COMMITTEE.


AUSTRALIAN ACCOUNTING RESEARCH FOUNDATION.


AUSTRALIAN ACCOUNTING STANDARDS COMMITTEE.


AUSTRALIAN company financial reporting.


AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS.

Accounting for price and price level changes (a symposium), with foreword by B. Feller. Melbourne, Australia, c1974. 72 p. (Bulletin no. 15, March 1974) [*715 A]


Australian company financial reporting. Melbourne, Australia, Australian Society of Accountants, c1975. 98 p. (Bulletin no. 18, May 1975.) [*150 A]


AUTHORITIES

See Public Authorities
Also Under Specific Type
E.G., Bridges

AUTHORS


AUTOBIOGRAPHY

See Biography


AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

See Computers
Data Processing

AUTOMATIC MERCHANDISING

See Vending Machines

AUTOMATIC TYPING

See Also Data Processing - Word Processing Systems

AUTOMATION

See Also Computers
Data Processing


AUTOMOBILE DEALERS

See Also Used-Car Dealers

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

See Insurance, Automobile


AUTOMOBILE LAUNDRIES

See Car Washes

AUTOMOBILE LEASING COMPANIES


AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS

Bell, Daniel. Too late reacting, and too much regulation. Business and society review, no. 18, Summer 1976, p. 4-8.


Costs

AUTOMOBILE OPERATION


AUTOMOBILE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES MANUFACTURERS


AUTOMOBILE RACING

See Racing Cars

AUTOMOBILE RENTAL


AUTOMOBILE RENTAL COMPANIES

See Automobile Leasing Companies

AUTOMOBILE SERVICE STATIONS

See Also Garages


Valuation

AUTOMOBILES


avery, clarence g.

avots, ivars.

avrigian, mason.

awards, prizes and contests

See Also Arbitration And Award
Taxation, United States - Awards And Prizes
Taxation, United States - Damages


awnings
See Canvas Products

axel, helen.

axelson, charles F.
AXIOMATIC METHOD
See Accounting - Axiomatic Method

AXLINE, LARRY L.

AYERS, A. P.

AYERS, ANNE MYERSON.


AYERS, JAY F.

AZEVEDO, ROSS E.

AZIZ, ABDUL.
BABICH, GEORGE.

BACH, G. L.

BACH, RONALD J.
How to handle initial filings with the SEC. *Practical accountant*, v. 9, March/April 1976, p. 30-9.

BACHMAN, JAMES E.

BACKMAN, JULES.


BACON, C. JAMES.

BACON, RICHARD L.

BAD DEBTS
See Debt
- Reserves - Bad Debt
- Taxation, United States - Bad Debts

BADDEWS, DONALD L.

BADLER, MITCHELL M.

BAESEL, JEROME B.

BAGGE, CARL E.

BAGLEY, EDWARD R.

BAGLEY, RON N.

BAGLINI, NORMAN A.


BAHAMAS.

BAHL, ROY W.

BAI accounting bulletins: introduction.

BAIG, AMENA.
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BAILEY, ANDREW D.


BAILEY, EARL L.

BAILEY, HENRY J.
UCC cases - group no. 22. Practical lawyer, v. 22, March 1, 1976, p. 47-60.

BAILEY, JOHN N.

BAILEY, LARRY P.

BAILEY, LESTER D.

BAILLIE, JOHN.

BAILOUTS  
See Also Taxation, United States - Stock Bailouts
Smith, James E. Several options available when it becomes necessary to divide corporate operations. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 308-16.

BAILY, PETER.

BAIMAN, STANLEY.

BAIRD, LINDSAY L.

BAKER, C. B.

BAKER, C. RICHARD.
Deficit in the social account. Business and society review, no. 17, Spring 1976, p. 64-5.

BAKER, DONALD L.

BAKER, ED.

BAKER, EDWIN H.

BAKER, H. KENT.

BAKER, JAMES C.

BAKER, JAMES V.

BAKER, JAMES W.

BAKER, PAUL D.

BAKER, RICHARD.

BAKER, RICHARD E.

BAKER, RICHARD T.

BAKER, ROY R.

BAKKER, P.
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BALACHANDRAN, V.

BALADOUNI, VAHE.

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

Developing countries

BALANCE-SHEET collision with the bankers. (Commentary/Accounting) Business week, July 26, 1976, p. 146.

BALANCE SHEETS
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accounting trends and techniques: twenty-ninth annual cumulative survey of the accounting aspects of the annual reports of 600 industrial and commercial corporations... edited by George Dick and Richard Rikert. 29th ed. New York, 1975. 484 p. (The reports analyzed are those with fiscal years ended not later than February 2, 1975.) [*174 A]
Focus on balance sheet reform. (Finance) Business week, June 7, 1976, p. 52-6, 58-60.
Shifting rates throw earnings out of kilter. (Corporate cash) Business week, April 12, 1976, p. 28-9.

Analysis
See Statements, Financial - Analysis

Canada
Dewhirst, John F. Tax allocation question answered. CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 43-50.

Consolidated
See Statements, Financial - Consolidated

Disclosure
See Statements, Financial - Disclosure

BALBACHI, STANLEY B.

BALDERSTON, F. E.

BALDINO, JOSEPH L.

BALDWIN, ROBERT E.

BALDWIN, STEPHEN E.
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New case puts roadblock in way of IRS attempts to see workpapers of accountant. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Feb. 1976, p. 82-5.

BALTIN, BRUCE.
Hammertime, Sy. Opportunity from adversity; planning workouts and new projects with dynamic feasibility studies, by Sy Hammertime and Bruce Baltin. HKF Panorama (Harris Kerr Forster), Issue number 3, p. 8-11, 23.

BANAJA, MOHAMMAD SAEED.

BANDA, A. FREDERIC.

BANDY, DALE.

BANERJEE, S.

BANERJEE, SUSIL.
Is economic batch quantity really economic? (Students’ section) Management accountant (India), v. 10, July 1, 1975, p. 487-9.
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Balance-sheet collision with the bankers. (Commentary/Accounting) *Business week*, July 26, 1976, p. 146.
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Great Britain
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Most important counterstrike victory yet. Medical economics, v. 53, Sept. 20, 1976, p. 198-203, 205-6, 208, 210, 212.
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Closely held corporation and the employee stock ownership plan. Motor freight controller, March-April 1976, p. 4-5, 10-12.
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Transferring the farm to the next generation. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, Sept. 23, 1976, p. 360, 362.
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Kubin, Konrad W. Bibliography of international accounting, by Konrad W. Kubin and Gerhard G. Mueller. 3rd ed. (Seattle), University of Washington Graduate School of Business Administration, 1973. 144 p. [*115.1 K]


Shirley, Robert E. Accounting and financial management in the forest products industries; a guide to the published literature, by Robert E. Shirley and Steven D. Nelson. Corvallis, Or., School of Business, Oregon State University, 1975. 15 p. (Studies in management and accounting for the forest products industries monograph) [*250 For 2]


BICKLEY, JOHN H.
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Must we move to a controlled economy? (Speakers corner) CA magazine (Can.), v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 22, 24-5. (Based on a talk delivered to the Alberta Institute of Chartered Accountants, June 11, 1976.)
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See Also Estimating
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Yanni, James E. Fixed-income time?v, I think before you leap into bonds Pension world, v. 12, Jan. 1976, p. 41-2, 44.
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See Also Bonds - Surety Contracts - Surety Bonds Contracts - Government - Surety Bonds

Convertible


Government

Benham, James M. Why your portfolio should include govern- ment securities. Pension world, v. 12, March 1976, p. 21-3.
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Section 5(a) of the Clayton act and offensive collateral estoppel in antitrust damage actions. (Notes) Yale law journal, v. 85, March 1976, p. 341-63.
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See Advertising
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Capital
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Cash flow
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Flexible


Sinha, G. Flexible budget: a few comments. (Students’ section) Management accountant (India), v. 10, July 1, 1975, p. 493-5.

Data processing

Sinha, G. Flexible budget: a few comments. (Students’ section) Management accountant (India), v. 10, July 1, 1975, p. 493-5.
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Great Britain
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James, David. To tell or not to tell, by David James and John C. Burton. (As I see it) Forbes, v. 117, Feb. 1, 1976, p. 41, 43.
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**Effect Of Taxation**

See Taxation, United States - Effect On Business

Finance
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Samuels, Sheldon W. Labor view of company medical roles. In (Lusterman, Seymour. Health-care issues for industry. New York, 1974, p. 31-3.)[480 L]
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Firth, M. Forecasting of company profits. Accountants review (Eng.), v. 26, March 1975, p. 35-44.


Nineteen eighty-five: interindustry forecasts of the American economy, by Copper Almon and others. Lexington, Mass., D.C. Heath, c1974, 250 p. [933.1 I]


Wright, V. C. Corporate planning in the mineral industry. Long range planning, v. 9, April 1976, p. 19-23.

Canada


Caldwell, Gregor T. Corporate planning in Canada: an overview. Ottawa, Conference Board in Canada, 1975. 86 p. (Canadian studies, no. 38. Includes as Appendices examples of planning documents and examples of position descriptions.) [*200.81 C]


Finland


Great Britain


Ireland


BUSINESS PURCHASE AGREEMENTS

See Purchase Agreements

BUSINESS RELOCATION

See Plant Location


BUSINESS SCHOOLS

See Schools And Colleges, Business

BUSINESS SEPARATIONS

See Also Spin-offs, Split-offs, And Split-Ups


BUSINESS SEPARATIONS—(Continued)


Taxation

See Taxation, United States - Business Separations

BUSINESS SIDE OF MEDICINE, Richmond, Virginia, April 14, 1972.


BUSINESS SOURCES


Great Britain


BUSINESS statistics.


BUSINESS systems.

Willoughby, Theodore C. Business systems, by Theodore C. Willoughby and James Senn. Cleveland, Ohio, Association for Systems Management, c1975. 656 p. (Previous editions by Association for Systems Management.) [201.8 W]

BUSINESSMAN'S concern for freedom.

Murphy, Thomas A. Businessman's concern for freedom. Address, delivered April 23, 1975, National Honoree Luncheon of Beta Gamma Sigma, Las Vegas, Nevada. St. Louis, Mo., Beta Gamma Sigma, 1975. 4 p. (Invited essay, initial issue) [*223.9 M]

BUSSMAN, JOHN F.


BUTCHER, BERNARD.


BUTLER, PAUL B.


BUTLER, WILLIAM F.
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BUTTRICK, FRANK M.


BUTTER AND EGGS

See Also Cheese

Creameries
Dairy Farms
Dairy Products
Poultry
Poultry Farms

BUTTERWORTH, PETER.


BUTTIELD, J.

Now you have it, now you don't (or a case of the elusive professional costs), by J. Buttfield and D.J. Taylor. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 46, April 1976, p. 37-9.

BUY-AND-SELL AGREEMENTS

See Purchase Agreements
Taxation, United States - Purchase Agreements

BUY OR MAKE

See Make Or Buy

BUYING AND SELLING A BUSINESS

See Also Taxation, United States - Purchases And Sales


BUZBY, STEPHEN L.


BY-PRODUCTS

Cost accounting


BYERHOF, LLOYD A.


BYRD, JACK.

Course model for teaching concepts related to the successful implementation of quantitative analyses, by Jack Byrd and Patrick Esposito. (Education) Decision sciences, v. 7, April 1976, p. 366-76.
BYRON, JOHN P.
C


CABLE, CLARK A.

CABLE, THOMAS H.

CABLE messages authenticated faster, cheaper. (Focus on operations) Banking, v. 67, Aug. 1975, p. 16.

CABLE TELEVISION COMPANIES
See Community Antenna Television Companies

CABOT, LOUIS W.

CABOT, STEPHEN J.

CADY, JOHN F.

CAFETERIAS
Stokes, John W. How to manage a restaurant or institutional food service. 2nd ed. Dubuque, Iowa, Wm. C. Brown Co., 1974. 381 p. [250 Res]

CAIN, DOUGLAS M.

CAIN, PATRICIA.

CALCULATORS

CALDERARO, LUCA

CALDWELL, GREGOR T.
Corporate planning in Canada: an overview. Ottawa, Conference Board in Canada, 1975. 86 p. (Canadian studies, no. 38. Includes as Appendices examples of planning documents and samples of position descriptions.) [*290.81 C]

CALIFORNIA.

CALIFORNIA SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.

--- Committee on Taxation.

CALKINS, SUSANNAH E.


CALLAGHAN, JOHN E.

CALLAHAN, JOHN P.

CALLAN, EDWIN C.
Performance measurement: getting the most out of your money managers. Pension world, v. 12, April 1976, p. 41-3.
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CAMPBELL, CLARENCE E.

CAMPBELL, JOSEPH F.

CAMPBELL, HAROLD.

CAMPBELL, IAN R.

CAMPBELL, JIMMY F.

CAMPBELL, KENNETH D.
Facing up to reality seen only role for troubled REITs. Mortgage banker, v. 36, March 1976, p. 46-51.

CAMPBELL, ROBERT B.

CAMPBELL, W. A.

CAMPBELL, WILBUR D.
Accountant and analyst in GAO adjust to each other, by Wilbur D. Campbell and Heber D. Boulard. GAO review, v. 11, Winter 1976, p. 4-7.

CAMPS

Costs

Finance

Management
Personnel


CAN CPAs reach the public?


CANADA.

Foreign Investment Review Agency.

Laws, Statutes, etc.
Canada business corporations act. Ottawa, Queen's Printer, 1975. 225 p. (Canada gazette, part III, v. 1, no. 6, March 24, 1975.) [*228.1 C]
Canada business corporations act draft regulations. Ottawa, Canada, Dept. of Consumer and Corporate Affairs, 1975. c1975. 1 v. (various pagings). (Special issue of Canada corporations act bulletin, May 9, 1975, in French and English.) [*228.1 C]

Ministry of Finance.

Office of the Auditor General.

Canada: exemption for dividends received from foreign affiliates. (Documents) Bulletin for international fiscal documentation, v. 30, July 1976, p. 293.


Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants.
Directory of Canadian chartered accountants. Toronto, 1975. 393 p. [110.7 C]

Accounting Research Committee.

Auditing Standards Committee.

Considering how to ask. (In general) CA magazine (Can.) v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 10, 12.

Federal Legislation Study Group on Bankruptcy.

Canadian Tax Foundation.
Corporate management tax conference 1974; tax aspects of corporate financing. Toronto, Canada, c1974. 175 p. [*750.2 C]
Englebert, Renny. To tax and to please: Canadian Tax Foundation's Corporate Management Tax Conference. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 15, 1976, p. 78-9.

Canan, Michael J.

Candy
See Confectionery

Cane, Marilyn B.

Canning, Jim.
Farm tax a blessing in disguise. Management (Irish), v. 23, March 1976, p. 25, 27.
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CANNON, JAMES.

Herman, Stewart. Das is kapital? The case of energy development, by Stewart Herman and James Cannon. Business and society review, no. 18, Summer 1976, p. 20-3.

CANNON, JAMES A.


CANNON INC.


CANTISANO, EUGENE R.


CANTON, IRVING D.


CANTOR, SAMUEL C.


CANTRELL, GARY L.


CAPACITY

See Also Idleness


Wight, Oliver W. Production and inventory management in the computer age. Boston, Cahner Books, c1974. 284 p. [142.4 W]


CAPETTINI, ROBERT.


CAPITAL

See Also Expenditures, Capital


CAPITAL appropriations and expenditures: a quarterly forecasting model.

CAPITAL appropriations and expenditures: a quarterly forecasting model.  

CAPITAL ASSETS  
See Assets, Fixed

CAPITAL budgeting decisions: economic analysis and financing of investment projects.  

CAPITAL BUDGETS  
See Budgets, Business - Capital

CAPITAL EXCHANGE FUNDS  
See Funds-Mutual Investment Companies

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES  
See Expenditures, Capital

CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES  


CAPITAL GAINS TAX  
See Taxation United States - Capital Gains And Losses

CAPITAL INVESTMENTS  
See Expenditures, Capital

CAPITAL needs in the seventies.  

CAPITAL sufficiency: a question of equity.  

CAPITAL SURPLUS  
See Surplus


CAPITALISM  
See Also Black Capitalism  
Economics  
Government Ownership Of Business And Industry  
Profits

Bell, Daniel. Conversation with Daniel Bell, an interview conducted by William F. Dowling. Organizational dynamics, v. 5, Summer 1976, p. 34-49.
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Biddell, Jack L. Must we move to a controlled economy? (Speakers corner) CA magazine (Can.), v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 22, 24-5. (Based on a talk delivered to the Alberta Institute of Chartered Accountants, June 11, 1976.)


Murphy, Thomas A. Freedom, profits and ethics. Address, before the Chamber of Commerce, Flint, Mich., May 1, 1975. Detroit, General Motors Corp. n.d. 10 p. [*933 M]


CAPITALIZATION  
See Also Capital  
Corporations-Finance  
Finance

Altman, Edward I. Capitalization of leases and the predictability of financial ratios: a comment. (Correspondence) Accounting review, v. 51, April 1976, p. 408-12.
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CAPLICE, WILLIAM F.
Controlling legal and audit fees: prior review, progress reporting are essential. Newspaper controller, v. 29, April 1976, p. 4.

CAPLIN MORTIMER.

CAPLIN, MORTIMER M.

CAPONE, DAVID J.

CAPPETTA, FREDERICK P.

CAPTIVE FINANCE COMPANIES
See Finance Companies, Captive

CAR RACING
See Racing Cars

CAR WASHES
See Also Automobile Laundries, In 1967-68 And Previous Indexes


National Carwash Council. Analyze your records to reduce costs. Chicago, 1973. 1 sheet. (Business builder, no. 72, August 1973) [250 Aut 3]


CARBONATED BEVERAGES
See Beverages

CAREERS
See Also Accountancy Profession-As A Career


CAREY, D. de M.

CAREY, JOHN L.


CAREY, KENNETH J.

CAREY, RAYMOND G.

CARING for the people's business.

CARLES, THOMAS S.

CARLISLE, A. ELLIOTT.

CARLISLE, ARTHUR ELLIOTT.

CARLISLE, DALE P.

CARLISLE, W. RAY.

CARLOVA, JOHN.

What about those new nurses with their own practices? Medical economics, v. 53, Sept. 1976, p. 175, 177-8, 180, 182, 185.
CARLOVA, JOHN-(Continued)


CARLSON, BRET D.

CARLSON, DAVID K.

CARLSON, JAY A.

CARLSON, JOHN A.

CARLSON, MARCIA K.

CARLSON, MARVIN L.

CARLSON, PHILIP G.

CARLSON, THEODORE J.

CARMICHAEL, DOUGLAS ROY.
(Adapted from a speech given at Univ. of Houston Beta Alpha Psi annual dinner, April 9, 1976.)
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Materiality: an evolving concept under the securities laws, Douglas R. Carmichael and Alan B. Levenson, cochairs. New York, Practising Law Institute, c1975. 192 p. (Corporate law and practice course handbook series, no. 197) [*110 C]

CARMICHAEL, KEITH.
CTT and the question of wills. (Taxation) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 72, 74.
More on CTT and settlements. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 80, 82, 84, 86.
Question 39: to let or sell. (Taxation) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, Jan. 1976, p. 70.


CARNEGIE, ANDREW.

CARNEGIE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION.

CARNEY, DAVID C.

CAROLAN, FRANCIS P.

CARPENTER, CHARLES G.

CARPENTER, R. L.

CARPER, WILLIAM BRENT.

CARR, JACK.
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CARREN, PAUL M.

CARRINGTON, JAMES H.

CARROLL, ARCHIE B.

CARROLL, HARRY.

CARRON, ANDREW S.

CARRY-BACK AND CARRY-OVER
See Taxation, United States-Carry-Back And Carry-Over

CARSON, KEITH B.
How to save money in purchasing equipment and supplies. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 10, April 1976, p. 32-4.

CARSON, WILLIAM.

CARTELS

CARTER REPORT
See Canada-Royal Commission On Taxation

CARTWRIGHT, PETER A.
Multiple corporations still provide many benefits despite the phase-out, by Peter A. Cartwright and Raymond T. Rowe. Practical accountant, v. 9, Jan./Feb. 1976, p. 50-3.

CARVER, JOHN A.

CARVER, SUSAN T.

CARY, FRANK T.

CASANEGRA de JANTSCHER, MILKA.


CASE, EDWARD J.


CASE studies in management accounting.


CASEY, JOHN P.

CASEY, ROBERT J.

CASEY, ROBERT R.
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CASH-FLOW DEPRECIATION
See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence - Cash Flow

CASH-FLOW STATEMENTS
See Statements, Financial-Funds

CASH FORECASTING
See Budgets, Business-Cash

CASH management
CASH

CASUALTY

CASTINGS

CASSETTA,

CASSIDY,

CASLER,

CASH

Why

Application

Pricing

Bridging

Zuaiter,

Steinberg,

Slater,

Joseph

31,

M.

with

35,

invisible

management,

story,

J.

1974.

income

1975,

controls

by

Soldofsky

maximizing

James

Harold

man

Banking

relations

short-term


CASH movement as a basis for income measurement.


CASH TENDER OFFERS

See Take-Over Bids

CASLER, DARWIN J.


CASSETTA, GUIDO.


CASSIDY, HENRY J.


CASSIN, WILLIAM B.


CASTELLANO, JOSEPH F.


CASTINGS

See Foundries

CASTRUCCIO LOUIS M.


CASMALTY INSURANCE

See Insurance, Casualty

CASMALTY LOSSES

See Also Fire Losses

Taxation, United States-Casualty Losses


CATALOGUES

See Bibliographies, Indexes, Catalogues

CATERER, GLENELG P.


CATHCART, ALAN T.


CATHCART, H. ROBERT.


CATLETT, GEORGE R.


CATO, C. E.

Professional advertising, by C.E. Cato, Don Self and Pat Pierce. Louisiana CPA, v. 35, Summer 1976, p. 31-3.

CATTANACH, RICHARD L.


CATTIN, PHILLIPPE.


CATTLE

See Livestock Ranches


CAUSEY, DENZIL Y.


CAVAGNA, JOSEPH F.


CAVE, VERNON.
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CERF, VINCENT G.

CERNY, JOHN F.

CERRONE, ROBERT A.
Reflect the true financial picture: prepare current value statements. Hospital financial management, v. 6, May 1976, p. 20-2, 24-5, 57.

CERTAINTY

CERTIFICATE IN DATA PROCESSING

CERTIFICATE IN MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

Harris, John K. Profile and index of the CMA examination, by John K. Harris and Jack L. Krogstad. (Education research) Accounting review, v. 51, July 1976, p. 637-41.


CERTIFICATE OR OPINION


Brillo, Abraham J. GAAP + GAAS = CRAP. Address, before the Nevada Society of CPAs, Lake Tahoe, June 20, 1975. New York, 1975. 20 typewritten pages. [100 B]
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Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. Inflation auditing - auditors reports during the interim period. Accountant (Eng.), v. 174, April 8, 1976, p. 432. (Statement on auditing issued by the Councils of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland and the Association of Certified Accountants.)


Olson, Wallace E. Let’s blame the auditors. Address, before the joint meeting of the Massachusetts Society of CPA’s and the New England Chapter of Robert Morris Associates, Nov. 21, 1972, Boston. (n.p.), n.d. 14 typewritten pages. [*170 O]


Siegel, Joel. Responsibility of the auditor in the attest function. International accountant (Eng.), v. 45, no. 4-1975, p. 4-6.


Union Europeenne Des Experts Comptables Economiques Et Financiers (UEC). Audit considerations regarding the going concern basis. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 15, 1976, p. 65-6. (Exposure draft.)

Union Europeenne Des Experts Comptables Economiques Et Financiers (UEC). Audit considerations regarding the going concern basis. Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 80, July 1976, p. 263-4. (UEC draft statement.)


Canada

Dickerson, Robert W. V. To deny or not to deny. (Legal cases) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Dec. 1975-Jan. 1976, p. 70-1.

Disclaimers


Great Britain


International


Qualified
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CHAIN STORES, SPECIALTY CHAINS
See Also Retail Trade
Specialty Stores

CHAIN STORES, VARIETY CHAINS
See Also Retail Trade
Variety Stores

CHAKRABORTY, S. K.

CHALLENGE of the present.
Deflise, Philip L. Challenge of the present. Inaugural address, 1974. New York, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, (1975?). 8 typewritten pages. [*100 D]

CHALLONER, N. E.
Onus of proof and the first limb of Sec.26(a). (Taxation) Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 46, March 1976, p. 35-6, 38-42.

CHALMERS, GEOFFREY T.

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES.

Also, Association Dept.

CHAMBERLAIN, PHILIP K.

CHAMBERS, JACK H.

CHAMBERS, R. J.
Accounting for inflation: exposure draft. Sydney, Australia, University of Sydney, 1975. 35 p. [*715 C]
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CHAMBERS, R. J.

CHANGING prices and financial reporting.

CHANNEL ISLANDS.
Powell, G. C. Position of the Channel Islands with their special status for the EEC. (In Jones, J.F. Avery: Tax havens and measures against tax evasion and avoidance in the EEC. London, 1974. p. 95-107.) [753 J]

CHANNON, DEREK F.

CHAPIN, DONALD H.

CHAPIN, STEVEN J.

CHAPMAN, BENSON J.

CHAPMAN, PETER F.

CHAPMAN, ROY J.

CHAPMAN, T. F.

CHAPPELEAR, JOHN M.

CHAPPPELL, PAUL H.

CHAPS, B. D.

Whatever happened to CCE? (Correspondence) Accounting review, v. 51, April 1976, p. 385-90.

CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

CHAMOT, DENNIS.

CHAMPION, GEORGE.

CHAMPLIN, KAREN.

CHAN, HUNG.

CHAN, LIONEL.

CHANCES of being audited by IRS depends on taxpayer’s residence. Practical accountant, v. 8, Nov./Dec. 1975, p. 52.

CHANDRA, GYAN.

CHANDRA, M. JEYA.

CHANG, EUGENE Y.

CHANG, SEMOON.


CHANGES in the world economy.
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CHARACTER of gain or loss may depend on prior transaction.


CHARFOOS, LAWRENCE S.


CHARGE ACCOUNT BANKING

See Credit Cards

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

See Contributions

CHARITABLE FOUNDATIONS

See Foundations

CHARITABLE TRUSTS

See Trusts-Charitable

CHARITIES

See Non-Profit Organizations, Charities

Taxation

See Taxation-Charities, Under Name Of Country

CHARLES, DANE.


CHARLES McCANDLESS TILE SERVICE CO.

Tannenbaum, Michael G. How to prevent the IRS from claiming that an employee's compensation is a disguised dividend. (Corporation-stockholders) *Taxation for lawyers*, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 288-9, 292-4.

CHART OF ACCOUNTS


Mortgage Bankers Association Of America. MBA suggested chart of accounts and financial statements for mortgage banking companies. Washington, 1971. 84 p. [*250 Mor]


CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC FINANCE AND ACCOUNTANCY.


CHARTERED PLANES

See Aviation, Mixed Base Operations

CHARTS

See Control Charts

Gantt Charts

Graphic Methods

Organization Charts

CHARYK, WILLIAM R.
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Kess, Sidney. Tax planning for your business and individual clients. (New York?), (1975). 20 typewritten pages. (Four tax planning checklists.) [775 K]


CHECKS

See Also Treasury Checks


CHEESE

See Also Butter And Eggs

Creameries

Dairy Farms

Dairy Products

CHEIT, EARL F.


CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

See Also Drug Manufacturers

Paint And Varnish Manufacturers


Depreciation

See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence-Chemical Industry

CHEN, KUNG-HONG.

Removing the appearance of certainty from accounting information: a behavioral experiment. Austin, Tex., 1974. 283 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of Texas at Austin.) [141 C]

CHENEY, PAUL E.


CHENG, FLEN HU.


CHENG, WILLIAM C. Y.


CHENNALL, R. H.


CHENOK, PHILIP B.


CHENTNIK, C. G.


CHERRINGTON, DAVID J.


CHERRINGTON, J. OWEN.


CHERRY, RUSSELL C.
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CHIECHI, CAROLYN P.


CHILE.

CHILTON, ROBERT C.

CHINA TRADE ACT CORPORATIONS
See Taxation, United States-China Trade Act Corporations

CHINITZ, BENJAMIN.

CHIRELSTEIN, MARVIN A.

CHISSNALL, P. M.

CHOI, FREDERICK D. S.


CHOPRA, S. S. L.

CHOUDARY, E. V. P.

CHOWN, JOHN F.


CHRIS-CRAFT INDUSTRIES.
Nye, Randall J. Damage remedies for tender offers - the extent of appropriate compensation. (Notes) Indiana law journal, v. 51, Fall 1975, p. 171-88.

CHRISTENSEN, DONALD G.
Flexibility: key to changing ad rates and rate structures. Newspaper controller, v. 29, May 1976, p. 4-5, 10.

CHESELDINE, DIANA.

CHESELDINE, DIANA S.

CHETKOVICH, MICHAEL N.


CHEVALIER, GILLES.

CHEVALIER, MICHEL.

CHEW, IT-KEONG.

CHIBA, ATSUKO.

CHICAGO BOARD OPTIONS EXCHANGE.


CHICAGO, UNIVERSITY.
Graduate School of Business. Institute of Professional Accounting.
CHRISTIE, HUGH.

CHRONOLOGY of professional accounting in America.

CHRYSLER, EARL.

CHURCH accounts.

CHURCH planning and management: a guide for pastors and laymen.

CHURCHES
See Also Missions
Religious Institutions
Synagogues

Accounting

Financial management

CHRISTIE, HUGH.

CHVALOVSKY, VACLAJ.

CICCHETTI, CHARLES J.

CIRILLO, SUSAN N.

CIRINO, ROBERT J.

CIRTIN, ARNOLD.

CISCel, DAVID H.

CITICORP.


CITRUS GROWERS
See Fruit Growers
Fruit Packing And Shipping

CITRUS production costs and returns in Florida, season 1971-72 with comparisons.

CIVIC CENTERS

CIVIL proceedings can't be used to avoid self-incrimination. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 287.
CIVIL proceedings can't be used to avoid self-incrimination.
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Clark, Jesse L.

Clark, Stephen A.

Clark, Thomas B.

Clarks, F. L.

Clare, Hank W.

Clare, K. C.

Clare, Owen L.


Clark, Arben O.

Clark, C. L.

Clark, Darral G.

Clark, Howard B.
Smithers, David W. Some observations on the audit of finance companies, by David W. Smithers and Howard R. Clark. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 46, April 1976, p. 12-16.

Clark, Jack J.

Classification
See Also Account Numbering
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CLASSIFICATION of a short term obligation repaid prior to being replaced by a long term security.


CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
See Advertising, Classified

CLASSIFYING reality for capital gains continues to be difficult depending on sasile efforts. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/ April 1976, p. 294-5.

CLASSIFYING reality for capital gains continues to be difficult depending on sasile efforts. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Feb. 1976, p. 93.

CLAUSEN, A. W.
Someone has to jump into the icy water first: voluntary corporate disclosure. Accountant (Eng.), v. 174, March 11, 1976, p. 298-300.
Voluntary disclosure: someone has to jump into the icy water first. Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 36, April 1976, p. 4-12.

CLAUSEN, PAUL T.

CLAY, RAYMOND J.

CLAY PRODUCTS
See Also Ceramics
Pottery

CLAY PRODUCTS MANUFACTURERS
See Also Brick Manufacturers
Ceramics
Concrete Products
Pottery

CLAYCAMP, HENRY J.

CLAYTON, FRANE A.

CLAYTON, JACK.

CLASSIFICATION of a short term obligation repaid prior to being replaced by a long term security.

CLAYTON ACT
See Also Antitrust

Bookin, Daniel H. Section 5(a) of the Clayton act and offensive collateral estoppel in antitrust damage actions. (Notes) Yale law journal, v. 85, March 1976, p. 541-63.
Eagan, Claire V. Possible antitrust violation held insufficient to warrant injunction against tender offeror or duty of disclosure to target shareholders. (In Folk, Ernest L. Securities law review - 1975. New York, c1975, p. 811-20.) [721 F]
Telex v. IBM: defining the relevant market. (Notes) Iowa law review, v. 61, Oct. 1975, p. 184-221.

CLEAN AIR ACT

CLEANING AND DYEING
See Also Dyers And Finishers
Laundries

Bank Of America. Dry cleaning services. San Francisco, c1975. 16 p. (Small business reporter, v. 13, no. 2) [*250 Cle]

CLEANING AND POLISHING PREPARATIONS MANUFACTURERS
See Also Soap Manufacturers In Previous Indexes

CLEARING the technical fog for better communications. Infosystems, v. 23, March 1976, p. 35.

CLEAVELAND, JAMES R.

CLEMENT, ERNEST C.

CLEMOW, BICE.

CLENDENNING, E. W.

Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Clergy
CLERGY'S federal income tax guide, for 1974 returns.

CLEVERLEY, WILLIAM O. One step further: the multi-variable flexible budget system. Hospital financial management, v. 6, April 1976, p. 34-5.

CLIENTS See Accountants' Office-Clients Lawyers-CLIENTS

CLIENTS' WRITTEN REPRESENTATIONS See Also Letters Of Representation


CLINICS See Also Accounting Conferences Hospital Clinics Medical Clinics Mental Health Clinics


CLOSE CORPORATIONS See Corporations, Close

CLOSE corporations - stockholders' duty of utmost good faith and loyalty requires controlling shareholder selling a close corporation its own shares to cause the corporation to offer to purchase a ratable number of shares from minority. Donahue v. Rodd Electrotype Co. (Recent cases) Harvard law review, v. 89, Dec. 1975, p. 423-31.

CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION See Radio And Television, Closed Circuit


CLOTHING CHAINS See Stores, Clothing Chains
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CLOTHING MANUFACTURERS

CLOTHING RETAILERS See Also Chain Stores, Clothing Chains Department Stores Retail Trade

CLUBS See Also Ball Clubs Boat Clubs Book Clubs Club Plan Of Merchandising Non-Profit Organizations, Clubs Societies And Associations


Webster, George D. New ruling on club dues may affect associations. (Legal) Association management, v. 28, July 1976, p. 16-17.

Accounting


Auditing

Costs


Data processing


Financial management


Government regulation
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Management

Statistics

Taxation
See Taxation-Clubs, Under Name Of Country Or State

CLURMAN, HERMAN.

CNOSSEN, SUBREN.

CO-INSURANCE
See Insurance, Co-Insurance

COASE, R. H.

COATES, C. ROBERT.

COATES, HARVEY A.
Pick your next location the way a businessman would. *Medical economics*, v. 53, June 14, 1976, p. 115-16, 121-2, 125.

COATES, ROBERT.

COATES, WILLIAM H.
Tax incidents of a Nebraska divorce. *Nebraska CPA*, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 14-17, 27.

COBBS, JOHN L.

COBOL


COCHRAN, GEORGE C.

COCKLE, JOHN R.

COCKTAIL LOUNGES
See Alsé Bars And Grills
Restaurants

CODES
See Account Numbering
Classification
Color Coding

CODY, THOMAS G.

COEN, CHARLES D.

COENENBERG, ADOLF G.

COFFMAN, C. DAVITT.

COFFMAN, EDWARD N.

COGGIN, TOM.

COGILL, ROGER.

COHEN, AVERY S.
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COIN COLLECTORS
See Collectors

COIN MACHINES
See Vending Machines

COINCIDENT AUDITS
See Auditing-Coincident Audits

COINS AND COINAGE
See Also Cash
Currency
Decimal Currency
Money


COLANTONI, C. S.

COLBY, WILLIAM G.

COLD STORAGE WAREHOUSES
See Warehouses

COLE, DAVID L.

COLE, JAMES J.

COLE, JEFFREY M.

COLE, ROBERT T.

COLEAN, MILES L.

COLEGROVE, REED L.

COLEMAN, BRUCE.

COHEN, BERNARD.
How to convert a capital loss into an ordinary loss by using options, by Bernard Cohen and Otto Liebling. Practical accountant, v. 9, March/April 1976, p. 40-1.

COHEN, KALMAN J.

COHEN, M. A.

COHEN, MANUEL F.


COHEN, MICHAEL D.

COHEN, MORRIS.

COHEN, MORRIS A.

COHEN, STANLEY L.

How to approach the problem loan. (Condominium world) Real estate review, v. 6, Spring 1976, p. 30-1.

COHEN, STEPHEN B.


COHN, HERBERT B.


COHN, RICHARD A.

COHN, THEODORE.
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COLEMAN, JOHN R.

COLEY, STEPHEN C.

COLGATE, CRAIG.

COLLAPSIBLE CORPORATIONS
See Taxation, United States-Collapsible Corporations

COLLARD, ALBERT F.

COLLEARY, GERALD F.

COLLECTION AGENCIES

COLLECTION OF ACCOUNTS


COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
See Also Industrial Relations
Trade Agreements
Trade Unions


Burns, Campbell B. Employer’s bargain, by Campbell B. Burns and R.N. Savage. *Accountant’s magazine* (Scott.), v. 80, March 1976, p. 92-5.


Metzger, Norman. NLRA boards of inquiry have been used sparingly. *(Labor relations) *Hospitals*, v. 50, July 1, 1976, p. 55-7.

Miller, Ronald L. Anticipate questions, seek answers for adept labor relations efforts. *(Labor relations) *Hospitals*, v. 50, July 1, 1976, p. 50-4.


Staudohar, Paul D. Results of final-offer arbitration of bargaining disputes. *California management review*, v. 18, Fall 1975, p. 57-61.


European Economic Community

Ireland

COLLECTORS
See Also Antiques


COLLEGE ACCOUNTING TESTING PROGRAM
See Accounting Testing Program

COLLEGE BOOK STORES
See Book Stores

COLLEGE PLACEMENT COUNCIL

COLLEGES
See Schools And Colleges

COLLEY, GEOFFREY M.

Layman’s guide to income from foreign affiliates. (Taxation) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Oct. 1975, p. 58-60.

Losses on security trading. (In the courts) CA magazine (Can.), v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 16-17.


What is a retiring allowance? (In the courts) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 26, 28-9.

COLLINGS, JOHN.

COLLINGS, G. H.
Enlarging the company role in employee health care. (In Lusterman, Seymour. Health-care issues for industry. New York, 1974, p. 21-6.) [*480 L]

COLLINS, ADRIAN ANTHONY.

COLLINS, CHARLES S.

COLLINS, E. F.

COLLINS, LESLIE.

COLLINS, MIKE.
Accounting classics from the classroom. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 10, April 1976, p. 38-9.

COLLINS, ROBERT H.

COLLINS, STEPHEN H.


COLLISON, JEANNE E.
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COLORADO.

---State Board of Accountancy.


COM
See Computer Output Microfilm


COMANOR, WILLIAM S.

COMAROW, AVERY.


COMBINATIONS
See Also Antitrust

Consolidations And Mergers

Holdings Companies And Subsidiaries

Trusteed Affiliates


Accounting
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COMBINATIONS—Accounting


Financial Accounting Standards Board. FASB Interpretation no. 9 - applying APB Opinions No. 16 and 17 when a savings and loan association or a similar institution is acquired in a business combination accounted for by the purchase method. (Official release) Journal of accounting, v. 141, April 1976, p. 65-6.


Oberfell, J. W. Comments on Pooling should be mandatory, by J.W. Oberfell, Calvin Engler and H. Jim Snavely. (Letters to the editor) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 4-6. (Comments and response to Pooling should be mandatory, by H. Jim Snavely, CPA journal, Dec. 1975.)

Pendrill, David. Why ED 3 should be withdrawn. Accounting (Eng.), v. 86, Dec. 1975, p. 40, 42, 44.


Canada


Government regulation


Reports and statements


COMECON.


COMFORT LETTERS

Bach, Ronald J. How to handle initial filings with the SEC. Practical accountant, v. 9, March/April 1976, p. 30-9.

COMING of age of transnational financial reporting.


COMISKEY, EUGENE E.


COMMENTS in ACCOUNTANTS’ REPORTS

See Reports, Accountants’-Comments

COMMENTS on the Corporate report. (News & views) CPA journal, v. 46, July 1976, p. 6. (Excerpt from Spotlights (Spicer and Pegler), Spring 1976, p. 5.)

COMMENTS to Financial Accounting Standards Board on proposed statement of financial accounting standards - Accounting for leases.


COMMERCE CLEARING HOUSE


American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Professional standards ...as of July 1, 1976. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House for the American Institute, 1976. 3 v. (Contents - v. i. Auditing. Management advisory services. Tax practice. - v. 2. Ethics. Bylaws. - v. 3. Accounting - current text.) [*111.1 A]


Foreign investment study; text of law, regulations and reporting forms. Chicago, 1975. 41 p. (Federal securities law reports, no. 568, Jan. 8, 1975, part II) [*720.1 C]

Foreign investment study; text of law, regulations and reporting forms. Chicago, 1975. 41 p. (Mutual funds guide, no. 160, Jan. 17, 1975, part II) [*720.1 C]
COMMERCE CLEARING HOUSE-(Continued)


National workers' compensation act of 1975; bill text, introductory remarks, section by section analysis, related materials. Chicago, 1975. 108 p. (Workers' compensation law reports, no. 89, August 13, 1975, part 2. CCH special, 1.) [*207.7 C]


Nineteen seventy-five depreciation guide, including ADR system-finalized and system for pre-1971 assets. Chicago, 1975. 176 p. (Standard federal tax reports, v. 62, no. 37, July 31, 1975. CCH tax analysis series.) [*751 C]

Nineteen seventy-five security transactions; when to sell securities for income tax saving. Chicago, 1975. 24 p. [*753 C]

Nineteen seventy-four security transactions; when to sell securities for income tax saving. Chicago, 1974. 24 p. [*753 C]


Social security benefits, including Medicare, 1976. Chicago, c1975. 32 p. [*707 C]

Stock values and dividends for 1976 tax purposes; market values, par values and dividends of listed or regularly quoted stocks for 1976 federal, state and local tax purposes; including special supplement on the Pennsylvania tax status of bonds. Chicago, 1976. 166 p. plus 16 p. [*724 C]


COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE

See Letters

COMMERCIAL CREDIT

See Credit

COMMERCIAL CRIME

See Also Accountants - Liability

Defalcations

Forgery

Fraud

Misfeasance

Negligence


Hernon, Frederick E. White collar rip-off. Mgt., Inc. Akron, Ohio, c1975. 138 p. [*861 H]


Miner, Robert L. Tape recordings, business transactions via telephone, and the statute of frauds. Iowa law review, v. 61, April 1976, p. 941-64.


Webster, George D. Are you vulnerable to criminal prosecution? (Legal) Association management, v. 28, Nov. 1976, p. 20, 22.
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COMMERCIAL FINANCING
See Accounts Receivable-Financing
Factoring
Finance Companies
Inventories-Financing
Loan Companies

COMMERCIAL LAW

Virginia

COMMERCIAL PAPER
See Negotiable Instruments

COMMERCIAL RECEIVABLE COMPANIES
See Factoring
Finance Companies

COMMISSION MERCHANTS
See Consignments
Factoring

COMMISSION on auditors' responsibilities lists areas of concern. SEC accounting report, v. 1, May 1975, p. 3.

COMMISSION ON PRIVATE PHILANTHROPY AND PUBLIC NEEDS.


COMMISSIONS
See Executors And Trustees-Fees And Commissions
Professional Ethics - Commissions And Fee Splitting
Taxation, United States-Commissions
Wages, Fees, Salaries-Commissions

COMMITEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.

COMMITEE handbook 1975-76.

COMMITTEE MANAGEMENT
See Management Committees

COMMITTEES

COMMODITY EXCHANGE ACT
See Grain Futures Act Of 1922

COMMODITY EXCHANGES
Ganis, David R. GNMA futures market has advantages, but not a way to make or take delivery. Mortgage banker, v. 36, Jan. 1976, p. 16, 18-23.

COMMODITY FUTURES
See Futures

COMMON BODY OF KNOWLEDGE

COMMON BUSINESS-ORIENTED LANGUAGE
See Cobol

COMMON errors to avoid when filing gift tax returns. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 34.

COMMON MARKET COUNTRIES
See European Economic Community


COMMON STOCK
See Stock - Common

COMMON TRUST FUNDS
See Funds-Trust
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COMMUNITY INDEX 1976


COMMUNITY CENTERS
See Non-Profit Organizations, Community Centers

COMMUNITY CHESTS
See Non-Profit Organizations, Community Chests

COMMUNITY INFORMATION UTILITIES
See Computer Utilities

COMMUNITY PROPERTY
See Also Taxation, United States-Community Property


COMMUNITY SERVICE
See Also Accountancy Profession-Public Service


COMMUNITY TELEVISION ANTENNA COMPANIES
See Community Antenna Television Companies

COMMUNITY TRUSTS
See Trusts-Community

COMPACT explanation of the big new pension reform law with tax saving ideas.

COMPANIES ACT (GREAT BRITAIN)
See Corporations-Law-Great Britain

COMPANIES ACT (INDIA)
See Corporations - Law - India


COMPANY couples flourish. (Corporate woman) Business week, Aug. 2, 1976, p. 54-5.


COMPANY/AUDITOR disagreements since 1971 summarized. CPA letter (AICPA), v. 56, Nov. 22, 1976, p. 4. ([106.3 A]

COMPARABILITY OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
See Accounting-Uniform Methods Interfirm Comparisons


COMPENSATING BALANCES
See Also Banks And Banking - Compensating Balances


COMMUNITY banks report on trusts.
COMPENSATING today's executives - fringes and perks.


COMPENSATION

See Taxation, United States-Compensation For Services
Wages, Fees, Salaries
Also Under Specific Type Of Compensation,
E.G., Stock Options

COMPENSATION INSURANCE
See Workmen's Compensation


COMPETING for capital: a financial relations approach.

COMPETITION

See Also Antitrust
Monopolies


Hinderer, Harold. Competition: a surprising way to hold health costs down, interview conducted by Patricia Kiper Rummer. Hospital financial management, v. 6, April 1976, p. 10-12, 14, 16, 18.


Trust-busters are coming (Editorial panel) Veterinary economics, v. 17, Feb. 1976, p. 12, 15.


COMPETITION in the U.S. energy industry.


COMPETITIVE BIDDING

See Bidding

Contractors - Competitive Bidding

Evaluating

Professional Ethics - Bidding
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COMPILED of nationally averaged 1974 rental rates and model reference data for construction equipment.


COMPLETED CONTRACT BASIS

See Contractors - Completed Contract Method

COMPLIANCE AUDITS

See Auditing-Compliance Audits

COMPLIANCE LETTERS

See Reports-To Securities And Exchange Commission


COMPTROLLERS

See Controllers

COMPUTER abuse.

Parker, Donn B. Computer abuse, by Donn B. Parker, Susan Nyum and S. Stephen Oora. Menlo Park, Calif., Stanford Research Institute, c1973. 131 p. (Prepared for the National Science Foundation) [203.9 P]

COMPUTER-AIDED modeling for managers,


COMPUTER INDUSTRY

See Also Data Processing


COMPILATION of nationally averaged 1974 rental rates and model reference data for construction equipment.


Antitrust cases


Finance


Government regulation


Pricing


COMPUTER JOB COSTING

Newhouse, Frederick J. Calculating DP cost/benefit relationships. (Spectrum) Infosystems, v. 23, April 1976, p. 64, 66.

COMPUTER LEASING


COMPUTER LESSORS ASSOCIATION.

Intelligent guide to computer selection. Washington, c1975. 61 p. [*203.9 C]

COMPUTER MANUFACTURERS


AUDITING


EVALUATION


Sargent, Warren N. Evaluating software is an art. (Software update) Info systems, v. 23, April 1976, p. 60, 62.

PACKAGE PROGRAMS


International Business Machines Corporation. Auditability; information catalog ... audit and control aids. White Plains, N.Y. 1975. 99 p. [*175 I]


Sargent, Warren N. Evaluating software is an art. (Software update) Info systems, v. 23, April 1976, p. 60, 62.


STANDARDS

See Data Processing - Standards

STUDY AND TEACHING

See Data Processing Courses

TAXATION

See Taxation, United States - Computer Software

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING


COMPUTER SECURITY INSTITUTE.


COMPUTER SERVICE BUREAU

See Data Processing Service Organizations

COMPUTER SOFTWARE


How up-to-date is your bank’s computer software? Banking, v. 67, Dec. 1975, p. 27-8, 44, 46, 52.


International Business Machines Corporation. Auditability; information catalog ... audit and control aids. White Plains, N.Y. 1975. 99 p. [*175 I]


Rosfeld, Howard B. Software acceptance testing - a user responsibility. (Software update) Info systems, v. 23, May 1976, p. 50, 52.
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
See Also Computers - Effect On Management
Data Processing Departments
Data Processing - Facility Management

COMPUTER UTILITIES
See Also Computer Networks
Data Processing
Data Processing Service Organizations


COMPUTERS
See Also Computer Programming
Data Processing
Data Processing Service Organizations
Information Systems


Clearing the technical fog for better communications. Infosystems, v. 23, March 1976, p. 35.


Auxiliary equipment

Bibliographies
See Also Data Processing - Bibliographies

TEST DATA GENERATOR


Scantlebury, Donald L. Lessons we can learn from the Equity Funding scandal, by D.L. Scantlebury and John R. Schultz. GAO review, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 35-45.


Effect On Banks And Banking
See Banks And Banking - Data Processing

Effect on education
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Effect on small business


Effect on Tax Practice
See Also Tax Returns - Data Processing
Taxation, United State-Reports And Information Retrieval Activity

Errors
See Also Data Processing - Verification Techniques

Evaluation


Feasibility Studies
See Also Computers - Costs
Computers - Installation
Data Processing - Feasibility Studies
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Fires and fire protection


Government Use
See Government Agencies and Departments - Data Processing

Graphical Display
See Also Computers - Display Methods


History

Input-output equipment


Installation
See Also Computers - Feasibility Studies


Insurance
See Insurance, Data Processing Equipment

Investment Use
See Computers - Effect On Security Analysts

Investments - Data Processing

Japan

Computers - Feasibility Studies

Leasing
See Computer Leasing

Memory Systems
See Also Computers - Optical Scanning


Microcomputers


Minicomputers


Heagland, Donald E. Move it by the numbers - computerized material handling comes of age. Automation, v. 22, Nov. 1975, p. 30-5.


Mandell, Steven L. Management information system is going to pieces. California management review, v. 17, Summer 1975, p. 50-6.


Optical scanning
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Patents


Personal Data

See Also Records - Personal Data


Personal

See Computer Personnel

Programming

See Computer Programming

Remote Access Systems

See Computers - Time Sharing Systems

Security measures
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Parker, Donn B. Computer abuse, by Donn B. Parker, Susan Nyicum and S. Stephen Oura. Menlo Park, Calif., Stanford Research Institute, c1973. 131 p. (Prepared for the National Science Foundation) [203.9 P]


Privacy and the computer. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 8, 1976, p. 36-7.


Wasserman, Joseph J. Data security in an on-line computer environment. EDP auditor, Fall 1974, p. 2-4, 16-18.


Statistics


Storage


Time Sharing Systems

See Also Data Processing Service Organizations
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Dexter, Albert S. Computers for small businesses: part 1; the alternatives. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 10, June 1976, p. 29-33.


Haidinger, Timothy P. Manager's guide to computer timesharing, by Timothy P. Haidinger and Dana R. Richardson. New York, John Wiley & Sons, c1975. 182 p. [203.9 H]


Mauze, Jerome. Time-sharing: or how to get the most out of computers at the least cost. Lavenholch & Horwath perspect, v. 2, Spring/Summer 1976, p. 31-3.


Smith, J. S. Computer time-sharing’s emerging role in the property/liability insurance environment. (Methods and management) Best’s review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, Nov. 1975, p. 98, 100-1.


Used Computers See Computers, Used


CONALCO’S production control system increases efficiency. (Users report) Infosystems, v. 23, April 1976, p. 50, 52.


CONCRETE PRODUCTS MANUFACTURERS

See Also Brick Manufacturers

Clay Products Manufacturers


CONDEMNATION

See Also Expropriations

Taxation, United States-Condemnation

Taxation, United States-Expropriations

Taxation, United States-Involuntary Conversions


CONDOMINIUM HOTELS

See Hotels, Condominium

Taxation, United States - Hotels, Condominium

CONDOMINIUMS
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ACCOUNTING


Harris, Edward C. Use of appraisals in condominium accounting, by Edward C. Harris and O. Don Lauher. (Condominium world) Real estate review, v. 6, Spring 1976, p. 31-2.


Feasibility studies


FINANCE


Cohen, Stanley L. How to approach the problem loan. (Condominium world) Real estate review, v. 6, Spring 1976, p. 30-1.


FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT


Government regulation


Price Waterhouse & Co. Accounting for condominium sales. New York, c1975. 56 p. [*250 Con 9]


LAW


MANAGEMENT


McGrath, James W. Get maximum mileage from condo building coverage. (Condominium world) Real estate review, v. 6, Spring 1976, p. 29-32.

McGrath, James W. Why it pays to add an agreed amount clause to the condominium fire insurance policy. (Condominium world) Real estate review, v. 5, Winter 1976, p. 27-8.


Valuation

Harris, Edward C. Use of appraisals in condominium accounting, by Edward C. Harris and O. Don Lauher. (Condominium world) Real estate review, v. 6, Spring 1976, p. 31-2.

CONFECTIONERY WHOLESALERS


CONFERENCE BOARD
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CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS
See Also Privileged Communications
Professional Ethics-Confidential Communications
Taxation, United States-Privileged Communications

CONFIRMATIONS
See Also Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Bank Confirmations
Inventories
Notes Payable
Receivables


CONFLICT OF INTEREST
See Also Accountants-Independence
Professional Ethics-Financial Interest
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Mordland, Jean A. Recent cases define fiduciary's duties in areas of conflict of interest and breach of fiduciary duty; how duties of executor and trustee differ; and what are standards of behavior for co-trustees. (New fiduciary decisions) Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 169-71.


CONFORMITY LETTERS
See Reports To Securities And Exchange Commission

CONGENERIC BANKS
See Banks And Banking, One-Bank Holding Companies

CONGLOMERATES
See Diversified Companies

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET AND IMPOSITION CONTROL ACT OF 1974


CONGRESSIONAL directory.

CONGRESSIONAL directory.

CONNECTICUT SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.

CONNELLAN, THOMAS K.

CONNELLY, JULIE.


CONNELLY, ROLAND E.
Everything you were afraid to ask about inflation accounting because someone would be bound to come up with an answer. (Publisher's forum) Cost and management (Can.), v. 49, Nov.-Dec. 1975, p. 4-5.

CONNELLY, SHEILA.

CONNOCK, STUART W.
Tax exemptions for production and for materials consumed in production. (In National Tax Association - Tax Institute of America Conference on Taxation, 67th, St. Louis, 1974. Proceedings. Columbus, Ohio, 1975, p. 34-7.) [751 N]

CONNOR, JOSEPH E.

CONNOR, RICHARD A.

CONNORS, JAMES E.
CONOVER, C. TODD.

CONROY, CHRISTOPHER A.


CONSERVATIVE IN ACCOUNTING

CONSERVING New York State's most important resource. New York (State). Governor's Task Force on Human Services. Conserving New York State's most important resource. (n.p.), 1975. 68 p. plus appendices. [*324.1 N]

CONSERVING your estate. (Personal business) Business week, July 26, 1976, p. 121-4, 126, 128.

CONSIDERING how to ask. (In general) CA magazine (Can.) v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 10, 12.

CONSISTENCY


CONSOLIDATED TAX RETURNS
See Tax Returns-Consolidated

CONSOLIDATIONS AND Mergers
See Also Accountants' Office-Mergers
Accountants' Societies-Mergers
Accounting Firms
Balance Sheets-Consolidated
Combinations
Holding Companies And Subsidiaries
Monopolies
Reorganizations
Statements, Financial-Consolidated


Accounting

Pendrill, David Why ED 3 should be withdrawn. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 86, Dec. 1975, p. 40, 42, 44.

Canada


New Zealand

Canada
CONSTRUCTION AND Mergers—Government regulation

Government regulation

Canada

Great Britain
Weetman, Pauline. Take-overs - the rules of the game. (Students' section) Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, June 1976, p. 234-6.

New Zealand

Management

New Zealand

Statistics

Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Consolidations And Mergers

Valuation


CONSTRUCTION
See Also Building Construction
Construction Companies
Contractors
Engineering
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Accounting

Finance

Great Britain

Management

CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES
See Also Contractors Engineering


Auditing

Cost accounting

Loans

CONSTRUCTION COSTS
See Also Building Construction


CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTION
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CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT WHOLESALERS
Statistics

CONSTRUCTION manager.

CONSTRUCTION-TYPE CONTRACTS
See Contractors-Construction-Type Contracts

CONSTRUCTION-TYPE CONTRACTS IN PROCESS
See Contractors-Contracts In Process

CONSULTANTS and consulting organizations directory.

CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE OF ACCOUNTANCY BODIES.

CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE OF ACCOUNTANCY BODIES - IRELAND.

CONSULTING for organizational change.

CONSUMER CREDIT
See Credit
Installments
Loans

CONSUMER CREDIT CODE, UNIFORM
See Uniform Consumer Credit Code

CONSUMER CREDIT INSURANCE
See Insurance, Consumer Credit

CONSUMER CREDIT PROTECTION ACT
See Also Truth In Lending Act

CONSUMER FINANCE COMPANIES
See Finance Companies
Loan Companies

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY ACT


CONSUMERISM

CONSUMER EQUIPMENT WHOLESALERS—Statistics
CONSUMERISM—(Continued)


Lambert, Zarrel V. Consumer discontent: a social perspective, by Zarrel V. Lambert and Fred W. Kniffin. California management review, v. 18, Fall 1975, p. 36-44.


Reichard, Robert S. Figure fingalers. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1974. 274 p. [180 R]


CONTEMPORARY accounting theory.


CONTEMPORARY auditing problems.


CONTEMPORARY business environment: readings in financial accounting.


CONTESTS

See Awards, Prizes And Contests
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CONTINGENT INTEREST, CERTIFICATES OF
See Certificates Of Contingent Interest


CONTINUING A BUSINESS
See Also Accountants' Office-Continuing A Practice


CONTINUING EDUCATION
See Education, Continuing

CONTINUITY POSTULATE
See Also Going Concern Concept

CONTINUOUS AUDITING
See Auditing-Continuous

CONTINUOUS INVENTORIES
See Inventories-Cyclical Method

CONTNEY, JOHN J.
Filing that letter where you can find it again. (Ideas you can use) Association management, v. 28, Sept. 1976, p. 130.

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
See Also Hotels - Management By Contract
Real Estate - Management By Contract

CONTRACTORS
See Also Building Construction
Construction Companies
Engineering
Also Under Special Types Of Contractor,
E.G., Plumbing And Heating Contractors


Accounting


Auditing

CONTINGENT INTEREST, CERTIFICATES OF

Completed-contract method

Cost accounting

Costs

Government regulation

Percentage-of-completion method

Reports and statements

Statistics

CONTRACTS
See Also Agreements
Contractors
Contracts, Employment
Contracts, Government
Contracts, Labor
Installation Contracts
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Accounting


Auditing


Cost accounting


Cost of sales

Costs

Financial management

Pricing


Redetermination Of Prices
See Contracts, Government-Pricing

Surety Bonds
See Also Bonds - Construction
Bonds - Surety
Contracts, Government - Surety Bonds
CONTRACTS, LABOR

CONTRACTUAL INCOME
See Income - Contractual

CONTRIBUTION MARGIN
See Income-Marginal

CONTRIBUTIONS
See Also Taxation, United States-Contributions

Corporate democracy and the corporate political contribution. (Notes) Iowa law review, v. 61, Dec. 1975, p. 545-79.
Mortland, Jean A. State statutes limiting charitable bequests... (New fiduciary decisions) Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 23-4.
Tanton, John H. Get more out of giving to your favorite causes. Medical economics, v. 53, April 5, 1976, p. 134, 139, 142.

CONTROL CHARTS


CONTROLLERS
See Also Management Accounting, Management Control

Berry, Anthony J. Company accounts and management accounts. (In Oliver, Stanley, Accountant's guide to management techniques. Epping, Eng., 1975, p. 149-63.) [201 O]


CONVENTIONS
See Also Conferences, Corporations - Meetings


CONVERTIBLE BONDS
See Bonds-Convertible

CONWAY, CHARLES D.

CONWAY, GREGORY B.

COOK, BRYSON L.

COOK, DONALD B.

COOK, F. X.

COOK, FREDERIC W.

COOKE, DAVID O.

COOKE, LAWRENCE H.

COOKE, P. J.
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Cooperatives
See Agricultural Cooperatives
Also Under Name Of Special Type, E.G., Apartment Houses; Creameries, Etc.


Hewett, Robert J. Cooperatives should be more aggressive. Cooperative accountant, v. 29, Spring 1976, p. 41-3.


Accounting
Estes, Robert C. Accrual of patronage dividends for corporate cooperative patrons. (Taxfax) Cooperative accountant, v. 29, Spring 1976, p. 44.

Hewett, Robert J. Cooperatives should be more aggressive. Cooperative accountant, v. 29, Spring 1976, p. 41-3.

Finance

Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Cooperatives

Cooperatives & Lybrand.
Annual meetings: questions from shareholders. New York, c1975. 24 p. [223.4 C]
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COPELAND, CHARLES H.
Working with IRS service centers. CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 82-4.

COPP, E. ANTHONY.

COPPER See Metal Work Mining And Metallurgy. Copper

COPYRIGHTS See Patents And Copyrights

CORBIN, DONALD A.

CORDOM, DAMON.

COREY, GORDON R.

COREY, ROBERT N.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

CORNFIELD, DAVID L.

CORNWALL, RICHARD S.

CORNWELL, RICHARD E.
Miniwarehouse: a guide for investors and managers - a case study. Chicago, Institute of Real Estate Management, c1975. 92 p. [*250 War]

CORPORATE ACCOUNTABILITY RESEARCH GROUP.


CORPORATE DISTRIBUTIONS
See Taxation, United States-Corporate Distributions

CORPORATE DIVERSIFICATION
See Business Separations Spin-Offs, Split-Offs, And Split-Ups

CORPORATE dividends.


CORPORATE FIDUCIARIES
See Trust Companies And Departments
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DARROW, LAWRENCE P.

DART, R. J.

DASBURG, J. HAROLD.

DASCHER, PAUL E.

DASH, JOSEPH F.

DASHORA, M. L.
Essentials of management information system. Management accountant (India), v. 10, July 1, 1975, p. 437-42.

DASKAL, ROBERT H.

DASKI, ROBERT S.

DATA BASE
See Also Data Processing - System Data Audits
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DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS


DATA BOOK FOR MANAGEMENT

See Reports-To Management

DATA COMMUNICATIONS


DATA PROCESSING

See Also Computer Industry

Computer Programming

Computers

Data Processing Departments

Data Processing Service Organizations

Information Systems

Also Subheading, Data Processing, Under Special Business, Industry Or Trade


Clearing the technical fog for better communications. *Info systems*, v. 23, March 1976, p. 35.


Accounting Systems

See Accounting - System Design And Installation

Bibliographies

See Also Computers - Bibliographies

Computer Information Privacy And Security

See Computers - Security Measures

Computers

See Computers
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Estimates And Costs
See Data Processing - Costs

Facility management

Feasibility Studies
See Also Computers-Feasibility Studies
Newhouse, Frederick J. Calculating DP cost/benefit relationships. (Spectrum) Infosystems, v. 23, April 1976, p. 64, 66.

Glossaries
See Data Processing-Terminology

Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Insurance
See Insurance, Data Processing Equipment

Internal Control
See Data Processing Departments - Internal Control Internal Control-Data Processing

DATA PROCESSING—Controls

Controls

Costs
See Also Computers - Costs
Holding the line on paper costs. Edpacs, v. 3, April 1976, p. 5.
Newhouse, Frederick J. Calculating DP cost/benefit relationships. (Spectrum) Infosystems, v. 23, April 1976, p. 64, 66.

Data entry systems

Decision Tables
See Decision Tables

Dictionaries
See Data Processing-Terminology

Documentation
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Japan

Job Costing
See Computer Job Costing

Languages


Law

Privacy and the computer. *Accountant* (Eng.), v. 175, July 8, 1976, p. 36-7.

Liability


Maintenance
See Computers - Maintenance And Repair

Management
See Data Processing Departments

Managers
See Data Processing Departments

Numbering Systems
See Account Numbering Classification

On-line Systems


DATA PROCESSING—Japan

Optical Scanning
See Computers - Optical Scanning

Personnel
See Computer Personnel

Plotters
See Computers - Printer Plotting Systems

Programmers
See Computer Personnel

Programming
See Computer Programming

Programs
See Computer Programming

Accounting
See Computer Programming - Accounting

Punched Cards
See Data Processing-Tabulating And Sorting

Real-time systems


Security Measures
See Computers - Security Measures

System Data Audits
See Also Data Base
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Taxation

See Taxation, United States - Computer Software

Terminology


Clearing the technical fog for better communications. Infosystems, v. 23, March 1976, p. 35.

Transmission systems


Verification Techniques

See Also Computers - Errors


Word Processing Systems

See Also Automatic Typing


Army word processing program. Law office economies and management, v. 16, Fall 1975, p. 399-422.


Recent acquisition of Redactron Corporation adds word processing systems to Burroughs product line. (Burroughs reports) Burroughs clearing house, v. 60, April 1976, p. 32-3.


Reynolds, David L. In-house word processing system. Law office economies and management, v. 16, Fall 1975, p. 436-40.
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Typewriter with a memory paves the way for the computerized office. Law office economics and management, v. 16, Fall 1975, p. 427-35.

Word processing - an expanding field. Law office economics and management, v. 16, Fall 1975, p. 396-8.


DATA PROCESSING CONSULTANTS
See Also Business Consultants

Systems Analyst


Dexter, Albert S. Computers for small businesses; part 2; using a computer consultant. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 10, Aug. 1976, p. 6-10.

DATA PROCESSING CONTRACTS
See Also Business Consultants


DATA processing contracts and the law,


DATA PROCESSING COURSES


DATA PROCESSING DEPARTMENTS

See Also Computer Personnel


AUDITING

AUDITABILITY

International Business Machines Corporation. Auditability; information catalog ... audit and control aids. White Plains, N.Y. 1975. 99 p. [175 I]


Lobse, Wally. Dispelling the mystique. (EDP audit program) EDP auditor, Fall 1974, p. 12-14, 26-7. (First in a series of articles.)


Perkins, Cliff. EDP auditors - specialists in controls. EDP auditor, Fall 1974, p. 6-8, 19.


COSTS


Holding the line on paper costs. Edpacs, v. 3, April 1976, p. 5.


Newhouse, Frederick J. Calculating DP cost/benefit relationships. (Spectrum) Infosystems, v. 23, April 1976, p. 64, 66.


INTERNAL AUDITING


INTERNAL CONTROL


DATA PROCESSING DEPARTMENTS—Internal control—
(Continued)

Internal control review - impact of SAS no. 3. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, Sept. 1976, p. 87-8. (Excerpt from Footnote (Minnesota Society of CPAs), March 1976.)

Management
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Shaw, David Elliot. Managing a software emergency. Data

Staff training
Ware, Robert B. Filling the knowledge gap. (Training info) Infosystems, v. 23, Jan. 1976, p. 49.

DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
See Computers - Auxiliary Equipment

Insurance
See Insurance, Data Processing Equipment

DATA PROCESSING SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
See Also Computer Utilities
Computers - Time Sharing Systems
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Accounting

Auditing

Costs

DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
See Data Processing - Transmission Systems


DATE, C. J.

DATEY, V. S.

Datta, J. P.

Dauber, Milton A.

Davant, James W.

Davey, Merrilee.
CGA association - June 1975 examinations; number of undergraduates writing, average course mark, and percentage passed. (National facts & figures) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 9, Dec. 1975, p. 11.

DAVEY, PATRICK J.

DAVID, BEATRICE DONALDSON.

DAVID, IRWIN T.

DAVIDOWITZ, ESTHER.

DAVIDS, THOMAS J.

DAVIDSON, A. BARRIE.
Bonuses beware. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 10, April 1976, p. 8-10.

DAVIDSON, H. JUSTIN.

DAVIDSON, HAROLD A.

DAVIDSON, J. HUGH.

DAVIDSON, SIDNEY.

DAVIDSON, WILLIAM R.

DAVIES, B. J.

DAVIES, BRENT M.

DAVIES, DILWYN.
Internal audit in the health service, by Dilwyn Davies and Derek Harvey. Public finance and accountancy (Eng.), v. 3, June 1976, p. 179-80.
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DAVIES, JONATHAN J.

Tax bene ft s on sale of a residence are en c hanced when account ant probes transact ion, by Steven M. Harris and Earl F. Davis. Taxation for account ants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 278-80.

DAVIS, K. ROSCOE.


DAVIS, LEWIS U.


DAVIS, F. MICHAEL.


DAVIS, ROBERT L.
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DAVIS, THOMAS J.


DAVIS, THOMAS L.


DAVISON, DALE L.


DAVISON, ERIC.

Cost reduction ideas that have worked. (Methods and management) Best's review (Property/casualty ed.), v. 77, May 1976, p. 108-11.

DAVISON, IAN HAY.


DAVY, J. DEREK.


DAWSON, GEORGE A.


DAWSON, JAMES M.


DAY, GEORGE S.


DAY CARE CENTERS

See Also Taxation, United States - Day Care Centers

DAYTON, KENNETH N.


DEBEER, ADAM.


DE BEER, DION L.


de FARO, CLOVIS.
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DE GRAUWE, PAUL.

DE LA BARRE, KENNETH.

DE PAOLA, FRANK.

DE SEVE, CHARLES W.


DE STEFANO, NICHOLAS E. E.

DE WULF, LUC.

DEAIKIN, EDWARD B.


DEAL
See *Decision Evaluation And Logic*

DEAL, CATHRYN V.

DEAN, JAMES M.
Buchanan, James M. Inflation and real rates of income tax, by James M. Buchanan and James M. Dean. (In National Tax Association - Tax Institute of America Conference on Taxation, 67th, St. Louis, 1974. *Proceedings*. Columbus, Ohio, 1975, p. 343-9.) [751 N]

DEAN, JOEL.

DEAN, PETER N.


DEATH DUTIES
See *Taxation-Estates And Trusts, Under Name Of Country Or State*

DEATS, TOM.
View from the top. (Spectrum) *Infosystems*, v. 23, March 1976, p. 58, 60.

DEB, N. G.
Productivity in coal industry and general consideration. *Management accountant* (India), v. 11, April 1, 1976, p. 286-94.


DEBENTURE TRUST DEEDS
See *Also Trust Deeds*

DEBENTURES


DEBT
See *Also Taxation, United States-Bad Debts*


How the FASB new debt restructuring rules will work. SEC accounting report, v. 1, May 1975, p. 5

Great Britain

Public
See Also Government-Finance Municipalities-Finance States-Finance


DEBT V. EQUITY
Alvin, Gerald. Comment on Gains and losses on early extinguishment of debt, by Gerald Alvin, Martin Benis and Robert T. Johnson. (Letters to the editor) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 6-8. (Comments and response to Gains and losses on early extinguishment of debt, by Martin Benis and Johnson, CPA journal, Nov. 1975.)

Accounting
Alvin, Gerald. Comment on Gains and losses on early extinguishment of debt, by Gerald Alvin, Martin Benis and Robert T. Johnson. (Letters to the editor) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 6-8. (Comments and response to Gains and losses on early extinguishment of debt, by Martin Benis and Johnson, CPA journal, Nov. 1975.)
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DECENTRALIZATION
See Centralization And Decentralization

Industry-Decentralization


DECI, EDWARD L.

DECIMAL COINAGE
See Also Cash
Coins And Coinage
Currency
Money

DECISION EVALUATING AND LOGIC

DECISION EVALUATING AND LOGIC


DECISION MAKING
See Also Management
Also Specific Subject, E.G.
Budgets, Business;
Lease Or Purchase


Bergeron, Pierre G. Decision tree way to investment planning. CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, March 1976, p. 46-54.

Bergeron, Pierre G. Investment decisions with less risk. CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Oct. 1975, p. 31-6.


Chen, Kung-Hong. Removing the appearance of certainty from accounting information: a behavioral experiment. Austin, Tex., 1974. 283 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of Texas at Austin.) [141.1 C]


Duncon, Ian D. Make-or-buy decisions. Industrial accountant (Pakistan), v. 15, Jan.-March 1976, p. 25-32.


Gonedes, Nicholas J. Capital market equilibrium, information production, and selecting accounting techniques: theoretical framework and review of empirical work, by
DECISION MAKING—Continued


 Joshi, Navin Chandra. Quantitative approach to demand estimations for optimising output and profitability of a project. Management accountant (India), v. 11, April 1, 1976, p. 278-82.


Rondinelli, Alfred A. Public planning and political strategy. Long range planning, v. 9, April 1976, p. 75-87.


DECISION making through operations research.


DECISION methodology.


DECISION MODELS

See Also Accounting Models

Financial Models
Mathematical Models
Stochastic Models


Hughes, John S. Optimal audit planning - part I. West Lafayette, Ind., Kraner Graduate School of Industrial Administration, Purdue University, 1974. 49 p. [175 H]


DECISION TREES

Bergeron, Pierre G. Decision tree way to investment planning. CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, March 1976, p. 46-54.


DECLINING-BALANCE METHOD

See Depreciation Depletion And Obsolescence - Declining-Balance Method

DECREMENT COSTS

See Increment And Decrement Costs

DEDUCTIBILITY of sales tax depends on class of items. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 306.

DEDUCTION for claim may be barred if formality overlooked. 


**DEDUCTIONS FOR TAX PURPOSES**
*See Taxation, United States-Deductions*

**DEFALCATIONS**
*See Also Commercial Crime*
Forgery
Fraud
Misfeasance
Negligence


**DEFECTIVE WORK**
*See Scrap, Waste, Spoilage*

**DEFENSE**
*See National Defense*

**DEFENSE CONTRACTS**
*See Contracts, Government*

**DEFENSE INDUSTRY**
*See Also Aerospace Industry*


**DEFERRED ASSETS**
*See Deferred Charges And Prepaid Expenses*

**DEFERRED COMPENSATION**
*See Taxation, United States-Compensation For Services*
Wages, Fees, Salaries-Deferred Compensation

**DEFERRED COMPENSATION CONTRACTS**
Accounting

**DEFERRED CREDITS**
*See Deferred Income*

**DEFERRED INCOME**

**DEDUCTION for claim may be barred if formality overlooked.**

**DEFERRED STOCK PLANS**
*See Shadow Stock Plans*

**DEFERRED taxation.** (Letter to the editor) *Accountancy Ireland*, v. 8, April 1976, p. 35.

**DEFERRED TAXES**
*See Taxes-Accounting*

**DEFINING the manager's job.**
Wortman, Max S. Defining the manager's job; a manual of position descriptions, by Max S. Wortman and JoAnn Sterling. 2nd ed. New York, Amacom, c1975. 434 p. [223.7 W]

**DEFINITIONS**
*See Terminology*

**DEFLESE, PHILIP L.**


Search for standards: U.S. and abroad, by Philip L. Deflese and Stephen A. Zeff. (In Burns, Thomas J. *Accounting in transition*. Columbus, Ohio, 1974, p. 16-46.) [*109 B]*


**DEFOGGING the cities' financial reports.** (Urban affairs) *Business week*, Oct. 11, 1976, p. 36.

**DEGREES**
*See Designations And Degrees*

**DEHYDRATED FOODS**
*See Food, Dried*
Fruit, Dried

**DEININGER, CALVIN H.**

**DEITZER, H. J.**

**DEKKER, MARIANNE G.**
DEKKER, MARIANNE G.- (Continued)

To get your staff clicking, put somebody in charge. Medical economics, v. 53, June 28, 1976, p. 116-17, 121-2, 124, 129.

DELANEY, WILLIAM J.

DELLRUFANO, FRED M.

DELECOQ, ANDRE L.
DeLEONARDIS, JOHN.
Form 990: more on new filing requirements. (Tax clinic) Tax advisor, v. 7, March 1976, p. 142.

DELLORFANO, FRED M.

DELPHI METHOD

DEMAND analysis and inventory control.

DeMARCO, VICTOR F.
Board of Directors: the rubber stamp is cracking Internal auditor, v. 33, June 1976, p. 22-8.

DEMAREST, ROSEMARY R.

DeMARINES, VICTOR A.

DeMARIS, E. J.

DEMMA, CON O.

DEMOLITION
See Also Taxation, United States-Demolition Losses

DEMSETZ, H.

DEMSKI, JOEL S.

den BOER, P.

DENIS, JACK.

DENISON, D. R.

DENMARK.
Ernst & Ernst. Denmark - characteristics of business entities. New York, 1975. 41 p. (International business series) [*759.1 D]

DENMARK - characteristics of business entities.
Ernst & Ernst. Denmark - characteristics of business entities. New York, 1975. 41 p. (International business series) [*759.1 D]

DENNING, RICHARD.

DENNIS, DAVID M.
DENNIS, GEORGE W.

Management

Statistics


DEPLETION
See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence

DEPOSIT FUNDS
See Funds-Mutual Investment Companies

DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE
See Also Replacements Reserves-Depreciation Taxation, Depreciation And Depletion Under Name Of Country


DENNISON, HENRY STURGIS.

DENSMORE, STELLA E.

DENTAL TRADE
Statistics

DENTISTS

DENVER, J. C.

DEPARTMENT store and specialty merchandising and operating results of 1974.

DEPARTMENT store inventory price indexes—January 1976.
Retail control, v. 44, April-May 1976, p. 35.

DEPARTMENT STORES
See Also Chain Stores
Clothing Retailers
Dry Goods Retailers
Retail Trade
Specialty Stores
Variety Stores


Inventories
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBsolescence-
(Continued)


Accelerated

Accounting

--- Great Britain ---
International accounting standards. International accountant (Eng.), v. 45, no. 4-1975, p. 8-11. (Exposure draft no. 4 and Exposure draft no. 5)

Assets, Fixed

Composite Life Method
See Also Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence - Mass Properties

Diminishing-Balance Method
See Depreciation Depletion And Obsolescence - Declining-Balance Method

Electric Light And Power
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Extractive Industries
See Also Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence
Under Subheadings:
- Assets, Wasting;
- Gas, Natural;
- Mining And Metallurgy;
- Oil Industry;
- Quarries And Quarrying;
- Timberlands

Foreign Countries
See Also Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence
Under Name Of Country

Gas, Natural

Golf Courses

Great Britain

Group Method
See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence - Composite Life Method

India

Lifo Method
See Also Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence - Reinvestment Method

Mass Properties
See Also Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence - Composite Life Method

Natural Resources
See Also Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence
Under Subheadings: Assets, Wasting;
- Gas, Natural;
- Land;
- Mining And Metallurgy;
- Oil Industry;
- Quarries And Quarrying;
- Timberlands

Nuclear Reactors
See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence - Atomic Energy

Plant And Equipment
See Also Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence - Assets, Fixed

Power Plants
See Also Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence, Under Special Utility,
- E.G., Electric Light And Power
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DEPRECIATION, reserves and reserve funds.

DEPRESSIONS
See Business Cycles


DERMAN, C.

DERMER, JERRY D.

DEROUIN, PHILIPPE.

DESAI, A. H.


DESIGN of purchasing systems and records.

DESIGNATIONS AND DEGREES

DESIGNS
See Patterns, Drawings, Models

DESMARCHELIER, MARC F.

DESMONDFFOLLIOTT, J.
Time to face up to the comprehensive disasters. (Education) C4 magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 57-9.

DESPRES, GINA.
DESSAUER, JOHN P.

DESSAUER, JOHN P.

DESTEIN, JOSEPH A.

DESTRUCTION OF RECORDS
See Records-Retention And Preservation

DETECTION of errors or irregularities. (Auditing and reporting) CPA journal, v. 46, Aug. 1976, p. 54-5.

DETERGENTS
See Cleaning And Polishing Preparations Manufacturers


DETMAN, ART.

DEUTSCH, ARNOLD R.

DEUTSCH, JAN G.

DEUTSCH, JERRY.

DEVALUATION OF CURRENCY
See Foreign Exchange


DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
See Also Under-Developed Countries In Previous Indexes
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Accounting
See Accounting-Developing Countries

Economic development programs

Finance

DEVELOPING tomorrow's managers today.
Dinsmore, Francis W. Developing tomorrow’s managers today. New York, AMACOM, c1975. 130 p. [223.7 D]

DEVELOPMENT COSTS
See Exploration And Development Research And Development

DEVELOPMENT of a financial accounting model for the cost of capital.

DEVELOPMENT-STAGE COMPANIES

Accounting

Reports and statements

DEVELOPMENTS in management information systems.

DEVELOPMENTS in management thought.
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DEVINE, E. A.

DeWELT, ROBERT.

DEWEY, ADDISON E.

DEWEY, B.

DEWEY, H. F.

DEWHIRST, JOHN F.

DEWHIRST, JAMES.

DEXTER, ALBERT S.

DEXTER, WILLIAM D.

DHALLA, NARIMAN K.

DIAMOND, CHARLES J.

DIBBLE, E. T.

DIBONA, CHARLES J.

DEVELOPMENTS in the law - class actions.

DICHTER, MARK S.

DICK, GEORGE.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accounting trends and techniques: twenty-ninth annual cumulative survey of the accounting aspects of the annual reports of 600 industrial and commercial corporations... edited by George Dick and Richard Rickert. 29th ed. New York, 1975. 484 p. (The reports analyzed are those with fiscal years ended not later than February 2, 1975.) [*174 A]

DICKERSON, FREDERICK G.

DICKERSON, ROBERT W. V.

DICKHAUS, STEVEN M.

DICKHAUT, JOHN W.

DICKINSON, A. LITCHARD.

DICKINSON, JERRY D.

DICKINSON, JOHN P.


DICKINSON, LLOYD J.

DICKMAN, J. JERRY.

DICKMAN, MARVIN J.
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**DILLAVON, ESSEL R.**

**DILLINGHAM, CHARLES.**
Incorrectly computing the basis of property can prove costly to taxpayer, by Charles Dillingham and Bruce E. Turner. (Tax accounting) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 278-86.
Incorrectly computing the basis of property can prove costly to taxpayer, by Charles Dillingham and Bruce E. Turner. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 214-22.

**DILLON, JOHN S.**

**DILORIO, ANTHONY M.**

**DINSMORE, FRANCIS W.**
Developing tomorrow’s managers today. New York, AMA-COM, c1975. 130 p. [223.7 D]

**DIPPEL, L. GLENN.**

**DIPPENAAR, LAURIE L.**


**DIRECT COSTS**
See Also Fixed Costs
Increment And Decrement Costs
Marginal Costs
Original Costs
Standard Costs
Variable Costs


**DIGEST of reports of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education.**

**DILL, DAVID A.**

**DICKSEE, LAWRENCE ROBERT.**

**DICTIONARIES**
See Also Accounting-Encyclopedias And Dictionaries
Tax Dictionaries

Tax Management Inc. English-Spanish glossary of tax and financial terms. Washington, c1974. 30 p. (Special supplement to Tax management international journal.) [*2020 T]*

**DICTIONARY for accountants.**

**DIERKES, MEINOLF.**

**DIETRICH, ROBERT A.**

**DIGEST of reports of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education.**

**DILL, DAVID A.**


**DIRECT** deposit results - a setback for associations. *Savings & loan news*, v. 97, April 1976, p. 56-60.

**DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING**

*See Also Banks And Banking-Direct Mail* Mail Order Business

**DIRECTORIES**


**DIRECTORS**


Colegrove, Reed L. Functions and responsibilities of the corporate audit committee. *Internal auditor*, v. 33, June 1976, p. 16-21.
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Who are the women in the board rooms? Business and society review, no. 16, Winter 1975-76, p. 5-10.


Duties and responsibilities


Great Britain


Not outrageous, but perhaps a little too much. (Professional news) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, March 1976, p. 4.

Simmons, Richard J. Lowson - can we learn the lessons in time? Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 34-6, 38, 40.

Indemnification


Insurance


Liability
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Perkin, C. D. Name, the whole name and nothing but the name. Accountants review (Eng.), v. 26, Dec. 1975, p. 286-96.


Simmons, Richard J. Lowson - can we learn the lessons in time? Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 34-6, 38, 40.


DIRECTORY of special libraries and information centers:
volume 1,
Young, Margaret Labash. Directory of special libraries and information centers: volume 1, edited by Margaret Labash Young, Harold Chester Young and Anthony T. Kruzas. 3rd ed. Detroit, Gale Research Co., c1974. 1435 p. [060 Y]

DIRECTORY TRUSTS
See Trusts-Directory

DIRKS, RAYMOND L.

DISABILITY BENEFITS OR INSURANCE
See Insurance, Disability
Social Security
Workmen's Compensation

DISAGREEMENTS under Accounting Series Release no. 165.

DISASTER planning for CPAs

DISASTERS
See Also Casualty Losses
Fire Losses
Taxation, United States-Casualty Losses


DISC
See Domestic International Sales Corporations

DISCLAIMER OF SUCCESSION
Renunciation of bequest can effectively reduce taxes. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 73.


DISCLOSURE and more disclosure - SEC requires more info in annual reports but tones down original proposal. SEC accounting report, v. 1, Jan. 1975, p. 6-7.

DISCLOSURE for closely held corporations.


DISCLOSURE - how far does it go? (News & views) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 9-10. (Excerpts from Week in review (Haskins & Sells), Oct. 18 and Dec. 12, 1975.)

DISCLOSURE in FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
See Statements, Financial-Disclosure

DISCLOSURE of accounting policies.
DISCLOSURE of commonly controlled parties: auditing interpretations.


DISCLOSURE OF CORPORATE INFORMATION
See Corporations-Disclosure Of Information

DISCLOSURE OF LITIGATION
See Statements, Financial - Disclosure Of Litigation


DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS
See Statements, Financial - Income - Discontinued Operations

DISCOUNT

DISCOUNT AND EXPENSE ON DEBT
See Debt, Premium On

DISCOUNT STORES

DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW
See Also Present Value
Bergeron, Pierre G. Warning: time value yardsticks can be misleading. CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 32-8.
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DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
See Also Multiple Discriminant Analysis
Altman, Edward I. Capitalization of leases and the predictability of financial ratios: a comment. (Correspondence) Accounting review, v. 51, April 1976, p. 408-12.

DISCRIMINATION
See Also Race Discrimination In Accounting
Race Discrimination In Business
Race Discrimination In Employment
Ahlbrandt, Roger S. Credit allocation legislation no answer to redlining controversy. Mortgage banker, v. 36, March 1976, p. 6, 10, 12, 14, 16-17.


Impact of Michigan’s common-law disabilities of coverture on married women’s access to credit. (Notes) Michigan law review, v. 74, Nov. 1975, p. 76-105.


Webster, George D. New ruling on club dues may affect associations. (Legal) Association management, v. 28, July 1976, p. 16-17.

Ireland


DISHONESTY

See Also Fraud

Heron, Frederick E. White collar rip-off. Mgt., Inc. Akron, Ohio, c1975. 138 p. [*861 H]


DISPLACEMENT OF AUDITORS

See Auditors-Displacement


DISPOSITIONS of subch. S stock.


DISS, WILLIAM T.


DISSENT without opinion.

Wolffman, Bernard. Dissent without opinion; the behavior of Justice William O. Douglas in Federal tax cases, by Bernard Wolffman, Jonathan L. F. Silver and Marjorie A. Silver. Philadelphia, Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, c1975. 204 p. [751.6 W ]

DISSERTATIONS

See Theses

DISSOLUTION

See Liquidations And Receiverships

DISTILLED SPIRITS INDUSTRY

See Also Breweries

Liquor

Wineries

DISTRIBUTION


Budgeting

DISTRIBUTORS
See Also Parts Distributors
Wholesale Trade


Accounting

Management

Reports and statements

DISTRICT


DITKOFF, JAMES H.

DITTRICH, NORMAN E.

DIVERSE: tax interpretations of accounting concepts.

DIVERSIFICATION
See Products

DIVERSIFICATION FUNDS
See Funds-Mutual
Investment Companies


Wagner, Robin M. Segmented reporting. Management account­ing (NAA), v. 57, April 1976, p. 29-32.

DIVIDENDS See Also Taxation, United States-Dividends

Commerce Clearing House. Stock values and dividends for 1978 tax purposes; market values, par values and dividends of listed or regularly quoted stocks for 1976 federal, state and local tax purposes; including special supplement on the Pennsylvania tax status of bonds. Chicago, 1976. 166 p. plus 16 p. [*724 C]
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DOBRY, GEORGE.

DOBSON, JAMES H.

DOCTOR, BERNARD.
Peddersen, Raymond B. Departmental review leads to changes in operational systems, by Raymond B. Pedderson and Bernard Doctor. (Food service) Hospitals, v. 50, July 1, 1976, p. 99-103.

DOCTORAL PROGRAMS IN ACCOUNTING
See Also Accounting Courses

DOCTORS
See Dentists
Physicians

DOCUMENTS
See Records

DODDS, J. C.
Financial intermediaries - freedom or control? Accountants review (Eng.), v. 27, March 1976, p. 44-51.

DODSON, CHARLES.

DOE, WILLIAM.

DOES financial counseling include bankruptcy tips? Savings & loan news, v. 96, May 1975, p. 64-7.

DOHERTY, DAVID P.
DOHERTY, WILLIAM O.


DOING BUSINESS ABROAD

See Branches, Foreign Corporations, Foreign Export and Import Trade Foreign Operations Foreign Trade Holding Companies And Subsidiaries, Foreign Subsidiaries


DOLAN, KENNETH F.


DOLAN, WILLIAM J.


DOLANSKI, ANTHONY P.


DOLFMAN, MICHAEL L.


DOMESTIC COUNCIL COMMITTEE ON THE RIGHT OF PRIVACY.


DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATIONS

See Also Taxation, United States - Domestic International Sales Corporations

DOHERTY, WILLIAM O.


DOMINIAK, GERALDINE F.


DOMINICAN REPUBLIC.


DONAGHY, WILLIAM C.


DONAHUE, RUSSELL B.


DONALD, GRAHAM E. B.

Financial reporting for the life insurance industry. CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, April 1976, p. 48-52.

DONALDSON, ALLAN A.


DONELSON, J. GARFIELD.


DONELSON, WILLIAM S.


DONLON, STEPHEN J.


DONNELL, JOHN D.


DONNELLY, AUSTIN.


DONNELLY, CAROLINE.


DONNELLY, KEVIN A.

Should you lease or buy your factory? Management (Irish), v. 23, Sept. 1976, p. 21, 23.
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DOORS
See Woodworking

DOPUCH, NICHOLAS.

DORFMAN, MARK S.

DORFMAN, RON.
Black banker: the promised land was Chicago First National. Business and society review, no. 17, Spring 1976, p. 43-4.
Whites fled, but the bank stayed. Business and society review, no. 18, Summer 1976, p. 58-61.

DORNBUSCH, RUDIGER.

DORNFIELD, K AVIE.
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How to allocate accrued benefits under a defined benefit plan for employer and employee contributions. (Current developments) Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 201.
How to use plan proceeds to pay taxes and debts without estate tax consequences. (Current developments) Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 200.
Interim rulings will be issued while IRS reconsiders discriminatory vesting tests. (Current developments) Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 196-8.

DORN OFF, RONALD J.

DORSEY, TERRY.


DOUBLE TAXATION
See Taxation-International Double Taxation, United States-Double

DOUGLAS, NORMAN E.

DOUGLAS, WILLIAM O.
Wolfman, Bernard. Dissent without opinion; the behavior of Justice William O. Douglas in Federal tax cases, by Bernard Wolfman, Jonathan L. F. Silver and Marjorie A. Silver. Philadelphia, Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, c1975. 204 p. [751.6 W]

DOUGLASS, FRANK.

DOUMAR, ALBERT G.
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DOUMLELE, RUTH H.

DOW CHEMICAL CO.

DOW Jones investor’s handbook, 1975.

DOW Jones-Irwin guide to tax planning.

DOWLING, T. J.

DOWLING, WILLIAM F.
Bell, Daniel. Conversation with Daniel Bell, an interview conducted by William F. Dowling. Organizational dynamics, v. 5, Summer 1976, p. 34-49.
Conversation with George C. Homans, conducted by William F. Dowling. Organizational dynamics, Autumn 1975, p. 34-54.

DOWNES, DAVID H.

DOWNES, GREGG W.

DOWNY, H. KIRK.

DOWNS, J. R.

DOYLE, PETER.


DRAKE, MARGARET V.
Hammon, Gary L. Hospital data processing presents unique security needs, by Gary L. Hammon and Margaret V. Drake. Hospitals, v. 50, Jan. 1, 1976, p. 103-5.

DREBIN, ALLAN R.

DREFS, JEROLENE A.

DREIER, RONALD.

DRESSES
See Clothing

DREWRY, F. GEORGE.

DREXEL & CO.

DREYER, JEROME L.

DREYFUS, PATRICIA A.
Tying your investments to the indexes. Money, v. 5, May 1976, p. 87-8, 94.


DRILLING
See Exploration And Development Oil Drilling


DRIVE-IN THEATRES
See Moving Picture Theaters

DROB, JAY.

DROBYN, NEIL L.

DRUCKER, PETER F.
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DUBE, GUY.

DUBOFF, JACK I.

DUCHESENEAU, THOMAS D.

DUE, J. F.

DUE, JAMES A.

DUE, JOHN F.

DUPERKSEN, CHRISTOPHER J.

DUERR, MICHAEL G.


DUESENBERG, RICHARD W.

DUESENBERRY, JAMES S.

DUFF, KEN D.
Economic prognostications as they relate to agriculture and its financing. Cooperative accountant, v. 29, Spring 1976, p. 21-8, 79.

DUGDALE, HARRY.
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Performance budgeting. Accountants review (Eng.), v. 27, March 1976, p. 31-43.


DUHL, STUART.

DUKE, R. A.

DUKER, JACOB M.

DUMAS, BERNARD.

DUN, L. C.

DUN & BRADSTREET.
How to control accounts receivable for greater profits. New York, 1974, c1973. 40 p. [*142.3 D]

DUN & Bradstreet handbook of credits and collections.

DUNCAN, IAN D.

DUNCAN, ROBERT B.

DUNCAN, W. JACK.

DUNCOMBE, HENRY L.

DUNCON, IAN D.
Make-or-buy decisions. Industrial accountant (Pakistan), v. 15, Jan.-March 1976, p. 25-32.

DUNGAN, CHRISTOPHER.

DUNHAM, CONSTANCE R.

DUNKEL, ROBERT O.

DUNKLE, JOHN H.

DUNLOP, JOHN T.

DUNLOP, R. L.

DUNN, DAVID R.

DUNN, M. JAMES.

DUNN, MICHAEL.
Attorneys' fees - awards of attorneys' fees are not permissible under a non-statutory private attorney general doctrine. (Comment) Texas Tech law journal, v. 7, Fall 1975, p. 122-32.

DUNNE, GERALD T.

DUNNE, RONALD G.
Sales tax task force looks at green paper. (Ottawa report) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, April 1976, p. 18-19.

DUNPHY, FRANK.

DUPRE, E. E.
Survey of wastewater rates and charges. Washington, Water Pollution Control Federation, c1970. 11 p. (Reprint from Journal of the Water Pollution Control Federation, Jan. 1970.) [*250 Sew]

DUPREE, DEMPSEY.
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DYER, JAMES C.

DYERS AND FINISHERS
See Also Cleaning And Dyeing

DYKES, WILLIAM T. F.
Schlenger, Jacques T. Death benefits paid by corporation, pursuant to contract, to noncontrolling shareholder's widow are not includable in decedent's gross estate under Section 2038(a)(1) as retained power over transferred property, or 2033, as property owned by decedent at death, by Jacques T. Schlenger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 152-4.
Schlenger, Jacques T. Gift tax: taxpayer not entitled to exclusion for trust income payable to donee after he reaches majority, notwithstanding that right to trust income during donee's minority qualifies for annual exclusion under Section 2503(c), by Jacques T. Schlenger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 154-5.

DURAND, DOUGLAS E.

DURDEN, HUGH M.

DUSONCHET, YVES.

DUTIES OF ACCOUNTANTS
See Accountants-Duties And Responsibilities

DUTTA, SANKAR.
Inventory control - a bird's eye view. (Students' section) Management accountant (India), v. 11, Aug. 2, 1976, p. 709-11.

DUTTON, PAUL L.

DWYER, JEFFRY R.

DWYER, KAREN KELLY.

DWYER, WILLIAM A.

DYCKMAN, THOMAS R.

DYER, BOYD KIMBALL.

Schlenger, Jacques T. Later gift of income interest for ten years to begin at expiration of initial income interest gift of five years ineligible for Section 2503(b) annual exclusion, by Jacques T. Schlenger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 47-8.


EADS, RICHARD D.

EAGAN, CLAIRE V.
Possible antitrust violation held insufficient to warrant injunction against tender offeror or duty of disclosure to target shareholders. (In Folk, Ernest L. Securities law review - 1975. New York, c1975. p. 811-20.) [721 F]

EAGLETON, THOMAS F.

EAMES, GARY.

EARL, MICHAEL J.
McCosh, Andrew M. Audit of computer programs, by Andrew M. McCosh and Michael J. Earl. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, July 1976, p. 253-8.

EARLE, WENDELL.

EARNED SURPLUS
See Surplus-Earned

EARNINGS
See Also Income Profits Revenue


Retained
See Also Statements, Financial- Retained Earnings

EARNINGS PER SHARE


Laws, M. L. Earnings per share. (In Bulawayo Society Of Chartered Accountants (Rhodesia). 14 p.) [*102 B]
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ECHOLS, MICHAEL E.


ECKARD, KURT H.


ECKEL, LEONARD G.

ECONOMETRICS


ECONOMIC ACCOUNTING

See Accounting-For Economists
Economics And Accounting
Social Accounting

ECONOMIC ACCOUNTANTS

Robinson, Dusonchet, Kutscher, Bosworth, income, v.


Canada


Developing countries


France

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT—United States (Continued)


ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1965

See Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965

ECONOMIC INDICATORS


Duf, Ren D. Economic prognostications as they relate to agriculture and its financing. Cooperative accountants, v. 29, Spring 1976, p. 21-8, 78.


Jaffe, Alfred I. Economic and political factors affecting premium and loss levels. Risk management, v. 23, May 1976, p. 6-8, 10.


K Mc Kinney, George W. Planning is playing the odds. (Economics and finance) Bankers monthly, v. 93, Feb. 15, 1976, p. 4-6, 7-


Canada


Germany


Great Britain


Ireland


ECONOMIC ORDER QUANTITIES

See Inventories—Economic Order Quantity

ECONOMIC POLICY

See Also Fiscal Policy

Monetary Policy


Jaffe, Alfred I. Economic and political factors affecting premium and loss levels. Risk management, v. 23, May 1976, p. 6-8, 10.
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ECONOMIC POLICY

Kahn, Robert. Is it too many people or the wrong kind of work? Business and society review, no. 18, Summer 1976, p. 31-5.

Koesoemahardja, Djoenea. Towards fulfilling the requirements of an expanding economy, the banking system in Indonesia. SGV group journal (P.I.), no. 2, 1975, p. 28-39.

Leonfitt, Wassily. Alternative to not planning may be chaos, a conversation with Wassily Leonfitt. Business and society review, no. 17, Spring 1976, p. 10-17.


Murphy, Thomas A. Senate bill poses threat; freedom or bureaucracy. Financial executive, v. 44, April 1976, p. 32-5.


Rose, Sanford. We've learned how to lick inflation. Fortune, v. 94, Sept. 1976, p. 100-5, 180, 182, 184.


Brasil


Canada


Europe


Great Britain


India


International


Japan


United States


ECONOMIC STABILIZATION ACT OF 1970


ECONOMICS

American Trucking Associations. National Accounting and Finance Council. NAFC award winning papers. Washington, 1975. 45 p. (Contents; Profit participation plans - establishing, the criteria, by Theodore C. Stover. The economy - where have we been, where are we going? by Ronald B. Lankford. EDP; evolution or revolution? by Dean W. Markle.) [*250 Mot 5]


Bell, Daniel. Conversation with Daniel Bell, an interview conducted by William F. Dowling. Organizational dynamics, v. 5, Summer 1974, p. 34-49.


Leontief, Wassily. Alternative to not planning may be chaos, a conversation with Wassily Leontief. Business and society review, no. 17, Spring 1976, p. 10-17.
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Tillockson, Peter R. Tax costs; gear wages and prices to productivity. *Accountancy* (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 30-2.


Brazil


Japan


New Zealand


Statistics


Teaching


ECONOMICS AND ACCOUNTING


Brazil


Great Britain


ECONOMICS of property rights.


ECONOMICS of the transportation firm: market structure and industrial performance.


ECONOMIES OF SCALE

*See Corporations-Large-Scale*

ECONOMISTS


EDDEY, PETER H.


EDEN-GREEN, ALAN.
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EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE, 43rd Convention, Denver, Colorado, June 2-4, 1975. What they said... New York, 1975. 31 p. (EEI publication, no. 75-1A) [*303 E]


EDUCATION See Also Accounting Courses Accounting Testing Program Accounting-Teaching Examinations Schools And Colleges
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Balke, Thomas E. Analysis of APB opinion coverage in the CPA examination, by Thomas E. Balke and John K. Harris (Education research) Accounting review, v. 51, April 1976, p. 370-5.


Bridgeman, Donald E. HUD inaugurates housing management program at five universities, by Donald E. Bridgeman and Vita Threatt Ellis. Mortgage banker, v. 36, Feb. 1976, p. 36-7.


Accounting Technicians
See Also Accounting Technicians

Australia

Canada

Desmondfollott, J. Time to face up to the comprehensive disasters. (Education) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 57-9.


Muse, A. Training. (Firmly stated) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, April 1976, p. 25.


Costs

Disadvantaged


Europe

Finance

Great Britain


History

Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales

Japan

New York

Nigeria

Non-Accounting Majors Program
See Also Doctoral Programs In Accounting

Master Of Accountancy Programs

On-the-job training

Gennell, Jim. Training tomorrow's accountants - 2: work experience. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 1, 1976, p. 5-6.


South Africa
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Staff Training
See Accountants' Office-Staff Training

Statistics

Surveys

EDUCATION-BANKERS


EDUCATION, CONTINUING


Brosnahan, Carol S. How to choose a CLE program. Practical lawyer, v. 22, April 15, 1976, p. 79-84.


Canada


Sayers, John G. Getting the most out of RPD. CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 39-42.


Maryland
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EDWARDS, HARRY T.


EDWARDS, J. O.


EDWARDS, J. R.


EDWARDS, JAMES B.


EDWARDS, JAMES DON.


EDWARDS, MARK B.


EDWARDS, PAUL.


EDWARDS, RICHARD E.


EDWARDS, STANLEY E.


EDWARDS, TONY M.
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EELLS, RICHARD.


EFFECT of an internal audit function on the scope of the independent auditor’s examination.

EFFECT of an internal audit function on the scope of the independent auditor’s examination.

EFFECT OF TAXATION ON BUSINESS
See Taxation, United States-Effect On Business

EFFECT of widow’s allowance on marital deduction. Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 27.


EFFECTIVE computer: a management by objectives approach.

EFFECTIVE director in action.

EFFECTIVENESS ACCOUNTING

EFFECTS of revenue sharing in Alabama: black and white cities and counties compared.
Kimmelman, William M. Effects of revenue sharing in Alabama: black and white cities and counties compared. Chicago, Municipal Finance Officers Association, 1975. 15 p. [*752 K]

E.E.C.: harmonization of the structures of excise duties on manufactured tobacco.

EFFICIENCY
Lupton, Tom. Efficiency and the quality of worklife, the technology of reconciliation. (Research) Organizational dynamics, Autumn 1975, p. 68-80.

EFFICIENT capital markets and accounting.

EFFICIENT MARKET HYPOTHESIS


EGERTON, CHARLES H.

EGGERT, ROBERT J.

EGGERTSEN, JOHN H.

EGGLESTON, CHARLES H.
EGGLETON, IAN R. C.

EGGLETON, IAN R. C.

EGGS
See Butter And Eggs
Poultry Farms

EGNEW, BRUCE E.

EHRBAR, A. F.
Index funds - an idea whose time is coming. Fortune, v. 93, June 1976, p. 144-8, 150, 152, 154.


EIHRENBERG, A. S. C.

EIHRENBERG, EDWARD.

EICKHOFF, M. KATHRYN.


EILERTSON, ROBERT E.

EINHORN, HILLEL J.


EISENBERG, HOWARD.
Malpractice insurance: these doctors fooled the experts. Medical economics, v. 53, June 14, 1976, p. 91-100.

EISENBERG, MELVIN ARON.
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EISENBAUM, ROBERT A.

EKDAHL, JON.

EKMAN, SHELDON V.

EKVALL, WALLACE C.

ELAM, RICK.
Capitalization of leases and the predictability of financial ratios: a reply. (Correspondence) Accounting review, v. 51, April 1976, p. 413-14.

ELDER, PETER.


Investment tax credit allowed on equipment used on self-constructed property, edited by Peter Elder and T. Milton Kupfer. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 44, Feb. 1976, p. 120.

Long arm of sec. 1248. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 7, April 1976, p. 211.
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Management


Heitger, Lester E. Data base considerations for electric utilities. Management accounting (NAA), v. 57, March 1976, p. 31-3.


Pricing


Rates


Electric utility executives’ forum: are rate design changes here to stay? Public utilities fortnightly, v. 97, June 3, 1976, p. 85-6, 88-90.


Marginal costs in electric rate structures. (Progress of regulation) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 98, Nov. 4, 1976, p. 52-4.


Sherry, Edward V. Load management - the shoe should fit the foot. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 97, June 3, 1976, p. 36-40.


Research and development

Edison Electric Institute, 43rd Convention, Denver, Colorado, June 2-4, 1975. What they said... New York, 1975. 31 p. (EEI publication, no. 75-1A) [S30 E]


Statistics


ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE.

ELLENTUCK, ALBERT B.

ELLENTUCK, ALBERT B.


ELLENTUCK, ALBERT B.
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ELLIOTT, ROBERT R.


ELLIOTT-JONES, M. F.


ELLIOTT-JONES, M. F.


ELLIOTT, JAMES C.


ELLIOTT, JAMES C.


ELLIOTT, JAMES C.


ELLIOTT, PATRICIA C.


ELLIOTT, BURTON.


ELLIOTT, C. ORVILLE.


ELLIOTT, C. WILLARD.


ELLIOTT, CLIFFORD.


ELLIOTT, EDWARD W.


ELLIOTT, JAN WALTER.


ELLIOTT, ROBERT K.


Elliott, Robert K.


Elliott-Jones, M. F.


Ellis, Barbara.

Frequently occurring accidents can be prevented. Hospitals, v. 50, May 1, 1976, p. 86, 88-90.

Ellis, C.


One hospital's MBO program: less direct authority, more staff involvement. Modern healthcare, v. 5, April 1976, p. 45-8.


Ellis, Charles D.


Ellis, J. Brian.


Ellis, loudell O.


Ellis, Vita Threatt.

Bridgeman, Donald E. HUD inaugurates housing management program at five universities, by Donald E. Bridgeman and Vita Threatt Ellis. Mortgage banker, v. 36, Feb. 1976, p. 36-7.

Ellison, Ray.


Ellwood, L. W.


Ellwood, Paul.
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ELLWOOD, PAUL M.

ELLWOOD TABLES

ELMORE, RICHARD T.

ELTON, EDWIN J.

ELVINGER, ANDRE
Position of Luxembourg within the EEC. (In Jones, J.F. Avery. Tax havens and measures against tax evasion and avoidance in the EEC. London, 1974. 84-94.) [753 J]

ELWELL, FAYETTE H.

ELWERTOWSKI, THOMAS C.

EMBEZZLEMENT
Parker, Donn B. Computer abuse, by Donn B. Parker, Susan Nycum and Stephen Oora. Menlo Park, Calif., Stanford Research Institute, c1973. 131 p. (Prepared for the National Science Foundation) [203.9 P]

EMERGENCY assistance plan (survival kit).

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE PLANS
See Accountants' Office-Continuing A Practice

EMERGENCY FACILITIES
See Also Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence-Accelerated


EMERZIAN, A. D. JOSEPH.

EMINENT DOMAIN
See Condemnation Expropriation

EMIP
See Equivalent Maximum Interest Period

EMORY, MEADE.


EMPLOYEE benefit security act of 1974; draft bill...

EMPLOYEE benefit security act of 1974; draft bill...

EMPLOYEE benefit security act of 1974, H.R. 2...


EMPLOYEE BENEFITS


Harris, Arthur F. M. ESOPs ... and the pre-ESOP shareholder. Pension world, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 57-60.
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Lane, Harold E. Scanlon plan revisited. Business and society review, no. 16, Winter 1975-76, p. 57-64.


Mangum, Robert B. Pot at the end of the rainbow may be empty, by Robert B. Mangum, Robert E. Shelton and Jennie S. Stathis. GAO review, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 46-54.


Roscov, James P. Cities: paving the pension plan toll. Pension world, v. 12, April 1976, p. 7-11, 44.


Wardy, Arthur D. Employee plans that invest in employer stock without restrictions are not limited to ESOPs. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 302-6.


Winthrop, Ralph. Forms and workbook: setting up and administering pension, profit-sharing and employee benefit plans and professional corporations. New York, Panel Pub., c1973. 2 v. [208.9 W]

Accountants' Office - Fringe Benefits

See Also Bonus

Fringe Benefits

Pensions

Profit Sharing

Stock Options

Stock Purchase

Taxation,united States-Employee Benefits
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Levin, N. Arnold. Rights of retirees and other decisions. (Cases and rulings) Pension world, v. 12, April 1976, p. 54-4, 56, 58.


Speakman, William H. Common cause: attorneys...auditors...actuaries... and asset managers. ERISA has mandated teamwork for these professionals. Pension world, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 16-18, 69.


Weil, Max. Target benefit plans vs. defined benefit plans - which is the better alternative today? Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 135-40.


Great Britains

Parry-Wingfield, M. A. Employee share options and incentives made easier. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 54-5.

India


Ireland


Management


Maturity leave


Netherlands
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Philippines


EMPLOYEE RATING

See Accountants’ Office - Rating Staff Merit Rating

EMPLOYEE RECORDS


EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME SECURITY ACT OF 1974


Beach, Franklin F. ERISA and her new baby, IRA, complicate the traditional arguments for profit-sharing plans. CLU journal, v. 30, April 1976, p. 19-23.


Burrows, Edward W. Working with the new benefit and allocation limitations under ERISA. Pension and profit- sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 273-88.
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Nassau, Michael J. Fiduciaries required to perform as prudent experts. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 79-85.) [208.9 G]


Nassau, Michael J. Reporting and record-keeping requirements. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 87-97.) [208.9 G]


EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME SECURITY ACT OF 1974


Savage, Michael D. ERISA's spendthrift clause requirement... (From the thoughtful tax advisor) Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, Oct. 1976, p. 602-6.


Schreiber, Irving. How to set up and run a qualified pension or profit-sharing plan for a small or medium size business: based on tax conferences of the Tax Institute of C.W. Post College, Long Island University. Edited by Irving Schreiber. 2nd rev. ed., Greenvile, N.Y., Panel, c1975. 1 v. (looseleaf) (Reflects all changes brought about by the Employee retirement income security act of 1974.) [208.9 S]

Segal, Philip M. Keogh plans can play key role in planning estate of sole proprietor and Sub S stockholder. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 214-18.
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Wardy, Arthur H. Employee plans for profit in employer stock without restrictions are not limited to ESOPs. (Compensation) Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 32-6.


Winthrop, Ralph. Forms and workbook: setting up and administering a profit-sharing, profit-sharing and employee benefit plans and professional corporations. New York, Panel Pub., c1973. 2 v. [208.9 W]


EMPLOYEE STOCK OPTIONS

See Stock Options

EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP PLANS


EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME SECURITY ACT OF 1974


Harris, Arthur F. M. ESOPs ... and the pre-ESOP shareholder. Pension world, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 57-60.


Lee, M. Mark. Valuing closely held stock for ESOP purposes is no simple matter. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 310-19.


Murphy, Roderick H. Taxation strategy - 2: employee's share schemes. Management (Irish), v. 22, Nov. 1975, p. 50, 52.

New form for extra 1% investment credit. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 9, May/June 1976, p. 33.
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EMPLOYEE STOCK PURCHASE
See Stock Purchase

EMPLOYER-PAID tuition can be tax-free fringe benefit. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 252-3.

EMPLOYERS can't blindly accept incorrect W-4's. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan. 1976, p. 36.


EMPLOYMENT
See Also Accountants - Employment
Government Employment And Employees Labor


Seeber, Steven D. Use of employer securities in qualified plans as an alternative method of financing the large publicly held corporation: a computer analysis. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 161-77.
Warady, Arthur D. Employee plans that invest in employer stock without restrictions are not limited to ESOPs. Taxa- tion for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 302-6.
Warady, Arthur D. Employee plans that invest in employer stock without restrictions are not limited to ESOPs. (Com- pensation) Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 32-6.
Winthrop, Ralph. Forms and workbook: setting up and administering pension, profit-sharing and employee benefit plans and professional corporations. New York, Panel Pub., c1973. 2 v. [208.9 W]

EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP TRUSTS
SEC Staff bulletin opposes recording litigation settlements in prior period- other important areas also covered. SEC accounting report, v. 2, Aug. 1976, p. 3-4.


Kahn, Robert. Is it too many people or the wrong kind of work? Business and society review, no. 18, Summer 1976, p. 31-5.


Should the government guarantee full employment? Association management, v. 28, April 1976, p. 57-60.


Equal opportunities


Government regulation


Should the government guarantee full employment? Association management, v. 28, April 1976, p. 57-60.


Great Britain

Burns, Campbell B. Employer's bargain, by Campbell B. Burns and R.N. Savage. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, March 1976, p. 92-5.


Ireland


Statistics


EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS

See Contracts, Employment

EMPLOYMENT OF LAWYERS BY CPAS

See Accountants' Office-Employment Of Lawyers


ENCYCLOPEDIAS

See Also Accounting-Encyclopedias And Dictionaries

ENDICOTT SURVEY


ENDOWMENT FUNDS

See Funds-Endowment

ENERGY

See Power Resources

ENERGY statistics.
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ENGLAND, PHILLIP.


ENGLEBERT, RENNY.
To tax and to please: Canadian Tax Foundation’s Corporate Management Tax Conference. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 15, 1976, p. 78-9.

ENGBRECHT, TED D.

ENGLER, CALVIN.

ENGLISH, CHARLES H.
Southeast Asia: world’s fastest growing trade area. Industrial marketing, v. 61, July 1976, p. 74, 78-9.

ENGLISH COMPANIES ACTS
See Corporations-Law-Great Britain


English-Spanish glossary of tax and financial terms.
Tax Management Inc. English-Spanish glossary of tax and financial terms. Washington, c1974. 30 p. (Special supplement to Tax management international journal.) [*920 F]

ENNEKING, BONNIE J.

ENSTAM, RAYMOND A.

ENTER the REIT business? What kind of fur fetched, curl-your-hair idea is that? Savings & loan news, v. 96, May 1975, p. 56-9.

ENTERTEINERS
See Actors And Entertainers

ENTERTAINMENT EXPENSES
See Expense Accounts
Taxation, United States-Traveling And Entertainment Expenses
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Government regulation


ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
See Pollution Control


ELEY, DONALD R.

EPPS, THOMAS W.


EPSTEIN, MARK.

EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT
Brandel, Roland E. New dangers arise in point scoring, but you can’t afford to be without it. Banking, v. 68, March 1976, p. 88, 90, 92, 94.


EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES ACT


EQUIPMENT
See Machinery And Equipment
Plant And Equipment
Also Under Special Kind, E.G., Electric Equipment


Kircher, Philip G. Securities regulation - breach of statutory duty of inquiry imposed by Section 17(a) of Securities and exchange act subjects accountant to liability as aider-abetor of securities broker's Rule 10b-5 violation: Hochfelder v. Ernst & Ernst. (Recent developments) Villanova law review, v. 20, June 1975, p. 1081-95.


Liles, Margaret R. Auditors' liability to investors for clients' inadequate disclosure, or the auditor as police dog (part 2). (Legal developments) Woman CPA, v. 38, July 1976, p. 27-9, back cover.


Price-level accounting. Cleveland, Ohio, 1975. 11 p. (Statement in response to an exposure draft by the Financial Accounting Standards Board. Retrieval no. 38357) [139 1 E]


When accountants fail to spot fraud. (Legal affairs) Business week, March 15, 1976, p. 50.


ERROR FREE PERFORMANCE

See Zero Defects

ERRORS


ERSCHLER, J.


ESCALATOR CLAUSES


ESKEW, ROBERT K.


ESPOSITO, PATRICK


ESTABLISHING accounting principles. (News & views) CPA journal, v. 46, Nov. 1976, p. 10. (Excerpt from Week in review (Haskins & Sells), Sept. 3, 1976.)

ESTANISŁAO, JESUS P.


Dillingham, Charles. Incorrectly computing the basis of property can prove costly to taxpayer, by Charles Dillingham and Bruce E. Turner. (Tax accounting) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 278-86.


Finerman, Ralph. Additional use for life insurance trust, edited by Ralph Finerman. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 46, June 1976, p. 82.


Institute On Estate Planning. 9th, University of Miami Law Center, 1975. Proceedings ... edited by Philip E. Heckerling. New York, Matthew Bender, c1975. 1 v. (various pagings) [750.2 I]


Medical Economics (Magazine). Your 1974-75 financial planning issue; year-end actions you should start taking now, October 21, 1974. Oradell, N.J., c1974. 158 p. (Special issue of Medical economics, Oct. 21, 1974.) [250 Phyl]


Estate planning concerns the management and disposition of property during a person's lifetime, and the disposition of that property at the person's death. Estate planning is a critical aspect of financial planning and involves the use of legal documents, such as wills, trusts, and powers of attorney, to manage assets and ensure the fulfillment of the person's wishes after their death.

The image contains a list of articles and publications related to estate planning, covering various aspects such as planning strategies, tax issues, and professional advice. The entries are categorized under headings like Estate Planning, Planning, Taxation — Estates And Trusts, and Accountants' Index 1976.

For example, one article lists a discussion on how to approach estate planning problems, providing guidance on how to cope with the problems areas. Another entry details the distribution of estate in accordance with the wishes of the deceased, highlighting the importance of clear and comprehensive documentation.

Several entries focus on tax implications, such as the reduction of estate taxes and the strategic use of trusts to minimize tax liability. The text suggests that the estate tax problems from joint account withdrawals are significant, and strategies to manage these issues are discussed.

The entries also touch on the role of accountants in estate planning, emphasizing their expertise in advising on financial matters and the legal implications of estate management.

In summary, the image provides a comprehensive overview of estate planning, encompassing legal strategies, tax implications, and professional advice for individuals and practitioners involved in this area.
estates—management (continued)


valuation


estes, richard m.


estes, robert c.

Accrual of patronage dividends for corporate cooperative patrons. (Taxfax) Cooperative accountant, v. 29, Spring 1976, p. 44.


More on handling of losses. (Taxfax) Cooperative accountant, v. 29, Spring 1976, p. 64-5.


estes, robert m.


estimated tax returns

see tax returns-estimated


estimating

see also standard costs


estroff, stephen e.


etgar, michael.

ETHICS

See Also Business Ethics
Government Ethics
Labor Ethics
Professional Ethics
Tax Ethics


ETNIER, DON E.

EURO

See Equivalent Unit Costing

EUROBONDS

EUROCURRENCY

EUROCURRENCY market and the recycling of petrodollars.

EURODOLLARS

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY.
Delfosse, J. C. For business, the true EEC is taking shape. Harvard business review, v. 54, March-April 1976, p. 6-8.

Effect on accountancy profession

EUSTICE, JAMES S.


EVALUATING the effectiveness of social programs.

EVALUATION of accountancy systems, developments and requirements in Africa.
Enthoven, Adolf J. H. Evaluation of accountancy systems, developments and requirements in Africa. Chapel Hill, N.C., Graduate School of Business Administration, University of North Carolina, 1975. 119 p. (Ford Foundation sponsored study project appraisal report.) [117 A]
EVANS, D. H.


EVANS, DENNIS.


EVANS, E. J.


EVANS, JAMES A.


EVANS, JOHN T.


EVANS, MICHAEL E.


EVANS, RICHARD B.


EVANS, RONALD W.


EVANS, THOMAS E.


EVANS, THOMAS G.


EVANS, VAN M.


EVENTS OCCURRING AFTER BALANCE SHEET DATE

See Statements, Financial-Disclosure Of Subsequent Events

EVERETT, JOHN O.


EVERETT, MARTIN.


EVERS, FRANCIS P.


EVIDENCE

See Also Professional Ethics-Confidential Communications

Tax Records

Tax Returns

TAXATION, United States-Expert Witnesses


EVIDENTIAL matter pertaining to the historical development of the concepts of disclosure and its uses as a teaching aid.

Johnson, Hans V. Evidential matter pertaining to the historical development of the concepts of disclosure and its uses as a teaching aid. University, Ala., Academy of Accounting Historians, n.d. 17 p. [*150 J]


EWING, DAVID W.


EWING, DENNY R.


EWING, JOHN S.

EXAMINATIONS

See Also: Auditing
Investigations


Harris, John K. Profile and index of the CMA examination, by John K. Harris and Jack L. Krogstad. (Education research) Accounting review, v. 51, July 1976, p. 637-41.


American Bankers Association


Australia


Canada


Desmond, C. J. Time to face up to the comprehensive disasters. (Education) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 57-9.


Certified General Accountants' Association of Canada

Davey, Merrilee. CGA association - June 1975 examinations; number of undergraduates writing, average course mark, and percentage passed. (National facts & figures) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 9, Dec. 1975, p. 11.

Great Britain


Woolf, Emile. Candidate, know thyself. (Students' section) Accountancy Ireland, v. 8, April 1976, p. 37-9. (Reprinted from Accountancy (Eng.).)

Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales


Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland


Ireland


National Association of Accountants


National Society of Public Accountants


EXAMINATIONS, C.P.A.

Balke, Thomas E. Analysis of APB opinion coverage in the CPA examination, by Thomas E. Balke and John K. Harris (Education research) Accounting review, v. 51, April 1976, p. 370-5.

Baumert, Dennis R. State boards nationwide. (From the state board) Nebraska CPA, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 5, 26.


Cost accounting


Uniform


Balke, Thomas E. Analysis of APB opinion coverage in the CPA examination, by Thomas E. Balke and John K. Harris (Education research) Accounting review, v. 51, April 1976, p. 370-5.


Accounting practice


Auditing

Barkman, Arnold Ira. Critical evaluation and extension of the application of quantitative techniques to the field of auditing. Houston, 1974. 164 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - U. of Houston.) [170 B]

Commercial law


Theory of accounts
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EXECUTIVE continuation.

EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT
See Education, Continuing
Executives


EXECUTIVE money map.

EXECUTIVE productivity: an AMA survey report.
Jacobs, Herman S. Executive productivity: an AMA survey report, by Herman S. Jacobs with Katherine Jilson. New York, American Management Associations, c1974. 28 p. [*223.7 J]

EXECUTIVE RECRUITMENT ORGANIZATIONS

EXECUTIVES
See Also Corporations-Officers
Financial Executives
Management
Taxation, United States-Compensation For
Services
Wages, Fees, Salaries-Executives

Dinsmore, Francis W. Developing tomorrow's managers today. New York, AMACOM, c1975. 130 p. [223.7 D]
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Hofstede, Geert. Alienation at the top. (Research) Organizational dynamics, v. 4, Winter 1976, p. 44-60.


Jacobs, Herman S. Executive productivity: an AMA survey report, by Herman S. Jacobs with Katherine Jillinson. New York, American Management Associations, c1974. 28 p. [*223.7 J]


Riebman, Jesse. We won the expense account battle. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, Aug. 1976, p. 57-8.


Transplanting the executive family; how to minimize the shocks. Business week, Nov. 15, 1976, p. 159-61. 169-70.


Foreign-based


International


Ireland


Minority Groups See Also Black Executives
EXECUTORS AND TRUSTEES

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

EXECUTORS AND TRUSTEES

See Also Estate Planning

Estates

Taxation, Estates And Trusts, Under Name Of Country Or State


Borghese, Phyllis. Late filing by attorney's employee results in an addition to tax. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 20, Nov. 1975, p. 31.


Larson, Ronald D. Corporate trustees offer their accounts investment expertise and a variety of services. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 244-7.


Lurie, Michael E. What the asset manager can expect, by Michael E. Lurie and Joel J. Matcovsky. Pension world, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 36-9.


Nassau, Michael J. Fiduciaries required to perform as prudent experts. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 79-85.) [208.9 G]
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ACCOUNTANTS

Accounting

See Also Principal And Income

Duties and responsibilities


Mortland, Jean A. Courts define fiduciaries' duties in deciding cases involving exceptions to rule against self dealing; attorneys caught between warring clients; and the breadth of knowledge possessed by trustees. (New fiduciary decisions) Estate planning, v. 13, Autumn 1976, p. 223-5.


FEES AND COMMISSIONS


GOVERNMENT REGULATION


LIABILITY


Kampner, Paul I. When is a prudent man prudent? Pension world, v. 12, March 1976, p. 31-2, 34-52.


Mortland, Jean A. Recent cases define fiduciary's duties in areas of conflict of interest and breach of fiduciary duty; how duties of executor and trustee differ; and what are standing fiduciary duties. (New fiduciary decisions) Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 223-5.


Nassau, Michael J. Fiduciaries required to perform as prudent experts. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975, p. 79-85.) [208.9 G]


EXECUTORS AND TRUSTEES—Liability—(Continued)


Professional Ethics

See Professional Ethics-Executors And Trustees

Taxation

See Taxation, United States-Executors And Trustees

EXECUTOR’S liability can be shortened but not estate’s. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan. 1976, p. 32.

EXECUTORY CONTRACTS

See Contracts, Executory

EXELBERT, RODD S.


EXEMPLARY DAMAGES

See Damages


EXPANDING your MAS horizons.


EXPANSION


Needham, James J. Threat to corporate growth. (n.p.), Girard Bank, 1974. 60 p. [721 N]
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EXPECTED behavior of deferred tax credits.


EXPENDITURES, CAPITAL

See Also Return On Investment


Bergeron, Pierre G. Investment decisions with less risk. CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Oct. 1975, p. 31-6.
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FRANCE

France

Government regulation


FRANCE

Great Britain

INSURANCE

See Insurance, Foreign Credit

International

Japan

Middle East
Spinks, Nigel. Move to the Middle East now. (Foreign investment) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, March 1976, p. 74, 76-7.

TAXATION

See Taxation, United States-Export And Import Trade

EXPORT CREDIT INSURANCE

See Insurance, Foreign Credit

EXPORT-IMPORT BANK OF THE UNITED STATES


EXPOSITIONS

See Fairs And Expositions


EXpropriations

See Also Condemnation

Taxation, United States-Condemnation
Taxation, United States-Cuban Expropriations
Taxation, United States-Expropriations
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Taxation, United States - Involuntary Conversions


EXTENDED CARE FACILITIES

See Nursing Homes

EXTENDED PROCEDURES

See Auditing-Extended Procedures

EXTENSION of grandfather provisions for business combinations.


EXTENSION of grandfather provisions for business combinations.


EXTRA pay for service abroad.

EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES

See Also Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence—Extractive Industries

Also Under Specific Industry, E.G., Gas, Natural; Mining And Metallurgy; Oil Industry; Quarries And Quarrying; Timberlands


**Accounting**


**Asia**


**Developing countries**


**Reports and statements**


**EXTRACTS AND SYRUPS**

See Flavoring Extracts

**EXTRAORDINARY ITEMS**

See Statements, Financial-Income-Extraordinary Items


**EZEJELUE, A. C.**

FABIAN, ROBERT H.

FABRICANT, SOLOMON.


FACILITIES

FACTORIES
Donnelly, Kevin A. Should you lease or buy your factory? Management (Irish), v. 23, Sept. 1976, p. 21, 23.

Costs

Management

FACTORIZING
See Also Accounts Receivable-Financing
Finance Companies
Inventories - Financing
Loan Companies


FACTS and figures on government finance.

FAGERBERG, DIXON.

FAHEY, WILLIAM R.

FAHY, EDWARD.


FAILURES
See Business Failures

FAIR, THELMA L.

FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT

FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT

FAIR VALUE
See Also Valuation


FAIRNESS


Briloff, Abraham J. GAAP + GAAS = CRAP. Address, before the Nevada Society of CPAs, Lake Tahoe, June 20, 1975. New York, 1975. 20 typewritten pages. [*100 B]


FAIST, RICHARD R.

FAKO, JAMES R.

FALK, EDWARD.
Coal gasification: is it needed and can it be financed? Public utilities fortnightly, v. 97, April 8, 1976, p. 28-31.

FALETTI, PETER F.

FALCK, JAMES.
Planning can't replace money but ..., by James Falick, David Burdick and Henry Winkelman. Modern healthcare, v. 5, April 1976, p. 53-5.

FALK, HAIM.

FALK, JAMES E.

FALSE AND MISLEADING STATEMENTS
See Fraud
Professional Ethics-False And Misleading Statements
Statements, Financial-False And Misleading Statements

FAMILY FOUNDATIONS
See Foundations


FAMILY PARTNERSHIPS
See Taxation, United States-Family Partnerships

FAMILY TRANSACTIONS
See Taxation, United States-Family Transactions

FAMILY TRUSTS
See Taxation, United States-Family Trusts

FANEGA, MILAGROS.

FANTI, IRVING L.


FARBER, LAURENCE.

FARBER, PAUL.
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FARLEY, JARVIS.

FARM accounting and business analysis.

FARM COOPERATIVES
See Agricultural Cooperatives

FARM CREDIT
See Agriculture-Credit

FARM IMPLEMENTS AND EQUIPMENT
See Agricultural Machinery And Equipment


FARMERS' cooperatives and federal income taxes,

FARMS
See Agriculture
Taxation, United States-Farmers

FARNSWORTH, RICHARD L.

FARR, ANTHONY P.

FARR, ROBERT.

FARRAND, JAMES R.

FARRELL, MAURICE L.

FARRELL, PAUL J.

FARROW, WILLIAM G.
Is it we or you vs. me? (Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 141, June 1976, p. 97.
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FAULKNER, P. J.

FAUST, DAVID I.

FAUST, G. ROBERT.

FAWER, MICHAEL S.
Accountant and the criminal tax fraud investigation. Louisiana CPA, v. 34, Fall 1975, p. 28-49.

FAWSETT, JACK.

FAWTROP, R. A.

FAY, RICHARD.

FAVREWEATHER, JOHN.


FEASIBILITY STUDIES


Hammerman, Sy. Opportunity from adversity: planning workouts and new projects with dynamic feasibility studies, by Sy Hammerman and Bruce Baltin. HKF Panorama (Harris Kerr Forster), Issue number 3, p. 8-11, 23.


Seeberg, Steven D. Use of employer securities in qualified plans as an alternative method of financing the large publicly held corporation: a computer analysis. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 161-77.


FEDELL, KATHY.


FASINO, PETER V.

FAULHABER, GERALD R.

FAULKNER, DAVID J.
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FEDERAL budget: its impact on the economy.

FEDERAL BUDGETS
See Budgets, National


FEDERAL CONSUMER CREDIT PROTECTION ACT, 1968
See Consumer Credit Protection Act
Truth In Lending Act

FEDERAL CORPORATIONS
See Government Corporations

FEDERAL DEBT
See Debt-Public

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION.

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1976

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT OF 1971


FEDERAL estate and gift taxes.

FEDERAL estate and gift taxes explained, including estate planning.


FEDERAL budget: its impact on the economy.

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD.
Campaign for change. Savings & loan news, v. 96, May 1975, p. 36-43.
Private home financing goes more and more public. Savings & loan news, v. 96, March 1975, p. 54-60.

FEDERAL HOME LOAN MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION.
Private home financing goes more and more public. Savings & loan news, v. 96, March 1975, p. 54-60.

FEDERAL income tax specimen returns completely worked out for filing in 1975.


FEDERAL INSURANCE CONTRIBUTIONS ACT
See Also Social Security
Taxation, United States-Withholding


FEDERAL LEASING AUTHORITIES
See Leasing Authorities

FEDERAL LOANS AND GRANTS
See Government Loans And Grants

FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION.
Private home financing goes more and more public. Savings & loan news, v. 96, March 1975, p. 54-60.

FEDERAL POWER ACT

FEDERAL PROCUREMENT REGULATIONS
See Also Armed Services Procurement Regulations

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ATLANTA.
Sixth district member banks operating ratios, 1974. Atlanta, 1975. 11 p. [*617 A]

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF CHICAGO.
Operating ratios, 1974 - seventh district member banks. Chicago, 1975. 16 p. [*617 C]
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Tax depreciation under the class life ADR system. New York, Amacom, c1975. 132 p. [149.81 F]

FEIT, MELVIN I.

FEILD, ALAN L.

FEILD, LIPMAN G.

FEILGDURDEN, ROBERT.

FEILDMAN, DANIEL CHARLES.

FEILDMAN, FRANKLIN.

FEILDMAN, STEWART A.

FEILDSTEIN, MARTIN.

FEILX, TED.

FEILX, W. L.

FEILX, WILLIAM L.

FELLER, B.
Australian Society Of Accountants. Accounting for price and price level changes (a symposium), with foreword by B. Feller. Melbourne, Australia, c1974. 72 p. (Bulletin no. 15, March 1974.) [715 A]

FELLINGHAM, JOHN C.

FELSTENHALL, DAN S.

FENN, HARRY.
Growing number - CPAs that are also attorneys. Georgia CPA, v. 17, Spring 1975-76, p. 16-19.

FENTON, HOWARD N.

FENTON, JAMES PATRICK.
Liquidated damages as prima facie evidence. (Notes) Indiana law journal, v. 51, Fall 1975, p. 189-207.

FENWICK, DONALD R.

FENWICK, IAN.

FERBER, STANLY.
Indiana’s malpractice law: the result so far. Medical economics, v. 53, March 22, 1976, p. 29, 32, 37, 41, 45-6.

FERGUSON, JOHN S.

FERGUSON, LEWIS H.

FERRATT, THOMAS W.
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FIDUCIARY tax return guide, 1973 (to be filed in 1974).  
Research Institute Of America. Fiduciary tax return guide,  
action coordinator, Jan. 1974 - section 3.) [775 R]

FIEDLER, EDGAR R.  
Economic policies to control stagflation. (In Academy of  
Political Science. Inflation: long-term problems. New York,  
1975. p. 169-75.) [715 A]  
Obstinate inflation. (Business highlights) Conference Board  

FIEDLER, FRED E.  
Bons, Paul M. Changes in organizational leadership and the  
behavior of relationship- and task-motivated leaders, by  
Paul M. Bons and Fred E. Fiedler. Administrative science  
Leadership game: matching the man to the situation. Organ-  
izational dynamics, v. 4, Winter 1976, p. 6-16.

FIELD, ROBERT E.  
Accountants are not perfect. Price Waterhouse review, v. 21,  

FIELD, THOMAS F.  
Who needs the public interest movement? (In Southern  
California Tax Institute, 27th, University of Southern  

FIELEKE, NORMAN S.  
Exchange-rate flexibility and the efficiency of the foreign-  
exchange markets. Journal of financial and quantitative  

FIELTZ, BRUCE D.  
Further results on asymmetric stable distributions of stock  
price changes. Journal of financial and quantitative analysis,  

FIILIS, TED J.  
Meaning and implications of U.S. v. SIMON as to the legal  
role of accountants. (In Sterling, Robert R. Institutional  
issues in public accounting. Lawrence, Kan., c1974. p. 122- 
36.) [111.1 S]

FIFO METHOD  
See Inventories - First-In, First-Out Method

FIFTH annual survey of bank pooled pension funds. Pension  

FIFTY PER CENT OWNED COMPANIES  
See Also Associated Companies  
Joint Ventures

FIGHT for urban reinvestment. Savings & loan news, v. 96, June  
1975, p. 38-46.

FIGURE flanglers.  
Reichard, Robert S. Figure flanglers. New York, McGraw-  
Hill, 1974. 274 p. [180 R]

FILARDO, LILLIAN Y.  
Randall, Robert F. On the air for NAA. Management account- 
ing (NAA), v. 57, May 1976, p. 58-60.

FERREIRA, JOSEPH.  
Five-year planning for data communications, by Joseph  
51-7.

FERST, STANLEY D.  
Public financial forecasts: friend or foe? Managerial planning,  

FERTAKIS, JOHN P.  
Toward a revitalized Accounting I. (In Edwards, James Don.  

FERTIG, PAUL E.  
Defiee, Philip L. Search for standards: U.S. and abroad, by  
Philip L. Defiee and Stephen A. Zeff. (In Burns, Thomas J.  
Accounting in transition. Columbus, Ohio, 1974. p. 16-46.)  
[109 B]

FESS, PHILIP E.  
Casler, Darwin J. Bridging the gap between academia and  
practice, by Darwin J. Casler and Philip E. Fess. (Education)  
Special case of the culturally disadvantaged, by Philip E.  

FESS, ROBERT C.  
Report on survey of admission and retirement of partners by  
CPA firms in California, by Robert C. Fess and Thomas W.  
7-8.

FETTERS, MICHAEL L.  
Anderson, Dan R. State insurance examiners' reactions to  
forecasted financial data: some implications for account- 
ants, by Dan R. Anderson and Michael L. Fetters. Massa- 

FETYKO, DAVID F.  
Who shall train us? Management accounting (NAA), v. 57, Jan.  
1976, p. 13-14, 22.

FEWER returns to be audited, says IRS. Taxation for account- 

FHA coinsurance: a summary. Mortgage banker, v. 36, May  

FIBRE BOX MANUFACTURERS  
See Paper Box Manufacturers

FIDUCIARY ACCOUNTING  
See Bankruptcy  
Estates  
Executors And Trustees  
Liquidations And Receiverships  
Trust Companies And Departments  
Trusts

FIDUCIARY duty under Section 501 of the LMRDA. (Notes)  
FILING AND INDEXING

See Also Accountants' Office-Filing And Indexing


Conrey, John J. Filing that letter where you can find it again. (Ideas you can use) Association management, v. 28, Sept. 1976, p. 130.


FILLEY, ALAN C.


FILMS

See Also Moving Picture Industry Records-Microfilming Visual Aids


FINANCE

See Also Accounts Receivable-Financing Credit Factoring Finance Companies Loan Companies Loans Subheading, Finance, Under Special Subjects


FINANCE CHARGES


FINANCE COMPANIES

See Also Automobile Finance Companies
Factoring
Loan Companies
Loans
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FINANCE facts yearbook, 1975.

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING FOUNDATION.

Establishing accounting principles. (News & views) CPA journal, v. 46, Nov. 1976, p. 10. (Excerpt from Week in review (Haskins & Sells), Sept. 3, 1976.)

FINANCIAL accounting standards.


FINANCIAL accounting standards.

Financial Accounting Standards Board. Financial accounting standards; original pronouncements as of September 1, 1975, by the Financial Accounting Standards Board, Accounting Principles Board and Committee on Accounting Procedure. Stamford, Conn., c1975. 800 p. [*111.1 F]

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD.


Accounting for contingencies - transition method: an amendment of FASB Statement no. 5. Stamford, Conn., 1975, 8 p. (Statement of financial accounting standards, no. 11, Dec. 1975) [*111.1 F]
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GALARZA, PEDRO A.

GALBRAITH, JOHN KENNETH.

GALL, JOHN E.

GALLAGHER, NINA.
Judge for yourself - are state taxes in your business a write off or a rip off. Massachusetts CPA review, v. 50, Sept./ Oct. 1976, p. 7-10.

GALLAGHER, THOMAS J.

GALLER, L. R.

GABLER, J. M.

GAIN, on some currency deals may be deferred. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 110.

GAINES, TILFORD C.

GABLER, JOSEPH.

GAMBINI, ANTHONY J.

GAMBLING
See Taxation, United States - Gambling
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GANTT, HENRY L.

GAO announces conditional halt to HEW medicaid payments. Hospitals, v. 50, June 16, 1976, p. 23.

GARAGES
See Also Automobile Service Stations

GARBAGE
See Refuse

GARBAGE DISPOSAL
See Refuse

GARBIS, MARVIN J.

GARBUTT, DOUGLAS.

GARDNER, DON E.

GARDNER, EDWARD M.

GARDNER, LELAND L.

GARDNER, THOMAS H.

GARFIELD, DAVID C.

GARFINKLE, STUART H.
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GARIAN, HARRY Z.


GARRETT, CROMBIE J. D.

GARRETT, DAVID J.


GARRISON, NELSON.

GARRY, GOODMAN.

GARTLAND, PETER.

GARTNER, F. DUANE.

GARY, JAMES A.
External auditors need top management support. Newspaper controller, v. 29, April 1976, p. 4-5.

GAS
See Also Public Utilities


GAS LEASES
See Oil Leases

GAS, NATURAL.
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**GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS**

See Automobile Service Stations

**GASTIL, RAYMOND D.**


**GASTINEAU, GARY L.**


**GASTWIRTH, JOSEPH L.**


**GATES, STEPHEN F.**


**GATEWOOD, ROBERT.**


**GATT**

See Taxation - General Agreements On Tariffs And Trade (Gatt)

**GAVIN, MARSHALL P.**


**GAYNOR, RONAN.**


**GAYTON, ROBERT J.**

RDP is not the answer. CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, May 1976, p. 22-7.

**GEARY, ANNE J.**


**GEBHARD, LAVERNE E.**

WICPA and its women in certified public accounting, by LaVerne E. Gebhard and Marilyn B. Mayr. (Guest column) Wisconsin CPA, March 1976, p. 16.

**GEDRICH, S. F.**

Business planning at Sperry Rand. Long range planning, v. 9, April 1976, p. 38-49.

**GEE, EDWIN A.**


**GEE, GEORGE D.**
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GEHRIG, LEO J.

GEIS, GILBERT.

GELB, BERNARD A.

GELB, BETSY D.

GELB, GABRIEL M.

GELBERG, FREDERICK.
Lump sum distributions: taxation in two separate ways, by Frederick Gelberg and Harvey E. Blitz. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 131-7.) [208.9 G]
Plan termination insurance: how it will protect workers, by Frederick Gelberg and Harvey E. Blitz. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 115-22.) [208.9 G]

GEFAND, BERTRAM R.

GELLERMAN, SAUL W.

GELLHORN, WALTER.

GELLMAN, HARVEY S.

GEMMELL, JIM.
CPP and the small client. Accountancy (Eng.); v. 87, Feb. 1976, p. 80, 82.
Training for the smaller firm. (In practice) Accountancy (Eng.); v. 87, May 1976, p. 82, 84.
Training tomorrow's accountants - 2: work experience. Accountant (Eng.); v. 175, July 1, 1976, p. 5-6.

GENÈRE, FRANCOIS.

GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE (GATT)
See Taxation-General Agreement On Tariffs And Trade (Gatt)

GENERAL GROWTH PROPERTIES.
REIT that makes money. (Real estate) Business week, Jan. 26, 1976, p. 74.

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION.

GENERAL price-level accounting.

GENOVESE, RALPH.

GENT, DONALD L.

GENTRY, JAMES W.

GEOFRIION, A. M.

GEORGESON, WAYNE D.

GERARD, KAREN.

GERBER, LAWRENCE.

GERBER, MARK S.

GERBOTH, DALE L.

GERHARDT, EUGENE C.

GERHARDT, FREDERICK J.
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GHOSH, SHYAMAL K.
Allocation of joint costs in process industries. Management accountant (India), v. 11, April 1, 1976, p. 327-31.

GIARDINA, JAMES A.

GIBBONS, JAMES.

GIBBONS, JOHN J.

GIBLIN, EDWARD J.

GIBSON, CHARLES.

GIBSON, CHARLES H.

GIBSON, CORINE.

GIBSON, JO-ANNE.

GIBSON, MALCOLM H.

GIBSON, RICHARD G.
Voluntary/mandatory continuing education. (President’s page) Wisconsin CPA, Dec. 1975, p. 3.

GIBSON, ROBERT W.

GIDDENS, JOHN H.

GIDDY, JAN H.
GIES, T. G.


GIFFORD, WILLIAM C.


GIFT CERTIFICATES

*See Also* Premium Merchandising


GIFT tax now or estate tax later - new planning guides.


GIFTS

*See Also* Taxation, United States-Gifts


GIFTS of closely-held stock fail to qualify for $3000 annual exclusion. (Selected recent developments) *Estates, gifts and trusts journal*, July-Aug. 1976, p. 32-3.

GIGNAC, RICHARD.


GILB, TOM.


GILBERT, G. TAYLOR.


GILBERT, JOHN J.


GILBERT, LEWIS D.


GILBERT, RITA K.


GILBERT, THOMAS F.


GILBRETH, FRANK B.


GILBRETH, LILIAN M.


GILCHRIST, CHARLES W.


GILDERESLEEVE, THOMAS R.


GILES, PHILIP.


GILEWICZ, PETER J.


GILKISON, W. S.


GILL, CHARLIE.


Depreciation reminder, by Charlie Gill and Robert A. Mulshine. (Tax topics for practitioners) *Journal of real estate taxation*, v. 3, Fall 1975, p. 100-1.
When land becomes productive so as to preclude capitalization of carrying charges, by Charlie Gill and Robert A. Mulshine. (Tax topics for practitioners) *Journal of real estate taxation*, v. 3, Fall 1975, p. 100.

**GILL, EDWARD K.**


**GILLES, L. H.**


**GILLICK, JAMES V.**


**GILLIS, JOHN G.**


**GILMAN, ALBERT R.**


**GILMOUR, PETER.**


**GINOUVES, ALBERT G.**


**GINSBURG, JOSEPH.**


**GINSBURG, MARTIN D.**


**GIPE, GEORGE W.**


**GIRARD BANK.**

Needham, James J. Threat to corporate growth. (n.p.), Girard Bank, 1974. 60 p. [721 N]

**GIRL SCOUTS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.**


**GIRO.**


**GISON, CORNELIO.**


**GIUNTA, JOHN S.**


**GIVENS, HARRISON.**
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GIVENS, HORACE R.

GIVNER, RONALD P.

GLADE, WILLIAM P.

GLADSTONE, WILLIAM.
Outside auditors should report to the board - but that isn't real life. Forbes, v. 117, May 15, 1976, p. 92.

GLANDER, C. EMORY.

GLASER, SIDNEY.

GLASGOW, RONALD W.

GLASS-STEAGALL ACT

GLASSBERG, CARL L.


GLASSER, MELVIN A.

What price health care? Hospital administration, v. 20, Fall 1975, p. 7-19.

GLASSER, STEPHEN A.

GLAULTIER, M. W. E.

GLEASON, PAUL.

GLEIMIUS, RUTGER.
Allowances in respect of plant or machinery brought into use in a process of manufacture or similar process outside an economic development area, by Rutger Gleimius and Mark Crisp. (Tax snippets) South African chartered accountant, v. 12, June 1976, p. 208-9.

Brains and skills as capital assets: the cost of training courses and personal development expenditure, by Rutger Gleimius and Mark Crisp. (Tax snippets) South African chartered accountant, v. 12, Jan. 1976, p. 6, 8-9, 27.


Undistributed profits tax and non-resident shareholders tax with particular attention to the position of foreign companies which obtain income from the Republic. (Tax snippets) South African chartered accountants, v. 12, Aug. 1976, p. 279-81, 290.

GLENN, DAVID W.

GLENN, E. J.

GLENN, LAWRENCE E.

GLIDEWELL, JOHN C.


GLOUDEMANS, ROBERT J.
Multiple regression analysis applied to residential properties: a study of structural relationships over time, by Robert J. Gloodemans and Dennis W. Miller. (Applications and implementation) Decision sciences, v. 7, April 1976, p. 294-304.

GLOVER, EDWIN E.

GLUCK, FREDERICK W.

GLUCK, HAROLD.
Are you inviting burglary? Veterinary economics, v. 17, April 1976, p. 28-9, 32.
GLUCK, MATTHEW.


GLUKLICK, EDWARD.


GNAZZO, EDISON.


GOATER, H. J.


GOBEL, BRUCE C.


GOBLE, ROSS LAWRENCE.


GOCH, DESMOND.


GODDU, GEORGE A.


GODIN, VICTOR B.


GOELZER, GERALD H.

Day we re-lived our history. (History corner) Wisconsin CPA, Dec. 1975, p. 20.


GOERDELER, REINHARD.


GOETZ, BILLY E.


GOETZ, CHARLES J.


GOLD, STEVEN D.
Is Section 6861 the source of authority for short-year jeopardy assessments under the Internal Revenue code? (Comments) Kentucky law journal, v. 63, no. 4, 1974-75, p. 1027-45.

GOLD EQUITIES
See Securities - Gold

GOLDBERG, ALFRED M.

GOLDBERG, RAY A.

GOLDBERG, SANFORD H.

GOLDBERG, SEYMOUR.

GOLDBERG, STEPHEN B.

GOLDEN, ALVIN J.
Life insurance: recent cases show how to keep insurance proceeds out of estate. (Estate tax) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 262-7.

GOLDEN, KENNETH E.

GOLDFEIN, LAURENCE.
GOLDFEIN, LAURENCE.-(Continued)


Lore, Martin M. Section subheadings can be used to interpret statutes, by Martin M. Lore and Laurence Goldfein. (Effective tax procedures) *Journal of taxation*, v. 44, March 1976, p. 180-1.


GOLDMAN, ABRAM F.


GOLLMAN, MORTON D.

Securities loss may be ordinary if theft is involved. (Tax clinic) *Tax adviser*, v. 7, Feb. 1976, p. 100-1.

GOLDSCHMIDT, YAAQOV.


GOLDSMITH, J. C.


GOLDSMITH, JEAN-CLAUDE.


GOLDSTEIN, LEONARD R.


GOLK, VICTOR L.


GOLEMBE, CARTER H.


GOLF CLUBS

See Clubs

GOLF COURSES

See Also Clubs

Costs


Depreciation

See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence-Golf Courses

Depreciation

See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence-Golf Driving Ranges

GOLF TOURNAMENTS

See Tournaments

GOLIGHTLY, HENRY O.

How to turn subordinates on - or off. (Practitioners forum) *Journal of accountancy*, v. 142, Nov. 1976, p. 49, 51-2, 54, 56. (Reprinted from *Data management*.)

GOLLADAY, FREDERICK.


GOMBERG, WILLIAM.


GOMECHE, EUGENE LOUIS.


GOMEZ, JORGE GARCIA.


GONENES, NICHOLAS J.


GOOCH, JAMES J.


GOODING, JUDSON.


GOODISON, DONALD.

Attorney General of Canada vs James C. Weaver and Freda J. Weaver. (Tax forum) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 10, April 1976, p. 12.

Be-Vi Investment Corp. vs. the Queen. (Tax forum) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 10, April 1976, p. 12-13.

Hugo Deuchle (appellant) vs Minister of National Revenue. (Tax forum) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 10, April 1976, p. 13.

Queen vs. Pascoe. (Tax forum) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 10, April 1976, p. 12.

GOODMAN, HORTENSE.


American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Illustrations of the disclosure of related party transactions, by Hortense Goodman and Leonard Lorensen. New York, c1975. 62 p. (Financial report survey, no. 8) [*111.1 A]

American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Illustrations of the disclosure of subsequent events: a survey of the application of section 560 of Statement on auditing standards no. 1, by Hortense Goodman and Leonard Lorensen. New York, c1976. 78 p. (Financial report survey, no. 9) [*111.1 A]


GOODMAN, JOHN C.


GOODMAN, LAWRENCE G.


Section 16(b) in mergers and acquisitions - the Occidental case. (In Kirshberg, Richard D. Acquiring publicly held securities. New York, 1974. p. 89-102.) [721 K]

GOODMAN, LAWRENCE PETER.


GOODMAN, LEO A.


GOODMAN, MAX A.


GOODMAN, RICHARD ALAN.


GOODMAN, ROGER J.


GOODMAN, SYDNEY D.


GOODRICH, JOAN C.


GOODWILL.

See Also Accountants' Office-Valuation And Goodwill


GOODWILL—(Continued)
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Australia


Great Britain


Tax Aspects

See Taxation, United States-Goodwill

Valuation


GOODWILL and its treatment in accounts.


GOODWIN, JOHN R.


GOPALA RAO, G.


GORDIMER, RICHARD.

How to acquire a corporation with its own money. Practical accountant, v. 9, July/Aug. 1976, p. 28-32.

GORDON, ARTHUR L
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GORDON, DAVID E.

Choosing the right alternative to meet the 10% limit for pension plans overinvested in employer securities, by David E. Gordon and John J. Sabl. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 320-38.

GORDON, GEORGE BYRON.


GORDON, JAMES.


GORDON, LAWRENCE A.


GORDON, MYRON J.


GORDON, PAUL J.


GORDON, RICK.

Europe sees threat in U.S. protectionism. Industrial marketing, v. 61, April 1976, p. 1, 6, 10.

GORDON, ROBERT A.
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GORDON, TODD L
Disability insurance for pregnancy: whose business is it? (Commentary) Business and society review, no. 16, Winter 1975-76, p. 69-70.

GOLRLICK, SHELDON H.
Don’t miss out on these personal tax deductions. Medical economics, v. 53, March 8, 1976, p. 90-5.
How to be ready for an I.R.S. corporate audit. Medical economics, v. 53, Sept. 6, 1976, p. 188-90, 194.
How to head off problems in the years ahead. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 139, 142, 147-8. (Special issue on retirement plans)
Keogh vs. incorporation: you can’t afford to stand pat. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 9-17. (Special issue on retirement plans)
Take the misery out of managing your plan. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 43-8, 50, 55-8. (Special issue on retirement plans)

GORMAN, JOSEPH G.
Planning for the liquidation or sale of a partner’s interest upon death. (In Southern California Tax Institute, 27th, University of Southern California Law Center, 1975. Major tax planning for 1975. New York, 1975, p. 543-38.) (75.02 S)

GORONZI, FRIEDHEIM.

GOTTFRIED, IRA S.

GOTTSCHALK, PETER.

GOTTSCHALL, KENNETH L.

GOUDZWAAI, MAURICE B.

GOUREVITCH, HARRY G.

GOURLAY, R. L.

GOVERNMENT

See Also Counties
Municipalities
States

Accountability

Accounting
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accounting Standards Division. Accrual of revenues and expenditures by state and local governmental units: proposal to (F.A.S.B.) ... to amend AICPA industry audit guide... New York, 1975. 8 p. (Statement of position, 73-3, July 1975.) (711.1 A)
Arthur Andersen & Co. Sound financial reporting in the public sector: a prerequisite to fiscal responsibility. Chicago, 1975. 35 p. (731 A)
Freimark, Herbert A. Governmental accounting - the road to moratorium. CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 31-4.
Stevens, Wilbur H. Future promise of social accountability. Remarks, before the 8th annual New Mexico Accounting and Management Seminar, Albuquerque, New Mexico, November 17, 1972. (n.p.), n.d. 35 typewritten pages, [*110.6 S]


Auditing


American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accounting Standards Division. Accrual of revenues and expenditures by state and local governmental units; proposal to (F.A.S.B.) ... to amend AICPA industry audit guide... New York, 1975. 8 p. (Statement of position, 75-3, July 31, 1975.) [*111.1 A]


Ols, John M. Auditing the loan program of the Small Business Administration. GAO review, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 30-4.


Stevens, Wilbur H. Future promise of social accountability. Remarks, before the 8th annual New Mexico Accounting and Management Seminar, Albuquerque, New Mexico, November 17, 1972. (n.p.), n.d. 35 typewritten pages, [*110.6 S]


Australia


Great Britain


Budgeting

See Budgets, National E.G., Budgets, National-United States

Costs


Canada


Great Britain


Data Processing

See Government Agencies And Departments-Data Processing

Expenditures

See Government-Costs

Finance


Management audit


Reorganization


Reports and statements
Arthur Andersen & Co. Sound financial reporting in the public sector: a prerequisite to fiscal responsibility. Chicago, 1975. 35 p. [*311 A]


GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND DEPARTMENTS
See Also Government Corporations
And Under United States, For Specific Departments


Accounting


Auditing


Ols, John M. Auditing the loan program of the Small Business Administration. GAO review, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 30-4.


Great Britain


Japan


Data processing


Finance


Financial management


Internal auditing


Management
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Rondinelli, Dennis A. Public planning and political strategy. Long range planning, v. 9, April 1976, p. 75-87.


Management audit

Practice before

Reorganization
See Government-Reorganization

Reports and statements


Simon, William E. Continuing search for sound financial reporting. Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 36, July 1976, p. 6-8. (Speech given at opening meeting of the Advisory Committee on Consolidated Financial Statements.)

Simon, William E. Continuing search for sound financial reporting. Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 36, July 1976, p. 4-6. (Excerpted from remarks before the House Committee on Appropriations.)


Staff training

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND DEPARTMENTS—Management

GOVERNMENT and the sports business.

GOVERNMENT COMMISSIONS
New York (State). Governor’s Task Force on Human Services. Conserving New York State’s most important resource. (n.p.), 1975. 68 p. plus appendices. [*324.1 N]


GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
See Contracts, Government

GOVERNMENT CORPORATIONS
See Also Government Agencies And Departments Public Authorities Public Works


Canada

GOVERNMENT DEBT
See Debt-Public

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT AND EMPLOYEES


Mangum, Robert B. Pot at the end of the rainbow may be empty, by Robert B. Mangum, Robert E. Shelton and Jennie S. Stathis. GAO review, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 46-54.


Roscov, James P. Cities: paying the pension plan toll. Pension world, v. 12, April 1976, p. 7-11, 44.
GOVERNMENT ETHICS

GOVERNMENT ETHICS


GOVERNMENT LOANS AND GRANTS

Accounting

Ireland

Auditing

Ols, John M. Auditing the loan program of the Small Business Administration. GAO review, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 30-4.

Ireland

GOVERNMENT NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION.

Ganis, David G. GNMA futures market has advantages, but not a way to make or take delivery. Mortgage banker, v. 36, Jan. 1976, p. 16, 18-23.
Private home financing goes more and more public. Savings & loan news, v. 96, March 1975, p. 54-60.

GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS (ELECTED)
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GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

Canada

Developing countries


GOVERNMENT PLANNING
See National Planning

GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY
Bell, Daniel. Too late reacting, and too much regulation. Business and society review, no. 18, Summer 1976, p. 4-8.
Corporate democracy and the corporate political contribution. (Notes) Iowa law review, v. 61, Dec. 1975, p. 545-79.
Herman, Stewart. Das is kapital? The case of energy development, by Stewart Herman and James Cannon. Business and society review, no. 18, Summer 1976, p. 20-3.
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Murphy, Thomas A. Businessman's concern for freedom. Address, delivered April 23, 1975, National Honorees Luncheon of Beta Gamma Sigma, Las Vegas, Nevada. St. Louis, Mo., Beta Gamma Sigma, 1975. 4 p. (Invited essay, initial issue) [*223 M]


Murphy, Thomas A. Senate bill poses threat: freedom or bureaucracy. Financial executive, v. 44, April 1976, p. 32-5.


Singel, John B. Privacy regulations are coming by John B. Singel and O. Bruce Gupton. Price Waterhouse review, v. 21, no. 1, 1976, p. 11-18.


GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

Australia


Canada

Biddell, Jack L. Must we move to a controlled economy? (Speakers corner) CA magazine (Can.), v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 22, 24-5. (Based on a talk delivered to the Alberta Institute of Chartered Accountants, June 11, 1976.)

Calpin, Martin. Auditing guideline. (Research) CA magazine (Can.), v. 109, April 1976, p. 56-8.


Mulcahy, Gertrude. Accounting guideline. (Research) CA magazine (Can.), v. 109, April 1976, p. 54-6.

Ward, David G. AIB's second wave...makes a profitable course harder to navigate. CA magazine (Can.), v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 32-6.


Whitshart, David H. Prices and profits controls. CA magazine (Can.), v. 109, April 1976, p. 38-43.

Germany


Great Britain


New Zealand


GOVERNMENT SECURITIES

See Securities - Government

GOVERNMENTAL accounting.


GOVERT, PAUL C.


GOWDA, K. NANCE.

Role of costs in pricing. (Economics) Chartered accountant (India), v. 24, March 1976, p. 477-82.

GOWLER, DAN.
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GRAIN FUTURES ACT OF 1922

GRAIN TRADE

GRAINGER, GARY H.

GRAMLICH, EDWARD M.

GRANDE, DONALD I.

GRANDE, VINCENT B.

GRANFIELD, MICHAEL,

GRANHOLM, JACKSON W.

GRANICK, DAVID.

GRANOF, MICHAEL H.


GRANT, ANTHONY.

GRANT, IRVING M.
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GRANT, STUART M.

GRANTS-IN-AID
Kimmelman, William M. Effects of revenue sharing in Alabama: black and white cities and counties compared. Chicago, Municipal Finance Officers Association, 1975. 15 p. [752 K]

Accounting

Auditing

Canada

Ireland

GRANWELL, ALAN W.

GRAPES, Z. THOMAS.

GRAPHIC ARTS
See Also Bookbinding
Electrotyping
Lithographing
Printing
Publishers

GRAPHIC METHODS
See Also Flow Charts

GRAPHICAL EVALUATION AND REVIEW TECHNIQUE
See Gert

GRAVEL
See Sand And Gravel

GRAVES, DALE L.

GRAVES, G. W.

GRAVES, JOHN H.

GRAVES, THOMAS J.

GRAY, DANIEL H.

GRAY, EDMUND.

GRAY, EDMUND R.


Chambers, R. J. Accounting for inflation - part or whole? Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, March 1976, p. 86-9.


MacDonald, Murdoch. Straight from the horse's mouth, by Murdoch MacDonald and Derek G. Smith. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, Jan. 1976, p. 15-16. (An interview with Sir Francis Sandilands.)


Perrin, John R. Why CPP is not the answer. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 56, 58, 60.


---

Laws, Statutes, etc.


---

GREAT BRITAIN.—Inflation Accounting Committee.

---

National Health Service.


GREBNER, LEO.


GREEN, ARTHUR G.


GREEN, D. E. F.

Investments held for safe custody: are our audit methods satisfactory? Accountant (Eng.), v. 173, Nov. 13, 1975, p. 549-50.

GREEN, DOUGLAS J.


GREEN, ERIC.


GREEN, ERIC F.

Time-sharing resort: boon or boondoggle? HKF Panorama (Harris Kerr Forster), Issue number 3, p. 13, 22-3.

GREEN, H. BAIRD.


GREEN, LAWRENCE W.

Potential of health education includes cost effectiveness. Hospitals, v. 50, May 1, 1976, p. 57-60.

GREEN, MARK J.


GREEN, ROBERT T.


GREEN, STEVEN J.


GREEN, THAD B.


---
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GREENFIELD, JULIUS.

GREENHUT, M. L.

GREENSIDE, MYRON.

GREENSPAN, ALAN.

GREENSTEIN, MARY.

GREENWALD, BRUCE M.

GREENWALD, DOUGLAS.

GREER, WILLIS R.

GREGORY, FRANCIS M.

GREGORY, GENE.
GREIF, HARVEY E.
Dellorffano, Fred M. Planning under the new Massachusetts estate tax law, by Fred M. Dellorffano and Harvey E. Greif. Massachusetts CPA review, v. 50, Jan./Feb. 1976, p. 16-22, 24-7, 36.

GREIF, JOSEPH.


GREISMAN, BERNARD.

GREJTAK, CHRISTOPHER M.

GREMILLION, CHARLES C.

GRENSIDE, JOHN.

GRESHAM, ZANE O.

GRIEVES, FRANCIS J.

GRENNENBERGER, WARREN F.

GRIER, PAUL.

GRIFFES, ERNEST J. E.
Organizing and managing responsibilities of ERISA's superman - the plan administrator. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 263-72.

GRIFFIN, CARLTON H.

GRIFFIN, PAUL A.

GRIFFIN, RICHARD J.
Audit of operational controls and nonfinancial data. (Accountability auditing in the community) Internal auditor, v. 33, June 1976, p. 73-5.

GRIFFIN, RICKY W.

GRIFFITH, WILLIAM C.

GRIMM, CLAYFORD T.

GRIMSMLEY, GREGG N.

GRIMSTAD, CLAYTON R.
Comment on New schools of accountancy - accomplish little. (Letters to the editor) CPA journal, v. 46, Nov. 1976, p. 6-7.

GRINDLEY, KIT.

GRINELL, D. JACQUE.

GRINOLD, RICHARD C.
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GUIDE to venture capital sources.
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Taxation
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HOLDING COMPANIES AND SUBSIDIARIES, FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES
See Also Branches, Foreign Corporations, Foreign Foreign Operations Foreign Trade
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See Taxation-Foreign Subsidiaries, Under Name Of Country
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Audit case - illustrative audit papers, by Arthur W. Holmes and Francis E. Moore. 8th ed. Homewood, Ill. Richard D. Irwin, 1975. 1 v. (various pagings) (Serves as Book VI for Holmes and Moore Audit case, 8th ed.) [*170 H]
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See Common Body Of Knowledge
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Mail order ads and accruing co-op funds prove worth in Atlanta. Newspaper controller, v. 29, Feb. 1976, p. 3.

HORTY, JOHN F.

Court ruling could outlaw joint hospital efforts to cut rising costs. (Healthcare law) Modern healthcare, v. 6, Aug. 1976, p. 58, 62.


Negligence serves two masters, Pennsylvania’s supreme court rules that hospitals, as well as surgeons, may be held liable for negligence in the operating room. (Healthcare law) Modern healthcare, v. 5, Jan. 1976, p. 58-60.
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See Knit Goods

HOSPITAL, business office management.
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HOSPITAL CLINICS
See Also Medical Clinics  
Mental Health Clinics

HOSPITAL CORPORATION OF AMERICA.


HOSPITAL financial accounting theory and practice.

HOSPITAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION.


HOSPITAL PHARMACIES  
See Pharmacies, Hospital

HOSPITAL UNDERWRITING GROUP.


HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE  
See Insurance, Disability Insurance, Health And Hospitalization

HOSPITALS


HOSPITALS
See Hospital Audit Services

Glasser, Melvin A. What price health care? Hospital administration, v. 20, Fall 1975, p. 7-19.

Holloway, Robert G. Planning for results and specific outcomes. Hospitals, v. 50, May 16, 1976, p. 77-8, 80, 82.


Newmark, Gaylen L. Can quality be equated with cost? Hospitals, v. 50, April 1, 1976, p. 81-2, 84-6.


Rummer, Patricia K. You are really needed in your hospital's PR. Hospital financial management, v. 6, March 1976, p. 20-2, 24.
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Ambulance Service  
See Ambulance Service
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Oviatt, Bill. Payment patterns. Hospital financial management, v. 29, Nov. 1975, p. 34.

Cost accounting
Reimbursement based on economic cost - what other choice is there? Hospital financial management, v. 29, Nov. 1975, p. 48-51. (Reprinted from Feb./March Review, official publication of the Federation of American Hospitals.)

Costs
Hardy, Crawford R. Contracting with HMOs. Hospital financial management, v. 6, Aug. 1976, p. 10-12, 14.
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Hospitals—Costs

Smedja, Hellena. What you know about materials management can save you—plenty
Hospital financial management,
6, April 1976, p. 46-52
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5, May 1976, p. 39-42
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needs, by Gary L. Hammon and Margaret V. Drake. Hospitals,
50, Jan. 1, 1976, p. 103-5
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6, Feb. 1976, p. 41-4

Hancock, Walton M. Dynamics of hospital operational control
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Johnson, Robert A. We went to the supermarket for our
in-house computer system By Robert A. Johnson and Stephen
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5, 18-20, 22-4, 26
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6, May 1976, p. 14-16, 18
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41

Productivity prospers on the range. Modern healthcare, 5,
April 1976, p. 43

Reimbursement based on economic cost - what other choice
is there? Hospital financial management, 29, Nov. 1975,
p. 48-51. (Reprinted from Feb/March Review, official publi-
cation of the Federation of American Hospitals.)

Respiratory care warrants studies for cost-effectiveness. by
George G. Burton and others. Hospitals, 49, Nov. 16,
1975, p. 61, 64-5, 71

Rowley, C. Stevenson. Which is best to find cost behavior?
Hospital financial management, 6, April 1976, p. 18-22, 24-
6, 28

Seubel, Jeff. Hospitals must establish cost containment pro-
grams. Hospitals, 50, May 1, 1976, p. 32

Silvers, John Byron. Financial management of health institu-
tions, by John Byron Silvers and C.K. Prahalad. New York,


Financial management


Cercone, Robert A. Reflect the true financial picture: prepare current value statements. Hospital financial management, v. 6, May 1976, p. 20-2, 24-5, 57.


Health care experts face the issues. Hospital financial management, v. 6, Sept. 1976, p. 11-38, 48-56, passim.


Kruse, Dennis W. Automating general ledger provides key operating data for department managers. (Practical pointers) Hospital financial management, v. 6, March 1976, p. 51-3.


Productivity prospers on the range. Modern healthcare, v. 5, April 18, 1976, p. 43.


Rowley, C. Stevenson. Which is best to find cost behavior? Hospital financial management, v. 6, April 1976, p. 18-22, 24-6, 28.

Sellers, James H. Microfilm system can reduce data cost. Hospital financial management, v. 6, March 1976, p. 27-32.

Seubel, Jeff. Hospitals must establish cost containment programs. Hospitals, v. 50, May 1, 1976, p. 32.


Smedja, Hellena. What you know about materials management can save you - plenty Hospital financial management, v. 6, April 1976, p. 46-52.

Steele, Mark M. Knowing when to say no helps two hospitals cut costs. Modern healthcare, v. 5, May 1976, p. 39-42.


Steele, Mark M. Tempers rise but costs go down. Modern healthcare, v. 5, May 1976, p. 16a-w.
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Umpleby, Vera G. Courtesy discharge system: one hospital's alternative to the patient service representative. (Practical pointers) Hospital financial management, v. 6, May 1976, p. 52-3.

Voyvodich, Marc E. Medicare cost report: on mastering the monster, part 2. (Focus on finance) Hospitals, v. 50, April 1, 1976, p. 29.

Food service
Pedersen, Raymond B. Departmental review leads to changes in operational systems, by Raymond B. Pedersen and Bernard Doctor. (Food service) Hospitals, v. 50, July 1, 1976, p. 99-103.

Government regulation
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Great Britain

Maxwell, Robert J. Now is the time to count the cost of the NHS. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 30-3.

Incentive reimbursement


Information systems

Hammon, Gary L. Hospital data processing presents unique security needs, by Gary L. Hammon and Margaret V. Drake. Hospitals, v. 50, Jan. 1, 1976, p. 103-5.

Insurance


Internal control

Hancock, Walon M. Dynamics of hospital operational control systems. Hospital & health services administration, v. 21, Summer 1976, p. 23-42.

Investor's

Smejda, Hellena. What you know about materials management can save you - plenty Hospital financial management, v. 6, April 1976, p. 46-52.
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Ellis, Barbara. Frequently occurring accidents can be prevented. Hospitals, v. 50, May 1, 1976, p. 86, 88-90.


Ellis, Ce. One hospital's MBO program: less direct authority, more staff involvement. Modern healthcare, v. 5, April 1976, p. 45-8.


Falick, James. Planning can't replace money but ... by James Falick. David Burdick and Henry Winkelman. Modern healthcare, v. 5, April 1976, p. 3-5.


Hannock, Walton M. Dynamics of hospital operational control systems. Hospital & health services administration, v. 21, Summer 1976, p. 23-42.

Hardy, Crawford R. Contracting with HMOs. Hospital financial management, v. 6, Aug. 1976, p. 10-12, 14.

Hayes, James L. Use experts you have to train leaders you need. (Management) Modern healthcare, v. 6, July 1976, p. 56.


Holloway, Robert G. Planning for results and specific outcomes. Hospitals, v. 50, May 1976, p. 77-8, 80, 82.
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Law

Horty, John F. Court ruling could outlaw joint hospital efforts to cut rising costs. (Healthcare law) Modern healthcare, v. 6, Aug. 1976, p. 58, 62.

Layout


Liability


Heinz, Duane H. Study points to the potential of arbitrating malpractice claims. Hospitals, v. 50, April 16, 1976, p. 53-6.

Indiana malpractice rates up 344 per cent. Modern healthcare, v. 6, Aug. 1976, p. 43.

Horty, John F. Negligence serves two masters, Pennsylvania's supreme court rules that hospitals, as well as surgeons, may be held liable for negligence in the operating room. (Healthcare law) Modern healthcare, v. 5, Jan. 1976, p. 58-60.


Management


Bennett, Addison C. Effective management centers on human values. (Management effectiveness) Hospitals, v. 50, July 16, 1976, p. 73-5.

Bennett, Addison C. Effective manager must have both vision and purpose. Hospitals, v. 50, April 16, 1976, p. 67-8, 70.


Management accounting

Productivity prospects on the range. Modern healthcare, v. 5, April 1976, p. 43.


Seven steps to setting up a patient representative system that works. by Betsey M. Clapp and others. Hospital financial management, v. 29, Oct. 1975, p. 42-7.


Steele, Mark M. Knowing when to say no helps two hospitals cut costs. Modern healthcare, v. 5, May 1976, p. 39-42.


Payroll
Johnson, Robert A. We went to the supermarket for our in-house computer system by Robert A. Johnson and Stephen L. Priest. Hospital financial management, v. 29, Nov. 1975, p. 18-20, 22-4, 26.

Personnel


Bennett, Addison C. Effective management centers on human values. (Management effectiveness) Hospitals, v. 50, July 16, 1976, p. 73-5.


Ellis, Ce. One hospital's MBO program: less direct authority, more staff involvement. Modern healthcare, v. 5, April 1976, p. 45-8.


Identifying participants in PSRO system. *Hospitals,* v. 50, June 16, 1976, p. 44.


Metzer, Norman. NLRA boards of inquiry have been used sparingly. (Labor relations) *Hospitals,* v. 50, July 1, 1976, p. 55-7.


Miller, Ronald L. Anticipate questions, seek answers for adept labor relations efforts. (Labor relations) *Hospitals,* v. 50, July 1, 1976, p. 50-4.


Seven steps to setting up a patient representative system that works. by Beatsey M. Clapp and others. *Hospital financial management,* v. 29, Oct. 1975, p. 42-7.


Purchasing


Snedja, Hellen. What you know about materials management can save you plenty. *Hospital financial management,* v. 6, April 1976, p. 46-52.

Quality control

Administrators seek a more active medical audit role. *Modern healthcare,* v. 6, Aug. 1976, p. 35.


Rates


Steele, Mark M. Knowing when to say no helps two hospitals cut costs. *Modern healthcare,* v. 5, May 1976, p. 39-42.

Steele, Mark M. Tempers rise but costs go down. *Modern healthcare,* v. 5, May 1976, p. 16a-w.

Records


Johnson, Robert A. We went to the supermarket for our in-house computer system By Robert A. Johnson and Stephen L. Priest. *Hospital financial management,* v. 29, Nov. 1975, p. 18-20, 22-4, 26.

Sellers, James H. Microfilm system can reduce data cost. *Hospital financial management,* v. 6, March 1976, p. 27-32.

Reports and statements


Comparison of annual and panel surveys. (Hospital indicators) *Hospitals,* v. 50, Sept. 16, 1976, p. 63-4, 66-7.


Security


Hammon, Gary L. Hospital data processing presents unique security needs, by Gary L. Hammon and Margaret V. Drake. *Hospitals,* v. 50, Jan. 1, 1976, p. 103-5.


Staff training


Statistics


Comparison of annual and panel surveys. (Hospital indicators) *Hospitals,* v. 50, Sept. 16, 1976, p. 63-4, 66-7.
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Quarterly report on hospital financial status. (Hospital indicators) Hospitals, v. 50, July 16, 1976, p. 55-60.


Work measurement


HOSPITALS, PSYCHIATRIC

See Mental Health Institutions

HOT debate over oil exploration costs. (Accounting) Business week, Feb. 9, 1976, p. 81-3.

HOTELS


Accounting


Business forecasting


Costs


Finance


How the REITs are reacting. Cornell hotel and restaurant administration quarterly, v. 16, Feb. 1976, p. 35-44.


Financial management


Management


**Management By Contract**

*See Also* Real Estate - Management By Contract

How the REITs are reacting. *Cornell hotel and restaurant administration quarterly*, v. 16, Feb. 1976, p. 36-44.

**Marketing**


**Pricing**


**Reports and statements**


**Statistics**


**Taxation**

*See* Taxation-Hotels, Under Name Of Country Or State

**Valuation**


**HOTELS, CONDOMINIUM**

How the REITs are reacting. *Cornell hotel and restaurant administration quarterly*, v. 16, Feb. 1976, p. 36-44.


**HOTELS, RESORT**


**HOURS OF LABOR**

*See Also* Labor-Law And Regulation


Flextime: what it is, how it works. (Employee relations) *Banking*, v. 68, May 1976, p. 14, 70.
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**HOUSE WRECKING**

*See* Wrecking

**HOUSING**

*See Also* Apartment Houses

Real Estate Management


**Costs**


**Finance**
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Management
Bridgeman, Donald E. HUD inaugurates housing management program at five universities, by Donald E. Bridgeman and Vita Threatt Ellis. Mortgage banker, v. 36, Feb. 1976, p. 36-7.

Subsidies


Williamson, Thomas F. GAO goes to court: the impoundment case. GAO review, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 55-64.

Valuation


HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1974

Title 14
See Interstate Land Sales Full Disclosure Act

HOUSTON, JAMES M.


Law

Government regulation


Private home financing goes more and more public. Saving & loan news, v. 96, March 1975, p. 54-60.


HOW long does IRS require limitations to be extended?


HOW not to litigate a tax case. (Tax blunder) Practical accountant, v. 9, July/Aug. 1976, p. 34.

HOW pension funds have changed their actuarial assumptions. (Pensionforum) Institutional investor, v. 10, July 1976, p. 63.


HOW real are changes induced by management by objectives, by Henry Tosi and others. Administrative science quarterly, v. 21, June 1976, p. 276-306.


HOW Tax Court will handle 1,000 cases on the same issue. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 9, May/June 1976, p. 32.

HOW tax-exempt bonds are taxed in each state. Practical accountant, v. 8, Nov./Dec. 1975, p. 51.

HOW the AICPA voluntary peer-review program will work. SEC accounting report, v. 2, July 1976, p. 4-5.


HOW the FASB new debt retirement rules will work. SEC accounting report, v. 1, May 1975, p. 5.


HOW the IRS is affected by the Privacy act. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan. 1976, p. 47.

HOW the REITs are reacting. Cornell hotel and restaurant administration quarterly, v. 16, Feb. 1976, p. 36-44.


HOW to avoid delay in employee plan applications (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 383.


HOW to comply with the SEC's guide for registration of real estate limited partnership interests. SEC accounting report, v. 2, June 1976, p. 5.

HOW to compute IRS' time for making an assessment. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Sept. 1976, p. 139.


HOW to cut your telephone costs. Law office economics and management, v. 16, Fall 1975, p. 453-7.


HOW to make a tax-free incorporation taxable. (Tax blunder) Practical accountant, v. 9, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 50.
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HOW to manage a restaurant or institutional food service. Stokes, John W. How to manage a restaurant or institutional food service. 2nd ed. Dubuque, Iowa, Wm. C. Brown Co., 1974. 381 p. [250 Res]


HOW to plan payments when partner leaves the partnership. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 82-3.

HOW to process checking accounts in 76 minutes a day. Savings & loan news, v. 96, July 1975, p. 62-5.


HOW to set up and run a qualified pension or profit-sharing plan for a small or medium size business. Schreiber, Irving. How to set up and run a qualified pension or profit-sharing plan for a small or medium size business: based on tax conferences of the Tax Institute of C.W. Post College, Long Island University. Edited by Irving Schreiber. 2nd rev. ed., Greenvale, N.Y., Panel C, 1975. 1 v. (looseleaf) (Reflects all changes brought about by the Employee retirement income security act of 1974.) [208.9 S]


HOW to treat sale proceeds where mortgage exceeds value. Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 64.

HOW to understand an actuary in four easy lessons. CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Oct. 1975, p. 45-8.

HOW to use internal staffs to reduce annual audit costs. SEC accounting report, v. 1, May 1975, p. 5-7.


HOW two banks profited from a group banking relationship. (Small bank scene) Magazine of bank administration, v. 52, March 1976, p. 58, 60.

HOW up-to-date is your bank's computer software? Banking, v. 67, Dec. 1975, p. 27-8, 44, 46, 52.


HOWARD, JEROME L. MBA to implement internal control standards. Mortgage banker, v. 36, May 1976, p. 5-6, 10.
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HUFFAKER, JOHN B.
IRD deduction may be used to taxpayer’s advantage. (Estates, trusts & gifts) *Journal of taxation*, v. 44, April 1976, p. 233.
IRS wants key-man insurance in executive’s gross estate. (Estate, trust & gifts) *Journal of taxation*, v. 45, July 1976, p. 34.
Withdrawal of funds from joint account is determination point of 2035 says DC. (Estates, trust & gifts) *Journal of taxation*, v. 44, Jan. 1976, p. 50-1.

HUFFSTUTLER, CLYDE.

HUGHES, CHARLES L.

HUGHES, G. DAVID.

HUGHES, JOHN S.
Optimal audit planning - part I. West Lafayette, Ind., Krannert Graduate School of Industrial Administration, Purdue University, 1974. 49 p. [*175 H]
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School of Business and Public Administration. *Institute for Minority Business Education*.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING

HUMAN RELATIONS


HUMAN RESOURCES
Bell, David J. Manpower in corporate planning. Long range planning, v. 9, April 1976, p. 31-7.
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HUMAN RESOURCES—Accounting (Continued)


Management
Bell, David J. Manpower in corporate planning. Long range planning, v. 9, April 1976, p. 31-7.


MacCrimmon, Kenneth R. Improving decision making with manpower management systems. (In Murdock, Robert G. MTS in action, St. Paul, c1975, p. 426-41.) [201.8 M]


Valuation
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Brown, Clifford A. Star is born? (Seriously?) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, March 1976, p. 23.
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ICMA sets up study group on inflation accounting. (Accounting scene) *Cost and management* (Can.), v. 49, Nov.-Dec. 1975, p. 34.
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IDEMA, THOMAS H.

IDENTIFYING participants in PSRO system. *Hospitals*, v. 50, June 16, 1976, p. 44.

IDLE-TIME pay is not always subject to payroll taxes. (Technical notes and comments) *Taxation for accountants*, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 82.

IDleness
*See Also* Capacity


IJIRI, YUJI.


ILERSIC, A. R.
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IMBERMAN, WOODRUFF.

IMPACT of audit frequency on the quality of internal control. Barefield, Russell M. Impact of audit frequency on the quality of internal control. Sarasota, Fla., American Accounting Association, 1975. 86 p. (Studies in accounting research, no. 11) [*175 B]

IMPACT of Michigan’s common-law disabilities of coverture on married women’s access to credit. (Notes) Michigan law review, v. 74, Nov. 1975, p. 76-105.


IMPEDIMENTS to the use of management information. Mintzberg, Henry. Impediments to the use of management information. New York, National Association of Accountants, c1975. 27 p. (Study carried out on behalf of the National Association of Accountants and the Society of Industrial Accountants of Canada.) [*201.8 M]


IMPORT TRADE
See Export And Import Trade


IMPROPER ACCUMULATION of Surplus
See Taxation, United States-Undistributed Profits


IN the old days... (Accountants’ fees) Practical accountant, v. 9, Jan./Feb. 1976, p. 41.

INCENTIVES
See Also Accountants’ Office - Incentives
Motivation
Also Under Specific Type, E.G., Bonus
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**Latin America**


**Puerto Rico**


**South Africa**


**INCOME**

*See Also Earnings*

**Statements, Financial-Income**

Taxation. United States-Income

Wages, Fees, Salaries


Deferred

See Deferred Income

National

See Also Social Accounting


United States


Net


Statistics


Unearned

See Deferred Income


INCOME DISTRIBUTION


Great Britain


Netherlands


INCOME may be taxable despite promise to repay. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 322.

INCOME may be taxable despite promise to repay. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan. 1976, p. 8-9.

INCOME prepaid for services may be deferred when time for rendering services is fixed. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 211-12.

INCOME STATEMENTS

See Statements, Financial-Income

INCOME TAX

See Taxation-Income, Under Name Of Country Or State Taxes

INCOME tax and business decisions.


INCOME tax considerations for the condominium corporation.


INCOME TAX REGULATIONS

See Taxation, United States-Income Tax Regulations
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INCOME taxes outside the United Kingdom, 1973.
Great Britain. Board of Inland Revenue. Income taxes outside the United Kingdom, 1973. London, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1975. 8 v. (Summaries of the taxes on income which were in force as of 31st December, 1973, in all Commonwealth countries, in those countries with which the United Kingdom has a comprehensive double taxation agreement, and in Spain.) [759 G ]

INCOMPLETE RECORDS
See Records-Incomplete
Statements, Financial-From Incomplete Data

INCONSISTENT POSITIONS
See Taxation, United States-Inconsistencies

INCREMENT AND DECREMENT COSTS
See Also Direct Costs
Fixed Costs
Marginal Costs
Original Costs
Standard Costs
Variable Costs


Looverback, Joseph G. Another approach to allocating joint costs; a comment. (Correspondence) Accounting review, v. 51, July 1976, p. 683-5.


INDEMNITY PAYMENTS
See Taxation, United States-Indemnity Payments

INDENTURES

INDEPENDENCE OF ACCOUNTANTS
See Accountants-Independence

INDEPENDENT camera shops.

INDEX NUMBERS


INDEXES
See Bibliographies, Indexes, Catalogues

INDEXING
See Filing And Indexing

INCOME taxes outside the United Kingdom, 1973.


INDIA.

--- Laws, Statutes, etc.


INDIAN company law.
Indian Investment Centre. Indian company law. 3rd ed. New Delhi, New York, 1971. 166 p. [228.1 I]

INDIAN INVESTMENT CENTRE.
Indian company law. 3rd ed. New Delhi, New York, 1971. 166 p. [228.1 I]

INDIAN RESERVATIONS

INDIANA malpractice rates up 344 per cent. Modern healthcare, v. 6, Aug. 1976, p. 43.


INDIRECT COSTS
See Overhead

INDIRECT credit.

INDIRECT TAXES
See Taxation - Indirect Taxes

INDIVIDUAL retirement plans.

INDIVIDUAL tax return guide, 1974 (to be filed in 1975).

INDUSTRIAL ACCOUNTANTS
See Accountants-Cost And Industrial Controllers
Internal Auditors
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INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING


INDUSTRIAL FUNDS

See Funds-Revolving

INDUSTRIAL GASES

See Gas, Industrial

INDUSTRIAL LOCATION

See Industry-Decentralization

Plant Location

INDUSTRIAL location planning.


INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

See Also Factories-Management

Management


Walsh, W. Democratic confusion. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 1, 1976, p. 9-11.

INDUSTRIAL MARKETING

See Also Marketing

Arrigo, Karalee. Good industrial ad program is a sound investment, not a dubious expense. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Sept. 1976, p. 140-1.


Kienstjik, H. A. C. van. Optimizing overseas marketing: rely on the team approach. Industrial marketing, v. 61, July 1976, p. 82, 84.


INDUSTRIAL ACCOUNTING

See Cost Accounting


INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

See Also Industry-Decentralization


Asia


Australia


Developing countries


Great Britain


Ireland


Japan


Middle East

Spinks, Nigel. Move to the Middle East now. (Foreign investment) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, March 1976, p. 74, 76-7.

New Zealand


Papua New Guinea


Thailand


INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BONDS

See Bonds - Industrial Development
Swan, Christopher. Growth of industrial advertising - from 1916 to the present. *Industrial marketing*, v. 61, March 1976, p. 74-5, 78-80, 82.


Walker, K. R. How to draw up a marketing plan that will keep you on the track. *Industrial marketing*, v. 61, Sept. 1976, p. 126-8.

Williamson, John H. Think co-op on ad, promotion pieces - then merchandise. *Industrial marketing*, v. 61, Sept. 1976, p. 142, 144-5.

Yates, Peter. How to reshuffle the marketing mix when inflation has changed the rules. *Industrial marketing*, v. 61, Oct. 1976, p. 102, 104, 108.

**INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS**

See Also: Collective Bargaining

Employment

Labor

Personnel Management

Strikes

Trade Agreements

Trade Unions

Wages, Fees, Salaries


Labor management relations act - federal courts may award damages for breach of no-raiding agreements, but may not order specific enforcement. (Recent cases) *Harvard law review*, v. 89, Dec. 1975, p. 440-49.

Loughran, F. Kevin. Antitrust law - labor law - illegal hot cargo agreement may be the basis of antitrust suit against union which coerces its acceptance. (Recent developments) *Cornell law review*, v. 61, March 1976, p. 436-59.

Paster, Irving. Yes, Virginia, there is no such thing as a free lunch. *Akon business and economic review*, v. 6, Winter 1975, p. 30-4.


Walsh, W. Democratic confusion. *Accountant* (Eng.), v. 175, July 1, 1976, p. 9-11.


**European Economic Community**


**Germany**


**Great Britain**

Burns, Campbell B. Employer's bargain, by Campbell B. Burns and R.N. Savage. *Accountant's magazine* (Scott.), v. 80, March 1976, p. 92-5.


**Ireland**


**Japan**


**Sweden**


**INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH**

See Research And Development

**INDUSTRIAL TIME SALES FINANCING**

See Machinery And Equipment-Financing

**INDUSTRY**

See Also Business

Corporations

Manufacturers

INDUSTRY-(Continued)


Canada

Developing countries

Government Ownership
See Government Ownership Of Business And Industry
Public Utilities-Government Ownership

Government Regulation
See Government Regulation Of Business And Industry
Labor-Law And Regulation
Public Utilities-Government Regulation

Ireland

Latin America

Statistics
Forbes twenty-eighth annual report on American industry. Forbes, v. 117, Jan. 1, 1976, p. 43-206, pastim. (Includes the who’s where rankings and industry reports.)
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INDUSTRY ACCOUNTING GUIDES


INDUSTRY AUDIT GUIDES

American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accounting Standards Division. Accrual of revenues and expenditures by state and local governmental units: proposal to (F.A.S.B.) ... to amend AICPA industry audit guide... New York, 1975. 8 p. (Statement of position, 75-3, July 31, 1975.) [*111.1 A]

INFLATION
See Also Price-Level Changes

American Tracking Associations. National Accounting and Finance Council. NAFC award winning papers. Washington, 1975. 43 p. (Contents: Profit participation plans - establishing the criteria, by Theodore C. Stover. The economy - where have we been, where are we going? by
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INFLATION

Ronald B. Lankford. EDP: evolution or revolution? by Dean W. Markle.) [*250 Mot 5]


Buchanan, James M. Inflation and real rates of income tax. by James M. Buchanan and James M. Dean. (In National Tax Association - Tax Institute of America Conference on Taxation, 67th, St. Louis, 1974. Proceedings. Columbus, Ohio, 1975, p. 343-9.) [*715 N]


Committee For Economic Development. Progress toward recovery of the economy: CED symposium. New York, 1975, p. 57. [*933 C]


Crean, Michael J. Monetary and fiscal policies; their impact on real estate. Journal of property management, v. 41, March-April 1976, p. 64-5.


Linden, Fabian. Inflation may be ending. Across the board, v. 13, Nov. 1976, p. 43-6.


Polimeni, Ralph S. Effects of inflation - variance analysis, by Ralph S. Polimeni and Arthur Adelberg. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, July 1976, p. 64-5.


Rose, Sanford. We’ve learned how to lick inflation. Fortune, v. 96, Sept. 1976, p. 107-8, 122, 182.


Accounting


Australian Society Of Accountants. Accounting for price and price change changes (a symposium), with foreword by B. Feller. Melbourne, Australia, c1974. 72 p. (Bulletin no. 15, March 1974.) [715 A]
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Cerrone, Robert A. Reflect the true financial picture: prepare current variable statements. Hospital financial management, v. 6, May 1976, p. 20-2, 24-5, 57.

Chambers, R. J. Accounting for inflation: exposure draft. Sydney, Australia, University of Sydney, 1975. 35 p. [*715 C]

Chambers, R. J. Accounting for inflation - part or whole? Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, March 1976, p. 86-9.


Connelly, Roland E. Everything you were afraid to ask about inflation accounting because someone would be bound to come up with an answer. (Publisher's forum) Cost and management (Can.), v. 49, Nov.-Dec. 1975, p. 4-5.


Cruz, Fortunato B. Economics of inflation accounting, by Fortunato B. Cruz and Delli Layoen-Ramos. Accountants' journal (P.I.), v. 26, no. 2, 1976, p. 5-8. (First of a series.)


Gemmell, Jim. CPP and the small client. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, Feb. 1976, p. 80, 82.


Hanson, Don. Fable: they didn't notice the change. Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 36, Jan. 1976, p. 24-30.


ICMA sets up study group on inflation accounting. (Accounting societies) Cost and management (Can.), v. 49, Nov.-Dec. 1975, p. 34.
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Villamayor, Romulo. Price level accounting as proposed by the FASB. SGV group journal (P.L.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 44-9.
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---

Australia


---

Brazil


Mangoba, Gloria B. Accounting for the cost of inflation. S.G.V. group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 40-3.

---

Canada


---

Chile


---

Germany


---

Great Britain

Accounting Standards Steering Committee. Accounting for changes in the purchasing power of money. Edinburgh, Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, c1974. 12 p. (Provisional statement of standard accounting practice, no. 1. (7)) [*111.1 1 A]


Chambers, R. J. Accounting for inflation - part or whole? Accountancy’s magazine (Scot.), v. 80, March 1976, p. 86-9.


---


Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. Inflation accounting - auditors' reports during the interim period. Accountant (Eng.), v. 174, April 8, 1976, p. 432.

(Statement on auditing issued by the Councils of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland and the Association of Certified Accountants.)


MacDonald, Murdoch. Straight from the horse's mouth, by Murdoch MacDonald and Derek G. Smith. Accountant's magazine (Scott.), v. 80, Jan. 1976, p. 15-16. (An interview with Sir Francis Sandilands.)


Perrin, John R. Why CPP is not the answer. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 56, 58, 60.


International


Ireland


Latin America


Netherlands


Mangoba, Gloria B. Accounting for the cost of inflation. SGV group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 40-3.

New Zealand


Philippines

Mangoba, Gloria B. Accounting for the cost of inflation. SGV group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 40-3.


Scotland


South Africa


Taiwan

Mangoba, Gloria B. Accounting for the cost of inflation. SGV group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 40-3.
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Australia

Brazil

Canada
Biddell, Jack L. Must we move to a controlled economy? (Speakers corner) CA magazine (Can.), v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 22, 24-5. (Based on a talk delivered to the Alberta Institute of Chartered Accountants, June 11, 1976.)
Ward, David G. AIB's second wave...makes a profitable course harder to navigate. CA magazine (Can.), v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 32-6.

Accounting

France

Germany

Great Britain

INFLATION—Australia
Tillett, Peter. Tax costs; gear wages and prices to productivity. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 30-2.

India

Ireland

Israel

Latin America

Mexico

Philippines
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INFORMATION guide for doing business in Kuwait.

INFORMATION guide for doing business in Mexico.

INFORMATION guide for doing business in Nigeria.

INFORMATION guide for doing business in Spain.

INFORMATION guide for doing business in Sweden.

INFORMATION guide for doing business in the Bahamas.

INFORMATION guide for doing business in the Dominican Republic.

INFORMATION guide for doing business in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.

INFORMATION guide for doing business in Venezuela.

INFORMATION guide - individual taxes in 80 countries.


INFORMATION guide - U.S. citizens abroad.

INFORMATION SOURCES
See Business Sources


Harisharan, N. B. Overheads in management information systems. (Students' section) Management accountant (India), v. 10, July 1, 1975, p. 496-9.


Heitzer, Lester E. Data base considerations for electric utilities. Management accounting (NAA), v. 57, March 1976, p. 31-3.


International Congress Of Accountants, 10th, Sydney, 1972. Review of study group activities. Melbourne, Australia, Accountancy Research Foundation, n.d. 50 p.*[106.8 I]

Jackson, Clyde W. Verbal information systems: a comprehensive guide to writing manuals. Cleveland, Ohio, Association for Systems of Management, c1974. 74 p.*[202.6 J]


Kneitel, Arnold M. Gospel ... according to SMC. (Management information systems) Infosystems, v. 23, Aug. 1976, p. 41.


Mintzberg, Henry. Impediments to the use of management information. New York, National Association of Accountants, c1975. 27 p. (Study carried out on behalf of the National Association of Accountants and the Society of Industrial Accountants of Canada.) [201.8 M]
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Willoughby, Theodore C. Business systems, by Theodore C. Willoughby and James Senn. Cleveland, Ohio, Association for Systems Management, c1975. 656 p. (Previous editions by Association for Systems Management.) [201.8 W]


Auditing


Ireland


Management


Mandell, Steven L. Management information system is going to pieces. California management review, v. 17, Summer 1975, p. 50-6.


INFORMATION systems for operations and management.


INFORMATION THEORY


Mintzberg, Henry. Impediments to the use of management information. New York, National Association of Accountants, c1975. 27 p. (Study carried out on behalf of the National Association of Accountants and the Society of Industrial Accountants of Canada.) [201.8 M]
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INFORMATION to be disclosed in financial statements.

INFORMATION UTILITIES
See Computer Utilities

INFORMATION value of the annual financial statements of public companies in Germany and in Israel: a comparative empirical study.
Knoll, Mordechay. Information value of the annual financial statements of public companies in Germany and in Israel; a comparative empirical study. Tel-Aviv, Israel, Institute of Certified Public Accountants in Israel, c1975. 195 p. [*117 I]

INGLIS, JOHN B.

INGRAM, GLENN.
Representation of the smaller practice units. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accounting, v. 141, March 1976, p. 57. (Adapted from comments made before the AICPA-sponsored state society conference, Cincinnati, Nov. 18, 1975.)

INGRAM, JAMES C.
Here’s how you can fight back on routine service cost limitations. Hospital financial management, v. 6, May 1976, p. 28-9, 32-3, 36.
We can't afford not to apply basic financial controls to provider-based physician contracts. Hospital financial management, v. 29, Oct. 1975, p. 24-9.


INMONT CORPORATION.


INNOVATION

INSECTICIDE WHOLESALERS
See Chemical Wholesalers

INSIDER TRANSACTIONS
See Also Corporations-Disclosure Of Information


INPUT-OUTPUT ACCOUNTING

INQUIRY into the background of and circumstances leading to the establishment of the Cost Accounting Standards Board.

INQUIRY of a client's lawyer concerning litigation, claims, and assessments.

INFORMATION THEORY

INSIDER TRANSACTIONS-(Continued)


Linett, E. S. Repayment of insider profits result in capital loss not business expense - CA-10 joins CA-2, 6, 7 vs. TC. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, April 1976, p. 245-7.


Rosenweig, Michael. Section 16(b) liability for profits realized from a cash purchase and sale within six months of the securities of two issuers involved in an intervening reorganization. (Notes) Columbia law review, v. 75, Nov. 1975, p. 1323-54.


When disclosure is not enough. (Legal affairs) Business week, June 14, 1976, p. 44.

INSKEEP, GORDON C.


INSOLVENCIES

See Also Bankruptcy

Business Failures

Liquidations And Receiverships


INSTALLMENT sale when more than one property is involved. (Taxes in figures) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 379.

INSTALLMENT sales - problems, pitfalls, planning opportunities.


INSTALLMENTS
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Salm, L. Joseph. Consumer lending thinklist multiple-answer questionnaire demonstrates that associations have many options in designing their own consumer loan programs how much is enough? Savings and loan news, v. 97, June 1976, p. 62-73.

**Accounting**


**INSTITUTE OF CHARtered ACCOUNTANTS IN AUSTRALIA.**


**INSTITUTE OF CHARtered ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND and WALES.**

Annual report. Accountant (Eng.), v. 174, May 20, 1976, p. 601-4. (Extracts from the annual report to the Council, to be presented June 8, 1976.)

Bank reports for audit purposes. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, Seph. 9, 1976, p. 291-3. (Statement on auditing issued by the Councils of the English and Scottish Institutes and of the Association of Certified Accountants.)


Group accounts - reliance on other auditors. Accountant (Eng.), v. 174, April 15, 1976, p. 448-50. (Statement on auditing issued by the Councils of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland, and the Association of Certified Accountants.)


Inflation accounting - auditors' reports during the interim period. Accountant (Eng.), v. 174, April 8, 1976, p. 432. (Statement on auditing issued by the Councils of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland and the Association of Certified Accountants.)


List of members 1975/76. London, n.d. 942 p. (As of June 4, 1975; addresses revised to May 1, 1975.) [*106.4 41]


Council.

Audit of current purchasing power statements, issued by the Council of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales and others. International accountant (Eng.), v. 45, no. 4-1975, p. 19-20.

**Library.**


**Technical Advisory Committee.**


**INSTITUTE OF CHARtered ACCOUNTANTS IN IRELAND.**


**Council.**

Audit of current purchasing power statements, issued by the Council of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales and others. International accountant (Eng.), v. 45, no. 4-1975, p. 19-20.

Report ... to be presented at the annual meeting, 4 May 1974. Dublin, 1974. 36 p. [*106.4 41]

**EEC Technical Committee.**


**INSTITUTE OF CHARtered ACCOUNTANTS OF NIGERIA.**


**INSTITUTE OF CHARtered ACCOUNTANTS OF SCOTLAND.**

Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. Bank reports for audit purposes. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, Sept. 9, 1976, p. 291-3. (Statement on auditing issued by the Councils of the English and Scottish Institutes and of the Association of Certified Accountants.)
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Accounting Standards Review Committee.

Council.
Audit of current purchasing power statements, issued by the Council of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales and others. International accountant (Eng.), v. 45, no. 4-1975, p. 19-20.

INSTITUTE OF COST AND MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANTS.

ICMA sets up study group on inflation accounting. (Accounting scene) Cost and management (Can.), v. 49, Nov.-Dec. 1975, p. 34.

INSTITUTE OF COST AND WORKS ACCOUNTANTS OF INDIA.

INSTITUTE OF FINANCIAL EDUCATION.
Who will train the people who train the people who serve your customers? The institute, that's who. Savings & loan news, v. 96, Nov. 1975, p. 70-3.

INSTITUTE OF INTERNAL AUDITORS.


INSTITUTE OF LIFE INSURANCE.
Business life insurance. Washington, Small Business Administration, 1975. 7 p. (Small Business Administration Management aids for small manufacturers, no. 223) [*430 I]

Pension facts 1975. New York, n.d. 52 p. [*208.9 I]

INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.

INSTITUTE ON ESTATE PLANNING, 9th, University of Miami Law Center, 1973.
Proceedings ..., edited by Philip E. Heckerling. New York, Matthew Bender, c1975. 1 v. (various pagings) [750.2 I]

INSTITUTE ON FEDERAL TAXATION, 33rd, New York University, 1974.
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INSTITUTE ON OIL AND GAS LAW AND TAXATION, 25th, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1974.
Proceedings ..., edited by Armine Carol Ernst. New York, Matthew Bender, 1974. 550 p. [250 Oil 2]

INSTITUTE ON OIL AND GAS LAW AND TAXATION, 26th, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1975.
Proceedings ..., edited by Armine Carol Ernst. New York, Matthew Bender, 1975. 571 p. [250 Oil 2]

INSTITUTIONAL investing.


INSTITUTIONAL Issues in public accounting.

INSTITUTIONAL STOCKHOLDERS
See Stockholders, Institutional

INSTITUTIONS
See Hospitals
Libraries
Mental Health Institutions
Non-Profit Organizations
Schools And Colleges

INSURANCE
See Also Insurance Companies
Underwriters


Insurer's duty to disclose the existence of a policy. (Note) Columbia law review, v. 76, June 1976, p. 825-51.


Accounting

Cancellation

Records

South Africa

INSURANCE, ACCIDENT
See Also Taxation, United States - Insurance, Accident

INSURANCE, ACCOUNTANTS’ LIABILITY
Liles, Margaret R. Auditors’ liability to investors for clients’ inadequate disclosure, or the auditor as police dog (part 2). (Legal developments) Woman CPA, v. 38, July 1976, p. 27-9, back cover.

Ireland

INSURANCE AGENCIES
Jolly, Bruce O. Agents’ fight spreads to exclude banks from insurance business, by Bruce O. Jolly and Jean Borowitz. Banking, v. 67, Dec. 1975, p. 34, 36, 76.

Partnerships

Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Insurance Agencies

Valuation

INSURANCE, AIRCRAFT

INSURANCE, AUTOMOBILE

INSURANCE, BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD
See Insurance, Health And Hospitalization

INSURANCE BROKERS
See Also Taxation, United States - Insurance Brokers

INSURANCE, BUSINESS
See Also Specific Types Of Insurance, E.G., Insurance, Business Interruption, Insurance, Casualty
Institute Of Life Insurance. Business life insurance. Washington, Small Business Administration, 1975. 7 p. (Small Business Administration Management aids for small manufacturers, no. 222) [*430 I]

INSURANCE, BUSINESS CONTINUATION
Institute Of Life Insurance. Business life insurance. Washington, Small Business Administration, 1975. 7 p. (Small Business Administration Management aids for small manufacturers, no. 222) [*430 I]

INSURANCE, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
Institute Of Life Insurance. Business life insurance. Washington, Small Business Administration, 1975. 7 p. (Small Business Administration Management aids for small manufacturers, no. 222) [*430 I]
INVESTMENT, FINANCE
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Accounting


Lencrow, Gerald I. Western Casualty and Hanover cases - the tax court takes another look at the annual statement, by Gerald I. Lencrow and Emanuel Halpern. (Insurance taxation) Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, April 1976, p. 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80.

Costs


Data processing


Smith, J. Computer time-sharing's emerging role in the property/liability insurance environment. (Methods and management) Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, Nov. 1975, p. 98, 100-1.

Finance

Dodds, J. C. Financial intermediaries - freedom or control? Accountants review (Eng.), v. 27, March 1976, p. 44-51.

Financial management


Foreign


Government regulation


INSURANCE, CASUALTY

See Also Taxation, United States - Insurance, Casualty


INSURANCE CLAIMS


INSURANCE, CO-INSURANCE


McGrath, James W. Why it pays to add an agreed amount clause to the condominium fire insurance policy. (Condominium world) Real estate review, v. 5, Winter 1976, p. 27-8.

INSURANCE COMPANIES


Insurer's duty to disclose the existence of a policy. (Note) Columbia law review, v. 76, June 1976, p. 825-51.


Sheean, James B. Impact of the guaranteed return: the insurance companies unveil their secret weapon in the struggle for pension money. Pension world, v. 12, March 1976, p. 10-11, 13, 16.


INSURANCE, CASUALTY
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Miller, Stanford. Blind spots (or what research can do to help the insurance industry avoid foreseeable problems). Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, March 1976, p. 10, 12, 72, 74.


INSURANCE COMPANIES—Government regulation


Marketing


Personnel


Miller, Stanford. Blind spots (or what research can do to help the insurance industry avoid foreseeable problems). Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, March 1976, p. 10, 12, 72, 74.


RATES


Will anything be done to individualize premiums? Medical economics, v. 53, May 15, 1976, p. 92, 94.

REPORTS AND STATEMENTS


INSURANCE COMPANIES—Reports and statements—
(Continued)


Lenrow, Gerald I. Western Casualty and Hanover cases - the tax court takes another look at the annual statement, by Gerald I. Lenrow and Emanuel Halpern. (Insurance taxation) Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, April 1976, p. 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80.


Staff training


Statistics


Taxation

See Taxation, United States-Insurance Companies

INSURANCE COMPANIES, ACCIDENT AND HEALTH

See Also Taxation, United States - Insurance Companies, Accident And Health

INSURANCE COMPANIES, AUTOMOBILE


Reports and statements
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INSURANCE COMPANIES, CAPTIVE

See Also Taxation, United States - Insurance Companies, Captive


INSURANCE COMPANIES, CASUALTY

Canada


Reports and statements


One hundred leading property/casualty insurance companies and groups. Best's review (Property/casualty ed.), v. 77, June 1976, p. 16, 18-19.

INSURANCE COMPANIES, FIRE


INSURANCE COMPANIES, LIABILITY


Kossow, Debra J. Florida joker rule and its effect on an admiralty limitation of liability proceeding, by Debra J. Kossow and Dennis J. Lewis. (Comment) University of Miami law review, v. 29, Summer 1975, p. 764-84.


Smith, J. S. Computer time-sharing's emerging role in the property/liability insurance environment. (Methods and management) Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, Nov. 1975, p. 98, 100-1.


Accounting


Financial management


INSURANCE COMPANIES, LIFE

See Also Taxation, United States - Insurance Companies, Life
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Accounting


Auditing


Budgeting


Costs


Business planning


Canada


Cost accounting


Data processing
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Financial management


Government regulation

Investments

Management


Personnel

Reports and statements


Statistics

INSURANCE COMPANIES, NON-ADMITTED

INSURANCE COMPANIES, PROPERTY
One hundred leading property/casualty insurance companies and groups. Best's review (Property/casualty ed.), v. 77, June 1976, p. 16, 18-19.

Smith, J. S. Computer time-sharing's emerging role in the property/liability insurance environment. (Methods and management) Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, Nov. 1975, p. 98, 100-1.

Walker, Peter. Looking behind the property/liability bloodstream. Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, Nov. 1976, p. 21-2, 24, 78, 80, 82.

Accounting


Canada

Finance

Financial management

Reports and statements

One hundred leading property/casualty insurance companies and groups. Best's review (Property/casualty ed.), v. 77, June 1976, p. 16, 18-19.


INSURANCE, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

Working with your insurer after a disaster. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 77-8. (Reprint from Computer security, May-June 1975.)
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

INSURANCE, DENTAL

INSURANCE, DISABILITY
Maynard, Hilda G. Disability insurance when you're not in a-1 condition. Medical economics, v. 53, May 15, 1976, p. 117.

INSURANCE, EXAMINATION PAPERS
See Insurance, Valuable Papers

INSURANCE, EXECUTIVES' LIABILITY

INSURANCE, FIDELITY
See Insurance, Surety And Fidelity

INSURANCE, FIRE
See Also Fire Losses
Insurance Claims
McGrath, James W. Why it pays to add an agreed amount clause to the condominium fire insurance policy. (Condominium world) Real estate review, v. 5, Winter 1976, p. 27-8.
Stringer, R. H. Accountants can initiate fire protection. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 22, 1976, p. 93-4.

INSURANCE, GROUP
See Also Taxation, United States - Insurance, Group

INSURANCE, DENTAL

Costs

INSURANCE, HEALTH AND HOSPITALIZATION
Glasser, Melvin A. What price health care? Hospital administration, v. 20, Fall 1975, p. 7-19.

Costs

Great Britain
Maxwell, Robert J. Now is the time to count the cost of the NHS. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 30-3.

National
Ball, Albert E. Lowey. State and local regulation will prove most effective. Hospitals, v. 50, March 1, 1976, p. 89-92.
INSURANCE, HEALTH AND HOSPITALIZATION—National—(Continued)


Jones, Stanley B. Publicly funded plan: the most equitable and cost-effective. Hospitals, v. 50, March 1, 1976, p. 73-6.


O'Connor, Robin. Time has come to wait some more. Hospitals, v. 50, March 1, 1976, p. 55-60.

Richardson, William C. Voluntary health insurance: Important role in cost containment. Hospitals, v. 50, March 1, 1976, p. 77-81.


Tax Foundation, Inc. Problems and issues in national health insurance. New York, c1974. 31 p. (Research publication, no. 30, new series.)[480 T]


INSURANCE, KEY MAN

See Also Insurance, Life

Taxation, United States - Insurance, Key Man


INSURANCE, LEASE GUARANTEE

See Also Lease Guarantee Program

INSURANCE, LEGAL SERVICES
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INSURANCE, LIABILITY


Eisenberg, Howard. Malpractice insurance: these doctors fooled the experts. Medical economics, v. 53, June 14, 1976, p. 91-100.


Gray, Mark W. Insurer's dilemma. Indiana law journal, v. 51, Fall 1975, p. 120-7.


Hubbard, Grant R. Is legislative change the answer to the malpractice dilemma? Best's review (Property/casualty ed.), v. 77, June 1976, p. 22, 24, 80-2.

Indiana malpractice rates up 344 per cent. Modern healthcare, v. 6, Aug. 1976, p. 43.


Kossow, Debra J. Florida joinder rule and its effect on an admiralty limitation of liability proceeding, by Debra J. Kossow and Dennis J. Lewis. (Comment) University of Miami law review, v. 29, Summer 1975, p. 764-84.
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INSURANCE PREMIUMS

See Also Taxation, United States - Insurance Premiums


TAXATION

See Taxation, United States-Insurance, Life

INSURANCE, LIFE—Costs

Costs
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INSURANCE, PROPERTY


INSURANCE, REINSURANCE
See Also Taxation, United States - Insurance, Reinsurance


INSURANCE, SELF


INSURANCE, SPLIT-DOLLAR


INSURANCE, SURETY AND FIDELITY


INSURANCE, TERM

INSURANCE, THEFT
See Also Insurance, Surety And Fidelity

INSURANCE, TITLE

INSURANCE UNDERWRITERS
See Underwriters

INSURANCE, UNEMPLOYMENT
See Also Taxation, United States - Insurance, Unemployment


INSURANCE, USE AND OCCUPANCY
See Insurance, Business Interruption

INSURANCE, WORKMEN’S COMPENSATION
See Workmen’s Compensation

INSURER’S duty to disclose the existence of a policy. (Note) Columbia law review, v. 76, June 1976, p. 825-51.

INTANGIBLE ASSETS
See Assets, Intangible

INTEGRAL ACCOUNTING
See Accounting-Integral

INTEGRATED DATA PROCESSING
See Data Processing

INTEGRATION AND CORRELATION OF TAXES
See Taxation, United States-Integration And Correlation

INTELLIGENT guide to computer selection.

INTER-ASSOCIATION COMMITTEE ON BANK ACCOUNTING.

INTERCOMPANY PRICING
See Pricing, Transfer

INTERCOMPANY PROFITS
See Profits, Intercompany
INTERDIVISIONAL PRICING

INTERDIVISIONAL PRICING
See Pricing, Transfer

INTEREST
See Also Taxation, United States-Interest

As investment pros size up prospects. Bankers monthly, v. 92, Nov. 15, 1975, p. 12-14, 16.


Recent cases on interest income. (Progress of regulation) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 97, March 11, 1976, p. 52-3.
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Accounting


Oviatt, Bill. Payment patterns. Hospital financial management, v. 29, Nov. 1975, p. 34.


Great Britain

Prime rate


INTEREST as a cost.


INTEREST cannot be imputed in a property settlement. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 54.

INTEREST, COMPOUND

ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1976

INTEREST DURING CONSTRUCTION

INTEREST-FREE loan can provide employee fringe benefits. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 40.

INTERFIRM COMPARISONS

INTERIM AUDITS
See Auditing-Interim Audits

INTERIM financial information.


INTERIM financial statements.
Price Waterhouse & Co. Interim financial statements. New York, c1975. 18 p. [*150.2 P]

INTERIM REPORTS
See Reports-Interim Statements, Financial-Interim

INTERIOR DESIGNERS
See Decorators


INTERNAL AUDITING
Barefield, Russell M. Impact of audit frequency on the quality of internal control. Sarasota, Fla., American Accounting Association, 1975. 86 p. (Studies in accounting research, no. 11.) [*175 B]
How to use internal staffs to reduce annual audit costs. SEC accounting report, v. 1, May 1975, p. 5-7.

INTEREST DURING CONSTRUCTION
Hughes, John S. Optimal audit planning - part I. West Lafayette, Ind., Krannert Graduate School of Industrial Administration, Purdue University, 1974. 49 p. [*175 H]
Rama, K. V. Internal audit - an aid to management. (Internal audit) Chartered accountant (India), v. 29, May 1976, p. 663-5.

Audit program
International Business Machines Corporation. Auditability; information catalog ... audit and control aids. White Plains, N.Y. 1975. 99 p. [*175 J]
Kennedy, Roger L. How to audit production control. Internal auditor, v. 33, Jan./Feb. 1976, p. 31-40.

Australia

Data processing
International Business Machines Corporation. Auditability; information catalog ... audit and control aids. White Plains, N.Y. 1975. 99 p. [*175 J]

Germany, Federal Republic of

INTERNAL AUDITING DEPARTMENTS
See Accounting Courses

INTERNAL AUDITING DEPARTMENTS

INTERNAL BUSINESS CONSULTANTS
See Business Consultants, Internal


INTERNAL CONTROL
Barefield, Russell M. Impact of audit frequency on the quality of internal control. Sarasota, Fla., American Accounting Association, 1975. 86 p. (Studies in accounting research, no. 11) [175 B]
Heron, Frederick E. Why white collar crime? National public accountant, v. 21, April 1976, p. 8-10.
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When accountants fail to spot fraud. (Legal affairs) Business week, March 15, 1976, p. 74.


Data processing


Internal control review - impact of SAS no. 3. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, Sept. 1976, p. 87-8. (Excerpt from Footnote (Minnesota Society of CPAs), March 1976.)


Sherman, Samuel. From audita to computer assisted audit techniques. GAO review, v. 11, Winter 1976, p. 44-8.


Reports and statements

INTERNAL CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE
See Also Questionnaires


INTERNAL control questionnaire.


INTERNAL control review - impact of SAS no. 3. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, Sept. 1976, p. 87-8. (Excerpt from Footnote (Minnesota Society of CPAs), March 1976.)


INTERNAL REVENUE CODE
See Taxation, United States, Under The Subheadings: Revision, Section ..., Subchapter ..., Internal Revenue Code Of 1954, Etc.

INTERNAL Revenue Service special enrollment examination questions and answers.


INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING
See Accountancy Profession-International Practice Accounting-International Accounting-Principles And Standards-International

INTERNATIONAL accounting conformity - desirable? possible?


INTERNATIONAL accounting standards. International accountant (Eng.), v. 45, no. 4-1975, p. 8-11. (Exposure draft no. 4 and Exposure draft no. 5)
INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS COMMITTEE.
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Valuation and presentation of inventories in the context of the historical cost system. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 47, Nov. 1976, p. 5-7. (Statement 2)

Valuation and presentation of inventories in the context of the historical cost system. London, 1975. 9 p. (International accounting standard 2) [*111.1 I]


INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS COMMITTEE STATEMENTS


Information to be disclosed in financial statements. Australian accountant, v. 46, Oct. 1976, p. 559-61. (International accounting standard, no. 5)

Information to be disclosed in financial statements. London, 1975. 9 p. (Exposure draft 5, June 18, 1975. International accounting standards proposed statement.) [*111.1 I]


International accounting standards. International accountant (Eng.), v. 45, no. 4-1975, p. 8-11. (Exposure draft no. 4 and Exposure draft no. 5)
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION IN ECONOMICS AND COMMERCE.


INTERNATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION.


INTERNATIONAL BUREAU OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION.

Annual report 1974. Amsterdam, Netherlands, c1975. 68 p. [*750.11 I]*

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

See Foreign Operations

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION.

Auditability; information catalog ... audit and control aids. White Plains, N.Y. 1975. 99 p. [*1175 I]*


Telex v. IBM: defining the relevant market. (Notes) *Iowa law review*, v. 61, Oct. 1975, p. 184-221.


INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR RESEARCH IN ACCOUNTING.

Barton, Allan D. Analysis of business income concepts. Lancaster, Eng., International Centre for Research in Accounting, 1975. 65 p. (*ICRA occasional paper*, no. 7.) [*205.3 B]*

INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.


INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF ACCOUNTANTS.


INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF ACCOUNTANTS, 10th, Sydney, 1972.

Review of study group activities. Melbourne, Australia, Accountancy Research Foundation, n.d. 50 p. [*106.6 I]*

INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS COMMITTEE STATEMENTS

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF SUPREME AUDIT INSTITUTIONS.


INTERNATIONAL COORDINATION COMMITTEE FOR THE ACCOUNTANCY PROFESSION.


INTERNATIONAL dictionary of management: a practical guide.


INTERNATIONAL dimension of management education.


INTERNATIONAL DOUBLE TAXATION

See Taxation-International Double

INTERNATIONAL Federation of Accountants. (News & views)


INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF ACCOUNTANTS.


INTERNATIONAL MATERIAL MANAGEMENT SOCIETY.


INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND.


Accounting


International Accounting Standards Committee. Valuation and presentation of inventories in the context of the historical cost system. London, 1975. 9 p. (International accounting standard 2) [111.11.1]


Continuous

See Inventories-Cyclical Method

Control

See Also Materials-Control

Stores Systems And Stock Records


Costing

See Inventories-Valuation

Costs
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Field Warehousing

First-In, first-out method
Base stock as a fixed asset. Accountants review (Eng.), v. 26, March 1975, p. 50-4.


Pagaliwagan, Pedro C. LIFO method of inventory valuation. SGV group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 50-1.

Last-In, First-Out Method
See Also Retail Trade-Inventories


Pagaaliwagan, Pedro C. LIFO method of inventory valuation. SGV group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 50-1.
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Field Warehousing

First-In, first-out method
Base stock as a fixed asset. Accountants review (Eng.), v. 26, March 1975, p. 50-4.


Pagaaliwagan, Pedro C. LIFO method of inventory valuation. SGV group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 50-1.

Last-In, First-Out Method
See Also Retail Trade-Inventories


Pagaaliwagan, Pedro C. LIFO method of inventory valuation. SGV group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 50-1.
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Management


Wight, Oliver W. Production and inventory management in the computer age. Boston, Cahner Books, c1974. 284 p. [142.4 W ]

Physical


Pricing

See Inventories-Valuation

Reserves

See Reserves-Inventory

Specific-goods method


INVENTORIES-Last-In, First-Out Method


Staggered

See Inventories-Cyclical Method

Valuation

See Also Inventories-Under Name Of Special Method


Base stock as a fixed asset. Accountants review (Eng.), v. 26, March 1975, p. 50-4.


International Accounting Standards Committee. Valuation and presentation of inventories in the context of the historical cost system. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 46, Nov. 1975, p. 5-7. (Statement 2)
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INVESTIGATIONS


Bogert, Jeremiah M. Using investigative services. Burroughs clearing house, v. 60, April 1976, p. 27.

INVESTMENT ADVISERS


Harsham, Philip. Is 100% financial management for you? Medical economics, v. 53, July 12, 1976, p. 82-5, 88, 92.


Marcus, Bruce. Banker vs. investment counselor: running after the pension fund dollar. Pension world, v. 12, May 1976, p. 8-10, 12.


Government regulation


ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1976

1975. 329 p. (Collection of materials relating to government regulation of securities.) [*721 W]

INVESTMENT ADVISERS ACT OF 1940

INVESTMENT ALLOWANCES (AUSTRALIA)
See Investment Grants (Australia)

INVESTMENT ALLOWANCES (GREAT BRITAIN)
See Investment Grants (Great Britain)


INVESTMENT BANKERS

INVESTMENT club expenses are a nonbusiness deduction. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 315.


INVESTMENT COMPANIES
See Also Funds-Mutual Small Business Investment Companies

Government regulation

INVESTMENT ADVISERS—Government regulation
United States. Securities and Exchange Commission. New variable annuity sales literature policy. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, 1975. 26 p. (Bound with SEC proposed economic projection rules in Federal securities law reports, no. 584, April 30, 1975, part IV, special report. Also published separately by the SEC under the title: Adoption of amendment of the statement of policy with respect to the use, form and content of sales literature employed in the sale of variable annuity contracts by registered investment companies. *250 Inv.) [*721 U]

Reports and statements

Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Investment Companies

Valuation

INVESTMENT COMPANY ACT OF 1940

INVESTMENT CREDIT Accounting


INVESTMENT DEALERS See Investment Bankers Investment Companies Securities Brokers


INVESTMENT GRANTS (CANADA)
See Area Development Incentives Grants (Canada)
INVESTMENT MODELS


INVESTMENT RESERVES (SWEDEN)

See Reserves

INVESTMENT return and property-liability insurance ratemaking.


INVESTMENT TRUSTS

Kampner, Paul I. When is a prudent man prudent? *Pension world*, v. 12, March 1976, p. 31-2, 34, 52-4.


INVESTMENTS

See Also Expenditures, Capital

Real Estate

Securities

Taxation, United States-Investments
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INVESTMENTS


Layne, Abner A. Warning: real estate may be hazardous to your plan. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 95-111, pastim. (Special issue on retirement plans)
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Schutzer, A. I. Stocks that led the rebound some are still buys. Medical economics, v. 53, June 28, 1976, p. 77-83.


Setting the rules between you and your broker. Medical economics, v. 53, Aug. 9, 1976, p. 145, 149.


Auditing


Canada


Data Processing

See Also Computers - Effect On Financial Executives Computers - Effect On Security Analysts


Developing countries


Egypt


Foreign See Also Foreign Direct Investment Regulations

Government Regulation
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Commerce Clearing House. Foreign investment study; text of law, regulations and reporting forms. Chicago, 1975. 41 p. (Federal securities law reports, no. 568, Jan. 8, 1975, part II) [*720.1 C]


---

Australia


Belgium


France


---

Government regulation


Commerce Clearing House. Foreign investment study; text of law, regulations and reporting forms. Chicago, 1975. 41 p. (Federal securities law reports, no. 568, Jan. 8, 1975, part II) [*720.1 C]

Spains


Ghana


Government regulation
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Great Britain


India


International


Ireland

Murphy, Roderick H. Taxation strategy—2: employee's share schemes. Management (Irish), v. 22, Nov. 1975, p. 50, 52.

Israel


Japan


Korea


Management


Layne, Abner A. Don't rule out all offshore investments. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 115-135, passim. (Special issue on retirement plans)

Layne, Abner A. Warning: real estate may be hazardous to your financial economics. v. 10, Feb. 1976, p. 59-61.


Yanni, James E. Fixed-income time—III, think before you leap into bonds Pension world, v. 12, Jan. 1976, p. 41-2, 44.
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INVESTMENTS—Mexico

INVESTORS

INVOLUNTARY CONVERSIONS
See Taxation, United States-Involuntary Conversions

INWOOD TABLES
See Also Tables


IRISH, LEON E.

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

Cost accounting

IRON AND STEEL PRODUCTS
See Metal Products

IRON AND STEEL SCRAP
See Scrap Metal
Scrap, Waste, Spoilage


IRON WORK
See Metal Work


MEXICO

Mexico

Middle East
Spinks, Nigel. Move to the Middle East now. (Foreign investment) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, March 1976, p. 74, 76-7.

Netherlands Antilles

Paraguay

Reports and statements

South Africa

Sudan

Sweden

Valuation
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IRS reacts to reports of corporate bribes. (Practicing before the IRS) *Taxation for accountants*, v. 16, June 1976, p. 383.


IRS training courses are good way to keep current. (Practicing before the IRS) *Taxation for accountants*, v. 16, May 1976, Cover 3.

IRS wants key-man life insurance included in executive’s gross estate under 2042. *Estate planning*, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 223.

IRS wants to audit fewer returns so as to concentrate on higher-yield audits. (Inside the IRS) *Practical accountant*, v. 9, May/June 1976, p. 33.

IRS will accept SEC position on disclosure of switch to LIFO. *SEC accounting report*, v. 1, Feb. 1975, p. 4.


**IRWIN, MANLEY R.**


**IRWIN, R. RANDALL.**


IS found money taxable? (How would you rule?) *Taxation for lawyers*, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 297.
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ISAACSON, BERNARD B.

ISRAELS, CARLOS L.

ISTVAN, DONALD F.

ITALIAN klondike. (International - Italy) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Oct. 1975, p. 16.

ITAMI, HIROYUKI.

IS it time to revise your '75 budget?

IT’S a bird It’s a plane It’s...a variable rate mortgage? Savings & loan news, v. 97, Jan. 1976, p. 66-70.


IVANCEVICH, JOHN M.

IVANCEVICH, ROBERT E.

IVERSON, GERTRUDE F.

IVEY, ROBERT E.

IZARD, RICHARD E.
Accounting inflation or inflation accounting. CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, May 1976, p. 28-34.
JACOBE, DENNIS.

JACOBUS, LAURA.

JACOBOWITZ, MELVIN J.

JACOBSON, ARNOLD S.

JACOBSON, JOHN R.

JACOBSON, SIMON.

JACOBY, NEIL H.

JAFFE, ALFRED I.
Economic and political factors affecting premium and loss levels. Risk management, v. 23, May 1976, p. 6-8, 10.

JAFFE, EUGENE D.
Multinational marketing research - the headquarters role. Akron business and economic review, v. 6, Winter 1975, p. 9-16.

JAFFE, JEFFREY F.
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JANITOR SUPPLIES
See Cleaning And Polishing Preparations

JANKE, LEONARD A.

JANOFSKY, LEONARD S.

JANSSEN, HENRY H.
Antitrust considerations in proceedings against former employees who compete against their former employer. Business lawyer, v. 31, July 1976, p. 2063-73.

JANSSON, SOLVEIG.
Bidding goodbye to the small personal trust. Institutional investor, v. 10, June 1976, p. 81-2, 84, 86.


Options partnerships have their day in the sun. Institutional investor, v. 10, Feb. 1976, p. 59-61.


JAPAN.


JAPAN - a digest of principal taxes.

JAPANESE economy in international perspective.

JAQUETTE, JOHN J.
What is the electric utility stock market saying? Public utilities forthrightly, v. 97, April 8, 1976, p. 17-19.

JARRELL, JAMES H.
Automated clearing house - a new delivery system. Armed forces comptroller, v. 21, April 1976, p. 4-5.

JARROW, SIDNEY F.

JARVIS, ROBIN.
Need for quality reviews. (In practice) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 76, 78, 80, 82.
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JAUCH, ROGER.

JAUHARI, B. S.

JAUCH, ROGER.

JAY, ANTONY.

JAY, DOUGLAS.
Counting the cost of our EEC membership. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 34-6.

JEFFERS, WILLIAM N.

JEFFERSON SMURFIT GROUP LTD.

JEFFREY, F. JAFFE.

JEFFREY-COOK, JOHN.

JENKINS, A. D.

JENKINS, A. MILTON.

JENKINS, DONALD J.
Improving management of partner time. (Administration of accountants practice) CPA journal, v. 46, Jan. 1976, p. 57-9. (From a management seminar conducted by Donald J. Jenkins of Jenkins Krogh Associates International.)

JENKINS, JEFFREY.

JENKINS, WILLIAM L.

JENKS, JEFFREY M.

JENNINGS, E. JAMES.

JENNINGS, RICHARD W.

JENSEN, HERBERT L.

JENSEN, RICHARD.

JENSEN, RICHARD W.

JENSEN, RICHARD W.
Valuing actively traded securities involves more than researching daily price quotations. Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 36-40.

JENSEN, LOWELL.

JEOPARDY.
Termination no longer bars access to T.C. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March 1976, p. 177-8.

JEOPARDY.

JEPPSON, SAMUEL P.

JESSER, EDWARD A.

JETHA, NIZAR.

JILK, LAWRENCE T.

JILLISON, KATERINE.
Jacobs, Herman S. Executive productivity: an AMA survey report, by Herman S. Jacobs with Katerine Jillison. New York, American Management Associations, c1974. 28 p. [*223.7 J ]

JOB ANALYSIS, EVALUATION AND CLASSIFICATION

See Also Merit Rating
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Hofstede, Geert. Alienation at the top. (Research) Organizational dynamics, v. 4, Winter 1976, p. 64-60.


Lupton, Tom. Efficiency and the quality of worklife, the technology of reconciliation. (Research) Organizational dynamics, Autumn 1975, p. 68-80.


Stanga, Keith G. Louisiana certified public accountants: some observations on their work environment. Louisiana CPA, v. 34, Fall 1975, p. 26-36.

Stewart, Rosemary. To understand the manager's job: consider demands, constraints, choices. (Research) Organizational dynamics, v. 4, Spring 1976, p. 22-32.
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JOB crisis for black youth.


JOB ORDERS

Cost accounting


JOB RATING

See Job Analysis, Evaluation And Classification

JOB RESUMES

See Resumes

JOB SHOPS


JOB TRAINING


JOBBERS

See Also Job Orders

JOB ANALYSIS, EVALUATION AND CLASSIFICATION

JOBE, LARRY A.


JOBS

See Accountants-Employment

Employment

Job Analysis, Evaluation And Classification

JOBS PROGRAM

See Job Opportunities In The Business Sector Program

JOERGER, ROBERT K.


JOHANNSEN, HANS.


JOHANSON, STANLEY M.


JOHN, RICHARD C.


JOHNS, RALPH S.


JOHNSON, BYRON J.


JOHNSON, CHARLES WILLIAM.


JOHNSON, CLARKE C.


JOHNSON, DONALD E. L.


JOHNSON, GLENN L.

JOHNSON, HANS V.

Evidential matter pertaining to the historical development of the concepts of disclosure and its uses as a teaching aid. University, Ala., Academy of Accounting Historians, n.d. 17 p. [*150 J]

---

JOHNSON, RICHARD B.


---

JOHNSON, ROBERT A.

We went to the supermarket for our in-house computer system By Robert A. Johnson and Stephen L. Priest. Hospital financial management, v. 29, Nov. 1975, p. 18-20, 22-4, 26.

---

JOHNSON, ROBERT T.

Alvin, Gerald. Comment on Gains and losses on early extinguishment of debt, by Gerald Alvin, Martin Benis and Robert T. Johnson. (Letters to the editor) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 6-8. (Comments and response to Gains and losses on early extinguishment of debt, by Professors Benis and Johnson, CPA journal, Nov. 1975.)

---

JOHNSON, ROBERT T.


---

JOHNSON, R. S.


---

JOHNSON, T.


---

JOHNSON, THOMAS S.


---

JOHNSON, VERNE C.


---

JOHNSON, D. R.


---

JOHNSON, DONALD J.


---

JOHNSON, DONALD JOHN.


---

JOHNSON, H. RUSSELL.

JOHNSTON, T. R.

JOHNSTON, TREVOR R.

JOINES, W. K.

JOINT AUDITS
See Auditing-Correspondent Audits

JOINT COMMITTEE ON CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION.

JOINT COSTS
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JOINT TENANTS
See Taxation, United States-Tenancy

JOINT VENTURES
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Management

Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Joint Ventures
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KIRCHER, PHILIP G.
Securities regulation - breach of statutory duty of inquiry imposed by Section 17(a) of Securities and exchange act subjects accountant to liability as aider-abettor of securities broker's Rule 10b-5 violation: Hochfelder v. Ernst & Ernst. (Recent developments) Villanova law review, v. 20, June 1975, p. 1081-95.
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Knight, Robert E.
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Knoblett, James Allen.
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Information value of the annual financial statements of public companies in Germany and in Israel; a comparative empirical study. Tel-Aviv, Israel, Institute of Certified Public Accountants in Israel, c1975. 195 p. [*117 I]
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Translating your sales message for Latin America markets. Industrial marketing, v. 61, July 1976, p. 66, 68.
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Towards fulfilling the requirements of an expanding economy, the banking system in Indonesia. SGV group journal (P.I.), no. 2, 1975, p. 28-39.
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Florida joinder rule and its effect on an admiralty limitation of liability proceeding, by Debra J. Kossow and Dennis J. Lewis. (Comment) University of Miami law review, v. 29, Summer 1975, p. 764-84.
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What are the new market prospects for raising utility capital?  
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Harvey, Michael G.  
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American kind of worker participation.  
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Labor-management cooperation: a report  
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Contracts  
See Contracts, Labor

Cost accounting  
Pickrell, Ron W.  
Calculation of average labor rates in a cost accounting system: a better way?  
By Ron W. Pickrell and Art Guthrie.  

Costs  
Buterud, Howard B.  
Productivity - to be or not to be.  

Harvey, Michael G.  
Multinational corporations versus organized labor: divergent views on domestic unemployment, by  
Michael G. Harvey and Roger A. Kerin.  
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Law and regulation


Labor management relations act - federal courts may award damages for breach of no-raiding agreements, but may not order specific enforcement. (Recent cases) Harvard law review, v. 89, Dec. 1975, p. 440-49.


Loughran, F. Kevin. Antitrust law - labor law - illegal hot cargo agreement may be the basis of antitrust suit against union which coerces its acceptance. (Recent developments) Cornell law review, v. 61, March 1976, p. 436-59.


Bolivia

France

Great Britain
Burns, Campbell B. Employer's bargain, by Campbell B. Burns and R.N. Savage. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, March 1976, p. 92-5.
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LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS ACT
Labor management relations act - federal courts may award damages for breach of no-raiding agreements, but may not order specific enforcement. (Recent cases) Harvard law review, v. 89, Dec. 1975, p. 440-49.

LABOR management relations act - federal courts may award damages for breach of no-raiding agreements, but may not order specific enforcement. (Recent cases) Harvard law review, v. 89, Dec. 1975, p. 440-49.

LABOR-MANAGEMENT REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE ACT

LABOR RELATIONS
See Industrial Relations

LABOR, technology, and productivity in the seventies.

LABOR UNIONs
See Trade Unions
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LAND \ See Also Property Real Estate


Currier, Barry A. Exploring the role of taxation in the land use planning process. Indiana law journal, v. 51, Fall 1975, p. 28-90.


Government regulation


Great Britain


Valuation


LAND DEVELOPMENT

See Real Estate Subdivisions

LAND TRUSTS

See Also Trusts - Land


LANDFILL OPERATIONS

See Refuse


LANDMARK tax cases: Moline Properties, Inc. - separate corporate entity can't be ignored. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 305.


LANDY, EUGENE W. Equity trusts - how to distinguish between problems and progress. REIT review, v. 3, Summer 1975, p. 27-33.
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LAVENTHOL & HORWATH.
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LAVIN, DAVID.

LAVIN, JOHN H.
How would you fare under state health insurance? **Medical economics**, v. 53, Sept. 6, 1976, p. 77-81.
What happens when a state licensing board gets tough. **Medical economics**, v. 53, June 14, 1976, p. 101.
When to sell a good stock. **Medical economics**, v. 53, May 3, 1976, p. 35-8, 39-40, 44, 47.

LAVOIE, RACHEL.

LAW
See Also Commercial Law

Great Britain

International

Unauthorized Practice
See Also Government Agencies And Departments-Practice Before Lawyers And Accountants Tax Practice

LAW AND ACCOUNTING


LAW DEPARTMENTS
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976


Word processing - an expanding field. Law office economics and management, v. 16, Fall 1975, p. 396-8.

Accounting


Auditing


Billing


Clients


ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1976


Frank, Jane Lakes. Problem is not too many lawyers, it's not enough clients. Law office economics and management, v. 16, Fall 1975, p. 363-71.


Compensation

See Wages, Fees, Salaries-Lawyers

Data Processing

See Also Computers - Effect On Legal Practice


Duties and responsibilities


Examinations

See Examinations, Bar

Fees

See Wages, Fees, Salaries-Lawyers

Filing and indexing


Financial management


Government regulation


Income

See Wages, Fees, Salaries-Lawyers

Internal control


Liability


Green, Wayne E. Bid to hold lawyers accountable to public stuns, anger's firms. (In McCullers, Levia D. Contemporary business environment. Los Angeles, c1975. p. 34-9.) [110 M]


Professional responsibility - an attorney may be enjoined in an action brought by the SEC for negligence in preparing an opinion letter exempting stock from registration under the Securities act of 1933. (In Folk, Ernest L. Securities law review - 1975. New York, c1975. p. 615-28.) [721 F]


Libraries

See Libraries
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**Records**


**Relation to Securities and Exchange Commission**


**Relation to tax administration**


**Reports and statements**

**Retirement**


**Salaries**
See Wages, Fees, Salaries-Lawyers

**Social responsibility**

**Specialization**
See Specialization

**Staff training**
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Statistics

Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Lawyers

LAWYERS AND ACCOUNTANTS


Considering how to ask. (In general) CA magazine (Can.) v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 10, 12.

Fenn, Harry. Growing number - CPAs that are also attorneys. Georgia CPA, v. 17, Spring 1975-76, p. 16-19.


Hanson, Walter E. Focus on peer review, illegal payments and lawyers' letters. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accounting, v. 141, May 1976, p. 90-3. (Adapted from an address before the Missouri Society of CPAs and the National Association of Accountants, Jan. 20, 1976, St. Louis, Mo.)


LAWYERS' grudging test of advertising. (Commentary) Business week, Jan. 12, 1976, p. 32.

LAWYERS' LETTERS

Considering how to ask. (In general) CA magazine (Can.) v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 10, 12.

Hanson, Walter E. Focus on peer review, illegal payments and lawyers' letters. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accounting, v. 141, May 1976, p. 90-3. (Adapted from an address before the Missouri Society of CPAs and the National Association of Accountants, Jan. 20, 1976, St. Louis, Mo.)


LAX, CHARLES M.

LAYDEN, DERMOT.

LAYNE, ARNER A.
Are preferred stocks as good as they seem? Medical economics, v. 53, March 8, 1976, p. 162.

Don't rule out all offbeat investments. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 115-135, passim. (Special issue on retirement plans)

Living with those tough new federal rules. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 63, 67-8, 70-2, 74. (Special issue on retirement plans)

Warning: real estate may be hazardous to your plan. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 95-111, passim. (Special issue on retirement plans)


LAYOEN-RAMOS, DELLIE.
Cruz, Fortunato B. Economics of inflation accounting, by Fortunato B. Cruz and Dellie Layoen-Ramos. Accountants' journal (P.I.), v. 26, no. 2, 1976, p. 5-8. (First of a series)

LAYTON, LEROY.

Lazarus, Fred.
LEARNER, E. C. 

LEARNING CURVE 

LEAS, PHILIP J. 

LEASE DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT CORPORATION. 

LEASE, RONALD C. 


LEASE GUARANTEE PROGRAM 
See Also Insurance, Lease Guarantee

LEASE OR BORROW 

LEASE-OR-BUY decisions. 

LEASE OR PURCHASE 
Donnelly, Kevin A. Should you lease or buy your factory? Management (Irish), v. 23, Sept. 1976, p. 21, 23. 

LEASE-PURCHASE AGREEMENTS
See Purchase Agreements

LEASES
See Also Percentage Leases

Altman, Edward I. Capitalization of leases and the predictability of financial ratios: a comment. (Correspondence) Accounting review, v. 51, April 1976, p. 408-12.

Accounting

[111.1 S]
[111.1 S]

Financing
LEASING—Financing (Continued)


Long-term


Real estate


Valuation


LEASING COMPANIES

*See Also Automobile Leasing Companies

Machinery And Equipment Rental

LEATHER GOODS

*See Also Tanning

LEATON, EDWARD K.


LEAVE OF ABSENCE

*See Wages, Fees, Salaries - Leave Of Absence

LEAVITT, BRENTON C.


LEAVITT, HAROLD J.

Beyond the analytic manager. *California management review*, v. 17, Spring 1975, p. 5-12.

Beyond the analytic manager: part II. *California management review*, v. 17, Summer 1975, p. 11-21.

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

LEBELL, DON.


LECHNER, ALAN B.


LECHT, LEONARD A.


LEDDY, THOMAS D.


LEDGERMAN, EDWIN.


LEDGERLESS BOOKKEEPING

*See Bookkeeping-Ledgerless

LEDGERS

*See Also Books Of Account Journals

Records

Krusz, Dennis W. Automating general ledger provides key operating data for department managers. (Practical pointers) *Hospital financial management*, v. 6, March 1976, p. 51-3.


LEDYININA, JAMES.


LEE, CHENG F.


LEE, JOHN W.


LEE, LAWRENCE J.

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

LEE, LEONARD S.

LEE, M. MARK.
Valuing closely held stock for ESOP purposes is no simple matter. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 310-19.
Valuing closely held stock for ESOP purposes is no simple matter, part II. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Winter (Dec.) 1975, p. 29-43.

LEE, MORRIS M.
Tender offer defense: how to short-circuit the corporate raider. Mergers & acquisitions, v. 10, Fall 1975, p. 4-8.

LEE, T. A.

LEE, WILLIAM F.

LEE, WILLIAM MARSHALL.

LEECH, NOYES E.

LEECH, ROBERT E.

LEES, CHARLES R.

LEES, JOHN.

LEFF, GARY.

LEFLAR, ROBERT A.

LEFTWICH, HOWARD D.

LEGAL AID SOCIETIES
See Non-Profit Organizations, Legal Aid Societies

LEGAL EDUCATION
See Education, Lawyers
Schools And Colleges, Law

LEGAL ETHICS
See Professional Ethics-Lawyers

LEGAL models of management structure in the modern corporation: officers, directors, and accountants.


LEGAL reference guide for revenue officers.

LEGAL RESEARCH

LEGGE, KAREN.

LEGLER, JOHN B.

LEHAN, EDWARD ANTHONY.

LEHMAN, MARTIN.

LEHMAN INSTITUTE.

LEIB, HAROLD.

LEIBOWICZ, BARRY.
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LENROW, GERALD L.

Deductions for expired non-renewal options - the Court of Claims and Ninth Circuit emphasize that the facts control, by Gerald L. Lenrow and Emanuel Halpern. (Insurance taxation) Best's review (Property/casualty ed.), v. 77, June 1976, p. 73-8.


IRS issues its position on estimates of unpaid losses. (Insurance taxation) Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, March 1976, p. 64, 66, 68, 70.

Maze of ERISA’s annual reporting and recordkeeping requirements, by Gerald I. Lenrow and Emanuel Halpern. (Insurance taxation) Best's review (Property/casualty ed.), v. 77, Sept. 1976, p. 82, 84, 86, 88.


Simpson case - the IRS argues that an agent is an independent contractor and the Tax Court agrees by Gerald I. Lenrow and Emanuel Halpern. (Insurance taxation) Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, Nov. 1975, p. 70, 72, 74, 76.


Western Casualty and Hanover cases - the tax court takes another look at the annual statement, by Gerald I. Lenrow and Emanuel Halpern. (Insurance taxation) Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, April 1976, p. 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80.

LENZ, MATTHEW.


LEO, KENNETH J.


LEONDES, CORNELIUS T.


LEONTIEF, WASSILY.

Alternative to not planning may be chaos, a conversation with Wassily Leontief. Business and society review, no. 17, Spring 1976, p. 10-17.

LEPKOWSKI, J. K.


LERMAN, JERRY L.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976


LERNER, DAVID M.

LERNER, HERBERT J.


Full absorption: Sec. 481 adjustment period can be less than 10 years. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 7, Aug. 1976, p. 472-3.


Rollovers to IR 8. 10 plans may be excess contributions. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 7, Aug. 1976, p. 474.


LESNIK, RAYMOND V.
How to write a report your boss will read and remember. Homewood, Ill., Dow Jones-Irwin, 1974. 216 p. [209.6 L]

LESLIE A. HEATH, LTD.

LESLY, PHILIP.

LESPARRE, MICHAEL.


LESSARD, DONALD R.


LESLIE, JOHN.

LETTER STOCK
See Stock - Restricted

LETTERS
See Also Comfort Letters
No-Action Letter
Resumes


Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. Bank reports for audit purposes. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, Sept. 9, 1976, p. 291-3. (Statement on auditing issued by the Councils of the English and Scottish Institutes and of the Association of Certified Accountants.)


LETTERS OF CREDIT


LETTERS OF REPRESENTATION
See Also Clients' Written Representations


LETTERS OF SUGGESTION
See Reports, Accountants'-Supplementary Letter To Client
LEVANDER, ANDREW J.


Rights of retirees and other decisions. (Cases and rulings) Pension world, v. 12, April 1976, p. 53-4, 56, 58.


LEVINSON, WILLIAM A. Ways to protect yourself in an instant stock market. Medical economics, v. 53, March 8, 1976, p. 31-2, 37-9, 43, 45.
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**LEVOY, ROBERT P.**
Do your clients see the whole picture? (Practitioners forum) *Journal of accountancy*, v. 142, Aug. 1976, p. 42.

**LEVY, FREDERICK A.**

**LEWIS, GIRARD W.**

**LEWIS, LOUIS K.**

**LEWIS, MICHAEL E.**

**LEWIS, MORTON.**

**LEWELLEN, WILBUR G.**

**LEWERS, ROBERT O.**

**LEWIN, DAVID.**

**LEWIS, BARBARA B.**


**LEWIS, CHARLES.**

**LEWIS, COLIN D.**

**LEWIS, CRAIG.**

**LEWIS, DAVID C.**

**LEWIS, DENNIS J.**
Kossoy, Debra J. Florida jointer rule and its effect on an admiralty limitation of liability proceeding, by Debra J. Kossoy and Dennis J. Lewis. (Comment) *University of Miami law review*, v. 29, Summer 1975, p. 764-84.

**LEWIS, HALLETT A.**

**LEWIS, HOWARD L.**

**LEWIS, MARIANNA O.**

**LEWIS, MARSHALL C.**

**LEWIS, P. C.**

**LEWIS, PHILLIP V.**

**LEWIS, SHERMAN L.**

**LEWIS, STUART M.**
LEX, RICHARD A.
How much can the real estate appraiser tell you? Real estate review, v. 6, Spring 1976, p. 112-15.

LEYDEN, MICHAEL R.

LEYSHON, A. M.

LI, DAVID H.

LIABILITIES

Contingent

Auditing

Current

Accountants' index 1976
Long-term

Liabilities of directors and officers.

Liability insurance for corporate officers and directors.

Liability (Legal)
Hogan, Lawrence J. What you should know about recent libel law cases, by Lawrence J. Hogan and Rena Modly Hogan. Association management, v. 28, July 1976, p. 42-4.
Liability of limited partners having certain statutory voting rights affecting the basic structure of the partnership, by Don Augustine and others. Business lawyer, v. 31, July 1976, p. 2087-2107.

Fixed
See Liabilities-Long-Term
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Supreme Court definition of materiality makes suits for inadequate proxy disclosure more difficult. SEC accounting report, v. 2, Aug. 1976, p. 4-5.


LIABILITY OF ACCOUNTANTS

See Accountants-Liability

LIABILITY OF limited partners having certain statutory voting rights affecting the basic structure of the partnership, by Don Augustine and others. Business lawyer, v. 31, July 1976, p. 2087-2107.


LIAO, MAWSEN.


LIAO, SHU S.


LIBBY, ROBERT.


LIBIN, JEROME B.


LIBRARIES

See Also Tax Libraries


Young, Margaret Labash. Directory of special libraries and information centers: volume 1, edited by Margaret Labash Young, Harold Chester Young and Anthony T. Krutzas. 3rd ed. Detroit, Gale Research Co., c1974. 1435 p. [600 Y]


Accounting

LIBRARIES—Costs

Costs

Management


LICENSING
Moving towards the new consumer credit system. Accountant's magazine (Scott.), v. 80, May 1976, p. 171-3.


LICKISS, MICHAEL G.
Extend your involvement - or else... Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, Jan. 1976, p. 48-50.

LIDDELL, FELIX.
IOM study analyzes Medicare/Medicaid reimbursement of teaching physicians. (Focus on finance) Hospitals, v. 50, July 1, 1976, p. 30.

LIEBERMAN, BRUCE R.

ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1976

LIEBERMAN, G. J.

LIEBERMAN, PAUL.

LIEBLING, HERMAN L.

LIEBLING, OTTO.

LIENS
See Also Floating Liens
Taxation, United States-Liens

Bullfield, J. Now you have it, now you don't (or a case of the elusive professional costs), by J. Bullfield and D.J. Taylor. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 46, April 1976, p. 37-9.
Kobrin, David. Little new light on lien rights. (Law and the accountant) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 106.

LIFE can be profitable. Savings & loan news, v. 96, Aug. 1975, p. 34-41.

LIFE INSURANCE
See Insurance, Life


LIFE insurance paid to ex-wife is deductible by estate. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 341.
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LIFE insurance paid to ex-wife is deductible by estate. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 213.

LIFE insurance policies taxed to decedent wife's estate. (Selected recent developments) Estates, gifts and trusts journal, July-Aug. 1976, p. 34.


Budgetary control of service costs in a life insurance company. New York, 1976. 43 p. (Financial planning and control report no. 37) [430.4 L]


Management uses of functional costs (case studies). New York, 1974. 43 p. (Financial planning and control report no. 31) [*433 L]

Strategic and tactical questions for management. New York, 1976. 14 p. (Financial planning and control report no. 36) [*433 L]

Survey of overseas operations of life insurance companies. New York, 1974. 19 p. (Financial Planning and Control Division special release) [430 L]

Work measurement: an overview as presented at seminar series. New York, 1976. 95 p. (Financial planning and control report no. 38) [*201.2 L]


LIFE TABLES
See Mortality Tables

LIFETIME gift tax exemption can't be restored once used. Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 44-5.

LIFETIME gift tax exemption can't be restored once used. Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 137.

LIFETIME gift tax exemption can't be restored once used. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 292-3.

LIFE, BRADFORD.
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LINDEN, WILLIAM M.

LINDGREN, DAVID E.

LINDHOLM, RICHARD W.

LINDO, DAVID K.

LINDSEY, BRADFORD A.

LINE OF BUSINESS REPORTING
See Diversified Companies - Reports And Statements

LINEAR PROGRAMMING
See Mathematical Programming

LINEN SUPPLY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.
Schwamm, Stewart. Operating cost survey results indicate rising prices. Miami Beach, Linen Supply Association of America, 1974. 4 p. (photocopy) (From Linen supply news, Feb. 1974.) [*250 Lin 3]

LINEN SUPPLY BUSINESS

LINES, JAMES.

LINETT, E. S.
Accrual-basis employer's note to qualified plan not payment - CA-7 vs. CA-3, 9, 10. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, April 1976, p. 248-9.
Buyer's payment of selling expenses is Sec. 453(b) payment in year of sale. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 380-1.
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IRS warns oil production sharing agreements with foreign govs may result in royalties, not taxes. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, July 1976, p. 443-4.

IRS will not approve change in accounting period to maintain preferential status (DISC). (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, April 1976, p. 247.


Refund claims no longer to be made on Form 843. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 376.

Repayment of insider profits result in capital loss not business expense - CA-10 joins CA-2, 6, 7, vs. TC. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, April 1976, p. 245-7.


Sec. 103: insurance proceeds representing interest on defaulted municipal bonds are tax free - IRS extends rule. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 382.


Sec. 1031: noncirculating gold coins of two countries are like kind property. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, Sept. 1976, p. 570-1.


Sec. 351, 357(c): cash-basis transferor’s gain offset by transferee’s payment of payables in year of transfer. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 378-80.


LINK FINANCING

See Banks And Banking-Link Financing

LINN, DOUGLAS G.
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Accounting


Ireland


Law


Taxation

See Taxation, United States-Liquids -

LIQUIDITY

See Also Money


LINOWES, DAVID F.

LINOWES, DAVID F.


LIOTARD-VOGT, PIERRE.


LIPIS, ALLEN H.


LIPMAN, ARTHUR G.


LIPPMAN, STEVEN A.


LIPSEY, RICHARD G.


LIPSKY, ABBOTT B.


LIPSON, DAVID.


LIPTON, MARTIN.


LIQUIDATIONS AND RECEIVERSHIPS

See Also Bankruptcy

Insolvencies

Liquidations and Receiverships
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LIQUOR

See Also Beverages

Boutling

Breweries

Distilled Spirits Industry

Wineries


LIST 1975: Library and Information Services Today


LITTLE, FRED A.


LITTLE, L. M.


LITTLE, THOMAS L.


LIU, CHESTER C.


LIVESTOCK

See Also Horse Breeding Farms

Livestock Auction Markets

Ranches

Stockyards

Taxation, United States-Ranches

Accounting


Finance


Valuation


LIVESTOCK AUCTION MARKETS

See Also Stockyards

LIVIATAN, NISSAN.


LIVINGSTONE, JOHN LESLIE.


LIVSEY, ROBERT C.


LLEWELLYN, DON W.


Selling a close corporation: should stock or assets be sold for maximum tax benefits? By Don W. Llewellyn, Barbara B. Lewis and Stan Majors. (Corporations-stockholders) Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 120-25.

LLEWELLYN, JOHN.

Finance companies gear for role in national recovery. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 46, April 1976, p. 5-10.

LLOYD, ANDREW.


LLOYD, BRUCE.


LLOYD, LEE B.
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Lloyd-Davies, Peter R. FACTORING


TAXATION

See Taxation, United States Loan Companies

LOAN DEPARTMENTS

See Banks And Banking, Loan And Credit Departments

LOANS

See Also Credit Government Loans And Grants


Ahbrandon, Roger S. Credit allocation legislation no answer to redlining controversy. *Mortgage banker*, v. 36, March 1976, p. 6, 10, 12, 14, 16-17.
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Accounting


Government regulation


International


Statistics


LOANS, CONSTRUCTION


Cohen, Stanley L. How to approach the problem loan. (Condominium world) Real estate review, v. 6, Spring 1976, p. 30-1.


LOBBYING

See Also Taxation, United States-Lobbying Expenses

Washington Representatives


LOCAL GOVERNMENT

See Counties Municipalities

LoCASCIO, NICHOLAS.


LOCK, J. D.


LOCKERS

See Also Cold Storage Lockers

LOCKSHIN, JANE R.


LODGING industry.


LOEB, RONALD M.


LOEB, STEPHEN E.


LOEBECKE, JAMES K.


American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Behavior of major statistical estimators in sampling accounting populations: an empirical study, by John Neter and James
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LONGERGAN, GERALD.

LONG, ARCHIE M.

LONG, DAVID F.

LONG, DOUGLAS F.

LONG, MICHAEL S.


LONG, PATRICK K.
Linen management: one antidote to counteract rising costs, by Patrick K. Long and Thomas Mara. (Laundry) Hospitals, v. 50, July 1, 1976, p. 70, 72-3.

LONG, ROBERT H.


LONG-TERM CONTRACTS
See Contractors-Long Term Contracts

LONG-TERM LEASES
See Leases-Long-Term

LONGEST, BEAUFORT B.

LONIE, KENNETH J.

LOOK back: the time the income tax was 1%. Practical accountant, v. 9, July/Aug. 1976, p. 41-5.
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LOOMIS, PHILIP A.

LOONIN, MICHAEL A.

LOOSE-LEAF RECORDS
See Bookkeeping-Loose Leaf

LOOSE-LEAF VOLUME PUBLISHERS
See Publishers

LOPATKA, KENNETH T.

LOPEZ, FELIX E.

LOPEZ, FELIX M.

LOPEZ, LOIS V.

LORAINE, JOHN A.

LORANGE, PETER.


LORDAN, JOHN J.

LORE, MARTIN M.
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LORE, MARTIN M.-(Continued)


LOREK, KENNETH S.


LORESEN, LEONARD.


American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Illustrations of the disclosure of subsequent events: a survey of the application of section 560 of Statement on auditing standards no. 1, by Hortense Goodman and Leonard Loresen. New York, c1976. 78 p. (Financial report survey, no. 9) [*111.1 A]


LORENZ, RAYMOND P.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

LORETTA, RALPH.


LORINCZI, GEORGE G.


LOSE, MARGARET.


LOSEY, F. RICHARD.


LOSS COMPANIES AND DIVISIONS

See Also Taxation, United States-Loss Companies

LOSS control in the OSHA era.


LOSES


Accounting


LOST tax benefits on group term life insurance. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, July 1976, p. 62. (Excerpt from Coopers & Lybrand newsletter, February 1976.)
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LOTHIAN, JAMES R.
Demand for high-powered money. American economic review, v. 6, March 1976, p. 56-68.

LOUCKS, JOHN G.

LOUDEN, J. KEITH.
Effective director in action, by J. Keith Louden and Jack Zusman. New York, AMACOM, c1975. 190 p. (Includes a supplement on public agency boards by Jack Zusman.) [223.3 L]

LOUDERBACK, JOSEPH G.
Another approach to allocating joint costs: a comment. (Correspondence) Accounting review, v. 51, July 1976, p. 683-5.

LOUDERBACK, PETER D.

LOUGHAN, F. KEVIN.
Antitrust law - labor law - illegal hot cargo agreement may be the basis of antitrust suit against union which coerces its acceptance. (Recent developments) Cornell law review, v. 61, March 1976, p. 436-59.

LOUISIANA.
Dec of Revenue.

LOUISIANA SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.


LOURENCO, SUSAN V.

LOURY, EVERETT.
Criminal tax administration. (Federal taxation) Nebraska CPA, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 6, 27.

LOUSTEAU, J. KEITH.

LOWENFELS, LEWIS D.

LOWRY, ALBERT J.

LOWRY, DONALD L.

LOWRY, GEORGE S.

LOWRY, MICHAEL K.

LOWRY, W. McNEIL.

LUBAS, DANIEL P.

LUBELL, HAROLD A.

LUCA, JOSEPH J.

LUCAS, HENRY C.
Why information systems fail. New York, Columbia Univ. Press, c1975. 130 p. [201.8 L]

LUCHT, DAVID A.

LUCIANOVIČ, WILLIAM M.

LUCK, R. V.

LUCK, WILBERT H.

LUDLAM, JAMES E.

LOTHIAN, JAMES R.

LOWRY, DONALD L.
LUDWIG, STEVEN.


LUFTIG, MARK D.

LUGGAGE
See Leather Goods
Trunks

LUKER, WILLIAM A.

LUM, Y. T.

LUMBER and building material financial report: 1973 financial operating results.

LUMBER INDUSTRY
See Also Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence - Timberlands Forests And Forestry Timberlands Trees


Shirley, Robert E. Accounting and financial management in the forest products industries: a guide to the published literature, by Robert E. Shirley and Steven D. Nielson. Corvallis, Or., School of Business, Oregon State University, 1975. 15 p. (Studies in management and accounting for the forest products industries monograph) [*250 For 2]

LUMBER MANUFACTURERS
See Also Plywood Manufacturers


LUMBER RETAILERS
See Also Building Material Retailers

Statistics
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LUMBER WHOLESALERS
See Also Building Material Wholesalers

LUMSDEN, KEITH G.

LUND, HARRY A.

LUND, LEONARD.

LUNDY, DANIEL F.

LUPTON, TOM.
Efficiency and the quality of worklife, the technology of reconciliation. (Research) Organizational dynamics, Autumn 1975, p. 68-80.

LURIE, MICHAEL E.

LUSA, JOHN M.

LUSCH, ROBERT F.

LUSCOMBE, NELSON.

LUSK, EDWARD J.

LUSS, HANAN.
Maintenance policies when deterioration can be observed by inspections. Operations research, v. 24, March-April 1976, p. 359-66.

LUSTERMAN, SEYMOUR.
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LUTHANS, FRED.

LUTON, JAMES P.
Accountants’ fees, how to improve your collections. Practical accountant, v. 8, Nov./Dec. 1975, p. 31-5.

LUTTRELL, WILLIAM B.

LUTZ-NAGEY, ROBERT C.

LUXEMBOURG.

LYBECKER, MARTIN E.

LYMAN, PETER.

LYNCH, THOMAS D.

LUTHANS, FRED.
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Straight from the horse's mouth, by Murdoch MacDonald and Derek G. Smith. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, Jan. 1976, p. 15-16. (An interview with Sir Francis Sandilands.)
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MACH, JOSEPH D. 


Rollover tax break is broadened to cover plan terminations. (ERISA report) Practical accountant, v. 9, July/Aug. 1976, p. 51.

MACHARZINA, KLAUS. 

MACHINE ACCOUNTING 
See Data Processing

MACHINERY AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INSTITUTE. 
MAPI survey on company approaches to reduce outside audit fees. Washington, 1974. 26 p. [*250 Mac 3 ]

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 
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Plant And Equipment
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Multi-use condominiums: tax planning to avoid double taxation of outside income. William and Mary law review, v. 16, Fall 1974, p. 37-69.
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MAILROOM revised: Supreme Court says negligence is not fraud. SEC accounting report, v. 2, May 1976, p. 3.
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When judges differ: interpreting the law on VAT. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 15, 1976, p. 63-4.
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MALPRACTICE problems and proposed solutions discussed by hospital attorneys at annual meeting. (Hospitals headlines) Hospitals, v. 50, July 1, 1976, p. 17-17c.

MANAGEMENT
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Management Accounting
Management Audit
Management Control
Office Management
Operations Research

Advertising by objectives. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, July 1976, p. 61-2. (Excerpt from Management advisory services newsletter (J.K. Lasser & Company), Spring 1976.)
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Dinsmore, Francis W. Developing tomorrow's managers today. New York, AMACOM, c1975. 130 p. [223.7 D]
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executive manpower status report. -P.Executive continuity questionnaire.)[223.7 M]

Managerial values for working by Vincent S. Flowers and others. New York, Amacom, c1975. 50 p. (An American management association reprint.)[223.7 M]


McCollin, Charles R. Yes, you can be a manager and be creative Hospital financial management, v. 29, Nov. 1975, p. 28-30, 32.


McInnes, William M. Behavioural science -can we meet the challenge? Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 52-4.
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Salgado, Carmelita G. Note on management control systems. SGOV group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 12-19.


Walsh, W. Democratic confusion. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 1, 1976, p. 9-11.
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Seiler, Robert E. Accounting principles for management. 2nd ed. Columbus, Ohio, Charles E. Merrill Pub. Co., cl975, 613 p. [110 S]
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MANAGEMENT accounting principles.

MANAGEMENT accounting: text and cases.

MANAGEMENT AUDIT
Opening utility management to public view. (Management) Business week, May 24, 1976, p. 72, 76.
Srivastava, Girish K. Management audit - a new dimension to audit. (Students’ section) Management accountant (India), v. 11, April 1, 1976, p. 324-6.

Canada

Germany, Federal Republic of

Sweden

MANAGEMENT audits of subordinate claim offices of national insurance companies.

MANAGEMENT BY CONTRACT
See Hotels - Management By Contract
Real Estate - Management By Contract

MANAGEMENT BY EXCEPTION

MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES
Elliis, Ce. One hospital’s MBO program: less direct authority, more staff involvement. Modern healthcare, v. 5, April 1976, p. 45-8.
How real are changes induced by management by objectives, by Henry Tosi and others. Administrative science quarterly, v. 21, June 1976, p. 276-306.
Rosenberg, Seymour L. Self-analysis of your organization. New York, AMACOM, c1974. 193 p [201 R]
Salgado, Carmelita G. Note on management control systems. SGV group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 12-19.
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Mintzberg, Henry. Impediments to the use of management information. New York, National Association of Accountants, c1975. 27 p. (Study carried out on behalf of the National Association of Accountants and the Society of Industrial Accountants of Canada.) [201.8 M]
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MANAGEMENT uses of functional costs (case studies).


MANAGERIAL accounting.


MANAGERIAL stress.


MANAGERIAL values for working.


MANAGERS


Dinsmore, Francis W. Developing tomorrow’s managers today. New York, AMACOM, c1975. 130 p. [223.7 D]

Fiedler, Fred E. Leadership game: matching the man to the situation. Organizational dynamics, v. 4, Winter 1976, p. 6-16.
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Motivating divisional management. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 76-7. (Reprint from Accountant (Eng.), Dec. 4, 1975, p. 637-8.)


Stewart, Rosemary. To understand the manager's job: consider demands, constraints, choices. (Research) Organizational dynamics, v. 4, Spring 1976, p. 22-32.
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Wortman, Max S. Defining the manager’s job; a manual of position descriptions, by Max S. Wortman and JoAnn Sperling. 2nd ed. New York, Amacom, c1975. 434 p. [223.7 W]


**International**


**Ireland**


**MANAGER’S guide to computer timesharing.**

Haidinger, Timothy P. Manager’s guide to computer timesharing, by Timothy P. Haidinger and Dana R. Richardson. New York, John Wiley & Sons, c1975. 182 p. [203.9 H]

**MANAGING a full service hospital.** *Veterinary economics*, v. 17, Feb. 1976, p. 32-4, 36, 40, 42.

**MANAGING multinational corporations.**


**MANAGING the cash flow: selected readings from Management accounting.**
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**MANCUSO, SAMUEL.**
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How to compute the maximum benefits that can be provided when two qualified plans are used. *Taxation for accountants*, v. 16, June 1976, p. 354-8.
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**MANDELL, STEVIN L.**

Management information system is going to pieces. *California management review*, v. 17, Summer 1975, p. 50-6.
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**MANGUM, ROBERT B.**

Pot at the end of the rainbow may be empty, by Robert B. Mangum, Robert E. Shelton and Jennie S. Stathis. *GAO review*, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 46-54.
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**MANKO, JOSEPH M.**


**MANKOFF, ALBERT W.**


**MANKOFF, RONALD M.**


**MANLEY, FRANK B.**


**MANN, BRUCE ALAN.**


MANN, DON H.

MANN, M. HERSCHEL.

MANN, PATRICK C.

MANNING, WILLARD G.

MANPOWER
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Labor Supply
Military And Government Service

Bell, David J. Manpower in corporate planning. Long range planning, v. 9, April 1976, p. 31-7.


MANSKER, GARY F.

MANTELL, E. H.

MANUAL on bookkeeping; how to open and run your own bookstore.

MANUAL on organizing a minority trade association.

MANUALS


Jackson, Clyde W. Verbal information systems: a comprehensive guide to writing manuals. Cleveland, Ohio, Association for Systems Management, c1974. 74 p. [*202.6 J ]


MANUFACTURE OR PURCHASE
See Make Or Buy

MANUFACTURERS
See Also Cost Accounting, Industry, And Special Kind Of Manufacturer, E.G., Electric Equipment Manufacturers


Accounting

Cost accounting

Costs


Data processing

Conalco's production control system increases efficiency. (Users report) Infosystems, v. 23, April 1976, p. 50, 52.


MANUFACTURERS—Liability

MANVEL, ALLEN D.

MANSELL, K. H.

MANY agencies were given access to tax returns by IRS. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 9, July/Aug. 1976, p. 26.

MANY gift tax returns are filed incomplete. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 320-1.

MAPI survey on company approaches to reduce outside audit fees. Machinery And Allied Products Institute. MAPI survey on company approaches to reduce outside audit fees. Washington, 1974. 26 p. [*250 Mac 3]

MARA, THOMAS.

MARCH, JOHN J.

MARCUS, BRUCE.
Banker vs. investment counselor: running after the pension fund dollar. Pension world, v. 12, May 1976, p. 8-10, 12.

MARCUS, BRUCE W.

MARCUS, JOEL S.

MARCUS, WARREN R.

MARGINAL ANALYSIS

MARGINAL COSTS
See Also Direct Costs
Fixed Costs
Increment And Decrement Costs
Original Costs
Standard Costs
Variable Costs
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Liability

Management


Duncon, Ian D. Make-or-buy decisions. Industrial accountant (Pakistan), v. 15, Jan.-March 1976, p. 25-32.


Statistics


MANUFACTURING COSTS


Duncon, Ian D. Make-or-buy decisions. Industrial accountant (Pakistan), v. 15, Jan.-March 1976, p. 25-32.


MANUFACTURING organization and management.

MANUS, PETER C.
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MARGINAL costs in electric rate structures. (Progress of regulation) *Public utilities fortnightly*, v. 98, Nov. 4, 1976, p. 52-4.

MARGINAL INCOME

See Income-Marginal

MARGOLIS, BARRY H.


MARGOLIS (H.R.) AND COMPANY.


MARIEN, EDWARD J.


MARRIN, ALAN M.


MARINAS

See Boat Basins

MARINCOWICH, ANDREW P.


MARINE INSURANCE

See Insurance, Marine

MARINE LOANS

See Loans, Marine

MARITAL DEDUCTION

See Taxation, United States-Husbands And Wives

MARGINAL deduction equalization formula survives IRS attack. *Estate planning*, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 34.


MARITIME CARRIERS

See Ships And Shipping

MARITIME LIENS

See Liens, Maritime

MARKET MIX


Yate, Peter. How to reshuffle the marketing mix when inflation has changed the rules. *Industrial marketing*, v. 61, Oct. 1976, p. 102, 104, 108.


MARKET RESEARCH
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van der Most, G. Purchasing process: researching influences is basic to marketing plan. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Oct.1976, p. 120, 124, 129.


Great Britain


MARKETABLE SECURITIES


Accounting


MARKETING

See Also Industrial Marketing


MARKET RESEARCH
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Gettie, Blair R. Some basic lessons for the U.S. adman whose company is going multinational. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Nov. 1976, p. 70-2.


van der Most, G. Purchasing process: researching influences is basic to marketing plan. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Oct. 1976, p. 120, 124, 129.


Walker, K. R. How to draw up a marketing plan that will keep you on the track. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Sept. 1976, p. 126.


Wright, J. William D. Some inside tips on setting up good sales meetings when you're overseas, by J. William D. Wright and Raymond G. Hanobik. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Oct. 1976, p. 94-6, 98, 100.

Yate, Peter. How to reshuffle the marketing mix when inflation has changed the rules. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Oct. 1976, p. 102, 104, 108.
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MARKETING—Accounting

Latin America

Management

Reports and statements

Saudi Arabia

Southeast Asia

Statistics

MARKETING-COST ratios of U.S. manufacturers.

MARKETING for nonprofit organizations.


MARKUS, ROGER.

Accounting

Australia

Budgeting

Canada

China

Costs

Data processing

Europe

Government regulation

Great Britain

International
Riemsljek, H. A. C. van. Optimizing overseas marketing: rely on the team approach. Industrial marketing, v. 61, July 1976, p. 82, 84.
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MARKLE, DEAN W.

MARKOV CHAINS
Barkman, Arnold Ira. Critical evaluation and extension of the application of quantitative techniques to the field of auditing. Houston, 1974. 164 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - U. of Houston.) [170 B]

MARKOVITS, ANDREW S.

MARKOVITS, RICHARD S.

MARKOWICH, M. MICHAEL.

MARKOWITZ, HARRY M.

MARKOWITZ MODEL

MARKS, E. STANLEY.

MARKS, HERBERT J.

MARKSTEIN, DAVID L.

MARKUSEN, ANN R.

MARMOR, THEODORE R.

MARQUES, EDMOND.

MARRIAN, IAN.

MARSH, ROLF.

MARSHALL, A. H.
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MARSHALL, KENNETH.

MARSHALL, RICHARD D.

MARSHALL, STANLEY C.

MARSTEN, ROY E.
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MARTIN, JOHN D.

MARTIN, MERLE P.

MARTIN, MICHAEL J.
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MARTIN, STEVE.
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MARX, NIKKI.

MARX, THOMAS G.

MARYLAND HEALTH SERVICES COST REVIEW COMMISSION.
Steele, Mark M. Tempers rise but costs go down. Modern healthcare, v. 5, May 1976, p. 16u-w.

MAVEN, ARTHUR.

MAVEN, JOSEPH BARRY.

MAVEN, MARTIN.

MAVEN, R. HAL.
Conflicts between host countries and the multinational enterprise. California management review, v. 17, Fall 1974, p. 5-14.

MAVEN, RICHARD O.

MASS INFORMATION UTILITIES
See Computer Utilities
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MASSARO, VINCENT G.
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MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY PROGRAMS


MASTERN, NORTON E.


MASTRAN, DAVID V.


MASTRO, ANTHONY J.


MATCHING CONCEPT


MATCOVSKY, JOEL J.

Lurie, Michael E. What the asset manager can expect, by Michael E. Lurie and Joel J. Matcovsky. Pension world, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 36-9.

MATERIAL control - secret to manufacturing profitability. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 75-6. (Excerpt from Management advisory services newsletter (J.K. Lasser & Co.), Dec. 1975.)
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MATERIAL requirements planning.


MATERIALITY


Materiality in financial reporting. (Auditing and reporting) CPA journal, v. 46, Nov. 1976, p. 76-7. (Excerpt from Week in review (Haskins & Sells), Aug. 13, 1976.)
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Supreme Court definition of materiality makes suits for inadequate proxy disclosure more difficult. SEC accounting report, v. 2, Aug. 1976, p. 4-5.


MATERIALITY in financial reporting. (Auditing and reporting) CPA journal, v. 46, Nov. 1976, p. 76-7. (Excerpt from Week in review (Haskins & Sells), Aug. 13, 1976.)

MATERIALS

See Also Inventories

Control

See Also Merchandise Control


Data processing

Hegland, Donald E. Move it by the numbers - computerized material handling comes of age. Automation, v. 22, Nov. 1975, p. 80-5.


Management


Hegland, Donald E. Move it by the numbers - computerized material handling comes of age. Automation, v. 22, Nov. 1975, p. 80-5.


Wight, Oliver W. Production and inventory management in the computer age. Boston, Cahner Books, c1974. 284 p. [142.4 W]

MATUREITY LEAVE


Shower for Nancy. (H & S scene) H & S reports (Haskins & Sells), v. 13, Spring 1976, p. 33.

MATHEMATICAL MODELS

See Also Accounting Models

Decision Models

Financial Models

Management Science

Operations Research

Stochastic Models


Grossman, Elliott S. Capital appropriations and expenditures; a quarterly forecasting model. New York, Conference Board, c1975. 47 p. (Conference Board report, no. 668) [143.3 G]


MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING


MATHEMATICS


MATHEMATICS FOR MANAGEMENT


MATHEMATICS FOR MANAGEMENT


MATHEMATICS FOR MANAGEMENT
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MAUSNER, JEFFREY N.
State exemptions from securities regulation coextensive with S.E.C. rule 146. (Note) Cornell law review, v. 61, Nov. 1975, p. 157-75.

MAUST, GREGORY E.

MAUTZ, ROBERT K.


MAUZE, JEROME.
Time-sharing: or how to get the most out of computers at the least cost. Laventhol & Horwath perspective, v. 2, Spring/Summer 1976, p. 31-3.

MAXIM, L. D.

MAXWELL, BRIAN.

MAXWELL, CLYDE R.

MAXWELL, DICK.
Emergencies only. Veterinary economics, v. 17, March 1976, p. 36-8, 40.

MAXWELL, ROBERT.

MAXWELL, ROBERT J.
Now is the time to count the cost of the NHS. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 30-3.

MAXWELL, S. R.
Corporate values and the business school curriculum. California management review, v. 18, Fall 1975, p. 72-7.
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MAY, ROBERT G.
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MAYER, KENNETH E.

MAYER, ROBERT A.

MAYER, THOMAS.

MAYERS, DAVID.

MAYNARD, HILDEGARD M.
Disability insurance when you're not in a-l condition. Medical economics, v. 53, May 15, 1976, p. 117.
Finding the best life insurance deal if you're a poor risk. Medical economics, v. 53, June 28, 1976, p. 151, 155, 158.

MAYO, HERBERT B.

MAYR, MARI莲Y B.

MAZOR, JOHN.
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McClelland, David C.

McClenahan, John L.
Perfect secretary lost and found and lost and.... Medical economics, v. 53, June 14, 1976, p. 140-1, 143, 147, 150.

McCloy, John J.

McClure, Melvin T.

McCollister, John Y.

McCollum, W. Jerald.

Mcconnell, Charles R.
Yes, you can be a manager and be creative Hospital financial management, v. 29, Nov. 1975, p. 28-30, 32.
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McCONNICO, STEPHEN EDWARD.

McCORD, FRANK M.

McCORNICK, WILLIAM.
Internal control of cash in the medical office. (In Business Side of Medicine, Richmond, Va., April 14, 1972. Three papers. ... Richmond, Va., 1972. p. 206-8. [*230 Phyl]

McCOSH, ANDREW M.
Audit of computer programs, by Andrew M. McCosh and Michael J. Earl. Accountant's magazine (Scott.), v. 80, July 1976, p. 253-8.
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Group accounts in the EEC; a look at some of the proposals of the draft seventh directive. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, June 1976, p. 211-12.

McLEAN, EPHRAIM R.

McLEAN, JAMES H.
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MCLURE, CHARLES E.


McMAHON, ALEX.
Teamwork is key to reducing malpractice risk, McMahon says at AHA workshop. (Hospitals headlines) Hospitals, v. 50, July 16, 1976, p. 17-19.

McMAHON, DAVID R.
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McNEILL, I. E.

McNULTY, NANCY G.

McNUTT, GEORGE.

McProud, LUCY M.

McQUADE, LAWRENCE C.

McQUILLAN, PETER E.

McRAINEY, J. H.

McTAGE, PETER J.

MEAD, MARY A.

MEAL allowances aren't wages under Section 3401. (Payroll taxes) *Journal of taxation*, v. 44, April 1976, p. 247.

MEANING of company accounts.

MEANING of present fairly in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles in the independent auditor's report.

MEASUREMENT
See Also Standard Costs
Time And Motion Study
Work Measurement

Chen, Kung-Hong. Removing the appearance of certainty from accounting information: a behavioral experiment. *Austin, Tex., 1974. 283 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of Texas at Austin.)* [141.1 C]
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MEASURING and enhancing productivity in the federal sector.


MEAT PACKING

Cost accounting


Statistics


MEATFACTS, 1975.


MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.


MECKLENBURG, WILLIAM G.


MECKLING, WILLIAM H.


Grinstead, Clayton R. Comment on New schools of accountantcy - accomplish little. (Letters to the editor) CPA journal, v. 46, Nov. 1976, p. 6-7.


MEDEARS, HARVEY D.


MEDEIROS, FRANCISCO A.

COMMENT ON "INTERPRETATION".


MEDICAL CARE

See Also Health Maintenance Organizations
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Auditing

Administrators seek a more active medical audit role. Modern healthcare, v. 6, Aug. 1976, p. 35.


Costs


Hinderer, Harold. Competition: a surprising way to hold health costs down, interview conducted by Patricia Kiper Rummer. Hospital financial management, v. 6, April 1976, p. 10-12, 14, 16, 18.

Ingram, James C. We can't afford not to apply basic financial controls to provider-based physician contracts. Hospital financial management, v. 29, Oct. 1975, p. 24-9.


Maxwell, Robert J. Now is the time to count the cost of the NHS. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 30-3.

Newmark, Gaylen L. Can quality be equated with cost? Hospitals, v. 50, April 1, 1976, p. 81-2, 84-6.


Reimbursement based on economic cost - what other choice is there? Hospital financial management, v. 29, Nov. 1975, p. 48-51. (Reprinted from Feb./March Review, official publication of the Federation of American Hospitals.)

Richardson, William C. Voluntary health insurance: important role in cost containment. Hospitals, v. 50, March 1, 1976, p. 77-81.


Finance


Ingram, James C. We can't afford not to apply basic financial controls to provider-based physician contracts. Hospital financial management, v. 29, Oct. 1975, p. 24-9.

Medicare


Glasser, Melvin A. What price health care? Hospital administration, v. 20, Fall 1975, p. 7-19.

Green, Lawrence W. Potential of health education includes cost effectiveness. Hospitals, v. 50, May 1, 1976, p. 57-60.


Costs


Hinderer, Harold. Competition: a surprising way to hold health costs down, interview conducted by Patricia Kiper Rummer. Hospital financial management, v. 6, April 1976, p. 10-12, 14, 16, 18.

Ingram, James C. We can't afford not to apply basic financial controls to provider-based physician contracts. Hospital financial management, v. 29, Oct. 1975, p. 24-9.


Maxwell, Robert J. Now is the time to count the cost of the NHS. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 30-3.

Newmark, Gaylen L. Can quality be equated with cost? Hospitals, v. 50, April 1, 1976, p. 81-2, 84-6.


Reimbursement based on economic cost - what other choice is there? Hospital financial management, v. 29, Nov. 1975, p. 48-51. (Reprinted from Feb./March Review, official publication of the Federation of American Hospitals.)

Richardson, William C. Voluntary health insurance: important role in cost containment. Hospitals, v. 50, March 1, 1976, p. 77-81.


Financial management

Steele, Mark M. Tempers rise but costs go down. Modern healthcare, v. 5, May 1976, p. 16u-w.

Government regulation

Ball, Albert E. Lowey. State and local regulation will prove most effective. Hospitals, v. 50, March 1, 1976, p. 89-92.


Ellis, Ce. Prospective reimbursement: pain or panacea? Modern healthcare, v. 5, May 1976, p. 31-6.


Hinderer, Harold. Competition: a surprising way to hold health costs down. Interview conducted by Patricia Kiper Rummer. Hospital financial management, v. 6, April 1976, p. 10-12, 14, 16, 18.

Jones, Stanley B. Publicly funded plan: the most equitable and cost-effective. Hospitals, v. 50, March 1, 1976, p. 73-6.

Key, Marcus M. Implications of OSHA for company health services. (In Lusterman, Seymour. Health-care issues for industry. New York, 1974, p. 34-8.) [*480 L]


Newmark, Gaylen L. Can quality be equated with cost? Hospitals, v. 50, April 1, 1976, p. 81-2, 84-6.


Great Britain

Maxwell, Robert J. Now is the time to count the cost of the NHS. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 30-3.

Ireland

Murphy, David A. Management in the health services - 3: change and development. Management (Irish), v. 22, Nov. 1975, p. 54-5.

Long-term care


Management


Glasser, Melvin A. What price health care? Hospital administration, v. 20, Fall 1975, p. 7-19.


Hayes, James L. Use experts you have to train leaders you need. (Management) Modern healthcare, v. 6, July 1976, p. 56.


Murphy, David A. Management in the health services - 3: change and development. Management (Irish), v. 22, Nov. 1975, p. 33-6.

O'Connor, Robin. Time has come to wait some more. Hospitals, v. 50, March 1, 1976, p. 55-60.


Personnel

Hayes, James L. Use experts you have to train leaders you need. (Management) Modern healthcare, v. 6, July 1976, p. 56.


MEDICAL CLINICS
See Also Health Maintenance Organizations
Hospital Clinics
Medical Groups
Mental Health Clinics


Accounting

Costs
Green, Lawrence W. Potential of health education includes cost effectiveness. Hospitals, v. 50, May 1, 1976, p. 57-60.

Management
Green, Lawrence W. Potential of health education includes cost effectiveness. Hospitals, v. 50, May 1, 1976, p. 57-60.

MEDICAL economics - financial planning issue.

MEDICAL economics (MAGAZINE).
Your 1974-75 financial planning issue; year-end actions you should start taking now, October 21, 1974. Oradell, N.J., c1974. 158 p. (Special issue of Medical economics, Oct. 21, 1974.) [*250 Phy]

MEDICAL ETHICS
See Professional Ethics-Physicians

MEDICAL GROUPS
See Also Health Maintenance Organizations
Medical Clinics


Medicare

Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Medical Groups

MEDICAL office: organization and management.

MEDICAL PAYMENT PLANS
See Insurance, Medical Payment Plans

MEDICAL profESSION
See Physicians
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MEDICAL SCHOOLS
See Schools And Colleges, Medical

MEDICARE


Ingram, James C. We can't afford not to apply basic financial controls to provider-based physician contracts. Hospital financial management, v. 29, Oct. 1975, p. 24-9.


Liddell, Felix. IOM study analyzes Medicare/Medicaid reimbursement of teaching physicians. (Focus on finance) Hospitals, v. 50, July 1, 1976, p. 30.


Reimbursement based on economic cost - what other choice is there? Hospital financial management, v. 29, Nov. 1975, p. 48-51. (Reprinted from Feb./March Review, official publication of the Federation of American Hospitals.)


Tax Foundation, Inc. Problems and issues in national health insurance. New York, c1974. 31 p. (Research publication, no. 30, new series.) [*480 T]

Accounting

Auditing

Cost reimbursement principles


Ingram, James C. Here's how you can fight back on routine service cost limitations. Hospital financial management, v. 6, May 1976, p. 28-9, 32-3, 36.

Medicare cost report: on mastering the monster, part 1. (Focus on finance) Hospitals, v. 50, Feb. 1, 1976, p. 32.


Voyvodich, Marc E. Medicare cost report: on mastering the monster, part 2. (Focus on finance) Hospitals, v. 50, April 1, 1976, p. 29.

Costs
Voyvodich, Marc E. Medicare cost report: on mastering the monster, part 2. (Focus on finance) Hospitals, v. 50, April 1, 1976, p. 29.

MEDICARE—Government regulation


MELANDER, E. R.

MELIS, FEDERIGO.

MELLON, W. GILES.

MELEONE, JOSEPH J.

MELOY, CHARLES.


MEMBER bank operating ratios - fourth Federal Reserve district, 1974.
Federal Reserve Bank Of Cleveland. Member bank operating ratios - fourth Federal Reserve district, 1974. Cleveland, Ohio, 1975. 22 p. [*617 C]


MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
See Accountants' Societies
Chambers Of Commerce
Clubs
Societies And Associations
Trade Associations

MENDENHALL, JOHN.

MENKUS, Belden.

MENNERICK, LEWIS A.

MENNIS, EDMUND A.
MENTAL HEALTH CLINICS
See Also Hospital Clinics
Medical Clinics

MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTIONS
See Also Non-Profit Organizations, Health Agencies

MENTZER, LEONARD.

MENZ, FREDRIC C.

MERCANTILE BANCORPORATION.

MERCANTILE Bank affair: a case study of Canadian nationalism and a multinational firm.

MERCHANDISE COUPONS
See Gift Certificates
Premium Merchandising

MERCHANDISE MANAGEMENT
See Retail Trade-Inventories

MERCHANDISE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
See Retail Trade-Accounting

MERCHANDISETurnover
See Inventories

MERRIDITH, G. G.

MERRIDITH, JACK.

MERGERS
See Accountants' Office-Mergers
Accounting Firms
Consolidations And Mergers
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MERGERS and acquisitions: a comprehensive bibliography.

MERGERS: motives, effects, policies.

MERINO, BARBARA D.

MERIT RATING
See Also Job Analysis, Evaluation And Classification


MERROW, JOHN E.

MERRILL, WALTER W.

MERRIS, RANDALL G.

MERSAN, OSCAR A.

MERTON, ROBERT C.

MERTZ, MARTIN F.

MERZ, C. M.

MESSERE, CARL.


MEYER, ROBERT L.

MEYERS, STEPHEN L.


MEYERSON, MORT.

MEZINES, BASHI,J.


MIA M UNIVERSITY.
——. Law Center.
Institute On Estate Planning, 9th, University of Miami Law Center, 1975. Proceedings —, edited by Philip E. Heckerling, New York, Matthew Bender, c1975. 1 v. (various pagings) [750.2 I]

MICHAEL, STEPHEN R.

MICHELIA, WILLIAM A.
Effect of skills blend on nursing costs. Hospitals, v. 50, May 1, 1976, p. 42.


MICHIGAN.
——. Dept. of Treasury.


MICHIGAN ASSOCIATION OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.

MICHIGAN, UNIVERSITY.


MICROFILMING
See Computer Output Microfilm
Records - Microfilming

MICROGRAPHICS survey ’76. Infosystems, v. 23, April 1976, p. 34-7. (Results of Infosystems’ 6th annual survey)


MIDDLEDICHT, LEIGH B.

MIDDLETION, K. A.


MIDYETTE, B. SAUNDERS.

MIGHDOLL, M. J.

MIHALOV, JOSEPH B.

MIKESELL, JOHN L.

MIKESELL, R. M.


MIKESELL, RAYMOND F.


MILAM, EDWARD E.


MILBURN, JACK.


MILCH, ROBERT AUSTIN.


MILDE, HELLMUTH.


MILEAGE ALLOWANCES

See Automobile Operation

MILEFSKY, NORMAN R.


MILES, C. W. N.


MILITARY BUDGETS

See Budgets, Military

MILITARY CONTRACTS

See Contracts, Government

MILITARY PROCUREMENT

See Also Contracts, Government


MILK DEALERS


MILK DISTRIBUTORS

See Milk Dealers

MILK PLANTS

See Creameries

MILK PRODUCTS

See Dairy Products

MILLAR, JAMES A.


MILLARD, CHEADLE W.


MILLENSON, DEBRA A.


MILLER, A. EDWARD.


MILLER, ARTHUR S.


MILLER, CHARLES H.


MILLER, DANIEL E.


MILLER, DENNIS W.

MILLER, DON W.


MILLER, EDWIN L.


MILLER, GERALD H.


MILLER, H. TODD.


MILLER, HERBERT E.


MILLER, KEVIN G.


MILLER, MALCOLM.


MILLER, MARCUS H.


MILLER, MARY SUSAN.


MILLER, MERDON H.


MILLER, NEIL.


MILLER, R. B.


MILLER, RALPH GANO.


MILLER, RAYMOND H.


MILLER, RICHARD B.


MILLER, RICHARD J.


MILLER, RONALD L.

Anticipate questions, seek answers for adept labor relations efforts. (Labor relations) Hospitals, v. 50, July 1, 1976, p. 50-4.

MILLER, RUSSEL R.

Determining the fair market value of a privately owned agency. Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, Nov. 1975, p. 34, 36.

MILLER, STANFORD.

Blind spots (or what research can do to help the insurance industry avoid foreseeable problems). Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, March 1976, p. 10, 12, 72, 74.

MILLIKEN, RUSSELL B.


MILLMAN, NEIL H.


MILLS, MILLARD K.


MILLS, TED.


MILLUS, ALBERT J.


MILNE, GORDON.

MINER, WALKER W.
Rubey, Harry. Engineer and professional management, by
Harry Rubey, John A. Logan, and Walker W. Milner. 3rd

MILO, RALPH.
Lenrow, Gerald I. IRS issues its position on estimates of
unpaid losses. (Insurance taxation) Best's review (Property/
liability ed.), v. 76, March 1976, p. 64, 66, 68, 70.

MINAMI, WARREN N.
Data administration: key to better management. Journal of

MINCH, ROLAND.
Petri, Enrico. Contemporary inflation accounting proposals: an
analysis and an alternative, by Enrico Petri and Roland

MINCH, SYDNEY.
Need for manned security systems. Management (Irish), v. 22,

MINERAL EXPLORATION FUNDS
See Funds - Exploration
Taxation, United States - Exploration Funds

MINERAL RIGHTS
Brock, Ralph R. Effect of unitization on defeasible term
interests. (In Institute On Oil And Gas Law And Taxation,
26th, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1975. Pro-
cedings. New York, 1975, p. 267-98.) [250 Oil 2]
Browder, William B. Accommodation of the conflicting inter-
est of the mineral owner and the surface owner. (In
Institute On Oil And Gas Law And Taxation, 25th,
New York, 1974, p. 85-121.) [250 Oil 2]
Kimball, Raymond A. Some new complexities in property
taxation. (In National Tax Association - Tax Institute of
America Conference on Taxation, 67th, St. Louis, 1974.
Proceedings. Columbus, Ohio, 1975, p. 153-63.) [751 N]
Rudd, Joseph. Who owns Alaska? - mineral rights acquisition
amid rapidly changing land ownership. (In Rocky Moun-
Wakefield, Donald E. In search of the ultimate mining deal -
some general approaches. (In Rocky Mountain Mineral
New York, 1975, p. 471-500.) [280 R]

MINGO, JOHN J.
Risk and its implications for the banking system, part 1, by
John J. Mingo, Stephen A. Rhoades and Benjamin Wol-
52-8.
Risk and its implications for the banking system, part 2, by
John J. Mingo, Stephen A. Rhoades and Benjamin Wol-
kowitz. Magazine of bank administration, v. 52, March 1976,
p. 43-7.

MINIMAL INVENTORY PLAN
See Inventories-Minimal Plan

MINIMIZING TAXES
See Tax Avoidance

MINING AND METALLURGY
Flake, Terry Noble. Mining partnership. (In Institute On Oil
And Gas Law And Taxation, 26th, Southwestern Legal
187-238.) [250 Oil 2]

Gelb, Bernard A. Energy use in metal mining; a study in
trade-offs. Conference Board record, v. 13, July 1976, p. 17-
20.

Gueth, Oliver W. Drafting practical royalty clauses for the
mining lease. (In Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Institute,
625-50.) [280 R]

Hufstutler, Clyde. Productivity in the nonmetallic minerals
industry, 1954-75, by Clyde Hufstutler and Michael Broad.

McDonald, Alan A. Joint venture accounting. (In Rocky

McDonald, Alan A. Joint venture accounting. (In Rocky

Parr, Clayton J. Non-fuel minerals - another dimension to the
problem of resource availability. (In Rocky Mountain
Mineral Law Institute, 20th, San Francisco, 1974. Proceed-

Schlauch, Paul J. Tripartite federalism - the emerging role of
local government as a regulator of the extractive industries.
(In Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Institute, 20th, San Francisco,

Wright, R. W. Planning future raw raterial supply. Long

Wright, V. C. Corporate planning in the mineral industry.
Long range planning, v. 9, April 1976, p. 19-23.

Accounting
Chakraborty, S. K. Accounting for overburden removal in
openpcast mines. Management accountant (India), v. 11, Feb.

Asia
Syicp, Washington. Development of primary industries in
selected Asian countries. S Kov group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 &
4, 1975, p. 2-11.

Canadas
Wakefield, Donald E. In search of the ultimate mining deal -
some general approaches. (In Rocky Mountain Mineral
New York, 1975, p. 471-500.) [280 R]

Developing countries
Syicp, Washington. Development of primary industries in
selected Asian countries. S GV group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 &
4, 1975, p. 2-11.

Government regulation
Mall, Loren L. Federal mineral reservations. (In Rocky

Law
Mall, Loren L. Federal mineral reservations. (In Rocky

Morgan, Patrick J. Dealing with the hungry finder and
disclosures on mineral properties. (In Rocky Mountain
Mineral Law Institute, 20th, San Francisco, 1974. Proceed-
ings. New York, 1975, p. 651-70.) [280 R]

Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Institute, 20th, San Francisco,
p. [280 R]

Reports and statements
McDonald, Alan A. Joint venture accounting. (In Rocky
MINING AND METALLURGY—Statistics

Statistics

Valuation

MINING AND METALLURGY, COAL
Deb, N. G. Productivity in coal industry and general consideration. Management accountant (India), v. 11, April 1, 1976, p. 286-94.

Costs

MINING AND METALLURGY, COPPER

Accounting

MINING AND METALLURGY, URANIUM

MINISTERS
See Clergy

MINIWAREHOUSE: a guide for investors and managers.

MINNESOTA
— State Board Of Accountancy.

MINNESOTA cases statutory reserve requirements. edited by Robert C. Estes and others. (Taxfax) Cooperative accountant, v. 28, Winter 1976, p. 79.
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MINNESOTA SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.

Audit Procedures Committee.
Audit guide, prepared and edited by the Audit Procedures Committee of the Minnesota Society of Certified Public Accountants. Minneapolis, Minn., 1971? 143 p. (loose-leaf) [170 M]

MINOR, MATT G.

MINOR, MATTHEW.

MINOR, MATTHEW G.

MINOR, WILLIAM H.

MINORITY ENTERPRISE
See Also Banks And Banking, Minority Banks
Black Capitalism

Accounting

MINORITY INTERESTS
Burns, Campbell B. Judicial aid for shareholders. Accountant's magazine (Scott.), v. 80, July 1976, p. 258-60.
MINORITY INTERESTS

MISNER, ROBERT L.
Tape recordings, business transactions via telephone, and the statute of frauds. Iowa law review, v. 61, April 1976, p. 941-64.

MISSILES
See Aerospace Industry

MISSIONS
See Also Churches Religious Institutions Synagogues

MITCHELL, BERT N.

MITCHELL, DAN W.

MITCHELL, DANIEL J. B.

MITCHELL, G. B.

MITCHELL, GEORGE A.

MITCHELL, GEORGE W.

MITCHELL, H. D.

MITCHELL, JOHN W.

MITCHELL, LLOYD B.

MITCHELL, MICHAEL D.

MITCHELL, R.
MOBILE HOMES

Finance

MOBILE HOMES MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION.
Accounting manual for mobile home park operators, by Mobile Homes Manufacturers Association in consultation with Arthur Andersen & Co. Chantilly, Va., c1974. 69 p. [*250 Mob]
Accounting manual for mobile home retailers, by Mobile Homes Manufacturers Association in consultation with Arthur Andersen & Co. Chantilly, Va., 1975. 84 p. [*250 Mob]

MOBLEY, SYBIL C.

MOCK, THEODORE J.

MODEL BUSINESS CORPORATION ACT

MODELS
See Accounting Models
Corporate Models
Decision Models
Financial Models
Investment Models
Mathematical Models
Patterns, Drawings, Models
Stochastic Models
MODERN accounting and auditing checklists,
Wendell, Paul J. Modern accounting and auditing checklists,

MODERN accounting systems.
Livingstone, John Leslie. Modern accounting systems, by
John Leslie Livingstone and Harry D. Kerrigan. 4th ed.

MODLIN, MARGOT.
Equal rights ... on the fringe? Pension world, v. 12, Feb. 1976, p. 31-3, 54.

MODULAR ARRANGEMENT OF PREDETERMINED TIME STANDARDS
See Modaps

MOFFETT, J. DENNY.
Problems of Section 501(c)(7) organizations. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, Jan. 1976, p. 4-16.

MOHN, N. CARROLL.

MOLDS
See Patterns, Drawings, Models

MOLINE PROPERTIES, INC.
Landmark tax cases: Moline Properties, Inc. - separate corporate entity can't be ignored. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 305.

MONAHAN, JAMES.

MONAHAN, KENNETH.

MONAHAN, STEPHEN T.

MONAHAN, THOMAS H.

MONATT, SAMUEL M.
Tax atlas; covering all phases of federal taxation affecting individuals, partnerships, corporations, farmers, estates, trusts, fiduciaries and beneficiaries, for use in tax planning and for preparation of returns. 27th annual ed. 1975-76, Stroudsburg, Pa., Tax Publications, c1976. looseleaf, various pagings. [751 M]

MODERN accounting and auditing checklists,

MONCUR, ROBERT H.

MONCZKA, ROBERT M.

MONETARY POLICY
See Also Fiscal Policy

Money
Jaffe, Alfred L. Economic and political factors affecting premium and loss levels. Risk management, v. 23, May 1976, p. 6-8, 10.

Canada

Developing countries

Europe

Great Britain

International

Japan


Latin America

Mexico

MONEY
See Also Cash
Coins And Coinage
Currency
Currency Futures
Decimal Coinage
Foreign Exchange
Liquidity

Jaffe, Alfred I. Economic and political factors affecting premium and loss levels. Risk management, v. 23, May 1976, p. 6-8, 10.

Asia

Great Britain

International
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Latin America


**MONEY MARKET**

See Currency Futures

**MONEY raising and planning for the small business.**


**MONITORING revenue sharing.**


**MONOPOLIES**

See Also Antitrust

Cartels

Competition

Consolidations And Mergers

Holding Companies And Subsidiaries


Greenhut, M. L. Related market conditions and interindus-


Telex v. IBM: defining the relevant market. (Notes) *Iowa law review*, v. 61, Oct. 1975, p. 184-221.

European Economic Community


New Zealand


**MONOPOLIES** report grossly misleading. *Accountant (Eng.)* v. 175, Sept. 23, 1976, p. 341-2.

**MONROE, A. L.**


**MONROE, WILBUR F.**


**MONSANTO COMPANY.**


**MONTAGNA, PAUL D.**

Buckley, John W. Public accounting: the dynamics of occup-


**MONTAGNES, JAMES.**


**MONTE CARLO PROCESS**


Wheelwright, Steven C. Computer-aided modeling for man-
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MOORE, GEORGE S.

MOORE, J.

MOORE, JIM.

MOORE, JONATHON R.

MOORE, MALCOLM.

MOORE, MALCOLM A.

MOORE, RUSSELL M.

MOORMAN, WILLIAM H.

MORE banks are promoting IRAs to build savings and profits. Banking, v. 67, Aug. 1975, p. 62, 64.

MORE information returns will be matched with tax returns. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 347.

MORE meat in annual reports. (Finance) Business week, April 26, 1976, p. 78-9.


MORE time-of-day plans emerge. (March of events) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 97, June 3, 1976, p. 53.

MORE women in IRS. Practical accountant, v. 9, May/June 1976, p. 60.


MORGAN, DAVID L.

MORGAN, I. G.

MORGAN, JAMES H.

MORGAN, KENNETH R.
Don't let the I.R.S. psych you out. Medical economics, v. 53, April 5, 1976, p. 80, 82-3.

MORGAN, PATRICK J.

MORIN, THOMAS L.

MORLAN, TERRY H.

MORLEY, MICHAEL F.

MORNER, AIMEE.

MORONE, JAMES A.

MORPET, D. S.

MORELLE, K. G.

MORRIS, JAMES R.

MORRIS, JOSEPH W.

MORRIS, NORMAN.

MORRIS, R. C.

MORRIS, WILLIAM J.

MORRISY, GEORGE L.

MORRISON, ROBERT N.

MORRISON, RUSSELL J.

MORRISSEY, FREDERICK P.

MORSE, ELLSWORTH H.

MORSE, L. DUDLEY.

MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITIES
See Securities--Mortgage-Backed

MORTGAGE BANKERS
Grans, David R. GNMA futures market has advantages, but not a way to make or take delivery. Mortgage banker, v. 36, Jan. 1976, p. 16, 18-23.
Howard, Jerome L. MBA to implement internal control standards. Mortgage banker, v. 36, May 1976, p. 5-6, 10.
MORTGAGE BANKERS (Continued)


Auditing


Data processing


MORTGAGE BANKERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.

MBA suggested chart of accounts and financial statements for mortgage banking companies. Washington, 1971. 84 p. [250 Mor]


Single audit program for mortgage bankers. Washington, n.d. 6 typewritten pages. [250 Mor]


Uniform single audit program for mortgage bankers. rev. ed. Washington, Mortgage Bankers Assoc. of America, 1975. 11 p. [250 Mor]

Loan Administration Committee.

MBA standard aggregate accounting and reporting systems, prepared by a special Sub-Committee of the Loan Administration Committee. Washington, 1969. 37 p. [250 Mor]


MORTGAGE COMPANIES
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Accounting


Mortgage Bankers Association Of America. MBA suggested chart of accounts and financial statements for mortgage banking companies. Washington, 1971. 84 p. [250 Mor]


Auditing


Data processing


Finance


Internal control


Reports and statements

Mortgage Bankers Association Of America. MBA suggested chart of accounts and financial statements for mortgage banking companies. Washington, 1971. 84 p. [250 Mor]


Statistics


Taxation

See Taxation, United States-Mortgage Companies

MORTGAGE INVESTMENT TRUSTS

See Real Estate Investment Trusts

MORTGAGE LOAN SERVICING DEPARTMENTS

Abharrand, Roger S. Credit allocation legislation no answer to redlining controversy. Mortgage banker, v. 36, March 1976, p. 6, 10, 12, 14, 16-17.


Accounting
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Data processing


MORTGAGES


Braun, Peter C. M. S. Improving loan profits through mortgage swaps, by Peter C.M.S. Braun and Robert C. Alexander. Real estate review, v. 6, Spring 1976, p. 44-8.


MORTGAGE LOAN SERVICING DEPARTMENTS—Data processing


Accounting


Canada


Data processing


MORTGAGES—Finance

Finance


Canada

Government regulation


Schulman, Bernard. New FHA 223(f) program to aid REITs and other lenders. *REIT review*, v. 3, Summer 1975, p. 6-11.


Great Britain

Law
Great Britain

Statistics


MORTGAGES, VARIABLE RATE


It's a bird It's a plane It's...a variable rate mortgage? *Savings & loan news*, v. 97, Jan. 1976, p. 66-70.


MORTGAGES, WRAP-AROUND


MORTLAND, JEAN A.

Courts define fiduciaries' duties in deciding cases involving exceptions to rule against self-dealing; attorneys caught between warring clients; and the breadth of knowledge possessed by trustees. (New fiduciary decisions) *Estate planning*, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 22-3.

Courts rebuff several constitutional challenges... (New fiduciary decisions) *Estate planning*, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 208-9.


Protection of the surviving spouses continues to create judicial problems when decedents attempt to avoid the statutory rights given spouse. (New fiduciary decisions) *Estate planning*, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 24-5.

Recent cases define fiduciary's duties in areas of conflict of interest and breach of fiduciary duty; how duties of executor and trustee differ; and what are standards of behavior for co-trustees. (New fiduciary decisions) *Estate planning*, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 169-71.

Several cases dealt with the question of whether handwritten instruments... expressed decedents' testamentary intent. (New fiduciary decisions) *Estate planning*, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 20-2.

Several courts faced problems of testamentary capacity... (New fiduciary decisions) *Estate planning*, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 209-10.

State statutes limiting charitable bequests... (New fiduciary decisions) *Estate planning*, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 23-4.

Three courts analyze various aspects of fiduciary duty: conflicts of interest, duty when selling property, and liability on executor's bond. (New fiduciary decisions) *Estate planning*, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 211-12.

Trust beneficiaries must be adequately identified... (New fiduciary decisions) *Estate planning*, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 25.


MORTON, T. GREGORY
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MORTON, WALTER A.

MORTUARIES
See Undertakers

MOSEMAN, VERNE R.

MOSER, S. THOMAS.

MOSICH, ANELISE.

MOSS, RICHARD M.


MOSSIEN, HERBERT J.

MOST, KENNETH S.

MOST way to time a job. (Industrial production) Business week, Aug. 2, 1976, p. 30 Q.

MOSZER, IRENE M.

MOTELS
See Also Tourist Courts And Motels In Previous Indexes


Business forecasting


Costs


Data processing


Finance


How the REITs are reacting. Cornell hotel and restaurant administration quarterly, v. 16, Feb. 1976, p. 36-44.


Financial management


Management


MOTELS—Management (Continued)


Marketing


Statistics


Valuation


MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

See Moving Picture Industry

MOTION STUDY

See Time And Motion Study


MOTIVATING divisional management. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 76-7. (Reprint from Accountant (Eng.), Dec. 4, 1976, 637-8.)

MOTIVATION

See Also Accountants' Office-Incentives

Incentives


Clarke, Phil. How to revive productivity. Management (Irish), v. 22, Dec. 1975, p. 16-17.
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Hinrichs, John R. Motivation crisis; winding down and turning off. New York, AMACOM, c1974. 264 p. [223.8 H]

Horn, C. A. Aims and ideals in industry. Accountants review (Eng.), v. 27, June 1976, p. 95-8.


Lynn, James C. How to get and use good ideas. CA magazine (Can.), v. 9, Dec. 1975, p. 17-19.


Motivating divisional management. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 76-7. (Reprint from Accountant (Eng.), Dec. 4, 1975, 637-8.)


MOTIVATION


MOTIVATION crisis; winding down and turning off.

Hinrichs, John R. Motivation crisis; winding down and turning off. New York, AMACOM, c1974. 264 p. [223.8 H ]

MOTOR BUSES

See Also School Buses

MOTOR CARRIERS

See Automobiles

Motor Buses

Motor Transportation

Motor Trucks

Taxicabs

Truck Stops

Truck Terminals

MOTOR COURTS

See Motels

MOTOR FREIGHT TRANSPORT


MOTOR TRANSPORTATION

See Also Automobiles

Motor Buses

Motor Trucks

Taxicabs


Government regulation


MOTOR TRUCKS

See Also Truck Stops

Truck Terminals

Accounting


Costs


Data processing


Finance


Financial management


Government regulation


Management


Rates


Statistics


MOTORS

See Engines

MOTTICE, HOMER J.


MOULTON, PETER D.


MOUTON, JANE SYRGEY.
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MUDARRI, SHELBY P.


MUELLER, GERHARD G.


Kubin, Konrad W. Bibliography of international accounting, by Konrad W. Kubin and Gerhard G. Mueller. 3rd ed. (Seattle), University of Washington Graduate School of Business Administration, 1973. 144 p. [*115.1 K]


MUELLER, WILLARD F.


MUIR, LAWRENCE.


MUKERJI, K.


MULCAHY, GERTRUDE.

Accounting guideline. (Research) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, April 1976, p. 54-6.

MULLAHY, JOHN J.


MULLE, H. G.


MULLER-LUTZ, H. L.


MULLET, GARY M.
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MULLINEAX, DONALD J.


MULLINS, DAVID WILEY.


MULSHINE, ROBERT A.


MULTER BILL

See Banks and Banking-Services

MULTILINGUAL, glossary of tax and financial terms.


MULTINATIONAL BANKING

See Banks and Banking, Foreign Operations

MULTINATIONAL BUSINESS

See Foreign Operations

MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS

See Corporations, Multinational


MULTINATIONAL corporations, trade and the dollar in the seventies.


MULTINATIONAL marketing guide.


MULTINATIONAL oil.


MULTINATIONAL OPERATIONS

See Foreign Operations

MULTIPLE CORPORATIONS

See Holding Companies and Subsidiaries

Taxation, United States - Multiple Entities

MULTIPLE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS

See Also Discriminant Analysis


MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION

See Multiple Regression Analysis

MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS


MULTISTATE TAX COMMISSION.


MULTISTATE TAX COMPACT

See Also Taxation, United States-Interstate Commerce


MUNCH, JAMES C.


MUNDEL, DAVID S.

MUNDEL, DAVID S.

MUNDER, BARBARA.

MUNDEIM, ROBERT H.
Comment on the social responsibilities of life insurance companies as investors. Virginia law review, v. 61, Oct. 1975, p. 1247-64.

MUNDT, BARRY M.

MUNDT, GERALD E.

MUNFORD, LUTHER T.

MUNICIPAL AUTHORITIES
See Public Authorities


MUNICIPAL BONDS
See Bonds-Municipal
Bonds-Revenue
Taxation, United States-Municipal Bonds
Taxation, United States-Revenue Bonds

MUNICIPAL BUDGETS
See Budgets, Municipal


MUNICIPAL FINANCE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION.
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Kimmelman, William M. Effects of revenue sharing in Alabama: black and white cities and counties compared. Chicago, Municipal Finance Officers Association, 1975. 15 p. [*752 K]

MUNICIPAL HOUSING
See Housing, Municipal


MUNICIPALITIES
See Also: Hospitals
Institutions
Libraries
Schools And Colleges, Public
Sewerage
Transit Systems
Waterworks


Accounting
Freimark, Herbert A. Governmental accounting - the road to moratorium. CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 31-4.
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Aubing

American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accounting Standards Division. Accrual of revenues and expenditures by state and local governmental units: proposal to (FASB) ... to amend AICPA industry audit guide. New York, 1975. 8 p. (Statement of position, 75-3, July 31, 1975.) [*111.1 A]


Budgeting

See Budgets, Municipal

Costs


Roscov, James P. Cities: paying the pension plan toll. Pension world, v. 12, April 1976, p. 7-11, 44.

Data processing


Finance


Alabama

Kimmelman, William M. Effects of revenue sharing in Alabama: black and white cities and counties compared. Chicago, Municipal Finance Officers Association, 1975. 15 p. [*752 K]

Great Britain


Financial management
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Internal auditing


Management


Roscov, James P. Cities: paying the pension plan toll. Pension world, v. 12, April 1976, p. 7-11, 44.


Reports and statements


Defogging the cities' financial reports. (Urban affairs) Business week, Oct. 11, 1976, p. 36.


Taxation

See Taxation, Municipalities, Under Name Of Country

MURDICK, ROBERT G.


MURENBEELD, MARTIN.


MURPHY, JANICE D.


MURPHY, DAVID A.

Management in the health services - 3: change and development. Management (Irish), v. 22, Nov. 1975, p. 54-5.

MURPHY, GEOFFREY C.


MURPHY, GEORGE J.


MURPHY, LAWRENCE J.

Adam's rib gets her share: the federal tax implications of the new Michigan statute granting a wife the right to income from jointly held property, by Lawrence J. Murphy and Thomas A. Sansone. (State/local tax clinic) Michigan CPA, v. 27, May-June 1976, p. 11-14.

MURPHY, MICHAEL E.


MURPHY, NEIL B.


MURPHY, RODERICK.


MURPHY, RODERICK H.


When income is not income. (Tax strategy) Management (Irish), v. 23, March 1976, p. 9.

MURPHY, THOMAS A.

Businessman's concern for freedom. Address, delivered April 23, 1975, National Honoree Luncheon of Beta Gamma Sigma, Las Vegas, Nevada. St. Louis, Mo., Beta Gamma Sigma, 1975. 4 p. (Invited essay, initial issue) [223.9 M]

Freedom, profits and ethics. Address, before the Chamber of Commerce, Flint, Mich., May 1, 1975. Detroit, General Motors Corp. n.d. 10 p. [993 M]


MURPHY, THOMAS J.
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MURRAY, ALAN P.

MURRAY, DANIEL E.

MURRAY, GORDON L.

MURRAY, J. A.

MURRAY, JAMES A.

MURRAY, JOE.
Opportunities offshore for Irish industry. Management (Irish), v. 23, June 1976, p. 53-4, 57.

MURRAY, LAWRENCE.

MURRAY, MICHAEL A.

MURRAY, THOMAS J.

MURREY, JOE H.

MUSE, A.
Audit fees. (Firmly stated) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, June 1976, p. 20-1.
Quality control. (Firmly stated) CA magazine (Can.), v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 21.
Training. (Firmly stated) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, April 1976, p. 25.

MUSEUMS
See Also Historic Sites And Buildings


MUSGRAVE, PEGGY B.

MUSGRAVE, PHILIP.

MUSICAL ENTERPRISES

Accounting

MUSIC/RECORD business and law.

MUSSMAN, JEROME A.

MUTHERESIUS, PETER.
European eyes the U.S. payments system. Banking, v. 68, June 1976, p. 94.

MUTUAL FUND STOCK
See Stock - Mutual Fund Taxation, United States - Stock, Mutual Fund

MUTUAL FUNDS
See Funds-Mutual Investment Companies

MUYS, JEROME C.

MY malpractice trial was fun and games - for the lawyers. Medical economics, v. 53, Jan. 26, 1976, p. 124-6, 131-2.

MYDDELTON, D. R.
MYERS, CHARLES A.


MYERS, JOHN G.


MYERS, JOHN H.

Full cost vs. successful efforts in petroleum accounting: an empirical approach. (n.p.). Ad Hoc Committee (Petroleum Companies) on Full Cost Accounting, 1974. 109 p. plus separately bound appendix. [230 Oil 2]

Hicks, Ernest L. Research and the APB: three excerpts, by Ernest L. Hicks, John H. Myers and Arthur R. Wyatt. (In Burns, Thomas J. Accounting in transition. Columbus, Ohio, 1974. p. 113-35.) [109 B]

MYERS, MARCUS G.
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MYERS, RAY F.


MYERS, STEWART C.


MYERS, WILL S.


MYERSCOUGH, ROBERT S.


MYOPIA ... as to public responsibility.

Briloff, Abraham J. Myopia ... as to public responsibility. Address before the Graduate Division, Baruch College, City University of New York, May 6, 1975. New York, 1975. 27 typewritten pages. [*100 B]

MYTHS of social policy.

NAIR, RALPH.
Case for federal chartering. (In Nader, Ralph. Corporate
Nader, Ralph Nader and
(Ralph Nader's Conference on corporate accountability.)
[220 N]
Nader, Ralph. Considering corporate morality. Public utilities
Who rules the giant corporation? By Ralph Nader, Mark
Green and Joel Seligman. Business and society review,
o. 18, Summer 1976, p. 40-8.
You and your pension, by Ralph Nader and Kate Blackwell.
New York, Grosman, 1973. 215 p. [*208.9 N]

NAIR, RALPH:
Case for federal chartering. (In Nader, Ralph. Corporate
Nader, Ralph Nader and
(Ralph Nader's Conference on corporate accountability.)
[220 N]
Nader, Ralph. Considering corporate morality. Public utilities
Who rules the giant corporation? By Ralph Nader, Mark
Green and Joel Seligman. Business and society review,
o. 18, Summer 1976, p. 40-8.
You and your pension, by Ralph Nader and Kate Blackwell.
New York, Grosman, 1973. 215 p. [*208.9 N]

NADER, NAGASHIMA, NAFTA
NADLER, NADER
Response
Meaning
Director
Director
NADLER, NADER
Cammann, Cortlandt. Fit control systems to your managerial
style, by Cortlandt Cammann and David A. Nadler.
Ongoing feedback system - experimenting with a new man-
gerial tool, by David Nadler, Philip Mirvis and Cortlandt
Cammann. Organisational dynamics, v. 4, Spring 1976, p. 63-
80.

NADER study urges federal charters for corporations. (News
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 141, March 1976, p. 20,
22.

NADLER, DAVID A.
Cammann, Cortlandt. Fit control systems to your managerial
style, by Cortlandt Cammann and David A. Nadler.
Ongoing feedback system - experimenting with a new man-
gerial tool, by David Nadler, Philip Mirvis and Cortlandt
Cammann. Organisational dynamics, v. 4, Spring 1976, p. 63-
80.

NADLER, PAUL S.
Bank capital shortage and the lending officer. Journal of
commercial bank lending, v. 58, April 1976, p. 20-6.
Director asks: how is my bank doing? Bankers monthly,
v. 92, Nov. 15, 1975, p. 7-9.
Director in body only? Bankers monthly, v. 93, Feb. 15,
1976, p. 13-16.
EFTS and the commercial loan officer. Journal of commercial
Interest on demand deposits coming? Bankers monthly,
Meaning of EFTS to the independent bank. Bankers monthly,
v. 93, April 15, 1976, p. 11-13.
Now credit unions are on the move. Bankers monthly,
What's ahead for the mortgage market? Bankers monthly,
Will we have to join the club? Bankers monthly, v. 93,

NAFTA
See North Atlantic Free Trade Area

NAGASHIMA, YUKINORI.
Response of Japanese companies to environmental changes.

NAIR, KESHAVAN.
Keeney, Ralph L. Setting goals in a professional service firm,
by Ralph L. Keeney and Keshavan Nair. Long range

NAIW: the career woman in insurance. Journal of American
insurance, v. 51, Fall 1975, p. 29-32.

NAKAMURA, LEONARD I.
Myers, John G. Impact of OPEC, FEA, EPA, and OSHA on
productivity and growth, by John G. Myers, Leonard I.
Nakamura and Norman R. Madrid. Conference Board

NAME PAPER
See Paper (Accountants)

NANDI, RANJIT K.
Leondes, Cornelius T. Capacity expansion in convex cost
networks with uncertain demand, by Cornelius T. Leondes
and Ranjit K. Nandi. (Technical notes) Operations research,

NAPPER, DEREK.
Treatment of revaluations and realisations of property.
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 40, 42.

NARVER, JOHN C.
Political economy of small business in the postindustrial
state, by John C. Narver and Lee E. Preston. Journal of

NASBA appoints CPA exam audit team. (News report) Journal

NASH, ARTHUR.
Three little hospital financial managers: updated fairy tales.

NASH, GERARD.
Accountants' lien over clients' documents. (Legal) Australian

NASH, J. P.
Corporation tax bill 1975. (Taxation) Accountancy Ireland,

NASH, JOHN P.
Wealth tax bill 1975 in the Republic. (Taxation) Accountancy

NASSAU, MICHAEL J.
Fiduciaries required to perform as prudent experts. (In
Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform
legislation. New York, c1975. p. 79-83.) [208.9 G1]
Impact of pension reform on new plans: funding, vesting and
termination insurance. (In Institute On Federal Taxation,
33rd, New York University, 1974. Proceedings. New York,
1975. p. 477-503.) [751 N]
New plans and old: what does the law do with respect to the
design and redesign of plans. (In Institute On Federal
Taxation, 33rd, New York University, 1974. Supplementary
conference on the Pension reform act of 1974. New York,
1975. v. 2, p. 299-330.) [751 N]
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Reporting and record-keeping requirements. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 87-97.) [208.9 G]


NATIONAL ACCOUNTING See Social Accounting


Mintzberg, Henry. Impediments to the use of management information. New York, National Association of Accountants, c1975. 27 p. (Study carried out on behalf of the National Association of Accountants and the Society of Industrial Accountants of Canada.) [*201.8 M]


NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976


NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS. Tax impact project report. Washington, 1975. 37 p. [*751.9 N]


NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE BOARDS OF ACCOUNTANCY. Annual report - 1973-1974; the challenge of change. New York, 1975. 8 p. [*106.3 N]
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NATIONAL BUDGETS

See Budgets, National

NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH.


Mikesell, Raymond F. Eurocurrency market and the recycling of petrodollars. New York, National Bureau of Economic Research, 1975. 120 p. [*933 N]

NATIONAL CAPITAL

See Capital - National

NATIONAL CARWASH COUNCIL.


Analyze your records to reduce costs. Chicago, 1973. 1 sheet. (Business builder, no. 73, August 1973) [*250 Aut 3]


NATIONAL CENTER FOR PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY OF WORKING LIFE.


NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING.


NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE DOCUMENTATION.


NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF LAWYERS AND CPAS.


NATIONAL CONSUMER FINANCE ASSOCIATION.


Research Services Division.


NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE BOARDS OF ACCOUNTANCY.


NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS (S.A.).

Annual report and financial statements 1974. Johannesburg, 1975. 6, 4, 6 p. (Text in English and Afrikaans.) [*106.9 S]

Memorandum to the select committee established to consider the proposed Estate agents act 1976. South African chartered accountant, v. 12, July 1976, p. 223-5.


NATIONAL COUNCIL OF FARMERS COOPERATIVES.


NATIONAL COUNCIL ON GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING.


NATIONAL CPA GROUP.


NATIONAL DEBT

See Debt-Public

NATIONAL DEFENSE

See Also Armed Services

Budgeting


Costs


Management


NATIONAL ECONOMIC ACCOUNTING

See Income-National Social Accounting
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NATIONAL MINORITY BUSINESS CAMPAIGN.

NATIONAL PLANNING


NATIONAL RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION.

NATIONAL RETAIL HARDWARE ASSOCIATION.

Home Center Institute.
Bottom line: 1973 home center financial operating results. Indianapolis, c1974. 31 p. [*250 Har 3]


NATIONAL RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION.
Financial Executives Division.


NATIONAL RURAL UTILITIES COOPERATIVE FINANCE CORPORATION.


NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION.

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF CONTROLLERS AND FINANCIAL OFFICERS OF SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS.


NATIONAL SOCIETY OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.


NATIONAL SOFT DRINK ASSOCIATION.

NATIONAL SPORTING GOODS ASSOCIATION.
Annual costs of doing business survey, 23rd, compiled and analyzed by Ernst & Ernst. Chicago, c1974. 39 p. [*250 Spo]

NATIONAL STUDENT MARKETING CORPORATION.

Green, Wayne E. Bid to hold lawyers accountable to public stuns, angers firms. (In McCullers, Levis D. Contemporary business environment. Los Angeles, c1975. p. 34-9.) [110 M]


Proceedings..., edited by Stanley J. Bowers and Janet L. Staton. Columbus, Ohio, 1974. 717 p. [751 N]

NATIONAL TAX ASSOCIATION - TAX INSTITUTE OF AMERICA CONFERENCE ON TAXATION, 67th, St. Louis, 1974.

NATIONAL TIRE DEALERS AND RETREADERS ASSOCIATION.
NTDRA financial analysis study, prepared by Robert G. Cox. Washington, 1974. 16 p. (Covers operations during the years 1971-72.) [*250 Tir 2]

NATIONAL trade and professional associations.

NATIONALIZATION.
See Government Ownership Of Business And Industry


NATURAL BUSINESS YEAR
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NATURAL GAS
See Gas, Natural


NATURAL RESOURCES
See Also Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence-Natural Resources
Extractive Industries
Mining And Metallurgy
Oil Industry
Quarries And Quarrying
Taxation, United States-Natural Resources
Timberlands


Wright, V. C. Corporate planning in the mineral industry. Long range planning, v. 9, April 1976, p. 19-23.
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Great Britain

NAUS, JAMES H.

NAVARRO, MURRAY.

NAVIES

NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS
See Instruments

NAYLOR, THOMAS H.


NEAL, GERALD J.

NEAL, PHILIP S.

NEBRASKA
State Board of Public Accountancy.
Annual register of practitioners of accountancy, July 1975. Lincoln, Neb., 1975. 61 p. [*103.9 N]


NEBRASKA SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.

NEDERLANDS INSTITUUT VAN REGISTRERACCOUNTANTS.

NEEDHAM, JAMES J.
Behind the maneuvering to oust Needham. (Names & faces) Business week, May 10, 1976, p. 80, 82.


Threat to corporate growth. (n.p.), Girard Bank, 1974. 60 p. [721 N]
NEELY, THOMAS E.


NEGATIVE ASSURANCE LETTERS

*See Comfort Letters*

NEGATIVE INCOME TAX

*See Taxation, United States-Income-Negative*

NEGLECT

*See Also Accountants - Liability*

Commercial Crime

Court Decisions

Defalcations

Fraud

Misfeasance


Dickerson, Robert W. V. No liability without a special relationship. (Legal cases) *CA magazine* (Can.), v. 108, April 1976, p. 65-7.


Professional negligence affecting accountants. *Accountant* (Eng.), v. 175, July 8, 1976, p. 50-1.

Professional responsibility - an attorney may be enjoined in an action brought by the SEC for negligence in preparing an opinion letter exempting stock from registration under the Securities act of 1933. (In Folk, Ernest L. *Securities law review* - 1975. New York, c1975. p. 615-28.) [721 F]


NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS


NEGRO ACCOUNTANTS

*See Accountants - Minorities*

NEHEMIES, PETER.


NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS

*See Non-Profit Organizations, Community Centers*

NELISON, WINTHROP C.


NEIMAN, JOSEPH.


NELLEMAN, DAVID O.


NELMS, JERRY L.


NELSON, CARL L.


NELSON, CHARLES A.


NELSON, CHARLES R.

Nelson, Charles R.  -(Continued)


Nelson, Gaylord.


Nelson, J. E.


Nelson, M.


Nelson, M. C.


Nelson, Roland D.


Nelson, Victoria M.


Nelson, William G.


Nemec, Marilyn J.


Nemerson, Steven S.


Nemmers, Erwin Esser.


Nerheim, Lawrence E.


Nerlove, Marc.


Nesbitt, William H.


Ness, Theodore.


Nestle Alimentana.


Nestor, Franklin D.


Net Income

See Income-Net

Net Operating Losses

See Taxation, United States-Gains And Losses

Neter, John.


Nettercott, Leslie J.

Reporting in the petroleum industry under full cost accounting. *Accountant's magazine* (Scot.), v. 80, April 1976, p. 131-3.

Netherlands.


Netherlands - a digest of principal taxes.


NEVIN, MALCOLM H.


NEW BUSINESS

NEW consultants.

NEW developments in modern accounting.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

NEW enterprise management.

NEW Euromarkets.


NEW form for extra 1% investment credit. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 9, May/June 1976, p. 33.

NEW guide for Chapter XI arrangements.


NEW Introduction to financial accounting.


NEW JERSEY.

____Dept. of Community Affairs.

Standard audit program and procedures for auditing county surrogate's office, promulgated by Local Finance Board on Aug. 15, 1974. Trenton, 1974. 11 p. [*332 N]


NEW Michigan single business tax, law and explanation.


NEW moves to revive the American dream: supermortgage ideas promise bitter tools for financing housing. Savings & loan news, v. 97, April 1976, p. 46-51.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

City of New Orleans internal auditor's manual, prepared by the Bureau of Internal Audit, Dept. of Finance, City of New Orleans. New Orleans, 1975. 1 v. (various pagings) [*342 N]

NEW President - an interview with Alex Spain. Accountancy Ireland, v. 7, June 1975, p. 8-11.

NEW PRODUCTS

See Products, New

NEW professional program in accountancy.
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NEW variable annuity sales literature policy.

United States. Securities and Exchange Commission. New variable annuity sales literature policy. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, 1975. 26 p. (Bound with SEC proposed economic projection rules in Federal securities law reports, no. 584, April 30, 1975, part IV, special report. Also published separately by the SEC under the title: Adoption of amendment of the statement of policy with respect to the use, form and content of sales literature employed in the sale of variable annuity contracts by registered investment companies. *250 Inv.) [*721 U]

NEW YORK (CITY).

____Human Resources Administration.


NEW YORK (STATE).

____Dept. of Audit and Control.


____Dept. of Commerce.


____Dept. of Taxation and Finance.


____Education Dept.

Public accountability ... information, law, rules. Albany, N.Y., 1974. 82 p. (Handbook 14, Professional education. Contains curriculums registered by the State Education Dept.) [*180.1 N]

____Governor's Task Force on Human Services.

Conserving New York State's most important resource. (n.p.), 1975. 68 p. plus appendices. [*324.1 N]

____Temporary State Commission on Living Costs and the Economy.

Report on nursing homes and health related facilities in New York State ... to the Governor and the Legislature, by the Temporary State Commission on Living Costs and the Economy, Andrew Stein, Chairman. New York, 1975. 456 p. plus appendices. [*250 Nur]

NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION.


____Unlawful Practice of Law Committee.


NEW YORK STATE SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.

Relations of practitioners and their clients with IRS. (Administration of accountants practice) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 79-82.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.


Roster of principal organizations active in the securities and investment business, April 1975. New York, 1975. 8 p. [*720 N]


NEW YORK UNIVERSITY.


NEW ZEALAND.

Inland Revenue Dept.

NEW YORK State Bar Unlawful Practice of Law Committee issues opinion on lay services in drafting of employee benefit plans.

NEW ZEALAND SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS.


Simulated directors' meeting, 1975 National convention. (Wellington), 1975. 137 p. [*223.3 N]

Board of Research and Publications.
Accounting for changes in the purchasing power of money: comments on ED-10. Accountants' journal (N.Z.), v. 55, March 1976, p. 60-2.


Counsell.
Accounting Standards Steering Committee. Extraordinary items and prior year adjustments. Accountants journal (N.Z.), v. 54, Nov. 1975, p. 368-70. (Exposure draft, 12.)


NEWCOMB, ROBINSON.

NEWCOME, PHILIP E.

NEWHOUSE, FREDERICK J.
Calculating DP cost/benefit relationships. (Spectrum) Information, v. 23, April 1976, p. 64, 66.

NEWMAN, BARRY.

NEWMAN, CONSTANCE E.

NEWMAN, LAWRENCE.
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NEWMAN, PAMELA J.


NEWMARK, GAYLEN L.

Can quality be equated with cost? Hospitals, v. 50, April 1, 1976, p. 81-2, 84-6.


NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE DISTRIBUTORS


NEWSPAPER organization and management.


NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS

See Also Taxation, United States - Publishers


Advertising rates

Christensen, Donald G. Flexibility: key to changing ad rates and rate structures. Newspaper controller, v. 29, May 1976, p. 4-5, 10.


Auditing


Caplice, William F. Controlling legal and audit fees: prior review, progress reporting are essential. Newspaper controller, v. 29, April 1976, p. 4.


Kutz, Howard W. Publisher’s EDP can speed audits by ABC. Newspaper controller, v. 29, Jan. 1976, p. 2-3.

Budgeting


Costs


Caplice, William F. Controlling legal and audit fees: prior review, progress reporting are essential. Newspaper controller, v. 29, April 1976, p. 4.


Data processing

Kutz, Howard W. Publisher’s EDP can speed audits by ABC. Newspaper controller, v. 29, Jan. 1976, p. 2-3.


Finance


Financial management

Christensen, Donald G. Flexibility: key to changing ad rates and rate structures. Newspaper controller, v. 29, May 1976, p. 4-5, 10.


Government regulation


Management


Personnel


Rates

Records management

Reports and statements

NEWSTROM, JOHN W.


NEWTON, ALAN B.

NEWTON, GRANT W.


NEWTON, JAMES D.

NEYHART, CHARLES A.


NGUYEN, D. T.


NHUT, VAN THE.

NICHOLS, DAVID C.

NICHOLS, DONALD R.

NICHOLS, GERALD E.

NICHOLS, JOHN S.

NICHOLSON, C. H.

NICHOLSON, GORDON.

NICHOLSON, S.
Taking the commingled road to real estate. Pension world, v. 12, April 1976, p. 35-8.

NICKELS, WILLIAM G.

NICKERSON, CHARLES A.

NICOLELLA, ANTHONY J.

NICOSIA, FRANCESCO M.

NIDA, THOMAS A.
NIelsen, Niels Christian.


NIelsen, Richard P.


NIelsen, Warren R.


NIelson, Steven D.

Shirley, Robert E. Accounting and financial management in the forest products industries. a guide to the published literature, by Robert E. Shirley and Steven D. Nielsen. Corvallis, Or., School of Business, Oregon State University, 1975. 15 p. (Studies in management and accounting for the forest products industries monograph) [*250 For 2]*

Nigeria.


Nightingale, Ronald J.


Nikolai, Loren A.


Niland, Powell.


Nilles, Jack M.


Nisberg, Jay N.


Nishikawa, Kojiro.


Nisssel, Hans E.


Nisssel, William.


Nitikman, Bert W.


Nixon, Richard Milhouse.
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NOERAGER, JOHN P.

Nolan, Desmond J.

Nolan, John S.

Nolan, Joseph T.

Nolan, Richard L.

Noll, Roger G.

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

See Also Foundations
Hospitals
Institutions
Libraries
Schools And Colleges


Accounting


Auditing


Budgeting

Costs

Depreciation
See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence-Non-Profit Organizations

Financial management
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NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS—Management

Management
Middleditch, Leigh B. Navigating for the fiduciary who ships out with the not-for-profit. (In Institute On Estate Planning, 9th, University of Miami Law Center, 1975. Proceedings. New York, c1975, Chapter 9.) [750.2 I]

Marketing

Reports and statements

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Accounting

Financial management

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, CHARITIES
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NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, CHILDREN’S HOMES
See Also Children’s Homes, In Previous Indexes

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, COMMUNITY CENTERS
See Also Community Centers, In Previous Indexes

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, COMMUNITY CHESTS
See Also Community Chests, In Previous Indexes

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, FUND-RAISING ORGANIZATIONS
See Also Fund-Raising Organizations, In Previous Indexes


Accounting

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, HOMES FOR THE AGED
See Also Homes For The Aged, In Previous Indexes

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, LEGAL AID SOCIETIES
See Also Legal Aid Societies, In Previous Indexes

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCIES
See Also Social Service Agencies, In Previous Indexes

Fund raising today is a 7 ring circus. Social agency management and better camp management, v. 2. Winter 1976, p. 5-6.
Joyce, Donald V. Foundation funds: where to look for them and how to get them. Social agency management and better camp management, v. 2, Winter 1976, p. 7-9.
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Accounting

Data processing

Management

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, WELFARE AGENCIES
See Also Welfare Agencies, In Previous Indexes

Accounting

NON-QUALIFIED RETIREMENT PLANS
See Retirement Plans, Non-Qualified
Taxation, United States - Retirement Plans, Non-Qualified

NON-RESIDENT ALIENS
See Foreign Property Control
Taxation, United States-Aliens

NOOTEBOOM, A.

NORBURY, PAUL

NORBY, WILLIAM C.

NORD, WALTER R.

NORDHAUS, WILLIAM D.

NORGAAARD, CORINE T.

NORGAAARD, RICHARD B.

NORR, DAVID.

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCIES—Accounting

NORSWORTHY, J. RANDOLPH.

NORTH CAROLINA.
——. Dept. of Revenue. Intangibles Tax Division.
Stock and bond values as of December 31, 1975, for computing intangible personal property tax and income tax. Includes taxable percentages for income and intangibles tax purposes. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, 1976. 95 p. (North Carolina tax reports. Special report.) [*758.1 N]

NORTHROP, RICHARD.
Hicks, Ernest L. Research and the APB: three excerpts, by Ernest L. Hicks, John H. Myers and Arthur R. Wyatt. (In Burns, Thomas J. Accounting in transition. Columbus, Ohio, 1974. p. 113-35.) [109 B]

NORTON, GEORGE N.

NORTON COMPANY.

NORWOOD, DONALD D.

NOSTRAND, PETER F.
If I only had more sales... Journal of commercial bank lending, v. 58, June 1976, p. 58-62.


NOT outrageous, but perhaps a little too much. (Professional news) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, March 1976, p. 4.

NOTES RECEIVABLE

NOVELTIES
See Gift Shops
Toy Manufacturers

NOW processing: in-house is costly, on-line is vital.


NOWAK, PHILLIP.

NOXON, LAWRENCE A.

NUCLEAR REACTORS
See Atomic Energy

NUGENT, CLIFFORD M.
Should public schools have internal auditors? Internal auditor, v. 33, April 1976, p. 56-60.

NUGENT, ORVILLE C.
Mortgage Bankers Association Of America. Loan Administration Committee. MBA standard aggregate accounting and reporting systems, prepared by a special Sub-Committee of the Loan Administration Committee. Washington, 1969. 37 p. [*250 Mor]

NUMBER of individual income tax returns continues to grow. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 120.

NUMBERING SYSTEMS
See Account Numbering
Banks And Banking-Numbering Systems
Data Processing-Numbering Systems

NUMBERS

NUNEZ, NESTOR C.

NUNNS, JAMES R.

NURMI, RAIMO.

NURSING HOMES
New York (State). Temporary State Commission on Living Costs and the Economy. Report on nursing homes and health related facilities in New York State ... to the Governor and the Legislature, by the Temporary State Commission on Living Costs and the Economy, Andrew
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Stein, Chairman. New York, 1975. 456 p. plus appendices. [*250 Nur]

Accounting

Costs


Finance

Government regulation


Long-term care

Management


Personnel
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Statistics


NURSING SERVICE

See Also Visiting Nurse Associations


Identifying participants in PSRO system. Hospitals, v. 50, June 16, 1976, p. 44.


NURSING HOMES—Personnel


Costs


NYBERG, JAMES.


NYCUM, SUSAN.

Parker, Donn B. Computer abuse, by Donn B. Parker, Susan Nycum and S. Stephen Oura. Menlo Park, Calif., Stanford Research Institute, c1973. 131 p. (Prepared for the National Science Foundation) [203.9 P]

NYE, RANDALL J.


NYSTROM, PAUL C.


O

OBERFELL, J. W.
Comments on Pooling should be mandatory, by J.W. Oberfell, Calvin Engler and H. Jim Snively. (Letters to the editor) CPA Journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 4-6. (Comments and response to Pooling should be mandatory, by H. Jim Snively, CPA Journal, Dec. 1975.)

OBERLANDER, DAVID H.


OBITUARIES
See Also Biography


OBJECTIVES of financial accounting: review and analysis.

O'BOYLE, PATRICK.

O'BRIEN, W.

OBSERVATION OF INVENTORIES
See Inventories-Observation

OBSELETE INVENTORIES
See Inventories-Obsolete
Also Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence-Inventories
In Previous Indexes

O'BRYNE, JOHN C.

OCCIDENTAL PETROLEUM CORP.
Goodman, Lawrence G. Section 16(b) in mergers and acquisitions - the Occidental case. (In Kirshberg, Richard D. Acquiring publicly held securities. New York, 1974, p. 89-102.) [721 K]

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT OF 1970
Occupational safety & health act - on multiemployer jobsite, when employees of any employer are affected by noncompliance with a safety standard.... (Recent cases) Harvard law review, v. 89, Feb. 1976, p. 793-800.

OCCUPATIONAL safety & health act - on multiemployer jobsite, when employees of any employer are affected by noncompliance with a safety standard.... (Recent cases) Harvard law review, v. 89, Feb. 1976, p. 793-800.

O'CONNELL, JEFFREY.

O'CONNELL, JOHN J.
O'Connell, Maurice F.  

O'Connell, Neil.  
Cost system integration with the general accounting system. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, Jan. 1976, p. 61-5.  

O'Connor, Geoffrey J.  

O'Connor, Robin.  
Time has come to wait some more. Hospitals, v. 50, March 1, 1976, p. 55-60.  

O'Connor, Walter F.  

O'Dell, William F.  

Odean, John F.  

Odmark, Robert C.  

O'Donnell, John J.  

O'Donoghue, Martin.  
Tax-free price index. Management (Irish), v. 23, June 1976, p. 5.  

O' Donovan, Vincent.  
Co-ordination of social security benefits within the EEC. Accountant (Eng.), v. 174, April 29, 1976, p. 502-4.  

OEPA  
See Order Entry Profit Analysis  

OFF-BOARD transaction study.  

OFFICE APPLIANCES  
See Office Machinery And Equipment  


OFFICE BUILDINGS  
See Also Real Estate Management  


Accounting  

Fires and fire protection  

Management  

Security  

Statistics  

OFFICE FORMS  
See Forms  

OFFICE LAYOUT  
See Also Accountants' Office-Layout  

Plant Layout
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OFFICE MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
See Also Computers
Data Processing

Typewriter with a memory paves the way for the computerized office. Law office economics and management, v. 16, Fall 1975, p. 427-35.

OFFICE MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT RETAILERS
See Also Stationers, Retail

OFFICE MANAGEMENT
See Also Accountants' Office-Management
Clerical Work
Internal Control
Management
Paperwork
Personnel Management
Records


OFFICE MANUALS
See Manuals


OFFICE SUPPLIES
See Forms
Office Machinery And Equipment
Stationers

OFFICER, R. R.

OFFICERS
See Controllers
Corporations-Officers
Executives
Treasurers

OFFSHORE lending by U.S. commercial banks.

OFFSHORE MUTUAL FUNDS
See Funds - Offshore Mutual
Taxation, United States - Offshore Mutual Funds

OFFUTT, WILLIAM E.

OGAN, PEKIN.

OGDEN, JOHN V.

OGLE, IAN H.

O'HAGAN, MALCOLM E.

O'HARA, JAMES T.

O'HARE, JAMES T.
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OHIO commission sets rate of return determination standards.


OHLSON, J. A.

OHTA, H.

OIFER, DAVID.

OIL DRILLING

Costs

OIL DRILLING CONTRACTORS

OIL DRILLING FUNDS
See Funds-Oil Drilling

OIL INDUSTRY
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Accounting
Hot debate over oil exploration costs. (Accounting) Business week, Feb. 9, 1976, p. 81-3.
Myers, John H. Full cost vs. successful efforts in petroleum accounting: an empirical approach. (n.p.), Ad Hoc Committee (Petroleum Companies) on Full Cost Accounting, 1974, 109 p plus separately bound appendix. [250 Oil 2]
Now you see it... (Numbers game) Forbes, v. 118, Aug. 15, 1976, p. 38.

Asia
Sycip, Washington. Development of primary industries in selected Asian countries. 3GY group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 2-11.

Cost accounting
Hot debate over oil exploration costs. (Accounting) Business week, Feb. 9, 1976, p. 81-3.
Myers, John H. Full cost vs. successful efforts in petroleum accounting: an empirical approach. (n.p.), Ad Hoc Committee (Petroleum Companies) on Full Cost Accounting, 1974, 109 p plus separately bound appendix. [250 Oil 2]
Nethercott, Leslie J. Reporting in the petroleum industry under full cost accounting. Accountant’s magazine (Scott.), v. 80, April 1976, p. 131-3.
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Developing countries


Government regulation


Ireland


Law


Loans


Pricing


Rates


Reports and statements


Taxation

See *Taxation, Oil Industry, Under Name Of Country*

Valuation


**OIL LEASES**
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OLANDER, CHRISTOPHER D.


OLD-AGE HOMES

See Non-Profit Organization, Homes For The Aged

OLDHAM, FRANK.


OLDHAM, JEROME S.


OLDMAN, OLIVER.


O'LEARY, GEORGE F.


O'LEARY, JAMES J.


OLENICK, ARNOLD J.


OLIGOPOLIES


OLIN, GILBERT G.


OLIN, MARTIN.


OLIPHANT, P. F.


OLIVE, GARNET D.


OLIVER, BENJAMIN F.


OLIVER, BRUCE L.


OLIVER, CHARLES.


OLIVER, STANLEY.


OLS, JOHN M.

Auditing the loan program of the Small Business Administration. GAO review, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 30-4.

OLSEN, E.ODGERS.


OLSON, WALLACE E.


Search for fairness in financial reporting. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 141, May 1976, p. 82-6. (Adopted from an address before the California Society of CPAs, March 23, 1976.)

O'MARA, JOHN C.


OMBLER, A. S.

In search of an image corporate - your own nominee company. (Practitioners' forum) Accountants' journal (N.Z.), v. 55, Feb. 1976, p. 31-2.

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

See Accountants' Office-Staff Training Education-On-The-Job Training

ONCOST

See Overhead
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OPERATING results of food chains, 1974-75.

OPERATING STATEMENTS
See Statements, Financial - Income


OPERATIONS AUDITING
See Management Audit

OPERATIONS RESEARCH
See Also Management Science
Mathematical Models


OPINION
See Certificate Or Opinion

OPINION RESEARCH CORPORATION.

OPINIONS OF THE ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES BOARD
See Accounting Principles Board Opinions
OPPENHEIMER, HAROLD L.


OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE ACCOUNTANT
See Accountancy Profession - A Career

OPTICAL SCANNING
See Computers - Optical Scanning

OPTIMAL audit planning - part I.
Hughes, John S. Optimal audit planning - part I. West Lafayette, Ind., Krannert Graduate School of Industrial Administration, Purdue University, 1974. 49 p. [*175 H]

OPTIMIZATION THEORY

OPTIONS
See Also Stock Options


Wages, Fees, Salaries
See Wages, Fees, Salaries - Optometrists

ORCHESTRAS
See Musical Enterprises

OPPENHEIMER, HAROLD L.

ORDERS

Data processing

OREGON SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.

O'REILLY, BRENDAN.

OREN, M. E.

OREN, SHMUEL S.

ORES
See Mining And Metallurgy

ORGANIZATION CHARTS
See Also Flow Charts


ORGANIZATION EXPENSES
See Also Taxation, United States - Organization Expenses

ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT.
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Holloway, Robert G. Planning for results and specific outcomes. Hospitals, v. 50, May 16, 1976, p. 77-8, 80, 82.


Mintzberg, Henry. Impediments to the use of management information. New York, National Association of Accountants, c1975. 27 p. (Study carried out on behalf of the National Association of Accountants and the Society of Industrial Accountants of Canada.) [201.8 M]
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ORGANIZATIONAL problems of small business.


ORGANIZING A BUSINESS

See Business-Form Of Organization Buying And Selling A Business Corporations Small Business

ORIFE, JOHN N.


ORIGIN and progress of book-keeping.


ORIGINAL COSTS

See Also Costs Fixed Costs Increment And Decrement Costs Marginal Costs Standard Costs Variable Costs

ORING, LAWRENCE R.


ORLICKY, JOSEPH.


ORourke, John J.


ORourke, Tiernan.


Orr, David A.


Orr, Kenneth T.


Orr, M. G.


Osborn, Malcolm E.


Osborne, Alfred E.
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OTT, DAVID J.

OTTEMANN, ROBERT L.

OTTER, K. H.

OUCHI, WILLIAM G.

OURA, S. STEPHEN.
Parker, Donn B. Computer abuse, by Donn B. Parker, Susan Nycum and S. Stephen Oura. Menlo Park, Calif., Stanford Research Institute, c1973. 131 p. (Prepared for the National Science Foundation) [203.9 P]

OUTBOARD MOTOR DEALERS
See Marine Dealers

OUTBOARD MOTOR MANUFACTURERS
See Engine Manufacturers

OUTDOOR DRIVE-IN THEATERS
See Moving Picture Theaters

OUTPUT-INPUT ANALYSIS
See Input-Output Accounting


OVERALLS
See Clothing

OVERHEAD
See Also Distribution Costs


Harirharan, N. B. Overheads in management information systems. (Students' section) Management accountant (India), v.10, July 1, 1975, p. 496-500.


OVERPAYMENT OF TAXES
See Taxation, United States-Overpayments

OTT, ATTIA T.

OSTWALD, OSTERLAND, OSTERMAN, OSCP A


OSHA compliance manual.
Petersen, Dan. OSHA compliance manual. New York, McGraw-Hill, c1975. 1 v. (looseleaf) [204.1 P]

OSERMAN, RICHARD.


OSTAS, JAMES R.

OSTWALD, PHILLIP F.


OSULLIVAN, EUGENE.

OTHER information in documents containing audited financial statements.

OTHER information in documents containing audited financial statements.

OTHER PROCEDURES
 See Accounting-Other Procedures
 Auditing-Other Procedures

OSTAS, JAMES R.
OSCARO library study.

OSGOOD, DONALD W.
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OVERSHOES
See Rubber Products

OVERTIME
See Wages, Fees, Salaries-Overtime

OVIATT, BILL.
Payment patterns. Hospital financial management, v. 29, Nov. 1975, p. 34.

OWEN, BRUCE M.

OWEN, JEAN Z.

OWEN, MICHAEL.

OWENS, ARTHUR P.

OWENS, ELISABETH A.

OXENFELDT, ALFRED R.
Pricing strategies. New York, AMACOM, c1975. 255 p. [185 O]
PAAT  
See Performance Activity Accounting Techniques

PACE  
See Performance And Cost Evaluation

PACE, EDMOND E.  

PACKAGING  

PACKING INDUSTRY  
See Also Fruit And Vegetable Packing And Shipping Meat Packing

PACTER, PAUL A.  

PADBERG, D. I.  

PADRONI, GIOVANNI  

PAFTA  
See Pacific Free Trade Area

PAGCALIWAGAN, PEDRO C.  
LIFO method of inventory valuation. SGV group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 50-1.

PAGE, G. TERRY.  

PAGE, RICHARD G.  

PAINE, THOMAS H.  

PAINTER, WILLIAM H.  

PAKENHAM, KEVIN.  

PAL, RADHESH CHANDER.  
Framing a project. (Students' section) Management accountant (India), v. 10, Dec. 1, 1975, p. 878-9.

PALAMARA, FRANCIS J.  

PALEY, ROBERT J.  

PALME, JACOB.  

PALMER, JOHN R.  

PALMER, MICHAEL.  

PALMER, ROSE.  

PALMER, RUSSELL E.  

PANAMA.  

PANTAGES, ANGELINE.  
PANTAGES, ANGELINE—(Continued)


PANY, KURT.

PAPER BAGS
See Paper Containers

PAPER MILLS
See Paper And Cardboard Manufacturers

PAPERMAN, JACOB B.

PAPERWORK
See Also Clerical Work
Forms
Office Management
Records

Welcome to the red-tape factory, Congressmen. (Numbers game) Forbes, v. 117, May 1, 1976, p. 20-1.

PAPKE, JAMES A.

PAPPIN, J. MAUREEN.

PAQUIN, MICHEL.

PARADISO, LOUIS J.

PARAPROFESSIONALS
See Accounting Technicians

PARETO'S LAW

PARETTA, ROBERT L.

PARK, ANDREW.

PARK, RON W.

PARKER, C. REED.

PARKER, DONN B.

PARKER, E. J.
Project planning and control - 3: plant, equipment and transport. Accountants review (Eng.), v. 27, March 1976, p. 52-63.

PARKER, EUGENE.

PARKER, EUGENE R.
PARTIAL budgeting: an aid in farm business planning.

PARTICIPATION CERTIFICATES
See Certificates Of Contingent Interest


PARKER, JAMES E.

PARKER, KENNETH R.

PARKER, LEE D.

PARKER, M. F.

PARKER, R. H.

PARKER, FRANK E.

PARKINSON, RICHARD R.

PARKES AND PLAYGROUNDS

PARR, JAMES E.
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LAW


TAXATION

See Taxation, United States-Patents And Copyrights
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PATRICK, E. J.

PATRICK, ROBERT J.

PATRICK, ROBERT L.
Decentralizing hardware and dispersing responsibility. Data-mation, v. 22, May 1976, p. 79-82, 84.

PATRONAGE REFUNDS
See Cooperatives

PATTERSON, A. L.

PATTERSON, THOMAS J.


PATTILLO, JAMES W.

Materiality in financial reporting. (Auditing and reporting) CPA journal, v. 46, Nov. 1976, p. 76-7. (Excerpt from Week in review (Haskins & Sells), Aug. 13, 1976.)

PATTON, ARCH.


PATTON, JAMES M.

PATTON, RO. S.

PATZ, ALAN L.

PATZ, DENNIS H.

PAVLOCK, ROBERT S.


PAWTAY, HARRY T.

Ten best medical schools - or are they? Medical economics, v. 53, Feb. 9, 1976, p. 90-5.


PAYABLES
Accounting

PAYBACK PERIOD
Bergeron, Pierre G. Warning: time value yardsticks can be misleading. CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 32-8.


PAYMENTS for meals may not be taxable as wages. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March 1976, p. 185.

PAYMENTS to protect business goodwill may be deductible. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 95.

PAYNE, C. MEYRICK.

PAYNE, CLARK B.

PAYNE, JOE L.

PAYROLLS
See Also Taxation, United States-Withholding Wages, Fees, Salaries

Auditing

Costs
Rapp, John. Watch your total compensation costs, edited by John Rapp. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, Nov. 1976, p. 82.
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PAYROLLS—Data processing

Data processing

PEABODY, W. RUSSELL.

PEACOCK, ARTHUR B.

PEACOCK, THOMAS F.

PEARL, MICHAEL F.

PEARLMAN, SIMON R.

PEARSON, HARRY B.

PEASNELL, K. V.
Graduate profession - yes *Accountancy* (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 116, 118.


PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO.
Principles and presentation: a study of the accounting principles and presentation used in the financial statements of the one hundred largest commercial banks (or their related parent bank holding companies) in the United States. 5th ed. *New York*, 1975, 294 p. (The study is based on the annual reports to stockholders for the year ended-Dec. 31, 1974.) [*604.1 P]

PECHMAN, JOSEPH A.

PECK, J. F.

PEEDER-SMITH, D. W.

PEEDERSEN, RAYMOND B.
Departmental review leads to changes in operational systems, by Raymond B. Pedderson and Bernard Doctor. (Food service) *Hospitals*, v. 50, July 1, 1976, p. 99-103.

PEEDERSEN, WESLEY.

PEDRICK, WILLARD H.


PEERY, NEWMAN S.

PEGRUM, DUDLEY F.

PEIRCE, JOHN M.

PEIZER, ALAN J.

PEJOVICH, SVETOZAR.

PEM
See Projected Earnings Method

PEN-AND-INK JOURNALS
See Journals - Pen-And-ink

PENALTIES can't be recouped through business deductions. (Technical notes and comments) *Taxation for accountants*, v. 16, June 1976, p. 340.

PENALTY for late payment is not deductible interest. (Technical notes and comments) *Taxation for accountants*, v. 17, July 1976, p. 7-8.
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PENDRILL, DAVID
Why ED 3 should be withdrawn. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 86, Dec. 1975, p. 40, 42, 44.

PENGILLEY, WARREN.

PENNELL, WILLIAM C.

PENICK, GARY D.

PENN CENTRAL.

PENNELL, JOHN S.

PENALTY for late payment is not deductible interest.


Siegel, Mayer. Target benefit plans: a possible alternative to termination for small companies with defined benefit plans. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 289-95.


PENSION FUNDS
How pension funds have changed their actuarial assumptions. (Pensionforum) Institutional investor, v. 10, July 1976, p. 63.


Sheean, James B. Impact of the guaranteed return: the insurance companies unveiled their secret weapon in the struggle for pension money. Pension world, v. 12, March 1976, p. 10-11, 13, 16.

Should pension funds be cause for concern? (Books) Business week, July 19, 1976, p. 6, 10.


Accounting

Auditing

Costs

Finance
Dodds, J. C. Financial intermediaries - freedom or control? Accountants review (Eng.), v. 27, March 1976, p. 44-51.

Financial management

Callan, Edwin C. Performance measurement: getting the most out of your money managers. *Pension world*, v. 12, April 1976, p. 41-42.


Lurie, Michael E. What the asset manager can expect, by Michael E. Lurie and Joel J. Matcovsky. *Pension world*, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 36-9.


**Government regulation**


Lurie, Michael E. What the asset manager can expect, by Michael E. Lurie and Joel J. Matcovsky. *Pension world*, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 31-3, 66.


**Investments**


Lurie, Michael E. What the asset manager can expect, by Michael E. Lurie and Joel J. Matovcik. *Pension world*, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 36-9.


--- Great Britains ---


Management


Callan, Edwin C. Performance measurement: getting the most out of your money managers. *Pension world*, v. 12, April 1976, p. 41-3.


--- Great Britains ---


Reports and statements

Statistics

Valuation

PENSION PLANS
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1976


PENSION RESEARCH COUNCIL.

PENSIONS.

PENSIONS.
Commerce Clearing House. Social security benefits, including Medicare. 1976, Chicago, c1975. 32 p. [507 C]
Hobbs, Charles D. Kelso’s revolution: only a pension? Business and society review, no. 18, Summer 1976, p. 36-9.

Schreiber, Irving. How to set up and run a qualified pension or profit-sharing plan for a small or medium size business. based on tax conferences of the Tax Institute of C.W. Post College, Long Island University. Edited by Irving Schreiber. 2nd rev. ed., Greenvale, N.Y., Panel, c1975. 1 v. (looseleaf) (Reflects all changes brought about by the Employee retirement income security act of 1974.) [208.9 S]

Accounting
Nassau, Michael J. Reporting and record-keeping requirements. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 87-97.) [208.9 G]
Speckman, William H. Common cause: attorneys...auditors...actuaries... and asset managers. ERISA has mandated teamwork for these professionals. Pension world, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 16-18, 69.

Administration
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Callan, Edwin C. Performance measurement: getting the most out of your money managers. Pension world, v. 12, April 1976, p. 41-3.


Gorlick, Sheldon H. How to head off problems in the years ahead. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 139, 142, 147-8. (Special issue on retirement plans)


Lenrow, Gerald I. Maze of ERISA's annual reporting and record-keeping requirements, by Gerald I. Lenrow and Emanuel Halpern. (Insurance taxation) Best's review (Property/casualty ed.), v. 77, Sept. 1976, p. 82, 84, 86, 88.


Nassau, Michael J. Fiduciaries required to perform as prudent experts. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 79-85.) [208.9 G]

Nassau, Michael J. Reporting and record-keeping requirements. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 87-97.) [208.9 G]


Schreiber, Irving. How to set up and run a qualified pension or profit-sharing plan for a small or medium size business: based on tax conferences of the Tax Institute of C.W. Post College, Long Island University. Edited by Irving Schreiber. 2nd rev. ed., Greenvane, N.Y., Panel, c1975. 1 v. (looseleaf) (Reflects all changes brought about by the Employee retirement income security act of 1974.) [208.9 S]

Speaman, William H. Common cause: attorneys, auditors, actuaries... and asset managers. ERISA has mandated teamwork for these professionals. Pension world, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 16-18, 69.


Steinfeld, Gerhard. New IRS forms created. Pension world, v. 12, May 1976, p. 75-6, 78.


Winthrop, Ralph. Forms and workbook: setting up and administering pension, profit-sharing and employee benefit plans and professional corporations. New York, Panel Pub., c1973. 2 v. [208.9 W]


Auditing


Speakman, William H. Common cause: attorneys...auditors...actuaries... and asset managers. ERISA has mandated teamwork for these professionals. Pension world, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 16-18, 69.

Canada
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PENSIONS—Costs

Costs


Gorlick, Sheldon H. How to head off problems in the years ahead. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 139, 142, 147-8. (Special issue on retirement plans)


Paster, Irving. Yes, Virginia, there is no such thing as a free lunch. Akron business and economic review, v. 6, Winter 1975, p. 30-4.


Roscow, James P. Cities: paying the pension plan toll. Pension world, v. 12, April 1976, p. 7-11, 44.

Data processing

Finance


Financial management


Gordon, David E. Choosing the right alternative to meet the 106 Limit for pension plans overinvested in employer securities, by David E. Gordon and John J. Sabl. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 320-38.


Layne, Abner A. Don't rule out all offbeat investments. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 115-135, passim. (Special issue on retirement plans)

Marcus, Bruce. Banker vs. investment counselor: running after the pension fund dollar. Pension world, v. 12, May 1976, p. 8-10, 12.


Forms
Winthrop, Ralph. Forms and workbook: setting up and administering pension, profit-sharing and employee benefit plans and professional corporations. New York, Panel Pub., c1973. 2 v. [208.9 W]

Government employees


Government regulation


Dornfeld, Kivie. How to allocate accrued benefits under a defined benefit plan for employer and employee contributions. (Current developments) Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 201.

Dornfeld, Kivie. Interim rulings will be issued while IRS reconsiders discriminatory vesting tests. (Current developments) Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 196-8.


Savage, Michael D. ERISA's spendthrift clause requirement... (From the thoughtful tax advisor) Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, Oct. 1976, p. 602-6.


Simmons, Sherwin P. IRS proposes two alternatives to previously issued 4-40 rapid vesting text. (Taxation of compensation) Journal of taxation, v. 44, April 1976, p. 248.

Speakman, William H. Common cause: attorneys...auditors...actuaries...and asset managers. ERISA has mandated teamwork for these professionals. Pension world, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 16-18, 69.


Steinfeld, Gerhard. New IRS forms created. Pension world, v. 12, May 1976, p. 75-6, 78.


Well, Max. Target benefit plans vs. defined benefit plans - which is the better alternative today? Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 135-40.

Canada

How to understand an actuary in four easy lessons. CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Oct. 1975, p. 45-8.


Great Britain


Spill, R. B. Consultation on pensions: options open to employers. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 1, 1976, p. 7-8.


Investments


Layne, Abner A. Don’t rule out all offbeat investments. Medical economics, v. 53, May 1976, p. 115-135, passim. (Special issue on retirement plans)

Layne, Abner A. Warning: real estate may be hazardous to your plan. Medical economics, v. 53, May 1976, p. 95-111, passim. (Special issue on retirement plans)


Lurie, Michael E. What the asset manager can expect, by Michael E. Lurie and Joel J. Mazovskiy. Pension world, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 36-9.

Nassau, Michael J. Fiduciaries required to perform as prudent experts. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 79-83.) [208.9 G]


Sheean, James B. Impact of the guaranteed return: the insurance companies unveil their secret weapon in the struggle for pension money. Pension world, v. 12, March 1976, p. 10-11, 13, 16.


Yanni, James E. Fixed-income time?-III, think before you leap into bonds Pension world, v. 12, Jan. 1976, p. 41-2, 44.

Ireland


Management


Callan, Edwin C. Performance measurement: getting the most out of your money managers. Pension world, v. 12, April 1976, p. 41-3.


Gorlick, Sheldon H. How to head off problems in the years ahead. Medical economics, v. 53, May 1976, p. 139, 142, 147-8. (Special issue on retirement plans)


Kampper, Paul I. When is a prudent man prudent? Pension world, v. 12, March 1976, p. 31-2, 34, 52-4.


Nassau, Michael J. Fiduciaries required to perform as prudent experts. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 79-85.) [208.9 G]


Sheean, James B. Impact of the guaranteed return: the insurance companies unveil their secret weapon in the struggle for pension money. Pension world, v. 12, March 1976, p. 10-11, 13, 16.


Great Britain


Professional Corporations And Associations

See Also Professional Corporations And Associations


Gorlick, Sheldon H. Keogh vs. incorporation: you can't afford to stand pat. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 9-17. (Special issue on retirement plans)


Stoebier, Edward A. Tax and fringe benefit planning for professional corporations. 2nd ed. Cincinnati, National Underwriter Co., c1975. 196 p. [250 Pro 2]

Winthrop, Ralph. Forms and workbook: setting up and administering pension, profit-sharing and employee benefit plans and professional corporations. New York, Panel Pub., c1973. 2 v. [208.9 W]
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Reports and statements


Nassau, Michael J. Reporting and record-keeping requirements. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 87-97.) [208.9 G]


Speakman, William H. Common cause: attorneys... auditors... actuaries... and asset managers. ERISA has mandated teamwork for these professionals. Pension world, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 16-18, 69.

Winthrop, Ralph. Forms and workbook: setting up and administering pension, profit-sharing and employee benefit plans and professional corporations. New York, Publisher Pub., c1973. 2 v. [208.9 W]


Self-Employed

See Also Taxation, United States - Pensions, Self-Employed


Gorlick, Sheldon H. Keogh vs. incorporation: you can't afford to stand pat. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 9-17. (Special issue on retirement plans)


Irish, Leon E. H.R. 10, Subchapter S and Section 403(b) plans. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 139-53.) [208.9 G]


Pensions for farmers. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, Sept. 23, 1976, p. 359-60.


Schreiber, Irving. How to set up and run a qualified pension or profit-sharing plan for a small or medium size business: based on tax conferences of the Tax Institute of C.W. Post College, Long Island University. Edited by Irving Schreiber. 2nd rev. ed., Greenvale, N.Y., Panel, c1975. 1 v. (looseleaf) (Reflects all changes brought about by the Employee retirement income security act of 1974.) [208.9 S]


Statistics


Taxation

See Taxation, United States-Pensions

Turkey


Valuation


Veterans

See Also Veterans

PENSIONS for farmers. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, Sept. 23, 1976, p. 359-60.
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PEP

PEPPER, H. W. T.

PERATING, CHRIS.

PERCENTAGE DEPRECIATION
See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence

PERCENTAGE LEASES
See Also Leases

PERCENTAGE leases; commercial rental survey.

PERCENTAGE OF COMPLETION METHOD
See Contractors - Percentage-Of-Completion Method

PERCIVAL, JOHN.

PERCIVAL, ROBERT.
Use EOQ to cut inventory costs. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 10, April 1976, p. 24-6.

PERCY, JOHN P.

PEREDNIA, RICHARD W.

PERFORMANCE AND COST EVALUATION

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976
Motivating divisional management. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 76-7. (Reprint from Accountant (Eng), Dec. 4, 1975, p. 637-8.)
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976


PERFORMANCE BUDGETS
See Budgets, Business-Program
Budgets, National-United States-Program

PERFORMANCE RECORD
See Job Analysis, Evaluation And Classification

PERFORMANCE SHARE PLANS

PERHAM, JOHN C.
What the proxy statements don't tell. Dun's review, v. 107, Jan. 1976, p. 36-7, 40.

PERIOD
See Accounting Period
Tatation, United States - Accounting Period

PERIODICALS
See Magazine Publishers
Newspaper And Magazine Distributors

PERKIN, C. D.
Name, the whole name and nothing but the name. Accountants review (Eng.), v. 26, Dec. 1975, p. 286-96.

PERKINS, CLIFF.
EDP auditors - specialists in controls. EDP auditor, Fall 1974, p. 6-8, 19.

PERLMUTTER, LOUIS.


PERMITS
See Licenses And Permits

PERFORMANCE AND COST EVALUATION

PERRAKIS, STYLIANOS.

PERREault, WILLIAM D.

PERRIN, JOHN R.
Why CPP is not the answer. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 56, 58, 60.

PERRITT ROSCOE D.

PERRY, DAVID B.


PERRY, HEBERT.

PERRY, KENNETH W.

PERRY, MICHAEL D.

PERRY, WILLIAM E.

PERSONAL FINANCE
PERSONAL FINANCE—(Continued)


PERSONAL finance.


PERSONAL FINANCE COMPANIES

See Finance Companies

Loan Companies

PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES

See Holding Companies And Subsidiaries

Taxation, United States-Personal Holding Companies

PERSONAL INJURY AWARDS

See Damages

Taxation, United States-Damages

PERSONAL liability of corporate executives for withholding taxes.


PERSONAL SERVICE ENTERPRISES

See Service Enterprises


PERSONNEL

Apostolidis, Pan. Do young professionals really care about their careers? (Administration of accountants practice) CPA journal, v. 46, June 1976, p. 77. (Excerpt from an article in Journal of business (School of Business of Manhattan College), March 1976, p. 13.)
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Costs


PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

See Also Accountants' Office-Personnel

Industrial Relations

Office Management

Apostolidis, Pan. Do young professionals really care about their careers? (Administration of accountants practice) CPA journal, v. 46, June 1976, p. 77. (Excerpt from an article in Journal of business (School of Business of Manhattan College), March 1976, p. 13.)


Bell, David J. Manpower in corporate planning. Long range planning, v. 9, April 1976, p. 31-7.
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PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

Hayes, James L. Use experts you have to train leaders you need. (Management) Modern healthcare, v. 6, July 1976, p. 56.


Hinrichs, John R. Motivation crisis; winding down and turning off. New York, AMACOM, c1974. 264 p. [223.8 H]


Meyer, Herbert E. Personnel directors are the new corporate heroes. Fortune, v. 93, Feb. 1976, p. 84-8, 140.


Plachy, Roger J. Dynamics of personal change. (Leadership practices) Modern healthcare, v. 6, July 1976, p. 47.


PERSONNEL RELOCATION


PERSONNEL SELECTION

See Accountancy Profession-Selection Of Personnel Accountants-Employment Accountants-Qualifications Accountants - Selection Accountants’ Office-Personnel Accounting Testing Program Recruitment


PERSPECTIVES in auditing.


PERT

See Also Network Analysis


PERT-(Continued)


PEST CONTROL COMPANIES

See Exterminator Companies

PETERFREUND, STANLEY.

Employees must have sense of freedom, worth. (Management effectiveness) Hospitals, v. 50, Aug. 16, 1976, p. 60-2.

PETERS, D. J. R.

Training tomorrow's accountants - 3: sharing the burden - experience of a group training scheme. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 22, 1976, p. 102-3.

PETERS, ELIZABETH S.


PETERS, GERRIT JAN.

SI here SI here (Guest column) Wisconsin CPA, June 1976, p. 24-5.

PETERS, J. DOUGLAS.


PETERS, JAMES H.

Background on combined report for state franchise tax. (State & local taxation) Journal of taxation, v. 44, March 1976, p. 188.


Supreme Court sets new test for local taxation of imports in Michelin Tire. (State & local taxation) Journal of taxation, v. 44, April 1976, p. 244-5.

PETERS, JOHN.

Good PR strategy can reinforce all efforts in communications. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Feb. 1976, p. 50-1, 54-3.

PETERS, JOSEPH P.


PETERS, WILLIAM E.


PETERSEN, DAN.

OSHA compliance manual. New York, McGraw-Hill, c1975. 1 v. (looseleaf) [204.1 P]

PETERSEN, ROBERT A.


PETRODOLLARS

See Oil

PETRER, WILLIAM C.


PETRODOLLARS

See Oil

PETRU, WILLIAM C.

PETRY, GLENN H.


PETTIT, R. RICHARDSON.


PETTWAY, RICHARD H.


PEYER, HAL.


PFEEFER, JEFFREY.


PHANTOM STOCK PLANS

See Stock Plans

PHARMACIES

See Also Drug Retailers
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PHATAK, ARVIND V.


PHelps, George E.


PHILANTHROPIC ORGANIZATIONS

See Foundations

Hospitals

Non-Profit Organizations

Schools And Colleges

PHILIPPART, ALAIN.


PHILIPPATOS, GEORGE C.


PHILIPPINES, REPUBLIC OF.

Audit Commission.


PHILLIPPI, CARLETON L.


PHILLIPS, ALMARIN.


PHILLIPS, DONALD F.


Decision makers depend on data. Hospitals, v. 50, April 1, 1976, p. 61-3.


PHILLIPS, HERBERT E.


PHILLIPS, KENNETH F.


PHILLIPS, LAWRENCE C.


PHILLIPS, LAWRENCE M.


PHILLIPS ACADEMY.


PHILLIPS CURVE


PHONOGRAPH RECORD MANUFACTURERS


PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLY RETAILERS

PHOTOLITHOGRAPHING
See Lithographing

PHYSICIANS
See Also Medical Clinics
Medical Groups

Administrators seek a more active medical audit role. Modern healthcare, v. 6, Aug. 1976, p. 35.


Tanay, Emanuel. Society is getting the doctors it deserves. Medical economics, v. 53, June 14, 1976, p. 106-8, 110.


Accounting


Medical Economics (Magazine). Your 1974-75 financial planning issue; year-end actions you should start taking now, October 21, 1974. Ornell, N.J., c1974. 158 p. (Special issue of Medical economics, Oct. 21, 1974.) [*250 Phy]


Billing

Kaplan, Sanford A. When the patient refuses to pay. Medical economics, v. 53, July 26, 1976, p. 78-80, 85.


Compensation

See Wages, Fees, Salaries-Physicians

Costs

Ingram, James C. We can't afford not to apply basic financial controls to provider-based physician contracts. Hospital financial management, v. 29, Oct. 1975, p. 24-9.


Data processing


Financial management


Harsham, Philip. Is 100% financial management for you? Medical economics, v. 53, July 12, 1976, p. 82-5, 88, 92.


Government regulation


McClenahan, John L. Perfect secretary lost and found and lost and.... *Medical economics*, v. 53, June 14, 1976, p. 140-1, 143, 147, 150.


Wershing, Susan M. Four office signal systems: are you ready for one? *Medical economics*, v. 53, Feb. 9, 1976, p. 177-8, 183-4, 186, 188.

**Partnerships**


Hardy, Clyde T. We run a tight ship, but it's leaking. *Medical economics*, v. 53, May 15, 1976, p. 163-4, 166, 169.


**Pensions**

See Pensions-Self-Employed

**Personnel**

Dekker, Marianne G. To get your staff clicking, put somebody in charge. *Medical economics*, v. 53, June 28, 1976, p. 116-17, 121-2, 124, 129.

Hardy, Clyde T. For a better staff, treat your assistants as partners. *Medical economics*, v. 53, July 26, 1976, p. 94-6, 101-2, 106.

Hardy, Clyde T. We run a tight ship, but it's leaking. *Medical economics*, v. 53, May 15, 1976, p. 163-4, 166, 169.

McClenahan, John L. Perfect secretary lost and found and lost and.... *Medical economics*, v. 53, June 14, 1976, p. 140-1, 143, 147, 150.


**Professional Corporations**

See Also Professional Corporations And Associations


**Specialization**

See Specialization

**Taxation**

See Taxation, United States-Physicians

---

**ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976**


**PICKING the right plant site.** *Factory*, v. 9, May 1976, p. 61-2.


**PIECWORK** See Wages, Fees, Salaries-Piecwork
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PIEDRABUENA, ENRIQUE.

PIERCE, CHARLES F.

PIERCE, PAT

PILESKI, J. A.

PINE, VANDERLYN R.

PINEO, PAUL

PINGREE, CHARLES A.

PINNEY, CHARLES A.
Farm corporations - tax planning. (In Idaho State Tax Institute, 16th, Idaho State University, 1974. Papers and proceedings. Pocatello, c1975. p. 85-100.) [*750.2 I]

PIPE ORGANS
See Musical Instruments

PIPER, ROSWELL M.

PIPER accounting system summary chart of accounts.
Piper Aircraft Corp. Piper accounting system summary chart of accounts. (n.p.), n.d. 43 p. [*250 Air 2]

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORP.
Piper accounting system summary chart of accounts. (n.p.), n.d. 43 p. [*250 Air 2]

PIRANIO, MICHAEL S.

PIROZZOLO, RICHARD D.

PITBLADO, DAVID.
Work of the Exchequer and Audit Department. Accountant's magazine (Scott.), v. 80, Feb. 1976, p. 44-6.

PITCHER, GRIFFITH F.
Planning tax treatment of payments to spouse is major factor in divorce settlements. (Personal) Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 4-8.
Tax implications of divorce or separation do not end with payments to spouse. Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 112-16.

PITFALLS in managing a small business.

PIUS, WILLIAM B.

PIZZO, THOMAS V.

PLACHY, ROGER J.
Dynamics of personal change. (Leadership practices) Modern healthcare, v. 6, July 1976, p. 47.
Teacher doesn’t always know best. (Leadership practices) Modern healthcare, v. 5, May 1976, p. 64.

PLAN for implementation of AICPA voluntary program for reviews of quality control procedures of multi-office firms.

PLANK, BETSY ANN.


PLANNING
See Business Planning
Financial Planning

PLANNING-PROGRAMMING-BUDGETING

PLANNING-PROGRAMMING-BUDGETING
See Budgets, Business-Program
Budgets, National-United States-Program

PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
See Also Assets, Fixed
Factories
Machinery And Equipment
Property
Public Utilities
Replacements


Costs


Fires and fire protection

Management


Security

Valuation

PLANT CAPACITY
See Capacity

PLANT LAYOUT
See Also Accountants' Office-Layout
Office Layout

PLANT LOCATION
See Also Industry - Decentralization
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Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Plant Location

PLASSCHAERT, SYLVAIN R. F.

PLASTICS INDUSTRY
Kabat, Donald J. How plastics processors can plan and measure profitability, by Donald J. Kabat and James S. Labick. Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 36, July 1976, p. 68-76.

PLATT, C. J.
Accounting for pensions. (Published accounts) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, Feb. 1976, p. 54, 56.

PLATT, ROBERT B.


PLAYFAIR, JOHN L.

PLEDGED SECURITIES
See Securities
Taxation, United States - Pledged Securities

PLOVIE, JOHN P.
PLUMB, WILLIAM T.

PLUMB, WILLIAM T.

POLANCY, ALAN N.

POLICASTRO, PATRICK E.

POLIMENI, RALPH S.
Effects of inflation - variance analysis, by Ralph S. Polimeni and Arthur Adelberg. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, July 1976, p. 64-5.

POLINSKY, A. MITCHELL.

POLINSKY, RICHARD M.

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
Corporate democracy and the corporate political contribution. (Notes) Iowa law review, v. 61, Dec. 1975, p. 545-79.

Accounting
Accounting, politics, and women. (Editor's notes) Woman CPA, v. 38, April 1976, p. 32-3.
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POLLUTION, AIR

See Air Pollution Control, In 1967-68 Index


Government regulation

POLLUTION CONTROL


Accounting

Costs

Finance

Government regulation
Erickson, Ralph E. Fallout from federal and state requirements for environmental impact statements - how lethal will it prove to be? By Ralph E. Erickson and Michael W.
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Massachusetts


Reports and statements


POLLUTION, NOISE


POLLUTION, prices, and public policy.


POLLUTION CONTROL—Government regulation

POLLUTION, WATER


Government regulation


POMERANCE, MARTIN.


POMEROY, HABLAN.


POMEROY, RUTH S.


POMPEA, RALPH G.


POOLE, WILLIAM.


POOLING OF FUNDS

See Funds-Pooled

POOLING OF INTERSTS

See Combinations

POORVU, WILLIAM J.


POPE, R. C.


POPOFF, BORIS.


POPULATION

POPULATION-(Continued)


Statistics


PORTER, R. BURL.


PORTNOY, LARRY F.


PORTNOY, STEVEN.

Planning must exist at all levels of system. (Institutional planning) *Hospitals*, v. 50, June 16, 1976, p. 65-7.

POSEY, IMogene A.


POSEY, J. MARION.


POSITION STATEMENT

See Statements, Financial-Position

POSKITT, D. S.


POSNER, RICHARD A.
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POSNER, RONALD S.


POSS, J. MICHAEL.


POSSESSIONARY INTERESTS

See Leasgholds


POSTAL SERVICE


POSTMAN, HAROLD.

International aspects of ERISA. *Pension and profit-sharing tax journal*, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 178-83.


POTT, ANDY.

Training - small can be beautiful too (Students' forum) *Accountancy* (Eng.), v. 87, March 1976, p. 14.

POVERTY PROGRAMS

See Also Taxation, United States - Income-Negative Also Specific Programs E. G., Community Action Program

POWELL, G. C.

Position of the Channel Islands with their special status for the EEC. (In Jones, J.F. Avery. *Tax havens and measures against tax evasion and avoidance in the EEC. London*, 1974, p. 95-107.) [753 J]
POWELL, JOHN R. P.


POWELL, KENNETH L.


POWELL, O. GENE.


POWER, P. D.


POWER PLANTS


POWER RESOURCES


Edison Electric Institute, 43rd Convention, Denver, Colorado, June 2-4, 1975. What they said... New York, 1975. 31 p. (EEI publication, no. 75-1A) [530 E]


Herman, Stewart. Das is kapital? The case of energy development, by Stewart Herman and James Cannon. *Business and society review*, no. 18, Summer 1976, p. 20-3.


POWELL, JOHN R. P.

Costs


Flannce


Government regulation


Great Britain

POWER RESOURCES—Japan

Japan

Management

POWERS, THOMAS F.

POWERS OF APPOINTMENT
See Also Taxation, United States-Powers Of Appointment

Mortland, Jean A. Trust beneficiaries must be adequately identified... (New fiduciary decisions) Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 25.

PRACTICAL communication for managers.


PRACTICAL guide to the new pension reform legislation.

PRACTICAL systems and procedures manual.

PRACTICING public accounting with McGladrey, Hansen, Dunn & Company from 1930 to 1975.

PRACTISING LAW INSTITUTE.


Sheriff, Henry D. Agricultural cooperatives 1975. Henry D. Sheriff, Chairman. New York, Practising Law Institute, 1975, 3 v. (Corporate law and practice, course handbook series, nos. 183, 184, 185) [*270.5 S]
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PRACTITIONER’S conferences provide insights into IRS. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 256-7.

PRACTITIONERS’ EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE
See Accountants’ Office-Continuing A Practice

PRACTITIONER’s role in debt settlements.

PRAETZ, PETER D.

PRAHALAD, C. K.

PRAKASH, PREM.

PRASAD, V. KANTI.

Unplanned buying in two retail settings. Journal of retailing, v. 51, Fall 1975, p. 3-12.

PRAVT, JAMES W.
How to avoid dividend treatment when planning the redemption of closely-held stock, by James W. Pratt and Gerald E. Whittenburg. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March 1976, p. 146-50.

PRE-OPERATING EXPENSES
See Organization Expenses
Taxation, United States-Organization Expenses

PRE-SORT discount plan would cut postage bill for some banks. Banking, v. 68, April 1976, p. 39, 62, 64.

PREDECESSOR AUDITORS
See Professional Ethics-Predecessor Auditors

PREFERRED stocks are not what they seem. (Markets and investments) Business week, July 12, 1976, p. 52-3.

PREMIUM MERCHANDISING
See Also Gift Certificates

Taxation 
See Taxation, United States-Premium Merchandising

PREMIUM ON DEBT
See Bond Premiums
Debt, Premium On

PREMIUMS
See Also Insurance Premiums
Premium Merchandising
PRESENT VALUE

See Also Excess Present Value Index


PRESENTATION and disclosure of financial forecasts.


PREPARE EXPENSES

See Deferred Charges And Prepaid Expenses

PRESENT VALUE

See Also Excess Present Value Index


PRESENTATION and disclosure of financial forecasts.
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PRICE, T. ROWE.

PRICE-earnings ratio

PRICE INDEXES
Perrin, John R. Why CPP is not the answer. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 56, 58, 60.
Replacement costs: clarification or confusion? (Accounting) Business week, Aug. 9, 1976, p. 54-6.

Latin America

PRICE-LEVEL accounting

PRICE-LEVEL CHANGES
See Also Statements, Financial - Disclosure Of Price-Level Changes


PREVITS, GARY JOHN.

PREY, MERLE A.

PRICE, IRVING.

PRICE, JAMES W.

PRICE, KENNETH H.

PRICE, P. N. G.

PRICE, STANLEY P. E.
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Accounting


Australian Society Of Accountants. Accounting for price and price level changes (a symposium), with foreword by B. Feller. Melbourne, Australia, c1974. 72 p. (Bulletin no. 15, March 1974.) [*715 A]


Chambers, R. J. Accounting for inflation: exposure draft. Sydney, Australia, University of Sydney, 1975. 35 p. [*715 C]
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PRICE-LEVEL CHANGES—Accounting (Continued)


Lemke, Kenneth W. Businesses' heal of Sandillans: you can't account for the future without taking the future into account. CA magazine (Can.), v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 37-42.


Recognizing inflation - or thereabouts. (Letter from America) Accountant (Eng.), v. 174, March 25, 1976, p. 357.


Shifting rates throw earnings out of kilter. (Corporate cash) Business week, April 12, 1976, p. 28-9.


Sprouse, Robert T. Reporting the effects of general price-level changes in financial statements. (In National Tax Association - Tax Institute of America Conference on
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1976

206 p. [185 S]
Vancil, Richard F. Funds flow analysis during inflation.  
Villamayor, Romulo. Price level accounting as proposed by the FASB. SGV group journal (P.L.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 44-9.

---

Australia

---

Canada

---

Germany

---

Great Britain

---

PRICE-LEVEL CHANGES—Accounting
(Provisional statement of standard accounting practice, no. 1 (7)) [*111.1 A]
Audit of current purchasing power statements, issued by the Council of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales and others. International accountant (Eng.), v. 45, no. 4-1975, p. 19-20.
Holmes, Geoffrey. Experimenting with CCA. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 76-89.
Perrin, John R. Why CPP is not the answer. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 56, 58, 60.

---

International

---

Ireland

---

Netherlands

---

New Zealand

---

Philippines

---

South Africa

---
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Information guide for doing business in Panama. New York, c1975. 36 p. (Supersedes the guide dated Sept. 1972.) [*759.1 P]


Information guide for doing business in the Dominican Republic. New York, c1975. 54 p. (Supersedes the guide dated May 1970.) [*759.1 D]


Information guide for doing business in the Solomon Islands. New York, c1975. 28 p. [*759.1 S]


Interim financial statements. New York, c1975. 18 p. [*150.2 P]


PRICE WATERHOUSE FOUNDATION,

PRICING
See Also Break-Even Point
Costs
Inflation
Inventories-Valuation
Valuation

Akerlof, George A. Inflationary tales told by static models:
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976


Friedman, Laurence A. Theory and the format of an income statement to accompany exit-price financial statements. *Lawrence, Kan., 1975. 183 p. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of Kansas)._ (158 F)


**Government regulation**


**Australia**


**Canada**
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PRINCIPAL AND INCOME ACT, UNIFORM
See Uniform Principal And Income Act

PRINCIPLES and practice of business valuation.

PRINCIPLES and presentation.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. Principles and presentation: a study of the accounting principles and presentation used in the financial statements of the one hundred largest commercial banks (or their related parent bank holding companies) in the United States. 5th ed. New York, 1975. 294 p. (The study is based on the annual reports to stockholders for the year ended Dec. 31, 1974.) [*604.1 P]

PRINCIPLES and presentation: a study of the 1973 annual reports of the one hundred largest commercial banks in the United States.

PRINCIPLES of accounting.

PRINCIPLES of accounting.

PRINCIPLES of association management.

PRINCIPLES of auditing.

PRINCIPLES of business law.

PRINCIPLES of hospital business office management.

PRINCIPLES of operations research.

PRINZL, ANDREAS.
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PRINTING
See Also Blue Printing
Lithographing
Screen Process Printing


Statistics


PRIORITY PERIOD ADJUSTMENTS
See Statements, Financial-Priority Period Adjustments


Privacy Act of 1974


How the IRS is affected by the Privacy act. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan 1976, p. 47.


Linowes, David F. Accounting profession and privacy. (Guest editorial) CPA journal, v. 46, Sept. 1976, p. 9-11.


Singel, John B. Privacy regulations are coming By John B. Singel and O. Bruce Gupton. Price Waterhouse review, v. 21, no. 1, 1976, p. 11-18.

Privacy and the computer. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 8, 1976, p. 36-7.

Private Black Colleges at the Crossroads.


PRIVATE home financing goes more and more public. Savings & loan news, v. 96, March 1975, p. 54-60.

PRIVATE philanthropy and public needs.

PRIVATE PLACEMENTS
See Securities - Private Placements

PRIVATE SCHOOLS
See Schools And Colleges, Private

PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS
See Also Professional Ethics-Confidential Communications

Taxation, United States-Privileged Communications


Linowes, David F. Accounting profession and privacy. (Guest editorial) CPA journal, v. 46, Sept. 1976, p. 9-11.


Shick, Blair C. Privacy - the next big issue in EFT. Banking, v. 68, March 1976, p. 72, 74-76.


Young, Rowland L. Fourth amendment no bar to seizure of bank records. (Supreme Court report) American Bar Association journal, v. 62, July 1976, p. 897.

PRIZES
See Awards, Prizes And Contests

PRINTING
PROBONIES
USAGE
PROBLEMS and Issues in national health insurance.
Tax Foundation, Inc. Problems and issues in national health insurance. New York, c1974. 31 p. (Research publication, no. 30, new series.) [*480 T]
PROCEDURE before the Internal Revenue Service.
PROCESS COSTS
PROCTOR, OWEN W.
PROCUREMENT
See Also Military Procurement
Purchasing
PRODUCE
See Agriculture
Dairy Products
Feed
Fruit And Vegetable Wholesalers
Fruit Growers
Grain Trade
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PRODUCT DESIGN CHANGES
See Model Changes

PRODUCT LINE DISCLOSURE
See Diversified Companies-Reports And Statements

PRODUCT LINE REPORTING
See Diversified Companies - Reports And Statements

PRODUCT MANAGERS
Chevalier, Michel. Increase in sales due to in-store display. 

Fox, Harold W. Product management - for safety's sake. 

Wilemon, David. Developing a product management system. 

PRODUCT MIX
Bezdek, Roger H. Changes in industry product mix as a cause of 
intertemporal instability in input-output coefficients, by 
Roger H. Bezdek and Constance R. Dunham. Quarterly review of 
economics & business, v. 16, Spring 1976, p. 61-76.

Garbutt, Douglas. Choosing a product mix. In (Oliver, 
Stanley. Accountant's guide to management techniques. 

Grinnell, D. Jacque. Product mix decisions: direct costing vs. 
sorption costing. Management accounting (NAAs, v. 58, 
Aug. 1976, p. 36-42.

McKenzie, Patrick B. Optimal sales mix analysis and product 
pricing. Cost and management (Can.), v. 49, Nov.-Dec. 1975, 
p. 20-2.

Mitra, S. K. Cost studies for management decisions relating to 
product mix. Management accountant (India), v. 11, Aug. 
2, 1976, p. 672-5.

Summers, Edward L. Profit, growth, and planning: techniques of 

PRODUCT REPAIR
See Maintenance And Repairs 
Service Departments


PASSIM

PRODUCTION
Alchian, A. Production, information costs, and economic 
organization, by A. Alchian and H. Demsetz. (In Furubotn, 
Eiring. Economics of property rights. Cambridge, Mass., 
c1974. p. 303-25.) [933 F]

Banerjee, Susital. Is economic batch quantity really eco-
nomic? (Students' section) Management accountant (India), 

Channon, Derek F. Prediction and practice in multinational 
strategic planning. Long range planning, v. 9, April 1976, p. 
50-7.

Geoffrion, A. M. Scheduling parallel production lines with 
changeover costs: practical application of a quadratic 
assignment/LP approach, by A.M. Geoffrion and G.W. 
Graves. Operations research, v. 24, July-Aug. 1976, p. 595-
610.

Gopala Rao, G. Principle of exception - its application in 
improving the manner of performance of tasks. Manage-
ment accountant (India), v. 10, June 2, 1975, p. 391-5.

Joshi, Navin Chandra. Quantitative approach to demand 
estimations for optimising output and profitability of a 
project. Management accountant (India), v. 11, April 1, 1976, 
p. 278-82.

Lewis, Colin D. Demand analysis and inventory control. 

Oliver, Stanley. Management of production technology. (In 
Oliver, Stanley. Accountant's guide to management techni-

Oliver, Stanley. Production control aims and outline of 
techniques. (In Oliver, Stanley. Accountant's guide to man-

Oliver, Stanley. Value analysis and variety reduction. In 
(Oliver, Stanley. Accountant's guide to management techni-

Rao, M. R. Optimal capacity expansion with inventory. 

Roberts, Ralph M. Using the leverage concept to improve 
productivity. Advanced management journal, v. 40, Autumn 
1975, p. 27-36.

Technology and organization in manufacturing, by Peter M. 
Blau and others. Administrative science quarterly, v. 21, 

Williamson, Oliver E. Assessing the modern corporation:
transaction cost considerations. (In Weston, J. Fred. Large 
[220 W]

Management
Tomasch, Mark R. Production engineers - OSHA could make 
you certify to handle materials. Automation, v. 22, Nov. 
1975, p. 60-3.

What is the role of the product manager? Accountant (Eng.), 

Reports and statements
Internal reports. (In Corporate treasurer's and controller's 
encyclopedia, by Prentice-Hall rev. ed. Englewood Cliffs, 

PRODUCTION and INVENTORY management in the computer age
Wight, Oliver W. Production and inventory management in the 
[142.4 W]

PRODUCTION CONTROL
See Also Short Interval Scheduling

Lewis, Colin D. Demand analysis and inventory control. 

Matthews, John P. Relevant costing under aggregate pro-
duction planning, by John P. Matthews and Stephen L. 
28-41.

Oliver, Stanley. Production control aims and outline of 
techniques. (In Oliver, Stanley. Accountant's guide to man-

Wight, Oliver W. Production and inventory management in the 
[142.4 W]

Auditing
Kennedy, Roger L. How to audit production control. Internal 
auditor, v. 33, Jan./Feb. 1976, p. 31-40.

Data processing
Conalco's production control system increases efficiency. 
(Users report) Infosystems, v. 23, April 1976, p. 50, 52.

Orlicky, Joseph. Material requirements planning: the new 
way of life in production and inventory management. New 
York, McGraw-Hill, c1975. 292 p. [201.8 O]

PRODUCTION COSTS
Comparison of standards with actual performance: variance 
analysis. (In Cost accounting, by N. Depuch, J. G. Binberg 

Dugdale, Harry. Costing and control of product loss in 
manufacturing. Accountants review (Eng.), v. 26, Sept. 1975, 

Khatian, George A. Costing of data processing services. 
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PRODUCTION VALUE ADDED METHOD OF PRICING

See Pricing

PRODUCITVITY


Deb, N. G. Productivity in coal industry and general consideration. Management accountant (India), v. 11, April 1976, p. 286-94.
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Off., 1972. 139 p. (Joint committee print, 92d Congress, 2d session) [313 U]

PRODUCTIVITY ACCOUNTING


Clarke, Phil. How to revive productivity. Management (Irish), v. 22, Dec. 1975, p. 16-17.


Productivity prospers on the range. Modern healthcare, v. 5, April 1976, p. 43.


Tillotson, Peter R. Tax costs; gear wages and prices to productivity. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 30-2.


PRODUCTIVITY prospers on the range. Modern healthcare, v. 5, April 1976, p. 43.


PRODUCTS


Cost accounting


Management


Standardization


Warranty


PRODUCTS DURABILITY


PRODUCTS LIABILITY


PRODUCTS, NEW


Hopper, L. C. How advertising and sales promotion can make or break your new product. *Industrial marketing*, v. 61, Sept.-Oct. 1976, p. 132, 134, 135

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976


PROFESSION bears up to meet efforts to fractionalize it. (News report) *Journal of accountancy*, v. 141, April 1976, p. 20.


PROFESSIONAL CORPORATIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS See Also Accountants' Office - Professional Corporations

Lawyers - Professional Corporations

Pensions - Professional Corporations And Associations

Physicians - Professional Corporations

Taxation, United States-Professional Corporations And Associations


Etzioni, Don E. Tax consequences of incorporation. (Practitioners forum) *Journal of accountancy*, v. 142, July 1976, p. 32, 34, 36. (Reprinted from Wisconsin CPA.)


Stoeber, Edward A. Tax and fringe benefit planning for professional corporations. 2nd ed. Cincinnati, National Underwriter Co., c1975. 196 p. [250 Pro 2]


Canada


Forms

Winthrop, Ralph. Forms and workbook: setting up and administering pension, profit-sharing and employee benefit plans and professional corporations. New York, Panel Pub., c1973. 2 v. [208.9 W]

Law


PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT See Education, Continuing

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS See Also Accountants-Duties And Responsibilities

Accountants-Independence

Accountants-Liability

Accountants' Office-Claims

Business Ethics

Conflict Of Interest

Ethics

Government Ethics

Law-Unauthorized Practice

Tax Ethics


Briloff, Abraham J. GAAP + GAAS = CRAP. Address, before the Nevada Society of CPAs, Lake Tahoe, June 20, 1975, New York, 1975. 20 typewritten pages. [**100 B**]

Briloff, Abraham J. Myopia ... as to public responsibility. Address before the Graduate Division, Baruch College, City University of New York, May 6, 1975. New York, 1975, 27 typewritten pages. [**100 B**]
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Hanson, Walter E. Focus on peer review, illegal payments and lawyers’ letters. (Statements in quotes) *Journal of accounting*, v. 141, May 1976, p. 90-3. (Adapted from an address before the Missouri Society of CPAs and the National Association of Accountants, Jan. 20, 1976, St. Louis, Mo.)


Advertising


Walsh, Lawrence E. Lawyers’ services and fees. (President’s page) *American Bar Association journal*, v. 62, April 1976, p. 403, 422.


Webster, George D. Professional societies take a new look at bans on advertising. (Legal) *Association management*, v. 28, April 1976, p. 30, 32.

American Arbitration Association

American Bar Association


Cooper, Jeffrey R. No comment rules: a delicate balance of fundamental rights. (Cases noted) *University of Miami law review*, v. 30, Winter 1976, p. 459-64.


Schneppe, Robert Cory. End of fee schedules: the Sherman act applies to lawyers also. (Cases noted) *University of Miami law review*, v. 30, Winter 1976, p. 464-75.

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
PROFESSIONAL ETHICS—American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (Continued)

American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Professional standards ... as of Sept. 1, 1975. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House for the American Institute, 1975. 3 v. (Contents. - v. 1. Auditing. Management advisory services. Tax practice... - v. 2. Ethics. Bylaws. - v. 3. Accounting - current text.)* [111.1 A]

American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Professional standards...as of July 1, 1976. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House for the American Institute, 1976. 3 v. (Contents. - v. 1. Auditing. Management advisory services. Tax practice... - v. 2. Ethics. Bylaws. - v. 3. Accounting - current text.)* [111.1 A]

Brilloff, Abraham J. GAAP + GAAS = CRAP. Address, before the Nevada Society of CPAs, Lake Tahoe, June 20, 1975. New York, 1975. 20 typewritten pages. [*100 B]


Commissioning and fee-splitting
Buttfield, J. Now you have it, now you don't (or a case of the elusive professional costs), by J. Buttfield and D.J. Taylor. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 46, April 1976, p. 37-9.


Confidential Communications
See Also Evidence

Taxation, United States - Privileged Communications

Cooper, Jeffrey R. No comment rules; a delicate balance of fundamental rights. (Cases noted) University of Miami law review, v. 30, Winter 1976, p. 459-64.
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Fawer, Michael S. Accountant and the criminal tax fraud investigation. Louisiana CPA, v. 34, Fall 1975, p. 28-49.


Corporate Practice
See Professional Corporations And Associations

Correspondent Audits
See Also Auditing-Correspondent Audits

Ecuador

False And Misleading Statements
See Also Statements, Financial-False And Misleading


Financial Interest
See Also Accountants-Independence

Conflict Of Interest

Mortland, Jean A. Recent cases define fiduciary's duties in areas of conflict of interest and breach of fiduciary duty; how duties of executor and trustee differ; and what are standards of behavior for co-trustees. (New fiduciary decisions) Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 169-71.


Forecasts
See Also Business Forecasting

Statements, Financial - Forecasts
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Great Britain


Independence

See Accountants-Independence

Institute of Internal Auditors


Lawyers

See Also Professional Ethics-American Bar Association

Professional Ethics-Government Attorneys


Walsh, Lawrence E. Lawyers’ services and fees. (President’s page) American Bar Association journal, v. 62, April 1976, p. 405, 422.


Management Services

See Also Accountants’ Office - Services


Massachusetts Society of Certified Public Accountants


Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Restatement of the Code of professional ethics, with revisions as approved by the PICPA Committee on Professional Ethics, April 25, 1973 and by the members, December 8, 1973. (Philadelphia), (1975?), 31 p. [*104 P]

Predecessor auditors


PROFESSIONAL ETHICS—Predecessor auditors (Continued)

 Privileged Communications

See Professional
Ethics-Confidential Communications

Professional Corporations And Associations

See Professional Corporations And Associations

Professional Fees

See Professional Ethics-Commissions And Fee-Splitting
Taxation, United States-Professional Fees
Wages, Fees, Salaries-Accountants' Fees
Wages, Fees, Salaries-Lawyers
Wages, Fees, Salaries-Physicians

Reliance On Other Auditors

See Reliance On Other Auditors

Specialization

See Specialization

Unaudited Financial Statements

See Also Statements, Financial - Unaudited

Dickerson, Robert W. V. Statement was a lie. (Legal cases) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Oct. 1975, p. 60-3.

PROFESSIONAL negligence affecting accountants. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 8, 1976, p. 50-1.

PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE

See Also Accountants
Dentists
Lawyers
Physicians
Taxation, United States - Professional People
Wages, Fees, Salaries - Professional People

Apostolidis, Pan. Do young professionals really care about their careers? (Administration of accountants practice) CPA Journal, v. 46, June 1976, p. 77. (Excerpt from an article in Journal of business (School of Business of Manhattan College), March 1976, p. 13.)
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Corporate Practice

See Professional Corporations And Associations

PROFESSIONAL responsibility - an attorney may be enjoined in an action brought by the SEC for negligence in preparing an opinion letter exempting stackfrom registration under the Securities act of 1933. (In Folk, Ernest L. Securities law review - 1975. New York, c1975. p. 615-28.) [721 F]


PROFESSIONAL standards.

PROFESSIONAL standards.

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS REVIEW ORGANIZATIONS
Administators seek a more active medical audit role. Modern healthcare, v. 6, Aug. 1976, p. 35.
Identifying participants in PSRO system. Hospitals, v. 50, June 16, 1976, p. 44.

PROFESSIONS

See Also Accountancy Profession
Dentists
Engineers
Lawyers
Physicians
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PROFIT AND LOSS

- See Also Income
- Losses
- Profits
- Statements, Financial-Income Taxation, United States-Gains And Losses


PROFIT center and responsibility accounting.


PROFIT CENTERS


PROFIT dollars and earnings sense.

Symonds, Curtis W. Profit dollars and earnings sense. New York, AMACOM, c1975. 135 p. [205.S2 S]

PROFIT SHARING


Beach, Franklin F. ERISA and her new baby, IRA, complicate the traditional arguments for profit-sharing plans. CLU journal, v. 30, April 1976, p. 19-23.


Lane, Harold E. Scanlon plan revisited. Business and society review, no. 16, Winter 1975-76, p. 57-64.


Schreiber, Irving. How to set up and run a qualified pension or profit-sharing plan for a small or medium size business: based on tax conferences of the Tax Institute of C.W. Post College, Long Island University. Edited by Irving Schreiber. 2nd rev. ed., Greenvale, N.Y., Panel, c1975. 1 v. (looseleaf) (Reflects all changes brought about by the Employee retirement income security act of 1974.) [208.9 S]


Warady, Arthur D. Employee plans that invest in employer stock without restrictions are not limited to ESOPs. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 302-6.

Warady, Arthur D. Employee plans that invest in employer stock without restrictions are not limited to ESOPs. (Compensation) Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 32-6.


Forms

Winthrop, Ralph. Forms and workbook: setting up and administering pension, profit-sharing and employee benefit plans and professional corporations. New York, Panel Pub., c1973. 2 v. [208.9 W]

Government regulation


PROFIT SHARING—Management

Management
Winthrop, Ralph. Forms and workbook: setting up and administering pension, profit-sharing and employee benefit plans and professional corporations. New York, Panel Pub., c1973. 2 v. [208.9 W]

Netherlands

Production-sharing plans

Statistics

Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Profit Sharing

PROFIT SHARING COUNCIL OF AMERICA.

PROFITABILITY ACCOUNTING
Kabat, Donald J. How plastics processors can plan and measure profitability, by Donald J. Kabat and James S. Labick. Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 36, July 1976, p. 68-76.


PROFITABLE hotel/motel management.

PROFITS
See Also Earnings
Income
Revenue
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Firth, M. Forecasting company profits. Accountants review (Eng.), v. 26, March 1975, p. 35-44.
Hanson, Don. Fable: they didn't notice the change. Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 36, Jan. 1976, p. 24-30.
Kabat, Donald J. How plastics processors can plan and measure profitability, by Donald J. Kabat and James S. Labick. Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 36, July 1976, p. 68-76.
Murphy, Thomas A. Freedom, profits and ethics. Address, before the Chamber of Commerce, Flint, Mich., May 1, 1975. Detroit, General Motors Corp. n.d. 10 p. [1993 M]
Nosnrand, Peter F. If I only had more sales... Journal of commercial bank lending, v. 58, June 1976, p. 38-62.
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PROFITS


Government regulation


Latin America


PROFITS, dividends and the law.


PROFITS, growth, and planning: techniques of modern financial management.


PROFITS, INTERCOMPANY


PROGRAM BUDGETS

See Budgets, Business-Program Budgets, National-United States-Program

PROGRAM EVALUATION PROEDURE

See Pep

PROGRAM EVALUATION REVIEW TECHNIQUE

See Pert

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

See Projects-Management

PROGRAMMED LEARNING


PROGRESSIVE BUDGETING

See Budgets, Business-Progressive

PROGRESSIVE TAXATION

See Taxation, United States-Progressive

PROJECT HEAD START

See Community Action Program

PROJECTING a professional presence. Veterinary economics, v. 17, March 1976, p. 50-1, 53-6, 58, 60.

PROJECTS


Blake, Arthur B. Interest is not a project cost. Management accounting (ANA), v. 58, July 1976, p. 41-4.


Joshi, Navin Chandra. Quantitative approach to demand estimations for optimising output and profitability of a project. Management accountan (India), v. 11, April 1, 1976, p. 278-82.


Willoughby, Theodore C. Business systems. by Theodore C. Willoughby and James Senn. Cleveland, Ohio, Association for Systems Management, c1975. 636 p. (Previous editions by Association for Systems Management.) [201.8 W]

Accounting

See Also Activity Accounting

Costs


Bergeron, Pierre G. Warning: time value yardsticks can be misleading. CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 32-8.

Finance


Management
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Law


Great Britain


Management

See Real Estate Management


Valuation

See Real Estate-Valuation

Valuation


PROPERTY INSURANCE

See Insurance, Property


PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

See Real Estate Management


PROPERTY TAXES

See Taxation-Property, Under Name Of Country Or State
PROPOSAL for coping with the allocation problem.
Supreme Court definition of materiality makes suits for inadequate proxy disclosure more difficult. SEC accounting report, v. 2, Aug. 1976, p. 4-5.


Government regulation

PRUST, Z. A.

PRYBIL, LAWRENCE D.

PRYCE-JONES, JANET E.

PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTIONS
See Mental Health Institutions

PSYCHOLOGY

PUBLIC accountancy ... information, law, rules.

PUBLIC accounting in transition.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

PUBLIC AFFAIRS DEPARTMENTS

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

PROPOSAL for coping with the allocation problem.


PROPRIETORSHIPS
See Also Business-Form Of Organization

Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Proprietorships


PROSPECTUSES

PROTECTING corporate assets under floating currencies.

PROTECTION of electronic computer/data processing equipment.

PROTESTS to IRS on disputed cases should be as complete as possible. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 382.

PROUT, CHARLES H.

PROUT, GERALD R.
Corporate social strategy in a post-industrial world. Public relations quarterly, v. 20, Fall 1975, p. 18-22.

PROXIES
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Rummer, Patricia Kiper. You are really needed in your hospital's PR. Hospital financial management, v. 6, March 1976, p. 20-2, 24.


PUBLIC RELATIONS FIRMS


PUBLIC SCHOOLS

See Schools And Colleges, Public
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1976

PUBLIC SERVICE


PUBLIC SPEAKING


Oliver, Stanley. Public speaking, reports and meetings. (In Oliver, Stanley, Accountant’s guide to management techniques. Epping, Eng., 1975, p. 53-69.) [201 D]


PUBLIC UTILITIES

See Also Under Specific Utility, E.G., Electric Light And Power


Opening utility management to public view. (Management) Business week, May 24, 1976, p. 72, 76.

Sherry, Edward V. Load management - the shoe should fit the foot. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 97, June 3, 1976, p. 36-40.


Williamson, Oliver E. Franchise bidding for natural monopolies - in general and with respect of CATV. Bell journal of economics, v. 7, Spring 1976, p. 73-104.


Accounting


Auditing


Budgeting


Capitalization


Costs


Bauer, Douglas C. Joining together to save energy, power, and money. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 97, April 22, 1976, p. 29-34.


Cherry, Russell C. Capital cost, rate of return and regulation: a survey of the estimation and use of capital cost in rate of return regulation. (In Cechetti, Charles J. Studies in electric
Depreciation See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence

Finance

Edison Electric Institute, 43rd Convention, Denver, Colorado, June 2-4, 1975. What they said... New York, 1975. 31 p. (EEI publication, no. 75-1A) [530 E]

Government ownership


Government regulation

Bauer, Douglas C. Joining together to save energy, power, and money. Public utilities fortunately, v. 97, April 22, 1976, p. 28-34.
Edison Electric Institute, 43rd Convention, Denver, Colorado, June 2-4, 1975. What they said... New York, 1975. 31 p. (EEI publication, no. 75-1A) [530 E]
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Recent cases on attrition allowance. (Progress of regulation) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 98, Nov. 18, 1976, p. 44-6.


Recent cases on interest income. (Progress of regulation) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 97, March 11, 1976, p. 52-3.


Management


Management audit


Marketing


Pricing

Bauer, Douglas C. Joining together to save energy, power, and money. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 97, April 22, 1976, p. 29-34.
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Recent cases on attrition allowance. (Progress of regulation) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 98, Nov. 18, 1976, p. 44-6.
Recent cases on interest income. (Progress of regulation) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 97, March 11, 1976, p. 52-3.
Sherry, Edward V. Load management - the shoe should fit the foot. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 97, June 3, 1976, p. 36-40.
Tax accruals and working capital allowance. (Progress of regulation) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 97, April 8, 1976, p. 44-5.

Reports and statements

Statistics
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Surveys


Taxation

See Taxation, United States-Public Utilities

Valuation


Bauer, Douglas C. Joining together to save energy, power, and money. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 97, April 22, 1976, p. 29-34.


PUBLIC WELFARE ORGANIZATIONS

See Hospitals

Institutions

Non-Profit Organizations

PUBLISHERS

See Also Magazine Publishers

Newspaper Publishers


Accounting


Taxation

See Taxation, United States-Publishers

PUCKETT, RICHARD H.

PURCHASING—Costs

Costs
Carson, Keith B. How to save money in purchasing equipment and supplies. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 10, April 1976, p. 32-4.

Data processing

Management
Carson, Keith B. How to save money in purchasing equipment and supplies. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 10, April 1976, p. 32-4.

Reports and statements

PURCHASING AGENTS
See Purchasing

PUSEY, MICHAEL.

PUSKER, HENRI C.
Distributing property can avoid locking in previously taxed income. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 206-10.

PUT AND CALL OPTIONS
See Also Taxation, United States-Put and Call Options
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Lee, Lawrence J. Options and their tax implications. Practical lawyer, v. 22, April 15, 1976, p. 31-64.
Levinson, William A. Ways to protect yourself in an instant stock market. Medical economics, v. 53, March 8, 1976, p. 31-2, 37-9, 43, 45.

PUTNAM, JACK H.

PUTNEY, FREEMAN T.

PUTTING photography into focus as an audit tool.


PVC
See Private Venture Capital Companies

PYLE, WILLIAM W.

PYNE, RICHARD G.
QUALIFIED RETIREMENT PLANS

See Retirement Plans, Qualified
Taxation, United States - Retirement Plans, Qualified

QUALITY CONTROL


Hanson, Walter E. Focus on peer review, illegal payments and lawyers’ letters. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 141, May 1976, p. 90-3. (Adapted from an address before the Missouri Society of CPAs and the National Association of Accountants, Jan. 20, 1976, St. Louis, Mo.)

Newmark, Gaylen L. Can quality be equated with cost? Hospitals, v. 50, April 1, 1976, p. 81-2, 84-6.


QUALITY REVIEW

See Accountants’ Office - Supervision And Review


QUANDT, MARJORIE R.


QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS


QUANTITATIVE METHODS


Barkman, Arnold Ira. Critical evaluation and extension of the application of quantitative techniques to the field of auditing. Houston, 1974, 164 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - U. of Houston.) [170 B]


QUANTITATIVE MODELS


QUANTOR


QUARLES, JOHN R.


QUASI-REORGANIZATIONS

See Also Recapitalizations
Valuation-Asset Revaluation


QUESTIONNAIRES

See Also Internal Control Questionnaire

Bell, John. Communications - the key to an effective practice, by John Bell and Christopher Robinson. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 92, 94, 96.


QUESTIONS concerning profit recognition on sales of real estate.

QUESTIONS stockholders are now asking accountants at annual meetings. *Practical accountant*, v. 9, March/April 1976, p. 55-7.


QUIGLEY, JAMES W.

QUIGLEY, DENNIS F.

QUIGLEY, JOHN F.

QUINN, BRIAN SCOTT.

QUINN, DAVID M.

QUINN, JAMES J.

QUINN, L. G.

QUINN, MARGARET LEE.

QUINT, BARBARA GILDER.
R

RAAUM, RONELL B.  

RABAS, CLARENCE R.  

RABIN, ROBERT L.  

RABY, WILLIAM L.  
Tax practice management. New York, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, c1974. 1 v. (looseleaf) (Studies in federal taxation, 4. Tax study, no. 4.) [751 R]

RACE DISCRIMINATION IN ACCOUNTING  
See Also Accountants - Minorities Discrimination


RACE DISCRIMINATION IN BUSINESS  
See Also Discrimination

RACE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT  
See Also Discrimination


RACETTE, GEORGE A.  

RACHLIN, NORMAN S.  

RACING STABLES  
Accounting

RADDON, GARY H.  

RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING  
See Also Community Antenna Television Companies

RAFFENSPERGER, O. E.

RAHDERT, GEORGE K.

RAHE, CHARLES P.

RAICH, ROBERT.
Canada: tax on transfers of land to non-residents, by Robert Raich and David H. Sohmer. Tax management international journal, Aug. 1976, p. 3-6.

RAILROADS

Accounting

Finance

Government regulation

Reports and statements

RAIMOND, P.

RAINEY, C. PETER.

RAISINGHANI, DURU.

RANDOLPH, PATRICK A.

RANGA RAO, N. T. V.
Case study on assessing the arrears through statistical sampling techniques. Management accountant (India), v. 11, Aug. 2, 1976, p. 650-3.

RANSON, R. DAVID.

RAO, AMBAR G.

RAO, M. R.

RAO, Y. RANGA.
Costing systems as a managerial tool. (Students' section) Management accountant (India), v. 11, April 1, 1976, p. 321-3.

RAPPER, CHARLES F.

RAPHEL, BERTRAM.

RAPKEIN, NORMAN L.

RAPP, JOHN.
Proposed MAS ethics rulings, edited by John Rapp. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, Nov. 1976, p. 82-5.
Watch your total compensation costs, edited by John Rapp. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, Nov. 1976, p. 82.

RAPPAPORT, ALFRED.
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Federal Reserve Bank Of Atlanta. Sixth district member banks operating ratios, 1974. Atlanta, 1975. 11 p. [*617 A]

Federal Reserve Bank Of Chicago. Operating ratios, 1974 - seventh district member banks. Chicago, 1975. 18 p. [*617 C]

Federal Reserve Bank Of Cleveland. Member bank operating ratios - fourth Federal Reserve district, 1974. Cleveland, Ohio, 1975. 22 p. [*617 C]
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Real Estate

See Also Housing

Land

Mortgages

Property

Real Estate Management
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Government regulation


Investments


Layne, Abner A. Don't rule out all offbeat investments. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 115-135, passim. (Special issue on retirement plans)

Layne, Abner A. Warning: real estate may be hazardous to your plan. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 95-111, passim. (Special issue on retirement plans)
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Tucker, Stefan F. How to avoid the major limited partnership problems. Practical accountant, v. 9, July/Aug. 1976, p. 67-70. (Real estate tax shelters: a checklist)


Law


Management

See Real Estate Management

Management By Contract

See Also Hotels - Management By Contract

Taxation

See Taxation, United States-Real Estate

Valuation


Grasskamp, James A. Impressions on the marketability of TDRs, or toward the science of cubercities in the space age. (Notes and comments) Appraisal journal, v. 44, July 1976, p. 435-44.
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Accounting


Finance


Government regulation


Reports and statements


REAL ESTATE FINANCE

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUSTS
Andrée, Steven S. Feets to the fire: SEC's Burton urges higher standards, self-regulation. Barron's, v. 55, Sept. 22, 1975, p. 3, 20, 22. (Second of two-part interview.) (Reprint file "B")
Campbell, Kenneth D. Facing up to reality seen only role for troubled REITs. Mortgage banker, v. 36, March 1976, p. 46-51.
Enter the REIT business? What kind of far fetched, curi-you hair idea is that? Savings & loan news, v. 66, May 1975, p. 56-9.
How the REITS are reacting. Cornell hotel and restaurant administration quarterly, v. 16, Feb. 1976, p. 36-44.
Landy, Eugene W. Equity trusts - how to distinguish between problems and progress. REIT review, v. 3, Summer 1975, p. 27-33.
Neuberger, Brian M. Shake-out in REIT industry forecasted to continue. (Comments on the industry) REIT review, v. 3, Summer 1975, p. 25-4.
REIT that makes money. (Real estate) Business week, Jan. 26, 1976, p. 74.

Accounting

Finance
Campbell, Kenneth D. Facing up to reality seen only role for troubled REITs. Mortgage banker, v. 36, March 1976, p. 46-51.
Schulman, Bernard. New FHA 223(f) program to aid REITs and other lenders. REIT review, v. 3, Summer 1975, p. 6-11.

Government regulation

Reports and statements

Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Real Estate Investment Trusts

REAL ESTATE LEASES
See Leases - Real Estate

REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT
See Also Apartment Houses
Office Buildings
Real Estate Agents
Real Estate Brokers

REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT-(Continued)


Data processing


REAL ESTATE PARTNERSHIPS


Accounting


REAL ESTATE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES ACT


REAL ESTATE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES ACT OF 1974


REAL ESTATE SUBDIVISIONS

See Also Real Estate Developers


Accounting


Finance


Taxation

See Taxation, United States-Real Estate Subdivisions

REAL ESTATE SYNDICATES


REAL PROPERTY

See Property

REAL-TIME SYSTEMS

See Data Processing-Real-Time Systems


REALITIES of LIFO computations.


REALIZATION AND LIQUIDATION STATEMENT

See Statements, Financial-Realization And Liquidation

REALIZATION CONCEPT


REBA, MARYLIN.

Call it irresponsible, but know what you mean. *Business and society review*, no. 18, Summer 1976, p. 73-4.
RECAPITALIZATIONS

See Also Reorganizations

Berall, Frank S. Recapitalizing close corporation may be planning solution for major stockholder. Estate planning, v. 3, Winter 1976, p. 96-104.


RECEIPT of a notice of deficiency during a refund suit: Section 7422(e) practice and procedure. Iowa law review, v. 61, April 1976, p. 1033-36.

RECEIVABLES

See Also Accounts Receivable

Notes Receivable


Accounting


RECEIVERSHIPS

See Liquidations And Receiverships

RECENT acquisition of Redactron Corporation adds word processing systems to Burroughs product line. (Burroughs reports) Burroughs clearing house, v. 60, April 1976, p. 32-3.

RECENT cases on attrition allowance. (Progress of regulation) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 98, Nov. 18, 1976, p. 44-4.


RECENT cases on interest income. (Progress of regulation) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 97, March 11, 1976, p. 52-3.


RECIPROCITY

See Accountancy Law And Legislation


RECONSIDERATION of the stock market exception to the dissenting shareholder's right of appraisal. (Notes) Michigan law review, v. 74, April 1976, p. 1023-66.

RECORD CONTROLS.


RECORDING COMPANIES

See Phonomograph Record Manufacturers

RECORDS

See Also Bookkeeping

Books Of Account

Journals

Ledgers


Data processing


DESTRUCTION

See Records-Retention And Preservation

Incomplete

See Also Statements, Financial-From Incomplete Data

KEEPING

See Also Accounting

Bookkeeping
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Technical information centers. - Libraries. - Accounting department's records. - M.I.S.) [202.2 W]


Microfilming

See Also Computer Output Microfilm


Weaver, Barbara N. Corporate memory: a profitable and practical approach to information management and retention systems. by Barbara N. Weaver and Wiley L. Bishop. New York, John Wiley, 1974. 257 p. (Partial contents -

Personal Data

See Also Computers - Personal Data


Linowes, David F. Accounting profession and privacy. (Cuest editorial) CPA journal, v. 46, Sept. 1976, p. 9-11.


Singel, John B. Privacy regulations are coming By John B. Singel and O. Bruce Gunton. Price Waterhouse review, v. 21, no. 1, 1976, p. 11-18.


Retention and preservation


RECREATION CENTERS

See Non-Profit Organizations, Recreation Centers
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REEVES, ROBERT F.


REFERRALS
See Also Accountancy Profession - Selection Of Personnel
Accountants - Employment
Accountants - Selection
Accountants’ Office - Personnel
Accounting Testing Program
Auditors - Selection
Recruitment

REFRESHER COURSES
See Accounting Courses
Education, Continuing

REFUNDING
See Also Corporations-Finance
Refinancing


REFUSE
See Also Sewerage

REGAN, PATRICK J.

REGIONAL

REGIONAL PLANNING


REGISTRATION STATEMENTS
See Reports-To Securities And Exchange Commission
REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Barkman, Arnold E. Critical evaluation and extension of the application of quantitative techniques to the field of auditing. Houston, 1974. 164 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - U. of Houston.) [70 B]


REGULATED INDUSTRIES

See Also Banks And Banking
Insurance Companies
Motor Transportation
Public Utilities


Accounting


Reports and statements


REGULATING transactions in securities.


REGULATION A


REGULATION G


REGULATION Q


REGULATION S-X


REGULATION S-X-(Continued)


REGULATION T


REGULATION U

REGULATION X

REGULATION Y (FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD)

REITER, LEWIS.

REINCORPORATIONS

REINER, DAVID J.

REINER, S. THEODORE.


REINMUTH, JAMES.

REINSURANCE
See Insurance, Reinsurance

REINTS, WILLIAM W.

REINVESTMENT DEPRECIATION
See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence-Reinvestment

REISCHAUER, ROBERT D.


REITTER, B. P.

REIMBURSEMENT based on economic cost - what other choice is there?

REITTER, PROSPER.


REJDA, GEORGE E.

REJECTS
See Scrap, Waste, Spoilage


RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS


RELATED party transactions.

RELATED taxpayers may find otherwise allowable payments to each other are held not deductible. *Taxation for accountants*, v. 16, Feb. 1976, p. 102-3.

RELATED taxpayers may find otherwise allowable payments to each other are held not deductible. *Taxation for lawyers*, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 267-8.

RELATIONS of practitioners and their clients with IRS. (Administration of accountants practice) *CPA journal*, v. 46, April 1976, p. 79-82.
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RELEVANCE


RELEVANCE ON NON-ACCOUNTING SPECIALISTS

RELEVANCE ON OTHER AUDITORS
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. Group accounts - reliance on other auditors. Accountant (Eng.), v. 174, April 15, 1976, p. 448-50. (Statement on auditing issued by the Councils of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland, and the Associationof Certified Accountants.)


RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS
See Also Churches
Missions
Synagogues
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RELOCATION OF BUSINESS
See Plant Location

RELOCATION OF PERSONNEL
See Personnel Relocation


REMOVING the appearance of certainty from accountflag information.
Chen, Kung-Hong. Removing the appearance of certainty from accounting information: a behavioral experiment. Austin, Tex., 1974. 283 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of Texas at Austin.)[141.1 C]

RENEAU, J. H.

RENEGOTIATION OF GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
See Contracts, Government-Renegotiation

RENEWALS
See Replacements

RENSHAW, EDWARD F.

RENT

RENT OR PURCHASE
See Lease Or Purchase

RENTAL INDUSTRY
See Leasing Companies

RENTAL PROPERTY

RENTED ASSETS
See Assets, Rented

RENUNCIATION of bequest can effectively reduce taxes. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 73.
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REPARATION of bequest can effectively reduce taxes. 

REPARATION of bequest can effectively reduce taxes.

REPARATION of bequest can effectively reduce taxes. 

REPAIR SERVICE 
See Maintenance And Repairs

REPAIRS 
See Maintenance And Repairs


REORGANIZATION expenses must be capitalized. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 200-1.

REORGANIZATIONS 
See Also Consolidations And Mergers 
Quasi-Reorganizations 
Recapitalizations


King, Alfred M. Replacement cost accounting - the role of the CPA. (Guest column) Wisconsin CPA, June 1976, p. 10-11, 23.


Replacement costs: clarification or confusion? (Accounting) Business week, Aug. 9, 1976, p. 54-6.


Safe harbor rule on replacement-cost accounting may be strengthened. SEC accounting report, v. 2, Nov. 1976, p. 3.


REPLACEMENT costs: clarification or confusion? (Accounting) Business week, Aug. 9, 1976, p. 54-6.
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REPLACEMENT VALUE THEORY


REPLACEMENTS
See Also Assets
Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence - Assets, Fixed
Taxation, United States-Repairs And Replacements
Valuation


Data processing

REPLANSKY, DENNIS H.


REPORT on internal control.

REPORT on nursing homes and health related facilities in New York State...

REPORT on progress and perspectives.


REPORTING investor income under the equity method.


REPORTS

For appraisal purposes

For Bankers
See Reports-For Credit Purposes

For Credit Purposes
See Also Bankers And Credit Men - Cooperation

With
Bogart, Jeremiah M. Using investigative services. Burroughs clearing house, v. 60, April 1976, p. 27.


**Great Britain**


**Interim**


Evolution of interim financial reporting. *(Auditing and reporting) CPA journal*, v. 46, Aug. 1976, p. 54. *(Excerpt from Executive newsletter (PMM & Co.), April 1976.)*

Hershman, Arlene. Accounting - more data for investors. *(Dun's review, v. 107, March 1976, p. 56-7, 61)*


SEC modification of proposed interim audit rules seen as result of protests. *(SEC accounting report, v. 1, May 1975, p. 3-4)*


Seidler, Lee J. Storm over preferability. *(Accounting issues* (Bear, Stearns & Co.), July 27, 1976, p. 3-4. *(Reprint file, "A"))*


To board of directors


To Dept. of Labor


Dankner, Harold. Analysis of the ERISA annual reporting and disclosure regulations, by Harold Dankner and Rich-


Lenrow, Gerald I. Maze of ERISA's annual reporting and recordkeeping requirements, by Gerald I. Lenrow and Emanuel Halpern. *(Insurance taxation) Best's review (Property/casualty ed.)*, v. 77, Sept. 1976, p. 82, 84, 86, 88.

3 Executives

See Reports-To Management

To Government Agencies

See Also Reports-To Securities And Exchange Commission


Weaver, Paul H. That crusade against federal paperwork is a paper tiger. *(Fortune, v. 94, Nov. 1976, p. 118-21, 206, 208, 210.)*

To Labor

See Reports-To Employees

To management


To Securities And Exchange Commission

See Also Accountancy Profession - Relation To Securities And Exchange Commission

United States - Securities And Exchange Commission
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How to comply with the SEC’s guide for registration of real estate limited partnership interests. SEC accounting report, v. 2, June 1976, p. 5.


Now you see it... (Numbers game) Forbes, v. 118, Aug. 15, 1976, p. 38.


SEC explains how management must analyze and discuss its operations and earnings. SEC accounting report, v. 2, April 1976, p. 5-6.


To Security Analysts

See Security Analysts
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More meat in annual reports. (Finance) Business week, April 26, 1976, p. 78-9.


Questions stockholders are now asking accountants at annual meetings. Practical accountant, v. 9, March/April 1976, p. 55-7.
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When disclosure is not enough. (Legal affairs) Business week, June 14, 1976, p. 44.


---

Australia


---

Canada


---

Europe


---

Great Britain


Great Britain. Dept. of Trade. Aims and scope of company reports. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 1, 1976, p. 12-14.


---

Writing and preparation


---

REPORTS—To stockholders


Lesikar, Raymond V. How to write a report your boss will read and remember. Homewood, Ill., Dow Jones-Irwin, 1974. 216 p. [209.6 L]


---

REPORTS, ACCOUNTANTS' See Also Certificate Or Opinion


Brioloff, Abraham J. GAAP + GAAS = CRAP. Address, before the Nevada Society of CPAs, Lake Tahoe, June 20, 1975. New York, 1975. 20 typewritten pages [100 B]
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Cottle, David W. How to handle the special problems in auditing a small client. Practical accountant, v. 9, Jan./Feb. 1976, p. 42-7.


Hanson, Walter E. Auditors' responsibility for reporting illegal payments. (Guest editorial) CPA journal, v. 46, May 1976, p. 5-6.


Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. Inflation accounting - auditors' reports during the interim period. Accountant (Eng.), v. 174, April 8, 1976, p. 432. (Statement on auditing issued by the Councils of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland and the Association of Certified Accountants.)


Great Britain

Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. Group accounts - reliance on other auditors. Accountant (Eng.), v. 174, April 15, 1976, p. 448-50. (Statement on auditing issued by the Councils of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland, and the Association of Certified Accountants.)


International


Ireland


Short Form


Special Purpose

See Also Hospitals-Reports And Statements Municipalities-Reports And Statements Non-Profit Organizations-Reports And Statements Schools And Colleges-Reports And Statements


Writing and preparation
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REPRICING See Contracts, Government-Pricing Pricing-Government Regulation


RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT See Also Accounting Research Exploration And Development Operations Research Tax Research Technological Companies


RESERVES


Accounting


Contingency


Depreciation

See Also Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence

Inventory


RESH, MICHAEL.


RESIDUAL ANALYSIS


RESIDUAL INCOME

See Income - Residual

RESIDUAL SECURITIES

See Debt, Convertible Stock-Preferred-Convertible

RESORTS

See Camps, Hotels, Resort

RESOURCE ALLOCATION

Cruz, Fortunato B. Economics of inflation accounting, by Fortunato B. Cruz and Dellie Layoen-Ramos. Accountants' journal (P.I.), v. 26, no. 2, 1976, p. 5-8. (First of a series.)


RESTATEMENT of the Code of professional ethics.


RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT DEALERS
See Food Service Equipment Dealers

RESTAURANT operations.


RESTAURANTS
See Also Cocktail Lounges
Drive-In Restaurants
Bars And Grills

Bank Of America. Restaurants and food services. San Francisco, c1975. 36 p. (Small business reporter, v. 12, no. 8.) [*250 Res]


Stokes, John W. How to manage a restaurant or institutional food service. 2nd ed. Dubuque, Iowa, Wm. C. Brown Co., 1974. 381 p. [250 Res]

Accounting


Cost accounting


Costs


Finance

Bank Of America. Restaurants and food services. San Francisco, c1975. 36 p. (Small business reporter, v. 12, no. 8.) [*250 Res]

Financial management


Financial planning


Internal control


Management

Bank Of America. Restaurants and food services. San Francisco, c1975. 36 p. (Small business reporter, v. 12, no. 8.) [*250 Res]


Reports and statements

Statistics

Taxation
See Taxation-Restaurants Under Name Of Country Or State

RESTRUCURING of debt in a troubled loan situation.

RESUMES
See Also Letters

RETAIL METHOD OF INVENTORY
See Inventories-Retail Method

RETAIL TRADE
See Also Chain Stores
Clothing Retailers
Department Stores
Dry Goods Retailers
Grocery Retailers
Shopping Centers
Specialty Stores
Variety Stores
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Accounting


Auditing

Budgeting

Canada

Data processing
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**Finance**


**Financial management**


**France**


**Information systems**


**Internal control**


**Investories**

See Also Point Of Sale


**Management**


**Personnel**


**Security**


**Shortages**

See See Shortages

**Statistics**


**Theft**


**RETAILERS**

See Wages, Fees, Salaries


**RETENTION**
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RETIREMENT PLANS, QUALIFIED

See Also Taxation, United States - Retirement Plans, Qualified


IRELAND


RETIREMENT PLANS, NON-QUALIFIED

See Also Taxation, United States - Retirement Plans, Non-Qualified
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Gorlick, Sheldon H. Keogh vs. incorporation: you can't afford to stand pat. *Medical economics*, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 9-17. (Special issue on retirement plans)


Member as auditor of employee benefit plan and sponsoring company: AICPA ethics rulings. (Official releases) *Journal of accountancy*, v. 141, March 1976, p. 72.

Murphy, Michael E. Reporting and disclosure duties under ERISA. *Practical lawyer*, v. 22, July 15, 1976, p. 37-42.


Schutzer, A. I. Six plans to reach your retirement-income goal. *Medical economics*, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 31-17, 31-2, 37-8. (Special issue on retirement plans)


Stoeber, Edward A. Tax and fringe benefit planning for professional corporations. 2nd ed. Cincinnati, National Underwriter Co., c1975. 196 p. [250 Pro 2]


Government regulation

Brody, Samuel. Amendments needed to keep tax qualifi-


Kroll, Arthur H. Vesting and related rules under the Em-


Rocher, Francis. ERISA and the small plan. *Pension and profit-


Individual retirement accounts


Beach, Franklin F. ERISA and her new baby, IRA, complicate the traditional arguments for profit-sharing plans. CLU journal, v. 30, April 1976, p. 19-25.


Excess tax contributions to IRAs must be corrected now. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan. 1976, p. 52-3.


Gortick, Sheldon H. Keogh vs. incorporation: you can't afford to stand pat. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 9-17. (Special issue on retirement plans)


King, John P. Individual retirement plans gain in popularity as number of corporate plan terminations surge. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 242-3.


More banks are promoting IRAs to build savings and profits. Banking, v. 67, Aug. 1975, p. 62, 64.


Simmons, Sherwin P. IRAs can be revoked by 4/15/76, says IRS. (Taxation of compensation) Journal of taxation, v. 44, March 1976, p. 156.

Wardy, Arthur D. Employee plans that invest in employer stock without restrictions are not limited to ESOps. (Compensation) Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 32-6.
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RETIREE RESERVE METHOD
See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence-Re
tirement Reserve Method

RETURN ON CAPITAL
Symonds, Curtis W. Profit dollars and earnings sense. New York, AMACOM, c1975. 135 p. [205 2 S]

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Duncan, Ian D. Make-or-buy decisions. Industrial accountant (Pakistan), v. 15, Jan.-March 1976, p. 25-32.

RETIREE PLANS, QUALIFIED—Individual retirement accounts
Izard, Richard E. Accounting inflation or inflation account- ing. CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, May 1976, p. 28-34.
RETURNABLE CONTAINERS
See Containers

RETURNED PRODUCT REPAIR
See Maintenance And Repairs

REMOVAL
See Value-Asset Revaluation

REVENUE
See Also Earnings
Income
Profits
Taxation, United States-Income
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Deferred
See Deferred Income

REVENUE BONDS
See Bonds-Revenue
Taxation, United States-Revenue Bonds


REVENUE PROCEDURE 62-21
See Taxation, United States-Depreciation And Depletion - Revenue
Procedure 62-21

REVENUE SHARING
See Grants-In-Aid
Tax Sharing


REVOLVING BANK ACCOUNTS
See Bank Accounts

REVOLVING FUNDS
See Funds-Revolving

REVSEINE, LAWRENCE.


REYES, EUGENIO R.

Effects of inflation on financial reporting. SGV group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 38-9.

REYNOLDS, CALVIN.
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RIDLEY, ROBERT W.

RIBBMAN, JESSE.
We won the expense account battle. (Management advisory services CPA journal, v. 46, Aug. 1976, p. 57-8.

RIEKS, GARY E.

RIEMSDIJK, H. A. C. van.
Optimizing overseas marketing: rely on the team approach. Industrial marketing, v. 61, July 1976, p. 82, 84.

RIESER, FRANCIS P.

RIESZ, PETER C.


RIGGS, WALTER E.

RIKERT, RICHARD.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accounting trends and techniques: twenty-ninth annual cumulative survey of the accounting aspects of the annual reports of 600 industrial and commercial corporations..., edited by George Dick and Richard Rikert. 29th ed. New York, 1975. 484 p. (The reports analyzed are those with fiscal years ended not later than February 2, 1975.) [208.5 J]

RILEY, RICHARD J.

RIMERMAN, THOMAS W.

RIMMER, PETER J.

RINALDI, MARY M.
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RINGBAKK, KJELL-ARNE.
Strategic planning a turbulent international environment. Long range planning, v. 9, June 1976, p. 2-11.

RIPPIN, J. W.

RINGBAKK, KJELL-ARNE.

RIPPIN, J. W.


Hershbarger, Robert A. International risk management ... some peculiar constraints, by Robert A. Hershbarger and John P. Noerager. Risk management, v. 23, April 1976, p. 223-3, 26, 28, 30-1, 34.


**RISK AND INSURANCE MANAGEMENT SOCIETY.**
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RISK and uncertainty in accounting and finance.

RISK MANAGEMENT


RISK AND INSURANCE MANAGEMENT SOCIETY.


RISO, OVID.

Ad agencies: ad cost control is joint effort for agency and client. Industrial marketing, v. 60, Nov. 1975, p. 66-7.

RITCH, JOE H.


RITCHEY, JOHN A.


RITTER, LAWRENCE S.


RITTERSBACK, GEORGE H.


RIVETS

See Bolts And Nuts

RIVKIN, STEVEN R.


RIVLIN, ALICE.


ROACH, O. F.
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ROBERTS, JEREMY.

ROBERTS, JOHN G.

ROBERTS, NEAL.
Tax lawyer as urban planner. *British tax review*, no. 6, 1975, p. 345-60.

ROBERTS, PAUL E.

ROBERTS, RALPH M.

ROBERTS, SIDNEY I.


ROBERTSON, ALAN.
Deductibility of alimony and maintenance payments under the income tax act. (Legal notes) *CGA magazine* (Can.), v. 10, Aug. 1976, p. 36-9.

ROBERTSON, IAN D.


ROBERTSON, JACK C.

Discussant's response to the New AICPA audit commission - will the real questions please stand up! (In Arthur Andersen/University of Kansas Symposium on Auditing Problems, 1974) *Contemporary auditing problems*. Lawrence, Kan., 1974, p. 28-31. [*102 A]*


ROBERTSON, TOM.
What is information anyway? (Students' section) *Accountant's magazine* (Scot.), v. 80, May 1976, p. 192-3.

ROBESON, FRANKLIN E.

ROBINS, SIDNEY M.

ROBINS, STUART M.

ROBERT, WILLIAM J.


ROBERT MORRIS ASSOCIATES.

ROBERTS, AUBREY C.
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ROBEY, DANIEL.

ROBILLARD, ROBERT.

ROBINSON, CHRISTOPHER.
Bell, John. Communications - the key to an effective practice, by John Bell and Christopher Robinson. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 92, 94, 96.

ROBINSON, ROBERT.

ROBINSON, GERALD J.

ROBINSON, HOLLIS S.

ROBINSON, J. WILLIAM.

ROBINSON, JANE.

ROBINSON, MITCHELL.

ROBINSON, NICHOLAS A.

ROBINSON, SHERMAN.

ROBINSON, STANLEY D.

ROBINSON-PATMAN ACT
See Also Pricing-Government Regulation


ROBOCK, STEFAN H.

ROCHE, FRANCIS.

ROCHE, JOHN G.

ROCKART, JOHN F.


RODDIS, RICHARD S. L.

RODMAN, JACK R.

RODNEY, EARL.

RODRIGUEZ, CAROLOS ALFREDO.

RODRIGUEZ, JUSTINE FARR.

ROE, C. GRAEME.

ROEHM, HARPER A.

ROELS, SHIRLEY J.

ROEMER, ARTHUR C.

ROENFELDT, RODNEY L.

ROESSNER, GILBERT G.

ROFRANO, JOHN B.

ROGALSKI, RICHARD J.

ROGERS, JACK.

ROGERS, LEROY F.

ROGERS, WILLIAM B.

ROGOFF, MARVIN.

ROHAN, PATRICK J.

ROLE of private foundations in public broadcasting.

ROLE of the accountant in a tax fraud case.
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ROLL, DAVID L.

BOLLYSON, MIKE L.
Liquidating the large tract of real estate - can ordinary income be avoided in the Fifth Circuit? (Recent cases and rulings) Journal of real estate taxation, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 360-3.
Prepayment penalty and low points lead to large deductions. (Recent cases and rulings) Journal of real estate taxation, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 357-60.

ROLO, CHARLES.

ROLO, CHARLES J.

ROLPH, JOHN F.

ROLPH, MICHAEL F.

ROMAK, THEODORE.

ROMNEY, MARSHALL.

RONDINELLI, DENNIS A.
Public planning and political strategy. Long range planning, v. 9, April 1976, p. 75-87.

RONEN, JOSHUA.
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ROSE
See Cord And Twine

ROSEM, C. RUFUS.

ROSCOW, JAMES P.

ROSE, EDWARD M.

ROSE, FRANK.

ROSE, JONATHAN C.

ROSE, MARSHALL.

ROSE, PETER.

ROSE, SANFORD.
We've learned how to lick inflation. Fortune, v. 94, Sept. 1976, p. 100-5, 180, 182, 184.

ROSE, STANLEY F.

ROSE, WILLIAM S.

ROSEN, GERALD R.

ROSEN, HARVEY S.

ROSEN, JOSEPH L.

ROSEN, L. S.

ROSEN, ROBERT M.

ROSENBRAUM, ROBERT D.

ROSENBERRY, ALAN S.

ROSENBERRY, BARR.

ROSENBERRY, CAROLYN.

ROSENBERRY, CHARLOTTE L.

ROSENBERRY, CLAUDE S.

ROSENBERRY, MARVIN.

ROSENBERRY, SEYMOUR L.
Self-analysis of your organization. New York, AMACOM, c1974. 193 p. [201 R]


ROSS, LEONARD.


ROSS, PETER BURTON.


ROSS, RANDOLPH E.


ROSS, RONALD G.


ROSS, S. M.


ROSS, STANFORD G.


Tax policy for energy investments - where we should be. (In National Tax Association - Tax Institute of America Conference on Taxation, 67th, St. Louis, 1974. Proceedings. Columbus, Ohio, 1975, p. 513-26.) [751 N]

ROSS, STEPHEN A.


ROSS, THURSTON H.


ROSS, TIMOTHY L.


ROSS-SKINNER, JEAN.


ROTATING BANK ACCOUNTS

See Bank Accounts

ROTATION OF ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS

See Accountants-Rotation

ROTH, ARTHUR T.


ROTH, LEONARD S.


ROTH, RALPH S.


ROTH, WILLIAM EVERETT.


ROTHBERG, ROBERT R.


ROTHBENGER, JEROME.


ROTHBENGER (MAX) AND COMPANY.


ROTHBUECHER, OSCAR H.


ROTHKO, MARK.


ROTHKOFP, MICHAEL H.


ROTHMAN, HOWARD H.


ROTHMAN, HOWARD J.


ROTHSCHILD, DONALD P.


ROTHSTEIN, JOEL.

New York City - commercial rent or occupancy tax, edited by Joel Rothstein. (Local taxation) CPA journal, v. 46, May 1976, p. 50-3.
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ROTHWELL, RUSSELL G.

ROUBELLAT, F.

ROULAC, STEPHEN E.

ROUND FIGURES
See Cents Elimination

ROUSE pioneers more realistic numbers. (Accounting) Business week, Oct. 11, 1976, p. 124, 126, 130.

ROUSH, JOHN H.

ROVELSTAD, JAMES M.

ROW, CONSTANCE FOSHA Y.

ROWE, DAVID.
Deferred taxation. (Letter to the editor) Accountancy Ireland, v. 8, April 1976, p. 35.

ROWE, FREDERICK M.

ROWE, RAYMOND T.
Cartwright, Peter A. Multiple corporations still provide many benefits despite the phase-out, by Peter A. Cartwright and Raymond T. Rowe. Practical accountant, v. 9, Jan./Feb. 1976, p. 50-3.

ROWEN, HARVEY A.

ROWES, BARBARA.
Have you considered accounting? New York, Catalyst, c1975. 32 p. (Career options series for undergraduate women.) [*100.1 R]

ROTHWELL, RUSSELL G.

ROWLAND, STANLEY W.

ROWLEY, C. STEVENSON.
Which is best to find cost behavior? Hospital financial management, v. 6, April 1976, p. 18-22, 24-6, 28.

ROWSE, ROLYN.

ROY, JEAN-LOUIS.

ROYALTIES

Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Royalties

ROYER, KING.

RUBEL, STANLEY M.

RUBENSTEIN, ERWIN A.

RUBENSTEIN, MELVIN E.

RUBEBY, HARRY.
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RULE OF 69


RULE OF 78


RULE 2 (SEC)


RULE 10b-5 (SEC)


Kircher, Philip G. Securities regulation - breach of statutory duty of inquiry imposed by Section 17(a) of Securities and exchange act subjects accountant to liability as aider-abettor of securities broker's Rule 10b-5 violation: Hochfelder v. Ernst & Ernst. (Recent developments) Villanova law review, v. 20, June 1975, p. 1081-95.
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Liles, Margaret R. Auditors’ liability to investors for clients’ inadequate disclosure, or the auditor as police dog (part 2). (Legal developments) Woman CPA, v. 38, July 1976, p. 27-9, back cover.


Safe harbor rule on replacement-cost accounting may be strengthened. SEC accounting report, v. 2, Nov. 1976, p. 3.


When accountants fail to spot fraud. (Legal affairs) Business week, March 15, 1976, p. 74.

When disclosure is not enough. (Legal affairs) Business week, June 14, 1976, p. 44.


RULE 10B-5 (SEC)


RULE 145 (SEC)


RULE 146 (SEC)


RULE 147 (SEC)


RULIS, LEE A.

RUMMER, PATRICIA KIPER.

Hinderer, Harold. Competition: a surprising way to hold health costs down, interview conducted by Patricia Kiper Rrummer. Hospital financial management, v. 6, April 1976, p. 10-12, 14, 16, 18.
You are really needed in your hospital's PR. Hospital financial management, v. 6, March 1976, p. 20-2, 24.

RUMPF, HOWARD A.


RUSSELL, ROGER L.


RUSSEL, COLIN S.


RUSSELL, J. S.


RUSSELL, ROBERT.


RUSSELL, T. M.

S


SABLE, JOHN J.
Gordon, David E. Choosing the right alternative to meet the 10% limit for pension plans overinvested in employer securities, by David E. Gordon and John J. Sabl. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 320-38.

SACCO, ANGELO.

SACCONI, JOHN P.

SACHER, CHARLES P.

SACHS, ALAN R.


SACHS, HOWARD F.

SADAN, SIMCHA.


SADEK, KONRAD E.


SAFE DEPOSIT DEPARTMENTS
See Banks And Banking, Safe Deposit Departments

SAFE harbor rule on replacement-cost accounting may be strengthened. SEC accounting report, v. 2, Nov. 1976, p. 3.

SAFETY


Ellis, Barbara. Frequently occurring accidents can be prevented. Hospitals, v. 50, May 1, 1976, p. 86, 88-90.


Occupational safety & health act - on multiemployer jobsite, when employees of each employer are affected by noncompliance with a safety standard.... (Recent cases) Harvard law review, v. 89, Feb. 1976, p. 793-800.


Peterson, Dan. OSHA compliance manual. New York, McGraw-Hill, c1975. 1 v. (looseleaf) [204.1 P]


SAFETY-(Continued)


SAFETY ENGINEERING


SAPIER, I. JAY.


SAGGSESE, ANTHONY J.

Foreign captive insurance company. (From the thoughtful tax advisor) Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, Nov. 1976, p. 779-83.

SAID, KAMAL E.

Division between educators and practitioners about accounting education: is it in professional or academic realm? National public accountant, v. 21, Sept. 1976, p. 20-4.


SAIMAN, MARTIN S.


SAINSBURY, A. B.


SAKAKIBARA, EISUKE.
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SAKS, HOWARD J.


Sick-pay plans must comply with ERISA requirements. (Insurance trends and topics) Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 15.


SAKSENIA, RAM M.


SALAMAN, ALBAN.


SALARIES

See Wages, Fees, Salaries

SALARY CONTINUATION PLANS

See Wages, Fees, Salaries-Wage Continuation Plans

SALARY survey: a study of 1975-76 beginning offers.


SALE, J. TIMOTHY.


SALE AND LEASEBACK

See Also Taxation, United States-Sale And Leaseback


SALE can defer gain on liquidation, but gift prior to distribution will not avoid tax. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4; May/June 1976, p. 383-4.

SALE can defer gain on liquidation, but gift prior to distribution will not avoid tax. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 251-2.

SALE OF A BUSINESS See Buying And Selling A Business Taxation, United States-Purchases And Sales


SALE of corporate asset when shareholder wants proceeds. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 117.


Nystad, Peter F. If I only had more sales.... Journal of commercial bank lending, v. 58, June 1976, p. 58-62.


Wright, J. William D. Some inside tips on setting up good sales meetings when you're overseas, by J. William D. Wright and Raymond G. Hambrick. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Oct. 1976, p. 94-6, 98, 100.


SALES BUDGETS See Budgets, Business-Sales
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SALESMEN'S CARS

See Automobile Operation

SALES & MARKETING MANAGEMENT (MAGAZINE).


SALES TAX

See Taxation, United States-Sales And Use Taxes

SALESMEN

See Also Taxation, United States-Salesmen

Wages, Fees, Salaries-Salesmen
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SAMETZ, ARNOLD W.

SAMMENS, JAMES H.

SAMPLING
See Testing And Sampling
Work Sampling

SAMPLING for attributes.

SAMPSON, CHRISTOPHER.

SAMPSON, HOWARD L.

SAMUELS, SHELTON W.

SAMUELS, WARREN J.

SAMUELSON, WILLIAM A.

SANCHEZ, R. MICHAEL.

SAND AND GRAVEL
Statistics

SANDEN, B. KENNETH.

SANDERS, ALLEN.

SANDERS, DONALD H.

SANDERS, RAY W.

SANDERSON, FRED H.

SANFORD, CEDRIC.

SANDILANDS, FRANCIS.
MacDonald, Murdoch. Straight from the horse's mouth, by Murdoch MacDonald and Derek G. Smith. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, Jan. 1976, p. 15-16. (An interview with Sir Francis Sandilands.)


SANDMAN, STEWART.

SANG, PETER B.
Farming as a tax shelter has lost some of its appeal, but many tax benefits still remain. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 236-40.
Farming as a tax shelter has lost some of its appeal, but many tax benefits still remain. (Personal) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 298-302.

SANITARIUMS
See Hospitals
Institutions

SANITARY DISTRICTS
See Sewerage

SANITARY LANDFILL OPERATIONS
See Refuse

SANITARY SUPPLIES
See Cleaning And Polishing Preparations

SANSONE, THOMAS A.
Murphy, Lawrence J. Adam's rib gets her share: the federal tax implications of the new Michigan statute granting a wife the right to income from jointly held property, by Lawrence J. Murphy and Thomas A. Sansone. (State/local tax clinic) Michigan CPA, v. 27, May-June 1976, p. 11-14.

SANTANGELI, FRANK.
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SANTULLANO, MICHAEL A.


SARAVANAMUTTU, MANO.


SARGENT, JAMES C.


SARGENT, P. MICHAEL.


SARGENT, WARREN N.

Evaluating software is an art. (Software update) *InfoSystems*, v. 23, April 1976, p. 60, 62.

SARKAR, S. C.


SARNER, GARY R.


SARNER, LEONARD.


SARTORIUS, LESTER C.


SASS, JOSEPH.


SASSER, W. EARL.


SATO, TATSUO.


SATOW, ROBERTA LYNN.


SAUDI ARABIA.


SAULNIER, RAYMOND J.


SAUNDERS, DONALD H.


SAVAGE, MICHAEL D.

ERISA's spendthrift clause requirement... (From the thoughtful tax advisor) *Taxes - the tax magazine*, v. 54, Oct. 1976, p. 602-6.

SAVAGE, R. N.

Burns, Campbell B. Employer's bargain, by Campbell B. Burns and R.N. Savage. *Accountant's magazine* ( Scot.), v. 80, March 1976, p. 92-5.

SAVICH, RICHARD S.


SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS


Direct deposit results - a setback for associations. *Savings & loan news*, v. 97, April 1976, p. 56-60.


Enter the REIT business? What kind of far fetched, curl-your-hair idea is that? *Savings & loan news*, v. 96, May 1975, p. 56-9.


Financial Accounting Standards Board. FASB Interpretation no. 9 - applying APB Opinions No. 16 and 17 when a savings and loan association or a similar institution is acquired in a business combination accounted for by the purchase method. (Official releases) *Journal of accountancy*, v. 141, April 1976, p. 65-6.


It's a bird It's a plane It's...a variable rate mortgage? *Savings & loan news*, v. 97, Jan. 1976, p. 66-70.
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Sometimes, a satellite will do nicely. Savings & loan news, v. 96, May 1975, p. 48-52.


Accounting


Budgeting


Costs


Data processing


How to process checking accounts in 76 minutes a day. Savings & loan news, v. 96, July 1975, p. 63-5.


Finance


Financial management


Salin, L. Joseph. Consumer lending thinktank multiple-answer questionnaire demonstrates that associations have many options in designing their own consumer loan programs how much is enough? Savings and loan news, v. 97, June 1976, p. 68-73.


Financial planning


Government regulation


Campaign for change. Savings & loan news, v. 96, May 1975, p. 36-43.


Law


Management


Life can be profitable. Savings & loan news, v. 96, Aug. 1975, p. 34-4L


Salm, L. Joseph. Consumer lending thinktank multiple-answer questionnaire demonstrates that associations have many options in designing their own consumer loan programs how much is enough? Savings and loan news, v. 97, June 1976, p. 68-73.
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(Continued)
Stafford, John. Cues for 1976 management decisions, by John
Stafford, Joe R. Thompson and Diana S. Cheseldine.
_Savings & loan news_, v. 97, April 1976, p. 72-7.
Style vs. strategy: some suggestions to spur improved lead-
Talking to yourself won't win customers. _Savings & loan news_,
Verbrugge, James A. Profitability: management control or
market coincidence? By James A. Verbrugge, Richard A.
Shick and Kenneth J. Thygherson. _Savings & loan news_,
v. 97, July 1975, p. 70-5.
Who will train the people who train the people who serve
your customers? The institute, that's who. _Savings & loan
news_, v. 96, Nov. 1975, p. 70-3.
Your computer: do you ask enough of it? _Savings & loan
Marketing
Best by comparison, association product not best ir. sales.
_Savings & loan news_, v. 96, Sept. 1975, p. 78-82.
Lancaster, Ralph D. How to avoid the fate of the corner
Savings come back: now what? _Savings & loan news_, v. 96,
April 1975, p. 80-3.
Sometimes, a satellite will do nicely. _Savings & loan
news_, v. 96, May 1975, p. 48-52.
Personnel
If only she had first looked in the operations manual. _Savings
Who will train the people who train the people who serve
your customers? The institute, that's who. _Savings & loan
news_, v. 96, Nov. 1975, p. 70-3.
Rates
Creamer, Lucille. Voluntary disclosure formula follows a tell-
Game plan: keep rate, build more offices, offer checking.
_Savings & loan news_, v. 96, April 1975, p. 44, 46-52.
Rifts over financial institution restructuring. _Savings & loan
Savings disclosure: the whole truth and nothing but. _Savings
Stafford, John. Home borrowers pay lower rates than corpo-
ration, by John Stafford and Diana Cheseldine. _Savings & loan
news_, v. 97, April 1976, p. 102-3.
Reports and statements
Thompson, Joe R. Profits vary by assets: large shops earn less
due to higher costs. (Current trends) _Savings & loan news_,
Watson, David J. H. Responsibility accounting: put the credit
(blame) where it belongs, by David J.H. Watson and
58-62.
Services
Are your services profitable? _Savings & loan news_, v. 97,
March 1976, p. 60-5.
Direct deposit results - a setback for associations. _Savings &
loan news_, v. 97, April 1976, p. 56-60.
Do savings associations belong here? _Savings & loan news_,
Game plan: keep rate, build more offices, offer checking.
_Savings & loan news_, v. 96, April 1975, p. 44, 46-52.
Investment annuities: life insurance product defers tax on
Leech, Robert E. How small trust departments can cope.
New moves to revive the American dream: supermortgage
ideas promise bitter tools for financing housing. _Savings &
loan news_, v. 97, April 1976, p. 46-51.
Now processing: in-house is costly, on-line is vital. (Opera-
Roessen, Gilbert G. City federal S&L applies for trust
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Sometimes, a satellite will do nicely. _Savings & loan news_,
v. 96, May 1975, p. 48-52.
Strunk, Norman. Case for NOW accounts. _Savings & loan
news_, v. 97, March 1976, p. 44-8.
U.S. league sets legislative objectives. _Savings & loan news_,
v. 97, March 1976, p. 72-7.

Statistics
Stafford, John. Cues for 1976 management decisions, by John
Stafford, Joe R. Thompson and Diana S. Cheseldine.
_Savings & loan news_, v. 97, April 1976, p. 72-7.
Thompson, Joe R. Profits vary by assets: large shops earn less
due to higher costs. (Current trends) _Savings & loan news_,
Top 200 associations. _Savings & loan news_, v. 96, Feb. 1975,
p. 50-4.
United States League Of Savings Associations: Savings and
loan fact book ’75. 22nd ed. Chicago, 1975. 128 p. [677 U]

Taxation
See Taxation, United States - Savings And Loan
Associations

Transfer systems
Game plan: keep rate, build more offices, offer checking.
_Savings & loan news_, v. 96, April 1975, p. 44, 46-52.
How to process checking accounts in 76 minutes a day. _Savings
It's really here: the electronic transaction at the cash register.
NOW accounts: the future looks rosy for thrifts. _Savings &
Strunk, Norman. Case for NOW accounts. _Savings & loan
news_, v. 97, March 1976, p. 44-8.
When checks bypass the postman, will associations still get
the funds? _Savings & loan news_, v. 96, June 1975, p. 72-6.

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS (GREAT BRITAIN)
See Building Societies (Great Britain)

SAVINGS and loan fact book ’75.
United States League Of Savings Associations. Savings and
loan fact book ’75. 22nd ed. Chicago, 1975. 128 p. [677 U]

SAVINGS AND THRIFT PLANS
See Also Taxation, United States-Savings And Thrift
Plans

Burke, Jack. Preparing for FINE testimony: the road to
Burns, Roger J. Thrift plans: prudence in the portfolio, by
Roger J. Burns and C. Allen Stitelier. _Pension world_, v. 11,
Don't invade a market without a better product. _Savings &
NOW accounts: the future looks rosy for thrifts. _Savings &
Rifts over financial institution restructuring. _Savings & loan
Tucker, Donald P. Financial innovation and the mortgage
market: the possibilities for liability management by

SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSURANCE
See Insurance, Savings Bank Life

SAVINGS BANKS
See Banks And Banking, Savings Banks
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SAVITZ, JOSEPH H.

SAVOIE, LEONARD M.

SAVONA, PAOLO.

SAWICKI, S. J.

SAW MILLS
See Also Lumber Manufacturers

SAWYER, GEORGE P.

SAWYER, HOWARD G.
Agency account executive can please both boss and client. (Perspectives) Industrial marketing, v. 60, Nov. 1975, p. 40-1.
Role and responsibilities for those born to be ad managers. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Sept. 1976, p. 106, 108.

SAWYER, LAWRENCE B.

SAYERS, JOHN G.
Getting the most out of RPD. CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 39-42.

SBARRA, ROBERT A.

SCANLON, SALLY.

SCANLON PLAN
Lane, Harold E. Scanlon plan revisited. Business and society review, no. 16, Winter 1975-76, p. 57-64.

SCANNING system cuts check processing rejects. (Focus on operations) Banking, v. 67, Aug. 1975, p. 16.

SAVINGS disclosure: the whole truth and nothing but.

SCANTLEBURY, DONALD L.
Lessons we can learn from the Equity Funding scandal, by D.L. Scantlebury and John R. Schultz. GAO review, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 35-45.

SCAPENS, R. W.

SCARMAN, IAN E.

SCARMAN, LESLIE.
Reflections upon the comparative development of the law affecting public utilities: all you ever wanted to know (and more) about British public utilities, by Leslie Scarmen and John Southam. (Utility law today) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 98, Oct. 7, 1976, p. 82-91.

SCARTH, WILLIAM M.

SCHAFF, A. H.

SCHAFFER, CARL L.

SCHAFFER, WILLIAM A.

SCHAIBLE, SIEGFRIED.

SCHAIR, STANLEY.

SCHALL, LAWRENCE D.

SCHALLER, CAROL A.

SCHANES, STEVEN E.
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SCHERER, F. M.

SCHICK, RICHARD A.

SCHIFF, ERIC.

SCHIFF, MICHAEL.

SCHIFFER, ALLYN M.

SCHIFFMAN, LEON G.

SCHILD, KENNETH R.

SCHILL, ROBERT E.

SCHLARBAUM, GARY G.

SCHLAUCH, PAUL J.
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SCHLESINGER, EDWARD S.

SCHLESINGER, MICHAEL.

SCHLOSKY, DANIEL P.

SCHLOSSER, ROBERT E.

SCHMELZER, PAUL.

SCHMENNER, ROGER W.

SCHMID, WILLIAM E.

SCHMIDT, HERBERT.

SCHMIDT, WILSON E.

SCHMITZ, HOMER H.
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Schmitz, Marvin N.

Schmolders, Gunter.

Schmolka, Leo L.

Schnabel, Morton.

Schnee, Edward J.

Schneider, Arnold E.

Schneider, Carl.

Schneider, James T.

Schneider, Leslie.

Schneider, T. H.

Schnelwar, Bruce M.

Schnepper, Jeff A.

Schnepper, Robert Cory.
End of fee schedules: the Sherman act applies to lawyers also. (Cases noted) University of Miami law review, v. 30, Winter 1976, p. 664-75.

Schnoll, Howard M.

Schnur, Robert A.

Schoderbek, Peter P.

Schoenfeld, Hanns-Martin W.
Cost terminology and cost theory: a study of its development and present state in Central Europe. Urbana, Ill., Center for International Education and Research in Accounting, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, cl974. 177 p. (Center for International Education and Research in Accounting Monograph, 8) [*160 S]

Schoenhaust, Arthur.

Scholarships
See Awards, Prizes And Contests

Scholles, Myron.

Scholl, Donald B.

Scholz, William.
Profitable hotel/motel management. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Precise Hall, cl975. 206 p. [250 Hot]

Schomer, Arthur J.

School Buses
See Also Motor Buses

School Districts
See Schools And Colleges, Public

Schools and Colleges
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Accounting


Cost accounting


Cost


Data Processing

See Also Computers - Effect On Education


Europe


Finance


Financial management


Food service


Management


Reports and statements


SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES


CPAs get their own school. (Management) Business week, May 17, 1976, p. 136, 139.


Canada

Nigeria

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES, BLACK
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES, BUSINESS


Graduate programs


SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES, LAW


SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES, MEDICAL


SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES, NEGRO
See Schools And Colleges, Black

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES, PRIVATE

Finance

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES, PUBLIC

Accounting

Budgeting
Program


Costs

Finance


Internal auditing
Nugent, Clifford M. Should public schools have internal auditors? Internal auditor, v. 33, April 1976, p. 56-60.

Management

Statistics

SCHOOLS of accountancy.

SCHOOLS of accounting - pros and cons.

SCHOOLS of professional accounting.
SCHOOLS of professional accounting: why.


SCHORR, EUGENE G.


SCHRADER, LEE F.


SCHRAEDER, ROBERT J.


SCHRUMM, JOHN E.


SCHREIBER, IRVING.

How to set up and run a qualified pension or profit-sharing plan for a small or medium size business: based on tax conferences of the Tax Institute of C.W. Post College, Long Island University. Edited by Irving Schreiber. 2nd rev. ed., Greeenval, N.Y., Panel, c1975. 1 v. (looseleaf) (Reflects all changes brought about by the Employee retirement income security act of 1974.) [208.9 S]

SCHREIBER, SALLY A.


SCHREIBMAN, ROBERT S.


SCHROEDER, RICHARD G.
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SCHWAN, CARL C.

SCHWAN, EDWARD S.

SCHWANBECK, WILLIAM J.

SCHWARTZ, ALAN M.

SCHWARTZ, ARTHUR A.
How to hire the right person: ask the applicant to write the minutes of the interview. Association management, v. 28, Aug. 1976, p. 85-7.

SCHWARTZ, BARRY.

SCHWARTZ, DONALD E.

SCHWARTZ, ELEANOR BRANTLEY.

SCHWARTZ, HARRY.

SCHWARTZ, S. L.

SCHWARTZ, SHELDON.
Avoiding a tax tragedy after real estate condemnation or casualty. (Real estate tax topics) Real estate review, v. 6, Spring 1976, p. 23-7.

SCHWARTZ, TED.

SCHWARTZ, TERESA M.

SCHWARTZ, TED.

SCHWARTZ, THOMAS J.

SCHWEITZER, DONALD L.

SCHWENN, PENNY.

SCIENTIFIC analysis on the pocket calculator.

SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS
See Also Dental Supplies Manufacturers
Instrument Manufacturers
Medical And Surgical Equipment And Supplies Manufacturers

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT

SCIENTISTS
See Also Professional Men, In Previous Indexes

SCIONTI, PAUL M.

SCOTT, DAVID F.

SCOTT, DR.

SCOTT, JAMES H.

SCOTT, ROBERT B.

SCOTT, STANLEY J.
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SEASONAL BUSINESS

SEAWELL, L. VANN.

SEC ACCOUNTING
See Also Accounting Series Releases
Reports - To Securities And Exchange Commission
United States - Securities And Exchange Commission
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SEC explains how management must analyze and discuss its operations and earnings. SEC accounting report, v. 2, April 1976, p. 5-6.


SEC modifies proposed of interim audit rules seen as result of protests. SEC accounting report, v. 1, May 1975, p. 3-4.
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SECURED TRANSACTIONS


Walton, Garrett W. Secured transactions: noncompliance with the Uniform commercial code's resale provisions and the secured party's right to a deficiency judgment. (Recent cases) Missouri law review, v. 40, Winter 1975, p. 169-75.

SECURING the magnetic card. (Burroughs reports) Burroughs clearing house, v. 60, Feb. 1976, p. 22-3.

SECURITIES


SECTIONS


SECOND-HAND DEALERS
See Junk Dealers
Scrap, Waste, Spoilage
Used Material And Equipment


SECRET RESERVES
See Reserves-Secret

SECRETARIES (CORPORATION)
See Corporations-Secretaries

SEC's disclosure study - broad goals. (News & views) CPA journal, v. 46, June 1976, p. 37-8. (Excerpt from Week in review (Haskins & Sells), Feb. 27, 1976.)


SECURITIES—Government regulation—Continued


Kirshberg, Richard D. Acquiring publicly held securities: going private and tender offers, Richard D. Kirshberg, Chairman. New York, Practising Law Institute, c1974, 308 p. (Corporate law and practice course handbook series, no. 157) [719 K]


Mauuner, Jeffrey N. State exemptions from securities regulation coexist with S.E.C. rule 146. (Note) Cornell law review, v. 61, Nov. 1975, p. 157-73.


Professional responsibility—attorney may be enjoined in an action brought by the SEC for negligence in preparing an opinion letter exempting stock from registration under the Securities act of 1933. (In Folk, Ernest L. Securities law review—1975. New York, c1975, p. 615-28.) [721 F]


Rosenweig, Michael. Section 16(b) liability for profits realized from gains purchased and sales made, in the first month of the securities of two issuers involved in an intervening reorganization. (Notes) Columbia law review, v. 75, Nov. 1975, p. 1323-54.


SECURITIES—Government regulation


Canada


Florida


International


Israel


Mortgage-backed


Portfolios


Benham, James M. Why your portfolio should include government securities. Pension world, v. 12, March 1976, p. 21-3.


Pricing

Private placements


Restricted

Theft

Valuation
Gordon, David E. Choosing the right alternative to meet the 10% limit for pension plans overinvested in employer securities, by David E. Gordon and John J. Sabl. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 320-38.
Jensen, Herbert L. Valuing actively traded securities involves more than researching daily price quotations. Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 36-40.
Seidler, Lee J. Exposure draft on marketable securities: another step towards the end of the FASB. Accounting issues (Bear Stearns & Co.), Dec. 17, 1975, p. 3-9. (Reprint file. *A)
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SECURITIES—Valuation—(Continued)

Standard Research Consultants. Corporate security values as determined by the Tax Court. New York, c1974. 1 v. (looseleaf) [724 S]


SECURITIES ACT OF 1933

See Also Investments-Government Regulation Securities-Government Regulation United States-States Securities And Exchange Commission


Maunzer, Jeffrey N. State exemptions from securities regulation coextensive with S.E.C. rule 146. (Note) Cornell law review, v. 61, Nov. 1975, p. 157-75.


Professional responsibility - an attorney may be enjoined in an action brought by the SEC for negligence in preparing an opinion letter exempting stockfrom registration under the Securities act of 1933. (In Folk, Ernest L. Securities law review - 1975. New York, c1975. p. 615-28.) [721 F]


SECURITIES ACTS AMENDMENTS OF 1975


special, 1. House report, no. 93-1476, 93d Congress, 2d session) [*721 U]

United States. Securities and Exchange Commission. Off-

board transaction study; SEC release no. 34-11628. Chi-

cago, Commerce Clearing House, 1975. 58 p. (Federal

securities laws reports, no. 603, Sept. 5, 1975, part II) [*721 U]

United States. Senate. Securities acts amendments of 1975;
text of S. 2411, as passed by Senate, April 17, 1975, including

Senate floor amendments. Chicago, Commerce Clearing

House, 1975. 173 p. (Mutual funds guide, no. 166, April 21,

1975, 2nd extra ed. CCH special, 2. Senate bill, S. 249

(Report, no. 94-75), 94th Congress, 1st session) [*721 U]

SECURITIES brokerage industry.
Shepard, Lawrence. Securities brokerage industry. Lexington,
Mass., D.C. Heath, c1975. 120 p. [250 Bro 2]

SECURITIES BROKERS

See Also Examinations, Securities Brokers

Investment Companies

Investments

Securities


Conflicting duties of brokerage firms. (In Folk, Ernest L.


[721 F]

Epps, Thomas W. Demand for brokers' services: the relation

between security trading volume and transaction cost. Bell


Jaffe, Jeffrey F. Optimal speculation against an efficient

market, by Jeffrey F. Jaffe and Robert L. Winkler. Journal


Kirshberg, Richard D. What is a broker? By Richard D.

Kirshberg and Kenneth R. Schild. (In Folk, Ernest L., ed.


Kline, Roger. Maybe bankers should be stockbrokers. Bank-


Know your customer rule of the NYSE: liability of broker-
dealers under the UCC and federal securities laws. (In

Folk, Ernest L., ed. Securities law review - 1974. New

York, 1974. p. 543-615.) [721 F]

Lechner, Alan B. Brokerage profits under the pressure of

negotiated commissions, by Alan B. Lechner and David J.

Londoner. Financial analysts journal, v. 32, Jan.-Feb. 1976,

p. 12-17, 31.

Lurie, Michael E. What the asset manager can expect, by

Michael E. Lurie and Joel J. Matcovsky. Pension world, v.

11, Nov. 1975, p. 36-9.

Lybecke, Martin E. Regulation of bank trust department

investment activities: seven gaps, eight remedies - part II.

(In Folk, Ernest L. Securities law review - 1975. New York,
c1975. p. 701-42.) [721 F]

Rice, Denis T. Expanding requirement for registration as

broker-dealer under the Securities exchange act of 1934.

(In Folk, Ernest L. Securities law review - 1975. New

York, c1975. p. 503-19.) [721 F]

Rice, Denis T. Recommendations by a broker-dealer: the

requirements for a reasonable basis. (In Folk, Ernest L.


[721 F]

Setting the rules between you and your broker. Medical


Shepard, Lawrence. Securities brokerage industry. Lexington,

Mass., D.C. Heath, c1975. 120 p. [250 Bro 2]

Accounting

Spearman, Frank H. Financial reporting for securities brok-

Auditing

Municipal bond issuers would require audits under proposal.
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Liability


Reports and statements


SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934

See Also Investments-Government Regulation

Securities-Government Regulation

Stock Exchange-Government Regulation

United States-Securities And Exchange Commission


Herzel, Leo. Paying up on stock brokerage commissions


Kicher, Philip G. Securities regulation - breach of statutory duty of inquiry imposed by Section 17(a) of Securities and exchange act subjects accountant to liability as aider-abettor of securities broker's Rule 10b-5 violation: Hochfelder v. Ernst & Ernst. (Recent developments) *Villanovan law review,* v. 20, June 1975, p. 1081-95.


Liles, Margaret R. Auditors' liability to investors for clients' inadequate disclosure or the auditor as police dog. (Legal developments) *Woman CPA,* v. 38, April 1976, p. 22-4.


Rosenweig, Michael. Section 16(b) liability for profits realized from a cash purchase and sale within six months of the securities of two issuers involved in an intervening reorganization. (Notes) *Columbia law review,* v. 75, Nov. 1975, p. 1223-54.

SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934


SECURITIES INDUSTRY ACTS (AUSTRALIA)

See Securities - Government Regulation - Australia

SECURITIES INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION.


SECURITIES INVESTOR PROTECTION ACT OF 1970


SECURITIES INVESTOR PROTECTION CORPORATION.
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Data processing


Europe


France


Government regulation


Levinson, William A. Ways to protect yourself in an instant stock market. Medical economics, v. 53, March 8, 1976, p. 31-2, 37-9, 43, 45.


Needham, James J. Threat to corporate growth. (n.p.), Girard Bank, 1974. 60 p. [721 N]
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International

Japan

Statistics

SECURITIES reform act of 1975.

SECURITIES regulation forms: practice - compliance.

SECURITIES UNDERWRITERS

Government regulation

Liability

SECURITY ANALYSTS
See Also Computers - Effect On Security Analysts

Data processing


SEEBERG, STEVEN D.
Use of employer securities in qualified plans as an alternative method of financing the large publicly held corporation: a computer analysis. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 161-77.

SEED, ALLEN H.
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SEILER, ROBERT E. Accounting principles for management. 2nd ed. Columbus, Ohio, Charles E. Merrill Pub. Co., c1975. 613 p. [110 S]


SEIYAS, SUZANNE. How to handle a job interview. Money, v. 5, Oct. 1976, p. 55-6, 58, 60, 64, 66.


SELECTION OF ACCOUNTING PERSONNEL. See Accountancy Profession-Selection Of Personnel


SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS TAX RETIREMENT. See Taxation, United States-Pensions-Self-Employed

SELF-INCRIMINATION. See Taxation, United States - Privilege Against Self-Incrimination

SELF INSURANCE. See Insurance, Self
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SELMAN, JOEL.

SELMANN, WILLIAM A.
Making a gift on the installment basis can greatly increase the tax benefits. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 372-76.

SELLENTIN, JERRY L.

SELLERS, JAMES H.
Microfilm system can reduce data cost. Hospital financial management, v. 6, March 1976, p. 27-32.

SELLERS, JAMES H., and SELLERS, SELLING

SELLERY, ROBERT A.

SENLING
See Sales And Selling

SELLING A BUSINESS
See Buying And Selling A Business

SELLING options: a new twist in securities trading.

SELLS, ELIJAH WATT.

SELLS AWARDS
See Awards, Prizes And Contests

SELTZ, CHRISTINE A.

SELVEY, H. E.

SEMANTICS
See Terminology

SEN, SUBRATA K.

SENBET, LEMMA W.

SELIGMANN, WILLIAM.

SENEQUE, P. J. C.

SENN, JAMES.
Willoughby, Theodore C. Business systems, by Theodore C. Willoughby and James Senn. Cleveland, Ohio, Association for Systems Management, c1976. 656 p. (Previous editions by Association for Systems Management.) [201.8 W]

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS


SENTNER, TIMOTHY C.

SERFASS, WILLIAM D.


SERPE, JOHN S.

SERVICE CENTERS
See Data Processing Service Organizations
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SETTING national priorities: the 1975 budget.

SETTING the rules between you and your broker. Medical economics, v. 53, Aug. 9, 1976, p. 145, 149.

SETTING up and administering pension, profit-sharing and employee benefit plans and professional corporations. Winthrop, Ralph. Forms and workbook: setting up and administering pension, profit-sharing and employee benefit plans and professional corporations. New York, Panel Pub., c1973. 2 v. [208.9 W]

SETTLEMENT of estate contest is not always tax-free. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 121.


SETTLEMENT of estate contest is not always tax-free. Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 142.


SEUBEI, JEFF.
Hospitals must establish cost containment programs. Hospitals, v. 50, May 1, 1976, p. 32.

SEVEN steps to setting up a patient representative system that works. by Betsey M. Clapp and others. Hospital financial management, v. 29, Oct. 1975, p. 42-7.

SEVERENCE PAY
See Wages, Fees, Salaries-Severance Pay

SEVERIENS, JACOBUS T.

SEWALL, MURPHY A.

SEWARD, HENRY H.

SEWERAGE
See Also Refuse
American Public Works Association. Financing and charges for wastewater systems, a joint committee report of the American Public Works Association, American Society of
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Civil Engineers and Water Pollution Control Federation. n.p., c1973. 69 p. [250 Sew]

Rates

SEXTON, JOHN J.

SEYMOUR, WHITNEY NORTH.

SFIKAS, PETER M.
Goldfarb case. Law office economics and management, v. 16, Fall 1975, p. 391-3.

SHADOW PRICES
See Opportunity Costs

SHADOW STOCK PLANS

SHADUR, ROBERT C.

SHEAFFER, RUTH G.

SHAFTEL, TIMOTHY L.

SHAH, PRAVIN.

SHAHOAT, H. M.

SHAVITZ, STEPHEN A.

SHAKMAN, RICHARD J.

SEWERAGE

SHALIT, SOL S.

SHAMES, WILLIAM H.

SHANE, ALAN B.

SHANK, JOHN K.

SHANNON, JOHN.

SHAO, STEPHEN P.

SHAPIRO, BENSON P.

SHAPIRO, DAVID O.

SHAPIRO, H. JACK.

SHAPIRO, HARRY D.

SHAPIRO, HARVEY D.

SHAPIRO, ROBERT E.
SHELTON, WILLIAM F.

SHERMAN, RANDOLPH S.

SHERMAN, SAMUEL.
From audiotape to computer assisted audit techniques. GAO review, v. 11, Winter 1976, p. 44-8.

SHERMAN ACT
See Also Antitrust

SHERRARD, THOMAS J.
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SHERRING, TONY.


SHERRY, EDWARD V.

Load management - the shoe should fit the foot. *Public utilities fortnightly*, v. 97, June 3, 1976, p. 36-40.

SHERWIN, DOUGLAS S.


SHERWOOD, KENNETH A.


SHETTY, Y. K.


SHICK, BLAIR C.


Privacy - the next big issue in EFT. *Banking*, v. 68, March 1976, p. 70, 72, 74, 76.

SHICK, RICHARD A.


SHIFF, ROBERT A.


SHILLING, N.


SHIM, JAE K.


SHINEHOUSE, GEORGE F.


SHINODA, PHILLIP.


SHIPS AND SHIPPING


Kossow, Debra J. Florida joinder rule and its effect on an admiralty limitation of liability proceeding, by Debra J. Kossow and Dennis J. Lewis. (Comment) *University of Miami law review*, v. 29, Summer 1975, p. 764-84.


Accounting


Costs


Government regulation


Rates


Statistics


SHIPYARDS

See Shipbuilding

SHIRLEY, R. E.
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SHIRLEY, ROBERT E.
Accounting and financial management in the forest products industries: a guide to the published literature, by Robert E. Shirley and Steven D. Nelson. Corvallis, Or., School of Business, Oregon State University, 1975. 15 p. (Studies in management and accounting for the forest products industries monograph) [*250 For 2]


SHISKIN, JULIUS.

SHOEMAKER, ROBERT.

SHOENTHAL, EDWARD R.

SHOPPING CENTERS


Finance

Leases

Statistics

SHORT, DAVID E.

SHORT, GEORGE G.

SHORT cut general ledger.

SHORT-FORM REPORT
See Reports, Accountants' - Short-Form

SHORT INTERVAL SCHEDULING
See Also Production Control

SHIRLEY, ROBERT E.
SHORT-RUN PRODUCTION
See Production-Short Runs

SHORT SALES
See Stock - Short Sales
Taxation, United States - Short Sales

SHORT-TERM PLANNING
See Business Planning, Short-Term

SHORT-TERM TRUSTS
See Taxation, United States-Short-Term Trusts
Trusts-Short-Term

SHORTAGES


SHOULD pension funds be cause for concern? (Books) Business week, July 19, 1976, p. 6, 10.

SHOULD the government guarantee full employment? Association management, v. 28, April 1976, p. 57-60.


SHOW BUSINESS
See Theatrical Productions

SHOVER for Nancy. (H & S scene) H & S reports (Haskins & Sella), v. 13, Spring 1976, p. 33.

SHREIBER, CHANOCH.

SHREKGAST, WALLACE E.

SHRINKAGE
See Scrap, Waste, Spoilage
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SIEGEL, GONNIE.
Best man for the job may be a woman. (Forum) Datamation, v. 22, June 1976, p. 196-7, 199-200.

SIEGEL, JOEL.
Responsibility of the auditor in the attest function. International accountant (Eng.), v. 45, no. 4-1975, p. 4-6.

SIEGEL, MAYER.
Target benefit plans: a possible alternative to termination for small companies with defined benefit plans. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 289-95.
Weil, Max. Target benefit plans vs. defined benefit plans - which is the better alternative today? Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 135-40.

SIEGEL, NORMAN S.
SIGNIFICANT recent developments concerning estate planning (part II).

SIGNIFICANT recent developments concerning estate planning (part III).

SIGNIFICANT recent developments concerning estate planning (part IV).


SILBAUGH, TIMOTHY W.

SILBER, WILLIAM L.

SILBERFELD, ELI S.

SILBERMAN, IRWIN H.

SILK, LEONARD.

SILVER, ALAN.

SILVER, GERALD.

SILVER, JONATHAN L. F.
Wolman, Bernard. Disent without opinion; the behavior of Justice William O. Douglas in Federal tax cases, by Bernard Wolman, Jonathan L. F. Silver and Marjorie A. Silver. Philadelphia, Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, c1975. 204 p. [751.6 W]
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SIMMONS, WILLIAM W.


SIMON, WILLIAM E.

Capital shortage and how it affects the small businessman. Lavenholh & Howarth perspective, v. 2, Spring/Summer 1976, p. 8-9. (Excerpted from testimony by the Secretary of the Treasury, before a combined hearing of the Joint Economic Committee and the Senate Select Committee on Small Business. Reprinted from Treasury papers, Dec. 1975.)

Continuing search for sound financial reporting. Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 36, July 1976, p. 4-6. (Excerpted from remarks before the House Committee on Appropriations.)

Continuing search for sound financial reporting. Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 36, July 1976, p. 6-8. (Speech given at opening meeting of the Advisory Committee on Consolidated Financial Statements.)


SIMONDS, E. F.
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SIMONDS, ROLLIN H.

SIMONETTI, FRANK L.

SIMONETTI, GILBERT.

SIMONETTI, JACK L.

SIMONS, LEON.

SIMONS, W. W.

SIMONSON, DONALD G.


SIMPSON, C. R.

SIMPSON, DAVID B.

SIMPSON, JOHN V.

SIMPSON, JOHN W.

SIMPSON, L.

SIMPSON, MURRAY S.

SIMS, B. J.

SIMONS, ROLLIN H.
Quoted and unquoted securities. (Current notes) British tax review, no. 6, 1975, p. 326-9.

SIMS, JOE.

SIMULATED directors' meeting.

SIMULATION
See Also Business Games


**SIMULTANEOUS ALPHA-NUMERIC SEQUENCING**

**See* Sans**

**SINAI, ALLEN.**


**SINGAPORE.**


**SINGEL, JOHN B.**


Privacy regulations are coming By John B. Singel and O. Bruce Gupton. *Price Waterhouse review*, v. 21, no. 1, 1976, p. 11-18.


**SINGER, ALFRED E.**


**SINGER, HENRY A.**


**SINGER, J. PETER.**


**SINGHVI, SURENDAR S.**


**SINGLE audit program for mortgage bankers.**

Mortgage Bankers Association Of America. Single audit program for mortgage bankers. Washington, n.d. 6 type-written pages. [*250 Mor]*

**SINGLETON, DAVID W.**


**SINHA, G.**

Flexible budget: a few comments. (Students’ section) *Management accountant (India)*, v. 10, July 1, 1975, p. 495-5.

**SINHA, P. K.**


**SINKING FUNDS**

*See Also Funds*

Reserves


**SINQUEFIELD, REX A.**
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SIS
See Short Interval Scheduling

SIU, JOHN K.

SIYAMANI, S.


SIXTH district member banks operating ratios, 1974.
Federal Reserve Bank Of Atlanta. Sixth district member banks operating ratios, 1974. Atlanta, 1975. 11 p. [617 A]

SIZER, JOHN.

SIZING up the young farmer. by C.P. Moore and others. Banking, v. 68, May 1976, p. 42, 44.

SJOSTRAND, GENE O.

SKELETON, ROBERTA A.

SKERRATT, L. C. L.

SKEIGEN, MICHAEL.

SKINNER, A. J.
Evaluating the best overseas exhibitions for your company. Industrial marketing, v. 61, July 1976, p. 64-5.

SKINNER, ROBERT G.

SKINNER, ROSS M.

SKITMORE, PATRICIA.

SKOGSTAD, TOL.

SKOUSEN, K. FRED.

SKULLERUD, JERRY A.

SKY, JULIE K.

SLADE, F. V.

SLAGLE, GEORGENE J.

SLATER, LLOYD E.

SLATER, S. D.

SLAUGHTER, TRUDY.
MBO without the headaches. (Career advancement) Modern healthcare, v. 5, Jan. 1976, p. 68.

SLAYEN, HOWARD T.

SLOAN, ALFRED P.

SLOCUM, JOHN W.

SLOT MACHINES
See Vending Machines
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SLOWINSKI, WALTER A.


SLUMS

See Also Urban Renewal

SLOWINSKI, WALTER A.

Accounting


GAAP for small and closely-held businesses. (Auditing and reporting) CPA journal, v. 46, Oct. 1976, p. 67. (Except from Week in review (Haskins & Sells), July 2, 1976.)


Gemmell, Jim. CPP and the small client. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, Feb. 1976, p. 80, 82.


Auditing


Bookkeeping


Data processing
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Finance
See Also Small Business Investment Companies


Government Contracts
See Contracts, Government-Small Business

Government regulation


Internal control


Management


Pensions
See Also Pensions


Schreiber, Irving. How to set up and run a qualified pension or profit-sharing plan for a small or medium size business: based on tax conferences of the Tax Institute of C.W. Post College. Long Island University. Edited by Irving Schreiber. 2nd rev. ed., Greenv. N.Y., Panel, c1975. 1 v. (looseleaf) (Reflects all changes brought about by the Employee retirement income security act of 1974.) [208.9 S] Weil, Max. Target benefit plans vs. defined benefit plans - which is the better alternative today? Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 135-40.

Personnel


Profit Sharing
See Also Profit Sharing

Schreiber, Irving. How to set up and run a qualified pension or profit-sharing plan for a small or medium size business: based on tax conferences of the Tax Institute of C.W. Post College. Long Island University. Edited by Irving Schreiber. 2nd rev. ed., Greenv. N.Y., Panel, c1975. 1 v. (looseleaf) (Reflects all changes brought about by the Employee retirement income security act of 1974.) [208.9 S]

Reports and statements


Statistics


Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Small Business

Valuation


**SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIES**


**SMALL BUSINESS—Valuation—(Continued)**

**SMALL BUSINESS POOLING**

See Small Business-Pooling


**SMALL PRACTITIONERS**

See Accountants' Office-Small Practitioners


**SMEJDA, HELLENA.**


What you know about materials management can save you plenty Hospital financial management, v. 6, Aprt 1976, p. 46-52.

**SMIDT, SEYMOUR.**


**SMIL, VACLAV.**


**SMITH, A. W.**
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**SMITH, ADAM.**


**SMITH, ALAN H.**


**SMITH, ALMON R.**


**SMITH, ARTHUR B.**


**SMITH, AUGUST W.**


**SMITH, BRADFORD E.**


**SMITH, BRIAN.**


**SMITH, BRIAN D.**


**SMITH, BRUCE A.**


**SMITH, C. H.**


**SMITH, C. W. DAVIDSON.**

New United States double taxation agreement. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, March 1976, p. 96-7.

**SMITH, CARLTON.**

Your insurance program. H & S reports (Haskins & Sells), v. 13, Spring 1976, p. 16-21.

**SMITH, CHARLES C.**


**SMITH, CHARLES H.**
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SMITH, CHESTERFIELD.

SMITH, D. V.
Accounting for farm estates. Wellington, New Zealand Society of Accountants, 1974. 63 p. (Research bulletin, R-403, Sept. 1974.) [*70.1 S]

SMITH, DAN THROOP.

SMITH, DAVID W.

SMITH, DEREK G.
MacDonald, Murdoch. Straight from the horse's mouth, by Murdoch MacDonald and Derek G. Smith. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, Jan. 1976, p. 15-16. (An interview with Sir Francis Sandilands.)

SMITH, DONALD MITCHELL.

SMITH, EPHRAIM P.

SMITH, G. ROYCE.

SMITH, GUY V.

SMITH, HOWARD R.

SMITH, J. EDWARD.

SMITH, J. S.
Computer time-sharing's emerging role in the property/liability insurance environment. (Methods and management) Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, Nov. 1975, p. 98, 100-1.

SMITH, JACK.


SMITH, JAMES B.

SMITH, JAMES E.

Several options available when it becomes necessary to divide corporate operations. Taxation, v. 16, May 1976, p. 308-16.


SMITH, JAMES L.

SMITH, JON M.

SMITH, KEITH V.

SMITH, KENNETH R.


SMITH, LAWRENCE B.


SMITH, LEE.
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SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
Peratino, Chris. Auditing environment at the Smithsonian.

SMOOTHING

SNAVELY, H. JIM.
Oberfell, J. W. Comments on Pooling should be mandatory, by J.W. Oberfell, Calvin Engler and H. Jim Snavely. (Letters to the editor) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 4-6. (Comments and response to Pooling should be mandatory, by H. Jim Snavely, CPA journal, Dec. 1975.)

SNEARY, DON L.

SNOKE, ALBERT W.

SNOKE, PARNIE S.

SNOW, A. B.

SNYDER, JAMES D.

SNYDER, PHILLIP C.

SNYDER, TERRY R.

SNYDER, WARREN R.


SOAP MANUFACTURERS
See Cleaning And Polishing Preparations Manufacturers
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SOBCZAK, THOMAS C.

SOBEL, ROBERT.

SOBELOFF, J.

Soble, RONALD L.

SOCIAL ACCOUNTING
See Also Income-National
Parker, Lee D. Social accounting - don’t wait for it. Accountant’s magazine (Sco.), v. 80, Feb. 1976, p. 50-2.

Stevens, Wilbur H. Future promise of social accountability. Remarks, before the 8th annual New Mexico Accounting and Management Seminar, Albuquerque, New Mexico, November 17, 1972. (n.p.), n.d. 35 typewritten pages, [*110.6 S]

Great Britain

SOCIAL AUDIT

Great Britain

SOCIAL CORPORATIONS
See Government Corporations
Public Authorities

SOCIAL COSTS
SOCIAL COSTS—(Continued)


SOCIAL MEASUREMENT


Steven, Wilbur H. Future promise of social accountability. Remarks, before the 8th annual New Mexico Accounting and Management Seminar, Albuquerque, New Mexico, November 17, 1972. (n.p.), n.d. 35 typewritten pages, [*110.6 S]


SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

See Accountants - Social Responsibility Business - Social Responsibility Corporations - Social Responsibility


SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF CORPORATIONS

See Corporations - Social Responsibility

SOCIAL SECURITY

See Also Taxation, United States-Social Security


Commerce Clearing House. Social security benefits, including Medicare, 1976, Chicago, c1975. 32 p. [*307 C]

Direct deposit results - a setback for associations. Savings & loan news, v. 97, April 1976, p. 56-60.


When checks bypass the postman, will associations still get the funds? Savings & loan news, v. 96, June 1975, p. 72-6.

Bolivia


Canada


Data processing


European Economic Community


Financial management


Government regulation


Ireland


Panama


SOCIAL security benefits, including Medicare, 1976.

Commerce Clearing House. Social security benefits, including Medicare, 1976, Chicago, c1975. 32 p. [*307 C]


SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCIES

See Non-Profit Organizations, Social Service Agencies

SOCIALISM


SOCIALIZATION OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

See Government Ownership Of Business And Industry
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SOCIETIES AND ASSOCIATIONS

See Also Accountants' Societies
Chambers Of Commerce
Clubs
Cooperatives
Trade Associations


Conney, John J. Filing that letter where you can find it again. (Ideas you can use) Association management, v. 28, Sept. 1976, p. 130.


Hogan, Lawrence J. What you should know about recent libel law cases, by Lawrence J. Hogan and Ilona Modly Hogan. Association management, v. 28, July 1976, p. 42-4.


Webster, George D. New ruling on club dues may affect associations. (Legal) Association management, v. 28, July 1976, p. 16-17.


Accounting


Auditing


Budgeting


Costs


Data processing
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SODA FOUNTAINS
See Also Confectionery Retailers

SODERMAN, STEN.

SOFT WATER SERVICE
See Water Conditioning


SOHMER, DAVID H.

SOLAR POWER

SOLBERG, JAMES J.

SOLDOSKY, ROBERT M.

SOLICITATION
See Professional Ethics-Solicitation

SOLICITATIONS
See Non-Profit Organizations, Fund-Raising Organizations

SOLICITORS
See Lawyers

SOLID WASTE
See Refuse
SOLIGO, RONALD.


SOLLENBERGER, HAROLD M.


SOLMSSEN, ARTHUR R. G.


SOLOMON, KENNETH I.


SOLOMON, LEWIS D.


SOLOMON ISLANDS.


SOLOMONS, DAVID.


SOME divorce-remarriages are sham transactions, says IRS. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 110.


SOME grantor trusts offer tax benefits, but IRS rules must be closely adhered to. (Estate planning) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 290-7.
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Soybean Oil Mills. See Vegetable Oil And Oilseed Mills

SPACE INDUSTRY. See Aerospace Industry


SPANISH-ANGLISh

SPANISH - a digest of principal taxes.

SPANISH - a national profile.

SPAN, ROBERT M.

SPARY, B. J.

SPEAKING
See Public Speaking

SPEAKMAN, WILLIAM H.
Common cause: attorneys...auditors...actuaries... and asset managers. ERISA has mandated teamwork for these professionals. Pension world, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 16-18, 69.

SPEAR, MELVIN S.

SPECHLER, JAY W.


SPECIAL AUDITS
See Auditing-Special Audits
Investigations

SPECIAL CHARGES OR CREDITS
See Statements. Financial-Income-Extraordinary Items

SPECIALTY ADVERTISING DISTRIBUTORS

SPECIALTY ADVERTISING DISTRIBUTORS
See Advertising Distributors, Specialty

SPECIALTY STORES
See Also Chain Stores, Specialty Chains
Retail Trade

Davidson, William R. Retail life cycle, by William R. Davidson,


Statistics


SPECTACLES
See Optical Supplies Manufacturers

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

SPEGLATION


SPEED up of refunds depends on forms used. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 338.

SPEED up of refunds depends on timing of forms. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan. 1976, p. 54.

SPEER, PETER J.

SPELLMAN, LEWIS J.

SPENCE, A. MICHAEL.
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SPENCE, HOMER.

SPENCER, EDSON W.

SPERBER, PHILIP.

SPERING, JoANN.
Wortman, Max S. Defining the manager's job; a manual of position descriptions, by Max S. Wortman and JoAnn Spering. 2nd ed. New York, Amacom, c1975. 434 p. [223.7 W]

SPERRY, ROBERT.

SPERRY RAND CORPORATION.

SPICER AND OPPENHEIM.

SPIES in green eyeshades? (Numbers game) Forbes, v. 117, June 1, 1976, p. 42.

SPILL, R. B.
Consultation on pensions: options open to employers. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 1, 1976, p. 7-8.

Consultation on pensions - 2: perils of an integrated scheme. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 8, 1976, p. 33-4.

SPIN-OFFS, SPLIT-OFFS, AND SPLIT-UPS
See Also Business Separations
Taxation United States - Spin-Offs, Split-Offs And Split Ups


SPINDEL, FRED S.

SPINKS, NIGEL.

Importing for the UK market. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, Feb. 1976, p. 70, 72, 74.
Move to the Middle East now. (Foreign investment) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, March 1976, p. 74, 76-7.

SPINO, ERWIN.

SPINO, WILLIAM E.

SPITZ, ELLEN A.

SPITZ, LAWRENCE K.

SPLIT-DOLLAR INSURANCE
See Insurance, Split-Dollar

SPLIT life story.

SPLIT-UPS
See Spin-Offs, Split-Offs, and Split-Ups
Taxation, United States-Spin-Offs, Split-Offs, and Split-Ups

SPOILAGE
See Scrap, Waste, Spoilage

SOLON, HARMON S.

SPOONER, HAROLD.

SPORKIN, STANLEY.
Why the SEC's enforcer is in over his head. (Government) Business week, Oct. 11, 1976, p. 70, 73, 75-6.

SPORN, ARTHUR D.

SPORTING GOODS RETAILERS
Statistics

SPORTS ORGANIZATIONS

SPRAGENS, JANET R.
Current appellate cases create conflict in deductibility of selling costs as administration expenses under Sec. 2053(a)(2). Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, July 1976, p. 429-37.

SPRAGUE, JOSEPH G.

SPRECHER, C. RONALD.

SPRINGATE, DAVID J.

SPRINGER, VERNON.

SPROUL, DONALD R.

SPROUSE, ROBERT T.

SPROWL, JAMES A.
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SAB 1

SAB 2

SAB 3
SEC explains how management must analyze and discuss its operations and earnings. SEC accounting report, v. 2, April 1976, p. 5-6.

SAB 5

SAB 6


SAB 7

SAB 8

SEC Staff bulletin opposes recording litigation settlements in prior period; other important areas also covered. SEC accounting report, v. 2, Aug. 1976, p. 3-4.

SAB 9

STAFF TRAINING
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STAFFORD, JOHN.

STAGGERED INVENTORIES
See Inventories-Cyclical Method

STAGGERED tax filing: an idea whose time has come?

STAGGERED tax filing dates: an idea whose time has come?

STAGLIANO, A. J.

STAHLMUTH, RICHARD J.
Tax consequences of repayments by insiders in satisfaction of Section 16(b) of the Securities exchange act of 1934. (Recent cases) Missouri law review, v. 40, Winter 1975, p. 195-208.

STALLMAN, JAMES C.

STAMP, EDWARD.
Valuation of assets. (Research) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 67-71.

STAMP COLLECTORS
See Collectors

STANDARD COSTS
See Also Direct Costs
Fixed Costs
Increment And Decrement Costs
Marginal Costs
Original Costs
Variable Costs
Variances


Polimeni, Ralph S. Effects of inflation - variance analysis, by Ralph S. Polimeni and Arthur Adelberg. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, July 1976, p. 64-5.


STANDARD RESEARCH CONSULTANTS.
Corporate security values as determined by the Tax Court. New York, c1974. 1 v. (looseleaf) [724 S]

STANDARDIZATION
See Also Accounting-Principles And Standards
Accounting-Uniform Methods
Auditing-Principles And Standards
Cost Accounting-Uniform Methods
Standard Costs


STANDARDS for financial reporting: will Washington listen to the public sector?


STANDISH, PETER E. M.


STANFORD, MELVIN J.
New enterprise management. Provo, Utah, Brigham Young University Press, c1975. 421 p. [201 S]

STANFORD UNIVERSITY.
Graduate School of Business.
Sterling, Robert R. Toward a science of accounting. Stanford, Calif., Stanford University Graduate School of Business, 1975. 20 p. (Stanford lectures in accounting, presented by the Graduate School of Business, Stanford University,
STANTON, DAVID P.


STANG, KEITH G.


Louisiana certified public accountants: some observations on their work environment. Louisiana CPA, v. 34, Fall, 1975, p. 26-36.


STANGER, RICHARD BENNETT.

Interplay of Section 83 and Section 305. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, April 1976, p. 235-49.

STANLEY, C. H.


STANSSELL, STANLEY R.


STANTON, HOWARD.


STANTON, JAMES V.


STANTON, THOMAS C.


STANTON, WILBUR W.


STAPPELS, R. BREDIN.


STAPLES, FREDERICK.


STAPLETON, ROBERT J.


STARBUCK, WILLIAM H.


STARK, WESLEY N.


STARKE, FREDERICK A.


STARKE, JOHN W.


STARR, NATHAN.


START-UP COSTS

See Organization Expenses

STASIO, ANTHONY S.


STATA, RAY.

In good ad planning, president outlines company objectives. Industrial marketing, v. 61, June 1976, p. 118, 124.


STATE AND LOCAL FISCAL ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1972


STATE BOARDS OF ACCOUNTANCY

Baumert, Dennis R. State boards nationwide. (From the state board) *Nebraska CPA*, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 5-26.


STATE DEBT

See Debt-Public

STATE SCHOOLS

See Schools And Colleges, State

STATE SOCIETIES OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

See Accountants' Societies, C.P.A.

Also Under Name Of Individual State Society

STATE TAXATION

See Taxation, United States - States

Also Taxation, Under Name Of Specific State


STATEMENT OF AFFAIRS

See Statements, Financial-Affairs


STATEMENT OF FUNDS

See Statements, Financial-Funds

STATEMENT of Issues: scope and organization of the study of auditors' responsibilities.


STATEMENTS, FINANCIAL

See Also Reports


Armstrong, Marshall S. Responsibilities of the accounting profession for financial reporting standards. Paper contributed for discussion at the National Convention of the
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Focus on balance sheet reform. (Finance) Business week, June 7, 1976, p. 52-56, 58-60.


Barkman, Arnold Ira. Critical evaluation and extension of the application of quantitative techniques to the field of auditing. Houston, 1974. 164 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - U. of Houston.)*[170 B]

Beams, Floyd A. Reporting preferences for the statement of changes in financial position, by Floyd A. Beams and Robert H. Strawser. Louisiana CPA, v. 34, Fall 1975, p. 51-60.


Benston, George J. There’s no real news in earnings reports. (Personal investing) Fortune, v. 93, April 1976, p. 73-5.


Brillof, Abraham J. GAAP + GAAS = CRAP. Address, before the Nevada Society of CPAs, Lake Tahoe, June 20, 1975. New York, 1975. 20 typewritten pages.*[100 B]


Connolly, Roland E. Everything you were afraid to ask about inflation accounting because someone would be bound to come up with an answer. (Publisher’s forum) Cost and management (Can.), v. 49, Nov.-Dec. 1975, p. 4-5.
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Lenrow, Gerald I. Western Casualty and Hanover cases - the tax court takes another look at the annual statement, by Gerald I. Lenrow and Emanuel Halpern. (Insurance taxation) Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, April 1976, p. 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80.


More in annual reports. (Finance) Business week, April 26, 1976, p. 78-9.

Mortgage Bankers Association Of America. MBA suggested chart of accounts and financial statements for mortgage banking. Washington, 1976, 34 p. [250 M 0]


Olson, Wallace E. Search for fairness in financial reporting. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accounting, v. 141, May 1976, p. 82-6. (Adopted from an address before the California Society of CPAs, March 23, 1976.)


Siegel, Joel. Responsibility of the auditor in the attest function. International accountant (Eng.), v. 45, no. 4-1975, p. 4-6.

Simon, William E. Continuing search for sound financial reporting. Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 36, July 1976, p. 6-8. (Speech given at opening meeting of the Advisory Committee on Consolidated Financial Statements.)

Simon, William E. Continuing search for sound financial reporting. Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 36, July 1976, p. 4-6. (Excerpted from remarks before the House Committee on Appropriations.)


Analysis

Annual reports that fail. (Accounting) Business week, Oct. 18, 1976, p. 73.
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______ Europe

_____ Germany

_____ Great Britain

Disclosure


Andrède, Steven S. Feet to the fire: SEC’s Burton urges higher standards, self-regulation. Barron’s, v. 55, Sept. 22, 1975, p. 3, 20, 22. (Second of two-part interview.) (Reprint file 4B)

Andrède, Steven S. Good reading for investors: annual reports rate a harder look than ever. Barron’s, v. 56, Feb. 23, 1976, p. 5, 16. (Reprint file 4B)


Bach, Ronald J. How to handle initial filings with the SEC. Practical accountant, v. 9, March/April 1976, p. 30-9.


STATEMENTS, FINANCIAL—Consolidated—Europe


Clausen, A. W. Someone has jumped into the icy water first: voluntary corporate disclosure. Accountant (Eng.), v. 174, March 11, 1976, p. 100.

Clausen, A. W. Voluntary disclosure: someone has jumped into the icy water first. Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 36, April 1976, p. 4-12.


Eagan, Claire V. Possible antitrust violation held insufficient to warrant injunction against tender offer or duty of disclosure to target shareholders. (In Folk, Ernest L. Securities law review - 1975. New York, c1975. p. 811-20.)[721 F]


James, David. To tell or not to tell, by David James and John C. B. P. (Adapted from) Forbes, v. 117, Feb. 1, 1976, p. 41, 43.

Johnson, Hans V. Evidential matter pertaining to the historical development of the concepts of disclosure and its uses as a teaching aid. University, Ala., Academy of Accounting Historians, n.d. 17 p.["[150 J]


More meat in annual reports. (Finance) Business week, April 26, 1976, p. 78.


Replacement costs: clarification or confusion? (Accounting) Business week, Aug. 9, 1976, p. 54-6.


Safe harbor rule on replacement-cost accounting may be strengthened. SEC accounting report, v. 2, Nov. 1976, p. 3.


SEC explains how management must analyze and discuss its operations and earnings. SEC accounting report, v. 2, April 1976, p. 5-6.


SEC Staff bulletin opposes recording litigation settlements in prior periods unless important assets also covered. SEC accounting report, v. 2, Aug. 1976, p. 3-4.

SEC's disclosure study - broad goals. (News & views) CPA journal, v. 46, June 1976, p. 37-8. (Excerpt from Week in review (Haskins & Sells), Feb. 27, 1976.)


What are you up to, Mr. Hils? (Numbers game) Forbes, v. 117, March 1, 1976, p. 51-3.

When disclosure is not enough. (Legal affairs) Business week, June 14, 1976, p. 44.

Why accountants need to tell a fuller story. (In McCullers, Levis D. Contemporary business environment. Los Angeles, c1975. p. 20-5)*[110 M]


--- Australia


--- Canada


Canada. Laws, Statutes, etc. Canada business corporations act draft regulations. Ottawa, Canada, Dept. of Consumer and Corporate Affairs, 1975. c1975. 1 v. (various pagings). (Special issue of Canada corporations act bulletin, May 9, 1975, v. 3, no. 3)*[728.1 C]

Mulcahy, Gertrude. Accounting guideline. (Research) CA
magazine (Can.), v. 108, April 1976, p. 54-6.

White, David A. Financial disclosure under the Canada
business corporations act. CA magazine (Can.), v. 108,

Great Britain

Great Britain. Dept. of Trade. Aims and scope of company
reports. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 1, 1976, p. 12-14.

International accounting standards. International accountant
(Eng.), v. 45, no. 4-1975, p. 8-11. (Exposure draft no. 4 and
Exposure draft no. 5)

Jones, D. M. C. Disclosure of financial information. Man-

Ireland

Callaghan, John E. Technical SSAP 10 criticised. Accountancy

New Zealand

Paper contributed for discussion at the 1975 National
Convention of New Zealand Society of Accountants,
Dunedin, Feb. 1975. Wellington, N.Z., New Zealand Soci-
ety of Accountants, 1975. 40 p. (National convention paper,
P-40) [*228.1 J]

Rhodesia

Sutherland, Colin I. Disclosure of accounting policies. (In
Bulawayo Society Of Chartered Accountants (Rhodesia).
B] Disclosures of accounting policies

Archibald, T. Ross. Some factors related to the depreciation

Arthur Andersen uses SEC: SEC seeks comment on ASR no.

Company/auditor disagreements since 1971 summarized.
CPA letter (AICPA), v. 56, Nov. 22, 1976, p. 4. (*106.3 A)

Gonedes, Nicholas J. Risk, information, and the effects of
special accounting items on capital market equilibrium.
Journal of accounting research, v. 13, Autumn 1975, p. 220-
56.

Hendricks, James A. Impact of human resource accounting
information on stock investment decisions: an empirical

IASC issues draft on treatment of unusual items, accounting
1976, p. 32.

Impact of SEC’s new disclosure rules. (In McCullers, Levis
D. Contemporary business environment. Los Angeles, c1975.
P-70-6.) [110 M]

Interim financial reporting; SEC interprets its rules. SEC

International Accounting Standards Committee. Disclosure
accounting standards, 1) [*111.1 B]

International Accounting Standards Committee. Treatment
in the income statement of unusual items and changes in
accounting estimates and accounting policies. Australian
Oct. 6, 1976)

Li, David H. Cost Accounting Standards Board: its work and
effect on accounting. Journal of contemporary business, v. 4,

New 10-Q regulations and the outlook for forecasting. (News

Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. Life; business, economic,
accounting and tax considerations when converting to Life.
New York, c1974. 23 p. [*142.4 P]

SEC declines to amend 10-Q preferability rule. (News report)

SEC issues auditors maintain rigid consistency on accounting
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SEC may be lenient on preferable rule. SEC accounting

Snively, H. Jim. Financial statement restatement. Journal of

Sutherland, Colin I. Disclosure of accounting policies. (In
Bulawayo Society Of Chartered Accountants (Rhodesia).
B]

Three Big-eight firms light SEC on Preferability rule for
accounting changes. SEC accounting report, v. 2, Sept. 1976,
p. 6-7.

Disclosure of illegal acts

Andrews, Wesley T. Corporate bribery and other improper
payments: recent developments, by Wesley T. Andrews and

Hanson, Walter E. Auditors’ responsibility for reporting
illegal payments. (Guest editorial) CPA journal, v. 46, May
1976, p. 5-6.

Hanson, Walter E. Focus on peer review, illegal payments
and lawyers’ letters. (Statements in quotes) Journal of
accounting, v. 141, May 1976, p. 30-5. (Comments from an
address before the Missouri Society of CPAs and the
National Association of Accountants, Jan. 20, 1976, St.
Louis, Mo.)

Hills, Roderick M. SEC and the CPA profession. California
CPA journal, v. 43, March 1976, p. 19-23. (Remarks made
on Jan. 14, 1976 by the Chairman of the SEC before the
Subcommittee on Priorities and Economy in Government of
the Joint Economic Committee, Congress.)

Hills condones payment of extorted bribes overseas. SEC

How to monitor clients’ illegal acts. SEC accounting report,

Illegal acts. (Auditing and reporting) CPA journal, v. 46,
June 1976, p. 54. (Excerpt from Week in review (Haskins &
Sells), May 14, 1976.)

IRS illegal payment procedure changed. (News report)

Kent, Ralph E. Auditor’s responsibilities. (Statements in
(Adapted from a talk at Arthur Young Professors’ Round-
table, University of Illinois, Urbana, March 30, 1976.)

Lipton, Martin. Disclosure of questionable payments by U.S.
New York, c1975. 67-85. [*110 C]

Lowenfels, Lewis D. Questionable corporate payments and
the federal securities laws. New York University law review,

Metcalf, William R. Stopping illegal corporate payments, by
William R. Metcalf and Charles A. Werner. Business week,
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Disclosure of litigation


STATEMENTS, FINANCIAL--Disclosure of illegal acts
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Disclosure Of Subsequent Events

See Also Statements, Financial - Disclosure, In Previous Indexes


Dual base


Europe


Events Subsequent To Balance Sheet Date

See Statements, Financial - Disclosure Of Subsequent Events

False And Misleading Statements

See Also Professional Ethics-FALSE AND MISLEADING STATEMENTS


James, David. To tell or not to tell, by David James and John C. Burton. (As I see it) Forbes, v. 117, Feb. 1, 1976, p. 41, 43.


STATEMENTS, FINANCIAL—For Credit Purposes


Great Britain


Foreign


France


Funds


Beams, Floyd A. Reporting preferences for the statement of changes in financial position, by Floyd A. Beams and Robert H. Strawser. Louisiana CPA, v. 34, Fall 1975, p. 51-60.


For Credit Purposes

See Reports-For Credit Purposes

Forecasts

See Also Business Forecasting Professional Ethics - Forecasts American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accounting Standards Division. Presentation and disclosure of financial forecasts. New York, 1975. 9 p. (Statement of position, 75-4, Aug. 1975.) [*111.1 A]
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Great Britain


Ireland


Germany


Knoll, Mordechay. Information value of the annual financial statements of public companies in Germany and in Israel; a comparative empirical study. Tel-Aviv, Israel, Institute of Certified Public Accountants in Israel, c1975. 195 p. [*117 I]*

Government regulation


Great Britain


Historical Summaries

See Statements, Financial - Comparative

Income


Friedman, Laurence A. Theory and the format of an income statement to accompany exit-price financial statements. Lawrence, Kan., c1975. 183 p. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of Kansas.) [*158 F]*
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--- Discontinued operations


--- Extraordinary Items

Accounting Standards Steering Committee. Extraordinary items and prior year adjustments. Accountants journal (N.Z.), v. 54, Nov. 1975, p. 368-70. (Exposure draft, 12.)


--- Germany


--- Great Britain


Interim
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Price Waterhouse & Co. interim financial statements. New York, ci1975, 18 p. [*150.2 P]


SEC modification of proposed interim audit rules seen as result of protests. SEC accounting report, v. 1, May 1975, p. 3-4.


Seidler, Lee J. Storm over preferableity. Accounting issues (Bears, Stearns & Co.), July 27, 1976, p. 3-4. (Reprint file, *A)


Shifting rates throw earnings out of kilter. (Corporate cash) Business week, April 12, 1976, p. 28-9.


**Great Britain**


**International**


**Israel**

Knoll, Mordechay. Information value of the annual financial statements of public companies in Germany and in Israel; a comparative empirical study. Tel-Aviv, Israel, Institute of Certified Public Accountants in Israel, ci1975, 195 p. [*117 I]

**Management discussion**


SEC explains how management must analyze and discuss its operations and earnings. SEC accounting report, v. 2, April 1976, p. 5-6.

**Netherlands**


**New Zealand**


**Operating**

See Statements, Financial-Income

**Philippines**


**Prior period adjustments**

Accounting Standards Steering Committee. Extraordinary items and prior year adjustments. Accountants journal (N.Z.), v. 54, Nov. 1975, p. 368-70. (Exposure draft, 12.)


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

SEC Staff bulletin opposes recording litigation settlements in prior period - other important areas also covered. SEC accounting report, v. 2, Aug. 1976, p. 3-4.

Pro forma

Projected
See Statements, Financial - Budgeted

Quarterly
See Statements, Financial-Interim

Realization and liquidation

Retained earnings

Rhodesia
Urquhart, R. C. Accounting for the results of associated companies. (In Bulawayo Society Of Chartered Accountants (Rhodesia). Winter school, 1974, Juliasdale, Rhodesia, 1974. 14 p.) [*102 B]

Socio-economic operating statement

Summary of operations

STATEMENTS, FINANCIAL—Prior period adjustments

Supplementary data

Unaudited
See Also Professional Ethics - Unaudited Financial Statements
Dickerson, Robert W. V. Statement was a lie. (Legal cases) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Oct. 1975, p. 60-3.

Writing and preparation
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Australia


Canada


Great Britain


STATEMENTS OF POSITION


American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accounting Standards Division. Accrual of revenues and expenditures by state and local governmental units: proposal to (F.A.S.B.) ... to amend AICPA industry audit guide... New York, 1975. 8 p. (Statement of position, 75-3, July 31, 1975.) [*111.1 A]
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STATEMENTS OF STANDARD ACCOUNTING PRACTICE

Accounting Standards Committee. Accounting for research and development (revised). *Accountant’s magazine* (Scott.), v. 80, April 1976, p. 128-30. (*Exposure draft 17*)


ED3


ED8


ED10


ED11


ED12

Accounting Standards Steering Committee. Extraordinary items and prior year adjustments. *Accountants’ journal* (N.Z.), v. 54, Nov. 1975, p. 368-70. (*Exposure draft, 12.*)
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

ED13

ED14

ED17
Accounting Standards Committee. Accounting for research and development (revised). Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, April 1976, p. 128-30. (Exposure draft 17).

SSAP1

SSAP2

SSAP3
Laws, M. L. Earnings per share. (In Bulawayo Society Of Chartered Accountants (Rhodesia). 14 p.) [*102 B]

SSAP4
Deferred taxation. (Letter to the editor) Accountancy Ireland, v. 8, April 1976, p. 35.

SSAP7
Accounting Standards Steering Committee. Accounting for changes in the purchasing power of money. Edinburgh, Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, c1974. 12 p. (Provisional statement of standard accounting practice, no. 1 (7).) [*111.1 A]

Audit of current purchasing power statements, issued by the Council of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales and others. International accountancy (Eng.), v. 45, no. 4-1975, p. 19-20.


SSAP8
Accounting Standards Steering Committee. Treatment of taxation under the imputation system in the accounts of companies. London, Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, 1974. 7 p. (Statement of standard accounting practice, no. 8.) [*111.1 A]

STATEMENTS OF STANDARD ACCOUNTING PRACTICE--ED13

SSAP9

SSAP10


SSAP11
Deferred taxation. (Letter to the editor) Accountancy Ireland, v. 8, April 1976, p. 35.


STATEMENTS OF TAX POLICY


Statement 3

Statement 4

STATEMENTS ON AUDITING PROCEDURE

Statement 23

Statement 33

Statement 38

Statement 54
Barkman, Arnold Ira. Critical evaluation and extension of the application of quantitative techniques to the field of auditing. Houston, 1974. 164 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - U. of Houston.) [*170 B]


STATEMENTS ON AUDITING STANDARDS

American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Illustrations of the disclosure of subsequent events: a survey of the application of section 560 of Statement on auditing standards no. 1, by Hortense Goodman and Leonard Lorensen. New York, c1976. 78 p. (Financial report survey, no. 9.) [*111.1 A]


Statement 1


Statement 2


Statement 3


Internal control review - impact of SAS no. 3. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, Sept. 1976, p. 87-8. (Excerpt from Footnote (Minnesota Society of CPAs), March 1976.)


Statement 4

Statement 5


Statement 6


Statement 7


Statement 8


Statement 9
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Statement 10

Statement 11

Statement 12

Statement 13

STATEMENTS to make accountants see red. (Books) Business week, March 8, 1976, p. 12, 15.

STATES

Accounting
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accounting Standards Division. Accrual of revenues and expenditures by state and local governmental units: proposal to (F.A.S.B.) ... to amend AICPA industry audit guide... New York, 1975. 8 p. (Statement of position, 75-3, July 31, 1975.) [*111.1 A]

STATEMENTS ON AUDITING STANDARDS—Statement 10

Auditing
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accounting Standards Division. Accrual of revenues and expenditures by state and local governmental units: proposal to (F.A.S.B.) ... to amend AICPA industry audit guide... New York, 1975. 8 p. (Statement of position, 75-3, July 31, 1975.) [*111.1 A]

Budgeting
See Budgets, States

Data processing

Finance

Financial management

Management
STATES—Reports and statements

Reports and statements

STATTHIS, JENNIE S.
Mangun, Robert B. Put at the end of the rainbow may be empty, by Robert B. Mangum, Robert E. Shelton and Jennie S. Statthis. GAO review, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 46-54.

STATIONERS, RETAIL
See Also Office Machinery And Equipment Retailers

STATISTICAL abstract of funeral service facts and figures of the United States.

STATISTICAL SAMPLING
See Testing And Sampling


STATISTICS
See Also Testing And Sampling


Barkman, Arnold Ira. Critical evaluation and extension of the application of quantitative techniques to the field of auditing. Houston, 1974. 164 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - U. of Houston.) [*170 B]


HOUSE

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

Reichard, Robert S. Figure fngerails. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1974. 274 p. [180 R]


Exponential averaging

STATISTICS OF INCOME


STATISTICS of publicly owned electric utilities in the United States, 1972

STATLAND, NORMAN.


STATON, JANET L.


STATSKY, WILLIAM P.

STATUS of the black CPA - an update.

STATEMENT OF LIMITATIONS
See Also Taxation, United States-Statute Of Limitations

STAUUS, GEORGE J.
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STAUDOHAR, PAUL D.
Results of final-offer arbitration of bargaining disputes. California management review, v. 18, Fall 1975, p. 57-61.


STEAMSHIPS
See Ships And Shipping

STEARMAN, STANLEY H.

STECHEL, IRA.

STEEL
See Iron And Steel

STEEL CONTAINERS
See Containers

STEEL LOCKERS
See Lockers

STEEL WAREHOUSES
See Metal Products Wholesalers
Also Wholesalers, In Previous Indexes

STEEL, E. W.

STEEL, FRITZ.

STEEL, MARK M.
Knowing when to say no helps two hospitals cut costs. Modern healthcare, v. 5, May 1976, p. 39-42.
Tempers rise but costs go down. Modern healthcare, v. 5, May 1976, p. 16u-w.


STEERS, RICHARD M.

STEEVES, WILLIAM H.

STEFAN, JAMES A.

STEFANELLI, JOHN M.

STEIN, ANDREW.

STEIN, EMANUEL.

STEINBERG, EARLE.

STEINBERG, HAROLD I.

STEINBERG, RICHARD M.

STEINER, BEATRICE D.

STEINER, PETER O.

STEINFELD, GERHARD.
Limitations on defined contribution plans. (IRS qualification) Pension world, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 67-8, 74.
New IRS forms created. Pension world, v. 12, May 1976, p. 75-6, 78.

STEINHAUER, WILLIAM R.
STERN, DAVID M.

STERN, DUKE NORDLINGER.

STERN, MICHAEL H.

STERNBERG, CHARLES D.

STERNIN, BERNARD.

STETTLER, HOWARD F.

STEVENS, D. F.

STEVENS, ROBERT E.

STEVENS, THOMAS G.

STEVENS, WILBUR H.
Future promise of social accountability. Remarks, before the 8th annual New Mexico Accounting and Management Seminar, Albuquerque, New Mexico, November 17, 1972. (n.p.), n.d. 35 typewritten pages. [110.6 S]

STEVENS, WILBUR T.

STEVENS, WILLIAM L.


Institutional issues in public accounting. Papers and responses from Accounting Colloquio III, cosponsored by the University of Kansas School of Business and the Arthur Young Foundation. Edited by Robert R. Sterling. Lawrence, Kan., Scholars Book Co., c1974. 455 p. [111.1 S]


Toward a science of accounting. Stanford, Calif., Stanford University Graduate School of Business, 1975. 20 p. (Stanford lectures in accounting, presented by the Graduate School of Business, Stanford University, under the sponsorship of the Price Waterhouse Foundation, April 11, 1975. Includes discussions by Nicholas Dopuch and Kenneth P. Johnson.) [101 S]

STEVenson, Jack.


STEVenson, Tom.

Deadly arithmetic of the federal pension system. Institutional investor, v. 10, July 1976, p. 51-6, 58.

STEWART, JAMES J.


STEWART, richard E.


STEWART, rosEmary.

To understand the manager's job: consider demands, constraints, choices. (Research) Organizational dynamics, v. 4, Spring 1976, p. 22-32.

STEWART, samuel S.


Stich, Robert S.


STICKLER, aLan D.


STIDSEN, BENT.


STIEFEL, MalCOm L.


STIERHOFF, HarroLD F.

Insolvency doesn't have to mean bankruptcy, if.... Banking, v. 67, Aug. 1975, p. 84, 86.

STIGLItz, JOSEPH E.


STIKEMAN, H. HEWARD.


STILES, FRED M.


STINE, GORDON T.


STINER, FREDERIC M.


STIPANUK, DAVID.


STITELER, C. ALLEN.


STOBAUGH, ROBERT B.


STOBER, THOMAS.


STOBIE, B. S.


STOCkAssic ModEls

See also Accounting Models

Decision Models

Financial Models

Mathematical Models


STOCHASTIC MODELS-(Continued)


Hughes, John S. Optimal audit planning - part I. West Lafayette, Ind., Krammer Graduate School of Industrial Administration, Purdue University, 1974. 49 p. [*175 H]


STOCK

See Also: Investments

Securities

Stock Options

Stock Purchase


Commerce Clearing House. Stock values and dividends for 1976 tax purposes; market values, par values and dividends of listed or regularly quoted stocks for 1976 federal, state and local tax purposes; including special supplement on the Pennsylvania tax status of bonds. Chicago, 1976. 166 p. plus 16 p. [*724 C]
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Schutzer, A. I. Stocks that led the rebound some are still buys. Medical economics, v. 53, June 28, 1976, p. 77-83.


Capital


Common


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

Valuation

Convertible preferred

No par

Preferred
Layne, Abner A. Are preferred stocks as good as they seem? Medical economics, v. 53, March 8, 1976, p. 162.
Preferred stocks are not what they seem. (Markets and investments) Business week, July 12, 1976, p. 52-3.

Pricing
Benston, George J. There's no real news in earnings reports. (Personal investing) Fortune, v. 93, April 1976, p. 73-5.


Restricted

Short sales

Statistics

Treasury

Valuation
Jensen, Herbert L. Valuing actively traded securities involves more than researching daily price quotations. Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 36-40.
Lee, M. Mark. Valuing closely held stock for ESOP purposes is no simple matter. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 310-19.

STOCK—Common—Valuation
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Reconsideration of the stock market exception to the dissenting shareholder's right of appraisal. (Notes) Michigan law review, v. 74, April 1976, p. 1023-66.


Standard Research Consultants. Corporate security values as determined by the Tax Court. New York, c.1974. 1 v. (looseleaf) [274 S]


Great Britain


New Zealand


STOCK and bond values.


STOCK EXCHANGES—Government regulation


Accounting


Great Britain

Parry-Wingfield, M. A. Employee share options and incentive made easier. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 54-5.

Ireland

Murphy, Roderick H. Taxation strategy - 2: employee's share schemes. Management (Irish), v. 22, Nov. 1975, p. 50, 52.

South Africa


Valuation


STOCK OPTIONS manual.


STOCK PARTICIPATION

See Stock Purchase

STOCK PURCHASE

See Also Stock Options

Taxation, United States-Stock Purchase


Winter, Ralph E. Citing bargain prices, more firms buy back blocks of own shares. (In McCullers, Levia D. Contemporary business environment. Los Angeles, c1975. p. 198-203.) [110 M ]

STOCK SHORTAGES
See Shortages

STOCK SPLIT-UPS
See Dividends, Stock
Spin-Offs, Split-Offs, And Split-Ups


STOCK TENDERS
See Take-Over Bids

STOCK THEATER COMPANIES
See Theaters

STOCK TRANSFER

STOCK values and dividends.
Commerce Clearing House. Stock values and dividends for 1976 tax purposes; market values, par values and dividends of listed or regularly quoted stocks for 1976 federal, state and local tax purposes; including special supplement on the Pennsylvania tax status of bonds. Chicago, 1976. 166 p. plus 16 p. [724 C]

STOCK REGISTRATION


**STOCK WARRANTS**


**Valuation**


**STOCKBROKERS**

See Securities Brokers

**STOCKDALE, E. RAY.**


**STOCKHOLDER AGREEMENTS**

Reconsideration of the stock market exception to the dissenting shareholder's right of appraisal. (Notes) *Michigan law review*, v. 74, April 1976, p. 1023-66.


**STOCKHOLDER SUITS**


**STOCKHOLDERS**

See Also Reports-To Stockholders


**STOCK values and the employee stock ownership trust.**


Questions shareholders are now asking accountants at annual meetings. *Practical accountant*, v. 9, March/April 1976, p. 55-7.

Reconsideration of the stock market exception to the dissenting shareholder's right of appraisal. (Notes) *Michigan law review*, v. 74, April 1976, p. 1023-66.


STOCKHOLDERS (Continued)


STOCKHOLDERS, INSTITUTIONAL


Lybecker, Martin E. Regulation of bank trust department investment activities: seven gaps, eight remedies - part II. (In Folk, Ernest L. Securities law review - 1975. New York, c1975, p. 701-42.) [721 F]


Social responsibility

STOCKYARDS
See Also Livestock
Livestock Auction Markets

STOEBER, EDWARD A.


Tax and fringe benefit planning for professional corporations. 2nd ed. Cincinnati, National Underwriter Co., c1975. 196 p. [250 Pro 2]

STOKES, JOHN W.
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How to manage a restaurant or institutional food service. 2nd ed. Dubuque, Iowa, Wm. C. Brown Co., 1974. 381 p. [250 Res]

STOKEY, ROGER P.

STOLLE, CARLTON D.


STOLTZ, MICHAEL R.
Taxation - stock redemptions - family hostility can mitigate the application of the constructive ownership rules in determining whether a stock redemption is essentially equivalent to a dividend. (Comment) Texas Tech law journal, v. 7, Fall 1975, p. 195-206.

STONE, BERNELL K.

STONE, CHRISTOPHER D.

STONE, DONALD E.

STONE, LAWRENCE M.

STONE, ROBERT.

STONE, WILLIARD E.


STONEBERG, EVERETT.

STONEHILL, ARTHUR.

STONER, MAX T.
STONICH, PAUL J.


STOVER, SETH.


STOTHER, JOHN C.


STORAGE

See Warehouses

STORES

See Chain Stores
Department Stores
Inventories
Retail Trade
Shopping Centers
Specialty Stores
Stores Systems And Stock Records

STORES SYSTEMS AND STOCK RECORDS


Data processing
Schultz, Gregory V. Small parts: which way for storage/order picking? Factory, v. 9, April 1976, p. 49-54.

STORRER, PHILIP P.

What determines whether property will qualify as a capital asset for tax purposes, by Philip P. Storrer and Prentiss Willson. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March 1976, p. 140-

STORY, EUGENE D.

Management information systems in shipping company operations. Computers and people, v. 25, April 1976, p. 13-18,

STOTLAND, JACK A.


STOUP, GLENN E.


STOUT, DONALD F.


STOVER, THEODORE C.


STRABLE, EDWARD G.


STRAIT, A. MARVIN.


STRANG, WILLIAM A.


STRASLER, PHILIP F.


STRASSMANN, PAUL A.


STRATEGIC and tactical questions for management.


STRATEGIC goals and performance criteria in CPA firms.


STRATEGY


Rondinelli, Dennis A. Public planning and political strategy. *Long range planning*, v. 9, April 1976, p. 75-87.


**STRATEGY of cash.**


**STRATTON, IAN.**

Avoid salaried partnerships *Accountancy* (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 64.

**STRAUSS, ROBERT P.**


**STRAWSER, ROBERT H.**


**STREER, PAUL J.**


**STRESS has no gender. (Corporate woman) Business week**, Nov. 15, 1976, p. 73, 76.

**STREULING, G. FRED.**


**STRIFFCO, RICHARD J.**


**STRIKES**


**Accounting**


**STRINGER, R. H.**

Accountants can initiate fire protection. *Accountant* (Eng.), v. 175, July 22, 1976, p. 93-4.

**STRINGFELLOW, WILLIAM A.**


**STRIP MINING**

See Mining And Metallurgy, Coal Mining And Metallurgy, Open Pit Method

**STROBL, JAKOB.**

STROHL, RAYMOND A.

STONG, KLINE D.

STROWGER, RICHARD J.

STRUCTURAL STEEL
*See Iron And Steel Construction*

STRUNK, NORMAN.

STUART, C. F.

STUCHINGER, THERESA B.
(Reprinted from *New York Law Journal*, Nov. 7, 1975.)

STUDENT, KURT R.

STUDIES IN ACCOUNTING RESEARCH

STUDIES in electric utility regulation.

STUDIES in enterprise.

STUDIES on financial objectives, 1974.

STROHL, RAYMOND A.
STUDY of accounting history.

STUDY of investor-owned hospitals in the United States and Puerto Rico for the Federation of American Hospitals.


STUDY of unsafe and unsound practices of brokers and dealers.


STUEHLER, GEORGE.
Hospital-based planner in his time plays many parts. (Institutional planning) *Hospitals*, v. 50, June 16, 1976, p. 75-6, 78-9.
Management systems grow, mature. *Hospitals*, v. 50, April 1, 1976, p. 75-6, 78-9.

STUMPAGE
*See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence- Timberlands*

STURDMAN, FREDERICK D.

STURGEON, E. d'A.

STURM, MAURICE J.


SUBCHAPTER S CORPORATIONS
*See Also Taxation, United States-Subchapter S Corporations*

Grant, Irving M. Subchapter S taxation. New York,
SUBCHAPTER S CORPORATIONS-(Continued)


Irish, Leon E. H.R. 10, Subchapter S and Section 403(b) plans. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 139-55.) [208.9 G]


SUBCHAPTER S taxation.


SUBDIVISIONS

See Real Estate Subdivisions

SUBJECT collections.


SUBRAMANIAN, R.


SUBSIDIARIES

See Consolidations And Mergers Holding Companies And Subsidiaries

SUBSIDIES

See Also Area Development Incentives Grants (Canada) Government Loans And Grants Investment Grants (Great Britain) Tax Subsidies


SUBSTANDARD REPORTS

See Reports, Accountants' - Substandard

SUBSTANTIAL income deferral permitted when a long-term contract method is used. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March 1976, p. 130-9.

SUCCESSION DUTIES

See Taxation-Estates And Trusts, Under Name Of Country
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SUCH, LIONEL.


SUDHAKARA RAO, N.


SUGARMAN, NORMAN A.

New advertising regulations and their application to exempt organizations, by Norman A. Sugarman and Peter W. Vogt. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, April 1976, p. 196-204.


SUHM, RICHARD T.


SULCAS, PAUL.


SULLIVAN, CHARLES E.


SULLIVAN, DANIEL F.


SULLIVAN, LEONARD.


SULLIVAN, MARGARET COX.


SULLIVAN, RAYMOND M.


SULLIVAN, TRAVIS D.


SULLY, J. M.


SUMMA, DONALD J.

ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1976


SUMMER CAMP

See Camps

SUMMER RESORTS

See Hotels, Resort

SUMMERS, EDWARD L.

Profits, growth, and planning: techniques of modern financial management. Homewood, Ill., Dow Jones-Irwin, c1974. 252 p. [224 S]


SUMMERS, ROBERT A.
Control of long distance telephone costs. Law office economics and management, v. 16, Fall 1975, p. 458-62.

SUNDARAM, N. M.

SUNDBY, LAWRENCE C.

SUNDE, SHYAM.


SUOJANEN, WAINO.

SUP. Ct: workpapers transferred from accountant to taxpayer to counsel subject to summons.


SUMMARY of item (rule) 360 informal rulings.

SUPER MARKET INSTITUTE.


SUPERMARKETS

See Also Chain Stores, Food Chains

Grocery Retailers

MacLachlan, Douglas L. Public trust in retailing; some research findings, by Douglas L. MacLachlan and Homer Spence. Journal of retailing, v. 52, Spring 1976, p. 3-8, 92.


Data processing


Depreciation

See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence - Supermarkets

France


Pricing


Statistics


SUPERVISORS

See Foremen And Supervisors


SUPPLEMENTARY DATA IN FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

See Statements, Financial-Supplementary Data

SUPPLEMENTARY LETTER TO CLIENT

See Reports, Accountants'-Supplementary Letter To Client
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SURREY, STANLEY S.

SURVEY of accounting and reporting practices of real estate developers, 1974.

SURVEY of charges in community hospitals.


SURVEY of financial reporting and accounting developments in the petroleum industry.

SURVEY of overseas operations of life insurance companies.

SURVEY: the claims scene. Transportation & distribution management, v. 16, Jan./Feb. 1976, p. 28-9, 44.


SURVEYS


Company/auditor disagreements since 1971 summarized. *CPA letter* (AICPA), v. 36, Nov. 22, 1976, p. 4. (*1063 A)


Managerial values for working with Vincent S. Flowers and others. New York, Amacom, c1975. 50 p. (An American Management Association survey report.) [*223.7 M]

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976


Quest for the sizable paycheck. Automation, v. 23, April 1976, p. 52-6.


Stanga, Keith G. Louisiana certified public accountants: some observations on their work environment. Louisiana CPA, v. 34, Fall 1975, p. 26-36.


SUSMAN, GERALD I.


SUSMAN, HENRY.


SUSMAN, PAUL E.


SUTHERLAND, COLIN I.


SUTTON, DAVID S.

SWAN, CHRISTOPHER.
Growth of industrial advertising - from 1916 to the present. Industrial marketing, v. 61, March 1976, p. 74-5, 78-80, 82.

SWAN, JOHN E.

SWAP FUNDS
See Funds-Mutual Investment Companies

SWART, MELVIN L.

SWEARINGEN, JOHN E.

SWEDEN.

SWEENEY, DENNIS J.

SWEENEY, RICHARD JAMES.

SWEET, STEVEN W.

SWETZER, ROBERT W.

SWIERINGA, ROBERT J.

SWIFT, JOHN R.

SWINT, CHARLES.

SWIRSKY, BENJAMIN.

SWISHER JULIA K.
Taxation - summons power of the Internal Revenue Service is not limited to investigations focusing upon a particular person, return, or potential tax liability. (Comment) Texas Tech law journal, v. 7, Fall 1975, p. 207-18.


SWITKES, JOE.

SWITZER, RALPH V.

SWITZERLAND.

SWITZERLAND - a digest of principal taxes.

SWITZERLAND - characteristics of business entities.

SYCIP, WASHINGTON.

SYDLASKE, JANET.
Gender classifications in the insurance industry. (Comment) Columbia law review, v. 75, Nov. 1975, p. 1381-1403.

SYKES, DAVID J.

SYMONDS, CURTIS W.
Profit dollars and earnings sense. New York, AMACOM, c1975. 135 p. [205.2 S]
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Extensions of time

Form CT-1

Form W-2

Form 706

Form 843
Speed up of refunds depends on forms used. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 338.

Form 872-A

Form 941

Form 943

Form 966
Kovey, Mark H. Rigged answers to troublesome liquidation plan questions. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, May 1976, p. 260-76.
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Gorlick, Sheldon H. Don't miss out on these personal tax deductions. Medical economics, v. 53, March 8, 1976, p. 90-5.
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Lenrow, Gerald I. Maze of ERISA's annual reporting and recordkeeping requirements, by Gerald I. Lenrow and Emmanuel Halpem. (Insurance taxation) Bert's review (Property/casualty ed.), v. 77, Sept. 1976, p. 82, 84, 86, 88.

Joint


State

Trusts

TAX REVISION
See Taxation, United States-Revision
TAX RULINGS


Consensus reached on disclosure of IRS rulings. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 6, June 1976, p. 363.


Sources of information on requirements for qualified plan determinations issued. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 62-3.


TAX SAVING

See Tax Avoidance

Tax Planning

TAX SETTLEMENT

See Also Tax Litigation

Tax Rulings

Taxes-Collection And Delinquency


Settlement of estate contest is not always tax-free. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 121.

TAX SHARING


Kimmelman, William M. Effects of revenue sharing in Alabama: black and white cities and counties compared. Chicago, Municipal Finance Officers Association, 1975. 15 p. [*752 K]


Canada


TAX SHELTER

See Tax Avoidance

TAX SUBSIDIES

See Also Taxation, United States-Subsidies, In Previous Indexes
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TAXATION


Canada

Accounting for the federal investment tax credit. *(Research) CA magazine* (Can.), v. 107, Dec. 1975-Jan. 1976, p. 64.


TAX TREATIES

See Taxation-International Double

TAX treaties - United States and United Kingdom

TAXABLE CAPACITY

See Tax Limitation

TAXATION


Great Britain. Board of Inland Revenue. Income taxes outside the United Kingdom, 1973. London, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1975. 8 v. (Summaries of the taxes on income which were in force as of 31st December, 1973, in all Commonwealth countries, in those countries with which the United Kingdom has a comprehensive double taxation agreement, and in Spain.) [759 GI]


TAX SUBSIDIES

Added-Value Tax

See Taxation - Value-Added Tax

Corporations


Corporations, Multinational


Depreciation and depletion


Dividends


Excise


Expenditure tax


Export and import trade


Foreign operations


General agreement on tariffs and trade (GATT)


History
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International


Canada: exemption for dividends received from foreign affiliates. (Documents) Bulletin for international fiscal documentation, v. 30, July 1976, p. 293.


International economic dollar taxation under Section 482-type statutes competent authority procedures under tax treaties - possible initiatives for avoiding double taxation in non-treaty situations. Tax management international journal, July 1976, p. 9-14.
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Investment credit

Investment income

Jurisdiction


Royalties

Sales and use taxes

Teaching
See Tax Courses

Value-added tax


Withholding

TAXATION -- AFRICA

See Also Taxation, Central Africa

Taxation, East Africa
Taxation, South Africa, Republic Of
Taxation, South West Africa

Taxation, West Africa
Also Taxation, Under Name Of Specific Country

TAXATION, ALABAMA

TAXATION, the energy crisis: understanding taxation of minerals and other natural resources a panel discussion.


TAXATION, ARGENTINA

TAXATION, ARIZONA

TAXATION, ASIA
See Also Taxation, Under Specific Asian Countries

TAXATION, AUSTRALIA

Estates and trusts

Investment credit

Land

Leases

Property

Sale or exchange of property

Section 26

Section 190

TAXATION, AUSTRIA

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

TAXATION, BAHAMAS

TAXATION, BELGIUM
Ernst & Ernst. Belgium - a digest of principal taxes. New York, 1975. 84 p. (International business series.) [*759.1 B]

TAXATION, BERMUDA

TAXATION, BOLIVIA

TAXATION, BRAZIL

Foreign Investment

TAXATION, CALIFORNIA

Corporations

Estates and trusts

Franchise
Peters, James H. Background on combined report for state franchise tax. (State & local taxation) Journal of taxation, v. 44, March 1976, p. 188.

Gifts

Income

Corporate
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Non-Residents

See Taxation, California - Residency

Sales and use taxes


TAXATION, CANADA


Ward, David G. AIB's second wave...makes a profitable course harder to navigate. CA magazine (Can.), v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 32-6.

Accrual basis

Dewhirst, John F. Tax allocation question answered. CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 43-50.

Administration


Englebert, Renny. To tax and to please: Canadian Tax Foundation's Corporate Management Tax Conference. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 15, 1976, p. 78-9.


Amortizations


Arm's length transactions


Averaging income


Buy-Sell Agreements

See Taxation, Canada-Purchase Agreements

Capital gains and losses


Goodison, Donald. Be-Vi Investment Corp. vs. the Queen. (Tax forum) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 10, April 1976, p. 12-13.

Goodison, Donald. Hugo Deuschle (appellant) vs Minister of National Revenue. (Tax forum) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 10, April 1976, p. 13.


TAXATION, CALIFORNIA—Non-Residents

Contributions


Cooperatives


Corporations


Debt


Deductions


Goodison, Donald. Queen vs. Pascoe. (Tax forum) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 10, April 1976, p. 12.


Depreciation and depletion


Dividends

Canada: exemption for dividends received from foreign affiliates. (Documents) Bulletin for international fiscal documentation, v. 30, July 1976, p. 293.


Divorce settlements and separation agreements
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Goodison, Donald. Queen vs. Pascoe. (Tax forum) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 10, April 1976, p. 12.


Earnings and profits

Employment benefits

Estate planning


Estates and trusts


Exchanges and transfers


Excise tax
Dunne, Ronald G. Sales tax task force looks at green paper. (Ottawa report) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, April 1976, p. 18-19.


Mitchener, Donald G. Sales tax reform anyone? (Taxation) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 71-4.

Executives

Exemptions
Canada: exemption for dividends received from foreign affiliates. (Documents) Bulletin for international fiscal documentation, v. 30, July 1976, p. 293.


---
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Expenses
Supplies inventories. (In the courts) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, June 1976, p. 18.

Export and import trade

Foreign corporations

CCH Canadian Limited. Canadian taxation of income arising in non-resident corporations and trusts. Don Mills, Ont., 1975. 87 p. (Canadian tax reports, no. 182, July 24, 1975.) [*759.1 C]


Foreign corporations doing business within Canada


Foreign income
Canada: exemption for dividends received from foreign affiliates. (Documents) Bulletin for international fiscal documentation, v. 30, July 1976, p. 293.

CCH Canadian Limited. Canadian taxation of income arising in non-resident corporations and trusts. Don Mills, Ont., 1975. 87 p. (Canadian tax reports, no. 182, July 24, 1975.) [*759.1 C]


Foreign Investment in Canada


FOREIGN OPERATIONS


FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES


FOREIGN RESIDENTS


FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES


FOREIGN TAX CREDIT


FOREIGN TRUSTS


FUTURES


GAINS AND LOSSES

Colley, Geoffrey M. Losses on security trading. (In the courts) CA magazine (Can.), v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 16-17.

GASOLINE


GIFTS


HOLDING COMPANIES AND SUBSIDIARIES


HUSBANDS AND WIVES


TAXATION, CANADA—Foreign operations


INCOME

Accounting for the federal investment tax credit. (Research) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Dec. 1975-Jan. 1976, p. 64.


Dewhirst, John F. Tax allocation question answered. CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 43-50.


CORPORATE

Canada: exemption for dividends received from foreign affiliates. (Documents) Bulletin for international fiscal documentation, v. 30, July 1976, p. 293.


INDIVIDUAL


INCOME TAX ACT


INSURANCE, LIFE


INTERGOVERNMENTAL


INTERNATIONAL DOUBLE

See Taxation-International Double
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TAXATION, CANADA—Inventories

Inventories

Supplies inventories. (In the courts) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, June 1976, p. 18.

Investments
Accounting for the federal investment tax credit. (Research) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Dec. 1975-Jan. 1976, p. 64.


Land


Loans

Mergers
See Taxation, Canada—Consolidations And Mergers

Moving picture industry


Net worth method
What is your net worth? (In the courts) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Oct. 1975, p. 18.

Partnerships

Professional corporations and associations


Professional people

Property


Provinces


Publishers

Real estate


Refunds and credits


Residency


Retirement

Revision


Mitchener, Donald G. Sales tax reform anyone? (Taxation) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 71-4.
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Sale or exchange of property

Sales and use taxes
Dunne, Ronald G. Sales tax task force looks at green paper. (Ottawa report) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, April 1976, p. 18-19.


Mitchener, Donald G. Sales tax reform anyone? (Taxation) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 71-4.

Section 80

Section 88

Section 114

Section 136

Section 173

Section 174

Section 248

Section 400

Securities
Colley, Geoffrey M. Losses on security trading. (In the courts) CA magazine (Can.), v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 16-17.


TAXATION, CANADA—Sale or exchange of property

Social security

Statistics

Stock options

Stockholders

Teachers

Thin incorporations

Transportation

Undistributed profits

Valuation factors

Value-added tax

Withholding
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Dividends

Gains and losses

Incentives

Income

TAXATION, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

TAXATION, EGYPT

TAXATION, EIRE
See Taxation, Ireland, Republic Of

TAXATION, EUROPE
Arthur Andersen & Co. Pocket guide to European corporate taxes. 3rd ed. Chicago, 1975. 92 p. [*759.1 E]

Cigarette tax

Contributions

Excise taxes

TAXATION, EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY

Dividends
Value-added tax
Schiff, Michael. Business experience with value added tax.

TAXATION, FINLAND

TAXATION, FLORIDA

TAXATION, FORMOSA
See Taxation, Taiwan (Formosa)

TAXATION, FRANCE

Added-Value Tax
See Taxation, France-Value-Added Tax

Business tax

Capital gains and losses

Corporations

Dividends

Income

Corporate

Individual

Value-added tax

TAXATION, EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY

TAXATION, GEORGIA
Blackmon, John A. To license or register them? Georgia CPA, v. 17, Spring 1975-76, p. 6, 8-10, 12, 14.

Property

TAXATION, GERMANY
Corporations

Income
Corporate

TAXATION, GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF

Foreign operations

TAXATION, GHANA

TAXATION, GREAT BRITAIN
Carmichael, Keith. Question of to let or sell. (Taxation) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, Jan. 1976, p. 70.


Accounting period


Accumulation trusts


Administration


Advance corporation tax


Advanced corporation tax


Amnesties


Assessments

See Taxes - Collection And Delinquency - Great Britain

Capital allowances


Capital Gains

See Taxation, Great Britain-Gains And Losses

Capital gains and losses


James, Simon. Swedish personal taxation system. British tax review, no. 6, 1975, p. 361-76.

MacLeod, J. S. Capital transfer tax - III: works of art. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, Jan. 1976, p. 23-5.

Capital transfer


Bevis, F. A. Transferring the farm to the next generation. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, Sept. 23, 1976, p. 360, 362.


MacLeod, J. S. Capital transfer tax - III: works of art. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, Jan. 1976, p. 23-5.


Sims, B. J. Quoted and unquoted securities. (Current notes) British tax review, no. 6, 1975, p. 326-9.


Wheatcroft, G. S. A. Puzzle corner up to date. British tax review, no. 6, 1975, p. 331-44.

Close corporations
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Collectors
MacLeod, J. S. Capital transfer tax - III: works of art. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, Jan. 1976, p. 23-5.

Compensation for services

Contributions

Corporations
Accounting Standards Steering Committee. Treatment of taxation under the imputation system in the accounts of companies. London, Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, 1974. 7 p. (Statement of standard accounting practice, no. 8.)


Tillotson, Peter R. Tax costs; gear wages and prices to productivity. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 30-2.

Deductions


Discretionary trusts
Carmichael, Keith. More on CTT and settlements. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 80, 82, 84, 86.

Dividends


Employee benefits

Parry-Wingfield, M. A. Employee share options and incentives made easier. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 54-5.

Employment Tax
See Taxation, Great Britain-Selective Employment Tax

Estate planning

Estates and trusts


Carmichael, Keith. More on CTT and settlements. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 80, 82, 84, 86.


Wheatcroft, G. S. A. Puzzle corner up to date. British tax review, no. 6, 1975, p. 331-44.

Exchanges and transfers


Wheatcroft, G. S. A. Puzzle corner up to date. British tax review, no. 6, 1975, p. 331-44.

Executors and trustees

Exploration and development

Family corporations

Farmers
Bevis, F. A. Transferring the farm to the next generation. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, Sept. 23, 1976, p. 360, 362.


Foreign corporations doing business within Great Britain


Foreign income


Foreign operations

TAXATION, GREAT BRITAIN—Collectors
TAXATION, GREAT BRITAIN—Gains and losses

Gains and losses

Gifts
Wheatcroft, G. S. A. Puzzle corner up to date. British tax review, no. 6, 1975, p. 331-44.

Gourley Case
See Taxation, Great Britain - British Transport Commission V. Gourley

History

Imputation system
Accounting Standards Steering Committee. Treatment of taxation under the imputation system in the accounts of companies. London, Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, 1974. 7 p. (Statement of standard accounting practice, no. 8) [*111.1 A]

Income


Individual

Inheritance

Insurance, Life

Investor

Land

Municipalities

Oil Industry

Pensions

Profits

Property
Carmichael, Keith. Question of to let or sell. (Taxation) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, Jan. 1976, p. 70.

Real estate

Refunds

Relief provisions
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Replacements
See Taxation, Great Britain - Repairs And Replacements

Residency

Retirement

Revision


Section 34

Section 130

Section 478

Section 482

Securities

Stock

Stock options
Parry-Wingfield, M. A. Employee share options and incentives made easier. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 54-5.

Transfers

Trusts
Carmichael, Keith. More on CTT and settlements. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 80, 82, 84, 86.

Valuation factors
Macnair, H. S. A. Development land tax - 2; alternative base values. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, Sept. 9, 1976, p. 287-8.

Value-added tax

TAXATION, GREAT BRITAIN—Relief provisions

Mainprice, H. H. When judges differ: interpreting the law on VAT. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 15, 1976, p. 63-4.


Wealth tax
James, Simon. Swedish personal taxation system. British tax review, no. 6, 1975, p. 361-76.

Wills

TAXATION, GUYANA


TAXATION, ILLINOIS


TAXATION, INDIA

India. Laws, Statutes, etc. Memorandum explaining the provisions in the Finance bill, 1974 and the Finance bill, 1974 (as introduced in Lok Sabha). Calcutta, Sree Saraswathy Press, 1974. 38 p. (Supplement to Chartered accountant (India), March 1974.) [*759.1 I]

Capital gains and losses

Corporations
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Depreciation and depletion

Dividends

Income

Corporate

Individual

International Double
See Taxation - International Double

Penalties
See Tax Penalties - India

Revision

Valuation factors

Wealth tax

TAXATION, IOWA

TAXATION, IRAN

TAXATION, IRELAND
See Also Taxation, Eire, In Previous Indexes
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Murphy, Roderick H. What constitutes trading? Management (Irish), v. 23, April 1976, p. 17-18.
Murphy, Roderick H. When income is not income. (Tax strategy) Management (Irish), v. 23, March 1976, p. 9.
O'Donoghue, Martin. Tax-free price index. Management (Irish), v. 23, June 1976, p. 5.

Capital allowances

Capital gains and losses

Corporations

Debt
Murphy, Roderick H. Growth and debt financing. Management (Irish), v. 22, Dec. 1975, p. 15.

Farmers
Canning, Jim. Farm tax a blessing in disguise. Management (Irish), v. 23, March 1976, p. 25, 27.

Incentives

Income

Corporate

Loans
Murphy, Roderick H. Growth and debt financing. Management (Irish), v. 22, Dec. 1975, p. 15.

Pensions

Stock options
Murphy, Roderick H. Taxation strategy - 2: employee's share schemes. Management (Irish), v. 22, Nov. 1975, p. 50, 52.

Wealth tax
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TAXATION, Ireland—Wealth tax

TAXATION, MASSACHUSETTS

Corporations

Estates and trusts

Incentives

Income

--- Corporate

TAXATION, MEXICO

TAXATION, MICHIGAN

Husbands and wives
Murphy, Lawrence J. Adam's rib gets her share: the federal tax implications of the new Michigan statute granting a wife the right to income from jointly held property, by Lawrence J. Murphy and Thomas A. Sansone. (State/local tax clinic) Michigan CPA, v. 27, May-June 1976, p. 11-14.

TAXATION, JAPAN

Foreign corporations doing business in Japan

TAXATION, KANSAS

TAXATION, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

TAXATION, KUWAIT

TAXATION, LATIN AMERICA

Incentives

TAXATION, LOUISIANA

Income

Usurfruct

TAXATION, LUXEMBOURG
Elvinger, Andre. Position of Luxembourg within the EEC. (In Jones, J.F. Avery. Tax havens and measures against tax evasion and avoidance in the EEC. London, 1974. 84-94.) [753 J]
TAXATION, MICHIGAN—Income

Income

Single business tax


Tenancy
Murphy, Lawrence J. Adam's rib gets her share: the federal tax implications of the new Michigan statute granting a wife the right to income from jointly held property, by Lawrence J. Murphy and Thomas A. Sansone. (State/local tax clinic) *Michigan CPA*, v. 27, May-June 1976, p. 11-14.

TAXATION, MICRONESIA


Income

TAXATION, MILWAUKEE


TAXATION, MISSISSIPPI


TAXATION, NEBRASKA


Income

TAXATION, NETHERLANDS
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TAXATION, NEW HEBRIDES


TAXATION, NEW JERSEY


Capital gains and losses

Corporations

Income
— Corporate


— Individual

Property

Withholding

TAXATION, NEW YORK (CITY)


Cigarette tax

Corporations


Deductions

Estates and trusts


Gains and losses

Hotels

Income

Individual

Partnerships

Professional corporations and associations
Friedman, Mark N. New York City - tax aspects of professional corporations, edited by Mark N. Friedman. (Local taxation) CPA journal, v. 46, Jan. 1976, p. 49.


Rental property


Residency


Sales and use taxes

Unincorporated businesses

Friedman, Mark N. New York City - tax aspects of professional corporations, edited by Mark N. Friedman. (Local taxation) CPA journal, v. 46, Jan. 1976, p. 49.

TAXATION, NEW YORK (CITY)--Corporations

TAXATION, NEW YORK (STATE)


Corporations


Deductions

Domestic international sales corporations

Estates and trusts

Franchise


Gains and losses

Hotels

Incentives

Income

Corporate

Individual

Insurance companies

Non-Residents
See Taxation, New York (State) - Residency

Professional corporations and associations

Real estate corporations

Residency

TAXATION, NEW YORK (STATE)—Incentives—(Continued)
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Sales and use taxes

Unincorporated businesses

Withholding

TAXATION, NEW ZEALAND


Farmers

Income

Valuation factors

TAXATION, NIGERIA


TAXATION, NORTH CAROLINA


Bonds
TAXATION, NORTH CAROLINA—Income

Franchise

TAXATION, OREGON

Securities

Property


Seurities


TAXATION, NORWAY

A. Business

TAXATION of ESOTs (part I).

TAXATION of ESOTs (part II).

TAXATION of foreign exchange activities of commercial banks.

TAXATION of professional sports teams.

TAXATION, PENNSYLVANIA


Bonds

Corporations

TAXATION, OHIO

Franchise

Income
----- Corporate

Stock

TAXATION, PHILIPPINES, REPUBLIC OF


TAXATION, PUERTO RICO

Incentives

Pensions

TAXATION, QUEBEC

TAXATION, RHODESIA

TAXATION, SAUDI ARABIA

TAXATION, SINGAPORE
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TAXATION, SOLOMON ISLANDS

TAXATION, SOUTH AFRICA
Deductions

Education expense
Gleimius, Rutgert. Brains and skills as capital assets: the cost of training courses and personal development expenditure, by Rutgert Gleimius and Mark Crisp. (Tax snippets) South African chartered accountant, v. 12, Jan. 1976, p. 6, 8-9, 27.

Foreign corporations doing business within South Africa
Gleimius, Rutgert. Undistributed profits tax and non-resident shareholders tax with particular attention to the position of foreign companies which obtain income from the Republic. (Tax snippets) South African chartered accountant, v. 12, Aug. 1976, p. 279-81, 290.

Income

Sale or exchange of property

Stock options

TAXATION, SPAIN

Corporations

TAXATION, SRI LANKA
TAXATION, SWEDEN
James, Simon. Swedish personal taxation system. British tax review, no. 6, 1975, p. 361-76.

TAXATION, SWITZERLAND

TAXATION, TEXAS

TAXATION, UNDER-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
See Taxation, Developing Countries
Also Taxation, Under Name Of Specific Country

TAXATION, UNITED KINGDOM
See Taxation, Great Britain

TAXATION, UNITED STATES
Idaho State Tax Institute, 16th, Idaho State University, 1974. Papers and proceedings, edited by James M. Kelly. Pocatello, c1975. 115 p. [*750.2 I]


Accountants' office

Accountants' partnerships

Accounting methods
Cartwright, Peter A. Multiple corporations still provide many benefits despite the phase-out, by Peter A. Cartwright and Raymond T. Rowe. Practical accountant, v. 9, Jan./Feb. 1976, p. 50-3.


Accounting period


Linett, E. S. IRS will not approve change in accounting period to maintain preferential status (DISC). (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, April 1976, p. 247.


Accrual basis
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1976

Acquisitions


Actors and entertainers


Ad valorem


Weems, Walter S. Constitutional law - state and local tax - nondiscriminatory ad valorem property tax on imports stored in warehouse pending sale is not prohibited by import-export clause. (Recent cases) Vanderbilt law review, v. 29, March 1976, p. 487-95.

Administration
See Also Tax Returns-Data Processing


Copeland, Charles H. Working with IRS service centers. CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 82-4.


Garbis, Marvin J. Choosing the best tax forum: the factors to be considered, by Marvin J. Garbis and Allen L. Schwait. Practical accountant, v. 9, Jan./Feb. 1976, p. 56-64.


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Accumulation trusts
TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Administration—(Continued)


IRS wants to audit fewer returns so as to concentrate on higher-yield audits. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 9, May/June 1976, p. 33.


More information returns will be matched with tax returns. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 347.


Sources of information on requirements for qualified plan determinations issued. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 62-3.
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Affiliated companies


Agricultural cooperatives


Shereff, Henry D. Agricultural cooperatives 1975. Henry D. Shereff, Chairman. New York, Practicing Law Institute, 1975. 3 v. (Corporate law and practice, course handbook series, nos. 183, 184, 185) [270.5 S]

Agricultural Investments

Aliens

Allmny
See Taxation. United States-Divorce Settlements And Separation Agreements

Allocation Of Income
See Taxation. United States-Section 482

Alternative tax

Amortization


Annuitues
Dornfeld, Kivie. How to allocate accrued benefits under a defined benefit plan for employer and employee contributions. (Current developments) Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 201.
Irish, Leon E. H.R. 10, Subchapter S and Section 403(b) plans. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 139-55.) [208.9 G]
Mand, Robert. How to compute the maximum benefits that can be provided when two qualified plans are used. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 354-8.
Seligmam, William A. Making a gift on the installment basis can greatly increase the tax benefits. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 372-76.


Apportionment formulas


Arm's-length transactions

Dillingham, Charles. Incorrectly computing the basis of property can prove costly to taxpayer, by Charles Dillingham and Bruce E. Turner. (Tax accounting) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 278-86.


Art Collectors
See Taxation, United States-Collectors

Artists

Assessments
See Taxes-Collection And Delinquency

Assets


Assets must have one useful life for all purposes. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 268-9.


Taxpayer's motives for buying asset determine if it's capital. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 359-60.


Assets, Intangible


Assignment of Income

Jacobson, Simon. Corporate distributions: not essentially equivalent to a dividend; assignment of income and other problems. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 33rd, New
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976


Bad Debts

See Also Taxation, United States-Deductions


Bailouts

See Taxation, United States-Stock Bailouts

Bankruptcy problems

Audit of bankrupt's return can be accelerated by IRS. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Sept. 1976, p. 191.


Banks


Bardahl Manufacturing Corp. case


Bagain sales

Basis


Dillingham, Charles. Incorrectly computing the basis of property can prove costly to taxpayer, by Charles Dillingham and Bruce E. Turner. (Tax accounting) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 278-86.


Basye case

Bells case

Bequests


Burch, Robert D. Estate planning in an inflation economy, by Robert D. Burch and Geraldine S. Hemmerling. (In Southern California Tax Institute, 27th, University of
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Burck case

Business Combinations
See Taxation, United States-Combinations

Business Form
See Also Taxation, United States, Under Specific Form. E.G., Corporations


Business Location
See Also Taxation, United States-Plant Location


Business purpose doctrine


Sugarman, Norman A. New advertising regulations and their application to exempt organizations, by Norman A. Sugarman and Peter W. Voge. Taxers - the tax magazine, v. 54, April 1976, p. 196-204.

Business Separations
See Also Taxation, United States-Spin-Offs, Split-Offs, And Split-Ups


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Burck case

Smith, James E. Several options available when it becomes necessary to divide corporate operations. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 308-16.

Business Trusts
See Taxation, United States - Massachusetts Trusts

Buy-Sell Agreements
See Taxation, United States-Purchase Agreements

Byrum case


Campaign Funds
See Also Taxation, United States - Political Contributions

Are political campaign expenses deductible? (How would you rule?) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 345.


Cancellation Of Indebtedness
See Taxation, United States-Debt Cancellation

Capital assets
Classifying reality for capital gains continues to be difficult depending on sales efforts. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Feb. 1976, p. 93.

Classifying reality for capital gains continues to be difficult depending on sales efforts. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/ April 1976, p. 294-5.


Capital contributions


Capital Exchange Funds
See Taxation, United States-Investment Companies Taxation, United States-Mutual Funds
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Kane, Edward B. Capital gain or loss should result from the sale of land bought and held solely for appreciation in value. Journal of real estate taxation, v. 3, Winter 1976, p. 234-42.


Layne, Abner A. Warning: real estate may be hazardous to your health. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 95-111, 113. (Special issue on retirement plans)


Sale can defer gain on liquidation, but gift prior to distribution will not avoid tax. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 251-2.


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Capital Gains And Losses

Capital Gains And Losses

See Also Taxation, United States—Gains And Losses


Anderson, Paul E. Father, why did you make me pay the tax on your gain? (In Institute On Estate Planning, 9th, University of Miami Law Center, 1975. Proceedings. New York, c1975. Chapter 12.) [750.1 I]


Classifying rule for capital gains continues to be difficult depending on sales efforts. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 294-5.

Classifying sale of capital gains continues to be difficult depending on sales efforts. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Feb. 1976, p. 93.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

Some grantor trusts offer tax benefits, but IRS rules must be closely adhered to. (Estate planning) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April, p. 46.


Taxpayer's motives for buying asset determine if it's capital. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 359-60.


Capitalization


Carnegie Productions case


Carried Interest


Carry-Back And Carry-Over

See Also Taxation, United States-Gains And Losses

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Capital Gains And Losses

Taxation, United States-Refunds And Credits


Blumenfrucht, Jonah M. How F reorganization mergers can avoid a carryover on carryback of NOL. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 196-200.


Copeland, Charles H. Working with IRS service centers. CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 82-4.


Kane, John T. How to compute a corporation's taxes when there's both a contribution and NOL carryover. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 360-2.


Lyon, James B. Accounting and the final distribution: types


Schwanbeck, William J. NOL carryovers: application of Sec. 382(b) to liquidation of sub. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 7, March 1976, p. 139.

SEC Staff bulletin opposes recording litigation settlements in prior period- other important areas also covered. SEC accounting report, v. 2, Aug. 1976, p. 3-4.


Speed up of refunds depends on forms used. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 338.

Speed up of refunds depends on timing of forms. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan. 1976, p. 54.


Cash basis

Checks may be includable in income before being received. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March 1976, p. 159.


Linett, E. S. Cash basis: satisfaction of business expense with negotiable promissory note is income to payee but nondeeductible to payer. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, July 1976, p. 400-1.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976


Rollyson, Mikel M. Prepayment penalty and low points lead to large deductions. (Recent cases and rulings) Journal of real estate taxation, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 357-60.

Tax Court takes new approach to disallow prepaid interest. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March 1976, p. 144-5.

Taxpayer can't speed up deduction by paying with note. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 49.


Cash equivalent


Cash hoard


Casualty Losses

See Also Taxation, United States - Gains And Losses


Cemeteries


Centennial Funds

See Taxation, United States-Investment Companies Taxation, United States-Mutual Funds

Charitable Contributions

See Taxation, United States-Contributions

Charitable remainder trusts

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976


Charitable trusts


Charities

See Also Taxation, United States, Under Name Of Specific Type


Child care expenses


Churches


TAXATION, UNITED STATES--Charitable remainder trusts

Cigarette tax


Citrus Growers

See Taxation, United States-Fruit Growers

Claim-of-right doctrine


Income may be taxable despite promise to repay. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 322.


Clergy


Clifford Trusts

See Taxation, United States-Short Term Trusts

Close Corporations

See Also Taxation, United States-Family Corporations


Berall, Frank S. Recapitalizing close corporation may be planning solution for major stockholder. Estate planning, v. 3, Winter 1976, p. 96-104.


Eber, Victor I. How to establish value for close corporation stock that will withstand an IRS audit. Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 28-32, 34.


Exclusion may not shelter gifts in trust of closely held stock. Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 5.
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Clubs


Co-Ownership

See Taxation, United States - Joint Ownership

Collapsible corporations


Collapsible Partnerships

See Taxation, United States-Partnerships, Collapsible

Collateral Estoppel

See Taxation, United States-Estoppel

Collectors

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976


Combinations


Commissions


Commodity Futures

See Taxation, United States-Futures

Common Disaster

See Also Taxation, United States-Estates And Trusts Taxation, United States-Husbands And Wives

Community Property

See Also Taxation, United States-Husbands And Wives


Borgese, Phyllis. Withdrawals from joint account do not constitute gifts. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 21, April 1976, p. 35.


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Collectors


Compensation For Services

See Also Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings; Annuities; Employee Benefits; Pensions; Profit Sharing; Stock Options


Crumbly, D. Larry. Choosing a qualified pension, profit-sharing, or stock-bonus plan, by D. Larry Crumbly and James R. Hasselback. (Tax notes for the young practitioner) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 56-60.


Employer-paid tuition can be tax-free fringe benefit. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 525-3.


Interest-free loan can provide employee fringe benefits. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 40.


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Compensation For Services—
(Continued)


Tannenbaum, Michael G. How to prevent the IRS from claiming that an employee's compensation is a disguised dividend. (Corporation-stockholders) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 288-9, 292-4.

Computer software


Condemnation

See Also Taxation, United States-Expropriations

Taxation, United States—Involuntary

Conversions


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976


Schwartz, Sheldon. Avoiding a tax tragedy after real estate condemnation or casualty. (Real estate tax topics) Real estate review, v. 6, Spring 1976, p. 23-7.

Condominium Hotels

See Taxation, United States—Hotels, Condominium

Condominiums


Madison, Michael T. Multi-use condominiums: tax planning to avoid double taxation of outside income. William and Mary law review, v. 16, Fall 1974, p. 37-69.


Consolidations and mergers


How Tax Court will handle 1,000 cases on the same issue. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 9, May/June 1976, p. 32.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

Constructive Dividends
See Taxation, United States-Dividends, Constructive

Constructive ownership

Stoltz, Michael R. Taxation - stock redemptions - family hostility can mitigate the application of the constructive ownership rules in determining whether a stock redemption is essentially equivalent to a dividend. (Comment) Texas Tech law journal, v. 7, Fall 1975, p. 195-206.

Constructive receipt

Checks may be includable in income before being received. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March 1976, p. 159.


Consultants

Consumption Taxes
See Also Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings:
Excise;
Sales And Use Taxes

Contemplation of death


Karasik, Joel N. New law offers one-time gift planning opportunities before the year ends. Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 6-10.

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Constructive Dividends


Contested liabilities


Contingencies

Contingent payouts

Contingent purchase price


Contingent Shares
See Taxation, United States - Stock, Contingent

Contingent Stock
See Taxation, United States - Stock, Contingent

Continuity of interest


Contractors

Lenrow, Gerald I. Simpson case - the IRS argues that an agent is an independent contractor and the Tax Court . agrees By Gerald L. Lenrow and Emanuel Halpern. (Insurance taxation) Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, Nov. 1975, p. 70, 72, 74, 76.


Contracts, Long-term


953
Contributions

See Also: Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings:
- Political Contributions;
- Campaign Funds


Burrows, Edward E. Working with the new benefit and allocation limitations under ERISA. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 273-88.


Excess tax contributions to IRAs must be corrected now. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan. 1976, p. 52-3.


Finerman, Ralph. Gifts to private foundations increase marital deduction, edited by Ralph Finerman. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 70.


Kane, John T. How to compute a corporation's taxes when there's both a contribution and NOL carryover. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 360-2.


Linett, E. S. Accrual-basis employer's note to qualified plan not payment - CA-7 vs. CA-3, 9, 10. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, April 1976, p. 248-9.


Sale can defer gain on liquidation, but gift prior to distribution will not avoid tax. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 251-2.

Sale can defer gain on liquidation, but gift prior to distribution will not avoid tax. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 383-4.


Thompson, Samuel C. Tax policy implications of contributions of appreciated and depreciated property to partnerships, Subchapter C corporations and Subchapter S corporations in exchange for ownership interests. Tax law review, v. 31, Fall 1975, p. 29-97.
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Contributions to capital
Dillingham, Charles. Incorrectly computing the basis of property can prove costly to taxpayer, by Charles Dillingham and Bruce E. Turner. (Tax accounting) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 278-86.


Controlled Companies
See Also Taxation, United States-Foreign Corporations, Controlled


Cartwright, Peter A. Multiple corporations still provide many benefits despite the phase-out, by Peter A. Cartwright and Raymond T. Rowe. Practical accountant, v. 9, Jan./Feb. 1976, p. 50-3.


Controlled Foreign Corporations
See Taxation, United States-Foreign Corporations, Controlled

Conversions
See Taxation, United States-Condemnation
Taxation, United States-Involuntary

Convertibles
See Taxation, United States - Debt, Convertible

Cooperatives
See Also Taxation, United States-Agricultural Cooperatives

Estes, Robert C. Accrual of patronage dividends for corporate cooperative patrons. (Taxfax) Cooperative accountant, v. 29, Spring 1976, p. 44.


Coordination
See Taxation, United States-Intergovernmental

Copyrights
See Taxation, United States-Patents And Copyrights

Corporate Distributions
See Also Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings:

Distributions; Undistributed Profits


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Corporate Distributions—(Continued)

Patt, James W. How to avoid dividend treatment when planning the redemption of closely-held stock. by James W. Pratt and Gerald E. Whittenberg. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March 1976, p. 146-50.
Tannenbaum, Michael G. How to prevent the IRS from claiming that an employee's compensation is a disguised dividend. (Corporation-stockholders) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 288-9, 292-4.

Corporate Distributions
See Taxation, United States-Stockholder Distributions

Corporate Distrivute, Divisions And Separations
See Taxation, United States-Business Separations

Taxation, United States-Spin-Offs, Split-Offs And Split-Ups

Corporations
See Also Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings:
- Close Corporations;
- Collapsible corporations;
- Going Public;
- Subchapter S Corporations


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

Bertane, Louis G. How to use a straw or nominee corporation without its being recognized for tax purposes. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 296-301.


How to make a tax-free incorporation taxable. (Tax blunder) Practical accountant, v. 9, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 50.


Kane, John T. How to compute a corporation's taxes when there's both a contribution and NOL carryover. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 360-2.

Landmark tax cases: Moline Properties, Inc. - separate corporate entity can't be ignored. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 305.


Linett, E. S. Buyer's payment of selling expenses is Sec. 453(b) payment in year of sale. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 380.


Monatt, Samuel M. Tax atlas; covering all phases of federal taxation affecting individuals, partnerships, corporations, farmers, estates, trusts, fiduciaries and beneficiaries, for use in tax planning and for preparation of returns. 27th annual ed., 1975-76, Stroudsburg, Pa., Tax Publications, c1976. looseleaf, various pages. [751 M]


Smith, James E. Several options available when it becomes necessary to divide corporate operations. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 308-16.


When is a partnership likely to be taxed as a corporation by the Internal Revenue Service? Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan. 1976, p. 21-3.

When is a partnership likely to be taxed as a corporation: new case explains rules. (Partnerships) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 303-5.


White, Robert M. Constitutionality of the Multistate Tax Compact. (Note) Vanderbiliw law review, v. 29, March 1976, p. 453-69. (Symposium, state taxation of interstate business.)

Corporations, Multinational


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Corporations
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Covenants not to compete

Cuban Expropriations
See Also Taxation, United States-Expropriations

Custodias accounts

Damages

Data processing equipment

Davis case

Day Care Centers
See Also Day Care Centers

Death Benefits
See Taxation, United States-Employee Benefits

Debt
Foster, Elliott, P. Corporation may lose part of its interest deduction when capitalization is debt heavy. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 270-3.

Kovey, Mark H. Rigged answers to troublesome liquidation plan questions. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, May 1976, p. 260-76.


Debt cancellation


Debt, Repurchase

Debt v. equity


Deductions
See Also Taxation, United States, Under Specific Deduction.

Excess Deductions Account

All legal expenses to set tax due may be deductible. Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, New partner and Oct. 1976, p. 73-4.


Borghese, Phyllis. IRS rules on educational benefit trusts. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 21, April 1976, p. 34-5.


Deductibility of sales tax depends on class of items. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 306.

Deduction for claim may be barred if formality overlooked. Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 183.


Foor, Elliot. Corporation may lose part of its interest deduction when capitalization is debt heavy. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan. 1976, p. 4-8.


Frank, Barry H. Deductible medical expenses encompass more than costs of doctors, dentists. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan. 1976, p. 4-8.


Gorlick, Sheldon H. Don't miss out on these personal tax deductions. Medical economics, v. 53, March 8, 1976, p. 90-5.


Huffaker, John B. IRD deduction may be used to taxpayer's advantage. (Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 44, April 1976, p. 233.


Kess, Sidney. Tax planning for your business and individual clients. (New York?), (1975?). 20 typewritten pages. (Four tax planning checklists.) *(753 R)*


Tannenbaum, Michael G. How to prevent the IRS from claiming that an employee's compensation is a disguised dividend. (Corporation-stockholders) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 288-9, 292-4.


Tannenbaum, Michael G. How to prevent the IRS from claiming that an employee's compensation is a disguised dividend. (Corporation-stockholders) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 288-9, 292-4.


Related taxpayers may find otherwise allowable payments to each of them held not deductible. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 267-8.


Reorganization expenses must be capitalized. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 200-1.


Rollyson, Mikel M. Prepayment penalty and low points lead to large deductions. (Recent cases and rulings) Journal of real estate taxation, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 357-60.


Sang, Peter B. Farming as a tax shelter has lost some of its appeal, but many tax benefits still remain. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 236-40.

Sang, Peter B. Farming as a tax shelter has lost some of its appeal, but many tax benefits still remain. (Personal) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 298-302.


Tannenbaum, Michael G. How to prevent the IRS from claiming that an employee's compensation is a disguised dividend. (Corporation-stockholders) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 288-9, 292-4.
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Deferred Compensation

See Taxation, United States-Compensation For Services

Deferred Income


Income prepaid for services can be deferred when time for rendering services is fixed. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 211-12.


Deferred Taxes

See Taxes-Accounting

Dependants


Linett, E. S. Father of the bride gets break: wedding expenses are support. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, Aug. 1976, p. 508.


Wedding costs are support, says IRS. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 95.
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Linnet, E. S. Prop. rega. allow investment credit for Sec. 50 movie and TV films and tapes. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 377.


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Depreciation and depletion


Feinschreiber, Robert. Tax depreciation under the class life ADR system. New York, Amacom, c1975. 132 p. [149.81 F]


When to switch to straight line from declining balance. (Taxes in figures) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 27.


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Depreciation and depletion—Machinery and equipment—(Continued)


Mining and metallurgy

Motion picture films
Linett, E. S. Prop. regs. allow investment credit for Sec. 50 movie and TV films and tapes. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 377.

Oil industry
Ross, Stanford G. Tax policy for energy investments - where we should be. (In National Tax Association - Tax Institute of America Conference on Taxation, 67th, St. Louis, 1974. Proceedings. Columbus, Ohio, 1975. p. 491-513.) [751 N]

Property
Thompson, Samuel C. Tax policy implications of contributions of appreciated and depreciated property to partnerships, Subchapter C corporations and Subchapter S corporations in exchange for ownership interests. Tax law review, v. 31, Fall 1975, p. 29-97.

Public utilities

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

Real estate
When to switch to straight line from declining balance. (Taxes in figures) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 27.

Recapture rules
Farm recapture rules as considered by IRS. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 52-4.
Farm recapture rules proposed by IRS. Taxation for lawyers, v. 6, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 128.
Sang, Peter B. Farming as a tax shelter has lost some of its appeal, but many tax benefits still remain. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 236-40.

Straight-line method
When to switch to straight line from declining balance. (Taxes in figures) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 27.
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Sum-of-the-years' digits method

Useful life
Linett, E. S. Prop. regs. allow investment credit for Sec. 50 movie and TV films and tapes. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 377.

Depreciation Guidelines
See Also Taxation, United States - Depreciation And Depletion - Asset Depreciation Range System Taxation, United States - Depreciation And Depletion - Revenue Procedure 62-21 Taxation, United States - Depreciation And Depletion - Revenue Procedure 65-13

Disability Benefits
See Taxation, United States-Employee Benefits

Discount, Bond

Discretionary trusts

Diversification Funds
See Taxation, United States-Investment Companies Taxation, United States-Mutual Funds

Diversification Of Corporate Funds
See Taxation, United States-Stockholder Diversions

Dividends
See Also Taxation, United States-Corporate Distributions

Commerce Clearing House. Stock values and dividends for 1976 tax purposes; market values, par values and dividends of listed or regularly quoted stocks for 1976 federal, state and local tax purposes; including special supplement on the Pennsylvania tax status of bonds. Chicago, 1976. 166 p. plus 16 p. [*724 C]


Dividends reinvested in stock at a discount. (Taxes in figures) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 231.


TAXATION, UNITED STATES-Depreciation and depletion—Sum-of-the-years' digits method

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Depreciation and depletion—Sum-of-the-years' digits method


Tannenbaum, Michael G. How to prevent the IRS from claiming that an employee's compensation is a disguised dividend. (Corporation-stockholders) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 288-9, 292-4.


Dividends, Constructive


Dividends, Foreign


Dividends, Stock


Dividing A Business
See Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings: Business Separations; Liquidations And Receiverships; Reorganizations; Spin-Offs, Split-Offs, And Split-Ups

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

**Divorce Settlements And Separation Agreements**

*See Also* Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings: Alimony; Separation Agreements

In Previous Indexes


Dillingham, Charles. Incorrectly computing the basis of property can prove costly to taxpayer, by Charles Dillingham and Bruce E. Turner. (Tax accounting) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 278-86.


Interest cannot be imputed in a property settlement. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 54.


Life insurance paid to ex-wife is deductible by estate. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 341.

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Earnings and profits—(Continued)


Easements

Education expense

Employer-paid tuition can be tax-free fringe benefit. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 252-3.


Educational trusts
Borghese, Phyllis. IRS rules on educational benefit trusts. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 21, April 1976, p. 34-5.

Effect on business

Elections


Embezzlement

Income may be taxable despite a deal to repay. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 322.

Employee Benefits
See Also Taxation, United States, Under Specific Benefit.

E.G., Pensions


Burrows, Edward E. Working with the new benefit and allocation limitations under ERISA. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 273-88.


Employer-paid tuition can be tax-free fringe benefit. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 252-3.


Schlegler, Jacques T. Death benefits paid by corporation, pursuant to contract, to noncontrolling shareholder's widow are not includable in decedent's gross estate under Section 2038(a)(1) as retained power over transferred property, or 2033, as property owned by decedent at death, by Jacques T. Schlegler and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 152-4.


Siegel, Mayer. Target benefit plans: a possible alternative to termination for small companies with defined benefit plans. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 289-95.


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Employee Benefits-
(Continued)


Employee stock ownership plans


Employee stock ownership plans


Employment fees


Entertainment Expenses

See Taxation, United States - Traveling And Entertainment Expenses

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

Entertainment Industry


Estate theory


Equity V. Debt

See Taxation, United States - Debt V. Equity

Errors

How to avoid delay in employee plan applications (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 383.

Escrow Stock

See Taxation, United States - Stock, Escrow

Estate and gift tax reform act of 1976 (proposed)


Estate Income

See Also Taxation, United States - Estates And Trusts


Estate planning

**ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976**

**TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Estate planning**


Edwards, Mark B. Incorporating real estate as an estate planning tool. (In Institute On Estate Planning, 9th, University of Miami Law Center, 1975. *Proceedings* New York, c1975. Chapter 4) [750.2 I]


Exclusion may not shelter gifts in trust of closely held stock. *Estate planning*, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 5.


Finerman, Ralph. Gifts to private foundations increase marital deduction, edited by Ralph Finerman. (Estate planning) *CPA journal*, v. 46, April 1976, p. 70.


Institute On Estate Planning, 9th, University of Miami Law Center, 1975. Proceedings ..., edited by Philip E. Heckerling, New York, Matthew Bender, c1975. 1 v. (various pagings) [750.2 I]


Life-time gift tax exemption can’t be restored once used. Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 137.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976


**Estate Planning**

Dellorffano, Fred M. Planning under the new Massachusetts estate tax law, by Fred M. Dellorffano and Harvey E. Greif. 


Dillingham, Charles. Incorrectly computing the basis of property can prove costly to taxpayer, by Charles Dillingham and Bruce E. Turner. (Tax accounting) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 278-86.


Fineman, Ralph. Gifts to private foundations increase marital deduction, edited by Ralph Fineman. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 70.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

Finerman, Ralph. Marital deduction and will contests, edited by Ralph Finerman. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 69-70.


Finerman, Ralph. Possible legislative changes in the federal estate tax, edited by Ralph Finerman. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 54-6.


Foreign estate gets 150 days to petition Tax Court. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 262-7.


Huffaker, John B. IRD deduction may be used to taxpayer's advantage. (Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 44, April 1976, p. 233.


Institute On Estate Planning, 9th, University of Miami Law Center, 1975. Proceedings ... , edited by Philip E. Heckerling. New York, Matthew Bender, c1975. i v. (various pagings) [750.2 I]


IRS wants key-man life insurance included in executive's gross estate under 2042. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 223.

Jensen, Herbert L. Valuing actively traded securities involves more than researching daily price quotations. Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 36-40.


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Estates And Trusts
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TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Estates And Trusts—
(Continued)


Life insurance paid to ex-wife is deductible by estate. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 213.

Life insurance paid to ex-wife is deductible by estate. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 341.

Life insurance policies taxed to decedent wife's estate. (Selected recent developments) Estates, gifts and trusts journal, July-Aug. 1976, p. 34.


Linnitt, E. S. Estate's retroactive loss on transfer of stock to satisfy loans held deductible - transaction entered into for profit. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, April 1976, p. 251-2.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976


Murphy, Lawrence J. Adam's rib gets her share; the federal tax implications of the new Michigan statute granting a wife the right to income from jointly held property, by Lawrence J. Murphy and Thomas A. Sanseone. (State/local tax clinic) Michigan CPA, v. 27, May-June 1976, p. 11-14.
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Renunciation of bequest can effectively reduce taxes. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 73.


Schlenger, Jacques T. Death benefits paid by corporation, pursuant to contract, to noncontrolling shareholder's widow are not includable in decedent's gross estate under Section 2038(a)(1) as retained power over transferred property, on account of property passed by decedent at death, by Jacques T. Schlenger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 152-4.


Schlenger, Jacques T. Husband's legacy under deceased wife's will will be claimed by husband's personal representaives..., by Jacques T. Schlenger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 41-3.


Schlenger, Jacques T. Life insurance proceeds paid to decedent's former spouse includable in decedent's gross estate under Section 2042(2) and deductible under Section 2053(a)(4) ..., by Jacques T. Schlenger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 37-8.


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Estates And Trusts

Settlement of estate contest is not always tax-free. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 121.


Settlement of estate contest is not always tax-free. Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 142.


Some grantor trusts offer tax benefits, but IRS rules must be closely adhered to. (Estate planning) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 296-7.


Spragens, Janet R. Current appellate cases create conflict in deductibility of selling costs as administration expenses under Sec. 2053(a)(2). Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, July 1976, p. 429-37.


Estimated Taxes

See Tax Returns - Estimated

Estoppel


Excavation Fill

See Taxation, United States - Land Fill

Excess Deductions Account

See Also Taxation, United States - Deductions

Sang, Peter B. Farming as a tax shelter has lost some of its appeal, but many tax benefits still remain. (Personal Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 298-302.

Exchanges and transfers


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976
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Dillingham, Charles. Incorrectly computing the basis of property can prove costly to taxpayer, by Charles Dillingham and Bruce E. Turner. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 278-86.
Dillingham, Charles. Incorrectly computing the basis of property can prove costly to taxpayer, by Charles Dillingham and Bruce E. Turner. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 222.
Harris, Steven M. Indirect sale of real estate enables taxpay­er to avoid recognizing taxable gain. (Real estate) Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 76-9.

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Exchanges and transfers

Related taxpayers may find otherwise allowable payments to each other are held not deductible. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 267-8.
Schlenger, Jacques T. Death benefits paid by corporation, pursuant to contract, to noncontrolling shareholder's widow are not includable in decedent's gross estate under Section 2038(a)(1) when retained power over transferred property, or 2033, as property owned by decedent at death, by Jacques T. Schlenger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 152-4.
Taxpayer receiving transferred property may also be getting a hidden tax liability. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March 1976, p. 186-7.
Taxpayer receiving transferred property may also be getting a hidden tax liability. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 379-80.

Excise taxes


Executive Compensation

See Taxation, United States-Compensation For Services

Executives

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976


Exemptions


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976


Lifetime gift tax exemption can't be restored once used. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 292-3.

Lifetime gift tax exemption can't be restored once used. Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 137.


Linett, E. S. Sec. 103; insurance proceeds representing interest on defaulted municipal bonds are tax free - IRS extends rule. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 382.


EXPANDING A BUSINESS

See Also Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings: Acquisitions; Combinations; Consolidations And Mergers

EXPERIENCES


TAXATION, UNITED STATES - Exemptions


When expatriates lose their big tax break. (Taxes) Business week, Oct. 11, 1976, p. 31-2.

EXPENSES

See Also Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings: Food And Lodging; Medical Expenses; Traveling And Entertainment Expenses Non-Trade And Non-Business Ordinary And Necessary


Penalties can't be recouped through business deductions. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 340.

Reorganization expenses must be capitalized. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 200-1.


NON-TRADE AND NON-BUSINESS


ORDINARY AND NECESSARY

Bierman, Jaquinn D. Office-at-home deductions attacked by courts as well as by Congress. (Personal tax problems) Journal of taxation, v. 45, Sept. 1976, p. 188.
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Weems, Walter S. Constitutional law - state and local tax - nondiscriminatory ad valorem property tax on imports stored in warehouse pending sale is not prohibited by import-export clause. (Recent cases) Vanderbilt law review, v. 29, March 1976, p. 487-95.

Expropriations

See Also Taxation, United States-Condemnation

Taxation, United States-Cuban Expropriations

Taxation, United States - Involuntary Conversions

Face-Amount Certificate Companies

See Taxation, United States-Investment Companies

Face-amount certificates


Family Corporations

See Also Taxation, United States-Close Corporations


Tannenbaum, Michael G. How to prevent the IRS from claiming that an employee's compensation is a disguised dividend. (Corporation-stockholders) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 288-9, 292-4.

Family partnerships


Family Transactions

See Also Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings:

Community Property; Family Income; Family Partnerships; Family Trusts; Husbands And Wives


Related taxpayers may find otherwise allowable payments to each other are held not deductible. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 267-8.

Sour loan to relative may turn out to be nondeductible gift. Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 61.

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Expenses—Ordinary and necessary—(Continued)


Expert witnesses


Exploration and development


Ross, Stanford G. Tax policy for energy investments - where we should be. (In National Tax Association - Tax Institute of America Conference on Taxation, 67th, St. Louis, 1974. Proceedings. Columbus, Ohio, 1975, p. 513-26.) [751 N]


Export and import trade


ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1976

Transactions with relatives are subject to special tax rules. Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 163.

Family trusts


Farmers

Brugh, Herbert M. Structuring the farm and ranch operation for business and estate planning. Nebraska law review, v. 54, no. 2, 1975, p. 262-98.


Sang, Peter B. Farming as a tax shelter has lost some of its appeal, but many tax benefits still remain. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 236-40.

Sang, Peter B. Farming as a tax shelter has lost some of its appeal, but many tax benefits still remain. (Personal) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 298-302.

Federal tax deposit

Fees
See Taxation, United States - Employment Fees
Taxation, United States - Professional Fees

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Family Transactions

Fellowships
See Taxation, United States - Awards And Prizes

Fines
Penalties can't be recouped through business deductions. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 340.

Food and lodging


Payments for meals may not be taxable as wages. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March 1976, p. 185.


Force Of Attraction Doctrine
See Also Taxation, United States - Foreign Investors Tax Act Of 1966

Foreign bank accounts

Foreign corporations


FOREIGN CORPORATIONS—CONTROLLED


FOREIGN DIVIDENDS

See Taxation, United States-Dividends, Foreign

FOREIGN ESTATES

Foreign estate gets 150 days to petition Tax Court. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 207.

FOREIGN ESTATE


FOREIGN TAXATION


Gain on some currency deals may be deferred. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 110.


Litett, E. S. Sec. 1031: noncirculating gold coins of two countries are like kind property. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, Sept. 1976, p. 570-1.


FOREIGN INCOME
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Foreign Insurance Companies, Controlled See Taxation, United States - Insurance Companies, Captive


Foreign Investment Companies See Also Taxation, United States - Offshore Mutual Funds


Foreign Operations See Also Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings:
- Foreign Corporations;
- Foreign Income;
- Foreign Subsidiaries;
- Less Developed Country Countries;
- Western Hemisphere Trade Corporations


Cartwright, Peter A. Multiple corporations still provide many benefits despite the phase-out, by Peter A. Cartwright and Raymond T. Rowe. Practical accountant, v. 9, Jan./Feb. 1976, p. 50-3.


TAXATION, UNITED STATES-Foreign Income
TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Foreign Operations
(Continued)


Foreign reorganizations


Foreign residents


Foreign Sales Subsidiaries

See Taxation, United States-foreign Subsidiaries

Foreign Securities

See Taxation, United States-Securities, Foreign

Foreign Subsidaries

See Also Taxation, United States-foreign Sales Subsidaries,

In 1965-1966 Index
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Foreign tax credit


Linett, E. S. IRS warns oil production sharing agreements with foreign gov’t may result in royalties, not taxes. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, July 1976, p. 443-4.


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Foreign tax credit


Foreign trusts

Foreign estate gets 150 days to petition Tax Court. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 207.


Forests


Form Of Organization
See Taxation, United States - Business Form

Foundation distributions

Fractions
See Also Taxation, Franchise,


Character of gain or loss may depend on prior transaction. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March, 1976, p. 167.


Gain on some currency deals may be deferred. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 110.


Goldman, Morton D. Securities loss may be ordinary if theft is involved. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 7, Feb. 1976, p. 100-1.


Harris, Steven M. Indirect sale of real estate enables taxpayer to avoid recognizing taxable gain. (Real estate) Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 76-9.

Harris, Steven M. Tax benefits on sale of a residence are enhanced when accountant probes transaction, by Steven M. Harris and Earl F. Davis. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 278-80.


Linnett, E. S. Sec. 1031: noncircularing gold coins of two countries are like kind property. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, Sept. 1976, p. 570-1.


One-month liquidation where shareholder is also a creditor. (Taxes in figures) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 89.


ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1976

Sang, Peter B. Farming as a tax shelter has lost some of its appeal, but many tax benefits still remain. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 236-40.

Sang, Peter B. Farming as a tax shelter has lost some of its appeal, but many tax benefits still remain. (Personal) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 296-302.


Schwanbeck, William J. NOL carryovers: application of Sec. 382(b) to liquidation of sub. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 7, March 1976, p. 139.

SEC Staff bulletin opposes recording litigation settlements in prior period- other important areas also covered. SEC accounting report, v. 2, Aug. 1976, p. 3-4.


Stoltz, Michael R. Taxation - stock redemptions - family hostility can mitigate the application of the constructive ownership rules in determining whether a stock redemption is essentially equivalent to a dividend. (Comment) Texas Tech law journal, v. 7, Fall 1975, p. 195-206.


Transactions with relatives are subject to special tax rules. (Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 22-3.


Tzettsky, Eric B. Partnership taxation: special and retroactive allocations of losses are still with us - are their days numbered? Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, June 1976, p. 353-68.


When can abandonment loss deduction be claimed. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/ June 1976, p. 360-1.


Gambuing


Gas, Natural

See Taxation, United States - Natural Gas

Gift and leaseback


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Gains And Losses


Gifts


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976


Common errors to avoid when filing gift tax returns. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976. p. 34.


Conserving your estate. (Personal business) Business week, July 26, 1976, p. 121-4, 126, 128.


Dillingham, Charles. Incorrectly computing the basis of property can cost to taxpayer, by Charles Dillingham and Bruce E. Turner. (Tax accounting) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 278-86.


Exclusion may not shelter gifts in trust of closely held stock. Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 5.

Exclusion may not shelter gifts in trust of closely held stock.


Is found money taxable? (How would you rule?) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 297.


Jensen, Herbert L. Valuing actively traded securities involves more than researching daily price quotations. Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 36-40.


Sale can defer gain on liquidation, but gift prior to distribution will not avoid tax. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 251-2.

Sale can defer gain on liquidation, but gift prior to distribution will not avoid tax. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 383-4.


Schlenger, Jacques T. Gift tax: taxpayer not entitled to exclusion for trust income payable to donee after he reaches majority, notwithstanding that right to trust income during donee’s minority qualifies for annual exclusion under Section 2503(c), by Jacques T. Schlenger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 154-5.


Schlesinger, Jacques T. Later gift of income interest for ten years to begin at expiration of initial income interest gift of five years ineligible for Section 2503(b) annual exclusion, by Jacques T. Schlenger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 47-8.


Seligmann, William A. Making a gift on the installment basis can greatly increase the tax benefits. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 372-76.


Sour loan to relative may turn out to be nontaxable gift. Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 61.


Murphy, Lawrence J. Adam’s rib goes her share: the federal tax implications of the new Michigan statute granting a wife the right to income from jointly held property, by Lawrence J. Murphy and Thomas A. Sanone. (State/local tax clinic) Michigan CPA, v. 27, May-June 1976, p. 11-14.


Going private

Goodwill


Payments to protect business goodwill may be deductible. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 95.


Government bonds


Government Contractors
See Taxation, United States-Contractors, Government

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

Government employees

Gross Margin
See Taxation, United States-Value Added Tax

Gross receipts tax

Growing Crops
See Taxation, United States-Farmers

Head of household


History

Look back: the time the income tax was 1%. Practical accountant, v. 9, July/Aug. 1976, p. 41-5.


Hobbies
Sang, Peter B. Farming as a tax shelter has lost some of its appeal, but many tax benefits still remain. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 236-40.

Sang, Peter B. Farming as a tax shelter has lost some of its appeal, but many tax benefits still remain. (Personal) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 298-302.

Holding Companies and Subsidiaries
See Also Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings:
Foreign Subsidiaries;
Personal Holding Companies


Holding ACCOUNTANTS, v. 1


Holding periods


Home used in business

Bierman, Jacquin D. Office-at-home deductions attacked by courts as well as by Congress. (Personal tax problems) *Journal of taxation*, v. 45, Sept. 1976, p. 188.


Hospitals


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Holding Companies And Subsidiaries


Hotels


Hotels, Condominium


Housing


Housing Rehabilitation

See Taxation, United States - Real Estate Rehabilitation

H.R. 10

See Taxation, United States-Pensions, Self-Employed

Husbands And Wives

See Also Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings: Common Disaster; Community Property; Divorce Settlements And Separation Agreements; Estates And Trusts


Borghese, Phyllis. Withdrawals from joint account do not constitute gifts. (Tax talk) *National public accountant*, v. 21, April 1976, p. 35.
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TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Husbands And Wives—

(Continued)


Effect of widow's allowance on marital deduction. Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 27.


Fineran, Ralph. Gifts to private foundations increase marital deduction, edited by Ralph Fineran. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 70.

Fineran, Ralph. Marital deduction and will contest, edited by Ralph Fineran. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 69-70.

Fineran, Ralph. Planning the marital deduction and generation skipping, edited by Ralph Fineran. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 70.


Karasik, Joel N. New law offers one-time gift planning opportunities before the year ends. Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 6-10.


Life insurance policies taxed to decedent's wife's estate. (Selected recent developments) Estates, gifts and trusts journal, July-Aug. 1976, p. 34.


Lifetime gift tax exemption can't be restored once used. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 292-3.


Marital deduction equalization formula survives IRS attack. Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 34.


Pitcher, Griffith F. Planning tax treatment of payments to spouse is major factor in divorce settlements. (Personal Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 4-8.


Some divorce-remariums are sham transactions, says IRS. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 110.


Tannenbaum, Michael G. How to prevent the IRS from claiming that an employee's compensation is a disguised dividend to corporation-stockholders? Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 288-9, 292-4.
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Transactions with relatives are subject to special tax rules.

Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 163.


Illegal income


Tainted evidence from state probe can be used by IRS. Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 79-80.

Illegal payments


(Includes S.B. Wolfe's Manual supplement 426-349.)


Murphy, Michael E. Payoffs to foreign officials; time for more national responsibility. American Bar Association journal, v. 62, April 1976, p. 480-2.

Immunity

See Taxation, United States-Exemptions

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Husbands And Wives

Improper Accumulation Of Surplus

See Taxation, United States-Undistributed Profits

Imputed Interest

See Taxation, United States-Interest

Incentives


Income
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Estes, Robert C. Accrual of patronage dividends for corporate cooperative patrons. (Taxfax) Cooperative accountant, v. 29, Spring 1976, p. 44.


Income may be taxable despite promise to repay. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 322.


IRS is aware of funeral director's sources of income. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, Cover 3.


Linett, E. S. Cash basis: satisfaction of business expense with negotiable promissory note is income to payee but nondeductible to payer. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, July 1976, p. 440-1.

Look back: the time the income tax was 1% Practical accountant, v. 9, July/Aug. 1976, p. 41-5.


McGee, Robert W. How to handle corporate obligations that are issued at a discount or premium. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan. 1976, p. 48-50.


Related-party deals may not always be changed by IRS. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 88.

Rollyson, Mikef M. Liquidating the large tract of real estate - can ordinary income be avoided in the Fifth Circuit? (Recent cases and rulings) Journal of real estate taxation, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 360-3.

Schlenger, Jacques T. Gift tax: taxpayer not entitled to exclusion for trust income payable to donee after he reaches majority, notwithstanding that right to trust income during donee's minority qualifies for annual exclusion under Section 2503(c), by Jacques T. Schlenger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 154-5.


Timeliness of tax deposit depends on bank's business day. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 223.


Individual


Anderson, Paul E. Father, why did you make me pay the tax on your gain? (In Institute On Estate Planning, 9th, University of Miami Law Center, 1975. Proceedings. New York, c1975. Chapter 12.) [*750.2 I]


Idle-time pay is not always subject to payroll taxes. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 82.


Monatt, Samuel M. Tax atlas; covering all phases of federal taxation affecting individuals, partnerships, corporations, farmers, estates, trusts, fiduciaries and beneficiaries, for use in tax planning and for preparation of returns. 27th annual ed., 1975-76, Stroudsburg, Pa., Tax Publications, c1976. looseleaf, various pagings. [751 M]


Number of individual income tax returns continues to grow. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 120.


Negative


Income Averaging

See Taxation, United States-Averaging Income
Income, Exclusions

Income, Gross
Is found money taxable? (How would you rule?) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 297.

Income in Respect of A Decedent
See Also Tax Returns - Decedent's Income
Huffaker, John B. IRS deduction may be used to taxpayer's advantage. (Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 44, April 1976, p. 233.

Income in respect of decedent

Income, Individual

Income tax regulations

TAXATION, UNITED STATES--Income, Exclusions

Incorporation Of A Business
See Taxation, United States-Corporations

Indivisible rule

Industrial development bonds

Industrial Property Rights
See Also Taxation, United States, Under Specific HS Headings
E.G. Patents And Copyrights

Insider transactions

Installment method

Kelly, James P. Corp.'s ability to fund installment sale redemption must be demonstrated. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 7, Feb. 1976, p. 97.


Sale can defer gain on liquidation, but gift prior to distribution will not avoid tax. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 225-2.


Installments


Installment sale when more than one property is involved. (Taxes in figures) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 379.


Sale can defer gain on liquidation, but gift prior to distribution will not avoid tax. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 383-4.


Insurance


Life insurance paid to ex-wife is deductible by estate. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 341.


Linett, E. S. Sec. 103: insurance proceeds representing interest on defaulted municipal bonds are tax free - IRS extends rule. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 382.


Insurance brokers

Lenrow, Gerald I. Simpson case - the IRS argues that an agent is an independent contractor and the Tax Court agrees By Gerald I. Lenrow and Emanuel Halpern. (Insurance taxation) Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, Nov. 1975, p. 70, 72, 74, 76.

Insurance commissions


Insurance companies
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Lenrow, Gerald I. IRS issues its position on estimates of unpaid losses. (Insurance taxation) Best's review (Property/ liability ed.), v. 76, March 1976, p. 34.


Lenrow, Gerald I. Western Casualty and Hanover cases - the tax court takes another look at the annual statement, by Gerald I. Lenrow and Emanuel Halpern. (Insurance taxation) Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, April 1976, p. 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80.


Insurance companies, Captive
Saggese, Anthony J. Foreign captive insurance company. (From the thoughtful tax adviser) Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, Nov. 1976, p. 779-83.

Insurance companies, Life


Insurance, Group


Group life tied to employee's health is income under Sec. 79. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Feb. 1976, p. 81.


Lost tax benefits on group term life insurance. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, July 1976, p. 62. (Excerpt from Coopers & Lybrand newsletter, February 1976.)


Insurance, Health

Insurance, Key Man
See Also Taxation, United States - Insurance, Life

TAXATION, UNITED STATES - Insurance companies


IRS wants key-man life insurance included in executive's gross estate under 2042. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 223.


Insurance, Life
See Also Taxation, United States - Insurance, Key Man


Group life tied to employee's health is income under Sec. 79. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Feb. 1976, p. 81.


Institute Of Life Insurance. Business life insurance. Washington, Small Business Administration, 1975. 7 p. (Small Business Administration Management aids for small manufacturers, no. 222) [*430 I]


Life insurance paid to ex-wife is deductible by estate. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 213.


Life insurance policies taxed to decedent wife's estate. (Selected recent developments) Estates, gifts and trusts journal, July-Aug. 1976, p. 34.


Lost tax benefits on group term life insurance. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, July 1976, p. 62. (Excerpt from Coopers & Lybrand newsletter, February 1976.)
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TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Inter vivos trusts

Inter vivos trusts


Interest


Interest cannot be imputed in a property settlement. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 54.


Linett, E. S. Sec. 103: insurance proceeds representing interest on defaulted municipal bonds are tax free - IRS extends rule. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 382.


Penalty for late payment is not deductible interest. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 7-8.


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Interest—Continued


Rollyson, Mikel M. Prepayment penalty and low points lead to large deductions. (Recent cases and rulings) Journal of real estate taxation, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 357-60.


Schlenger, Jacques T. Gift tax: taxpayer not entitled to exclusion for trust income payable to donee after he reaches majority, notwithstanding that right to trust income during donee's minority qualifies for annual exclusion under Section 2503(c), by Jacques T. Schlenger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 154-5.

Schlenger, Jacques T. Later gift of income interest for ten years to begin at expiration of initial income interest gift of five years ineligible for Section 2503(b) annual exclusion, by Jacques T. Schlenger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 474-8.


Tax Court takes new approach to disallow prepaid interest. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March 1976, p. 144-5.


Interest equalization tax

Interest-Free Loans
See Taxation, United States-Loans


Interest V. Dividends
See Taxation, United States-Thin Incorportations

Intergovernmental


Internal revenue code of 1954

International Double
See Taxation-International Double

Interstate commerce


Hellerstein, Jerome R. State taxation under the commerce clause: an historical perspective. Vanderhill law review, v. 29, March 1976, p. 335-51. (Symposium, state taxation of interstate business: forward)


White, Robert M. Constitutionality of the Multistate Tax Compact. (Note) Vanderbilt law review, v. 29, March 1976, p. 453-69. (Symposium, state taxation of interstate business)

**Intermediate tax compact**


**Intermediate taxation act (proposed)**


**Inventories**

See Also Taxation, United States-Patents And Copyrights

**Inventories**


**Inventories, Dollar-value method**


**Inventories, FIFO**


**Inventories, LIFO**


Pagcaliwan, Pedro C. LIFO method of inventory valuation. SGV group journal (P.L.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 50-1.


**TAXATION, UNITED STATES— Interstate commerce**
TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Inventories, Life-(Continued)


Investment companies


Investment credit
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Linnett, E. S. Prop. regs. allow investment credit for Sec. 50 movie and TV films and tapes. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 377.

New form for extra 1% investment credit. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 9, May/June 1976, p. 33.


Ross, Stanford G. Tax policy for energy investments - where we should be. (In National Tax Association - Tax Institute of America Conference on Taxation, 67th, St. Louis, 1974. Proceedings. Columbus, Ohio, 1975. p. 513-26.) [751 N]
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Investment property

Investment trusts

Investments

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Investment credit

Investors
Investment club expenses are a nonbusiness deduction. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 315.
Travel by an investor can reduce his total tax bill. Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 29-30.

Involuntary conversions
Schwartz, Sheldon. Avoiding a tax tragedy after real estate condemnation or casualty. (Real estate tax topics) Real estate review, v. 6, Spring 1976, p. 23-7.

Joint bank accounts

Joint Ownership
See Taxation, United States-Tenancy
TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Joint Tenants

Joint Tenants
See Taxation, United States-Tenancy

Joint Ventures


Kickbacks


Kistner Case
See Also Taxation, United States-Professional Corporations And Associations


When is a partnership likely to be taxed as a corporation: new case explains rules. (Partnerships) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 303-5.

When will professional corporations be recognized? (Landmark tax cases) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 369.

Land

Currier, Barry A. Exploring the role of taxation in the land use planning process. Indiana law journal, v. 51, Fall 1975, p. 28-90.


Kane, Edward R. Capital gain or loss should result from the sale of land bought and held solely for appreciation in value. Journal of real estate taxation, v. 3, Winter 1976, p. 234-42.


Larson Case
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Lawyers
See Also Taxation, United States - Professional People


Lease or Purchase
See Also Taxation, United States - Sale V. Lease


Leaseback Transactions
See Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings: Gift And Leaseback; Purchase Lease-Backs; Sale And Leaseback; Trust-Leaseback

Leaseholds

Leases
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Legal Fees
See Taxation, United States-Professional Fees

Legal Information Retrieval System
See Taxation, United States-Reports And Information Retrieval Activity

Less developed country corporations


Lewis case

Licensing Agreements
See Also Taxation, United States-Foreign Licensing Agreements


Liens


Lifo inventories
See Taxation, United States-Inventories, Lifo

Liquidations


Kovey, Mark H. Rigged answers to troublesome liquidation plan questions. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, May 1976, p. 260-76.
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One-month liquidation where shareholder is also a creditor. (Taxes in figures) *Taxation for accountants*, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 89.


Rollyson, Mikel M. Liquidating the large tract of real estate - can ordinary income be avoided in the Fifth Circuit? (Recent cases and rulings) *Journal of real estate taxation*, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 360-3.


Sale can defer gain on liquidation, but gift prior to distribution will not avoid tax. (Technical notes and comments) *Taxation for lawyers*, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 383-4.

Sale can defer gain on liquidation, but gift prior to distribution will not avoid tax. *Taxation for accountants*, v. 16, April 1976, p. 251-2.


Smith, James E. Several options available when it becomes necessary to divide corporate operations. *Taxation for accountants*, v. 16, May 1976, p. 308-16.

**LITIGATION EXPENSE**

See Tax Litigation

**LIVESTOCK**

See Taxation, United States-Ranches

**LIVING TRUSTS**

See Taxation, United States-Inter Vivos Trusts

**LOANS**


Interest-free loan can provide employee fringe benefits. (Technical notes and comments) *Taxation for accountants*, v. 17, July 1976, p. 40.

Linetti, E. Accrual-basis employer's note to qualified plan not payment - CA-7 vs. CA-3, 9, 10. (Tax trends) *Tax adviser*, v. 7, April 1976, p. 248-9.


Sour loan to relative may turn out to be nontaxable gift. *Taxation for lawyers*, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 61.

**Lobbying expenses**


**LOSS COMPANIES**

See Also Taxation, United States - Gains And Losses

**Lufkin Foundry and Machine Co. case**


**Lump-sum distributions**


Borghese, Phyllis. IRS issues new Form 5544. (Tax talk) *National public accountant*, v. 21, July 1976, p. 32.
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Lump-Sum Income See Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings:

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Lump-sum distributions

Authors:
Averaging Income;
Inventors

Lynch case

Machinery and equipment


Magazine publishers

Mail order business

Maintenance And Replacements
See Taxation, United States-Repairs And Replacements

Marital Deduction
See Taxation, United States-Husbands And Wives

Marital deduction trusts


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Marital deduction trusts—
(Continued)
Schlenger, Jacques T. Use of savings clause ruled to be
sufficient to preserve marital deduction for a testamentary
marital deduction trust, by Jacques T. Schlenger and David
J. Garrett. (Current tax developments) Estate planning v. 3,
Winter 1976, p. 91-3.
Sturm, Maurice J. Marital deduction and a private annuity.
Taxes—the tax magazine, v. 54, Jan. 1976, p. 54-60.
Use of equalization clause does not disqualify marital de-
duction. (Selected recent developments) Estates, gifts and
Wilkins, Robert P. Unrestricted trust power to invest in life
insurance disqualifies marital deduction. (Estates, trusts &
Wolfson, Merle A. Disposition of specific assets: his and hers,
determination and planning ownership; problems created
by boilerplate; use of marital deduction, survivorship,
planning considerations and techniques. (In Institute On
Federal Taxation, 33rd, New York University, 1974. Pro-

Meals And Lodging
See Taxation, United States—Food And Lodging
Simmons, Sherwin P. TC holds state trooper cash meal
allowance is income. (Taxation of compensation) Journal of

Medical expenses
Borghese, Phyllis. Taxpayer lacks substantiation for medical
expense deduction. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v.
Dependent’s medicare payments. (Technical notes and
301.
Frank, Barry H. Deductible medical expenses encompass
more than costs of doctors, dentists. Taxation for account-
Hjorth, Roland L. Tax consequences of post-dissolution
support payment arrangements. Washington law review,
Main, Jeremy. Tax shelters for the not-so-rich. Money, v. 5,
Pitcher, Griffith F. Tax implications of divorce or separation
do not end with payments to spouse. Taxation for account-
Two important tax rulings on the treatment of medical
expenses in torts settlements. Law office economics and

Medical groups
McGovern, James J. Federal tax exemption of prepaid health

Medical reimbursement plans
Canan, Michael J. Professional corporations revisited: prob-
lems exist, but potential for tax savings is great. Taxation
How to set up invulnerable health and accident plans.
(Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants,
Nicolella, Anthony J. Medical reimbursement plan is popular
fringe benefit for all businesses. Taxation for accountants,

Medicare
See Taxation, United States—Social Security

Mergers
See Taxation, United States—Consolidations And
Mergers
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Michelin case
Peters, James H. Supreme Court sets new test for local
taxation of imports in Michelin Tire (State & local taxa-

Military personnel
Bowman, John H. Federal restrictions on state taxation of
military pay; are they justified? National tax journal, v. 29,
June 1976, p. 131-42.

Minerals
Berry, Buford P. Section 636—production payments. (In
Institute On Oil And Gas Law And Taxation, 25th,
New York, 1974, p. 389-417.) [250 Oil 2]
Burke, Frank M. Incentives to develop natural resources:
factors affecting industries involved in natural resource
exploitation; oil and gas; hard minerals; timber. (In Institu-
Elder, Peter. TC permits deduction for failed lease negotia-
tions, edited by Peter Elder and T. Milton Kupfer. (Ac-
When can holder of production payment use depletion?
When can holder of production payment use depletion?
(Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants,
v. 16, May 1976, 274-5.

Mines
Burke, Frank M. Incentives to develop natural resources:
factors affecting industries involved in natural resource
exploitation; oil and gas; hard minerals; timber. (In Institu-
Kanter, Burton W. Advance royalty treatment makes coal
shelter attractive, edited by Burton W. Kanter and John S.
381-2.
Pomerenue, Martin. Coal-leasing arrangements offer sub-
stantial tax-shelter benefits. (Personal tax problems) Jour-

Minimum Tax
See Tax Preferences

Ministers
See Taxation, United States—Clergy

Minority Stockholders
See Also Taxation, United States—Stockholders

Morrissey case
Arenberg, Stanley I. New cases clarify activities that permit
limited partnerships to retain tax benefits. (Investments)

Mortgage Investment Trusts
See Taxation, United States—Real Estate Investment
Trusts

Mortgages
Bacon, Richard L. Legislative outlook for tax shelters in 1975.
(In Southern California Tax Institute, 27th, University of
Southern California Law Center, 1975. Major tax planning
Ginsburg, Martin D. Taxing the sale for future payment. Tax
Ginsburg, Martin D. Taxing the sale for future payment: a
proposal for structural reform. (In Southern California Tax
Institute, 27th, University of Southern California Law
TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Mortgages


Multiple trusts


Multistate Tax Compact

See Taxation, United States-Interstate Commerce

Municipal Bonds

See Also Taxation, United States-Revenue Bonds


How tax-exempt bonds are taxed in each state. Practical accountant, v. 8, Nov./Dec. 1975, p. 51.


Thompson, John A. Understanding municipal bonds. Veterinary economics, v. 17, April 1976, p. 42, 44, 47.

Municipalities


Quigley, John F. Business compliance problems of local non-property taxes (and how they can be minimized). (In National Tax Association - Tax Institute of America Conference on Taxation, 67th, St. Louis, 1974. _Proceedings._ Columbus, Ohio, 1975. p. 313-23.) [751 N]

Reichauer, Robert D. In defense of the property tax: the case against an increased reliance on local non-property taxes. (In National Tax Association - Tax Institute of America Conference on Taxation, 67th, St. Louis, 1974. _Proceedings._ Columbus, Ohio, 1975. p. 288-306.) [751 N]


**Mutual Funds**

*See Also* Taxation, United States - Offshore Mutual Funds

Kanter, Burton W. New fund built around 85% dividend-received deduction, edited by Burton W. Kanter and John S. Pennell. (Shop talk) _Journal of taxation_, v. 44, June 1976, p. 381.


**National Alalfa case**


**Natural gas**


Here's how revenue agents probe the four most popular tax-shelter deals. (Personal) _Taxation for lawyers_, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 57-9.


Ross, Stanford G. Tax policy for energy investments - where we should be. (In National Tax Association - Tax Institute of America Conference on Taxation, 67th, St. Louis, 1974. _Proceedings._ Columbus, Ohio, 1975. p. 513-26.) [751 N]


When can holder of production payment use depletion? _Taxation for lawyers_, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 36-7.

White, Thomas R. Where we are - taxation of investment in oil and gas properties. (In National Tax Association - Tax Institute of America Conference on Taxation, 67th, St. Louis, 1974. _Proceedings._ Columbus, Ohio, 1975. p. 491-513.) [751 N]


**Natural Resources**

*See Also* Taxation, United States, Under Name Of Specific Resource, E.G., Mines

**Negative Income Tax**

*See Taxation, United States-Income-Negative

**Net worth method**


**Newspaper publishers**


**Nominees**


Berrane, Louis G. How to use a straw or nominee corporation without its being recognized for tax purposes. _Taxation for accountants_, v. 16, May 1976, p. 296-301.

Wright, F. Bruce. Owning real estate through sham and nominees. _Real estate review_, v. 6, Spring 1976, p. 53-9.

**Non-profit organizations**
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Non-Qualified Retirement Plans
See Taxation, United States - Retirement Plans, Non-Qualified

Non-Resident Aliens
See Taxation, United States-Aliens

Non-Resident Citizens
See Taxation, United States-Foreign Residents

Offshore Mutual Funds
See Also Taxation, United States - Foreign Investment Companies


Oil Industry
See Also Taxation, United States-Exploration And Development


Here's how revenue agents probe the four most popular tax-shelter deals. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 368-70.


Linett, E. S. IRS warns oil production sharing agreements with foreign gov't may result in royalties, not taxes. (Tax trends) Tax advisor, v. 7, July 1976, p. 443-4.


Ross, Stanford G. Tax policy for energy investments - where we should be. (In National Tax Association - Tax Institute of America Conference on Taxation, 67th, St. Louis, 1974. Proceedings. Columbus, Ohio, 1975. p. 513-26.) [751 N]


White, Thomas R. Where we are - taxation of investment in oil and gas properties. (In National Tax Association - Tax Institute of America Conference on Taxation, 67th, St. Louis, 1974. Proceedings. Columbus, Ohio, 1975, p. 491-513.) [751 N]

Oil leases


Operating Losses
See Taxation, United States-Gains And Losses

Options


Orchards
See Taxation, United States-Fruit Growers

Ordinary And Necessary Expenses
See Taxation, United States-Expenses-Ordinary And Necessary

Organization expenses


Original issue discount
McCree, Robert W. How to handle corporate obligations that are issued at a discount or premium. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan. 1976, p. 48-50.


Ortriss case

Turetsky, Eric B. Partnership taxation: special and retroactive allocations of losses are still with us - are their days numbered? Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, June 1976, p. 535-68.

Overpayments

Speed up of refunds depends on forms used. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 338.

Part-mutual taxes

Partnership agreements


How to plan payments when partner leaves the partnership. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 82-3.


Partnerships
See Also Taxation, United States-Family - Partnerships
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How to plan payments when partner leaves the partnership. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 82-3.


Monatt, Samuel M. Tax atlas; covering all phases of federal taxation affecting individuals, partnerships, corporations, farmers, estates, trusts, fiduciaries and beneficiaries, for use in tax planning and for preparation of returns. 27th annual ed., 1975-76, Stroudsburg, Pa., Tax Publications, c1976. looseleaf, various pages. [751 M]
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When is a partnership likely to be taxed as a corporation by the Internal Revenue Service? Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan. 1976, p. 21-3.

When is a partnership likely to be taxed as a corporation: new case explains rules. (Partnerships) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 303-5.


Partnerships, Limited
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Tucker, Stefan F. How to avoid the major limited partnership problems. Practical accountant, v. 9, July/Aug. 1976, p. 67-70. (Real estate tax shelters: a checklist)


When is a partnership likely to be taxed as a corporation: new case explains rules. (Partnerships) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 303-5.


Patents And Copyrights

See Also Taxation, United States - Inventions

Pay-As-You-Go

See Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings: Income-Individual; Social Security; Withholding

Payrolls

See Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings: Income - Individual; Social Security;

TAXATION, UNITED STATES - Partnerships, Limited

Withholding

Pensions


Burrows, Edward E. Working with the new benefit and allocation limitations under ERISA. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 273-88.


Crumbly, D. Larry. Choosing a qualified pension, profit-sharing, or stock-bonus plan, by D. Larry Crumbley and James R. Hasselback. (Tax notes for the young practitioner) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 56-60.


Dornfeld, Kevin. How to allocate accrued benefits under a defined benefit plan for employer and employee contributions. (Current developments) Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 201.


How to avoid delay in employee plan applications (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 383.
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Schreiber, Irving. How to set up and run a qualified pension or profit-sharing plan for a small or medium size business: based on tax conferences of the Tax Institute of C.W. Post College, Long Island University. Edited by Irving Schreiber. 2nd rev. ed., Greenvane, N.Y., Panel, c1975. 1 v. (looseleaf) (Reflects all changes brought about by the Employee retirement income security act of 1974.) [208.9 S]


Simmons, Sherwin P. IRS proposes two alternatives to previously issued 4-40 rapid vesting test. (Taxation of compensation) Journal of taxation, v. 44, April 1976, p. 248.


Pensions, Self-employed
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Gorlick, Sheldon H. Keogh vs. incorporation: you can’t afford to stand pat. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 9-17. (Special issue on retirement plans)


Irish, Leon E. H.R. 10, Subchapter S and Section 403(b) plans. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 139-55.) [208.9 G]


Segal, Philip M. Keogh plans can play key role in planning estate of sole proprietor and Sub S stockholder. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 214-18.


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Pensions, Self-employed


Personal Injury Awards

See Taxation, United States-Damages

Personal Property

See Also Taxation, United States-Property


Personal Service Corporations

See Taxation, United States-Service Enterprises

Personnel Relocation Expenses

See Taxation, United States-Moving And Housing Expenses

Phantom Stock

See Taxation, United States - Shadow Stock Plans

Physicians

See Also Taxation, United States-Professional Men

Gorlick, Sheldon H. Don’t miss out on these personal tax deductions. Medical economics, v. 53, March 8, 1976, p. 90-5.


Keefer, James L. Financing an office, personal investments, and money management. (In Business Side of Medicine, Richmond, Va., April 14, 1972. Three papers... Richmond, Va., 1972. p. 208-12.) [*250 Phyl]


Medical Economics (Magazine). Your 1974-75 financial planning issue; year-end actions you should start taking now, October 21, 1974. Osenell, N.J., c1974. 158 p. (Special issue of Medical economics, Oct. 21, 1974.) [*250 Phyl]

Morgan, Kenneth R. Don’t let the I.R.S. psych you out. Medical economics, v. 53, April 5, 1976, p. 80, 82-3.


Warden, Katharine D. Workable way to transfer practice assets to your children. Medical economics, v. 53, March 8, 1976, p. 223.
TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Plant Location

Plant Location
See Also Taxation, United States-Business Location

Political Contributions
See Also Taxation, United States - Campaign Funds
Are political campaign expenses deductible? (How would you rule?) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 345.

Pollution control

Possessions corporations

Powers of appointment

Pre-Opening Expenses
See Taxation, United States-Organization Expenses

Prepaid Interest
See Taxation, United States-Interest

Prepayments
Income prepaid for services can be deferred when time for rendering services is fixed. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 211-12.
Rollyson, Mike M. Prepayment penalty and low points lead to large deductions. (Recent cases and rulings) Journal of real estate taxation, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 357-60.
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Present interest trusts

Pricing, Transfer

Priority For Tax Claims
See Taxation, United States-Liens

Private letter rulings

Privilege against self-incrimination
Civil proceedings can't be used to avoid self-incrimination. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 287.
Herskovitz, Donald L. Supreme Court says Miranda warnings do not apply to non-custodial interviews. (Fraud & negligence) Journal of taxation, v. 45, July 1976, p. 5-7.

Privileged Communications
See Also Professional Ethics - Confidential Communications
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How to avoid delay in employee plan applications (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 383.


Rand, Robert. How to compute the maximum benefits that can be provided when two qualified plans are used. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 354-8.


Schreiber, Irving. How to set up and run a qualified pension or profit-sharing plan for a small or medium size business: based on tax conferences of the Tax Institute of C.W. Post College, Long Island University. Edited by Irving Schreiber. 2nd rev. ed., Greens-nal, N.Y., Panel, c1975, 1 v. (looseleaf) (Reflects all changes brought about by the Employee retirement income security act of 1974). [208.9 S]


Tannenbaum, Michael G. How to prevent the IRS from claiming that an employee's compensation is a disguised dividend. (Corporation-stockholders) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 288-9, 292-4.


Progressive


Buchanan, James M. Inflation and real rates of income tax, by James M. Buchanan and James M. Dean. (In National Tax Association - Tax Institute of America Conference on Taxation, 67th, St. Louis, 1974. Proceedings, Columbus, Ohio, 1975, p. 343-9.)[751 N]


TAXATION, UNITED STATES-Professional fees

Professional fees
All legal expenses to set tax due may be deductible. Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 73-4.

All legal expenses to set tax due may be deductible. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 141-5.


Professional People
See Also Taxation, United States-Professional Corporations And Associations


Profit sharing
Burrows, Edward E. Working with the new benefit and allocation limitations under ERISA. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 273-88.


Crumbley, D. Larry. Choosing a qualified pension, profit-sharing, or stock-bonus plan, by D. Larry Crumbley and James R. Hasselback. (Tax notes for the young practitioner) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 56-60.
TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Promoters


Harris, Steven M. Tax benefits on sale of a residence are enchanced when accountant probes transaction, by Steven M. Harris and Earl P. Davis. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 278-80.


Installment sale when more than one property is involved. (Taxes in figures) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 379.


Kinder, James H. Current problems under Section 83. (In Southern California Tax Institute, 27th, University of Southern California Law Center, 1975. Major tax planning for 1975. New York, v. 73, p. 251-83.) [750.2 S]
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Promoters


Property

See Also Taxation, United States - Personal Property Taxation, United States - Replacement Property


Classifying reality for capital gains continues to be difficult depending onssales efforts. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 294-5.


Currier, Barry A. Exploring the role of taxation in the land use planning process. Indiana law journal, v. 51, Fall 1975, p. 28-90.


Dillingham, Charles. Incorrectly computing the basis of property can prove costly to taxpayer, by Charles Dillingham and Bruce E. Turner. (Tax accounting) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 278-86.
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Taxpayer receiving transferred property may also be getting a hidden tax liability. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March 1976, p. 186-7.


Weems, Walter S. Constitutional law - state and local tax - nondiscriminatory ad valorem property tax on imports stored in warehouse pending sale is not prohibited by import-export clause. (Recent cases) Vanderbilt law review, v. 29, March 1976, p. 487-95.

When can abandonment loss deduction be claimed. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 360-1.


Proprietorships


Pseudocorporations

See Taxation, United States-Subchapter S Corporations

Public policy doctrine


Public utilities


Schlenger, Jacques T. Death benefits paid by corporation, pursuant to contract, to noncontrolling shareholder's widow are not includable in decedent's gross estate under Section 2038(a)(1) as retained power over transferred property, or 2035, as property owned by decedent at death, by Jacques T. Schlenger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 152-4.


Taxpayer receiving transferred property may also be getting a hidden tax liability. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March 1976, p. 186-7.


Weems, Walter S. Constitutional law - state and local tax - nondiscriminatory ad valorem property tax on imports stored in warehouse pending sale is not prohibited by import-export clause. (Recent cases) Vanderbilt law review, v. 29, March 1976, p. 487-95.

When can abandonment loss deduction be claimed. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 360-1.


Proprietorships


Pseudocorporations

See Taxation, United States-Subchapter S Corporations

Public policy doctrine


Public utilities


Schlenger, Jacques T. Death benefits paid by corporation, pursuant to contract, to noncontrolling shareholder's widow are not includable in decedent's gross estate under Section 2038(a)(1) as retained power over transferred property, or 2035, as property owned by decedent at death, by Jacques T. Schlenger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 152-4.
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Spann, Robert M. Taxation and electric utility regulation and the efficient allocation of energy resources. (In Cicchetti, Charles J. Studies in electric utility regulation. Cambridge, Mass., c1958.) [534.6 C]

Tax accruals and working capital allowance. (Progress of regulation) Public utilities forthnightly, v. 97, April 8, 1976, p. 44-5.

Publishers


Purchase agreements


Linett, E. S. Buyer's payment of selling expenses is Sec. 453(b) payment in year of sale. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 380-1.


Purchases and sales


How to treat sale proceeds where mortgage exceeds value. Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 64.

Linett, E. S. Buyer's payment of selling expenses is Sec. 453(b) payment in year of sale. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 380-1.


Sale can defer gain on liquidation, but gift prior to distribution will not avoid tax. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 251-2.


Put and call options


Qualified Retirement Plans
See Taxation, United States - Retirement Plans, Qualified

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Public utilities
TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Real estate partnerships—(Continued)


Real estate straw corporations

Hoffman, Fredric A. Straw or nominee corps. must be as passive as possible to protect investors deductions. (Real estate) Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug., 1976, p. 10-13.

Real estate syndicates


Real estate transactions


Harris, Steven M. Indirect sale of real estate enables taxpayer to avoid recognizing taxable gain. (Real estate) Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 76-9.

Harris, Steven M. Tax benefits on sale of a residence are enhanced when accountant probes transaction, by Steven M. Harris and Earl F. Davis. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 278-80.

Installment sale when more than one property is involved. (Taxes in figures) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 379.


Rollyson, Mikel M. Liquidating the large tract of real estate - can ordinary income be avoided in the Fifth Circuit? (Recent cases and rulings) Journal of real estate taxation, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 360-1.


Reasonable Compensation

See Taxation, United States-Compensation For Services

Recapitalizations

Berall, Frank S. Recapitalizing close corporation may be planning solution for major stockholder. Estate planning, v. 3, Winter 1976, p. 96-104.
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Recapitulations

See Taxation, United States-Recapitulation And Depletion-
Recapiture Rules

Taxation, United States-Investment Credit

Receivers

See Also Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings:

Bad Debts;

Carry-Back And Carry-Over;

Refunds And Credits


Reduction


Refunds And Credits
See Also Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings:
Carry-Back And Carry-Over;
Overpayments
Bandy, Dale. Accountants will juggle 15 different tax credits
during the coming tax season, by Dale Bandy and O. Clyde
Hardman. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan. 1976, p. 38-
43.
Beck, Paul E. Method of amending a return can make a
substantial difference when claiming arefund. Taxation for
Borghese, Phyllis. Form 843 now obsolete. (Tax talk) National
public accountant, v. 21, July 1976, p. 32.
Borghese, Phyllis. Taxpayers may use special procedure. (Tax
Copeland, Charles H. Working with IRS service centers. CPA
journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 82-4.
Forster, Joel M. IRS and AICPA discuss tax administration -
1975 (part 1: collection and service matters). (Washington
Horwood, Richard M. Consolidated returns. Journal of corpo-
IRS ban use of form 843 for income tax refunds. (Practicing
before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976,
p. 320.
Kanter, Burton W. IRS abets confusion on credits and
refunds, edited by Burton W. Kanter and John S. Pennell.
Linett, E. S. Refund claims no longer to be made on Form
Lore, Martin M. New refund suit procedure will hasten
lawsuits, edited by Martin M. Lore and Laurence Goldfein.
(Effective tax procedures) Journal of taxation, v. 45, July
1976, p. 51.
Lore, Martin M. Voluntary tax payments are not recoverable,
edited by Martin M. Lore and Laurence Goldfein. (Effec-
52.
Milefsky, Norman R. Utilization of acquired corporate loss
carryovers. Journal of corporate taxation, v. 3, Spring 1976,
p. 28-59.
Parker, Kenneth R. Minitax: carryovers on consolidated
Receipt of a notice of deficiency during a refund suit: Section
7422(e) practice and procedure. Iowa law review, v. 61, April
1976, p. 1033-56.
Speed up of refunds depends on forms used. (Technical notes
and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976,
p. 338.
Speed up of refunds depends on timing of forms. Taxation for
Tax benefit rule overrides nonrecognition provision. Taxation
Tax credit available for assets used in construction. Taxation
Related party transactions
Fuller, James P. Intercompany licensing. International tax
Related Taxpayers
See Also Taxation, United States, Under Subhead-
ings:
Associated Companies;
Family Partnerships;
Family Transactions;
Husbands And Wives
Randall, Boyd, C. How to obtain capital gains in stock
redemption when related parties own all shares, by Boyd
C. Randall and Kirk A. Benson. (Corporation-stockholders)
Related-entity dealings may not always be changed by IRS.
Related taxpayers may find otherwise allowable payments to
each other are held not deductible. Taxation for account-
Related taxpayers may find otherwise allowable payments to
each other are held not deductible. Taxation for lawyers,
Transactions with relatives are subject to special tax rules.
Transactions with relatives are subject to special tax rules.
Transactions with relatives are subject to special tax rules.
Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 163.
Relief provisions
Chicago Clearing House. Energy tax and individual relief
bill of 1974; text of H.R. 17488 as ordered reported to the
House November 21, 1974, CCH highlights. Chicago,
1974. 223 p. (Standard federal tax reports, v. 61, no. 53,
94-36, 94th Congress, 1st session.) [*751.5 U]
United States. House of Representatives. Committee on
Ways and Means. Energy tax and individual relief act of
1974; report, together with supplemental and dissenting
views on H.R. 17488. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall,
1974. 191 p. (Standard federal tax reports, no. 54, Nov. 29,
1974. Extra ed. CCH special, 2. House report, no. 93-1502,
93rd Congress, 2nd session) [*751.5 U]
United States. House of Representatives. Committee on
Ways and Means. Energy tax and individual relief act of
1974; report, together with supplemental and dissenting
views on H.R. 17488. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall,
session) [*751.5 U]
Rental income
Kanny, Glenn S. Trade shows must bar all selling to avoid
unrelated business income tax. (Tax-exempt institutions)
Retention of strings on property bars rent deduction. Taxa-
tion for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 205.
Rental property
Baldino, Joseph L. Depreciation of rental premiums: is a
contractual solution in the offing? Journal of real estate
Fink, Sheldon I. Conversion to condominiums: existing rental
units; how to treat capital gain; handling existing mort-
gage; co-ops to condominiums. (In Institute On Federal
Investment credit not available on lodging property. Taxation
Retention of strings on property bars rent deduction. Taxa-
tion for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 205.
Yurov, John J. Resort condominiums: rental and time
sharing programs; tax and securities problems. (In Institute
Renunciation
Kanter, Burton W. Disclaimer of ownership of U. S. bonds is
taxable gift, edited by Burton W. Kanter and John S. Pennell.
Reorganizations

See Also Taxation, United States-Foreign Reorganizations


Hutton, William T. F reorganization and operating losses: one battle over... (Recent cases and rulings) Journal of corporate taxation, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 114-17.

Lawrence, David R. F reorganization - another opportunity for tax planning. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, April 1976, p. 231-4.


Smith, James E. Several options available when it becomes necessary to divide corporate operations. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 308-16.


Repairs And Replacements

See Also Taxation, United States - Replacement Property
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Taxation, United States - Repairs And Replacements


Harris, Steven M. Tax benefits on sale of a residence are enhanced when accountant probes transaction, by Steven M. Harris and Earl F. Davis. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 278-80.


Restricted property transfer plans


Reports And Information Retrieval Activity

See Also Computers - Effect On Tax Practice

Repossession Of Real Property

See Taxation, United States-Property Taxation, United States-Section 1038

Research and development


Reserve Ratio Test

See Taxation, United States - Depreciation And Depletion - Reserve Ratio Test

Reserves


Residential Property


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Replacement Property


Harris, Steven M. Tax benefits on sale of a residence are enhanced when accountant probes transaction, by Steven M. Harris and Earl F. Davis. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 278-80.


Restricted property transfer plans


Restricted Stock

See Taxation, United States - Stock, Restricted

Retail trade


Retirement


Layne, Abner A. Warning: real estate may be hazardous to your plan. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 95-111, pastime. (Special issue on retirement plans)
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(Continued)

Tilton, James T. Complying with the IRSs new guidelines for
determinations of qualified plans, by James T. Tilton and
James A. McNabb. (Taxation of compensation) Journal of

Vesting provisions of ERISA, part 1. by R. Michael Sanchez

Vesting provisions of ERISA, part 2, by R. Michael Sanchez

Wohlman, Leslie. All about IRAs. Pension world, v. 12, June

Revenue Bonds
See Also Taxation, United States-Municipal Bonds

Revenue procedure 64-19
Wolfson, Merle A. Disposition of specific assets: his and hers,
determining and plastering ownership; created by boilerplate;
use of marital deduction, survivorship, and planning considerations and techniques. (In Institute On
Federal Taxation, 33rd, New York University, 1974. Pro-

Revenue procedure 66-49
O'Connell, Maurice F. Defending art valuations for tax

Revenue procedure 69-21
Jacobius, Laura. Eligibility of computer software for the investment tax credit. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 7, April

Revenue procedure 71-19
Mansker, Gary F. Nonqualified plans add flexibility to
deferred compensation arrangements. Taxation for ac-

Revenue procedure 71-21
Income prepaid for services can be deferred when time for
rendering services is fixed. Taxation for accountants, v. 16,
April 1976, p. 211-12.

Revenue procedure 72-13
Dauber, Milton A. Oil and gas for the passive investor - tax
and business considerations. (In Institute On Oil And Gas
Law And Taxation, 25th, Southwestern Legal Foundation,
Oil 2]

Hall, John H. Internal revenue service attack on oil and gas
drilling funds. (In Institute On Oil And Gas Law And Taxa-
tion, 26th, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas,

Richards, Robert J. What limits to partnership allocation of
income or loss taken by each partner? By Robert J.
Richards and Thomas E. Neely. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4,

Tucker, Stefan F. How investor holds real estate greatly
affects the tax benefits of such an investment. Taxation for ac-

Tucker, Stefan F. How to avoid the major limited partnership
problems. Practical accountants, v. 9, July/Aug. 1976, p. 67-
70. (Real estate tax shelters: a checklist)

Revenue procedure 72-18
Ross, Jack R. Interest expenses and tax-exempts - current
developments, edited by Jack R. Ross, Harvey Tabin and
William Tiedemann. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 46,

Revenue procedure 72-21
Asset must have one useful life for all purposes. (Technical
notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May
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Revenue procedure 74-17
Hall, John H. Internal revenue service attack on oil and gas
drilling funds. (In Institute On Oil And Gas Law And Taxa-
tion, 26th, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas,

Richards, Robert J. What limits to partnership allocation of
income or loss taken by each partner? By Robert J.
Richards and Thomas E. Neely. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4,

Revenue procedure 74-26
Dunkle, John H. Combining contingent and escrowed shares
in tax-free acquisitions. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 7, Sept.
1976, p. 534.

Linett, E. S. IRS expands scope of advance ruling guidelines
on escrowed stock to contingent stock. (Tax trends) Tax

Revenue procedure 75-6
Mand, Robert. Individual retirement plans, how this revolution-
ary new retirement vehicle will work. Practical ac-

Revenue procedure 75-11
Bogaard, John F. Escrow stock in reorganizations; its is-
surance and return; the substitution of cash in lieu of
returning stock. (Corporate reorganizations) Journal of

Revenue procedure 75-16
Tucker, Stefan F. How investor holds real estate greatly
affects the tax benefits of such an investment. Taxation for

Revenue procedure 75-26
Goldberg, Seymour. Exemption request for purchasing exist-
lng life insurance contracts. Pension and profit-sharing tax

Revenue procedure 75-29
Kramer, John L. Advantages of new closing agreement for
tax-free exchange of foreign corporations. (International

Revenue procedure 75-33
Fochman, Gerald H. Microfilm - a new accounting tool. Asset
(Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 24, March-April 1976, p. 11-
12, 14.

IRS issues microfilm rules. (What's new about taxes) News-

Revenue procedure 75-40
Krieger, Eugene I. Procedures finalized for change to full
absorption method. (Tax accounting) Journal of corporate

Revenue procedure 75-47
Simmons, Sherwin F. Advance rulings available for more
types of plans. (Taxation of compensation) Journal of

Tilton, James T. Complying with the IRSs new guidelines for
determinations of qualified plans, by James T. Tilton and
James A. McNabb. (Taxation of compensation) Journal of

Revenue procedure 75-49
Dornfeld, Kivie. Interim rulings will be issued while IRS
reconsiders discriminatory vesting tests. (Current de-
velopments) Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring
(March) 1976, p. 196-8.

IRS issues 4-40 vesting rules. Pension world, v. 12, April 1976,
p. 47-8.

Simmons, Sherwin P. IRS proposes two alternatives to
previously issued 4-40 rapid vesting test. (Taxation of
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Revenue procedure 75-56
Lenrow, Gerald I. IRS issues its position on estimates of unpaid losses. (Insurance taxation) Best’s review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, March 1976, p. 64, 66, 68, 70.

Lenrow, Gerald I. Western Casualty and Hanover cases - the tax court takes another look at the annual statement, by Gerald I. Lenrow and Emanuel Halpern. (Insurance taxation) Best’s review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, April 1976, p. 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80.

Revenue procedure 76-6


Revenue procedure 76-9

Revenue procedure 76-11

Donnfeld, Kivie. Interim rulings will be issued while IRS reconsiders discriminatory vesting tests. (Current developments) Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 196-8.


Revenue procedure 76-15

Revenue procedure 76-23
Audit of bankrupt’s return can be accelerated by IRS. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Sept. 1976, p. 191.

Revenue procedure 76-28

Revenue ruling 53-271

Revenue ruling 55-38

Revenue ruling 55-713

Revenue ruling 56-136
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Revenue ruling 56-185

Revenue ruling 58-60

Eber, Victor I. How to establish value for close corporation stock that will withstand an IRSaudit. Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 28-32, 34.


Lee, M. Mark. Valuing closely held stock for ESOP purposes is no simple matter. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 310-19.


Revenue ruling 62-81

Revenue ruling 62-180


Revenue ruling 64-175

Revenue ruling 66-47

Revenue ruling 66-216

Revenue ruling 66-372

Revenue ruling 67-273
Kovey, Mark H. Rigged answers to troublesome liquidation plan questions. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, May 1976, p. 260-70.

Revenue ruling 68-609

Revenue ruling 68-643


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Revenue ruling 68-643-
(Continued)


Revenue ruling 69-74

Revenue ruling 69-115

Revenue ruling 69-332

Revenue ruling 69-502

Revenue ruling 69-545

Revenue ruling 69-611

Revenue ruling 70-426

Revenue ruling 70-531

Revenue ruling 70-539

Revenue ruling 70-596

Revenue ruling 71-177
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Revenue ruling 71-482
Life insurance paid to ex-wife is deductible by estate. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 341.

Revenue ruling 71-492

Revenue ruling 72-240

Revenue ruling 72-333

Revenue ruling 72-355

Revenue ruling 72-366

Revenue ruling 72-387

Revenue ruling 73-39

Revenue ruling 73-61

Revenue ruling 73-350

Revenue ruling 73-404

Revenue ruling 73-565

Revenue ruling 73-600

Revenue ruling 74-269
Berrall, Frank S. Recapitalizing close corporation may be planning solution for major stockholder. Estate planning, v. 3, Winter 1976, p. 96-104.
TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Revenue ruling 74-307

Revenue ruling 75-128

Revenue ruling 75-141

Revenue ruling 75-160

Revenue ruling 75-172

Revenue ruling 75-194

Revenue ruling 75-212

Revenue ruling 75-230

Revenue ruling 75-232

Revenue ruling 75-254

Revenue ruling 75-263

Revenue ruling 75-265

Revenue ruling 75-291

Revenue ruling 75-292

Revenue ruling 75-309

Revenue ruling 75-318
Revenue ruling 75-330


Revenue ruling 75-335

Revenue ruling 75-337

Revenue ruling 75-340

Revenue ruling 75-367

Revenue ruling 75-370


Revenue ruling 75-371


Revenue ruling 75-380


Revenue ruling 75-400


Revenue ruling 75-413

Revenue ruling 75-440

Revenue ruling 75-447


Revenue ruling 75-458

Revenue ruling 75-481


Revenue ruling 75-483

Revenue ruling 75-487

Revenue ruling 75-493

Revenue ruling 75-501

Revenue ruling 75-502

Revenue ruling 75-504

Revenue ruling 75-512

Revenue ruling 75-515


Revenue ruling 75-516
Kannry, Glenn S. Trade shows must bar all selling to avoid unrelated business income tax. (Tax-exempt institutions).

Revenue ruling 75-517
Kannry, Glenn S. Trade shows must bar all selling to avoid unrelated business income tax. (Tax-exempt institutions).

Revenue ruling 75-518
Kannry, Glenn S. Trade shows must bar all selling to avoid unrelated business income tax. (Tax-exempt institutions).

Revenue ruling 75-519
Kannry, Glenn S. Trade shows must bar all selling to avoid unrelated business income tax. (Tax-exempt institutions).

Revenue ruling 75-520
Kannry, Glenn S. Trade shows must bar all selling to avoid unrelated business income tax. (Tax-exempt institutions).

Revenue ruling 75-528

Lost tax benefits on group term life insurance. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, July 1976, p. 62.
(Excerpt from Coopers & Lybrand newsletter, February 1976.)

Revenue ruling 75-557

Revenue ruling 75-561


Revenue ruling 76-1


Revenue ruling 76-12
Asset must have one useful life for all purposes. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 268-9.

Revenue ruling 76-23

Revenue ruling 76-36
Friedrich, Craig W. Sad case of section 382(b)(5); indirect stock ownership may not be taken into account for purposes of net operating loss carryovers. Journal of corporate taxation, v. 2, Winter 1976, p. 465-75.


Revenue ruling 76-39


Revenue ruling 76-41

Revenue ruling 76-47
Dornfeld, Kivie. How to allocate accrued benefits under a defined benefit plan for employer and employee contributions. (Current developments) Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 201.


Revenue ruling 76-52

Timeliness of tax deposit depends on bank's business day. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 223.

Revenue ruling 76-53
Dividends reinvested in stock at a discount. (Taxes in figures) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 231.

Revenue ruling 76-62
Employer-paid tuition can be tax-free fringe benefit. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 252-3.

Revenue ruling 76-65
Employer-paid tuition can be tax-free fringe benefit. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 252-3.

Revenue ruling 76-66

Revenue ruling 76-71


Revenue ruling 76-95

Revenue ruling 76-103
Revenue ruling 76-110

Revenue ruling 76-113
Life insurance paid to ex-wife is deductible by estate. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 341.

Revenue ruling 76-123

Revenue ruling 76-130

Revenue ruling 76-135
Taxpayer can't speed up deduction by paying with note. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 49.

Revenue ruling 76-148

Revenue ruling 76-217

Revenue ruling 76-231

Revenue ruling 76-234

Revenue ruling 76-239

Revenue ruling 76-250

Revenue ruling 76-255

Revenue ruling 76-259
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Revenue ruling 76-261

Revenue ruling 76-274

Revenue ruling 76-295

Revenue ruling 239

Revenue Sharing
See Tax Sharing

Reversionary Trusts
See Taxation, United States-Short Term Trusts

Revision
TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Revision


Recoverable trusts


Rodman case

Turetsky, Eric B. Partnership taxation: special and retroactive allocations of losses are still with us - are their days numbered? Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, June 1976, p. 353-68.

Rollover


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Royalties

Royalties


Sale and leaseback


Sale Of Assets
See Taxation, United States—Purchases And Sales

Sale or exchange of property


Harris, Steven M. Tax benefits on sale of a residence are enhanced when accountant probes transaction, by Steven M. Harris and Earl F. Davis. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 278-80.


Kane, Edward R. Capital gain or loss should result from the sale of craft and bought and held solely for appreciation in value. Journal of real estate taxation, v. 3, Winter 1976, p. 234-42.


Kovey, T. Rigged answers to troublesome liquidation plan questions. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, May 1976, p. 260-76.


Thompson, Joseph C. Tax implications of contributions of appreciated and depreciated property to partnerships, Subchapter C corporations and Subchapter S corporations in exchange for ownership interests. Tax law review, v. 31, Fall 1975, p. 29-97.

Sale V. Lease

See Also Taxation, United States - Lease Or Purchase

Sales and use taxes


Currier, Barry A. Exploring the role of taxation in the land use planning process. *Indiana law journal*, v. 51, Fall 1975, p. 28-50.

Deductibility of sales tax depends on class of item. (Technical notes and comments) *Taxation for accountants*, v. 16, May 1976, p. 306.


Salesmen


Salvage Value

See Taxation, United States-Depreciation And Depletion-Salvage Value

Savings and loan associations


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Sale V. Lease

Schools and colleges


Schools and colleges, Private

Schreck case
Gold, Steven D. Is Section 6861 the source of authority for short-year jeopardy assessments under the Internal Revenue code? (Comments) *Kentucky law journal*, v. 63, no. 4, 1974-75, p. 1027-45.

Section 27

Section 37

Section 38


Section 44

Section 47


Section 48


Section 50
Linett, E. S. Prop. reg's allow investment credit for Sec. 50 movie and TV films and tapes. (Tax trends) *Tax adviser*, v. 7, June 1976, p. 377.
Section 56

Section 58

Section 61

Section 67

Section 71

Section 72

Section 79
Group life tied to employee's health is income under Sec. 79. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Feb. 1976, p. 81.

Section 83
Section 111

Section 117
Employer-paid tuition can be tax-free fringe benefit. *Taxation for accountants*, v. 16, April 1976, p. 252-3.

Section 118

Section 119
Simmons, Sherwin P. TC holds state trooper cash meal allowance is income. (Taxation of compensation) *Journal of taxation*, v. 44, Jan. 1976, p. 29.

Section 121
Harris, Steven M. Tax benefits on sale of a residence are enhanced when accountant probes transaction, by Steven M. Harris and Earl F. Davis. *Taxation for accountants*, v. 16, May 1976, p. 278-80.

Section 143

Section 152

Section 162
Bierman, Jacquin D. Office-at-home deductions attacked by courts as well as by Congress. (Personal tax problems) *Journal of taxation*, v. 45, Sept. 1976, p. 188.
Employer-paid tuition can be tax-free fringe benefit. *Taxation for accountants*, v. 16, April 1976, p. 252-3.

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Section 111

Payments to protect business goodwill may be deductible. (Technical notes and comments) *Taxation for accountants*, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 95.
Penalties can't be recouped through business deductions. (Technical notes and comments) *Taxation for accountants*, v. 16, June 1976, p. 340.
Simmons, Sherwin P. TC holds state trooper cash meal allowance is income. (Taxation of compensation) *Journal of taxation*, v. 44, Jan. 1976, p. 29.

Section 163

Section 164
Deductibility of sales tax depends on class of items. (Technical notes and comments) *Taxation for accountants*, v. 16, May 1976, p. 306.

Section 165
Goldman, Morton D. Securities loss may be ordinary if theft is involved. (Tax clinic) *Tax adviser*, v. 7, Feb. 1976, p. 100-1.
When can abandonment loss deduction be claimed. (Technical notes and comments) *Taxation for lawyers*, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 360-1.

Section 166

Section 167

Section 170
Kane, John T. How to compute a corporation's taxes when there's both a contribution and NOI carryover. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 360-2.

Section 172

Section 175

Sang, Peter B. Farming as a tax shelter has lost some of its appeal, but many tax benefits still remain. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 236-40.

Section 183
Sang, Peter B. Farming as a tax shelter has lost some of its appeal, but many tax benefits still remain. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 236-40.
Sang, Peter B. Farming as a tax shelter has lost some of its appeal, but many tax benefits still remain. (Personal) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 298-302.

Section 212
All legal expenses to set tax due may be deductible. Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 73-4.
Investment club expenses are a nonbusiness deduction. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 315.
Travel by an investor can reduce his total tax bill. Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 29-30.
Travel by an investor can reduce his total tax bill. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 373.

Section 213
Frank, Barry H. Deductible medical expenses encompass more than costs of doctors, dentists. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan. 1976, p. 4-8.

Section 215

Section 217
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Section 219


Section 243

Section 245

Section 246

Section 248

Section 262

Section 265

Section 266

Section 267

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Section 219

Section 269

Section 273

Section 274

Section 301

Section 302
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Stanger, Richard Bennett. Interplay of Section 83 and Section 305. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 34, April 1976, p. 235-49.

Section 306


Smith, James E. Several options available when it becomes necessary to divide corporate operations. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 308-16.

Section 311


Section 312


Smith, James E. Several options available when it becomes necessary to divide corporate operations. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 308-16.

Section 318


Smith, James E. Several options available when it becomes necessary to divide corporate operations. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 308-16.

Section 321


Smith, James E. Several options available when it becomes necessary to divide corporate operations. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 308-16.

Section 322


Kovey, Mark H. Rigged answers to troublesome liquidation plan questions. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, May 1976, p. 260-76.
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Schwanbeck, William J. NOL carryovers: application of Sec. 382(b) to liquidation of sub. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 7, March 1976, p. 139.

Section 333

Kovey, Mark H. Rigged answers to troublesome liquidation plan questions. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, May 1976, p. 260-76.


One-month liquidation where shareholder is also a creditor. (Taxes in figures) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 89.


Section 334


Smith, James E. Several options available when it becomes necessary to divide corporate operations. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 308-16.

Section 336


Section 337


Kovey, Mark H. Rigged answers to troublesome liquidation plan questions. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, May 1976, p. 260-76.


Section 341

Hutton, William T. Section 341(e) now available on cable TV. (Recent cases and rulings) Journal of corporate taxation, v. 2, Winter 1976, p. 553-5.


Smith, James E. Several options available when it becomes necessary to divide corporate operations. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 308-16.

Section 351
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Thompson, Samuel C. Tax policy implications of contributions of appreciated and depreciated property to partnerships, Subchapter C corporations and Subchapter S corporations in exchange for ownership interests. Tax law review, v. 31, Fall 1975, p. 29-97.

Section 355
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Smith, James E. Several options available when it becomes necessary to divide corporate operations. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 308-16.

Section 356


Section 357


Section 358


Section 361


Section 367


Section 368


Smith, James E. Several options available when it becomes necessary to divide corporate operations. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 308-16.

Thompson, Samuel C. Tax policy implications of contributions of appreciated and depreciated property to partnerships, Subchapter C corporations and Subchapter S corporations in exchange for ownership interests. Tax law review, v. 31, Fall 1975, p. 29-97.

Section 371


Section 381


Lawrence, David R. F reorganization - another opportunity for tax planning. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, April 1976, p. 231-4.


Section 382


Schwanbeck, William J. NOL carryovers: application of Sec. 382(b) to liquidation of sub. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 7, March 1976, p. 139.

Section 385

Foster, Elliott P. Corporation may lose part of its interest deduction when capitalization is debt heavy. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 270-3.

Section 401


Savage, Michael D. ERISA's spendthrift clause requirement... (From the thoughtful tax advisor) Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, Oct. 1976, p. 602-6.

Segal, Philip M. Keogh plans can play key role in planning estate of sole proprietor and Sub S stockholder. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 214-18.


Weil, Max. Target benefit plans vs. defined benefit plans - which is the better alternative today? Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 135-40.
West, Robert S. How to keep earned income - including an attorney's from being taxed at more than 50%. (Personal tax planning) Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 110-14.

Section 402

Section 403
Irish, Leon E. H.R. 10, Subchapter S and Section 403(b) plans. (In Glasser, Stephen A. Practical guide to the new pension reform legislation. New York, c1975. p. 139-55.) [208.9 G]

Section 404

Linett, E. S. Accrual-basis employer's note to qualified plan not payment - CA-7 vs. CA-3, 9, 10. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, April 1976, p. 248-9.
Mand, Robert. How to compute the maximum benefits that can be provided when two qualified plans are used. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 354-8.

Section 408

Section 410

Section 411
Simmons, Sherwin P. IRS proposes two alternatives to previously issued 4-40 rapid vesting test. (Taxation of compensation) Journal of taxation, v. 44, April 1976, p. 248.

Section 451

Section 453
Installment sale when more than one property is involved. (Taxes in figures) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 379.
Linett, E. S. Buyer's payment of selling expenses is Sec. 453(b) payment in year of sale. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 380-1.

Section 461

Section 462
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Section 483

Interest cannot be imputed in a property settlement. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 54.


Section 501
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Section 502

Section 503

Section 507

Section 511


Section 512

Section 513
Linett, E. S. Exempt org.'s sale of journal ad space may not produce unrelated business income. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 381-2.

Section 514

Section 521

Section 531


Section 543

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Section 501

Section 546

Section 561

Section 584

Section 591

Section 593

Section 613

Section 617

Section 631


Section 636
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Section 641


Section 642


Section 652


Section 661


Section 662


Section 665

Section 667


Section 672

Section 673

Section 674


Section 675

Section 676

Section 677

Section 681

Section 691


Huffaker, John B. IRD deduction may be used to taxpayer's advantage. (Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 44, April 1976, p. 233.
Section 702

Turetsky, Eric B. Partnership taxation: special and retroactive allocations of losses are still with us - are their days numbered? Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, June 1976, p. 353-68.

Section 703

Section 704


Thompson, Samuel C. Tax policy implications of contributions of appreciated and depreciated property to partnerships, Subchapter C corporations and Subchapter S corporations in exchange for ownership interests. Tax law review, v. 31, Fall 1975, p. 29-97.

Turetsky, Eric B. Partnership taxation: special and retroactive allocations of losses are still with us - are their days numbered? Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, June 1976, p. 353-68.

Section 706

Section 707


Transactions with relatives are subject to special tax rules. Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 22-3.

Transactions with relatives are subject to special tax rules. Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 163.

Section 721

Thompson, Samuel C. Tax policy implications of contributions of appreciated and depreciated property to partnerships, Subchapter C corporations and Subchapter S corporations in exchange for ownership interests. Tax law review, v. 31, Fall 1975, p. 29-97.

Section 722

Section 731

Section 732

Section 736


Section 743

Section 751


Section 752


Section 754


Section 761
Investment club expenses are a nonbusiness deduction. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 315.


Turetsky, Eric B. Partnership taxation: special and retroactive allocations of losses are still with us - are their days numbered? Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, June 1976, p. 353-68.

When is a partnership likely to be taxed as a corporation: new case explains rules. (Partnerships) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 303-5.

Section 801

Section 818

Section 856


Section 858

Section 861


Section 862
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West, Robert S. How to keep earned income - including an attorney's from being taxed at more than 50%. (Personal tax planning) Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 110-14.


Section 931

Section 951

Section 954

Section 956


Section 957

Section 993

Section 995

Section 996

Section 1001


Section 1011


Section 1012

Section 1014

Section 1016

Section 1017

Section 1031


Gain on some currency deals may be deferred. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 110.

Harris, Steven M. Indirect sale of real estate enables taxpayer to avoid recognizing taxable gain. (Real estate) Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 76-9.


Linett, E. S. Sec. 1031: noncirculating gold coins of two countries are like kind property. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, Sept. 1976, p. 570-1.


Section 1033


Section 1034


Harris, Steven M. Tax benefits on sale of a residence are enhanced when accountant probes transaction, by Steven M. Harris and Earl F. Davis. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 278-80.


Section 1038
Harris, Steven M. Tax benefits on sale of a residence are enhanced when accountant probes transaction, by Steven M. Harris and Earl F. Davis. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 278-80.


Section 1091


Section 1201

Section 1212

Section 1221


Classifying realty for capital gains continues to be difficult depending on sales efforts. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 294-5.


Section 1222

Section 1223

Section 1231
Character of gain or loss may depend on prior transaction. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March 1976, p. 167.

Classifying realty for capital gains continues to be difficult depending on sales efforts. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 294-5.


Harris, Steven M. Tax benefits on sale of a residence are enhanced when accountant probes transaction, by Steven M. Harris and Earl F. Davis. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 278-80.


Harris, Steven M. Tax benefits on sale of a residence are enhanced when accountant probes transaction, by Steven M. Harris and Earl F. Davis. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 278-80.


Schwartz, Sheldon. Avoiding a tax tragedy after real estate condemnation or casualty. (Real estate tax topics) Real estate review, v. 6, Spring 1976, p. 23-7.


Section 1232

Section 1223

Section 1224


Section 1227


Section 1229


Transactions with relatives are subject to special tax rules. *Estate planning*, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 163.

Section 1244


Section 1245


Section 1248


Section 1250


Section 1251


Sang, Peter B. Farming as a tax shelter has lost some of its appeal, but many tax benefits still remain. *Taxation for accountants*, v. 16, April 1976, p. 236-40.

Sang, Peter B. Farming as a tax shelter has lost some of its appeal, but many tax benefits still remain. (Personal) *Taxation for lawyers*, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 298-302.

Section 1252


Section 1253

Section 1312


Section 1348


West, Robert S. How to keep earned income - including an attorney’s from being taxed at more than 50%. (Personal tax planning) Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 110-14.

Section 1371


Section 1372


Section 1373


Section 1374


Section 1385

Estes, Robert C. Accrual of patronage dividends for corporate cooperative patrons. (Taxfax) Cooperative accountant, v. 29, Spring 1976, p. 44.

Section 1402


Section 1491


Section 1501


Section 1502


Section 1504


Section 1551


Section 1552


Section 1561


Section 1562


Section 1563


Section 2006

Section 2012
 Lifetime gift tax exemption can’t be restored once used. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 292-3.

Section 2032

Section 2033
 Schlenger, Jacques T. Death benefits paid by corporation, pursuant to contract, to noncontrolling shareholder’s widow are not includable in decedent’s gross estate under Section 2038(a)(1) as retained power over transferred property, or 2033, as property owned by decedent at death, by Jacques T. Schlenger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 152-4.

Section 2035
 Lifet ime gift tax exemption can’t be restored once used. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 292-3.

Section 2036
Borgese, Phyllis. Commingling of funds results in taxability of property. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 21, April 1976, p. 34.

 Seligmann, William A. Making a gift on the installment basis can greatly increase the tax benefits. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 372-76.

Section 2037

Section 2038
 Schlenger, Jacques T. Death benefits paid by corporation, pursuant to contract, to noncontrolling shareholder’s widow are not includable in decedent’s gross estate under Section 2038(a)(1) as retained power over transferred property, or 2033, as property owned by decedent at death, by Jacques T. Schlenger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 152-4.
Section 2041


Section 2042


IRS wants key-man life insurance included in executive's gross estate under 2042. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 223.


Life insurance paid to ex-wife is deductible by estate. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 341.


Section 2051

Section 2053

Deduction for claim may be barred if formality overlooked. Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 183.

Exclusion may not shelter gifts in trust of closely held stock. Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 5.


Life insurance paid to ex-wife is deductible by estate. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 213.


Life insurance paid to ex-wife is deductible by estate. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 341.


Schlenger, Jacques T. Life insurance proceeds paid to decedent's former spouse includable in decedent's gross estate under Section 2042(2) and deductible under Section 2053(a)4), by Jacques T. Schlenger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 37-8.


Spragins, Janet R. Current appellate cases create conflict in deductibility of selling costs as administration expenses under Sec. 2053(a)(2). Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, July 1976, p. 429-37.


Section 2055


Renunciation of bequest can effectively reduce taxes. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 73.

Section 2056


Renunciation of bequest can effectively reduce taxes. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 73.


Section 2204
Executor's liability can be shortened but not estate's. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, Jan. 1976, p. 32.

Section 2503


Lifetime gift tax exemption can't be restored once used. Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July-Aug. 1976, p. 445.

Schruger, Jacques T. Gift tax: taxpayer not entitled to exclusion for trust income payable to donee after he reaches majority, notwithstanding that right to trust income during donee's minority qualifies for annual exclusion under Section 2503(c), by Jacques T. Schruger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 154-5.

Schruger, Jacques T. Later gift of income interest for ten years to begin at expiration of initial income interest gift of five years ineligible for Section 2503(b) annual exclusion, by Jacques T. Schruger and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 47-8.

Section 2511


Section 2513


Section 2515


Section 2521
Section 4946

Section 4972

Section 4975

Section 6012

Section 6013

Section 6015

Section 6033

Section 6041

Section 6051

Section 6053


Section 6164

Section 6166

Section 6211

Section 6213
Foreign estate gets 150 days to petition Tax Court. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 207.

Section 6302

Section 6325

Section 6503

Section 6621

Section 6651

Section 6653

Section 6654
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Section 6672

Section 6851

Section 6851

Section 6862

Section 6901
Taxpayer receiving transferred property may also be getting a hidden tax liability. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March 1976, p. 186-7.

Section 7201

Section 7203

Section 7205

Section 7206

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Section 6672

Section 7215

Section 7421

Section 7422
Receipt of a notice of deficiency during a refund suit: Section 7422(c) practice and procedure. Iowa law review, v. 61, April 1976, p. 1033-56.

Section 7476

Section 7481

Section 7502

Section 7512

Section 7602
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Swisher Julia K. Taxation—summons power of the Internal Revenue Service is not limited to investigations focusing upon a particular person, return, or potential tax liability. (Comment) Texas Tech law journal, v. 7, Fall 1975, p. 207-18.

Section 7701


Section 7805


Securities


Securities transactions


Self-dealing


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1976

Self-employed


Lenrow, Gerald I. Simpson case—the IRS argues that an agent is an independent contractor and the Tax Court agrees by Gerald I. Lenrow and Emanuel Haplen. (Insurance taxation) Best's review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, Nov. 1975, p. 70, 72, 74, 76.


Selling expenses

Linett, E. S. Buyer's payment of selling expenses is Sec. 453(b) payment in year of sale. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 380-1.

Separation Agreements

See Taxation, United States—Divorce Settlements

Separation Agreements

Service enterprises


Sham


Landmark tax cases: Moline Properties, Inc.—separate corporate entity can't be ignored. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 305.


Ships and shipping


Short sales


Short Term Trusts

See Also Taxation, United States-Clifford Trusts, In Previous Indexes


Some grantor trusts offer tax benefits, but IRS rules must be closely adhered to. (Estate planning) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 296-7.


Sick pay


Skirker case


Small Business

See Also Taxation, United States-Subchapter S Corporations


TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Short Term Trusts


Small Tax Division

See United States. - Tax Court. Small Tax Case Division.

Social security


Idle-time pay is not always subject to payroll taxes. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 82.


Social welfare organizations


Software

See Taxation, United States-Computer Software
Spin-offs, split-offs, and split-ups


Spray Trusts

See Taxation, United States-Sprinkling Trusts

Spinlifting trusts


Start-Up Costs

See Taxation, United States-Organization Expenses

States

See Also Taxation, Under Name Of State
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Currier, Barry A. Exploring the role of taxation in the land use planning process. Indiana law journal, v. 51, Fall 1975, p. 28-90.


Helfenstein, Jerome R. State taxation under the commerce clause: an historical perspective. Vanderbilt law review, v. 29, March 1976, p. 335-51. (Symposium, state taxation of interstate business: forward)

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—States


White, Robert M. Constitutionality of the Multistate Tax Compact. (Note) Vanderbilt law review, v. 29, March 1976, p. 453-69. (Symposium, state taxation of interstate business)

Statutes


Commerce Clearing House. Stock values and dividends for 1976 tax purposes; market values, par values and dividends of listed or regularly quoted stocks for 1976 federal, state and local tax purposes; including special supplement on the Pennsylvania tax status of bonds. Chicago, 1976. 186 p. plus 16 p. [*724 C


*751 N
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Lee, M. Mark. Valuing closely held stock for ESOP purposes is no simple matter. Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 1, Fall (Sept.) 1975, p. 310-19.


Sale can defer gain on liquidation, but gift prior to distribution will not avoid tax. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 251-2.


**Stock Buyouts**

*See Also Buyouts*


**Stock bonus**


Crumbley, D. Larry. Choosing a qualified pension, profit-sharing, or stock-bonus plan, by D. Larry Crumbley and James R. Hasselback. (Tax notes for the young practitioner) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 56-60.


**ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1976**


**Stock, Common**


**Stock, Contingent**


**Stock, Escrow**


**Stock options**


Stock, Preferred


Stock purchase


Dividends reinvested in stock at a discount. (Taxation in figures) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 33-34.


Linett, E. S. Buyer's payment of selling expenses is Sec. 453(b) payment in year of sale. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 380-1.


Stock redemptions


TAXATION, UNITED STATES--Stock options


Kelly, James P. Corp.'s ability to fund installment sale redemption must be demonstrated. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 7, Feb. 1976, p. 96.


Linett, E. S. Estate's retroactive loss on transfer of stock to satisfy loans held deductible - transaction entered into for profit. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, April 1976, p. 251-2.


Smith, James E. Several options available when it becomes necessary to divide corporate operations. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 306-16.


Stock warrants


Young, John E. Reacquisition of expiring stock warrants by issuer for additional stock and... (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 7, Jan. 1976, p. 28.

Stock, Worthless


Stockholder agreements


Stockholders

See Also Taxation, United States-Minority Stockholders


Dividends reinvested in stock at a discount. (Taxes in figures) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 231.


Schlenker, Jacques T. Death benefits paid by corporation, pursuant to contract, to noncontrolling shareholder's widow are not includable in decedent's gross estate under Section 2032(a)(1) as retained power over transferred property, or 2033, as property owned by decedent at death, by Jacques T. Schlenker and William T.F. Dykes. (Current tax developments) Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 152-4.


Straddle options
Kovey, Mark H. Rigged answers to troublesome liquidation plan questions. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, May 1976, p. 260-76.

Straw corporations
Bertane, Louis G. How to use a straw or nominee corporation without its being recognized for tax purposes. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 296-301.

Strike Insurance
See Taxation, United States-Insurance, Strike

Subchapter C

Thompson, Samuel C. Tax policy implications of contributions of appreciated and depreciated property to partnerships, Subchapter C corporations and Subchapter S corporations in exchange for ownership interests. Tax law review, v. 31, Fall 1975, p. 29-97.

Subchapter H

Subchapter J

Subchapter K
Turetsky, Eric B. Partnership taxation: special and retroactive allocations of losses are still with us - are their days numbered? Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 54, June 1976, p. 353-68.

Subchapter S corporations
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Surcharge

See Taxation, United States - Import Tax Surcharge
Taxation, United States-Income Tax Surcharge

Surplus

Allocation of corporate surplus exemption. (Taxes in figures)
Braden, Bruce. Multiple surplus exemptions through partnering.

Swanson case


Swap Funds

See Taxation, United States-Mutual Funds
Taxation, United States-Investment Companies

Take-over bids


Tax benefit rule


Tax-Exempt Organizations

See Taxation, United States-Exempt Organizations

Also Under Specific Subheadings, E.G. Cooperatives

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Surcharge

Tax-Free Exchange Funds

See Taxation, United States-Investment Companies Taxation, United States-Mutual Funds

Tax-Free Exchanges

See Taxation, United States-Exchanges And Transfers

Tax Liens

See Taxation, United States-Liens

Tax Limitation

See Tax Limitation

Tax Option Corporations

See Taxation, United States-Subchapter S Corporations

Tax reduction act of 1975

New form for extra 1% investment credit. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountants, v. 9, May/June 1976, p. 33.
TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Tax reduction act of 1975—(Continued)


Tax reform act of 1969


Tax reform act of 1976


Karaski, Joel N. New law offers one-time gift planning opportunities before the year ends. Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 6-10.
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When expatriates lose their big tax break. (Taxes) Business week, Oct. 11, 1976, p. 31-2.


Television properties
Linett, E. S. Prop. regs. allow investment credit for Sec. 50 movie and TV films and tapes. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 271.

Ten-Year Trusts
See Taxation, United States-Short Term Trusts

Tenancy
See Also Taxation, United States-Joint Ownership

In 1965-1966 Index


Dillingham, Charles. Incorrectly computing the basis of property can prove costly to taxpayer, by Charles Dillingham and Bruce E. Turner. (Tax accounting) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 278-86.


Termination of tax year
Gold, Steven D. Is Section 6861 the source of authority for short-year jeopardy assessments under the Internal Revenue code? (Comment) Kentucky law journal, v. 63, no. 4, 1974-75, p. 1027-45.


Theft losses
Goldman, Morton D. Securities loss may be ordinary if theft is involved. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 7, Feb. 1976, p. 100-1.


This incorporations
Footh, Elliot, P. Corporation may lose part of its interest deduction when capitalization is debt heavy. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 270-3.
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Thrift Plans
See Taxation, United States-Savings And Thrift Plans

Throwback rule

Timberlands

Tips
Linett, E. S. Dealer’s take is taxable as tips. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, Sept. 1976, p. 569-70.

TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Thrifty Plans

Tourist Courts And Motels
See Taxation, United States - Motels

Trade associations

Trade or business concept

Trading Stamps
See Taxation, United States-Premium Merchandising

Transfers
Linett, E. S. Secs. 351, 357(c): cash-basis transferor’s gain offset by transferee’s payment of payables in year of transfer. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 7, June 1976, p. 378-80.

Transportation

Traveling And Entertainment Expenses
See Also Taxation, United States-Food And Lodging
TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Travelling And Entertainment Expenses—Continued


Travel by an investor can reduce his total tax bill. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 373.

Travel by an investor can reduce his total tax bill. Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 29-30.


Trebly Damages

See Taxation, United States-Damages

Trust-leaseback


Layne, Abner A. Warning: real estate may be hazardous to your plan. Medical economics, v. 53, May 31, 1976, p. 95-111, passim. (Special issue on retirement plans)

Trusts
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Tuition Tax Credit Plan

See Taxation, United States-Education Expense

Turnover Tax

See Taxation, United States - Gross Receipts Tax

Undistributed profits


Unincorporated Businesses

See Also Taxation. United States, Under Specific Type, E.G., Partnerships; Proprietorships

Investment club expenses are a nonbusiness deduction. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 315.

Unlisted business concept


Unrelated business income

Unreasonable debt-financed income

Vacation homes

Vacation pay

Valuation factors
Assets traced to co-grantor excluded from value of trust. Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 27.
Standard Research Consultants. Corporate security values as determined by the Tax Court. New York, c1974. 1 v. (looseleaf) [724 S]
Value-added tax


Voting stock


Wagening
See Taxation, United States-Gambling

Wash sales


Western hemisphere trade corporations


Whispers Problems
See Taxation, United States - Inconsistencies

Widow's Election
See Taxation, United States-Community Property

Widows of Employees
See Taxation, United States-Employee Benefits

Wills


Finerman, Ralph. Marital deduction and will contests, edited by Ralph Finerman. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 69-70.


S-tulement of estate contest is not always tax-free. Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 142.

Settlement of estate contest is not always tax-free. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 121.


Windfall profits


Withholding


Idle-time pay is not always subject to payroll taxes. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 82.


Work-In-Process Inventories

See Taxation, United States-Inventories, Work-In-Process

Worthless Stock

See Taxation, United States-Stock, Worthless

Zuckman case


TAXATION, VENEZUELA


TAXATION, VIRGINIA


Estates and trusts


Sales and use taxes


TAXATION, WESTERN EUROPE

See Taxation, Europe Also Taxation, Under Name Of Country
TAXATION, WISCONSIN


Open letter to my colleagues: revenue department was sheared. (Forum) Wisconsin CPA, Dec. 1975, p. 28.

Administration


Corporations


Income


Revision


Sales and use taxes


TAXATION without representation: tax guide for American executives in the UK


TAXATION, ZAMBIA


TAXES


Accounting
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Canada

Accounting for the federal investment tax credit. (Research) CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Dec. 1975-Jan. 1976, p. 64.

Dewhirst, John F. Tax allocation question answered. CA magazine (Can.), v. 107, Nov. 1975, p. 43-50.
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---

France

---

Great Britain
Accounting Standards Steering Committee. Treatment of taxation under the consolidation of the accounts of companies. London, Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, 1974. 7 p. (Statement of standard accounting practice, no. 8) (111.1 A]


---

South Africa


Collection and delinquency


Civil proceedings can't be used to avoid self-incrimination. Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, March/April 1976, p. 287.


Gold, Steven D. Is Section 6661 the source of authority for short-year jeopardy assessments under the Internal Revenue code? (Comments) Kentucky law journal, v. 63, no. 4, 1974-75, p. 1027-45.


---

TAXES—Accounting—France


Penalty for late payment is not deductible interest. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 7-8.


Tainted evidence from state probe can be used by IRS. Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 79-80.

Taxpayer receiving transferred property may also be getting a hidden tax liability. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 379-80.


---

Great Britain
James, Simon. Swedish personal taxation system. British tax review, no. 6, 1975, p. 361-76.


Collection and delinquency

More information returns will be matched with tax returns. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 347.
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TAYLOR, FREDERICK WINSLOW.

TAYLOR, I. R.

TAYLOR, JAMES R.

TAYLOR, JOHN C.

TAYLOR, JOHN D.

TAYLOR, MARSHALL M.

TAYLOR, ROBERT S.

TAYLOR, RONALD N.
Psychological aspects of planning. Long range planning, v. 9, April 1976, p. 66-74.

TAYLOR, THAYER C.

TAYLOR, THOMAS C.

TEA

TEACHERS
See Also Accounting-Teaching

Paster, Irving. Yes, Virginia, there is no such thing as a free lunch. Akron business and economic review, v. 6, Winter 1975, p. 30-4.

TAXES—Costs

Costs

TAXPAYER can't speed up deduction by paying with note. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 49.

TAXPAYER COMPLIANCE MEASUREMENT PROGRAM

TAXPAYER receiving transferred property may also be getting a hidden tax liability. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 379-80.

TAXPAYER receiving transferred property may also be getting a hidden tax liability. Taxation for accountants, v. 15, March 1976, p. 186-7.

TAXPAYER SERVICES

TAXPAYER'S motives for buying asset determine if it's capital. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 4, May/June 1976, p. 359-60.


TAYLOR, BERNARD.
Managing the process of corporate development. Long range planning, v. 9, June 1976, p. 81-100.

TAYLOR, BERNARD W.

TAYLOR, COLLIN.

TAYLOR, D. J.
Buttfield, J. Now you have it, now you don't (or a case of the elusive professional costs), by J. Buttfield and D.J. Taylor. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 46, April 1976, p. 37-9.

TAYLOR, FREDERICK W.
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TEACHING

See Accounting Courses
Accounting-Teaching
Education
Examinations
Tax Courses
Teachers
Visual Aids

TEACHING MACHINES

See Programmed Learning

TEACHING, patient care, research facilities integrated in compact hospital design. (Design lines) Hospitals, v. 50, Sept. 16, 1976, p. 35, 38.

TEAGUE, BURTON W.


TEBB, RONALD.


TEBERG, RICHARD L.


TECHNICAL PROGRESS


Herman, Stewart. Das is kapital? The case of energy development, by Stewart Herman and James Cannon. Business and society review, no. 18, Summer 1976, p. 20-3.


TECHNOLOGICAL COMPANIES

See Also Research And Development


TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING


TECK, ALAN.


TEED, RALPH H.


TEETERS, NANCY H.


TEITELL, CONRAD.
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Costs

How to cut your telephone costs. Law office economics and management, v. 16, Fall 1975, p. 453-7.


Data processing


Government regulation


Rates


Telephone Equipment Manufacturers

See Communication Equipment Manufacturers

Television

See Community Antenna Television Companies Radio And Television

Television economics.


Telex Corporation.


Telex v. IBM: defining the relevant market. (Notes) Iowa law review, v. 61, Oct. 1975, p. 184-221.

Telex v. IBM: defining the relevant market. (Notes) Iowa law review, v. 61, Oct. 1975, p. 184-221.

Tell, William K.


Tellier, Richard D.


TENDER OFFERS
See Take-Over Bids

TENGES, ROBERT E.

TENNENT, MICHAEL.

TENNEY, LESTER I.

TENTS
See Canvas Products

TERMINATED-DATE-GROUP METHOD OF DEPRECIATION ACCOUNTING
See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence-Terminal-Date-Group Method

TERMINATION
See Contracts, Government-Termination

TERMINOLOGY
See Also Taxation, United States-Terminology


TERRY, BRIAN.

TERRY, RONALD A.

TERSINE, RICHARD J.

TERZAKI, JAMES J.
How to regulate foreign banks? (Special report: international banking) Banking, v. 68, July 1976, p. 72, 74, 76.

TEST COSTING
See Estimating

TESTIMONY
See Evidence Taxation, United States-Expert Witnesses

TESTING AND SAMPLING
See Also Inventories-Verification Statistics Work Sampling


Barkman, Arnold Ira. Critical evaluation and extension of the application of quantitative techniques to the field of auditing. Houston, 1974. 164 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - U. of Houston.) [170 B]


Burrow, Arnett E. Acceptance sampling to reduce audit work. GAO review, v. 11, Winter 1976, p. 8-10.
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Ranga Rao, N. T. V. Case study on assessing the arrears through statistical sampling techniques. Management accountant (India), v. 11, Aug. 2, 1976, p. 600-3.


Data processing


TESTS

See Accounting Testing Program

Examinations

Testing And Sampling

TEUTON, ROBERT W.


TEXAS GULF SULPHUR COMPANY.


TEXAS, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN.

—Dept. of Accounting.


TEXTILE BAGS

See Bags

TEXTILE MAINTENANCE INDUSTRY

See Cleaning And Dyeing

Diaper Service

Laundries

Linen Supply Business

TEXTILES

Cost accounting


Costs


THACKER, RONALD J.


THACKRAY, JOHN.


THAKKAR, RASHMI B.


THAPLAWALA, ABDUR RAZZAQ.


THARP, MARVIN O.

THARP, RALPH.
Records that let me see 50% more patients. Medical econom-

THAYER, PETER W.
Options achieve respectability with trust departments. Trusts &

THEATERS
See Also Moving Picture Theaters

THEATRICAL PRODUCTIONS
Goodman, Richard Alan. Some management issues in tem-
porary systems: a study of professional development and
manpower - the theater case, by Richard Alan Goodman
and Lawrence Peter Goodman. Administrative science quar-

THEFT
See Also Taxation, United States-Theft Losses

Associations sleep under worn-out security blankets. (Opera-
Boney, Paisley. Preventive security, necessity or luxury??
53-6.
Eaton, P. J. Beating modern armoury of crime. Management
(Irish), v. 22, Dec. 1975, p. 80, 82.
Flood, Sean A. New alarm techniques improve security and
Geurs, Michael D. Research shoppinglift and other devi-
ant customer behavior, using the randomized response
research design, by Michael D. Geurs, Roman R. Andrus
and James Reinmuth. Journal of retailing, v. 51, Winter
Hernon, Frederick E. Industrial purchasing safeguards: re-
ducing criminal frauds. Financial executive, v. 44, May 1976,
p. 20-5.
Hernon, Frederick E. White collar rip-off. Mgt., Inc. Akron,
Ohio, c1975. 138 p. [*861 H]
Horn, C. A. Prevention of theft and dishonesty. Accountants
Joseph, Anthony M. Computer fraud and sales audit, part
one. (Systems digest) Retail control, v. 44, June-July 1976,
p. 36-41.
Minch, Sydney. Need for manned security systems. Man-
Parker, Donn B. Computer abuse, by Donn B. Parker, Susan
Nycum and S. Stephen Oora. Mendo Park, Calif., Stanford
Research Institute, c1975. 131 p. (Prepared for the National
Science Foundation) [203.9 P]
United States. Dept. of Commerce. Cost of crimes against
[*177 U]

THEFT loss deduction requires probability of criminal taking.
(Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants,

THEFT loss deduction requires probability of criminal taking.

THEORET, ANDRE.
Mintzberg, Henry. Structure of unstructured decision
processes, by Henry Mintzberg, Duru Raisinghani and
Andre Theoret. Administrative science quarterly, v. 21, June
1976, p. 246-75.

THEORY of accounting measurement.
Ijiri, Yuji. Theory of accounting measurement. Sarasota, Fla.,
American Accounting Association, 1975. 210 p. (Studies in
accounting research, no. 10) [*110 I]

THEORY of accounts.
published by Henry Holt and Co., New York, 1925, in the
American business series.) [110 S]

THEROUX, EUGENE A.
New Hebrides: recent legislation on transfer of corporate
domicile. Tax management international journal, Aug. 1976,
p. 8-12.
Slowinski, Walter A. Tax aspects of doing business with
Poland: the U.S.-Polish tax treaty, by Walter A. Slowinski
and Eugene A. Theroux. Tax management international

THESSES
Barkman, Arnold Ira. Critical evaluation and extension of the
application of quantitative techniques to the field of tud-
ing. Houston, 1974. 164 typewritten pages. (Thesis
(Ph.D.) - U. of Houston.) [170 B]
Bulmash, Gary Franklin. Inquiry into the background of and
circumstances leading to the establishment of the Cost
Accounting Standards Board. Baltimore, Md., 1974. 325
 typewritten pages: (Thesis (D.B.A.) - U. of Maryland.)
[106.3 C]
Chen, Kung-Hong. Removing the appearance of certainty
from accounting information: a behavioral experiment.
Austin, Tex., 1974. 283 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.)
- University of Texas at Austin.) [141.1 C]
Costouros, George John. Accounting in the golden age of
- University of Santa Clara) (Photocopy of typescript. Ann
Arbor, Mich., University Microfilms, 1974.) [109.2 G]
Cowan, Scott Stephen. Development of a financial account-
(Thesis (D.B.A.) - George Washington University.) [205.1 C]
Friedman, Laurence A. Theory and the format of an income
statement to accompany exit-price financial statements.
Lawrence, Kan., 1975. 183 p. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of
Kansas.) [158 F]
Knoblett, James Allen. Applicability of Bayesian statistical
(D.B.A.) - University of Washington.) (Photocopy of types-
cript, Ann Arbor, Mich., University Microfilms, 1967.)
[*170 K]
Neumann, Reuben. Inquiry into the preferred content and
184 p. (Thesis (D.B.A.) - Arizona State University) [200.6 N]
Ramanathan, Rajaram. Accounting principles and practices
61 p. (Thesis (M.B.A.) - Bernard M. Baruch College of the
City University of New York.) [*250 Non]
Winters, Alan J. Unaudited financial statements: a deline-
ation of issues, survey of practice and statement of respon-
(D.B.A.) - Texas Tech University.) [150 W]
Zuaiter, Farouq Ahmed. Cash movement as a basis for
income measurement. Lubbock, Tex., 1974. 187 typewritten
pages. (Thesis (D.B.A.) - Texas Tech University) [205.3 Z]

THIBAULT, ROBERT H.
Berdesford, Dennis R. SEC rules on interim financial infor-
мation, by Dennis R. Beresford and Robert H. Thibault. (SEC
Berdesford, Dennis R. SEC rules on interim financial infor-
mation: amendments to Form 10-Q, by Dennis R. Beresford
and Robert H. Thibault, (SEC commentary) CPA journal,
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THIELE, REX.


THIERAUF, ROBERT J.


THIES, JAMES B.


THIMM, ALFRED L.


THIN INCORPORATIONS

*See* Taxation, United States-Thin Incorporations

THIRTEEN-MONTH YEAR

*See* Calendar


THOMADAKIS, STAVROS B.


THOMAS, ARTHUR L.


THOMAS, L. JOSEPH.


THOMAS, L. LOWELL S.


THOMAS, R. D.


THOMAS, R. DOUGLAS.


THOMAS, RICHARD L.

Lending needs to be met and priorities to be set. *Journal of commercial bank lending*, v. 58, Jan. 1976, p. 35-43.

THOMAS, W. BRUCE.


THOMASSON, H. O.


THOMFARDE, FREDRICH H.


THOMPSON, DANIEL C.


THOMPSON, DONALD J.


THOMPSON, HOWARD E.


THOMPSON, JOE R.

Profits vary by assets: large shops earn less due to higher costs. (Current trends) *Savings & loan news*, v. 97, May 1976, p. 92-3.


THOMPSON, JOHN A.


THOMPSON, MAYO J.


THOMPSON, PAUL H.


THOMPSON, ROBERT T.


THOMPSON, SAMUEL C.
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Unaudited financial statements. (Research) *CA magazine* (Can.), v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 54-7.
THOMPSON, STEPHEN R.

THOMPSON, STEVEN C.

THOMPSON, WILLIAM E.

THOMSEN, DAVID J.

THOMSON, J. EDGAR.

THOR, WILLIAM J.

THORNDIKE, DAVID.

THORNDIKE encyclopedia of banking and financial tables, 1975 yearbook.

THORNE, JACK F.
Gifts of life insurance: how to cope with the problem areas. (Estate planning) *Practical accountant*, v. 9, May/June 1976, p. 58-60.

THORNTON, DANIEL B.

THORNTON, JOHN V.

THORNTON, MAXWELL D.

THOMPSON, STEPHEN R.

THREAT to corporate growth.
Needham, James J. Threat to corporate growth. (n.p.), Girard Bank, 1974. 60 p. [721 N]


THRIFT PLANS
See *Savings And Thrift Plans*.

THROCKMORTON, JERRY J.

THRONE, BRUCE C.

THROWER, RANDOLPH W.

THRUWAYS
See *Roads And Highways*

THUESSEN, GERALD J.

THURLOW, MICHAEL L.

THYGERSON, KENNETH J.

THYLIN, ROY D.
TICHY, NOEL M.


TIEBOUT, CHARLES.


TIEDEMANN, WILLIAM.


TIERNEY, H.


TIERNEY, JOSEPH E.


THANSKY, DENNIS P.


TILE

See Clay Products

TILLINGHAST, CHARLES C.


TILLOTSON, PETER R.

Tax costs; gear wages and prices to productivity. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, April 1976, p. 30-2.

TILLYARD, FRANK.


TILTON, JAMES T.
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TILZER, IRA L.

Supreme Court narrows Fifth Amendment privilege for records held by third party. (Fraud & negligence) Journal of taxation, v. 45, July 1976, p. 2-4.

TIMBER

See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence - Timberlands

TIMBERLANDS

See Also Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence - Timberlands


Taxation

See Taxation, United States-Timberlands

TIMBIE, RICHARD E.


TIME AND MOTION STUDY

See Also Work Measurement


MOST way to time a job. (Industrial production) Business week, Aug. 2, 1976, p. 30 Q.


TIME of adopting plan is crucial to use of 1244 stock. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 21.


TIME SHARING

See Computers - Time Sharing Systems
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TOBIN, LAURENCE E.

TOCKARSHESKY, JOSEPH B.

TODD, JOHN O.

TODD, JOHN T.

TODER, JEROME.

TOLLEFSEN, RONALD L.

TOLLEFSON, JOHN O.

TOMAS, CLAUDE A.


TOMASCH, MARK R.


TOMASSINI, LAWRENCE A.


TOMESKI, EDWARD ALEXANDER.


TOMESKI, KONRAD E.
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TOUCHE ROSS INTERNATIONAL.

TOURIST COURTS AND MOTELS
See Motels

TOWARD a science of accounting.


TOWNS
See Municipalities

TOWNSEND, GRADY M.


TOWNSEND, JAMES E.

TOWNSEND, R. C.

TOWNSEND, ROBERT.


TOY, JAMES H.
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TRACHTENBERG, SIDNEY.


TRACTORS AND TRAILERS

See Also Trailer Parks

TRACY, J. DAVID.


TRACY, JOHN A.


TRACY, LANE.


TRADE ACT OF 1974


TRADE AGREEMENTS

See Also Collective Bargaining

Industrial Relations

Trade Unions


TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

See Also Trade Unions

Also Under Name Of Special Trade Association


Accounting


Data processing


Law


Management


TRADE-MARKS AND TRADE-NAMES


Taxation

See Taxation, United States - Trade-Marks And Trade-Names

TRADE SECRETS

Accommodation of federal patents and the state interest in trade secrets. (Comments) William and Mary law review, v. 16, Fall 1974, p. 171-85.

TRADE UNIONS

See Also Funds-Welfare


TRAIGLE, JOSEPH N.

TRAILER PARKS
See Also Mobile Home Parks

TRAILERS
See Mobile Home Parks
Mobile Homes
Tractors And Trailers
Trailer Parks

TRANSACTIONS with relatives are subject to special tax rules.

TRANSACTIONS with relatives are subject to special tax rules.
Estate planning, v. 3, Spring 1976, p. 163.

TRANSACTIONS with relatives are subject to special tax rules.

TRANSFER AGENTS
See Stock Transfer

TRANSFER PRICING
See Pricing, Transfer

TRANSFERS
See Exchanges And Transfers

TRANSIT SYSTEMS

Data processing

Finance

Canada


TRANSPLANTING the executive family; how to minimize the shocks. Business week, Nov. 15, 1976, p. 159-61. 169-70.
TRANSPORTATION

See Also Airlines
Motor Buses
Motor Transportation
Motor Trucks
Railroads
Ships And Shipping
Taxicabs
Transit Systems


Costs


Data processing

European Economic Community

Government regulation


Management

Rates

Statistics


TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY


TRAUGH, HELEN M.

TRAVEL AGENCIES
Management

TRAVEL by an investor can reduce his total tax bill. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, June 1976, p. 373.


TRAVEL INSURANCE
See Insurance, Travel

TRAVELING EXPENSES
See Also Taxation, United States-Traveling And Entertainment Expenses


TREANOR, RICHARD B.

TREASURE BIllS


TREASURE DEPARTMENT REGULATIONS
See Taxation, United States-Income Tax Regulations

TREASURY STOCK
See Stock-Treasury

TREATIES
See Taxation-International Double

TREES
See Also Forests And Forestry Nurseries
TREIDER, BJORN.


TREIGER, DAVID L.


TRENTIN, H. GEORGE.


TRIALS

See American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants-Trial Board
Court Decisions
Lawsuits
Mock Trials
Tax Litigation

TRIANCE, JOHN M.


TRIBBLE, NORMAN R.


TRIGWELL, D. A.


TRINH, HIEU NGHIA.


TRIPOLI, FRANCIS J.


TRIPPI, ROBERT R.


TRIVOLI, GEORGE WILLIAM.
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TRON, JEAN-MICHEL.


TROY, LEO.


TRUCK LEASING

See Automobile Rental

TRUCK RENTAL

See Automobile Rental

TRUCK TERMINALS

Financial management


TRUCKING

See Motor Trucks

TRUE AND FAIR

Anderson, J. R. True and fair in the EEC. (Student roundabout) *Accountant (Eng.*)*, v. 174, March 4, 1976, p. 284.

TRUEBLOOD memorial conference: studies on financial objectives, 1976


TRUMP, GUY W.


TRUNKFIELD, CHRIS.

Are all CGAs professional accountants? (National report) *CGA magazine (Can.*)*, v. 9, Dec. 1975, p. 15.

TRUST-BUSTERS are coming (Editorial panel) *Veterinary economics*, v. 17, Feb. 1976, p. 12, 13.
TRUST COMPANIES AND DEPARTMENTS


Cost accounting


Data processing


Financial management


Fraud and Defalcation

See Banks And Banking-Fraud And Defalcation

Government regulation

Bleich, Scott A. New code would have impact on bank trust departments. Banking, v. 68, March 1976, p. 84.


Investments


TRUST COMPANIES AND DEPARTMENTS

Larson, Ronald D. Corporate trustees offer their accounts investment expertise and a variety of services. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 244-7.


Management


Larson, Ronald D. Corporate trustees offer their accounts investment expertise and a variety of services. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 244-7.


Reports and statements


Services


Larson, Ronald D. Corporate trustees offer their accounts investment expertise and a variety of services. Estate planning, v. 3, Summer 1976, p. 244-7.


Statistics


Trusts

See Also Debenture Trusts


Trusts Departments

See Trust Companies And Departments

Trust Funds

See Funds-Trust


Trust indentures act of 1939


Trusteed Affiliates

See Also Combinations

Holding Companies And Subsidiaries

Trusts

See Also Executors And Trustees

Funds-Trust

Taxation. United States Under Subheadings:

Family Trusts,

Foreign Trusts,

Inter Vivos Trusts,

Short Term Trusts,

Sprinkling Trusts

Trust Companies And Departments


Mortland, Jean A. Trust beneficiaries must be adequately identified... (New fiduciary decisions) Estate planning, v. 4, Autumn 1976, p. 25.
TRUSTS

TRUSTS—Management

Management


Short-term


Sprinkling

Unitrusts
See Also Taxation, United States - Unitrusts


TRUTH IN LENDING ACT
See Also Consumer Credit Protection Act


TRUTH IN SAVINGS


TRW INC.

TRYTEN, JOHN M.

TSIANG, SALLY.

TUCK, C. CLIFFORD.

TUCKER, DONALD P.

TUCKER, EDWIN W.

TUCKER, MARVIN W.

TUCKER, STEFAN F.


How to avoid the major limited partnership problems. Practical accountant, v. 9, July/Aug. 1976, p. 67-70. (Real estate tax shelters: a checklist)

How to choose the best ownership vehicle. Practical accountant, v. 9, July/Aug. 1976, p. 62-6. (Real estate tax shelters: a checklist)


TUGENDHAT, CHRISTOPHER.

TULIS, GERALD M.

TULLER, SAWYER A.

TULSA UNIVERSITY.
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TUMMINS, MARVIN.


TURE, NORMAN B.


TURETSKY, ERIC B.

Partnership taxation: special and retroactive allocations of losses are still with us - are their days numbered? Taxer - the tax magazine, v. 54, June 1976, p. 353-68.

TURK, FREDERICK J.


TURNER, BARRY A.


TURNER, BRUCE E.


TURNER, DONALD F.


TURNER, ROBERT C.


TURNER, RONALD E.


TURNER, WILLIAM D.


TURNOVER


TURPIES

See Roads And Highways

TURPPA, WILLIAM J.


TURVEY, RALPH.


TWARK, RICHARD D.


TWENTIETH CENTURY FUND.


TWERSKI, A. D.


TYING ARRANGEMENTS

See Also Antitrust
TYLER, GEORGE F.

TYLER, WAT H.


TYPEWRITER with a memory paves the way for the computerized office. *Law office economics and management*, v. 16, Fall 1975, p. 427-35.

TYPEWRITTEN BOOKKEEPING
See Bookkeeping-Typewritten
UDELLI, JON G.

UDO-AKA, UD.


UHL, EDWIN G.

UHL, KENNETH L.

UHL, KENNETH P.

UHLER, LEWIS K.


ULLAKKO, JAMES E.

ULLMAN, AL.

UMPLEBY, VERA G.
Courtesy discharge system: one hospital's alternative to the patient service representative. (Practical pointers) Hospital financial management, v. 6, May 1976, p. 52-3.


UNAUDITED STATEMENTS
See Statements, Financial-Unaudited


UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE OF LAW
See Law-Unauthorized Practice

UNDER-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
See Accounting-Developing Countries Developing Countries Taxation, Developing Countries

UNDERSTANDING economic change.

UNDERTAKERS
IRS is aware of funeral director's sources of income. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, Cover 3.

Statistics

UNDERWEAR
See Clothing Knit Goods

UNDERWOOD, ADRIAN B.

UNDERWRITERS


Richardson, William C. Voluntary health insurance: important role in cost containment. Hospitals, v. 50, March 1, 1976, p. 77-81.


UNDERWRITERS, SECURITIES
See Securities Underwriters

UNDISTRIBUTED PROFITS TAX
See Taxation, United States-Undistributed Profits

UNEARNED INCOME
See Deferred Income

UNEMPLOYMENT
See Employment

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
See Insurance, Unemployment

Social Security

UNGGER, LARRY D.

UNGGER, M. A.

UNGGER, THOMAS J.


UNIFORM ACCOUNTING
See Accounting-Uniform Methods
Also Under Various Businesses, Industries, Trades Or Utilities
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UNIFORM CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION
See Examinations, C.P.A.-Uniform

UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE


(Uniform commercial code annual survey)


Misner, Robert L. Tape recordings, business transactions via telephone, and the statute of frauds. Iowa law review, v. 61, April 1976, p. 941-64.

Walton, Garrett W. Secured transactions: noncompliance with the Uniform commercial code's resale provisions and the secured party's right to a deficiency judgment. (Recent cases) Missouri law review, v. 40, Winter 1975, p. 169-75.


Article 2


(Uniform commercial code annual survey)

Article 3


Article 4


Article 5


Article 8


Article 9
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UNIFORM CPA examination questions and answers, May 1975.


UNIFORM LAND TRANSACTIONS ACT


UNIFORM LIMITED PARTNERSHIP ACT

Liability of limited partners having certain statutory voting rights affecting the basic structure of the partnership, by Don Augustine and others. Business lawyer, v. 31, July 1976, p. 2087-2107.

UNIFORM PARTNERSHIP ACT


UNIFORM PROBATE CODE


UNIFORM single audit program for mortgage bankers.


UNIFORM system of accounts for maritime carriers, conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.


UNIFORM system of accounts prescribed for public utilities and licenses.


UNIFORM systems of accounts prescribed for natural gas companies (Classes A, B, C, and D) in effect on May 29, 1974.


UNION EUROPÉENNE DES EXPERTS COMPTABLES ÉCONOMIQUES ET FINANCIERS (UEC).

Audit considerations regarding the going concern basis. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, July 1976, p. 263-4. (UEC draft statement.)

Audit considerations regarding the going concern basis. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 15, 1976, p. 65-6. (Exposure draft.)


Expanding role for UEC. Accountant (Eng.), v. 173, Dec. 11, 1975, p. 658. (Expanding role for UEC.)

UEC draft statement: auditors' working papers. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, Feb. 1976, p. 52-3. (UEC draft statement: the use of another auditor's work.)

UEC draft statement - the use of another auditor's work. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 80, Jan. 1976, p. 27-8. (UEC draft statement - the use of another auditor's work.)

Work of Main Committee IX education and professional training. Journal UEC, v. 11, Jan. 1976, p. 42-7. (Work of Main Committee IX education and professional training.)

Committee on Auditing.

Draft statements by UEC committee on auditing. Certified accountant (Eng.), v. 68, Feb. 1976, p. 45-7. (Draft statements by UEC committee on auditing.)

UNION WELFARE FUNDS

See Funds-Welfare

UNIONS

See Trade Unions

UNIT TRUSTS

See Investment Companies

UNIT TRUSTS (GREAT BRITAIN)

See Funds - Mutual - Great Britain

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES.


UNITED Kingdom: some highlights from the budget speech April 6, 1976. (Developments in international tax law) Bulletin for international fiscal documentation, v. 30, June 1976, p. 249-61. (United Kingdom: some highlights from the budget speech.)

UNITED NATIONS.


UNITED STATES.

Air Force.


Bureau of Economic Analysis.


Civil Service Commission.


Commodity Futures Trading Commission.


Comptroller General.


Congress.


Congress. Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.


Domestic Council. Committee on the Right of Privacy.


Environmental Protection Agency.


Schulman, Bernard. New FHA 223(f) program to aid REITs and other lenders. REIT review, v. 3, Summer 1975, p. 6-11.


Federal Power Commission.
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Federal Reserve Board.


Federal Reserve System.


Nadler, Paul S. Will we have to join the club? Bankers monthly, v. 93, Jan. 15, 1976, p. 11-13.


Federal Trade Commission.


Food and Drug Administration.


General Accounting Office.


Staas, Wilbur H. Future promise of social accountability. Remarks, before the 8th annual New Mexico Accounting and Management Seminar, Albuquerque, New Mexico, November 17, 1972. (n.p.), n.d. 35 typewritten pages, *[110.6 S]

Audit of bankrupt’s return can be accelerated by IRS. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Sept. 1976, p. 191.

Audit technique handbook for estate tax examiners. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, 1975. 1 v. (various pagings). (Internal revenue manual no. 41, Jan. 21, 1975, supplement) [*751.7 U]


Fawer, Michael S. Accountant and the criminal tax fraud investigation. Louisiana CPA, v. 34, Fall 1975, p. 28-49.


Look back: the time the income tax was 1%. Practical accountant, v. 9, July/Aug, 1976, p. 41-5.


Many agencies were given access to returns by IRS. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 9, July/Aug. 1976, p. 26.


Practitioner's conferences provide insights into IRS. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 16, April 1976, p. 256-7.


Relations of practitioners and their clients with IRS. (Administration of accountants practice) CPA journal, v. 46, April 1976, p. 79-82.


Sources of information on requirements for qualified plan determinations issued. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 62-3.

Spies in green eyeshades? (Numbers game) Forbes, v. 117, June 1, 1976, p. 42.


Steinfeld, Gerhard. New IRS forms created. Pension world, v. 12, May 1976, p. 75-6, 78.


Weinstein, George. Taxpayers' records and accountants' workpapors now more vulnerable to IRS summons. Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 4-7.


Young, Rowland L. Taxpayer's statements may be used in fraud action. (Supreme Court report) American Bar Association journal, v. 62, July 1976, p. 989.
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Interstate Commerce Commission.


Laws, Statutes, etc.
Bankruptcy act and rules, with explanatory comment on important amendments...as amended to August 1, 1975, by Asa S. Herzog and others. New York, Matthew Bender, 1975. 1334 p. plus 124 p. index. (Coller pamphlet edition) [*242 U]


National Bureau of Standards.

National Center for Health Statistics.

Office of Education.

Office of Management and Budget.


Office of the Federal Register.

President. Task Force on Questionable Payments Abroad.

Rural Electrification Administration.

UNITED STATES.—Interstate Commerce Commission.

Securities and Exchange Commission.


Andredre, Steven S. Feet to the fire: SEC's Burton urges higher standards, self-regulation. Barron's, v. 55, Sept. 22, 1975, p. 3, 20, 22. (Second of two-part interview.) (Reprint file *B)


Bach, Ronald J. How to handle initial filings with the SEC. Practical accountant, v. 9, March/April 1976, p. 30-9.


Behind the maneuvering to out Needham. (Names & faces) Business week, v. 10, May 10, 1976, p. 80, 82.
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Blech, Scott A. New code would have impact on bank trust departments. Banking, v. 68, March 1976, p. 84.
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Establishing accounting principles. (News & views) CPA journal, v. 46, Nov. 1976, p. 10. (Except from Week in review (Haskins & Sells), Sept. 3, 1976.)
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Green, Wayne E. Bid to hold lawyers accountable to public, attorneys, angels firms. (In McCullers, Levis D. Contemporary business environment. Los Angeles, c1975. p. 34-9.) [110 M]


How to comply with the SEC's guide for registration of real estate limited partnership interests. SEC accounting report, v. 2, June 1976, p. 5.


(Adapted from a talk at Arthur Young Professors' Roundtable, University of Illinois, Urbana, March 30, 1976.)


Liles, Margaret R. Auditors' liability to investors for clients' inadequate disclosure or the auditor as police dog. (Legal developments) CPA, v. 38, April 1976, p. 22-4.


UNITED STATES.—Securities and Exchange Commission.


Mauser, Jeffrey N. State exemptions from securities regulation coextensive with S.E.C. rule 146. (Note) Cornell law review, v. 61, Nov. 1975, p. 157-75.


New variable annuity sales literature policy. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, 1975. 26 p. (Bound with SEC proposed economic projection rules in Federal securities law reports, no. 584, April 30, 1975, part IV, special report. Also published separately by the SEC under the title: Adoption of amendment of the statement of policy with respect to the use, form and content of sales literature employed in the sale of variable annuity contracts by registered investment companies. *250 Inv.) [721 U]


SEC modification of proposed interim audit rules seen as result of protests. SEC accounting report, v. 1, May 1975, p. 3-4.
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Securities acts amendments of 1975: text of S. 249 as passed by Senate, April 17, 1975, including Senate floor amendments. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, 1975. 173 p. (Mutual funds guide, no. 166, April 21, 1975, 2nd extra ed. CCH special 2, Senate bill, S. 249 (Report, no. 94-75), 94th Congress, 1st session.) [*721 U]


UNITED STATES.—Securities and Exchange Commission.

Small Business Administration.


Ols, John M. Auditing the loan program of the Small Business Administration. GAO review, v. 11, Spring 1976, p. 30-4.


— Social Security Administration.


— Supreme Court.


Mailroom revisited: Supreme Court says negligence is not fraud. SEC accounting report, v. 2, May 1976, p. 3.


Supreme Court definition of materiality makes suits for inadequate proxy disclosure more difficult. SEC accounting report, v. 2, Aug. 1976, p. 4-5.

Supreme Court on accountant's work papers. (News & views) CPA journal, v. 46, Aug. 1976, p. 6-8. (Excerpt from Week in review (Haskins & Sells), April 30, 1976.)
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Standard Research Consultants. Corporate security values as determined by the Tax Court. New York, c1974. 1 v. (looseleaf) [724 S]


Tax Court volume reaches record levels. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 9, May/June 1976, p. 32.


UNITED STATES TREASURY BILLS

See Treasury Bills

UNITED WAY OF AMERICA


UNITIZED TRANSPORT

See Containers (Freight)

UNITRUSTS

See Taxation, United States - Unitrusts

Trusts - Unitrusts

UNIVERSAL PRODUCT CODE


UNIVERSITIES

See Schools And Colleges
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UNREASONABLE ACCUMULATION OF SURPLUS
See Taxation, United States-Undistributed Profits


UNUSUAL CHARGES OR CREDITS
See Statements, Financial-Income-Extraordinary Items

UP the organization.

UPDEGRAFF, DAVID E.

UPTON, CHARLES W.

URANIUM
See Mining And Metallurgy, Uranium

URBAN LAND INSTITUTE.

URBAN RENEWAL.
See Also Slums


Finance

URQUHART, R. C.


UNREASONABLE ACCUMULATION OF SURPLUS


U.S. lodging industry.


USE OF CLIENT'S STAFF
See Accountants' Office-Clients


USE of tax return not self-incrimination.


USE TAX
*See* Taxation, United States - Sales And Use Taxes

USED CAR DEALERS
*See Also* Automobile Dealers

USED MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT
*See Also* Junk Dealers
Salvage
Scrap, Waste, Spoilage

USING the work of a specialist.

USUFRUCT

USSR
*See* Accounting - Union Of Soviet Socialist Republics
Taxation, Union Of Soviet Socialist Republics
Union Of Soviet Socialist Republics

UTILITY THEORY

VACATIONS  
See Also Accountants’ Office-Vacations  
Wages, Fees, Salaries-Vacation Pay

VACATIONS  
See Also VACATIONS  
VALENTINE, VAILL, VACATIONS

Chen, Dickerson, Broenen, Barton, Arnold, AISG Securities Management  

VAILL, PETER B.  

VALEX, BERNARD M.  

VALENTINE, JOSEPH B.  

VALUATION  
See Also Accountants’ Office - Valuation And Goodwill  
Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence  
Fair Value  
Inventories-Valuation  
Also Subheading, Valuation, Under Specific Subjects


Barton, Allan D. Analysis of business income concepts. Lancaster, Eng., International Centre for Research in Accounting, 1975. 65 p. (ICRA occasional paper, no. 7.) [205.3 B]


Chen, Kung-Hong. Removing the appearance of certainty from accounting information: a behavioral experiment. Austin, Tex., 1974. 283 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of Texas at Austin.) [141.1 C]


Harris, Edward C. Use of appraisals in condominium accounting, by Edward C. Harris and O. Don Lauher. (Condominium world) Real estate review, v. 6, Spring 1976, p. 31-2.


Replacement costs: clarification or confusion? (Accounting) Business week, Aug. 9, 1976, p. 54-6.


Asset Revaluation  
See Also Appreciation  
Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence  
Inventories - Valuation
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McCullers, Levis D. Introduction to financial accounting, by Levis D. McCullers and Remond P. Van Daniker. Los Angeles, Melville, c1975. 419 p. [110 M]


VAN DEN BERGH, R. J. A.


VAN DER MOST, G.

Purchasing process: researching influences is basic to marketing plan. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Oct.1976, p. 120, 124, 129.

VAN DEUREN, RICHARD A.


VAN DUYN, JULIA.


VAN FLEET, G. ALLAN.


VAN HOORN, J.


VAN HORNE, JAMES C.


VAN LEER, R. KARL.


VAN NIEKERK, PIETER A.


VAN REGENMORTER, ROBERT.
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VAN VALKENBERG, WILLIAM E.


VANATTA, CHESTER B.


VANCE, CHARLES C.


VANCE, JACK O.


VANCE, LAWRENCE L.


VANCIL, RICHARD F.


VANDENBERG, PIETER A.


VANGERMEERSCH, RICHARD.


VARGO, RICHARD J.


VARIABLE ANNUITIES

See Annuities, Variable

VARIABLE BUDGETS

See Budgets, Business-Flexible

VARIABLE COSTS

See Also Direct Costs

Fixed

Increment And Decrement

Marginal Costs

Original Costs

Standard Costs


VARIANCES

See Also Standard Costs


Polimeni, Ralph S. Effects of inflation - variance analysis, by Ralph S. Polimeni and Arthur Adelberg. (Management advisory services) CPA journal, v. 46, June 1976, p. 64-5.

Shashua, Leon. Laspeyres indexes for variance analysis in cost accounting; a reply, by Leon Shashua and Yaqov Goldschmidt. (Correspondence) Accounting review, v. 51, April 1976, p. 432-5.
VARIANCES-(Continued)


VARIED views on corporate reports. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 22, 1976, p. 85-6.

VARIETY STORES
See Also Chain Stores, Variety Chains
Department Stores
Retail Trade

VARNISH
See Paint And Varnish

VASARHELYI, MIKLOS A.

VAUGHAN, JACK M.

VAUGHN, ROBERT C.

VAUSE, R.

VEERHOFF, ALFRED B.

VEGETABLE OIL AND OILSEED MILLS
See Also Cottonseed Oil Mills And Soybean Oil Mills
In Previous Indexes

VEGETABLES
See Fruit And Vegetables

VELMANS, LOET A.


VENDING MACHINES

VENNER
See Woodworking
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VENEZUELA.

VENEZUELA - characteristics of business entities.

VENKATAKRISHNAN, K. S.

VENKATESWA RAO, N.

VENTURE ANALYSIS

VENTURE CAPITAL

VENTURE MANAGEMENT

VENTURE management: the business of the investor, entrepreneur, venture capitalist, and established company.
VERBAL information systems: a comprehensive guide to writing manuals.
Jackson, Clyde W. Verbal information systems: a comprehensive guide to writing manuals. Cleveland, Ohio, Association for Systems Management, c1974. 74 p. ["202.6 J"]

VERBRUGGE, JAMES A.

VERCHERE, BRUCE.
Canada - the investment of tax exempt funds. Tax management international journal, July 1976, p. 3-8.

VERGINI, ROGER C.

VERGLOMERATES
See Diversified Companies

VERNES, J. P.

VERNICK, LOUIS.

VERNON, JOHN M.

VERNON, RAYMOND.

VERSTED, PETER O.

VERTIN, JAMES R.

VESTING


VETERANS
See Also Pensions - Veterans

VETERINARIANS
Trust-busters are coming (Editorial panel) Veterinary economics, v. 17, Feb. 1976, p. 12, 15.

Accounting

Billing

Costs
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Layout


Hospital-of-the-year judging 1975: every possible facet was studied. Veterinary economics, v. 17, May 1976, p. 48, 50, 54-5, 58, 60.

Hospital-of-the-year 1975: the outside was brought inside. Veterinary economics, v. 17, May 1976, p. 204.


Projecting a professional presence. Veterinary economics, v. 17, March 1976, p. 50-1, 53-4, 58, 60.


Management


Personnel

VETERINARY ECONOMICS.


VICKREY, DON W.

VICKSON, R. G.

VIEIRA, ALFRED.

VIELEK, D. E. G.

VIJAYAKAR, I. R.
Replacement of life insurance policies. (Banking and insurance) Chartered accountant (India), v. 29, May 1976, p. 659-62.

VILLAMAYOR, ROMULFO.

Price level accounting as proposed by the FASB. SGV group journal (P.I.), nos. 3 & 4, 1975, p. 44-9.

VINCENT, TERRY S.

VINEBERG, PHILIP F.

VINING, DANIEL R.


VIRGINIA STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY.

VIRTUE, ROBERT.

VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATIONS
See Also Nursing Service

VISSE, RICHARD H.

VISUAL AIDS
See Also Audio-Visual Aids


VISWANATHAN, P. H.
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VITT, LOIS A.

VLADECK, STEPHEN C.

VOCATIONAL TESTS
See Accounting Testing Program

VOGEL, DAVID.

VOGT, PETER W.

VOICH, DAN.

VOLCKER, PAUL A.

VOLKSWAGENWERK AG.

VOM BAUR, F. TROWBRIDGE.

von EBERS, PAUL.
Hospital occupancy statistics, by Paul von Ebers and Felix Liddell. (Hospital indicators) Hospitals, v. 50, Feb. 16, 1976, p. 31-2, 37, 42.
Hospital operating margins, by Paul von Ebers and Felix Liddell. (Hospital indicators) Hospitals, v. 50, Jan. 16, 1976, p. 27-32.

VON ELSNER, KEYNES D.

VON SOOSTEN, DIEDRICH.

VOORHEES, THEODORE.

VOORHEIS, FRANK L.

VORWALLER, DARRELL J.

VOTING STOCK
See Stock-Voting

VOUGH, CLAIR F.

VOYAGE ACCOUNTING
See Ships And Shipping-Accounting

VOYVODICH, MARC E.
Medicare cost report: on mastering the monster, part 2. (Focus on finance) Hospitals, v. 50, April 1, 1976, p. 29.

VROOM, VICTOR H.

VUERINGS, RAYMOND.
W

WACHTEL, PAUL.

WACHTER, MICHAEL L.

WADEMAN, VICTOR.

WADEWORTH, HOMER C.

WAELBROECK, JEAN L.

WAGE AND SALARY STABILIZATION
See Wages, Fees, Salaries-Government Regulation

WAGE CONTINUATION PLANS
See Wages, Fees, Salaries-Salary Continuation Plans

WAGERING
See Taxation, United States - Gambling

WAGES, FEES, SALARIES
See Also Income
Job Analysis, Evaluation And Classification
Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings
Compensation For Services;
Professional Fees;
Income-Individual

Kahn, Robert. Is it too many people or the wrong kind of work? Business and society review, no. 18, Summer 1976, p. 31-5.

Payments for meals may not be taxable as wages. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, March 1976, p. 185.

Accountants' fees
Buttfield, J. Now you have it, now you don't (or a case of the elusive professional costs), by J. Buttfield and D.J. Taylor. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 46, April 1976, p. 37-9.
Caplice, William F. Controlling legal and audit fees: prior review, progress reporting are essential. Newspaper controller, v. 29, April 1976, p. 4.
In the old days... (Accountants' fees) Practical accountant, v. 9, Jan./Feb. 1976, p. 41.
Luton, James P. Accountants' fees, how to improve your collections. Practical accountant, v. 8, Nov./Dec. 1975, p. 31-5.
Muse, A. Audit fees (Firmly stated) CA magazine (Can.), v. 108, June 1976, p. 20-1.
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Australia


Canada


Great Britain

Kobrin, David. Little new light on lien rights. (Law and the accountant) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 87, May 1976, p. 106.


International


Accountants' salaries


Canada


Accounting

See Also Payrolls-Accounting

Administration


Back pay


Bankers


Bankruptcy Fees

See Bankruptcy-Fees

Baseball players

Staudohar, Paul D. Results of final-offer arbitration of bargaining disputes. California management review, v. 18, Fall 1975, p. 57-61.

Bonus

See Bonus

Business consultants

Great Britain


Canada


Clerical


College graduates


Commissions


Compensation for services
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Canada

Data processing

Deferred Compensation
See Also Taxation, United States-Compensation For Services

Dentists

Engineers
Quest for the sizable paycheck. Automation, v. 23, April 1976, p. 52-6.

Executives

WAGES, FEES, SALARIES—Compensation for services
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Great Britain


Great Britain


Hospitals


Incentives

See Accountants' Office-Incentives

India


Ireland

Clarke, Phil. How to revive productivity. Management (Irish), v. 22, Dec. 1975, p. 16-17.

Lawyers


Dunn, Michael. Attorneys' fees - awards of attorneys' fees are not permissible under a non-statutory private attorney general doctrine. (Comment) Texas Tech law journal, v. 7, Fall 1975, p. 122-32.


Legal profession and the antitrust laws; the Goldfarb case. (Comments) Iowa law review, v. 61, Feb. 1976, p. 851-73.


Canada
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WAGES, FEES, SALARIES—Lawyers

Moore, Frederick A. Portability - the key to coordinated group LTD and individual non-cancellable disability income in wage continuation plans. CLU journal, v. 30, Jan. 1976, p. 53-8.

Severance pay
Guidelines: severance pay, sick pay plans. Pension world, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 64. (Excerpted from For your benefit published by George B. Buck Consulting Actuaries.)

Sick pay
Guidelines: severance pay, sick pay plans. Pension world, v. 11, Nov. 1975, p. 64. (Excerpted from For your benefit published by George B. Buck Consulting Actuaries.)
Moore, Frederick A. Portability - the key to coordinated group LTD and individual non-cancellable disability income in wage continuation plans. CLU journal, v. 30, Jan. 1976, p. 53-8.

Statistics
Quest for the sizable paycheck. Automation, v. 23, April 1976, p. 52-6.

Stock Purchase
See Stock Purchase

Teachers

Wage Continuation Plans
See Also Wages, Fees, Salaries - Salary Continuation Plans

WOMEN

Wages

WAGMAN, BARRY E.

WAGNER, EDWARD M.

OVERSEAS PERSONNEL
See Wages, Fees, Salaries -- Foreign-Based Personnel

OVERTIME

PHYSICIANS

PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE
Caplice, William F. Controlling legal and audit fees: prior review, progress reporting are essential. Newspaper controller, v. 29, April 1976, p. 4.

PROFIT SHARING
See Profit Sharing

REFEREE (bankruptcy)
United States. Laws, Statutes, etc. Bankruptcy act and rules, with explanatory comment on important amendments...as amended to August I, 1975, by Asa S. Herzog and others. New York, Matthew Bender, 1975. 1334 p. plus 124 p. index. (Collier pamphlet edition) [242 U]

SALARY CONTINUATION PLANS
See Also Wages, Fees, Salaries - Wage Continuation Plans
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WALKER, DAVID A.

WALKER, E. JERRY.

WALKER, ERNEST W.

WALKER, JAMES W.

WALKER, K. R.
How to draw up a marketing plan that will keep you on the track. Industrial marketing, v. 61, Sept. 1976, p. 126-8.

WALKER, LAUREN M.

WALKER, PETER.
Looking behind the property/liability bloodbath. Best’s review (Property/liability ed.), v. 76, Nov. 1976, p. 21-2, 24, 78, 80, 82.

WALKER, PETER B.

WALKER, R. G.

WALKER, ROBERT.

WALKLEY, PHILIP H.

WALL, JAMES A.

WALL, JERRY L.

WALL, STAN.
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WALLACE, MARC J.

WALLACE, RALPH B.

WALLACE, WANDA A.

WALLACH, HENRY C.

WALSH, E. MICHAEL.

WALSH, FRANCIS J.

WALSH, LAWRENCE E.

WALSH, RICK.

WALSH, TIMOTHY J.

WALSH, W.
Democratic confusion. Accountant (Eng.), v. 175, July 1, 1976, p. 9-11.

WALSTON, RODERICK E.

WALTER, INGO.

WALTERS, ROY W.

WALTON, ELEANOR.

WALTON, GARRETT W.

WALTON, J. FREDERICK.
Avoiding small claims court limitations. Veterinary economics, v. 16, Feb. 1975, p. 31-2, 34.

WALZER, STUART B.

WANG, NAI-CHI.

WANGLER, LAWRENCE A.

WANLESS, P. T.

WAR CONTRACTS
See Contracts, Government

WAR ON POVERTY
See Poverty Programs
Taxation, United States-Income-Negative

WARADY, ARTHUR D.
Employee plans that invest in employer stock without restrictions are not limited to ESOP's. Taxation for accountants, v. 16, May 1976, p. 302-6.
Employee plans that invest in employer stock without restrictions are not limited to ESOP's. (Compensation) Taxation for lawyers, v. 5, July/Aug. 1976, p. 32-6.

WARD, DAVID.

WARD, DAVID G.
AIB's second wave...makes a profitable course harder to navigate. CA magazine (Can.), v. 109, Sept. 1976, p. 32-6.

WARD, GEOFFREY H.
One way to manage an accounting firm. (Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 141, Feb. 1976, p. 82-6. (Abridged version of this article appeared in CA magazine.)

WARD, JAMES J.
WARD, MICHAEL.

WARDEN, KATHARINE D.
Workable way to transfer practice assets to your children. Medical economics, v. 53, March 8, 1976, p. 223.

WARDEN, KATHERINE D.

WARDEN, NORMAN L.

WARE, ROBERT B.

WARE, WARREN W.

WAREHOUSES

Data processing
Hegland, Donald E. Move it by the numbers - computerized material handling comes of age. Automation, v. 22, Nov. 1975, p. 80-5.
Schultz, Gregory V. Small parts: which way for storage/order picking? Factory, v. 9, April 1976, p. 49-54.

Management

WARRICK, R. PATTERSON.

WARNER, D. MICHAEL.
Nurse staffing, scheduling, and reallocation in the hospital. (Research and management) Hospital & health services administration, v. 21, Summer 1976, p. 77-90.

WARNER, PAUL D.

WARRANTS
See Also Bond Warrant
Stock Warrants

WARRANTY

WARREN, ALBERT L.

WARREN, CARL S.

WARREN, JONATHAN R.

WAUSEM, GEORGE.
Over-the-hill services - part II. Bankers monthly, v. 93, April 15, 1976, p. 16-17, 20-1.

WASHINGTON REPRESENTATIVES
See Also Lobbying

WASLEY, ROBERT S.

WASSERMAN, JACK B.

WASSERMAN, JOSEPH J.
Data security in an on-line computer environment. EDP auditor, Fall 1974, p. 2-4, 16-18.

WASSERMAN, PAUL.
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WASTE. *See Scrap, Waste, Spoilage*.


WATER POLLUTION. *See Pollution, Water*.

WATER POLLUTION CONTROL FEDERATION. American Public Works Association. Financing and charges for wastewater systems, a joint committee report of the American Public Works Association, American Society of Civil Engineers and Water Pollution Control Federation. n.p., c1973. 69 p. [*250 Sew*]


WATLING, TOM. Futures as a business tool. (Mainly for students) *Accountancy (Eng)*, v. 86, Dec. 1975, p. 102, 104.

WATS. See *Wide Area Telephone Service*.
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WEAVING
See Textiles

WEBB, RONALD J.

WEBBER, DAVID E.

WEBER, RON.

WEBER, STEPHEN K.

WEBER, WARREN E.

WEBSTER, GEORGE D.
New ruling on club dues may affect associations. (Legal) Association management, v. 28, July 1976, p. 16-17.

WEBSTER, ROBERT.

WEDDING costs are support, says IRS. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for accountants, v. 17, Aug. 1976, p. 95.

WEEKS, DAVID A.
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WEIL, RAY VANDER.

WEEMS, WALTER S.
Constitutional law - state and local tax - nondiscriminatory ad valorem property tax on imports stored in warehouse pending sale is not prohibited by import-export clause. (Recent cases) Vanderbilt law review, v. 29, March 1976, p. 487-95.

WEETMAN, PAULINE.
Take-overs - the rules of the game. (Students' section) Accountant's magazine (Sct.), v. 80, June 1976, p. 234-6.

WEGG, JAMES R.

WEIDENBAUM, MURRAY I.

WEIDER, NORMAN S.

WEIDLER, GREGORY.

WEHRICH, HEINZ.

WEIL, MAX.
Target benefit plans vs. defined benefit plans - which is the better alternative today? Pension and profit-sharing tax journal, v. 2, Spring (March) 1976, p. 135-40.

WEIL, RICHARD B.

WEIL, ROMAN L.

WEINBERG, BERNARD.

WEINBERG, EDGAR.

WEINBERG, ELLSWORTH A.

WEINBERG, GEORGE.

WEINBERG, SHELDON I.

WEINER, ALAN E.
How to handle the accounting for an estate. Practical accountant, v. 9, Sept./Oct. 1976, p. 51-64. (Special case study on estate accounting.)

WEINER, EDITH.

WEINER, RICHARD.

WEINER, ROBERT N.

WEINSTEIN, GEORGE.
'Taxpayers' records and accountants' workpapers now more vulnerable to IRS summons. Taxation for accountants, v. 17, July 1976, p. 4-7.

WEINSTEIN, HERBERT T.

WEINSTEIN, MELVIN E.

WEINSTEIN, MICHAEL.

WEINSTEIN, ROBERT V.
WEINSTEIN, STANLEY.

WEINSTEIN, STANLEY.

WEINTRAUB, DANIEL J.

WEIS, C. ARTHUR.

WEISBART, STEVEN N.

WEISS, ARTHUR A.

WEISS, DAVID J.

WEISS, HAROLD.

WEISS, JEROLD M.

WEISS, MARVYN.

WEISS, ROBERT L.

WEISS, STEPHEN J.

WEISSE, PETER D.

WELAM, ULF PETER.

WELCH, DOMINIC A.

WELCH, JOHN S.

WELCH, MARTIN E.

WELCH, THOMAS E.

WELCH, WILLIAM H.

WELCOME to the red-tape factory, Congressmen. (Numbers game) Forbes, v. 117, May 1, 1976, p. 20-1.

WELFARE

WELFARE AGENCIES
See Non-Profit Organizations, Welfare Agencies

WELFARE DEPARTMENTS

WELFARE FUNDS
See Funds-Welfare
Social Security
Trade Unions
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